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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 BUDGET ESTIMATES 

GENERAL STATEMENT 

• 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration conducts space and aeronautical research, development 
and flight activities for peaceful purposes designed to maintain United States preeminence in aeronautics 
and space. The President, in the National Space Policy, has charged NASA to conduct a balanced program of 
manned and unmanned exploration and to begin the systematic development of technologies necessary to 
enable and support a range of future manned missions. These activities will support the long-range goal 
of expanding human presence and activity beyond Earth orbit into the solar system. He also declared a 
goal establishing the U.S. as the preeminent spacefaring nation and announced a national and international 
initiati~e to seek new solutions to environmental problems. 

The NASA FY 1992 budget request of $15.7 billion supports the President's policy by providing the 
resources necessary for a vigorous national program ensuring leadership in critical areas of the space 
program as well as continued preeminence in aeronautics. This budget concentrates on: 

- A vigorous Space Science and Applications program, with funding increased 21% over FY 1991, to 
expand our knowledge of the Earth, its environment, the solar system and the universe, and human 
habitation of space; 

- Continuation of the spacecraft data distribution system, and instrument development for the Earth 
Observing System and the Earth Probes for the Mission to Planet Earth, to provide long-term data on 
changes in the global environment; 

- Initiation of the development of a New Launch System, jointly managed by NASA and the DOD, to 
provide a range of cargo capabilities and to achieve significant improvement in operations costs, 
system resilience, and reliability; 

- Augmented funding to focus on enabling propulsion materials development for high speed civil 
aircraft; provide the facilities, technology and expertise necessary for superiority in civil and 
military aviation; 

- Providing safe and effective assured access to space using both the Space Shuttle and Expendable 
Launch Vehicles; 

- Moving forward with a restructured Space Station development program; 
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• • • 
- Completing the technology program requisite for transitioning to the experimental flight phase of 

the National Aerospace Plane; 

- Developing the technology base necessary to support a balanced program of robotic missions and 
human exploration beyond Earth orbit; 

- Augmented funding for NASA educational activities for enhancing educational opportunities at all 
levels in the areas of math and science; 

- Providing opportunities for commercialization of space and for international cooperation in space. 

The program elements outlined in this budget will provide a strengthened base for assuring and continuing 
the United States' role as leader in space and aeronautical research and development. Specific major 
areas of emphasis are: 

Space Science and Applications 

The FY 1992 budget provides fo~ a carefully coordinated and logically phased set of research and 
development activities to: 

- Advance our scientific knowledge of Earth and the global processes which shape our 
environment; 

- Explore the solar system using automated spacecraft in conjunction with ground-based observations 
and research; 

- Expand our comprehension of the universe beyond the solar system using the full range of 
capabilities from Explorer spacecraft to the "Great Observatories"; 

- Increase our knowledge in the life sciences on key issues ranging from human performance and 
habitation in space to the basic life processes and the potential of life elsewhere in the 
universe; 

- Understand and develop the potential benefits of the microgravity environment in materials sciences 
and other applications; and, 

- Maintain U.S. leadership in the world communications satellite market. 

The Space Science and Applications program is in the midst of an exciting age of exploration and 
discovery. In 1990, the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), the Galileo mission to Jupiter, and the Ulysses 
mission to study the Sun were launched. During 1991-1992, the Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO), the Extreme 
Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE), the Upper Atmospheric Research Satellite (UARS), the Advanced Communications 
Technology Satellite (ACTS), the Mars Observer, the TOPEX., and several important Spacelab missions 
supporting Earth science, microgravity research and life sciences are scheduled for launch. Development 
continues on the Global Geospace Science (GGS) missions, the CRAF/Cassini and the Advanced X-ray 
Astrophysics Facility (AXAF). Funding for the initiation of Lifesat, a recoverable biosatellite to define 
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radiation protection requirements for long-term habitation of space, is included. Funding is also 
included for the continued operation and data analysis of previously launched satellites, as well as for 
preparation for servicing of the Hubble Space Telescope with advanced instrumentation and correction of 
the spherical aberration in the primary mirror. Preparation for utilization of the Space Station Freedom 
continues, emphasizing both microgravity and life science research. Several important international 
cooperative missions continue in development for launch in FY 1992 and beyond, while a vigorous, 
multidisciplinary program of basic and applied research will continue. 

Mission To Planet Earth 

The Earth Observing System (EOS) and Earth Probes program remain high NASA priorities. These two 
initiatives were approved by Congress for initiation in FY 1991 as the major NASA contribution to the U.S. 
Global Change Research Program. The EOS will provide simultaneous, comprehensive Earth coverage and the 
measurement and data system capabilities necessary for long-term answers to global change. Design and 
development activities for the EOS-A instrument complement and data distribution system are proceeding. 
The explorer-class Earth Probes missions will address specific, highly-focused Earth science 
investigations requiring unique orbits or special sensor environments. The program has been augmented to 
initiate the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM), and to procure an additional Total Ozone 
Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS). Procurement activities are underway for the acquisition of data by the Ocean 
Color Mission. The feasibility will be explored of using remotely-piloted aircraft as a monitoring 
platform which could be used as a precursor or complement to space observations. 

Space Transportation 

The primary focus of the Shuttle program is to conduct the planned flights in a safe and reliable manner 
and use the Shuttle's capability in the most efficient and prudent way. The budget provides for 
conducting 8 flights in FY 1991, 9 flights in FY 1992 and reaching a steady-state flight rate of ten 
flights in FY 1994. First flight of the new orbiter, Endeavour, is planned for FY 1992. Design and 
development activities will continue in FY 1992 on the Advanced Solid Rocket Motor, which will improve the 
safety, reliability and performance of the Shuttle fleet. Fabrication and procurement of a set of re
placement structural spares continues as well as improvements to the Shuttle to address obsolescence, 
improve mission effectiveness and extend the stay time in orbit. 

Funding is included to initiate development of a New Launch System. The principle objectives of this 
program are: to develop a launch vehicle that provides a range of cargo capabilities, including 
heavy-lift, with the ability for man-rating for some applications; to provide for both a near-term 
capability that is evolutionary and a longer-term capability that incorporates new technology; and, 
achieve significant improvements in operations costs and operational resilience. NASA and DOD will 
jointly manage and fund this program. 
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Space Station 

The Space Station Freedom remains a critical element in this nation's exploitation of space in the future. 
It will provide experience in long-term human operations in space critical to future manned space 
exploration, support scientific and technological investigations, and further the commercial utilization 
of space. It is an avenue of cooperation with our allies, demonstrating the peaceful uses of space for 
the benefit of all. 

NASA is currently restructuring the Space Station program in response to Congressional direction. This 
effort, to achieve a more incremental approach within constrained near-term and outyear budget 
availability, is being conducted in close coordination with the international partners. 

Commercial Activities 

The FY 1992 budget continues NASA's commitment to encouraging a healthy and expansive commercial space 
industry. Funding is included to provide expanded opportunities for access to space for Centers for 
Commercial Development of Space (CCDS) payloads through sounding rockets, small orbital Expendable Launch 
Vehicles (ELVs) and the NASA lease of a Shuttle middeck commercial payload module. In FY 1991, 
procurement activities will be completed on the Commercial Experiment Transporter (COMET) ELV program, 
which will provide access to the long-duration exposure required for microgravity research by several 
CCDS-developed payloads. 

There are a number of ways in which the private sector is being involved in developing the infrastructure 
for research and working in space. NASA continues to procure launch services from the private sector for 
a number of scientific satellite missions. Commercially-developed upper stages are being used where 
appropriate for planned missions. The Extended Duration pallet, to extend the Shuttle on-orbit stay time 
to 16 days, is being procured on a commercial basis. Through the Technology Utilization program, we 
enhance and accelerate the application and use of aeronautics and space technology by the public, private 
and academic sectors. 

Aeronautics Research and Technology 

The goal of the Aeronautics program is to provide a technology base to continue the U.S. preeminence in 
the field of aeronautics. This is accomplished by maintaining a broad-based research and technology 
program utilizing advanced facilities, laboratories, computers and technical staff, with extensive 
involvement of the U.S. university and industrial sectors. Funding is included to augment the enabling 
materials development activities for high-speed civil transport propulsion system components. The high 
speed research program will continue to address critical environmental compatibility issues and 
establishment of a foundation for subsequent decisions on future high-speed civil transport technology and 
development programs. Funding has also been included for NASA's full participation in the multi-agency 
Federal High Performance Computing and Communications (HPCC) program. NASA's activities are focused on 
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enabling broad advances in aerospace vehicle design, space and Earth systems science, and space 
exploration programs. The approach leverages current NASA leadership, while broadly strengthening its 
capability for sustained high performance computing research. 

Space Research and Technology 

• 
This program develops the technology base on which our current and future capabilities in space depend. 
The Civil Space Technology Initiative (CST!), started in FY 1988, and the Exploration Technology program 
(formerly Pathfinder), started in FY 1989, are developing the advanced technology required for future 
missions. They will significantly enhance current capabilities in propulsion, power, and related systems 
to access and operate in space. Funding in CST! for the science sensor focussed technology effort has 
been augmented. In Exploration Technology, research and technology development in nuclear propulsion, 
human support, and surface operations will be continued. Funding for NASA's participation in the 
interagency nuclear power program, SP-100, with the Departments of Energy and Defense is supported. To 
assure continuing development of robotics technology, the Flight Telerobotic Servicer (FTS) has been 
transferred to the Space Research and Technology budget. 

Transatmospheric Research and Technology 

The NASA efforts in the joint National Aerospace Plane (NASP) program with DOD are aimed at accelerating 
the development of critical technologies intended to enable a potential new class of vehicles capable of 
flight to orbit or hypersonic cruise. Work will continue on developing the technology base necessary for 
a decision, planned for FY 1993, on whether to proceed to Phase 3, the design, building and flight testing 
of the NASP experimental flight vehicle (X-30). In FY 1990, the primary contractors for NASP (airframe 
and engine companies) formed a single team. This has increased program effectiveness through technology 
exchanges, including valuable data bases and processes. In FY 1991, teaming will lead to the development 
of a single, new vehicle concept for the X-30. 

Space and Ground Network. Communications and Data Systems 

The FY 1992 budget provides vital tracking, telemetry, command, data acquisition, communications and data 
processing support to meet the requirements of all NASA flight projects. Work will continue on the 
replacement Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) and on the second TDRSS Ground Terminal. These 
projects are vital to insuring continuity of space tracking, command, telemetry, and data communications 
capabilities required to support satellites in low Earth orbit. Procurement activities on the Advanced 
TDRSS will proceed. 

Academic Programs 

NASA's educational programs are designed to leverage NASA's unique position to capture and channel student 
interest in science, engineering, mathematics and technology, as well as enhance teacher knowledge and 
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skills related to these subjects. Funding for these programs will continue to expand NASA's graduate and 
undergraduate student fellowships, faculty fellowships, research and training grants at the historically 
black colleges and universities as well as other minority universities, and the Space Grant College and 
Fellowship program. 

Institutional Capability 

The NASA institutional capability is the underpinning for the successful accomplishment of the nation's 
aeronautics and space programs. This capability is comprised of the people who plan, conduct and oversee 
the research, development and test activities of NASA, as well as the valuable and unique NASA facilities. 
During a recent comprehensive manpower review, it became evident that the agency would be better served if 
some functions performed by contractors were performed by civil servants. As a result of that review, 
NASA will convert approximately 1060 contractor positions to civil servants during the course of FY 1992 
for an increase of 595 FTEs for the entire fiscal year. The Construction of Facilities program continues 
the multi-year effort to restore, modernize and maintain the aeronautical research and development 
facilities and continue to build the ASRM facility. 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

FY 1992 BUDGET SUMMARY 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

Space station 
Space transportation capability development 
Space science and applications 
Technology utilization 
Commercial use of space 
Aeronautical research and technology 
Transatmospheric research and technology 
Space research and technology 
Safety, reliability and quality assurance 
Academic programs 
Tracking and data advanced systems 

(Millions of Dollars) 

SPACE FLIGHT, CONTROL AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS 

Shuttle production and operational capability 
Space transportation operations 
Expendable launch vehicles 
Space and ground networks, communications and data systems 

CONSTRUCTION OF FACILITIES 

RESEARCH AND PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 

INSPECTOR GENERAL 

TOTAL BUDGET SUMMARY 

OUTLAYS 

li.2Q 

5,227.7 

1,749.6 
558.1 

1,998.3 
23.7 
32.8 

442.6 
59.0 

284.1 
22.6 
37.5 
19.4 

4,624.9 

1,194.9 
2,492.7 

139.7 
797.5 

ill....Q 

2.023,2 

8,5 

12,295.3 

12,427.8 

Budg~t Plan 
12.U liil 

6,023.6 7,198.5 

1,900.0 ,. 2,028.9 
602 .5,, 879.8 

2,429. 6J,-t,1·' 2,934.6 
24.4, 32.0 
61. 6 t.,?,, 1, 118.0 

512.0"' 591.2 
95.0,,; 72.0 

290.4 421.8 
33.0' 33.6 
55 .1 ' 64.6 
20.0 r 22.0 

5,124.4 5,608,3 

1,276.4 1,288.9 
2,790.0 3,023.6 

229.2 341. 9 
828.8 953.9 

497,9 480,3 

2,211.9 2,452.3 

10.5 14 6 

13,868.3 15,754.0 

13,497.5 14,719.5 
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SUMMARY OF SE! ACTIVITIES 
Rer:-. 

FY-91 FY-92 II FY-93 FY-94 FY-95 FY-96 P,:ie, e 
MAIN LI~ PROGRAM ""EI 94.0 188.8 237.6 m::i 303.6 

m 
ELV FOR LIFESAT * 

~ 2.0 27.0 100.8 135.2 146.6 154.3 4-7 ... ,-,- ',\ '<r,,i' ft 1!':"f ~ '"W:J ~ '"'BO 
LIFE SCIENCE RESEARCH 10.0 19.0 31.7 49.6 63.4 4-ltJ<D 

... lATla 2.0 5.0 5.Q 5.0 5.G --· 3-e.3 © 

QM! 34.5 67.0 88.0 102.4 127.0 149.3 
EXPLOR. TECH. PROG. ~ Il:1i 68.0 96.4 rn:o l4r.3 14-17 

SP-100 (10.0) (20.0) (25.0) (25.0) (20.0) (20.0) 
NUCLEAR PROPUL (.5) (7.0) (19.0) (37.9) (62.0) (76.3) 
LIFE SPT (3.5) (16.0) (24.0) (33.5) (39.0) (47.0) 
SPACE-BASED ENGINES (4.0) (9.0) ( . ) ( . ) ( . ) ( . ) 
OTHER THRUSTS (9.5) C . > C • > C . > C . > ( . ) 

MISSION EXPLOR STUDIES (7.0) (15.0) (20.0) (6.0) (6.0) (6.0) J4-2.3 

* ELV FOR LIFESAT NOT INCL DIN 0MB RUNOUT 14.8 69.2 92.8 

QIRECT SUPPORTING PROGRAM 45.4 45.4 4.5 4.6 y 5.0 

QM! 45.4 45.4 4.5 4.6 4.8 5.0 
!5':o 34.8 - 14--16 CSTl·AFE ** . - - . 

•HIGH CAP P<M:R 10.4 10.6 4.5 4.6 4.8 5.0 14 - 15' 

** AFE NOT INCLUDED IN 0MB NOUT 74.8 85.8 42.8 7.8 

iRANQ TOTAi, SE! PRQgRAM ~:~ 139.4 268.1 342.8 390.4 409.2 
MAINLINE 94.0 18a ffl:6 ffl:7, 30J:6 
SUPPORTING 45.4 45.4 4.5 4.6 4.8 5.0 
UNRESOLVED RUNOUT . 74.8 100.6 112.0 100.6 

(D t'Yl~j fl)o, Be; SPe:c1 Fl c,q,c;; 1..y I.De.NTJF/(;0 /c191..1..r;;;o <::J"l'T (sUT IS 
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SPACE EXPLORATION INITIATIVE 

SPECIAL ANALYSIS 

This special analysis identifies those NASA programs in the FY 1992 Budget which support the long-term 
goal stated in the National Space Policy of " ... Expanding human presence and activity beyond Earth orbit 
in the solar system ... ". The budget is based on a strategy of supporting activities focused on key, 
long-lead technologies that will be necessary for any future exploration endeavors. These technologies 
are: space surface nuclear power, space nuclear and conventional propulsion, and life sciences and life 
support technologies. 

The technology strategy appears consistent with the evolving approach for space exploration under 
development by the Space Exploration Initiative Synthesis Group. In addition, the Synthesis Group will 
identify at least two fundamentally different exploration architectures in parallel with the technologies 
which can make exploration affordable. Only after the technology and architecture groundwork has been 
firmly laid, will the Administration propose specific new manned and unmanned exploration missions. This 
suite of exploration technologies will be expanded over time, consistent with the "go-as-you-pay" 
philosophy recommended by the Advisory Committee on the Future of the U.S. Space Program. 

The following provides a summary of the activities supported by the FY 1992 funding request of 
$94.0 million for the Space Exploration Initiative: 

1. Space Research and Technology 

The Space Research and Technology program includes $52.0 million for the Exploration Technology 
Program, and $15.0 million for the Exploration Mission Studies. 

The Exploration Technology Program includes space surface nuclear power, space nuclear and conventional 
propulsion, and life support technology development. For space surface nuclear power, the budget 
proposes to continue the joint NASA/DOD/DOE SP-100 program. The focus of 1992 efforts will be on de
sign studies and technology efforts directed at lunar operations using the SP-100 for high power levels 
(tens to hundreds of kilowatts). Nuclear rocket propulsion appears to offer significant advantages 
over conventional chemical propulsion, including reduced trip times and reduced mass (thus lower cost). 
The human support effort will address the technology for improving astronaut productivity, maintenance, 
and health, with minimal or no dependence on resupply of expendables for life support. 

The Exploration Mission Studies will develop the preliminary technical, scientific and programmatic 
data needed to enable future national decisions on the architecture, or approach, that will serve as 
the basis for implementation of the Space Exploration Initiative. 
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2. Space Science 

Two elements of the Space Science program support the space exploration initiative: Space Physics 
Supporting Research and Technology (SR&T) and Life Sciences. 

An augmentation of ~il1116n in Spate l'nyaics SR&f Jwill support a new effort in radiation research 
to develop a means of predicting solar flares and cosmic ray fluctuations in order to prevent harmful 
radiation exposure during long-term manned missions. 

The Life Sciences program will play a central role in the human exploration program. Beginning in 
F"i 1992, Life Sciences Research and Analysis will be augmented by $10.0 million to conduct 
pre-definition and definition studies in areas focusing on participation in human and precursor 
Lunar-Mars missions. These areas include artificial gravity, planetary protection, advanced remote 
medical care, and human factors research. The fundamental objective is how to enable humans to operate 
effectively in space for long continuo~s periods of time. The F"i 1992 budget also includes 
•• 0 aillion for the initiation of the Lifeaat.,. a series of recoverable biosatellites to define the 
effects of space radiation and microgravity to enable development of protection requirements for 
long-term habitation of space. 
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NATIONAL AERONATICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 
SUMMARY RECONCILIATION OF APPROPRIATIONS TO BUDGET PLANS 

(Millions of Dollars) 

Fiscal Year 1990 

Appropriation P.L. 101-144 
Transfers among accounts 
Reduction pursuant to PL 101-239 
Lapse of FY 1990 Unobligated Funds 
Transfer from FY 1987 funds 

Total Budget Plan 

Fiscal Year 1991 

Appropriation P.L. 101-507 
Portion applied to debt reduction 

Total Budget Plan 

Fiscal Year 1992 

Appropriation Request/Budget Plan 

TOTAL 

12,377.2 

-156.5 
-0.4 
Zi.J! 

12,295.3 

15,078.0 
-1, 209. 7 

13,868.3 

15,754.0 

R.....&..J2 

5,306.9 
-18.0 
-61. 2 

5,227.7 

6,023.6 

6,023.6 

7,198.5 

SFC&DC 

4,543.1 
70.0 

-63.2 

Zi.J! 

4,624.9 

6,334.1 
-1, 209. 7 

5,124.4 

5,608.3 

CofF 

500.0 
-85.0 
-4.0 

--
411.0 

497.9 

497.9 

480,3 

R&PM ~ 

2,018.5 8.7 
33.0 

-28.1 
-0.2 -0.2 

2,023.2 8.5 

2,211.9 10.5 

2,211.9 10.5 

2,452.3 14.6 
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Total 

------------ .. ------- .... --------
1990 1991 1992 

Johnson Spece Center ••••••••• 2,546,224 1,887,525 2, 155,1139 
Kennedy Spece Center ••••••••• 1,345,618 1,445,110 1,590,308 
Marshall Spece Flfght Center • 2,937,409 2,837,790 3,123,522 
Stenn! s Space Center •••••••••• 76,056 103,622 118,042 
Goddard Spece Flfght Center •• 1,848,670 2,133,045 2,365,907 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory •••• 738,557 815,629 1,071,235 
Aines Research Center ••••••••• 559,000 608,133 684,829 
Langley Research Center •••••• 478,174 522,882 582,924 
Lewis Research Center •••••••• 794,098 652,897 848,903 
Headquarters ••••••••••••••••• 864,550 842,823 1,019,051 
Urdistributed Recu:tion ••••••• 0 0 ·5,700 
Space Sta Dist Urder Review ••• 0 1,900,000 2,021,900 

Urdistributed Construction of 
Facilities: 
Various Locations •••••••••• 72,052 80,344 121,613 
Facll i ty Plaming 

ard Design ••••••••••••••• 26,300 28,000 34,000 

• 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADlllNISTRATICII 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

SUMIIARY OF UGET PLANS BY INSTALLATION BY APPROPIIIATICII 

------·---------------
(Th__. of Dollars> 

Space Fl fght Control 
and Data C--.fcatf- R-rch and Devel~ 

.. ------------ ----------------- ---------------------------·--
1990 1991 1992 1990 1991 1992 

1,129,200 1, 188,ZDD 1,323,900 1,036,648 305,933 433,970 

857,300 939,600 1,022,600 150,278 138,721 155,337 

1,677,138 1,924,100 1,911,700 960,375 580,175 851,030 

26,900 25,100 33,000 12,176 16,368 33,477 

632,636 678,400 724,400 921,290 1,114,999 1,261,101 

153,966 150,200 180,800 572,450 631,369 876,205 

18,700 18,800 20,900 307,941 352,443 386,808 
3,800 0 0 250,980 273"892 323,139 

56,400 117,700 224,400 497,888 259:sos 348,062 

68,787 82,300 166,573 517,669 450,195 500,471 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 1,900,000 2,028,900 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Research and Pr09r .. 
C-tructlon of Facilities llenav-it 

.. ----------- .... -------------· -- ---------------- -- ---------.. --
1990 1991 1992 1990 1991 1992 

59,746 55,010 34,760 320,630 338,382 363,209 
60,602 69,115 91,585 277,438 297,674 320,786 
30,629 47,604 37,344 269,267 285,911 323,448 
11,843 33,612 21,038 25,137 28,542 30,527 

30,067 36,615 41,030 264,677 303,031 339,376 

12,141 34,060 14,230 0 0 0 

45,019 27,050 40,780 187,340 209,840 236,341 

25,515 34,490 28,580 197,879 214,500 231,205 

33,804 42,~ 19,940 206,006 232,702 256,501 

3,272 9,010 1,100 274,822 301,318 350,907 

0 0 ·5, 700 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

72,052 80,344 121,613 0 0 0 

26,300 28,000 34,000 0 0 0 

...... --- -- -- ------- .. ------------------ -- .... -- .. ------ -- .. ---------------· ........ ----- ........ -- -- .. --.. --.. -... -- .......... ---- .. -- -- ---------.. -------- ...... -- -- ... -.. ---.. -------------.. -------.. --------------
Total Budget Plan •••••••••••• 12,286,708 13,857,800 15,739,373 4,624,827 5,124,400 5,608,273 5,227,695 6,023,600 7,198,500 410,990 497,900 480,300 2,023,196 2,211,900 2,452,300 

--------·-----·--------·-·---------·-------------------------···----------·--------------------·----------------·-------·-------------------------·-------------------------·---·-----·--·------------------------
Inspector General ••••••••••••• 8,523 10,500 14,600 
.... -- -- .. -.. ---.. ---.......... --------.... -.... ---.. --- -------------.. --. -- ........ ---- .... ---.... -.. -. -------..... -----. -- ---.. --......... -- .... -.......... -- .. --- .......... -.. ----...... ------.. --- ... --.... -----.. -.. ---.. ---.... ---... -....... ---.... ------.... -.... --..... ---.. -.. --.. -.. -.... 
Total Agency •••••••••••••••••• 12,295,231 13,868,300 15,753,973 
---=-====-=--------=--=----=---=-=m--=======-------=--=======z 
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• 
DISTRIBUTION OF FULL TIME EQUIVALENT WORKYEARS BY INSTALLATION 

JOHNSON SPACE CENTER ................... . 
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER ................... . 
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER ........... . 
STENNIS SPACE CENTER ................... . 
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER ............ . 
AMES RESEARCH CENTER ................... . 
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER ................ . 
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER .................. . 
HEADQUARTERS ........................... . 

<SPACE STATION PROJECT OFFICE - LEVEL II> 

SUBTOTAL, FULL-TIME PERMANENT WORKYEARS 

OTHER THAN FULL-TIME PERMANENT WORKYEARS 

SUBTOTAL, CEILING CONTROLLED FTE ... . 

PROJECT CORE ........................... . 

GRAND TOTAL, CEILING CONTROLLED FTE. 

1HO 
ACTUAL 

----------
3,587 
2,425 
3,594 

182 
3,730 
2, 159 
2,887 
2,715 
1,639 
(207) 

----------
22,918 

767 

----------
23,685 

----------
23,685 

•••••••••• 

1H1 

-----------------------BUDGET CURRENT 
ESTIMATE ESTIMATE 

---------- ----------
3,625 3,618 
2,549 2,510 
3,654 3,650 

215 216 
3,855 3,860 
2,181 2,228 
2,932 2,923 
2,809 2,798 
1,865 1,926 
(264) (220) 

---------- ----------
23,685 23,729 

781 297 

---------- ----------
24,466 24,026 

---------- ----------
24,466 24,026 

• ••••••••• •••••••••• 

1992 
BUDGET 

ESTIMATE 

----------
3,617 
2,509 
3,650 

216 
3,975 
2,228 
2,923 
2,792 
2,030 
(220) 

----------
23,940 

291 

----------
24,231 

595 

----------
24 I 826 

• ••••••••• 
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• 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

FY 1992 MULTI-YEAR BUDGET ESTIMATES 

The FY 1992 multi-year budget estimate is submitted in accordance with the NASA FY 1989 Authorization Law 
(P.L. 100-685). The attached table contains the budget estimates for FY 1992, along with the 
Administration's projections for 1993 and 1994, which are consistent with the latest totals for Domestic 
Discretionary funding contained in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990. The funding estimates 
for FY 1993 and 1994 should not be construed as the final budget estimates. The annual NASA budget 
formulation process undertakes a thorough review of the technical progress, current funding requirements, 
Congressional action, and current priorities for ongoing research together with research opportunities 
which often cannot be forecast two or three years in advance. These intensive reviews are conducted each 
year prior to final recommendations being included in the annual budget requests. 
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• 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

FY 1992 MULTI-YEAR BUDGET ESTIMATES 
IN MILLIONS OF REAL YEAR DOLLARS 

FY 1992 PRESIDENT'S BUDGET 
1990 1991 1992 
PAST CURRENT BUDGET 1993 1994 
YEAR YEAR YEAR ESTIMATE ESTIMATE 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 5227.7 6023.6 7198.5 8512.2 9477.6 

SPACE STATION 1749.6 1900.0 2028.9 2426.0 2790.8 

SPACE TRANSPORTATION CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT 558.1 602.5 879.8 999.8 997.4 

PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 859.4 975.1 1140.6 1321.4 1308.5 
LIFE SCIENCES 106.1 138.0 183.9 284.0 326.1 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION 390.8 457.1 627.3 635.3 643.5 
SPACE APPLICATIONS 642.0 859.4 982.8 1344,l 1827.2 

SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 1998.3 2429.6 2934.6 3584.8 4105.3 

TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION 23.7 24.4 32.0 31. 7 33.0 
COMMERCIAL USE OF SPACE 32.8 61.6 118.0 144,2 137.4 

COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS 56.5 86.0 150.0 175.9 170.4 

AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY 442.6 512.0 591.2 670.5 716.0 

TRANSATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY 59.0 95.0 72.0 120.0 145.0 

SPACE RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY 284.1 290.4 421.8 409.7 419.6 

SAFETY, RELIABILITY & QUALITY ASSURANCE 22.6 33.0 33.6 32.5 34.0 
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 37.5 55.1 64.6 70.5 74.5 
TRACKING AND DATA ADVANCED SYSTEMS 19.4 20.0 22.0 23.2 24.6 

SPACE FLIGHT, CONTROL~ DATA COMMUNICATIONS 4624.9 5124.4 5608.3 5683.8 5765.0 

SHUTTLE PRODUCTION & OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY 1194.9 1276.4 1288.9 1277. 0 1210.5 
SPACE TRANSPORTATION OPERATIONS 2632.4 3019.2 3365.5 3340.8 3477 .0 
SPACE & GROUND NETWORK, COMM AND DATA SYSTEMS 797.5 828.8 953.9 1066.0 1077. 5 

CONSTRUCTION OF FACILITIES 411.0 497.9 480.3 469,8 541. 6 

RESEARCH AND PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 2023.2 2211. 9 2452.3 2492.6 2495~4 

INSPECTOR GENERAL 8..2 10.5 14.6 15,3 15.7 

TOTAL NASA 12295_.3_ 13868. 3 15754.0 17174.4 18295.3 
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• 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

GENERAL STATEMENT 

The objectives of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration program of research and development 
are to extend our knowledge of the Earth, its space environment, and the universe; to expand the 
technology for practical applications of space technology; to develop and improve manned and unmanned 
space vehicles; and to assure continued development of the long-term aeronautics and spaGe research and 
technology necessary to accomplish national goals. These objectives are achieved through the following 
elements: 

SPACE STATION: A program to develop a United States space station to continue the Nation's leadership in 
space and to provide for enhancement of science and applications programs and to further the commercial 
utilization of space while stimulating advanced technologies. 

SPACE TRANSPORTATION CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT: A program to provide for the development and use of 
capabilities related to the Space Shuttle. The principal areas of activity in Space Transportation 
Capability Development are efforts related to the development and flight certification of the jointly 
developed U.S./Italy Tethered Satellite System, development and operations of the Spacelab systems, the 
development and procurement of upper stages that place satellites in high altitude orbits, the engineering 
and technical base support at the manned NASA centers, payload operations and support equipment, national 
launch system studies and advanced development activities, and advanced programs study and evaluation 
efforts. 

SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS: A program using space systems, supported by ground-based and airborne 
observations: (1) to conduct a broad spectrum of scientific investigations to advance our knowledge of the 
Earth and its space environment, the Sun, the planets, interplanetary and interstellar space, the stars of 
our galaxy and the universe; and (2) to identify and develop the technology for the useful applications of 
space techniques in the areas of advanced communications satellite systems technology; materials 
processing research and experimentation; and remote sensing to acquire information which will assist in 
the solution of Earth resources and environmental problems. 

RD SUM 1 



• • 
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION: The program includes activities to accelerate the dissemination to both the 
public and the private sectors of advances achieved in NASA's research, technology, and development 
program. 

COMMERCIAL USE OF SPACE: A program to increase private sector awareness of space opportunities and 
encourage increased industry investment and participation in high technology, space-based research and 
development. 

• 
AERONAUTICS AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY: A program to conduct the fundamental long-term research and to develop 
the discipline and systems technology required to maintain United States leadership in aeronautics and 
space. 

SAFETY, RELIABILITY, AND QUALITY ASSURANCE: A program to enhance the safety and technical execution of 
NASA programs. 

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS: This program includes activities to support agency-wide university, minority 
university programs, and elementary and secondary school programs. 

TRACKING AND DATA ADVANCED SYSTEM: This program includes activities to perform studies and provide for 
the development of systems and techniques leading to improve tracking and data program capabilities. 
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• 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

SPACE STATION 

1990 
Actual 

1749. 6 

SPACE TRANSPORTATION CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT 558.1 

SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 

Physics and astronomy ................. . 
Life sciences ......................... . 
Planetary exploration ................. . 
Earth sciences ........................ . 
Materials processing .................. . 
Communications ........................ . 
Information systems ................... . 

COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS 

Technology utilization ................ . 
Commercial use of space ............... . 

AERONAUTICS AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY 

Aeronautical research and technology ... 
Transatmospheric research and technology 
Space research and technology ......... . 

SAFETY, RELIABILITY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE 

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 

TRACKING AND DATA ADVANCED SYSTEMS 

TOTAL 

1998.3 

859.4 
106.1 
390.8 
434.2 
101.9 

77. 7 
28.2 

56,5 

23.7 
32.8 

1§.Ll 

442.6 
59.0 

284.1 

22.6 

37,5 

19.4 

5227.7 

1991 
Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Millions of Dollars) 

2451.0 

773.4 

2481. 6 

985.0 
163.0 
485.2 
661.5 

97.3 
52.8 
36.8 

101,0 

24.4 
76.6 

1163,9 

512.0 
119.0 
532.9 

33.0 

50.1 

20,0 

7074,0 

1900.0 

602,5 

2429,6 

975.1 
138.0 
457.1 
667.9 
102.3 

52.5 
36.7 

86,0 

24.4 
61.6 

fil...lt. 

512.0 
95.0 

290.4 

33.0 

55.1 

20.0 

6023.6 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

2028.9 

879.8 

2934,6 

1140.6 
183.9 
627.3 
775.6 
125.8 

39.4 
42.0 

150,0 

32.0 
118.0 

1085,0 

591.2 
72.0 

421.8 

33.6 

64.6 

22.0 

7198.5 
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• 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

PROPOSED APPROPRIATION LANGUAGE 

RF.SEAR.al AND DEVELOPMENT 

For nec:cssary expenses, not otherwise provided for, including re
search, development, operations, services, minor constNction, mainte
nance, repair, rehabilitation and modification of real and personal 
property; purchase, hire, maintenance, and operation of other than 
administrative aircraft, necessary for the conduct and support of aero
nautical and space research and development activities of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration; [$6,023,600,000] $7,198,500,000, 
to remain available until September 30, 1993, (Departments of 
Veterans Affairs and Housing and Urban Development, and 
Independent Agencies Appropriations Act, 1991; additional authorizing 
legislation to be proposed.) 

• 
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• 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

REIMBURSABLE SUMMARY 
(In thousands of dollars) 

Budget Plan 
FY 1990 FY 1991 FY 1992 

Space station ............................ 203 391 151 

Space transportation capability 
development ............................ 92,042 82,158 109,838 

Space science and applications ........... 457,184 351,094 415,808 

Commercial programs ...................... 3,662 3,700 3,700 

Aeronautical research and technology ..... 68,049 58,059 46,743 

Transatmospheric research and technology. 2,625 3,040 3,650 

Space research and technology ............ 22,975 22,146 18,360 

Academic programs ........................ 453 385 385 

Safety, reliability and quality assurance 820 850 920 

Energy technolgy ......................... 16,988 18,014 14,220 

Total .................................. 665.001 539,837 613 p 775 
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Program 

• 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINSTRATION 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BUDGET PLAN BY INSTALLATION AND FISCAL YEAR 

( Thousands of Dollars) 

Johnson Kennedy Marshall Stennis Goddard Jet Ames 
Space Space Space Flight Space Space Flt Propulsion Research 

Total Center Center Center Center Center Lab Center 

1 OF 3 

Langley Lewis 
Research Research NASA 

Center Center HQ 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Space Station 1990 1,749,623 786,783 44,979 313,264 345 182,120 11,251 2,302 3,711 233,960 170,908 
------------- 1991 1,900,000 DISTRIBUTION UNDER REVIEW 

1992 2,028,900 DISTRIBUTION UNDER REVIEW 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-----------------------------------------------
Space Trans Cap Dev 1990 558,142 162,700 85,500 290,000 6,000 7,200 300 ·-- 500 300 5,642 

------------------- 1991 602,500 190,400 117,200 252,600 9,100 13,200 600 1,300 1,900 16,200 
1992 879,800 248,600 127,800 418,200 24,800 14,400 400 1,100 29,200 15,300 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Space Sci and Apps 1990 1,998,288 66,987 15,452 294,058 512 711,302 507,945 106,886 24,564 92,077 178,505 

------------------ 1991 2,429,600 79,785 15,710 264,743 595 1,077,304 575,060 129,578 26,330 69,657 190,838 
1992 2,934,600 105,221 18,332 361,768 812 1,161,168 818,241 145,319 37,500 68,413 217,826 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
Physics and Astronomy 1990 859,434 14,071 11,291 247,925 --- 495,313 23,294 15,221 200 52,119 

1991 975,100 15,800 10,300 215,400 --- 623,100 16,000 20,300 --- 74,200 
1992 1,140,600 17,200 10,300 301,600 686,900 30,800 9,100 500 84,200 

Life Sciences 1990 106,051 42,033 4,161 --- 40 338 1,038 44,014 378 14,049 
1991 138,000 54,579 5,410 -- - 55 442 1,352 57,146 497 18,519 
1992 183,900 76,038 8,032 82 655 2,008 71,499 738 24,848 

Planetary Exploration 1990 390,848 9,300 100 17,900 300,623 15,000 25 47,900 
1991 457,100 8,000 --- 200 17,300 371,200 13,500 46,900 
1992 627,300 9,400 200 18,200 535,700 14,100 49,700 

Earth Science & Apps 1990 434,199 58 8,426 377 179,600 144,263 28,425 21,873 51,177 
1991 667,900 --- 8,730 540 412,650 155,530 32,850 23,500 34,100 
1992 775,600 --- 11,800 730 430,400 210,360 44,420 31,780 46,110 

Materials Proc in Space 1990 101,887 1,525 37,607 75 28,081 14 2,088 27,771 4,726 
1991 102,300 1,326 -- - 37,413 --- 80 22,890 2,333 31,057 7,201 
1992 125,800 2,583 44,668 85 28,276 4,982 41,963 3,243 

Communications 1990 77,652 --- -- - 2,525 5,321 50 64,306 5,450 
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Program 

• 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINSTRATION 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BUDGET PLAN BY INSTALI.ATION AND FISCAL YEAR 

------------------------
( Thousands of Dollars) 

Johnson Kennedy Marshall Stennis Goddard Jet Ames 
Space Space Space Flight Space Space Flt Propulsion Research 

Total Center Center Center Center Center Lab Center 

2 OF 3 

Langley Lewis 
Research Research NASA 

Center Center HQ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Commercial Programs 1990 56,532 1,665 1,260 1,240 4,690 1,440 1,050 740 640 440 43,367 

------------------- 1991 86,000 14,759 1,072 1,478 5,282 1,900 466 970 1,090 685 58,298 
1992 150,000 50,460 1,567 1,907 6,245 2,416 491 1,067 1,039 788 84,020 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Technology Utilization 1990 

1991 
1992 

Commercial Use Of Space 1990 
1991 
1992 

Aero & Space Technology 1990 

----------------------- 1991 
1992 

Aero Research & Tech 1990 
1991 
1992 

Space Research & Tech 1990 
1991 
1992 

Transatmos Res & Tech 1990 
1991 
1992 

23,700 
24,400 
32,000 

32,832 
61,600 

118,000 

785,654 
897,400 

1,085,000 

442,598 
512,000 
591,200 

284,029 
290,400 
421,800 

59,027 
95,000 
72,000 

415 
4,240 
2,550 

1,250 
10,519 
47,910 

15,938 
16,800 
25,300 

85 

---
15,853 
16,800 
25,300 

510 
482 
477 

750 
590 

1,090 

1,761 
2,000 
4,500 

112 

1,649 
2,000 
4,500 

340 
433 
497 

900 
1,045 
1,410 

58,222 
57,200 
64,600 

912 
---

57,260 
57,200 
64,600 

50 

---

940 
577 
645 

3,750 
4,705 
5,600 

0 
0 
0 

---

---
---

940 
850 

1,016 

500 
1,050 
1,400 

10,191 
11,600 
72,100 

544 
800 
500 

9,647 
10,800 
71,600 

1,050 
466 
491 

34,523 
36,400 
36,100 

725 
1,000 

700 

33,798 
35,400 
35,400 

340 
545 
517 

400 
425 
550 

196,498 
219,700 
238,100 

165,702 
188,600 
199,500 

26,735 
27,600 
34,200 

4,061 
3,500 
4,400 

640 440 18,085 
740 530 15,537 
789 598 24,420 

--- 25,282 
350 155 42,761 
250 190 59,600 

214,339 168,748 85,434 
239,300 182,600 131,800 
277,600 244,200 122,500 

156,651 106,695 11,172 
180,300 128,900 12,400 
206,600 170,500 13,400 

50,305 50,875 37,907 
53,900 50,100 36,600 
63,500 68,400 54,300 

7,383 11,178 36,355 
5,100 3. 600 ~2 ,~soo~ ·· ~ 

7,500 5,300 54,800 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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• 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINSTRATION 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BUDGET PLAN BY INSTALLATION AND FISCAL YEAR 

Program 

Tracking & Data Acqui 

Academic Programs 

1990 
1991 
1992 

1990 
1991 
1992 

Safety,Reliability & QA 1990 

----------------------- 1991 
1992 

TOTAL BUDGET PLAN 1990 
1991 
1992 

Total 

19,328 
20,000 
22,000 

37,498 
55,100 
64,600 

22,630 
33,000 
33,600 

5,227,695 
6,023,600 
7,198,500 

Johnson 
Space 

Center 

1,495 
1,989 
2,089 

1,080 
2,200 
2,300 

1,036,648 
305,933 
433,970 

( Thousands of Dollars) 

Kennedy Marshall 
Space Space Flight 

Center Center 

530 
1,389 
1,438 

796 
1,350 
1,700 

150,278 
138,721 
155,337 

2,270 
2,654 
2,455 

1,321 
1,500 
2,100 

960,375 
580,175 
851,030 

Stennis 
Space 

Center 

509 
991 

1,070 

120 
400 
550 

12,176 
16,368 
33,477 

Goddard Jet 
Space Flt Propulsion 
Center Lab 

5,750 
5,750 
6,100 

1,642 
2,495 
2,017 

1,645 
2,750 
2,900 

921,290 
1,114,999 
1,261,101 

13,255 
13,900 
15,500 

866 
1,043 
1,573 

3,260 
3,900 
3,900 

572,450 
631,369 
876,205 

NOTE: FY 1991 AND 1992 CENTER DISTRIBUTION DOES NOT REFLECT THE SPACE STATION FREEDOM 
FUNDS SINCE THE DISTRIBUTION IS UNDER REVIEW 

Ames 
Research 

Center 

1,365 
1,895 
1,972 

150 
300 
350 

307,941 
352,443 
386,808 

Langley 
Research 

Center 

4,846 
3,972 
3,100 

2,380 
1,900 
2,800 

250,980 
273,892 
323,139 
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Lewis 
Research 

Center 

988 
1,763 
1,661 

1,375 
2,900 
3,800 

497,888 
259,505 
348,062 

3 OF 3 

NASA 
HQ 

323 
350 
400 

22,987 
36,909 
47,225 

10,503 
15,800 
13,200 

517,669 
450,195 
500,471 
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• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMMARY 

OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT SPACE STATION FREEDOM 
SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

12.2.l 1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

Development ............................. . 
Flight telerobotic servicer ............. . 
Operations .............................. . 
Advanced programs ....................... . 

1990 
Actual 

1,661,223 
79,400 

2....QQQ 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 749,623 

Distribution of Program Amount by Installation 

Johnson Space Center .................... . 
Kennedy Space Center .................... . 
Marshall Space Flight Center ............ . 
Stennis Space Center .................... . 
Goddard Space Flight Center ............. . 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory ............... . 
Ames Research Center .................... . 
Langley Research Center ................. . 
Lewis Research Center ................... . 
Headquarters ............................ . 

786,783 
44,979 

313,264 
345 

182,120 
11,251 

2,302 
3,711 

233,960 
170,908 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,749,623 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

2,299,800 
106,300 

8,900 
36,000 

2 .451.000 

1,051,065 
87,027 

531,238 
260 

140,529 
9,200 
2,000 
3,020 

369,484 
257,177 

2,451.000 

(UNDER REVIEW) 

1,900,000 2,028,900 

1,900,000 2,028,900 

The distribution by program element and by center for the FY 1991 current estimate and the FY 1992 budget 
estimate are under review, pending the preliminary results of the 90-day study to restructure the Space 
Station program, directed by the Conference Report accompanying the FY 1991 HUD-VA-Independent Agencies 
Appropriation Bill (P.L. 101-507). A 30-day extension has been requested with the completed analysis due 
in early March. 
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• 
OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT 

OBJECTIVES AND JUSTIFICATION 

• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

SPACE STATION FREEDOM 

Development of the permanently manned Space Station will add new momentum to the civil space program and 
is essential to preserving U.S. preeminence in spaced-based science, technology and manned space flight. 
The Space Station will uniquely enhance the U.S. space science programs, further the commercial 
utilization of space, and stimulate the development and application of advanced technologies of national 
importance. The Space Station Freedom (SSF) program gives NASA our first opportunity to gain direct 
experience in very long term human operations in space, and knowledge essential to future space 
exploration. It is also the centerpiece of cooperation with our international partners demonstrating the 
peaceful use of space for the benefit of all. 

The SSF will be unique because it will provide the United States with a permanently manned presence in 
space, and will accommodate diverse capabilities. This new laboratory, a research center in space, will 
stimulate new technologies, enhance industrial competitiveness, further commercial space enterprises, and 
add greatly to the storehouse of scientific knowledge. Perhaps the most significant feature of the Space 
Station, essential to its utility for science, commerce, and technology, is the presence of its crews. 
Men and women aboard the Space Station will be able to apply their resourcefulness and creativity to 
enhance operations and experimentation. The Space Station's microgravity environment and extended time in 
orbit will enable scientists to make new discoveries in such areas as in materials research and life 
sciences. 

The SSF will be a multipurpose, international facility. In 1984, President Reagan invited the full 
participation of other nations. During the ensuing definition phase, Canada, member countries of the 
European Space Agency (ESA), and Japan worked closely with the United States to define their 
participation. These parallel definition and preliminary design studies have resulted in the 
identification of the Space Station elements to be developed by our partners. Negotiations with these 
international partners for the development phase of the program were completed in the fall of 1988. 
Agreements have been signed with the Canadian government for the development of a mobile servicing system 
and with the member countries of ESA for the inclusion of a pressurized attached module, a man-tended free 
flyer, and a polar platform. An agreement has also been signed with the Japanese government for the 
development of an attached laboratory module. In accordance with the terms of the agreements, the United 
States and the international partners will share the total available resources and the costs for its 
operation. 
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The basic configuration of the Space Station and its supporting elements is a result of a lengthy and 
iterative process involving NASA centers, U.S. industry, our international partners, and the national and 
international science communities. Although the configuration is being reviewed as part of the current 
restructuring study, the starting baseline is comprised of a single horizontal boom structure with up to 
75KW of photovoltaic power, U.S. laboratory and habitation modules, resource nodes, two international 
laboratory modules (one European and one Japanese), and a Canadian mobile servicing capability. These 
elements comprise the manned base, and provide accommodations for science and application payloads. 
However, the funding constraints specified for the study result in severe reductions to the funding 
profile planned for all years. The content of the pre-study baseline will have to be rephased and 
reduced, and development and assembly schedules will be adjusted accordingly. Management and funding of 
the U.S. Polar Platform have been transferred to the Office of Space Science and Applications, consistent 
with previous planning. 

The Conference Report accompanying the FY 1991 HUD-VA-Independent Agencies Appropriation Bill 
(P.L. 101-507) directed NASA to revise the Space Station Freedom design and assembly sequence and make its 
recommendations within 90 days of the enactment of P. L. 101-507. The Act was signed November 5, 1990. 
NASA is undertaking this study with the objective of developing a plan within the specified constraints, 
while providing capabilities acceptable to domestic users, our international partners, Congress and the 
Administration. The specific goal is to restructure the Space Station program to require slower annual 
funding growth than previously planned, to simplify both development and operations, and to maintain 
capabilities for early utilization. The study will not be completed within the 90 days, and an extension 
has been requested to early March 1991. A recent significant accomplishment of the Space Station Freedom 
program was the conduct and completion of the Integrated Systems Preliminary Design Review in December, 
1990. Since one objective in the restructuring activity is to efficiently use existing designs to the 
extent possible, the completion of the Preliminary Design Review (PDR) also served as a significant step 
in the restructuring activity. We continue to make other substantial progress in our restructure efforts. 
We have been working closely with the Space Station Freedom contractors and our international partners to 
simplify the Station design and implementation schedule to reflect the Committees' expectation of a more 
incremental approach. 

In addition to the development of the manned base, the Space Station program has included development of a 
Flight Telerobotic Servicer (FTS). The limited role of the FTS within the constraints of the restructured 
Space Station program has impelled transfer of the project outside the Space Station program. A revised 
project with modified objectives will be managed by the automation and robotics organization of the Office 
of Aeronautics, Exploration, and Technology. 

One design objective of the Space Station is to enable hardware and software to evolve in response to 
increased user demands and the need for augmented operational capabilities. The achievement of this ob
jective is dependent orr the results of the research, studies, and advanced technical developments funded 
within advanced programs. These activities are important for the long-term cost-effective utilization of 
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Space Station Freedom and the preparation for future manned exploration. Due to the reduction in overall 
Space Station Freedom resources, advanced programs activities and funding are currently under review. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

Congress reduced the FY 1991 funding requested for the Space Station by $551.0 million. The current study 
to restructure the program is not yet complete, and an extension is anticipated. Because of this 
extension and the magnitude of the reductions necessary in funding plans for not only FY 1991, but also 
for FY 1992 and subsequent years, the definition of requirements is not yet sufficient to develop more de
tailed estimates. The reduction has necessitated deferral of operations funding requirements in FY 1991, 
a change from the $8.9 million requested in the budget. Detailed estimates and decisions on funding 
levels for development, FTS, and advanced programs have not yet been made. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

As stated previously, the timing of the restructuring study and the magnitude of the reductions to the 
funding profile have delayed development of detailed cost estimates and decisions on relative program 
priorities. A decision has been made to fund a modified FTS program under the Office of Aeronautics, 
Exploration and Technology commencing in FY 1992. 
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FY92CSUM FY92 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET 
01/31/91 .. SPACE TRANSPORTATION CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT CONTENT 

(NOA in Millions RY$) 

FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 

Total STS Capability Dev 558.1 602.5 879.8 961.6 958.7 1039.6 1432.9 
------------------------ ----- --- ----- ---- ----- --- -------------------------- ---- ---- ----- ---- ---- ---- ---

Spacelab 93.7 129.3 150.2 136.7 131.5 153.4 154.2 

Development 20.3 22.6 30.0 112. 6 
5.0 11.2 1.0 

Operations 73.4 106.7 120.2 124.1 126.5 142.2 153.2 
(Reim Included) (9. 6) ( 4. 5) (7 .1) (3.0) (4.4) (2.2) (0.4) 

Upper stages 79.7 82.2 108.5 82.0 80.0 55.8 28.5 

Development 0.4 
Operations 79.3 82.2 108.5 I 82.0 80.0 55.8 28.5 

Engr Tech Base 181.6 208.5 235.2 236.9 249.0 261.9 273.7 

Research & Test 117.7 137.2 148.7 150.7 157.8 164.7 172.3 
Data Systems 17.4 17.9 23.8 22.3 23.2 24.3 25.3 
Operations Spt 33.8 37.7 46.7 48.0 51.5 55.7 58.1 
Launch Systems 12.7 15.7 16.0 15.9 16.5 17.2 18.0 

P/L Ops & Spt Eq 65.4 101.5 144.5 I 173.3 166.0 134.8 140.8 

Payload Ops 46.9 77.0 119.4 1151. 0 143.9 112.1 117.7 
Support Equip. 18.5 24.5 25.1 22.3 22.1 22.7 23.1 

Advanced Programs 3-4-.-1 35-.2 53.8 l 55.7 S-7.2 58.7 60.7 

Adv. Transp. 21.5 11.6 26.6 I 26.6 27.2 27.7 28.4 
atellite s 

Adv. Space Sys 6.9 12. 0 14.7 I 15.3 16.0 16.6 16.9 

New Launch system (10.5) 23.9 175.0 1275.0 275.0 375.0 775.0 

Tether 27.3 21.9 12. 6 I 2.0 

OMV 75.7 
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• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMMARY 

OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT SPACE TRANSPORTATION CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT 

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

1990 
Actual 

Spacelab ................................. 93,700 
Upper stages ............................. 79,700 
Engineering and technical base ........... 181,600 
Payload operations and support equipment. 65,461 
Advanced programs ........................ 34,700 
New launch system ........................ --
Tethered satellite system ................ 27,300 
Orbital maneuvering vehicle .............. 75,681 

Total .................................. 558,142 

Distribution of Program Amounts By Installation 

Johnson Space Center .................... . 
Kennedy Space Center .................... . 
Marshall Space Flight Center ............ . 
Stennis Space Center .................... . 
Goddard Space Flight Center ............. . 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory ............... . 
Langley Research Center ................. . 
Lewis Research Center ................... . 
Headquarters ............................ . 

Total ................................. . 

162,700 
85,500 

290,000 
6,000 
7,200 

300 
500 
300 

5,642 

558,142 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

130,700 
91,300 

218,500 
122,500 
53,200 
53,900 
17,900 
85,400 

773,400 

243,100 
117,200 
312,000 

6,100 
9,800 

500 
1,400 
6,500 

76,800 

773 I 400 

129,300 
82,200 

208,500 
101,500 

35,200 
23,900 
21,900 

--

602,500 

190,400 
117,200 
252,600 

9,100 
13,200 

600 
1,300 
1,900 

16,200 

602,500 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

150,200 
108,500 
235,200 
144,500 

53,800 
175,000 

12,600 
- -

879,800 

248,600 
127,800 
418,200 

24,800 
14,400 

400 
1,100 

29,200 
15,300 

879,800 

Page 
Numb~t: 
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FY92CSUM SPACE TRANSPORTATION CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT 
01/31/91 CHANGES IN ESTIMATES 

(NOA in Millions RY$) 

FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 

FY92 BUDGET 558.1 602.5 879.8 961.6 958.7 1039.6 
FY91 BUDGET 562.4 773.4 915.7 910.4 797.3 751. 3 

CH:AHGE -L3 .. _1_7_o_.__g _""'.3_5__.__9_ .. 51,.2 161.4 288 .. ~ ----- ---- ----- ---- ---- --------- ---- ----- ---- --- ----
Spacelab Changes -1., -1.4 8.0 -13.6 -13.4 -6.9 
---------------- ---- ---- --- ----- ----- ----ObsoTete H/W Replacement 3.1 11.2 14.7 ·s.1 1.5 10.9 

Deleted Missions -2.1 -5.7 -5.0 -10.3 -12.3 -7.8 Starlab, Astro-3, IML-3&4. 
Launch DateLManifest -4.4 -13.2 3.6 -12.9 0.3 -6.4 Includes APA & U/C changes 
Contractor Conversions -0.4 -1. 7 -1.8 -1.8 To be funded under R&PM 
Spacelab Reim 1.5 6.3 -4.9 3.2 -1.1 -1.8 

Upper stages Changes -4.9 -9.1 12.5 -24.5 -23.5 -21.9 
-------------------- ---- ---- ---- ----- ----- -----

TDRS-H 12.2 16.2 13.7 7.7 -17.9 Change in buy size wiDOD 
Defer CRAF -4.9 -22.7 -26.2 -15.2 Pending launch date aecision 
Cassini - No QPQ 15.5 -11.3 -16.0 -4.8 Acc. ~aymentsfLower EAC. 
Mod Kit -2.3 -2.1 -3.0 TORS- on Shu tle. AF veh. 
TOS Option 5.0 Maintain option for new veh. 
SPIP 2.5 Restore prior tear cut. 
TDRS-E&F -0.4 -12.3 -1.5 -0.6 Revised estima e 
Other IUS 2.2 -2.9 -0.1 0.8 Mainlr Planeta)A re-estimated. 
TOS MO/ACTS -4.4 0.9 0.5 Re-al ocate MO/ CTS. 

ETB Changes -10.0 -9.0 -16.4 -17.1 -13.1 
----------- ----- ---- ----- ----- -----Reduce JSC Engr Aug -7.1 -5.3 -3.2 -3.5 -3.6 Augmentation reduced bi -lOOEP 

MSFC Class VI cut -4.0 -4.0 -4.0 -4.0 -4.0 Usage cut-$16M/ar to$ 2M/yr 
Contractor Conv @MSFC SR&QA -0.9 -7.9 -8.2 -8.5 To e funded un er R&PM 
Other Adjustments 1.1 1.2 -1.3 -1.4 3.0 HQ APA add netted w/other 

P/L Ops Changes -1.3 -21.0 -0.2 9.6 6.0 0.8 
--------------- ---- ----- ---- --- --- ---Manifest changes -0.1 -3.8 0.1 -0.1 Near term launch slips 

Defer SSF Integ. -0.2 -13.9 -2.3 7.0 5.8 17.4 Due to SSF restructuring 
Reduce s~t Eg -1.2 -3.8 Re-estimated and deferred. 
DCAS/SBI /Otner Adj 0.2 0.5 2.1 2.5 0.3 -16.6 DCAS @0.062%. FY95 HQ APA cut. 

Advanced Programs 1.1 -18.0 15.2 14.5 14.5 14.4 
----------------- --- ----- ---- ---- ---- ----

Delete ACRV Phase B -16.0 Congressional direction 
0MB Au9J!lentation 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 For NLS concept studies 
Reduce Sat Svc Studies -1.7 
Contractor Conversions -0.3 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.6 To be funded under R&PM 
Other Adjustments 1.1 0.7 

Hew Launch System -30.0 100.0 200.0 275.0 375.0 Added br 0MB. 
Tether 3.3 4.0 12.6 2.0 Due to aunch slig & deplo;er 
Delete OMV -o., -85.4 -175.0 -120.4 -80.1 -,o.o Program terminate - June 1 90 
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• 
OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT 

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES AND JUSTIFICATION 

• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

SPACE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM 

The principal areas of activity in Space Transportation Capability Development include the operation of 
the Spacelab Systems with some continuing development activities; procurement of Upper Stages required to 
place satellites in high altitude orbits; the Engineering and Technical Base support at the manned space 
flight centers; Payload Operations and Support Equipment for accommodating NASA payloads; Advanced 
Programs study and evaluation efforts; Advanced Transportation Technology efforts including definition and 
preliminary development of a new launch vehicle capability and improved propulsion technology; and the 
design and development of the United States/Italian Tethered Satellite System. 

Spacelab and the Spacelab carrier systems were developed jointly by NASA and the European Space Agency 
(ESA). The Spacelab is a major element of the Space Transportation System (STS) that provides a 
versatile, reusable laboratory which is flown to and from Earth orbit in the orbiter cargo bay. The 
Spacelab carrier systems include pallets which provide payload mounting and support services (pointing, 
computer control, data processing, power, cooling, etc.). The Spacelab and carrier systems development 
program continues with a recertification program to insure flight safety, the procurement of flight 
hardware to support the flight program, and necessary modifications including replacing the onboard 
computer system, verification of the cross-bay Hitchhiker and Spacelab Pallet System (SPS), an Igloo 
pallet system, and upgrading obsolete Spacelab hardware to current technology. 

Upper Stages are required to deploy payloads to orbits and trajectories not attainable by the Shuttle or 
expendable launch vehicles alone. The program provides for procurement of stages for NASA missions, for 
technical monitoring and management activities for government and commercial Upper Stages, and a solid 
rocket motor integrity program to improve the technical understanding and the engineering capability for 
solid motors. 

The Engineering and Technical Base provides a core level research and development capability for the 
engineering, scientific, technical and Safety, Reliability, Maintainability, and Quality Assurance 
(SRM&QA) support required by a wide variety of NASA programs at the Johnson Space Center (JSC), the 
Kennedy Space Center (KSC), the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), and the Stennis Space Center (SSC). 
Additional requirements above the core level of capability are funded by the benefiting programs. 
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Vehicle Development Options 
A. Shuttle C Sldemount Current Technology 

100-lSOK* 

Moderate Development Avionics 
SSME's ~ STME's 

------1+--+---S~t-a-nd-a-rd Materials/MFG Processes 
Maximum Use of Existing Facilities 

B. Shuttle C lnllne - Current Technology 
150-170K (SSME)* 

Moderate Development Avionics 
SSME's __.,_ STME's 
Standard Materials/MFG Processes 
High Use of Existing Facilities 

C. lnllne - Advanced Technology 
140-160K (STME)* 

Advanced Avionics 
STME's 
Advanced Materials/MFG Processes 
Some Use of Existing Facilities With 
Operational Enhancements 

*PERFORMANCE NUMBERS ARE NET PAYLOAD TO SSE 

D. 1.5 Stage - Current Technology 

15-30K* A 
(SSME) LJ 

OR 

40-SOK (6 strap-ons)* 

Moderate Development Avionics 
SSME's ~ STME's 
Standard Materials/MFG Proce§~_@s 
New LauncffFacllltles 

All Liquid Strap-On Solids 

E. 1.5 Stage - Advanced Technology 
30-40K* 50-60K (6 strap-ons)* 

M 
All Liquid 

OR 

Strap-On Solids 

Advanced Avionics 
STME's 
Advanced Materials/MFG Processes 
New Launch Facllltles 

F. ALS - Advanced Technology 

~ -lOOK* 
I 

• 

Advanced Avionics 
STME's 
Advanced Materlals/MFG Processes 
New Launch Facilities 



• 
The Payload Operations and Support Equipment program develops and places into operational status the 
ground and flight systems necessary to support the NASA STS payloads during prelaunch processing, on-orbit 
mission operations and, when appropriate, post-landing processing. Included within this program area are 
the STS optional services for NASA payloads, integration activities for the Shuttle and Space Station 
(including development of a mating capability), and multimission payload support equipment. 

Advanced Programs conducts concept feasibility studies, selected system definitions and preliminary design 
(Phase B) studies, and undertakes related high leverage advanced development to provide the technical and 
programmatic data to identify evolving space transportation and system requirements and to evaluate new 
technology capabilities. Complementary objectives are to assimilate generic technology and advanced 
planning activities, and to provide an advanced planning programmatic link between the Office of Space 
Flight and other NASA program offices. Activity is focused on three major areas--advanced 
transportation, advanced operations support, and advanced space systems. Concept definition and key 
advanced development are under way and planned in these areas to assess performance, reliability and 
operational efficiency improvements, and to reduce future program risks and development costs through the 
effective use of new technology. 

The New Launch System activity includes the initiation of a program to develop a new heavy lift launch 
vehicle as well as continuing Shuttle-C definition studies in 1991. 

The Tethered Satellite System (TSS), a joint Italian/United States development effort, will provide a new 
reusable facility for conducting space experiments and unique tethered applications in regions remote 
from the Shuttle orbiter. The objectives of the initial TSS mission are twofold: (1) to verify the 
controlled deployment, operation, and retrieval of the TSS, and (2) to quantify the interaction between 
the satellite/tether and space plasma in the presence of a current drawn through the tether. 
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FY92CSUM 
02/05/91 

Total spacelab 
--------------------------

Development 

H/W Replacement 
H/W Mods/Acq. 
GSE 
Manifest H/W 
Other items/task 
APA 

Operations 

MSFC Ops M/P 
KSC Ops M/P 
KSC Logistics 
POCC Operations 
JSC Integration 
Hitchhiker Ops 
GAS Ops 
Other Support 
PMS 
APA 
Reimbursements 

•spacelab Manpower 

Major Missions 

FY90 

93.7 

20.3 

0.1 
6.3 
1.6 
2.4 
9.9 

73.4 

27.2 
20.7 
14.9 
4.7 
5.0 
1.1 
2.2 
5.1 
2.1 

-9.6 

849 

FY92 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET 
SPACELAB PROGRAM 

FY91 

129.3 ----------
22.6 

7.5 
2.3 
4.4 
2.9 
4.5 
1. 0 

106.7 

35.0 
26.2 
15.2 
6.0 
5.2 
1.9 
2.6 
6.4 
2.4 

10.3 
-4.5 

972 

FY92 

150.2 ----------
30.0 

20.7 
1.2 
1. 0 
0.6 
1.5 
5.0 

120.2 

37.8 
25.8 
16.0 
7.9 
5.5 
2.0 
2.9 
6.9 
2.6 

19.9 
-7.1 

999 

SLS-1 USML-1 
Astro-1 IML-1 

S/L-J 
Atlas-1 

(NOA in Millions RY$) 

FY93 

136.7 

FY94 FY95 

---------
12.6 

9.5 
0.1 

3.0 

124.1 

32.5 
31.9 
17.0 
7.9 
5.7 
2.1 
3.2 
8.1 
2.6 

16.1 
-3.0 

973 

131.5 ----------
5.0 

3.9 
0.1 

1. 0 

126.5 

31.0 
29.7 
16.0 
8.3 
6.1 
2.2 
3.3 
8.5 
2.7 

23.1 
-4.4 

932 

SLS-2 IML-2 
S/L-D2 SRL-1 
Atlas-2 Atlas-3 

• 

153.4 ----------
11.2 

9.2 

2.0 

142.2 

36.0 
30.8 
17.3 
8.5 
6.3 
2.3 
3.3 
8.5 
2.9 

28.5 
-2.2 

908 

USML-2 
S/L-DJ 
SRL-2 
Atlas-4 

FY96 

154.2 
----------

1.0 

1.0 

153.2 

DDUs,Unit Testers,ATE,MMU,etc 
MPESS H/W, MDM Pwr Sys,VCRs 
Rack/Floor braces, testers 
FOP flt computers & H/W 
Pallet mods/recert efforts 

31.1 Recurring M/P to process S/Ls 
27.4 Recurring M/P to process S/Ls 
20.1 Spares/Depot Maint. 
9.0 M/P + H/W for POCC 
6.4 Trng,Flt Prep,Sys test,engr 
2.3 -22 Contractor+ CS 
3.4 -27 Contractor+ cs 

10.9 SR&QA, Data Base Maint. 
3.3 Institutional tax 

39.7 
-0.4 SL-J, SL-D2, SL-DJ 

791 

SLS-3 
SRL-3 
Atlas-5 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

Development ............................. . 
Operations .............................. . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

• 
SPACELAB 

1990 
Actual 

20,300 
73,400 

93,700 

1991 1992 
Budget Current Budget 

Estimate Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

11,400 22,600 30,000 
119,300 106,700 120,200 

130,700 129,300 150,200 

~ 

The Spacelab is a versatile facility designed for installation in the cargo bay of the orbiter which 
affords scientists the opportunity to conduct scientific experiments in the unique environment of space. 
The reusable Spacelab system enhances the advancement of scientific research by serving as both an 
observatory and laboratory in space. Ten European nations, including nine members of the European Space 
Agency (ESA), have participated in this joint development program with NASA. ESA designed, developed, 
produced, and delivered the first Spacelab hardware consisting of: a pressurized module and unpressurized 
pallet segments, an igloo which is used with pallets to supply equipment, computers and services essential 
to the experiments, an instrument pointing subsystem (!PS), and much of the ground support equipment and 
software for both flight and ground operations. 

NASA procured an additional set of Spacelab hardware from ESA under terms of the ESA/NASA Memorandum of 
Understanding and the Intergovernment Agreement. The remaining development activities include additional 
hardware to complete the Spacelab carrier system, ground support equipment, hardware modifications, 
hardware acquisition, system recertification, and qualification and procurement of reliable and high 
capacity AP-101SL computers. Support software and procedures development, testing, and training 
activities not provided by ESA, which are required for the Spacelab, are also included in NASA's funding. 
Additional Spacelab hardware, including the initial lay-in of spare hardware, is being procured from 
European and U.S. sources. 

NASA has developed two principal versions of the Spacelab Pallet System (SPS). One will support missions 
requiring the igloo and pallet in a mixed cargo configuration like the Astro mission; the other version, 
the Enhanced Multiplexer/demultiplexer Pallet (EMP), will support missions that do not require use of the 
igloo such as the Materials and Structural Technology Experiment (MAST), the Space Technology Experiment 
Platform (STEP) and the Tethered Satellite System. In addition, the development of the Hitchhiker system 
is nearly complete. The Hitchhiker (MSFC design) will fly its verification flight as Space Test Program 
Experiment (STP-1) in FY 1991. 
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FY92DEL 
02/07/91 

SPACELAB: CHANGES ZH ESTIMATES 

FY91 

-- ·-------·-·--·-·--

Total Spacelab --------------
Development 

FY91 
Budget 

130.7 --------
11.4 

New/Upgraded H/W 7.7 
Existing H/W 1.0 
Recert/Other 2.7 

Operations 119.3 

Mission Manpower 
HH Ops 
POCC 
GAS 
KSC Logistics 
Program Spt 
Reimbursements 

72.7 
2.0 
7.8 
2.6 

17.0 
28.0 

-10.8 

FY92 
Change Budget Reasons For Change 

-1.4 

11.2 

9.4 
1.5 
0.3 

-12.6 

-11.5 
-0.1 
-1.8 
o.o 

-1.8 
-3.7 

6.3 

129.3 -----
22.6 

17.1 Replace Obsolete H/W +6.2, H/W Acq & U/G +1.8, GSE +1.4 
2.5 MSL/MPESS Carriers +1.1, SDF S/W +0.3, Hitchhiker/Other +0.1 
3.0 Added Recert,PMS, and authorized changes +0.3 

106.7 

61.2 Deleted Astro-3, IML-3,4,& 5 MOM missions, slip missions -11.5 
1.9 
6.0 Reduced manifest activity 
2.6 

15.2 
24.3 Mainly APA due to reduced manifest 
-4.5 Due to Sl-J and D-2 slippage plus Starlab cancellation 

• • 



• 
The Spacelab operations budget includes mission planning, mission integration, and flight and ground 
operations. This includes integration of the flight hardware and software, mission independent crew 
training, system operations support, payload operations control support, payload processing, logistical 
support and sustaining engineering. 

ASTR0-1, supported by an Igloo Pallet and Instrument Pointing System, was launched on a successful 
ultraviolet astronomy mission in December 1990. It was the first Spacelab mission to fly since 
Challenger. Two additional missions will fly Spacelab carriers in FY 1991, one a Module (Life Sciences 
investigations) mission and one supported by a Hitchhiker (several DOD experiments). Spacelab carriers 
will support eight missions in FY 1992. Three Spacelab module missions (microgravity materials science 
and life science investigations) and two Spacelab pallet missions (solar, atmospheric, and plasma physics 
and tethered spacecraft investigations) are planned with smaller Spacelab carriers such as Hitchhikers 
(x-ray radiation from space investigations), Getaway Special, and Mission Peculiar Experiment Support 
Structures (materials processing, and EVA, strut handling techniques in support of Space Station Freedom 
investigations) supporting other missions. Nine missions will also be supported in FY 1993 including two 
Spacelab module missions (materials processing and life sciences) and two Spacelab pallet (thermal energy 
management process investigations in support of Space Station Freedom and solar atmospheric, and plasma 
physics investigations) missions. 

In addition to the support of these missions, analytical and physical integration, configuration 
management, and software development for future flights will be conducted. Procurement of spares for both 
NASA-developed hardware and for hardware developed by U.S. companies under contract with ESA will continue 
throughout FY 1992 and FY 1993 as will operation of the depot maintenance program. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The $1.4 million decrease results from the rephasing of operations manpower based on the latest manifest 
partially offset by necessary increases in development to replace obsolete and failing equipment. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The FY 1992 request reflects the increase in the scheduling and frequency of Spacelab missions which were 
delayed by the Challenger accident and several Shuttle launch delays. Funding provides for the 
integration and payload processing of three to four major and three to four secondary missions per year. 

The FY 1992 development funds are required to continue procurement of additional computers and experiment 
hardware and to upgrade or replace obsolete hardware in order to support an accelerated and active 
Spacelab traffic flow. The Spacelab flight hardware recertification, development of the Hitchhiker 
programs, and the Enhanced Multiplexer Pallet system (EMP) will be completed early in 1991. 
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F¥92CSUM 
02/13/91 

FY92 Budget - Equivalent Msn 
FY91 Budget - Equivalent Msn 

Change 

Spacalab Mission 

Astro-1 
IML-1 
SLS-1 
Starlab 
TSS-1 
Atlas-1 
USML-1 
USMP-1 
SL-J 
SL-D2 
Atlas-2 
SRAD/TPIT 
SLS-2 
USMP-2 
LITE 
SRL-1 
HST-Rev 
Atlas-3 
IML-2 
USMP-3 
CSI(MAST) 
SRL-2 
Atlas-4 

.. WISP 
USML-2 
AAFE 
SL-DJ 
USMP-4 
SLS-3 

SPACELAB MAHIPEST COMPARISIOH: PY92 BUDGET vs PY91 BUDGET 

PY90 PY91 PY92 PY93 PY94 PY95 Total 

0.3 2.1 4.8 3.3 3.1 4.5 18.1 
2.1 4.7 5.0 3.7 4.6 3.0 23.1 

-1.a -2.6 -0.2 -0.4 -1.s 1.s -s.o 

Launch Date Comparisions 

PY92 PY91 
Budget Budget Change configuration 

12/90 4/90 - 8 months Igloo+ 2 Pallets 
11/91 12/90 -11 months Long Module 

5/91 8/90 - 9 months Long Module 
Cancel 8/91 Long Module 

2/92 5/91 - 9 months MPESS + 1 Pallet 
3/92 3/91 -12 months Igloo+ 2 Pallets 
5/92 3/92 - 2 months Long Module+ EDO 
8/92 5/92 - 3 months MSL + MPESS 
8/92 6/91 -14 months Long Module 
2/93 2/92 -12 months Long Module+ USS 
4/93 7/92 - 9 months Igloo+ 1 Pallet 
5/93 11/92 - 6 months Pallet 
6/93 9/92 - 9 months Long Module+ EDO 
8/93 2/93 - 6 months MSL + MPESS 

10/93 4/93 - 6 months Pallet 
11/93 6/92 -17 months Pallet+ MPESS 
12/93 5/93 - 7 months FSS + Unique 

1/94 7/93 - 6 months Igloo+ 1 Pallet 
4/94 1/93 -15 months Long Module+ EDO 
5/94 9/93 - 8 months MSL + MPESS 

Remove 7/94 Pallet+ MPESS 
10/94 8/93 -14 months Pallet+ MPESS 

1/95 4/94 - 9 months Igloo+ 1 Pallet 
1/95 10/93 -15 months MDM Pallet 
2/95 3/94 -11 months Long Module+ EDO 
3/95 5/94 -10 months Unique 
6/95 11/93 -19 months Long Module+ USS 
9/95 9/94 -12 months MSL + MPESS 
2/96 6/94 -20 months Long Module+ EDO 

Equiv. ,aatora1 Lll=l.OO, SM=0.75, I/G pallet=0.70, I/G Pal v/IPS = o.,s, MDM ••llet:so.1, MSL=0.05 

• 



The FY 1992 operations funds are required to support increased payload operations activities and to 
continue payload integration support, mission independent training, and logistics support. This support 
includes analytical integration, configuration management, hardware integration and software development 
and integration. Spacelab operations also provides for replenishment spares, the operation of the depots 
for both U.S. and European hardware and software, and sustaining engineering of all hardware and software. 
Funding is also included for the Getaway Special (GAS) program. 

Included in the FY 1992 operations support of the Spacelab carrier missions is funding required for a 
number of major and minor missions. The NASA major missions requiring mission integration and payload 
processing in FY 1992 include the International Microgravity Laboratory-1 (IML-1), the U.S. Microgravity 
Laboratory-1 (USML-1), the Tethered Satellite System, a U.S. Microgravity Payload, and the Atmospheric 
Laboratory for Applications and Science (ATIAS-1). In addition, the Space and Life Sciences-2 (SLS-2) and 
ATIAS-2 mission, a Shuttle Radiator Assembly Demonstration (SRAD), and the second US Microgravity Payload 
(USMP-2) are planned for flight in FY 1993. 

In addition to NASA missions, the Spacelab program will also support two (2) reimbursable missions: the 
Japanese SL-J module mission which is scheduled for FY 1992 and the German D-2 module mission which is 
scheduled for FY 1993. Appropriated funding is combined with reimbursable funding to support the total 
Spacelab operations requirements. 
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·Y92~SUM , 
,2/04/91 

I 

:otal Upper stages 
! ==--===-=== 

I:US 

Launch 
Date FY90 

79.7 ------
35.8 

FY92 CONGRE-L BUDGET 
UPPER STA ONTENT 
(NOA in Millions·· RY$) 

FY91 

82.2 -------
38.7 
----

FY92 

108.5 ----------
39.7 

FY93 

82.0 --------
47.7 

FY94 

80.0 --------
54.3 

FY95 

55.8 -------
2,.0 

FY96 

28.5 
= 

BAC 

TDRS-E&F 6/91 & 
TDRS-G 
Planetary 

3/93 
4/95 

4.1 

30.7 
0.6 

10.2 
12.8 
11.9 

9.7 
21.1 

3.0 
40.6 

121.1 ~~ 
149 2 f' ~" ,\-0 

" .n )(:-0 l ..Q.. ....>.. ~ 
0~ , . \.'I 51.3 23.4 

Mod Kit 
IUS sustaining 
KSC sustaining 
Adm Reserve 
IUS Development 

TOS 

Mars Observer 
ACTS 
Option 

centaur -------

9/92 
7/92 

0.4 

34.0 

27.3 
6.7 

1.9 
1.8 
0.1 

28.2 

15.4 
12.8 

1.4 

3.0 3.0 
1.1 

3.0 2 

,s:,_b Ou--

• 2 0- ~<' .._ ).C) ~< 
0. 4 i;.-, c,°'"' 

.Q. ,.;_' 

,::_l;/,(....) • './ \ 
Q..-;' (.,. 

c.. n< ·:-. w.-
--<. 0 ::J " . '\.J 

r ",. ,-:( .\V 

5.9 

C ~.. \?"'u 
~0"" ,J-:,~ 

11. 8 ~ · JU . ..sz. ,rC '-.l<.t:.,• 

ctb
•I • _,,<"' ~ (!7 ._}l \("'' L 

c...P' ·>0 
x"" 

22.6 

28.9 14.8 9.0 3.3 

111.3 Titan III 
72.3 on Shuttle 

.-, 

Cassini 
CRAF 

4/96 28.9 14.8 9.0 3.3 56.0 No QPQ w/DOD 

SPIP 9.9 

HQ NOA Flexibility 

------------------

1.4 

12.3 ----
1.6 

TDRS-G now one in a buy of three with DOD. 

17.3 19.5 16.7 26.5 28.5 

----

Modification Kit no longer needed. Will use DOD STS vehicle. 
IUS sustaining is NASA cost to support Shuttle IUS program since DOD has no requirement. 
CRAF funding,.g_eferred pending launch date determination. 

L/~ 

Engr studies 

3 

~ 



BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

Development ............................. . 
Procurement and operations .............. . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

• 
UPPER STAGES 

1990 
Actual 

Budget 
Estimate 

1991 
Current 
Estimate 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

400 
79,300 

79,700 

- -
91,300 

91,300 

- -
82,200 

82,200 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

- -
108,SOQ 

108,SOQ 

The Upper Stages are required to deploy payloads to orbits not attainable by the Shuttle or a core stage 
expendable launch vehicle (ELV) alone. The Inertial Upper Stage (IUS), the commercially developed 
Transfer Orbit Stage (TOS), and the Centaur upper stage are currently available for use. 

The !US was developed under a DOD contract to provide the capability to place payloads of up to 5,000 
pounds into geosynchronous orbit. The IUS has been launched from the Shuttle, the Titan 34-D and Titan IV 
Expendable Launch Vehicles. Six IUS vehicles have been contracted for launch of the Tracking and Data 
Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) spacecraft. The first three were funded through the TDRSS contract while 
the remaining three are funded under this budget element. The TDRS-E and TDRS-F are planned for launch on 
the Shuttle. The TDRS-G is now planned for launch on a competitively procured expendable launch vehicle. 
Three planetary missions, Magellan, Galileo and Ulysses, were previously launched with IUS upper stages. 

TOS is a three-axis stabilized perigee stage that is being developed commercially by the Orbital Sciences 
Corporation for use with the Space Shuttle and the Titan III. It will have the capability to place 6,000 
to 13,000 pounds into geosynchronous transfer orbit. ATOS/Titan III and a TOS/Shuttle upper stage are 
being procured for the Mars Observer and the Advanced Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS) missions 
to be launched in FY 1992. 

The Solid Propulsion Integrity Program (SPIP) objective is to establish the necessary engineering 
capability for improving the success rate of U.S.-built solid rocket motors. The program has made 
excellent progress in determining root causes and solutions to persistent problems plaguing motor nozzles 
and bondlines. The program is successfully moving the Nation's industry toward solid motors that have an 
improved basis in science and engineering. The program results are being used across the Nation's solid 
rocket motor community, including the Redesigned Solid Rocket Motor, the Advanced Solid Rocket Motor, and 
DOD solid motor programs. 
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FY92DEL 
01/31/91 

'Total upper stages 
---- -

IUS 

TDRS-E&F 
TDRS-G 
Planetary 
Mod Kit 

--

IUS Sustaining 

TOS 

Mars Observer 
ACTS 

Centaur 

CRAF 

SPIP 

HQ l'lexibility 

' UPPER STAGES: CHANGES rN ESTIMATES 

FY91 

FY91 
Budget 

91.3 
-
45.4 

22.5 
0.6 

15.3 
4.0 
3.0 

27.3 

18.1 
9.2 

6.3 

6.3 

12.3 

Change 

-9.1 
-
-6.7 

-12.3 
12.2 
-3.4 
-2.1 
-1.1 

0.9 

-2.7 
3.6 

-4.9 

-4.9 

o.o 

1.6 

FY92 
Budget RAARnns Por Chanae 

82.2 ----

38.7 

10.2 APA -12.1, Slip launches -0.2 
12.8 Re-estimate H/W buy +11.6, APA +0.6 
11.9 APA -2.4, Re-estimate -1 
1.9 No longer needed. Traded for Shuttle configured AF vehicle. 
1.9 Due to no DOD Shuttle IUS rqmts. Re-estimated 

28.2 

15.4 EAC unchanged. Re-phased/Reallocate w/ACTS -3.3, APA +0.6 
12.8 EAC unchanged. Re-phased/reallocated w/MO +3.3, FMEA/CIL +0.3 

1.4 

1.4 APA +1.4, Revised AF estimate and launch TBD -6.3 

12.3 

1.6 Extra obligation authority due to vehicle re-estimates 

• 



The Centaur upper stage ls being developed under the ""'7'"Titan IV contract, which will provide capabll 
beyond the Titan IV core stage performance. The Centaur will be required to support the launch of the 
Cassinl and the Comet Asteroid Flyby (CRAF) missions. 

CHANGES FROM FI 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

Funding for Upper Stages is reduced $9.1 million due to revised DOD estimates on the Centaur and deletion 
of an IUS modification kit for the TDRS-F, currently baselined as a Shuttle flight. 

BASIS 01 FY 1992 ESTIMATE 
Procurement and operations funding ls required to continue production of major components and subsystems 
to support launch and flight operations of Upper Stages on both the Shuttle and ELV's for NASA missions. 
These missions include Shuttle IUS's for TDRS-E&F and completion of the Transfer Orbit Stage (TOS) for the 
Advanced Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS). Upper stages are also procured for the Expendable 
Launch Vehicle missions including an IUS for TDRS-G, a TOS stage for Mars Observer on a Titan Ill, and a 
Centaur stage for the Cassini mission on a Titan IV. Procurement of a Centaur for the CRAF mission has 
been delayed pending a decision on its launch date. The Solid Propulsion Integrity program is also 

continued. 

T<o<S - lh<Q.. f/1 5 h""\ --~r 1eiS pr<?'S,QnJes. C:... pnc~&. op-hull\ N(\SA Ccu,..._ (2)<_~v-C,~tQ 
. I p,-10....- -h.> 1)-Q.c._. l"'=>, (~c:.i. 1 -+o pr-oc_-,...\r'<!.. ~P -\""o ·-\--c...:)G v~h,c\~~. 
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• 
The Centaur upper stage is being developed under the DOD Titan IV contract, which will provide capability 
beyond the Titan IV core stage performance. The Centaur will be required to support the launch of the 
Cassini and the Comet Asteroid Flyby (CRAF) missions. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

Funding for Upper Stages is reduced $9.1 million due to revised DOD estimates on the Centaur and deletion 
of an IUS modification kit for the TDRS-F, currently baselined as a Shuttle flight. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

Procurement and operations funding is required to continue production of major components and subsystems 
to support launch and flight operations of Upper Stages on both the Shuttle and ELV's for NASA missions. 
These missions include Shuttle IUS's for TDRS-E&F and completion of the Transfer Orbit Stage (TOS) for the 
Advanced Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS). Upper stages are also procured for the Expendable 
Launch Vehicle missions including an IUS for TDRS-G, a TOS stage for Mars Observer on a Titan III, and a 
Centaur stage for the Cassini mission on a Titan IV. Procurement of a Centaur for the CRAF mission has 
been delayed pending a decision on its launch date. The Solid Propulsion Integrity program is also 
continued. 
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FY92CSUM 
02/07/91 

'l'otal ETB ----------
Research and Test 

--------------JSC SR&QA 
MSFC SR&QA 
KSC SR&QA 
JSC Class VI 
MSFC Class VI 
JSC Engr Spt 
MSFC S&E Spt 
HQ Flexibility 

Data Sys' Plt Spt 

Operations support 

--------------White Sand Spt 
JSC Center Ops 
MSFC Support 
Stennis Spt 

Launch sys support 

PY90 

181.6 -----
117.7 ----
23.9 
6.0 
6.9 

12.0 
16.0 
30.8 
20.3 
1.8 

17 .4 

33.8 ----
5.9 

10.5 
11.8 
5.6 

12.7 

PY91 

208.5 -------
137.2 ----
25.0 

6.3 
7.5 

12.0 
12.0 
41.0 
28.4 
5.0 

17.9 

37.7 ----
6.2 
9.5 

15.9 
6.1 

15.7 

FY92 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET 
ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL BASE CONTENT 

FY92 

235.2 ----------
148.7 ----

27.1 
9.7 
8.2 

12.0 
12.0 
46.3 
33.4 

23.8 

46.7 ----
9.8 

10.3 
20.2 
6.4 

16.0 

PY93 

236.9 -------
150.7 ----

28.3 
8.1 
8.4 

12.0 
12.0 
52.5 
29.4 

22.3 

48.0 
----
10.1 
9.7 

21. 7 
6.5 

15.9 

FY94 

249.0 --------
157.8 
----
29.5 
8.6 
8.8 

12.0 
12.0 
55.0 
31.9 

23.2 

51.5 ----
10.6 
10.4 
23.8 

6.7 

16.5 

FY95 

261.9 --------
164.7 ----

30.7 
10.5 
9.3 
5.0 

12.0 
59.5 
37.7 

24.3 

55.7 ----
11.0 
10.9 
26.7 
7.1 

17.2 

PY96 

273.7 ---------
172.3 

----32.1 -350 EPs, Boeing oversight 
11.0 Calspan/ATI support 
9.8 EG&G,Boeing,Analex. 
5.0 Cray Lease-to-purchase 

12.0 Cray Lease & Ops 
62.6 Spt first shift of engr labs 
39.8 Prop. Tech,lab eg, engr spt 

For emerging rgmts 

25.3 All JSC. Center Info Sys, 
ADPE Eg. Work Stations 

58.1 
----
11.6 -140 EPs after FY91 
11.2 M&O, graphics, design 
28.0 M&O,ADP Eg, Propellants 
7.3 Shop M&O, SR&QA 

18.0 All KSC. Labs,CAD/CAE,NDE, 
Calibration,LETF,graphics 

====--============--===========================~============================== 
Manpower - EPs 

Research & Test 
Data Sys & Flt Spt 
Operations Spt 
Launch Sys Spt 

2114 
1233 

258 
493 
130 

2268 
1405 

237 
489 
137 

2509 
1478 

JOO 
589 
142 

2472 
1447 

295 
616 
144 

2472 
1434 
U+-
627 
144 

2481 
1444 

264--
629 
144 

2507 
1458 

264 
640 
145 

====--===========--==============-=========--===a:===--========================== 
Total ETB 

JSC (w/HQ) 
MSFC 
KSC 
SSC 

181.6 
102.3 
54.1 
19.6 
5.6 

208.5 
116.6 
62.6 
23.2 
6.1 

235.2 
129.3 

75.3 
24.2 
6.4 

236.9 
134.9 

71.2 
24.3 
6.5 

249.0 
140.7 
76.3 
25.3 
6.7 

• 

261.9 
141.4 
86.9 
26.5 
7.1 

273.7 
147.8 
90.8 
27.8 
7.3 

• 



• 
BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

ENGINEER.ING AND TECHNICAL BASE 

Research and test support ............... . 
Data systems and flight support ......... . 
Operations support ...................... . 
Launch systems support .................. . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

117,700 
17,400 
33,800 
12,700 

181. 600 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

148,500 137,200 
18,400 17,900 
34,600 37,700 
17,000 15,700 

218,500 208,500 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

148,700 
23,800 
46,700 
16,000 

235,200, 

The Engineering and Technical Base (ETB) provides the core capability required to sustain an engineering 
and development base for various NASA activities at the Office of Space Flight centers. Additional 
requirements above the core level are funded by the benefiting programs, such as the Space Shuttle or the 
Space Station. The centers involved are the Johnson Space Center (JSC), the Kennedy Space Center (KSC), 
the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), and the Stennis Space Center (SSC). 

The core level of support varies from center to center due to programmatic and institutional differences. 
At JSC, the core level requirement is that one shift of operations be maintained in the engineering and 
development laboratories and at the White Sands Test Facility. Safety, Reliability, Maintainability and 
Quality Assurance (SRM&QA) areas are also supported by the ETB core. The core level for the central 
computer complex is established as a two-shift operation. At KSC, the core level provides for research 
and development of technology to enhance launch site hardware, ground processing, support services, and 
SRM&QA. The ETB funds at MSFC provide for multi-program support activities, including technical labs and 
facilities, SRM&QA, computational and communications services, and at SSC for facilities operations. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The total funding for the ETB has decreased $10.0 million in FY 1991 from the requested level as the 
result of general Congressional reductions. This will limit engineering and SRM&QA manpower growth at 
JSC, KSC and MSFC to the end of the FY 1990 level and defer planned equipment purchases at JSC and MSFC. 
The limits on engineering manpower at JSC and MSFC will constrain the support available to continuing 
programs. 
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FY92DEL 
-01/31/91 

Total ETB --·=-= 
Research~ Test 

---------------
JSC Class VI 
JSC Engr Spt 
JSC SRM&QA 
MSFC SRM&QA 
MSFC Engr Spt 
Propulsion Techs 
MSFC Class VI 
MSFC Lab/Other 
KSC SRM&QA 
HQ APA 

Data systems 

------------
Operations support 

------------------
WSTF Support 
JSC Maint. Svcs 
MSFC Fac/Eq Ma. 
MSFC ADP Ops 
SSC SRM&QA 
SSC O&M/Supplies 

Launch sys Support 

------------------
Boeing/EG&G Svcs 
Engr Spt Svcs 
Eng labs 

• 

ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL BASE: CHANGES IN ESTIMATES 

FY91 

FY91 
Budget Change 

218.5 -10.0 
---- ---
148.S -11.3 ----- -----
12.0 o.o 
48.1 -7.1 
25.7 -0.7 
6.5 -0.2 

18.8 -1.5 
4.2 -0.1 

16.0 -4.0 
9.9 -2.9 
7.3 0.2 

5.0 

18.4 -0.5 

34.6 3.1 

6.2 o.o 
9.7 -0.2 
9.1 2.0 
3.5 1.3 
0.1 0.3 
6.0 -0.3 

17.0 -1.3 

5.3 0.4 
4.7 0.1 
7.0 -1.8 

FY92 
Budget 

208.5 
---
137.2 -----
12.0 
41. 0 
25.0 

6.3 
17.3 
4.1 

12.0 
7.0 
7.5 
5.0 

17.9 

37.7 

6.2 
9.5 

11.1 
4.8 
0.4 
5.7 

15.7 

5.7 
4.8 
5.2 

Reasons For Change 

Reduce size of planned lab growth over FY90 levels 
Constrain SRM&QA to FY90 levels w/escalation 
Constrain SRM&QA to FY90 levels w/escalation 
Reduce size of planned lab growth over FY90 levels 

Reduce Class VI usage by 25% from FY90 levels 
Defer planned ADP and lab equipment purchases 
Net impact of SSF to Engr Labs, 0.1 Xtrsfr & FY91 App cut. 
Created to absorb rqmts without further eroding center support 

Re-estimate JSC Management and Administrative costs 

Constrain Engr Design Service to FY90 levels w/o esc. 
Supplies and Eq U/Gs +1.7, Additional Maint +0.3 
Increased Computer operations over FY90 levels 

At KSC reduce Engr Lab augmentation to 20% above FY90 levels 

• 



• • BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The requested funding for ETB in FY 1992 provides for an increase of support for basic research and 
development facilities and services at the centers to meet critical requirements for support to Shuttle, 
Space Station and other space transportation activities which have expanded their requirements 
significantly over the past several years. Areas that will be increased include the core capability for 
SRM&QA requirements, maintaining the capabilities of engineering labs and engineering support services 
with state-of-the-art equipment, and providing full manpower coverage to the single shift in the 
engineering labs. 

In research and test support, funding is required to support computational capabilities at MSFC for 
engineering and science projects through the use of a Class VI computer system. This capability is 
required for the solution of more complex main engine three-dimensional dynamics modeling problems and for 
complex structural analyses. At JSC, the requested funding will provide for a five-day, one-shift 
operation for the engineering and development laboratories, such as the Electronic Systems Test 
Laboratory, the Thermo-chemical area, and SRM&QA activities, as well as a full up operation of a Class VI 
computer system. The computer will be used to obtain numerical solutions of very large sector materials 
for the aerodynamics, thermodynamics, and structural mechanics analysis associated with developing and 
operating manned and robotic space systems. 

The FY 1992 request is consistent with achieving increases in engineering support at JSC and MSFC 
necessary to support new facilities in robotics, avionics, and computer aided design. The increase in FY 
1992 also continues the program to replace obsolete multipurpose laboratory equipment which had been 
slowed in prior years. 

Data systems and flight support will continue to provide a core level of support based on a five-day, 
two-shift operation of the central computer complex at JSC. Any additional requirements are the 
responsibility of the benefiting program. Increases in FY 1992 over FY 1991 are needed to initiate the 
information technology labs at JSC. 

Operations support funding will continue to provide for the maintenance of multi-program research and 
development facilities and equipment, chemical cleaning, engineering design, technical analysis, component 
fabrication, and logistics support. Examples of specific services to be provided in FY 1992 include: 
(1) operation and maintenance of specialized electrical and cryogenic systems; (2) operation of shops to 
do metal refurbishing, anodizing, plating, stripping, and etching of selected items of in-house hardware; 
(3) engineering, installation, operation, and maintenance of closed circuit fixed and mobile television 
required for the support and surveillance of tests; (4) mission imaging services, including audiovisual 
mission support; (5) fabrication of models, breadboards, and selected items of flight hardware; and 
(6) technical documentation services. In FY 1992, increases are required at MSFC for ADP equipment, 
software, and programming support to accommodate additional users, data storage requirements, improve 
response time to users, and to implement a local area network. Increases at White Sands are needed to 
support .environmental compliance activity. 
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• • • 
In launch systems support, funding provides for the core capability for the engineering, scientific, and 
technical support for research and development activities at KSC. Specifically, the funds provide for 
multi-program support activities, including technical labs and facilities, and other engineering support 
services. 
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FY92CSUM PY92 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET 
02/07/91 PAYLOAD OPERATIONS AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 

(NOA in Millions RY$) 

PY90 PY91 PY92 PY93 PY94 PY95 PY96 

~~~~~~!:~:~=~~!-~=~g~~~ 65.6 101.5 144.5 173.3 166.0 134.8 140.8 -- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----- --- ---- --- --- ---- -----
Payload Operations 47.1 77.0 119.4 151.0 143.9 112.1 117.7 
------------------ ---- ---- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

Payload ops Direct 29.3 27.7 35.6 43.0 46.1 45.3 47.1 

Suigort.to NASA P/Ls 8.9 6.5 11.2 6.9 4.6 4.8 2.3 Specific List of P/Ls 
RO units 3.0 1.5 1.5 2.5 2.5 Umbilical Units 
KSC PPF Su~port 6.4 6.0 7.6 8.2 8.5 8.8 8.8 P/L Proc. Fae Ops 
JSC Suppor 7.0 7.5 7.8 8.0 8.2 8.5 8.8 Recurrini LOE M7P 
NSTS Su¥port 3.9 3.3 3.6 3.2 2.1 2.2 2.2 LOE/Leve II tasks 
HQ Mani est Variation 0.1 2.9 3.9 14.2 20.2 21.0 25.0 Wedge for re-manif. 

Space Station support 7.3 34.1 66.3 91.3 82.8 53.4 54.7 

Analytic Integ. 3.1 5.3 6.1 5.8 5.6 5.6 5.3 
Mating Sys Hardware 1.6 13.3 23.5 25.5 15.8 3.5 12.1 Docking/Berthing H/W 
Matin~ Sys Test/Cert 1.0 1.0 1. 7 1.1 0.9 0.6 
SMTF nterface 3.0 4.4 3.9 1.4 Simulator Trng I/F 
RMS Upgrades 0.6 2.0 1.0 3.0 3.0 0.5 2.5 Certifl 65K load 
Orbiter EVA 3.0 13.8 13.2 15.8 10.1 M/P & at'l for EVAs 
4 E!-flls 3.5 9.5 13.5 15.0 13.5 6.0 For SSF Assy 
Dockini Aids 0.4 1.0 2.0 2.0 4.0 2.5 2.5 Laser srs/prox. sensoi 
SPDS Bock II 0.8 0.5 3.6 4.6 4.6 4.3 P/L Dep oyer U/G 
P/L Retention ~W 0.2 0.7 2.9 7.3 7.1 4.8 4.5 
Resource Trans er/Int 0.3 1.4 2.3 2.2 2.2 1.5 7.0 FluidsLPower Trsfr 
Optional Services 0.3 2.4 7.0 8.0 9.8 0.5 4.1 Wedge for added cap. 

SBIR 1.0 7.5 10.2 10.7 9.5 8.3 9.2 0.00125% of Cap Dev 
DCAS 3.5 3.8 5.1 5. 4 4.8 4 .3 4.7 0.0062% of Cap Dev 
HQ It8Jlls 3.9 2.2 0.6 0.7 o.8 2.0 For unforeseen rqmts 

P/L Support Equip. 18.5 24.5 25.1 22.3 22.1 22.7 23.1 
------------------ ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

P/L Commo Equip @KSC 4.7 5.5 4.6 2.8 4.7 4.2 4.2 Fiber OpticsLother 
~stems Improvements 1.8 7.6 4.0 1.5 1. 7 2.2 1.0 Wedge for moas/Upg. 

oc Sup~ort 4.7 5.4 4.6 6.5 6.2 5.9 5.7 M/P for P/L process. 
Cargo In. Test Eq 1.1 2.5 2.5 1.6 1.8 0.5 
Carao Integ - Sch C 3.9 2.7 5.0 5.0 5.0 6.0 6.0 RI Engr M/P for Cargo 
Mid eek Acc. Rack (MAR) 1.9 1.6 2.1 2.1 1.6 1.6 1.6 Briefcase size i1'Ls 
Other items 1.5 0.6 2.3 1.9 1.3 1.0 4.1 AFDC,Sat Svc H/ 

• • 



• 
BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

PAYLOAD OPERATIONS AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 

Payload operations ...................... . 
Payload support equipment ............... . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

46,961 
18,500 

65,461 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

94,200 77,000 
28,300 24,500 

122,500 101,500 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

119,400 
25,100 

144,500 

The objectives of the Payload Operations and Support Equipment budget are to provide payload services 
which are required beyond the standard Shuttle services for NASA missions, and to provide multimission 
support equipment in support of all payload operations. Payload operations provide unique hardware, 
analyses, and launch site support services for NASA missions. A significant part of the total funding 
directly supports integration activities for the Space Station and Space Shuttle which include development 
of a mating system between the orbiter and the Space Station. The payload support equipment budget funds 
the development and acquisition of multimission reusable ground support equipment required for a wide 
range of payloads. This includes test equipment required to checkout payload-to-orbiter interfaces at 
KSC, mixed cargo hardware such as standard cable harnesses, and displays and controls related to payload 
bay operations. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

Payload Operations and support equipment funding has decreased $21.0 million from the budget estimate as 
the result of general Congressional reductions. This will limit payload optional services which can be 
accommodated due to manifest adjustments. In addition, Space Station integration activities including the 
development of a mating system will be delayed. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

Payload operations funding is required to support payload services for currently scheduled NASA launches 
including Space Station integration activities. Space Station integration funding is required to support 
technial integration to assure compatibility between Shuttle capabilities and Space Station requirements. 
There is a significant increase from FY 1991 due to initiating hardware development for the orbiter-to
station mating system as well as requirements for spacesuits, payload retention hardware, EVA activity, 
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FY92DEL 
02/07/91 

Total P/L Ops' Spt 

Payload Operations 

------------------
P/L Ops Spt Dir 

Space Station Sp 

Mating H/W 
RMS Upgrades 
Docking Aids 
ss Manipulator 
SPDS Blk II 
P/L Reten. Sys 
Res.Transfer 
EVA H/W 
Added EMUs 
SMS Standalone 
Analytic Int 
Optional Svcs 

SBIR 
DCAS 
HQ Flexibility 

P/L support Equip. 

------------------
P/L Common Eq 
Sys Improvements 
PGOC Support 
Cargo Int -Sch c 
Other Items 

PAYLOAD OPS ARD SUPPORT EQUZPMEMT: CHANGES ZN ESTZ.NATES 

FY91 
Budget 

122.5 ------
94.2 

31.5 

48.0 

14.9 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
2.5 
1.0 
1.6 
0.1 
o.o 
o.o 
6.1 
9.8 

10.7 
4.0 

28.3 

5.5 
8.2 
5.7 
5.0 
3.9 

FY91 

Change 

-21.0 --------
-11.2 

-3.8 

-13.9 

0.4 
-2.0 
-3.0 
-4.0 
-2.0 
-0.3 
-1.2 
-0.1 
3.5 
3.0 

-0.8 
-7.4 

-3.2 
-0.2 
3.9 

-3.8 

o.o 
-0.6 
-0.4 
-2.4 
-0.4 

FY92 
Budget Reasons For Change 

101.5 - ---
77.0 

27.7 Less support @JSC/SSPO due to fewer P/Ls from the new manifest 

34.1 

15.3 
2.0 Reduced estimate and scope 
1.0 Deferred pending restructure 
o.o Deleted 
0.5 Deferred pending restructure 
0.7 Deferred pending restructure 
0.4 Reduced estimate and scope 
o.o 
3.5 Need 4 vs 3 and earlier 
3.0 New requirement 
5.3 
2.4 Deferred pending restructure 

7.5 Percentage of total R&D 
3.8 Percentage of total R&D 
3.9 Needed for potential requirements 

24.5 

5.5 
7.6 Activities deferred 
5.3 
2.6 Delete cooling fan for Middeck Accommodation Rack 
3.5 Defer Satellite Hardware 

• • 



• 
and other support hardware. Major payloads receiving support during this year include Upper Atmosphere 
Research Satellite (UARS), International Microgravity Laboratory (IML-1), Tethered Satellite System 
(TSS-1), European Retrievable Carrier (EURECA lL), Intelsat Reboost, Advanced Communications Technology 
Satellite (ACTS), Canadian Experiment (CANEX-2), Diffuse X-ray Spectrometer (DXS), Atmospheric Laboratory 
for Applications and Science (ATIAS-1); and United States Microgravity Lab (USML-1). Funding is required 
to initiate technical integration and operations activities to assure compatibility between Shuttle 
capabilities and Space Station transportation requirements. A mating system for the orbiter is being 
developed as part of this activity. 

Payload support equipment estimates reflect the requirement to modify and upgrade selected payload 
integration facilities for safer, more efficient operations. FY 1992 funding for multimission payload 
support equipment is required for development testing and delivery of payload common communication 
equipment (PCCE) to accommodate required payload data transmission, and initial spares provisioning for 
Cargo Integration Test Equipment (CITE) and PCCE. Also included is funding for the Payload Data 
Management System (PDMS) which is a physically and functionally integrated network of computer and 
software systems that provide data processing support to NASA and user communities in support of Shuttle 
payloads, including Space Station Freedom. Funds for fiber optic cabling and an upgraded operational 
intercom system in the industrial area at KSC are included in this budget to provide increased reliability 
and quality of data transmission among cargo facilities. Multimission payload support equipment funding 
also includes orbiter/payload interface hardware for groups of payloads, cargo bay cabling, modified aft 
flight deck panels, and associated display and controls. 
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FY92CSUM 
FY92 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET 02/08/91 

ADVANCED PROGRAMS 
(NOA in Millions RY$) 

FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 
,dvanced Programs 34.7 35.2 53.8 55.7 57.2 58.7 n_._7 ___ ----------- --- --- = ==== --- -- ------------------- -- ---- -- -

Adv Transportation 21.5 11.6 26.6 26.6 27.2 27.7 28.4 Studies PLS, AMLS, CTV, and ------------------ ---- ---- ---- ---
component technologies. 

Outyear Base 10.6 10.5 11.1 11.5 12.2 For future RTOPs ALS Studies 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 PLS/Two way transport/ARD Launch Vehicles 3.4 8.9 
Systems/Subsystem Dev studies Upper Stages 2.3 0.7 
Systems/Subsystem Dev studies Prog. Support 1.8 

Shuttle-c 10.5 
II Now part of NLS ACRV Phase B 0.2 

Adv Missions 5.0 
Managed by RZ PMS 0.1 0.2 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 Institutional tax 

Adv Operations 6.3 11.6 12.5 13.8 14.0 14.4 15.4 Studies to improve -------------- --- ---- ---- ---- efficiency of current and 

II 
future space Trans. sys. Base 

12.5 13.8 14.0 14.4 15.4 For future RTOPs Ground Ops 3.0 6.6 
Flight Ops 2.6 4.1 
On-Orbit Ops 0.2 0.2 HQ 0.5 0.7 

Adv Space systems 6.9 12.0 14.7 I 15.3 16.0 16.6 16.9 studies to refuel, repair, ----------------- --- ---- ---- ---- ---
retrieve satellites. 

Base 10.5 14.7 I 15.3 16.0 16.6 16.9 For future RTOPS Satellite Serv. 6.7 
Tether App. 0.1 0.6 
Orbital Debris 0.1 0.9 

• 



BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

Advanced transportation ................. . 
Advanced operations ..................... . 
Advanced space systems .................. . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

• 
ADVANCED PROGRAMS 

1990 
Actual 

Budget 
E§Umate 

1991 
Current 
Estimate 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

21,500 
6,300 
6,900 

34,700 

26,900 
12,300 
14,000 

53,200 

11,600 
11,600 
12,000 

35,200 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

26,600 
12,500 
14,700 

53,800 

The principal objectives of Advanced Programs are to conduct definition studies and selected advanced 
development to support potential new development programs, system improvements and expanded capabilities 
for space transportation systems. The definition studies include concept definitions, selected system 
definition and preliminary design studies, and key advanced development addressing requirements for 
increased reliability, cost effectiveness, and capability of space flight systems. Information from these 
studies will support decisions on the best alternatives for developing capabilities required to support 
future mission options. High leverage advanced development efforts will be conducted to reduce future 
program development risks and costs through the effective application of new technology. A complementary 
objective is to provide an advanced planning programmatic link between the Office of Space Flight and 
other NASA program offices. 

The Advanced Program effort is focused on three major areas--advanced transportation, advanced operations, 
and advanced space systems. Advanced transportation activities include systems analysis and concept 
definition of launch vehicles as well as some advanced development activities to demonstrate promising 
technologies. Definition studies will be initiated on concepts for a new personnel launch system, systems 
for unmanned vehicles to deliver cargo to the Space Station, Shuttle evolution options, and advanced fully 
reusable manned vehicles. The advanced development activity will address such high payoff areas as 
Electrical Actuators, Advanced Guidance, Navigation & Control (AGN&C), and aluminum lithium fabrication 
techniques. 
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FY92DEL 
01/31/91 

Total Adv. Programs ------------------------------
Advanced Trans. 

Base 
ACRV Phase B 
PMS 

Adv. Operations 

Adv. Space systems 

• 

ADVANCED PROGRAMS: CHANGES IN ESTIMATES 

FY91 

FY91 
Budget Change 

53.2 -18.0 -------- ---------
26.9 -15.3 

9.9 1.5 
16.0 -16.0 
1.0 -0.8 

12.3 -0.1 

14.0 -2.0 

FY92 
Budget 

35.2 -------
11.6 

Reasons For Change 

11.4 Restore work in Upper Stages and infrastructure studies 
0.0 Deleted per Congressional direction 
0.2 Realigned into base program work. 

11.6 Defer RTOPs 

12.0 Deleted Satellite Svcr sys and Laser docking flt experiment 

• 



The Advanced Operations Program continues the pursuit of its goal of improving the ground and mission 
operations efficiency of the Space Shuttle through the introduction of advanced technologies into the 
operations environment. During FY 1990, the program transitioned several of its development projects to 
operations, including an automated computer network status and health monitoring system in the Shuttle 
Mission Control Center, a computer maintenance expert system at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC), a noise 
filtering headset for use by suited workers during hazardous Shuttle ground processing, and a 
spectral/video analyzer for use in detecting anomalies during Shuttle main engine testing at the Stennis 
Space Center (SSC). The advanced operations program also funded the Mission Operations Efficiency Study 
at the Johnson Space Center (JSC) which analyzed the complete mission operation process at the Center and 
recommended modifications to organizational roles, interfaces and procedures to improve operations 
efficiency through the reduction of responsibility overlap, product duplication and non-value-additive 
functions. FY 1991 will see additional development projects integrated into Shuttle operations, including 
a complete Launch Processing System operations analysis and remote maintenance expert system in the 
Shuttle Launch Control Center, a new system to detect leaks during engine testing at SSC, and improved 
methods of inspecting Shuttle radiators and thermal protection tiles during postflight processing at KSC. 

The Advanced Space Systems program includes concept definition, advanced hardware development, or flight 
experiments in the following areas: flight demonstrations, orbital debris, satellite servicing, and 
tether applications. The flight demonstrations are directed at supporting the objectives of the Office of 
Space Flight as well as training young NASA engineers and managers with "hands-on" flight hardware 
experience. In October 1990, a Voice Control System for the Shuttle closed circuit television system was 
successfully demonstrated on STS-41. The orbital debris program is directed at understanding the orbital 
debris environment, developing debris growth mitigation measures, and enhancing spacecraft protection and 
survivability. In FY 1990, a program was initiated which will result in measurement of the orbital debris 
environment using groundbased radar. At the conclusion of the first phase of this program, the 
uncertainty in our estimates of the orbital debris environment is expected to be reduced from 300 percent 
to 35 percent. The satellite servicing program is directed at developing satellite servicing tools and 
techniques in support of ongoing or planned NASA space programs. A power ratchet tool, developed for the 
Hubble Space Telescope Mission, was flown on the 1990 mission. Had another solution not been successful, 
this power tool would have been utilized in the event an EVA was required to fully deploy the telescope 
solar array. Transportation-related tether applications studies continue to define and implement flight 
experiments and demonstrations including orbital altitude changes without the use of propellants and 
tether-initiated recovery systems for the immediate or emergency return of small payloads from space. A 
flight deployer was delivered for testing in FY 1990 of a Small Expendable Deployer System. This system 
will enable the demonstration of a tether-initiated deployment on an expendable rocket as a secondary 
payload scheduled for flight in FY 1992. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The current estimate reflects a net reduction of $18.0 million consistent with Congressional direction. 
This reduction was accommodated primarily through deferral of the Assured Crew Return Vehicle (ACRV) Phase 
B study and other program realignments. 
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• 
BASIS FOR FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

In FY 1992, major program emphasis will continue to be placed on concept definition, system definition, 
and advanced development for advanced space transportation, advanced operations support systems, and 
advanced space systems. 

• 
Funding for studies and technology efforts in the advanced transportation area is bring augmented to 
reflect an increased priority on activities related to advanced launch syste~. This priority is 
consistent with key recommendations of the Advisory Committee~-Eutura-0f-.the-U-S._Space Program. 
Manned V:~~i<:~E:_ activitie011 include studies for nea~ concepts t<? comple)!l~nt:_J:1'1~ Shuttle in 
pi'-Ovioing assured manned acces--s-to Earth orbit and longer-term concepts of advanced space systems to 
ULtimately replace the Shuttle. Work will continue on concepts for a personnel launch system (PLS), which 
might be used with the proposed new unmanned launch system.1 Analysis oYitft-to-drag characteristics and 
other design considerations will continue so that concept aefinitions can be finalized. The Precision 
Recovery System demonstrations will be expanded to assess applications for potential payloads which could 
have mid-term life duration in space, for return of expensive ELV components and possible other concepts 
of the PLS. In the area of unmanned launch systems, concepts, for payload delivery to the Space Station 
will be assessed, including studies of potential requirements for rendezvous and docking operations. 
Advanced development activities will be continued in the areas of Advanced Guidance, Navigation and 
Control (AGN&C), Electrical Actuators (EAs), health monitoring system level checkout/built-in test 
equipment (BITE) for on pad launch conditions and post flight subsystem status data readings, and 
expanding advanced structure and material fabrication/ manufacturing techniques. A joint effort will be 
conducted with the Office of Aeronautics, Exploration and Technology (OAET) to assess alternative 
propulsion system concepts for low cost boosters, system simplifications and pressurization systems. 
Also, studies will be initiated leading to the development of automated rendezvous and docking capability 
with focus towards the definition of a flight demonstration utilizing two unmanned vehicles. 

Advanced operations efforts will continue to emphasize the identification and demonstration of 
technologies to improve efficiency, flexibility and reliability of current and future space transportation 
systems. Included in advanced operations is the selective application of expert systems, robotics, 
automation, and other technologies to labor-intensive and hazardous operations. Launch processing 
systems, mission control applications, flight planning, training, simulation and other environments will 
be targeted to demonstrate emerging technologies for improving ground and flight operations. 

The advanced space systems area will define and develop manned and unmanned servicing concepts. Emphasis 
will be placed on the evolution towards a supervised autonomous satellite servicing capability. Systems, 
tools, and techniques will be defined to refuel, repair, and retrieve satellites on a routine basis. 
Flight experiments to demonstrate enabling technology will be performed. Detailed engineering studies 
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• 
will continue to focus on promising concepts of transportation-related tether applications. Critical 
enabling tether-related technology will be demonstrated utilizing small in-space flight experiments. 
Orbital debris activities will be focused on establishing measures for mitigation of debris growth trends; 
increasing spacecraft protection techniques and reducing debris hazards; and measuring and understanding 
the current and projected LEO debris environment for debris greater than 1 centimeter in diameter. 

Increases in FY 1992 over FY 1991 funding levels are due to augmenting the advanced transportation studies 
to support increased emphasis on the new launch system. 
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FY92CSUM l'Y92 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET 
02/07/91 NEW LAUNCH SYSTEM 

(NOA in Millions RY$) 

l'Y90 l'Y91 l'Y92 l'Y93 l'Y94 l'Y95 l'Y96 

Total Nev Launch sys 23.9 175.0 275.0 275.0 375.0 775.0 Assume matching funding by DOD 
-------------------- ---- ----- ----- mwwwwww -- ---- ------

ALS (Propulsion) 13.4 
HLLV/Shuttle-c (10.5) 10.5 
Joint Program 175.0 I 275. o 275.0 375.0 775.0 
(DOD) (175) {275) {TBD) {TBD) {TBD) 

===========-===--============--========-===============--====================== 
l'unding History of ALS 

l'Y87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 Total 

Total ALS LN~~?l\\)o~) 85.0 149.6 149.9 105.7 53.5 543.7 
--------- ---- ----- ----- ----- ---- -----

Vehicle/Sys Design 15.1 37.3 13.3 6.6 72.3 
Propulsion Design 6.0 6.0 9.0 21. 7 15.2 57.9 

Advanced Develop. 76.9 119.4 90.3 61.3 2Jl:..2. 376.8 

Propulsion 50.3 66.9 61.3 31.5 19.2 229.2 
Avionics 14.9 13.0 7.7 6.6 2.1 44.3 
Recovery 7.1 3.4 6.0 2.3 18.8 
Structure 6.0 16.9 8.0 8.9 2.9 42.7 
Operations 5.7 15.5 9.9 8.3 2.4 41.8 

Systems Engr 2.1 9.1 13.3 9.4 2.8 36.7 

NASA Shuttle-c 15.0 10.5 10.5 36.0 
-------------- ---- ---- ----

Advanced Programs 15.0 10.5 25.5 
ALS 10.5 10.5 

• • • 



• 
BASIS FOR FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

NEW LAUNCH SYSTEM 

New launch system (joint program) ....... . 
Advanced launch system (civil) .......... . 
Advanced launch system (joint program) .. . 

1990 
Actual 

Heavy lift/Shuttle-C ..................... (10,500) 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (10,500) 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1991 
Budget Current 

t;§Umate t;stimat~ 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

3,900 
40,000 13,400 
10,000 10,500 

!23,900 23,900 

• 
1992 

Budget 
t;stima:t~ 

175,000 

122,oog 

The objective of this national program is to develop a new unmanned (but man-rateable) launch system to 
support both civil and defense applications. Developing a new launch system to provide the U.S. with a 
flexible heavy lift capacity was a key recommendation of the Advisory Committee on the Future of the U.S. 
Space Program. In addition to taking operational pressure off the Shuttle and other existing launch 
systems for cargo missions, this program will offer new capabilities for launching a variety of 
spacecraft. The Space Station program, in particular, may benefit from reduced dependence on the Shuttle. 
If combined with a manned vehicle, some variation of the new system could eventually provide an 
alternative to the Shuttle for ferrying astronauts to and from space. In the longer term, derivatives of 
the new launch system will be required to support lunar and planetary exploration missions of the future. 
The program will be jointly managed by the NASA and DOD, with an equal share in common program costs. A 
review of potential development strategies has been initiated, with the selection of a national strategy 
planned to be completed by mid-1991. 

While some aspects of this effort are still being defined, a strong emphasis is placed on reducing the 
high operational cost and complexity of launching paylaods into space. To provide an operational 
capability earlier than would otherwise be possible, it is likely that the initial capability will use 
some elements derived from existing launch vehicle programs as well as some new elements to be developed. 
Over the long term, it is envisioned that new technology and other improvements will be introduced to 
improve capabilities and reduce operational costs. 
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FY92DEL 
02/07/91 

Total NLS 
==-=-=== 

ALS civil 

ALS Joint Prog 

STME Development 

BLLV/Shuttle-c 

• 

NEW LAUNCH SYSTEM: CIIAIIGES XN ESTXMATES 

FY91 

FY91 
Budget 

53.9 ----
3.9 

40.0 

40.0 

10.0 

FY92 
Change Budget Reasons For Change 

-30.0 ---------
-3.9 

-26.6 

-26.6 

0.5 

23.9 -----
o.o Work associated with STV studies transferred to Code RZ 

13.4 

13.4 Program to restructured. Review by Space Council in 3/91 

10.5 Per Congressional direction 

• • 



• • 
The new launch system program will replace two separate efforts described in the FY 1991 budget 
submission, the Advanced Launch System (ALS) and Shuttle-C. In FY 1991, there were significant reductions 
in both the NASA and DOD budget requests for the development of the liquid engine (the Space 
Transportation Main Engine (STME)), including construction of the turbopump test facility at the Stennis 
Space Center. Other elements of the advanced development program are being continued at a maintenance 
level. Limited vehicle design activity is also being continued to insure the technologies are being 
developed consistent with realistic vehicle requirements. The STME project is preparing for the release 
of the RFP for a prototype program to build and test high fidelity engines to verify design concepts. The 
STME is expected to be a key building block in the new launch system program. Concepts for the new 
program are being prepared to address vehicle concepts, technology evolution plans, facility plans, 
estimates of costs, and schedules. Initial results will be reviewed by the National Space Council in the 
spring 1991. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The current budget reflects the Congressional reduction of $30.0 million. Consistent with that direction, 
$10.5 million is provided for Shuttle-C activities. The remaining $13.4 million will support advanced 
development activities, with emphasis placed on the liquid engine effort and the engine Component Test 
Facility at the Stennis Space Center. 

BASIS FOR FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The FY 1992 funds will be used to proceed with the initial stages of development of the new launch system. 
Program planning for FY 1992 has not yet been completed, but it is likely that the focus of FY 1992 
activities will be on initiating development of the STME prototype engine, conducting definition and 
design studies of vehicle components and elements, and assessing requirements and design options for 
supporting launch facilities. Technologies and operational approaches that can reduce per-flight costs 
and increase system robustness will be pursued. 
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FY92DEL 
01/31/91 

Total Tether 

Prime contractor 

Basic Contract 
DC-AC Converter 
Spares 
Other 

Integration Spt 

Pallet Mods 
MPCC 
JSC support 

Program Support 
PMS 
APA 

(S/L Funding) 
(P/L Ops Spt) 
(OSSA Funding) 
(Italian funding) 

FY92DEL 
01/31/91 

Total Tether 
-----------------------

Base 
PMS 
APA 

Prior 

83.1 

70.4 

65.8 
2.1 
0.1 
2.4 

9.5 

1.8 
0.4 
7.3 

1.5 
1.7 

(1. 0) 

(19.1) 
(108.3) 

TETHER SATELLITE SYSTEM PROGRAM CONTENT 
(NOA in Millions of RY$) 

FY90 

27.3 

21.5 

16.6 
2.3 
1.2 
1.4 

4.5 

0.1 
2.2 
2.2 

0.6 
0.7 

(2 .1) 
(1.0) 
(6.8) 

(25.9) 

FY91 

21.9 

13.0 

10.8 

2.2 

1.9 

1.6 
0.3 

0.6 
0.8 
5.6 

(3. 0) 
(0.4) 
( 4. 0) 

(15.8) 

FY92 

12.6 

7.6 

7.6 

0.7 

0.7 

0.4 
0.4 
3.5 

(2. 6) 

(1. 6) 

. FY93 

2.0 

1.8 

1.8 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

EAC 

146.9 LAUNCH DATE NOW FEBRUARY 1992 

114.3 Deployer DDT&E,Fab, Assy,T&E, 
Int. w/Pallet and Satellite. 

102.6 FY91-93 funds for documentation, flight 
4.4 integration, and ground operations. 
1.3 
6.0 

16.7 Mods to S/L pallet to accommodate 
deployer. MPCC is for TSS ops and 

1.9 control, installing work stations, 
4.2 doing support checkout and mission ops 

10.6 

3.2 Support to the project office @MSFC 
3.6 APA for schedule protection and 
9.1 potential growth for added testing. 

(8.7)Recurring mission M/P @MSFC/KSC 
(1.4)0ptional services required by TSS 

(1.3) (33.5)NASA Experiments 
(150.0) 

TETHER SATELLITE SYSTEM: CHANGES IN ESTIMATES 

FY91 
Budget 

17.9 
----
13.2 

0.7 
4.0 

FY91 

Change 

4.0 ------
2.3 
0.1 
1.6 

FY92 
Budget Reasons For Change 

21.9 
----
15.5 Slipped launch from 5/91 to 2/92 

- 0.8 
5.6 For potential testing and integration requirements 
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BASIS FOR FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM 

Tethered satellite system ............... . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

27,300 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

17,900 21,900 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

12,600 

The development of a Tethered Satellite System (TSS) will provide a new reusable space facility for 
conducting space experiments at distances up to 100 kilometers from the Shuttle orbiter while being held 
in a fixed position relative to the orbiter. A number of significant scientific and engineering 
objectives can be uniquely undertaken with a TSS facility such as the observation of important atmospheric 
processes occurring within the lower thermosphere, new observations of crustal geomagnetic phenomena, and 
entirely new electrodynamic experiments interacting with the space plasma. This effort is underway as a 
cooperative development program with the Italian government. 

The United States is responsible for overall program management, overall systems engineering and 
integration, orbiter integration, ground and flight operations, development of the deployment mechanism 
and provision of the non-European instruments (OSSA funded). The U.S. effort was initiat~d in 1984. The 
Italians are responsible for the design and development of the satellite and the European instruments 
being flown on the joint missions. They initiated their development efforts in 1984. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATES 

The $4.0 million increase is driven by necessary testing of the mechanisms used to provide control during 
deployment and retrieval, continue systems and experiments integration effort, and adjustments due to the 
9 month launch delay from May 1991 to February 1992. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The FY 1992 funding will complete the TSS flight planning and integration activities and accomplish flight 
operations activities. Integration of the Italian-provided satellite and the deployer-mounted science 
instruments at KSC will continue through early FY 1992 in preparation for the planned engineering 
verification flight in mid-FY 1992. 

RD 2-20 



FY92CSUM - FY92 CONGRES'!P.['ONAL BUDGET 
04/02/91 ORBITAL MANEUVERING VEHICLE (OMV) 

(NOA in Millions RY$) 3/91 
Revised 

Prior FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 Total Total 

Total OMV 169.3 75. 7 245.0 
--------- ----- -------------- ----- ---- -----

Costs 146.0 61.4 22.3 3.3 0.4 11.6 245.0 226.2 
----- ----- ---- ---- --- --- ---- ----- -----

TRW Prime 128.8 46.7 175.5 175. 5 
TRW Closeout 7.0 19.4 3.3 0.4 30.1 22.9 
TRW Adj 11. 6 11. 6 o.o 
MSFC Support 7.1 2.2 9.3 9.3 
MSFC Closeout 0.4 0.5 0.9 1.1 
NSTS/JSC/KSC/HQ 10.1 4.9 2.4 17.4 17.4 
Reserve for POCC 0.2 0.2 o.o 

TRW EPs 607 210 25 18 3 

Program terminated in June 1990. Termination costs not yet negotiated. 

Since the January 1991 budget submission the termination costs for the OMV have been re-estimated 
It appears that there will be a surplus of unobligated funds totalling $18.8M ($245.0-$226.2). 

TRW is seeking compensation for approximately $19M of capital investment they claim to have made 
in the OMV program. NASA procurement and legal do not feel that there is any precedent for the 
government to pay these costs. The revised estimate removes an amount approximately equivalent to 
this. 



BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 
• 

ORBITAL MANEUVERING VEHICLE 

12.2.l 
1990 

Actual 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Orbital maneuvering vehicle ............. . 75,681 85,400 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

A decision was made to terminate the Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle (OMV) program in June 1990. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

Consistent with Congressional direction, no FY 1991 funding is provided. Negotiation of termination 
requirements have not yet been completed. 
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1991 

OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 2429. 6 

====== 

PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY 975. 1 

====== 
GAMMA RAY OBSERATORY 22.0 

AXAF 101.2 

GLOBAL GEOSPACE SCIENCE 96.6 
SHUTTLE/SPACELAB P/l MSN MGMT & INTEG 88.8 

SPACE STATION UTILIZATION 3.0 

PAYLOAD I INST DEY 94.6 

EXPLORER DEVELOPMENT 99.8 

MISSION OPNS & DATA ANALYSIS 313.3 

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 100.8 

SUBORBITAL PROGRAM 55.0 

LIFE SCIENCES 138.0 
====== 

PLANETARY EXPLORATION 457. I 

====== 
ULYSSES 3.0 

MARS OBSERVER 78.5 

MARS BALLOON RELAY EXPERIMENT I .5 

CRAF/CASSINI 145.0 

MSN OPNS & DATA ANALYSIS 161. 2 

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 67.9 

SPACE APPLICATIONS 859.4 

====== 
EARTH OBSERVING SYSTEM <EOS) 191. 0 

EARTH PROBES 54.7 

UARS 64.0 

TOIIEX 76.0 

PAYLOAD AND INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT 49.7 

MISSION OPERATIONS & DATA ANALYSIS 39.4 

EARTH SCIENCES R&A 193.1 

MICROGRAVITY MATERIALS SCIENCE 102.3 

COMMUNICATIONS 52.5 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS 36.7 

1992 --
2934.6 

====== 

1140. 6 
====== 

211. 0 
65.3 
88.0 

115.9 
107. 9 
388.4 
103. 1 
61. 0 

183.9 

====== 

627.3 
====== 

54.4 
1.2 

328.0 
150.5 
93.2 

982.8 
====== 
341. 0 
68.2 
18.2 
51.9 
48.6 
56.3 

191. 4 
125.8 
39.4 
42. 0 

DEL TA 

i"'505.0 8 
====== 

165.5 

====== 
-22.0 April 1991 liunch 
109.8 Progrim buildup 

REMARKS 

-31.3 Past peak funding (launches in FY 93) 
-0.8 Contractor conversions 
-3.0 Delete line (now fund in Microgravity) 
21.3 COSTR/STORE buildup; idd International payloads 
8. I EUVE/Platform phasedown offset by XTE/SMEX/Planning buildup 

75. I Ulysses/VIM transfer; GRO/HST/AXAF/GGS ops buildup 
2.3 SEI augmentation <Solar flare prediction/Cosmic rays) 
6.0 Balloon Safety program start; WISP/Spartan mods; inflation 

45.9 LIFESAT start; SEI augmentation; SETI/SBI/RlA buildup 

====== 

170.2 

====== 
-3.0 Launched October 1990 

-24. I Past peak funding; September 1992 launch 
-0.3 

183.0 Program buildup 
-10.7 Ulysses/VIM transfer to Space Physics in FY 92 
25.3 Program buildup (adv pgms/interdisc studies); inflation 

123.4 
===== 
150.0 Program buildup 
13.5 Scatterometer/TOMS buildup 

-45.8 Launch in October-November 1991 
-24. 1 Launch in June 1992 
-1. I 
16.9 Initiate UARS/TOPEX ops; Ocean Color Mission buildup 
-1.7 Contractor conversion 
23.5 Space Station buildup; R&A augment 

-13. 1 ACTS launch in July-August 1992 
5.3 OSSA Data initiative augmentation 

• 



NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BUDGET PLAN FOR SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 

~udget Pl~ 
1991 1992 

1990 Budget Current Budget 
Actual Estimate Estimate f;stimate 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

Physics and astronomy ...•.............. 859,434 985,000 975,100 1,140,600 

Life sciences .......................... 106,051 163,000 138,000 183,900 

Planetary exploration .................. 390,848 485,200 457,100 627,300 

Earth science .......................... 434,199 661,500 667,900 775,600 

Materials processing in space .......... 101,887 97,300 102,300 125,800 

Communications ......................... 77,652 52,800 52,500 39,400 

Information systems .................... 28,217 36,800 36,700 42,000 

Total ................................ 1,998,288 2.4~1,600 2,429,600 2,934,600 

Page 
Numb~I 

RD 3-1 

RD 4-1 

RD 5-1 

RD 6-1 

RD 7-1 

RD 8-1 

RD 9-1 

RD SSA-1 
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FY 1992 PRESIDENT'S BUDGET 
PRIOR 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 BTC YEARS 

PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY 859.4 975. 1 1140. 6 1321. 4 1332.9 1398.8 1255.4 

====== ====== ====== ====== ====== ====== :::::: 

HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE 1463. I 81.8 1544. 9 
GAMMA RAY OBSERATORY 493. 9 41.2 22.0 557. 1 
AXAF 16.0 44.0 101. 2 211. 0 315. I 330.2 351.2 209.0 211.6 1789.3 
GLOBAL GEOSPACE SCIENCE 83.0 57.6 96. 6 65.3 54.2 4.0 ! . 9 362.6 

SHUTTLE/SPACELAB P/L MSN MGMT g INTEG 75. I 88.8 88.0 95.6 97.3 83.7 52.9 
SPACE STATION UTILIZATION 5.0 3.0 

PAYLOAD & INST DEV 93.0 94 6 115. 9 93.4 63.7 53.4 11.7 

------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
COSTA 49.5 53.9 60.2 64.7 49. 7 24.3 16.7 3.5 1. 6 324. I 

TETHER 19.! 6.8 4.0 1.6 1.3 0.7 33.5 
SPACE PHYSiCS P/L 3.4 3.2 1.5 0.9 0.9 I. 0 I. I 
STORE 28.2 21.6 23.4 29.4 21.9 18.8 17.0 
ASTROPHYSICS P/L 7.3 3.8 18. 7 19.6 19. 0 18.7 7. I 

EXPLORER DEVELOPMENT 88.4 99.8 107.9 112. 5 119. I 126.0 133.6 

MISSION OPNS & DATA ANALYSIS 215.7 3!3.3 388.4 435.3 491. I 545.4 598. I 

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 104.9 100.8 103. I 150.0 158.4 166. 3 173. 8 

SUBORBITAL PROGRAM 52.7 55.0 61.0 65.3 69.1 72.8 76.3 

G OSSA BUDGET) 431 401 391 371 321 301 261 

• • 
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMMARY 

OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

1991 
1990 Budget 

Actual Estimate 
Current 
Estimate 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

Hubble space telescope development ....... 81,800 
Gamma ray observatory development ........ 41,200 -- 22,000 
Global geospace science .................. 57,600 98,500 96,600 
Advanced x-ray astrophysics facility 

development (AXAF) ..................... 44,000 113,000 101,200 
Payload and instrument development ....... 93,038 97,200 94,600 
Shutt~e/Spacelab payload mission 

management and integration ............. 75,104 89,100 88,800 
Space station integrated planning and 

attached payloads ...................... 4,975 15,000 3,000 
Explorer development ..................... 88,352 100,800 99,800 
Mission operations and data analysis ..... 215,723 293,900 313,300 
Research and analysis .................... 104,942 122,500 100,800 
Suborbital program ....................... 52,700 55,000 55,000 

Total ................................. §59,!tJ4 965,000 975,100 

PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY 

1992 
Budget Page 

Estimate Number 

-- RD 3-6 
65,300 RD 3-8 

211,000 RD 3-10 
115,900 RD 3-12 

88,000 RD 3-14 

-- RD 3-16 
107,900 RD 3-17 
388,400 RDT!tr--
103,100 RD 3-23 

61,000 RD 3-25 

1,140,600 

RD 3-1 
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMMARY 

OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

1991 
1990 

Actual 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Distribution of Program Amount by Installation 

Johnson Space Center ..................... 14,071 17,210 15,800 
Kennedy Space Center ..................... 11,291 10,344 10,300 
Marshall Space Flight Center ............. 247,925 272,374 215,400 
Goddard Space Flight Center .............. 495,313 559,240 623,100 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory ................ 23,294 30,777 16,000 
Ames Research Center ..................... 15,221 9,305 20,300 
Langley Research Center .................. 200 
Lewis Research Center .................... -- 450 - -
Headquarters ............................. 52 p 119 85,300 74,200 

Total .................................. 859,434 985,000 975,100 

PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

17,200 
10,300 

301,600 
686,900 

30,800 
9,100 

500 
84,200 

1,140,600 

RD 3-2 



OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 

OBJECTIVES AND JUSTIFICATION 

• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY 

The objectives of the Physics and Astronomy program are to increase our understanding of the origin and 
evolution of the universe, the fundamental laws of physics, and the formation of stars and planets. 
Objects studied by the astrophysics program include distant galaxies and galactic clusters, as well as 
stars and other structures in nearby galaxies and the interstellar medium in our galaxy. Unusual and 
exotic phenomena -- such as quasars, neutron stars, pulsars and black holes -- are of particular interest 
to the astrophysics program, and are the target of many ground-based and space-based research programs. 
In the space physics program, intensive study of our own sun, with its multitude of time-varying 
phenomena, provides key answers to a vast range of questions requiring comprehensive research into 
solar-terrestrial processes and the physics and coupling between the solar wind, magnetosphere, 
ionosphere, and atmosphere. 

The objectives of the Physics and Astronomy program are accomplished with a mixture of large complex 
free-flying space missions, less complex Explorer spacecraft, Shuttle/Spacelab flights and suborbital 
missions. Space-based research allows observations in the infrared and the ultraviolet wavelengths which 
cannot be conducted on the ground due to the obscuring effects of the atmosphere. Also, observations in 
the visible light region are vastly improved when conducted above the atmosphere. The entire program 
rests on a solid basis of supporting research and technology, data analysis, and theory. 

Research teams involved in this program are located at universities, industrial laboratories, NASA field 
centers, and other government laboratories. The scientific information obtained and the technology 
developed in this program are made available to the scientific communities and the general public for 
application to the advancement of scientific knowledge, education and technology. 

The Physics and Astronomy missions undertaken to date have been extraordinarily successful. Recently, 
these include the Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE, 1989), the Roentgen Satellite (ROSAT, 1990), the 
Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES, 1990), the Hubble Space Telescope (HST, 1990), 
and the ASTR0-1 (1990). 

The HST provides an international spaceborne astronomical observatory capable of measuring objects 
appreciably fainter and more distant than those accessible from the ground, since it is above the 
turbulent and absorbent atmosphere. Currently, the Hubble Space Telescope can resolve spatial features by 
a factor of ten better than ground-based optical telescopes, for objects as dim as the 24th magnitude. 
Full capability to observe objects from 25th to the 28th magnitude, originally planned for Hubble, will be 

RD 3-3 



• 
restored by the 1993 servicing mission. This increased capability will allow us to address basic 
questions concerning the origin, evolution, and disposition of galaxies, quasars, clusters, and stars, 
thus allowing us to increase significantly our understanding of both the early and present universe--its 
beginning and end. 

The Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) mission will be launched by the Space Shuttle in FY 1991. This mission 
will measure gamma rays, which are produced by the most energetic and exotic fundamental physical 
processes occurring in nature. Instruments on this mission will provide unique information on phenomena 
occurring in quasars, active galaxies, black holes, neutron stars, supernova, and the nature of the 
mysterious cosmic gamma-ray bursts. 

The Global Geospace Science (GGS) program is a complementary science mission to the Collaborative 
Solar-Terrestrial Research (COSTR) project and establishes the U.S. as a leader in solar-terrestrial 
physics research. These projects, collectively referred to as the International Solar-Terrestrial 
Physics (ISTP) program, are being conducted in cooperation with the European Space Agency (ESA) and the 
Japanese Institute of Space and Aeronautical Science (!SAS). The GGS will make the first coordinated 
geospace measurements in the key plasma source and storage regions, with emphasis on the cause-effect 
relationships of energy flow. 

The Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF) was approved as a FY 1989 new start for the x-ray 
telescope assembly and high resolution mirror assembly. The start of spacecraft initial design is planned 
for FY 1992. The AXAF will be a major national observatory for x-ray astronomy. The 1.2 meter-class 
grazing incidence telescope will provide a factor of 100 increase in sensitivity, a factor of 10 increase 
in angular resolution and double the energy coverage provided by the Einstein observatory (HEA0-2). It 
will provide new observations and insights in studies of stellar structure and evolution, large-scale 
galactic phenomena, active galaxies, clusters of galaxies and cosmology. It will restore U.S. leadership 
in a field pioneered by U.S. astronomers. 

Shuttle/Spacelab and attached payload mission management activities will continue with increasing 
emphasis on major life sciences and microgravity research missions such as the series of Spacelab-Life 
Sciences (SLS), International Microgravity Laboratory (IML) and the United States Microgravity Laboratory 
(USML) missions. Other missions scheduled include the Atmospheric Laboratory for Applications and Science 
(ATLAS) series, the United States Microgravity Payload (USMP) series, the Space Radar Laboratory (SRL) 
series, and a variety of other Shuttle and middeck experiments. 

The Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE), a major Explorer mission, was successfully launched in November 
1989. Another major Explorer mission currently under development is the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer 
(EUVE), scheduled for launch in 1991. A third mission, the X-ray Timing Explorer (XTE), is in 
development. In addition, a U.S. instrument was developed for inclusion on the Roentgen Satellite 
(ROSAT), built by the Federal Republic of Germany and launched in June 1990. A Cosmic Ray Isotope 
Experiment (CRIE) has been developed along with a DOD experiment, for flight aboard the Combined Release 
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• 
and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES), a collaborative mission with the DOD launched in 1990. We are 
developing an instrument for flight on the Japanese Solar-A mission (previously called the High Energy 
Solar Physics Mission, HESP). Solar-A will be launched in FY 1991 to study the Sun during the upcoming 
solar maximum. Finally, the Explorer program supports U.S. participation in the Japanese Astro-D 
Spectroscopic X-ray Observatory Mission, to be launched in 1993. 

Payload and instrument development activities provide the data necessary to conduct basic research 
projects and to provide correlative and development feasibility information for major free-flying 
spacecraft. Instrument development activities include Shuttle payloads such as the Tethered Satellite 
System (TSS). Also included are Space Plasma Physics flight of opportunity instruments such as those for 
the Japanese Geotail spacecraft and the European Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) and Cluster 
spacecraft under the COSTR program. 

During the past several years, suborbital observation from balloons, sounding rockets, and high-flying 
aircraft took on increased significance. This enhanced effort will continue to provide observations and 
instrument development opportunities for research groups. Furthermore, increased emphasis will also 
continue in the research and analysis (R&A) and the mission operations and data analysis (MO&DA) areas in 
order to maintain a vital research base in Physics and Astronomy. This research base continues to support 
advanced technology development activities on the Orbiting Solar Laboratory (OSL) and the Space Infrared 
Telescope Facility (SIRTF). 
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PROJECT: &ANNA RAY OISERVATOAY 

Field Ceater: 8ed•,r• Space Flight Center 
Sic Contractor: TRW 
l111ch date: April 1911 
launch Vehicle: STS 
lau1ch Site: ISC 

DEVELOPMENT 
BASIC OPERATIONS 

LAUNCH SUPPORT 
TRACKING SUPPORT 

Prior 

493. 9 
1. 0 

6.6 
22.0 

FY 90 

41.2 
4.0 

10.4 
2.2 

Orbital Paraa: Altitude: 350-4501• !circular> 
laclinatlon: 28.5 Degrees 

Total Weight: 35,DOO lbs 
Stabilization: 3-aiis 
Budget Basic Ops: 2 years basic II years e1tendedl 

FY 91 FY 92 FY 93 FY 94 FY 95 TOTAL 

22.0 557. I 
18.2 26.8 50.0 

28.4 45.4 
24.2 

----------
TOTAL BASIC MISSION le1cludes for1ig1 participation> 

OBJECTIVES: 
o E1plore the ga .. a ray sp1ctru1 fro• . I - 30,000 Ne, originating in our gala1y and beyo1d. 
o 11,estlgate e,011tio1ary forces in neutro1 stars and blacl holes 
o Search for e,idence of nucleosyathesis 
o Search for priaordial blac• hole eaissions 

NISSION PROFILE: 
GAO co1tai1s 4 large instruae1ts: the laagiag Coapton Telescope ICONPTELJ; the E1ergetic Gaaaa-Ray 
<EGRET!; the Oriented Scintillating Sattel lite E1eri1eat <OSSEJ; 11d the Burst and Tra1sient Source 
IIATSEJ. GAO is placed 11 a low circular orbit to ainiaize int1rfere1ce fro• the radiatio1 belts. 
Data will be retur1ed ,la the TDASS networ• 

STATUS: 
o Fi1al F11cti11al Test coapleted Deceaber 1990 
• l1stallati11 •• GAO 11 Orbiter <STS 37, Atlaatisl scheduled for Narch 1991 
• On sched1lt ftr April 4, 1911 launch 

FOREIGN PARTICIPATION: 135N Vest Ger1a1y, the Netherla1ds, United li1g•o• 
Vest Geraany & the Netherlands prt,ide CONPTEL instruaent; Vest Geraa1y also pro,ides aatlcoincidence 
shielding for the EGRET instruaent; Great Britain Co-l1,11tigator for OSSE e1ptriaent . 

• 

676.7 

IUHll1 

RANGE 

550 - 560 



• 
BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

GAMMA RAY OBSERVATORY DEVELOPMENT 

Spacecraft .............................. . 
Experiments and ground operations ....... . 

Total ................................. . 

Mission operations and data analysis .... . 
Space transportation system operations .. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

35,600 
5,600 

41,200 

(4,000) 
(10,400) 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

17,500 
~.500 

22,000 -
(29,000) (18,200) 

(--) (28,400) 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

-
(30,000) 

The Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) will study the highest energy electromagnetic radiation emitted from 
sources in the cosmos. This spectral region represents one of the last frontiers in astronomy to be 
studied at high sensitivity. Because of their extreme energy, gamma-rays are produced by the most 
energetic and intriguing phenomena occurring in the universe: phenomena occurring in the central energy 
source region of quasars, in supernovae, near black holes, and on the surface of neutron stars. Gamma
rays provide the unique direct signature of all nuclear processes which occur in astrophysics: the 
synthesis of elements, cosmic rays interacting in the interstellar medium, and transformations involving 
the fundamental particles of physics. The GRO will provide new information on phenomena ranging from the 
enigmatic, and yet unidentified, cosmic gamma-ray bursts, to the diffuse gamma-ray sky background, whose 
origin must have cosmological significance. 

Due to the low flux of cosmic gamma-rays, their penetrating nature, and the high background produced by 
cosmic-ray interactions, detailed observations require large instruments to be flown in space for 
extended periods of time. The four complementary instruments selected for the GRO represent a quantum 
jump in sensitivity, spectral range, and spectral, spatial, and temporal resolution over any previous 
missions or instruments in these energy ranges. The GRO, scheduled for launch on the Space Shuttle in 
1991, is designed to be pointed at fixed directions in space for hours or weeks to obtain the long 
exposures required. 

In FY 1990, GRO was transported by aircraft to the Kennedy Space Center where it currently awaits its 
scheduled launch. On-orbit checkout will complete GRO development activities. 
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GAMMA RAY OBSERVATORY (GRO) PROGRAM 
--------------------------
PRESIDENT'S FY 1992 BUDGET 

(Dollars in Millions) 

PRIOR FY 1990 FY 1991 FY 1992 FY 1993 FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996 

352.3 

115.0 

8.5 

18.1 

493.9 

29.2 

7.2 

2.0 

2.8 

41.2 

16.0 

2.5 

1.0 

2.0 --
.5 

22.0 

TOTAL 

397.5 

124.7 

11.5 

2.0 

21.4 
-----
557.1 

GRO MO & DA 1.0 4.0 18.2 26.8 50.0 
:GRO EXTENDED OPERATIONS 3.2 30.9 32.6 34.8 37 .O 138. 5 
~ ,.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GRO TOTAL PROGRAM 
j 

i 
1 
I 
1 

494.9 45.2 40.2 

• 

30.0 30.9 32.6 34.8 37.0 745.6 



• 
CHARGES FROM FI 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

FY 1991 funding for GRO development is increased by $22.0 million and GRO mission operations and data 
analysis (MO&DA) is reduced by $10.8 million to reflect the launch delay from November 1990 to April 1991. 
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PROJECT: GLOBAL 6E0SPACE SCIENCE !&GS> 
VIND 

Fitld C1nt1r: Goddard Space Flight Center 
Sic Contractor: 6E/ASD 
lunch da tu: 
Lunch Vehicle: 

VIND 12/92 
Del h II 
VIND KSC 

POLAR 6/93 
Orbital Paraaeters: 
Total Weight: 
Shbi I iution: 

Lunar swingby/LI I ibration pt 
Z,650 Lbs (1,200 Kg) 
Spin-shbi I ized 

Linch Site: 

DEVELOPMENT 
BASIC OPERATIONS 

LAUNCH SUPPORT 
TRACKING & DATA 

TOTAL MISSION COSTS: 

OBJECTIVES: 

POLAR 

PRIOR 

83.0 

1.7 

VTR 

FT tD 

57.6 

16.0 
1.6 

FT ti 

91.6 

54.5 
3.4 

Design life: 

FT tz 

65.3 
Z.5 

36.4 
5.0 

<e1cludes foreign participation) 

3 Years 

FT t3 FT 94 FY 95 

54.Z 4.0 
13.3 zz.z 20.8 

13. 9 
5. I 

Deteraine nature & characterization of sol1r plasaa aid how it interacts with th, aagnetic fields 
arouad tht earth i1 coacert with the Collaborati,e Solar Terrestrial Research <COSTA> prograa. 
VIND spacecraft will deterai11 solar wind properties i1cludin9 plasaa wa,es, energetic particles, 
tltctric & aagn1tic fields for aagaetospheric & io1ospheric studies. 
POLAR aissio1 will characterize energy i1put to the io1osph1re; 1e1s1r1 plasaa, 11ergetic particles 
and fields in polar regioas; study characteristics of ionospheric plasaa outflow; pro,ide 
a1ltispectral auroral iaages of aagnetosphtric energy disposition into tht io1ospher1 & upper 
ataosphere. 

MISSION PROFILE: 
Viad spacecraft ltcattd at S11-E1rth <Lil Lagrangian poi1t aid daysidt double lu1ar swingby orbits 
to characttrizt solar wiad input with full range of plasaa physics field aid particles instruaents. 
Ptlar spacecraft locattd i1 high altitude, polar orbit to characterize ptlar ioaospheric rtgitn 
11ergy input with full ra191 of fields and particles i1struaents for la-situ and reaote s11si1g. 

STATUS: 
o All spacecraft aad i11trua11t CDRs coapleltd 
o Hardware f&brication underway 
o Tight l&T schedule at SE and deli,1ri11 of electroaic parts art aajor co1c1rns 

FOREIGN PARTICIPATION: S30-40M &eraany, Italy, Uaited lingdoa 

• • 

FY 96 BTC 

1.9 

POLAR 

Zit Earth Radii Polar 
Z,650 Lbs (1,200 lg) 
Spin-shbi I iud 
3 Years 

TOTAL RAN&E 

362.1 360-400 
58.8 

120.8 
1t .8 

----------
559.0 550-600 



• 
BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

GLOBAL GEOSPACE SCIENCE 

1990 
Actual 

Global geospace science.................. 57,600 

Mission operations and data analysis .... . 
Launch vehicles .......................... (16,000) 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1991 
Budget Current 

J:;~tim&t~ E§timate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

98,500 96,600 

(60,600) (54,500) 

1992 
Budget 

J:;stimate 

65,300 

(1,500) 
(36,400) 

Global Geospace Science (GGS) will be part of the United States' contribution to the International Solar 
Terrestrial Physics (ISTP) program. This program is an international, multi-spacecraft, collaborative 
science mission designed to provide the measurements necessary for a new and comprehensive understanding 
of the interaction between the Sun and the Earth. 

GGS is a complementary science mission to the Collaborative Solar Terrestrial Research (COSTR) program 
which provides instruments and launch support to gain science return in a cooperative effort with the 
European Space Agency (ESA) and the Japanese Institute of Space and Aeronautical Science (!SAS). The 
scientific value of this effort will be greatly enhanced by the addition of the two GGS spacecraft. The 
combined program will include five spacecraft missions: two U.S. spacecraft, Wind and Polar; two ESA 
spacecraft, SOHO and Cluster; and one !SAS spacecraft, Geotail. 

The GGS mission will measure and model the effects of the Sun on the Earth's space system to enhance our 
understanding of the processes and flow of energy and matter in the solar energy chain from outer 
geospace to atmospheric deposition. The GGS will also enhance our ability to assess the importance of 
variations in atmospheric energy deposition from the geospace system to the terrestrial environment. The 
GGS consists of two fully-instrumented U.S. spacecraft, Wind and Polar, making simultaneous measurements 
in key geospace regions. The GGS provides the first coordinated geospace measurements in key plasma 
source and storage regions, multi-spectral global auroral imaging, and multi-point study of magnetospheric 
response to solar wind. Wind and Polar are both planned for launch in FY 1993 on Delta ELVs. 

All commitments by the foreign governments are in place and development activities are continuing. 
Spacecraft contract award was completed in FY 1989, as was final confirmation and initiation of instrument 
development activity. The GGS will allow the United States to become a full partner in the ISTP program, 
reinforcing our commitments to international cooperation and maintaining a leadership role in 
solar-terrestrial physics. 
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• 
CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The GGS FY 1991 budget has been reduced by $1.9 million as part of the Congressionally-directed general 
reduction. The reduction is possible due to the negotiated phasing of the spacecraft contractor's funding 
requirements, and will not impact the Wind and Polar launch dates. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

FY 1992 funds are required to continue development of GGS spacecraft, instruments and ground system. 
Funding will allow continuation of these development efforts in order to take advantage of simultaneous 
measurements provided by the COSTR program and other solar-terrestrial research efforts. Integration of 
both the Wind and Polar spacecraft will occur during FY 1991. Instrument deliveries, integration and 
testing will occur in FY 1992, in preparation for launch of Wind and Polar in FY 1993. 

FT 1992 ~SUBMISSION 
ILOBAL 6EOSPACE SCIENCE 

FT 19 FT 90 FT 91 FT 9Z FY 93 FT 94 FY 95 FT 96 ITC TOTAL 

I NSTRVNENTS 35.6 25.8 23.5 13.0 3. I 0.4 101.4 

SPACECRAFT 27.3 22.0 35.3 30.8 17.0 0.3 132. 7 

IROUND SYSTEM 1.7 1.6 6.3 5. 1 2.3 17.0 

RESERVES 22 .1 · 10.8 29.4 3.0 1. 9 17 .z 
OTHER 18. 4 1.2 9.4 5.6 2.4 0.3 44.3 

----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
TOTAL DEVELOPIENT 13.0 57.6 96.1 65.3 54.2 4.0 1.9 362 .I 
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PROGRAM: ASTP.OPHYSICS 

FY 1992 CONGh~vSIONAL BUDGET 
FLIGHT PROJECT FACT SHEET 

(Dollars in Millions and Tenths) 

PROJECT: Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF) 

Lead Fi-eld Center: Marshall Space Flight Center 
S/C Contractor: TRW 
Launch Date: March 1998 
Launch Vehicle: STS 
Launch Site: Kennedy Space Center 
Orbital Parameters: Altitude: 320 Nautical Miles, circular orbit 

Inclination: 28.5 degrees 
Total Launch Weight: 32,600 lbs. 
Stabilization: Three-axis 
Lifetime: 15 years 

RESOURCES (NASA) : Prior FY 91 FY 92 FY 93 FY 94 FY 95 FY 96 BTC TOTAL 

Development 60.0 101.2 211. 0 315.1 330.2 351.2 209.0 211.6 1789.3 
AXAF ATD 10.1 20.7 30.8 
Ops & Servicing 1. 0 2.8 7.8 14.7 27.7 61. 3 88.4 96.3 300.0 

----, 

OOjectTves: ~·· To stuaytlie -unfverse through the X-ray spectrum; to extena state-of-the-art usage o~f 
AXAF's unique optics through a 15 year program of on-orbit instrument replacement and hardware 
maintenance. 

Mission Profile: AXAF will be deployed from the STS into low Earth orbit. The core payload 
consists of a High Resolution Camera (of HEA0-2 and ROSAT heritage) and an Advanced CCD Imaging 
Spectrometer (ACIS), with the capability to support an additional two focal plane instruments (at 
least one will be developed for initial deployment). Primary investigators, guest investigators, 
and archival researchers will be supported. 

Foreign Participation: Instrumentation known as the Low Energy Transmission Gratings, which will be 
used in coordination with the High Resolution Camera, are being provided by the Dutch . 

• 



• 
BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

ADVANCED X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY DEVELOPMENT 

1991 1992 
1990 Budget Current Budget 

Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Mirror development ...................... . 40,900 94,500 95,100 188,700 
Experiments ............................. . 3,100 18,500 6,100 22,300 

Total ................................. . 44,000 113,000 101,200 211,000 

Mission operations and data analysis .... . (1,000) (4,000) (2,800) (7,800) 
AXAF advanced technology development .... . (10,100) (34,000) (20,700) (--) 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

The Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF) is the next major advance in x-ray astronomy and is the 
third of the four "Great Observatories." The AXAF will provide new observations and insights into 
studies of stellar structures and evolution, large-scale galactic phenomena, active galaxies, clusters of 
galaxies, and cosmology. The 1.2 meter grazing incidence telescope will provide a factor of 100 increase 
in sensitivity, a factor of ten increase in angular resolution, double the energy coverage which was 
provided by the Einstein Observatory (HEA0-2), and will address fundamental questions of modern 
astrophysics. Timely development of the AXAF program is required in order to fly in concert with the 
Hubble Space Telescope, now observing the universe in visible and ultraviolet radiation, and the Gamma Ray 
Observatory, which will conduct observations in the gamma ray spectrum. The scientific return of these 
Great Observatories will be enhanced enormously if flown together to observe the whole range of phenomena 
in the cosmos, from the most tranquil to the most violent, and provide a complete physical picture of the 
most engimatic objects in the universe. 

The AXAF will be a long-lived observatory designed for on-orbit instrument replacement and servicing. 
With the Shuttle, the U.S. will have the unique capability to maintain this telescope in orbit. 

In FY 1990, AXAF development activities commenced on the High Resolution Mirror Assembly/X-ray Telescope 
Assembly (HRMA/XTA), with a particular focus on development of the flight mirrors at Hughes-Danbury 
Optical Systems (HOOS) in Danbury, Connecticut. Per Congressional agreement, AXAF instrument and 
observatory definition activities were funded under research and analysis. 
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ADVANCED X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY (AXAF) 

-----------------------------------------~-

FY90 

PRESIDENT·s FY 1992 BUDGET 
(Dollar• in Millions) 

FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 BTC TOTAL FYB9 

28.B 64.3 121.9 211.0 315.1 330.2 351.2 209.0 211.6 1843.1 .~XAF DEVELOPMENT 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Spacecraft: 

Sy•t:•m• Engr. 

Talascopa 

Inst:rument:• 

Program Support: 

Ot:har 

R•••rva/APA 

BV UPN/PFP 

.7 

.5 

19.2 

3.4 

3.6 

1.4 

FY89 

5.6 

1.4 

41.3 

6.0 

7.0 

3.0 

FV90 

15.B 

2.0 

71.9 

8.6 

10.5 

11.1 

2.0 

FV91 

24.1 90.1 143.6 114.8 

5.1 14.0 12.7 12.7 

56.7 100.3 79.3 33.7 

26.3 42.2 48.5 31.7 

25.1 18.4 16.1 17.0 

13.2 14.0 14.5 17.0 

60.5 36.1 15.5 124.3 

FY92 FV93 FV94 FV95 

58.7 59.2 

10.6 14.6 

21.5 16.2 

19.8 14.5 

16.3 22.4 

13.4 10.0 

68.7 74.7 

FV96 BTC 

512.6 

73.6 

440.1 

201.0 

136.4 

97.6 

381.B 

TOTAL 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
AXAF DEV 
AXAF ATD 
AXAF R&A 
AXAF OPS & SVC 

16.0 

13.1 

44.0 101.2 211.0 315.1 330.2 351.2 209.0 211.6 
10.1 20.7 
10.2 
1.0 2.B 7.B 14.7 27.7 61.3 88.4 96.3 

~DTE• Ramificat:ions of a pot:ential Tit:an IV launch are not: included 

• 

1789.3 
30.8 
23.3 

300.0 



• 
In FY 1991, development will be completed on the largest and most challenging set of parabolic/hyperbolic 
mirrors (P-l/H-1). This set of mirrors will be tested optically in June 1991, and x-ray testing will 
begin at the x-ray calibration facility at the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) in August 1991. 

CHANGES FROM FJ 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

In order to offset the Congressional general reduction, the AXAF development and mission operations and 
data analysis budgets were reduced $13.0 million in FY 1991. The AXAF advanced technology development was 
reduced $13.3 million (within Physics and Astronomy Research and Analysis). The total reduction to AXAF 
of $26.3 million will cause deferral of instrument and spacecraft development. The program is being 
replanned consistent with these and out-year reductions to a revised launch date in early 1998. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

In FY 1992, mirror development activities will continue on the mirror assembly at Eastman-Kodak in 
Rochester, New York. Production of the flight mirrors will continue at HOOS. Spacecraft definition 
activities at TRW and MSFC will begin in preparation for the AXAF System Requirements Review (SRR) 
scheduled for later in the year. Instrument requirements reviews will be completed and progress will be 
made toward preliminary design reviews for the instruments in early FY 1993. Modifications to the x-ray 
calibration facility at MSFC to enable testing of the entire HRMA will be initiated. 
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PROJECT: COLLABORATIVE SOLAR TERRESTRIAL RESEARCH ICOSTRI PROGRAM 

LAUNCH DATES: 

GEOTAIL 

6192 

SOHO 

7 /95 

CLUSTER 

IZ/15 Field Center: 61dd1rd Sp111 Flight Center 
Sic Contractor: Foroi1n IISAS/ESAI 
Major Contractors: 

Orbital Paraaeters: 
Total V1ight: 

81250 Earth radii !Equator) Halo I LI Lani pt 3120 Earth radii Cpolarl 
1,875 Lbs 1850Kg) 4,400 Lbs C2,0D0Kgl 1,100 lbs 14,000Kgl 

U.S. i1stru•ent1 to be supplied by Pis Shbiliution: Spin-stabi Ii zed Spin-stabilized Spi1-1tabilized 14 spactcraftl 
Design lift: 
Launch Yeh i c I 1: 

Foreign Participation: 

PRIOR FY 90 FT 91 FY 92 FT 13 

DEVELOPMENT 49.5 53.9 60.2 64.7 49.7 
BASIC OPERATIONS I. I 4.8 

LAUNCH SUPPORT 2.2 ".0 II. I 8.4 
TRACKING & DATA 4. I 3.1 8.0 11.5 II. 9 

TOTAL MISSION COSTS: l11cludes foreigt participation! 

OBJECT !YES: 

FT 94 

24.3 
5.9 

10.8 

3 Tears 
Del h II 
Japan 11 SAS! 

FY 95 

II. 7 
5.4 

8.8 

o COSTA r1pr111nts U.S. i11tr1ae1ts flown aboard foreign spacecraft as part of tht lnteraational 
Solar Terrestrial Research Progra• IISTPl and will c1apl1aent data obt1i11d fro• the &GS aission. 

o o,,rall progra• coasists of 1uaero1s spacecraft placed in ,arious orbits 11 and 1rou1d th, Inner 
solar syste• to deterai11 the energy flow and influe1c1 of the solar wind and its lnt1ractio1 
with the Earth's a111ottsph1re and ionosphere. 

PRIOR FY to FY 91 FT 92 FY 93 FY 94 FY 95 FT 96 

1 ISTRUNENTS 42.5 43.5 37.9 33.9 19.6 6.9 3. I 2.6 
IROHD STSTEN 2.3 2.8 3.5 2.9 2.9 3.4 1.0 0.9 

RESERVES 9.8 22.1 24.5 10.2 9.1 

PROJECT SUPPORT/OTNEI 4.7 7.6 9.0 5.3 2.7 3.8 3.0 

FT 96 

3.5 
11.3 

4.9 

BTC 

1.6 

----- ----- ----- ----- ---------- ----- ----- -----
TITAL DEYELOPIEIT 41.5 53.9 60.2 64. 7 49. 7 24.3 16. 7 3.5 I.I 

STATUS: 
o &e,tail instr1 .. 1t fabrication 111rlJ coaplet, - soa, already shipped to J1p11 
o SOHO instrua11t PIR1 ctapleted 
- launch delayed 4 ao1ths recently dut to tight i11trua11t schedules 

• Cluster instr1•11t PDRs coapleted - all •• schedule thus far 

FOREIGN ,ARTICIPATION: 11,120N ESA, Jap11, Other Europe 
3 spacecrafttAria11 lau1ch, Pri1cip1I aid CO-ln,1stigators 

• 

3 Turs 
Atlu II AS 

ESA 

BTC 

u 
20.0 

TOTAL 

324. I 
55.5 

47. 7 
13.8 

----------
491.1 

TOTAl 

Ill.I 
It. 7 
71.3 
31.1 

--
324.1 

2 Turs 
Ariue-Y 

ESA 

RANGE 

310-3IO 



• 
BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

PAYLOAD AND INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT 

Collaborative solar terrestrial research. 
Tether satellite systems ................ . 
Shuttle test of relativity experiment ... . 
Astrophysics payloads ................... . 
Space physics payloads .................. . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

53,900 
6,800 

21,655 
7,283 
3,400 

93,038 

1991 
Budget Current 

J:;sUmat~ Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

61,800 60,200 
3,400 4,000 

26,000 23,400 
3,800 3,800 
2,200 3,200 

97,200 94,600 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

64,700 
1,600 

29,400 
18,700 
1,500 

115,900 

Instrument development activities support a wide range of instrumentation - from early test, checkout and 
design of instruments for long-duration free-flying missions to international flights of opportunity. 

The Collaborative Solar Terrestrial Research Program (COSTR) will provide state-of-the-art instrumentation 
for flight opportunities on international spacecraft. Instruments under development will provide a U.S. 
contribution to an international thrust in space physics research in the 1989-1995 timeframe, principally, 
the European Solar Terrestrial Science Programme (STSP) and the Japanese Geotail Mission. 

The Tethered Satellite System (TSS), scheduled for launch in early 1992, will provide a facility for 
conducting experiments weighing 500 kg or less from distances of 100 km above or below the Space Shuttle. 
The objective of the TSS mission (TSS-1) is to verify the controlled deployment, retrieval and on-station 
stabilization of a satellite tethered from the orbiter, and to carry out an electrodynamics experiment 
using a conducting tether extended 20 km above the orbiter. The TSS-1 is an international cooperative 
project with the Italian government. The U.S. is responsible for overall project management, system 
integration, developing the tether deployment and retrieval system, developing and integrating 
U.S.-provided instruments, and flight on the Space Shuttle. Italy is developing the satellite and is 
responsible for development and integration of Italian-provided instruments. 

Astrophysics and space physics payloads include a number of instruments designed for flight on the Space 
Shuttle and ELV's. Emphasis will be on instrument development for study of the complex relationships of 
solar irradiance and the near-Earth plasma environment (Atmospheric Laboratory for Applications and 
Science - ATLAS missions), as well as for study of the ultraviolet and x-ray universe. 
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PROJECT: SHUTTLE TEST OF RELATIVITY EXPERIMENT (STORE> 

FIELD CENTER: NSFC ll1t1rfac1ISTS i1t1gratio1l MAJOR CONTRACTORS: 
Najor Co1tract1r: Sta1fordlUCB StufordlUCB 

Lockheed-Palo Alto 

DU04/91 

Launch D1tes: 1194-95 IUSNP-031-041 
launch Vehicle: STS 

Quartz Grroscope 
ProbelD1w1r de,elopaent 
Spacecraft LOCKHEED Su1ny,1le & Fairchild (curre1tly coapeti1gl 

Launch Site: lSC 

STORE D1,elopaent 

OBJECT IVES: 

PRIOR 

za.z 

FY 90 

Zl.6 

FY 91 

23.4 

FY 12 

29.4 

FT 93 

21.9 

FY 94 

18. 8 

FT 95 

17.0 

STORE ser,es as techaology testbed for Gravity Probe-I free-flyer which will test predictions of 
Ei1stei1's general theory of relati,ity. STORE spacecraft co1sists of high-precisio1 guartz gyros 
which will be tested both on the ground aid i1 space for proper operation to ensure technical 
,iabi I ity of GP-B. 

MISSION DESCRIPTION: 
Basic 1issio1 will co1sist of 2-3 Shuttle test flights to ,erify perfor1a1ce of certain key pieces 
of science hardware. Reaaining co1pone1ts (e.g. dewar, etcl will undergo e1te1si,e ground testing 
rather that undergo the e1pense of being space-qualified for both the Shuttle aad the Delta EL¥. 

SHUTTLE TESTS: 

GROUND TESTS: 

STATUS: 

CONDUCT LOW-GRAVITY GTRO PERFORMANCE TESTS 
AUTONOMOUS OPERATION OF DATA PROCESSING 
CRTOGENIC HARDWARE TESTING 
MISSION STUDIES 

o First l1t11r1t1d Syst11s Test 1cti,itie1 coapleted at Stanford 
o STORE PDR held Ott1b1r 1990 
o STORE CDR pl1111d for October 1991 
• Initial lauach aboard USMP-D3 1114 
t OSSA study of ,allditJ of GP-8 curreatly uaderway 

ESTIMATED COST OF GP-B SCIENCE MISSION: 1250 - 350M OVER CURRENT COST OF STORE 

FOREIGN PARTICIPATION: NONE 

• 

FY 96 TOTAL 

U0.3 



• 
The Shuttle Test of Relativity Experiment (STORE) flight of the Gravity Probe-B instrument involves the 
development of a multigyroscope experimentation package to fly as an attached payload on a Shuttle flight 
planned for 1994, as an integral part of the study of relativity. 

CHANGES FR.OM 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

Tether Satellite System and Space Physics Payloads have increased due to launch delays and associated cost 
growth on the TSS-1 and ATLAS-1 missions. The COSTR program has been reduced to cover these increases. 

The Shuttle Test of Relativity Experiment has been reduced in accordance with Congressional direction. 
Potential impacts affecting the launch readiness date are being assessed. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

In FY 1992, the COSTR program will continue development of U.S.-provided instruments for the !SAS/NASA 
Geotail mission which will explore the Earth's magnetosphere and deep geotail region. Geotail launch is 
scheduled for July 1992. NASA will also be developing instruments and providing mission support 
equipment for the ESA/NASA Cluster and SOHO missions, which will provide unique capabilities for 
measuring solar oscillations and solar corona. Funding is also required to support instruments and core 
equipment development and integration on TSS-1. Funding for the Shuttle Test of Relativity flight of the 
Gravity Probe-B instrument will continue. Funding will support data analysis from the Astro mission, as 
well as development of instruments and data analysis activities post-launch for the ATLAS and DXS 
missions. Funding will also be applied to the U.S.-provided instruments on the international/cooperative 
efforts consistent with current agreements. 
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Shuttle/Spacelab Payload Mission Management and Integration 

Payload~Launch Readiness Dates 

Jan. 90 Feb.91 Jan. 90 Feb.91 

Mission Manifest Manifest Delta Mission Manifest Manifest Delta 

ASTROPHYSICS LIFE SCIENCES 

DXS 12/91 08/92 +8 SLS-1 08/90 05/91 +9 

ORFEUS-SPAS 09/92 01/93 +4 SLS-2 03/93 06/93 +3 
SLS-3 06/94 02/96 +20 

EAB,TH SCIENCES SL-J 10/90 09/92 +23 
SL-D2 02/92 02/93 +12 

ATLAS-1 03/91 04/92 +13 SL-D3 11/93 06/95 +19 

ATLAS-2 07/92 04/93 +9 
ATLAS-3 07/93 01/94 +6 MlCRQQRA VITY 
ATLAS-4 04/94 01/95 +9 
ATLAS-5 ---- 09/96 -- IML-1 12/90 12/91 +12 

SRL-1 06/92 11/93 +17 IML-2 01/93 04/94 +15 

SRL-2 12/93 10/94 +10 USML-1 03/92 06/92 +3 

SRL-3 12/94 01/96 +13 USML-2 03/94 02/95 +11 
USML-3 03/96 
USMP-1 05/92 09/92 +4 

SPACE :fHYSlCS USMP-2 06/93 08/93 +2 
USMP-3 06/94 05/94 -1 

WISP 01/95 01/95 -- USMP-4 06/95 08/95 +2 
USMP-5 06/96 06/96 

• 



• 
BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

SHUTTLE/SPACELAB/PAYLOAD MISSION MANAGEMENT AND INTEGRATION 

Shuttle/Spacelab payload mission 
management and integration ............ . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

75,104 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

89,100 88,800 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

88,000 

The primary objective of the Spacelab payload mission management program is to manage the mission 
planning, integration, and execution of all NASA Spacelab and attached Shuttle payloads. This includes 
system management and engineering development of flight support equipment and software; development of 
certain interface hardware; payload specialist training and support; integration of the science payloads 
with the Spacelab system; payload flight operations; and data dissemination to experimenters. 

Mission management activities for Physics and Astronomy missions include the recently-completed Astro and 
the upcoming Diffuse X-ray Spectrometer (DXS) mission. The Astro mission flew aboard Shuttle in December 
1990; DXS is currently planned for flight in 1992. Mission management activities are ongoing for several 
other space science and applications missions, such as the Atmospheric Laboratory for Applications and 
Science (ATLAS). The first of this series is planned for flight in 1992. The mission will incorporate a 
large number of instruments designed to study the complex relationships of solar irradiance, atmospheric 
composition and changes, and the near-Earth plasma environment. Other missions include several flights of 
an imaging radar (SIR-C) beginning in 1993; a series of Spacelab Life Sciences (SLS) missions, the first 
scheduled for launch in mid-1991; a joint microgravity mission with the Japanese (SL-J); a series of 
cooperative International Microgravity Laboratories (IML's); a series of U.S. Microgravity Payloads 
(USMP's) and U.S. Microgravity Laboratories (USML's); and flight of the Canadian Waves in Space Plasma 
(WISP) instrument on the Spartan carrier. Mission management activities also support other (NASA) 
payloads, for example, the Lidar In-space Technology Experiment (LITE) which will demonstrate technology 
and measurement techniques with high potential for use in studies of the Earth's atmosphere. Several 
Shuttle middeck experiments are also supported. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

A minor reduction was made as a result of the Congressionally-directed general reduction. 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

Mission management activities will continue in FY 1992 as Spacelab missions become more frequent. 
Integration, testing, and evaluation will continue for major Shuttle/Spacelab missions including the 
United States Microgravity Laboratory (USML-1), the International Microgravity Laboratory (IML-1), the 
first of the ATIAS (ATIAS-1) series, and a joint microgravity mission with Japan (SL-J). Preparation for 
FY 1993 missions will proceed including flights of the ongoing series of United States Microgravity 
Payloads (USMP), the second flight in the ATIAS (ATIAS-2) and Spacelab Life Science series (SLS-2), and a 
joint life sciences mission with Germany (SL-D2). 
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FY 1992 Budget : OSSA Space Station Related Activities 

FY90 FY91 FY92 ~ FY94 FY95 FY96 

Space Station Planning/Attached P/L's 5.0 3.0 

Life Sciences: Centrifuge 5.~ 5.1 7.5 24.0 32.1 39.5 47.9 

Life Sciences: SBI 0.4 0.3 7.4 18.5 28.3 29.9 32.4 

Life Sciences: BMAC 0.4 

Planetary: Cosmic Dust Collection ATD 0.8 

ASTROMAG A TD 0.5 0.6 

Microgravity Facilities/Utilization 1..2 .M ill ll..Q 66.9 82.0 91.9 

Total 'Lt .l.( 14.4 36.2 95.5 124.3 151.4 172.2 

• 



e 
BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

SPACE STATION INTEGRATION PLANNING AND ATTACHED PAYLOADS 

1991 

Space station integration planning and 
attached payload definition ........... . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

4,975 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

15,000 3,000 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

The primary aim of the Space Station integration planning and attached payload definition program is to 
perform the necessary planning and definition of payloads for the space science and applications use of 
Space Station Freedom (SSF). This includes the initial definition of the attached payloads, selected in 
FY 1989 through a competitive Announcement of Opportunity for early deployment on the Space Station. The 
program also involves definition of integration and operations requirements to guide the planned 
development of Space Station and science support capabilities. 

In FY 1991, studies continue to define the end-to-end science operations requirement for the Space 
Station era (i.e., the cycle from identification of an experiment, through operations to dissemination, 
analysis and archiving of data). Studies also continue to determine the best use of Space Station 
resources (such as power, crew time, volume, data handling capabilities) for science requirements. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The decrease is due to the Congressionally-directed reduction of $12.0 million. This reduction will 
necessitate deferrals of preliminary science integration and utilization studies, deferral of attached 
payload Phase B definition studies, and elimination of funding for attached payload concept studies. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

With the deferral of the attached payloads program under the revised Space Station program, the space 
science and applications activity planned for SSF consists of life sciences and microgravity hardware and 
experimentation, along with the ongoing integration/science operations/user accommodation efforts. 
Accordingly, the continuing Space Station utilization activity has been transferred to the Materials 
Processing program within the Space Applications budget line item. 
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FY lttz PRESIDENT'S BUDGET 

EXPLORER DEVELOPMENT 
PRIOR FY 90 FY 91 FY 92 FY 93 FY 94 FY 95 FY 96 BTC TOTAL LAUNCH 

DELTA-CLASS MISSIONS 
CDBE 157.0 3. I 160.1 I IIH DELTA 
EUYE 59.1 11 .4 10.3 4.4 15.9 12191 DEL TA 
PLATFORM 55.3 34.9 25.0 6.9 6.7 5.7 5.7 0.6 140.I 
XTE 7.6 15.7 37.4 Z7. 7 21.7 16. 9 127 .0 1/95 STS 

PAYLOADS OF OPPORTUNITY 15. 4 17.7 2.3 1.5 

---- ---- ---
ROSAT 16.0 2.0 11.0 5190 DELTA 
CARES II. 4 2.2 13.I 1/90 ATLAS 
Cl I E/EHIC 3.1 0.5 0.2 4.5 CRIE 6190; EHIC 
SXT 17.3 6. I 3.0 26.4 1/91 I SAS 
ASTRO-D 2. I 3.0 3.1 2.3 1.5 1Z. 0 2193 ISAS 
INTERNATIONALS I.I II .4 13.0 

SIALL EXPLORERS 5.2 14.1 27.' 34.8 35.0 38.5 40.5 42.8 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

SAMPEX 3.5 II. 0 11.9 4.4 30.1 1/92 
SVAS 1.3 2. I 6.4 12.Z 12 .0 5.9 3.0 42 ., NID IH5 
FAST 0.4 1.2 3.8 9.5 12.3 3.0 30.2 6/94 
MULTINISSION H/V; PLAN WEDGE 0.3 5.8 8.7 10.7 29.6 37.5 42.8 

EXPLORER PLANNING I. 4 3.Z 22.1 41.6 53.Z 62.9 90.2 CONTINUES 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

ACE PHASE 8 STUDIES I.I I.I 
FUSE PHASE 8 STUDIES 0.4 1.6 Z.O 2.0 3. I '. I 
ACE DEVELOPMENT ID.I 33.4 41.9 32.5 II. g 135. 5 9/96 DEL TA 
FUSE DEVELOPMENT 13.0 22.9 50.0 85.9 6100 STS 
PLANNING WEDGE 6.8 41. I !USES EXPL PLATFORM 
RESERVES 6. I 2.8 4.6 6.8 5.3 
TAXES I.O 0.0 3.Z 3.4 3.1 3.8 4.0 

----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
TOTAL EXPLORERS 88.4 99.8 107.9 112. 5 "'·' IZI.O 133.I 
I Ruerus II 31 41 61 41 
.......................................................................................................................................... ······· ····· 

MAJOR CHANGES SINCE LAST TEAR: 

EXPLORER PLATFORM 31. I COST GROWTH/LAUNCH DELAY/ADDED HARDWARE FDR FOLLOW-ON MISSIONS 
X-RAY TINING EXPERIMENT !XTEI 17.1 COST GROWTH/LAUNCH DELAY DUE TO EUYE/PLATFORM SLIP 
SMALL EXPLORERS SVAS 10.7 COST GROWTH/LAUNCH DELAY 

SAIPEX 4.1 COST GROWTH/MAINTAIN LAUNCH DATE 

e 



BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

Cosmic background explorer .............. . 
Extreme ultraviolet explorer ............ . 
Explorer platform ....................... . 
X-ray timing explorer ................... . 
Roentgen satellite experiments .......... . 
Combined release and radiation effects 

satellite experiments ................. . 
Small explorers ......................... . 
Other explorers ......................... . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

• 
EXPLORER DEVELOPMENT 

1990 
Actual 

Budget 
Estimate 

1991 
Current 
Estimate 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

3,100 
11,400 
34,900 
7,600 
2,000 

2,200 
14,600 
12,552 

88,352 

- -
10,900 
16,500 
23,900 

29,100 
20,400 

100,800 

--
10,300 
25,000 
15,700 

27,900 
20,900 

99,800 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

--
4,400 
6,900 

37,400 

34,800 
24.400 

107,900 

Investigations selected for these projects are usually of an exploratory or survey nature, or have 
specific objectives not requiring the capabilities of a major observatory. Past Explorers have discovered 
radiation trapped within the Earth's magnetic field, investigated the solar wind and its interaction with 
the Earth, studied upper atmosphere dynamics and chemistry, mapped our galaxy in radio waves and 
gamma-rays, and determined properties of the interstellar medium through ultraviolet observations. Recent 
Explorers have performed active plasma experiments on the magnetosphere, made in situ measurements of the 
comet Giacobini-Zinner, and completed the first high sensitivity, all-sky survey in the infrared, 
discovering over 300,000 sources. 

The Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) was launched in November 1989 and is currently studying the 
properties of the cosmic microwave background. This is important for understanding the early universe and 
cosmology. In FY 1990, COBE completed a successful, all-sky survey of the infrared and microwave 
background radiation of the universe between the wavelengths of one micrometer and 9.6 millimeters. 
Explorers under development will survey the sky in the extreme ultraviolet for the first time, and measure 
time variable phenomena in x-ray sources. The Explorer program also provides a means of developing 
instruments for "payload-of-opportunity" missions, such as those involving other Federal agencies or 
international collaboration. 
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PROJECT: EXTREME VlTAAYIOlET EXPLORER 

Field Center: Goddard Space Flight Center 
Sic Contractor: 6SFCIFSC 

Orbital Parameters: Altitude: S50 I• (circular> 
llclination: 28.5 degrees 

launch date: Deceaber 1191 Total Weight: 3,700 lbs 
launch Vehicle: Delta II Shbiliutioa: 3-uis 
l1u1ch Site: lSC Buie lission: 2.5 years 

PRIOR FT 90 FY 91 FY 92 FT 93 FY 94 FY 95 

EVYE DEVELOPIENT 
EXPLORER PLATFORI 
IISSION OPERATIONS 

ELY SUPPORT COSTS 
TRACKING & DATA ACQUISITION 

TOTAL IISSION COSTS: 

OBJECTIVES: 

59.1 
55.3 

16. 0 

II .4 
34.9 

24.5 

10.3 
25.0 

8.8 

4.4 
6.9 

11.9 

No unique tracking support required 

6.7 5.7 
14 .0 13.0 

To obtai1 accurate photoaetric a1asur1a11ts of spectral distribution aid locations of detectable 
e1tr1ae ultra,iolet sources i1 the solar neighborhood ia order to gain I better understandi1g of 
the latter stages of stellar e,olutio1. 

STATUS: 
o lnstrua,nt fabricatio1 & 1ub1yst1• tests coapleted 
e lastrua1ntlPl1tfor• i1t1gration & test acti,ities underway at 6SFC 
o l111ch rece1tlJ slipped fro• August to Deceaber lltl due to platfor• technical probleas 

MISSION DESCRIPTION: 

5.7 
7.7 

The EUYE i11trua11t1 will fly oa the E1plor1r platfora, a multi1issio1 spacecraft bus. Operatioas 
will co11i1t of 11 111·••1 sur,eJ i1 tht 100 - 1,000 11gstro1s reqion 1si1g three 9razi1g iacidenct 
t1l1scop11 which will ,iew part of the cel1sti1I sphere each day. A fourth telescope will be 
1sed to 111ai11 the 11l1sti1I equator 11 higher resolution and to conduct spectroscopy studies. 
After coapl1ti11 of the basic aission, the X-Ray Tiaing E1plorer <XTEl will replace EUVE on the 
Erpltrer ,11tfora. Tht Shuttle will re1d1z,ous with the platfor1 and perfor• a• ea-orbit 
changeout of the XTE i1struae1ts. 

FOREIGN PARTICIPATION: NONE 

• 

FY 96 

0.6 
6.5 

02105111 

BTC TOTAL RANGE 

15.1 80-100 
140. a !40-165 
53. I (3195 XTE CHANGEOUTl 

49.3 

----------
329. I 



• 
The Roentgen Satellite (ROSAT), a U.S.-German cooperative mission, was launched by the U.S. in June 1990. 
ROSAT will conduct the first detailed all-sky x-ray survey and provide in-depth studies on selected 
objects. The Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES), a joint NASA/DOD mission, was 
launched on an Atlas-Centaur vehicle to a geosynchronous transfer orbit in FY 1990. The CRRES mission 
released trace chemicals, whose transport in the magnetosphere can be observed from ground and 
airborne-based instruments. 

In FY 1986, a new cooperative mission called Solar-A was initiated with the Japanese. Solar-A will be 
launched in FY 1991 to study the sun during the upcoming solar maximum. The U.S. has selected an 
instrument for this spacecraft which will relate energetic solar phenomena and dynamic coronal structures 
observed in hard and soft x-rays to the topology of evolving solar magnetic fields. This will allow the 
first simultaneous ~~ions of these phenomena from space. 

··'~~;:...:;,.,,,.../'-·"' \ 
In FY 1991, ~Y6iopment continues on the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE). The EUVE, scheduled for 
launch on ~lJ~lta ELV in 1991, will carryout the first all-sky survey in the extreme ultraviolet 
spectrum; Jthe first deep;survey of a section of the ecliptic plane in the extreme ultraviolet; and 
systemati~spectros~ of sources discovered in the all-sky survey to identify the emission physics. 

Development~ies will also continue in FY 1991 on the X-ray Timing Explorer (XTE). This payload 
will replace EUVE o e Ex lorer Platform during a Shuttle mission planned for 1995. The XTE-unique 
aspects of Explorer Platform development are curren ly under definition and are being funded within the 
Explorer Platform budget. 

In addition to the traditional Delta-class explorers, the Explorer program has begun development of 
"small class" explorers (SMEX). While subject to more stringent constraints than Delta-class missions 
(weight, telemetry, power, etc.), it is anticipated that a significant number of scientifically exciting 
missions can utilize this capability and be developed on a short timescale. Fifty-one proposals were 
received in response to the Small Explorer Announcement of Opportunity (AO). Following peer review, three 
payloads were selected for development in Spring 1989. The first of these three missions, the Solar, 
Anomalous, and Magnetospheric Particle Explorer (SAMPEX), is scheduled for launch on a Scout-class launch 
vehicle in 1992. The two subsequent missions, the Fast Auroral Snapshot Explorer (FAST) and the 
Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite (SWAS), are to be launched by the end of 1995. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

Total Explorer funding has been reduced by $1.0 million as part of the Congressional general reduction. 
Funding for the Explorer Pla~ has been increased to reflect the additional manpower levels required to 
support a 1991 launch. Tliis has been offset by reducDions to EUVE, XTE, and the Small Explorers, thus 
requiring some minor delays in previously planned launch dates for EUVE and XTE. The Other Explorer line 
is i-ncreased to fund international missions of opportunity not previously funded in the Explorer program. 
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FY 1992 PRESIDENT'S IUD&ET 
SNALL EXPLORERS CURRENT 

FY 19 FY 90 FY 91 FY 92 FY 93 FT 94 FY 95 FY H TOTAL 

SOLAR ANONALOUS & NA&NETOSPHERIC 3.5 11.0 II. 9 4.4 30.1 
PARTICLE EXPLORER CSANPEXI 

SUBNILLINETER WAYE ASTRONONY SATELLITE I. 3 2.1 6.4 12.2 12. 0 5.9 3.0 42.9 
CSWASI 

FAST AURORAL SNAPSHOT EXPLORER (FASTI 0.4 1.2 3.1 9.5 12. 3 3.0 30.2 
NULTIMISSION SUPPORT/RESERVE 0.3 5.8 8.7 10.7 29.6 37.5 42.8 

----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
TOTAL SMEX DEVELOPMENT 5.2 14.6 27.9 34.8 35.0 38.5 40.5 42.1 

MISSION OPS CSAMPEX ONLYI 1.2 2.3 2.5 2.4 2.3 

LAUNCH SUPPORT 4.9 11. 9 14.8 33.7 36.8 48.2 48.1 33.2 
TRACKING SUPPORT 2. I 8.0 10.5 11.7 13.0 9.2 9.5 

----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
TOTAL SMEX FUNDIN& REQUIREMENTS 10. I 21.6 50.7 80.2 85.8 102.2 100. 7 87.1 

····= ===•= ··=·· ···=· •==== ····= =••== aaz:: 

SMEI AS I OF EXPLORER BUDGET H 11, 211 321 311 321 321 321 

PAO&AAM DESCRIPTION: 
o Pro,ide flight opportu1iti1s to space scie1ce co .. 11itr for saall, quick turnaround aissions 
t High quality scie1tific research with 1issioas of aodest scope 
o Quick rtspo1se to sci11c1 coaau1ilJ (3 years fro• start to lauach> 
o lower costs (t30 1illi11, FY 88 dollars) 
o low weight I power constr1i1ts to fit aboard Scout or Scout-class ElYs !e.g. Pegasus> 
t Desiga 11d build 11ltiai1sio1 spacecraft with co .. ,n spacecraft eleaeats 

PROGRAM STATIS: 
I SMEX pr,,, •• r11r111i11d 
o l111ch d1t11 r1c11tly re,lsed (FAST +9 aonths; SWAS +2 y11rs> 
• FAST ao,ed ahtad of SWAS in launch queue 
o SAMPEX r1a1i11 11 11h1dul1 

• 



• 
BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

Funding for EUVE and Explorer Platform will support a late 1991 launch. The XTE will continue development 
activities toward its 1995 launch. The XTE-unique definition work will continue for the Explorer 
Platform. The Small Explorer (SMEX) program will be well underway as the first mission, SAMPEX, completes 
final integration and test activities in preparation for a launch in mid-1992. The FAST and SWAS will 
continue development in preparation for launches in 1994 and 1995. Two new explorers - the Advanced 
Composition Explorer (ACE) and the Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE) - will begin development 
activities in FY 1992. 
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HUUULE SPAL;E TELEEU:!Ul=>E UPEl'lAT l UN8 ANU SERV 11:! 1 Nl3 

~---~---------------~ PREB1UENT'B P'V 1'1'12 BUUGET 
(Uallars in Hilliuna) 

PfllUR P'Y 1991 FY 1992 FY 1'1'13 FY1'194 FY1990 FY199b 

In•trumanta 45.0 5b.3 b2.5 70.'1 «10.a ao.a 64.7 
• WF/PC 
• 8T1B/N1CMOB/ARC 
• CUSTAR (Qt1-ntJ go TUU) 

Flight Bv•tams .1:Z'1. 6 35.7 · 3a.a J.9.7 27.7 27.3 27.Y 
• ORU Maintenance & Test 
'ORU Davelapment 
• Simulator 1Juvulop1111m t 

S•rvJ.cJ.nu U'l .. b .12.a :z.a. .a 3,l, .1., at..4 at..u at..o 
• M.l.1111J.at1 Plot111!11~1 
• CarrJ.ar Hardw11re 

Miaaion Oparatians .184.7 34.9 42.2 40.'1 36.4 40.2 44. U 

• STOCC Oparaticms 
• Byatam• Davelopment 

Scianc• lnatitute 149.8 33.7 34.0 33.B 30.B 37.0 aa.o 

Othar 71.1 13.J. 13.4 12. a 14.3 15.3 16 • .1 

• Multi-Prag ram Supp1:1rt (MPEJ) 

·•. HlCS 

Aaphaaing/swap with Uata Analysis 
-9.B 9.0 21.0 

~--~-------------------------~----------------~--------~---~--~----~-------------~~--~---
10TAL HST UPS & BV~ bb'1. 8 18b.O 209.2 2.14.7 231.6 246.4 249.2 

FY91 to 92 Delta (+3U,O)* +43.l +44.3 +63.4 +5l.9 +38.6 

*per FY91 appropriation 
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• 
BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

MISSION OPERATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS 

Hubble space telescope operations 
and servicing ......................... . 

Hubble space telescope data analysis .... . 
Astrophysics mission operations and 

data analysis ......................... . 
Space physics mission operations and 

data analysis ......................... . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

139,050 
13,300 

42,273 

21,100 

215,723 

1991 
Budget Current 

EsUmau f;§tim&te 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

159,700 186,000 
32,200 35,900 

81,100 70,500 

20,900 20,900 

~9J.9~Q 313,300 

1992 
Budget 

f,;s:timate 

209,200 
36,000 

98,300 

44,900 

J88.400 

The purpose of the mission operations and data analysis effort is to conduct operations and analyze data 
received from physics and astronomy spacecraft. The program also supports the operation of a number of 
spacecraft after their originally planned objectives have been achieved, for purposes of conducting 
specific investigations that have continuing high scientific significance. The funding supports the data 
analysis activities of many investigators at universities and other research organizations associated with 
astrophysics and space physics operational satellite projects, as well as theoretical work based on space 
observations. Actual satellite operations, including control centers and related data reduction and 
engineering support activities, are typically conducted under a variety of mission support or center 
support contracts. 

Space Physics research activities rely on data received from the Interplanetary Monitoring Platform 
(IMP), and the Dynamics Explorer which are still operational, the Active Magnetospheric Particle Trace 
Explorer (AMPTE), which ceased to operate in 1989, and the International Sun-Earth Explorers (ISEE-1&2) 
which reentered in October 1987. The IMP continues to provide the only available source of solar wind 
input measurements to the Earth. The ISEE-3 spacecraft, renamed the International Cometary Explorer 
(ICE), provided complementary solar wind measurements upstream of Comet Halley in 1986. The Space Physics 
MO&DA program also supports data analysis for the highly-successful Solar Maximum Mission (SMM), and the 
Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES), launched in July 1990. 
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HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE DATA ANALYSIS 

PRESIDENT'S FY 1992 BUDGET 

PRIOR FY 1991 FY 1992 FY 1993 FY1994 FY1995 FY1996 

Original BTO T•ams 1B.9 13.6 16.2 17.1 1B.1 19.B 20.5 

Buaat Obaarver• B.6 9.8 11.e 14.0 10.2 25.0 

Archival R••earchers 6.0 7.0 9.0 12.9 

Lang Tarm Brant Program .4 1.4 2.5 2.7 3.2 3.4 3.7 

O•t• Archiv• Sarvice (DADS) 9.3 11.2 5.9 2.e :s.o 2.5 2.6 

Othar 1.2 1.1 1.6 1.4 1.7 1.e 1.5 

·Raphasing/awap with Ops 9.B -9.0 -21.5 

•----------------------------------------------------------------------------rw------------
TOTAL HST DATA ANALYSIS 29.B 35.9 36.0 41.B 56.B 45.7 44.7 



The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) is designed to operate for fifteen years, requiring on-orbit maintenance 
of the spacecraft and on-orbit changeout of the scientific instruments. The first planned servicing 
mission, scheduled for 1993, will put into place optical corrections to accommodate the spherical 
aberration of the primary mirror. The capabilities lost due to spherical aberration--narrow field 
spectroscopy and observation of 25th to 28th magnitude objects--will be restored. The HST is used 
primarily by observers selected on the basis of proposals submitted in response to periodic solicitations. 
Science operations are carried out through an independent HST Science Institute. The Institute operates 
under a long-term contract with NASA. While NASA retains operational responsibility for the observatory, 
the Institute implements NASA policies in the area of planning, management, and scheduling of the 
scientific operations of the HST. 

Initiation of the definition and implementation of a unified data system for physics and astronomy has 
begun, which will ensure the fullest access and exploitation of the various mission data sets, with 
emphasis on the wealth of data to be returned by the Great Observatories. An initial definition process 
involving extensive inputs from the astrophysics community has now been completed, and F"i 1991 funding 
will continue progress on the principal elements of this system. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The GRO operations was reduced by $10.8 million to reflect the launch slip to April 1991. The HST 
operations and servicing was increased by $26.3 million and HST data analysis was increased by 
$3.7 million consistent with the increased estimates for activities during the HST operational era, as 
well as the planned servicing mission in 1993. A reduction in astrophysics operations is the result of 
the Congressional general reduction, together with the above increases results in an overall increase of 
$19.4 million. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The F"i 1992 funding level is required to support mission operations and data analysis for ongoing 
missions including COBE, HST, GRO, ROSAT, and EUVE. Servicing mission activities on HST will continue, 
including development and test of optical corrections for replacement instruments, and preparations for 
the first planned servicing mission in 1993. Second-generation HST instruments will continue development 
for future on-orbit replacement, as will a continuing line of spare subsystems to ensure operational 
efficiency throughout its planned 15-year lifetime. 

Mission operations, data analysis, and guest investigator programs will continue for the Combined Release 
and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES), the Interplanetary Monitoring Platform (IMP), and the 
International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE). Mission operations for the Dynamics Explorer (DE) and the 
International Cometary Explorer (ICE) will cease operation in F"i 1991, but data analysis will continue. 
The High Energy Astronomical Observatories (HEAO 1-3), Magnetospheric Particle Trace Explorer (AMPTE), and 
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FY 1992 PRESIDENT'S BUDGET FY 90 FY 91 FY 92 FY 93 FY 94 FY 95 FY 96 BTC TOTAL 
P,A MISSION OPERATIONS & DATA ANALYSIS 

ASTROPHYSICS NO&DA 37.3 49.5 60.5 68.5 66. 8 84.5 89.5 
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------

IRAS 5. I 6.9 6. 2 6. 3 6.3 6.6 6.9 
COBE (incl ext mssn) 10.7 10.0 6.4 5.9 6.2 8.4 8.8 
ROSAT 2. 1 6.9 6.8 6.3 5.2 5.4 5.7 
EUVE 7.2 8.7 8.0 6.2 6.5 
EXPLORER PLATFORM <EUVE/XTE) 4.7 5.3 5.0 5.0 5.3 
AGENCY RESERVE (3.7) 2.0 I. 4 2.2 2. I 2. I 
OTHER 19.4 25.7 Z7. 2 34.6 33.9 50.8 54.2 

SPACE PHYSICS MO&DA 21. 1 20.9 44. 9 64. 5 75.8 72.7 89.3 
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------

SMM 5.9 3.3 1.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 
SANPEX 1.2 2.3 2.5 2.4 2.3 
GGS 2.5 13.3 22.2 20.8 25.6 
COSTA I. I 4.8 5.9 5.4 18.3 
ULYSSES (8.3) 9.7 8.8 9. I 9.2 0.7 
VIN ( 16. 71 0.5 11.4 12. I 12.7 13. 1 
PIONEER (9.4) (9.6) (10.9) 9.2 5.3 6. I 6.4 
OTHER 15.2 17. I 17.7 13.7 17.8 15. 5 35.8 

GAO BASIC OPS I. 0 4.0 18.2 26.8 50.0 
GRO EXTENDED OPS 3.2 30.9 32.6 34.8 37. 0 CONT. 
HST OPS & SERVICING 530.8 139.0 186. 0 209.2 214.7 231. 6 246.4 249 .2 CONT. 
HST DATA ANALYSIS 9.8 13.3 35.9 36.0 41.8 56.8 45.7 44. 7 CONT. 
AXAF BASIC OPS I. 0 2.8 7.8 14.9 27.7 61.3 88.4 96. 1 300.0 

TOTAL P&A OPS 215.7 313.3 388.4 435.3 491.3 545. 4 598. 1 
====== ====== ====== ====== ------ ====== ====== 



• 
the Infrared Astronomy Satellite (IRAS) data analysis will also continue. These programs have produced 
valuable data sets which are used by a wide segment of the science community. Space Physics MO&DA also 
reflects transfer of responsibility and funding for the Ulysses and Voyager spacecraft from the Planetary 
MO&DA program beginning in 1992. 
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FY 1992 PRESIDENT'S BUDGET 
PlA RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS FY 90 FY 91 FY 92 FY 93 FY 94 FY 95 FY 96 

TOTAL RESEARCH & ANALYSIS 104.9 100. 8 103. 1 m.o 158.4 166.3 173.8 
------ ====== ====== ====== ====== ------ ====== 

SPACE PHYSICS SR&T 43.7 38.5 49 .6 76.7 81.6 85.2 87.8 
----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ___ ... 

OSL A TD (23.0) 36.0 8.0 5.0 11. 0 60.0 
OTHER A TD 6.5 4.6 3.4 13.8 14. 9 16. I 17.4 TSS/WISP/VIM/ASTROMAG 
Interdisciplinary Research 29. 2 28.9 30.2 32.6 34.2 36.0 38. I 
Neso/Therm/Helio augment 5.0 5.3 5.6 5.9 6.2 FY92 AUGMENTATION 
Data Systems 25.0 26.9 27.2 26. I INFO SYSTEMS TRANSFER 

SPACE PHYSICS SEI/RADIATION RESEARCH 2.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 NEW LINE - SOLAR FLARE PREDICTION 

ASTROPHYSICS SR&T 51. 1 41.6 51.5 68.3 71.8 76. 1 81.0 
----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

AXAF 10.2 10.2 
SIRTF 11.3 8.0 15.9 17.0 52.2 FY91 CUT PER CONG DIRECTION !FY94 NEW START?) 
SOFIA 7.6 2.0 ( 1.3) ( 1.5) 9.6 FAG TELESCOPE START IN FY 93 
ATD !OTHER) 0.7 8.0 1.3 I. 9 1.3 1.8 6.9 OPTICAL INTERFEROMETRY/LDR/SNME 
Interdisciplinary Research 26.9 25.6 34.3 49. 4 70.5 74.3 74. I 

AXAF A TD 13.2 10. I 20.7 44. 0 

• 



BASIS OF lX 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

Supporting research and technology ...... . 
Advanced technology development ......... . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

• 
RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 

1990 
Actual 

Budget 
i§t1mat~ 

1991 
Current 
Estimat~ 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

94,842 
10,100 

104,942 

88,500 
34,000 

122.~oo 

80,100 
20,700 

100,800 

1992 
Budget 

!§t1mat~ 

103,100 

103,100 

This program provides for the preliminary studies required to define missions and/or payload 
requirements, as well as providing a research and technology base necessary to define, plan and support 
flight projects. 

The objectives of supporting research and technology (SR&T) are to: (1) optimize the return expected from 
future missions through scientific problem definition, development of advanced instrumentation and 
concepts, and sound definition of proposed new missions; (2) enhance the value of current space missions 
by carrying out complementary and supplementary ground-based observations and laboratory experiments; 
(3) develop theories to explain observed phenomena and predict new ones; (4) strengthen the technological 
base for sensor and instrumentation development and conduct the basic research necessary to understand 
astrophysics phenomena and solar-terrestrial relationships; and, (5) continue the acquisition, analysis 
and evaluation of data from laboratories, balloons, rocket and spacecraft activities. 

Research is supported in the disciplines of astronomy, astrophysics, gravitational physics, plasma, 
cosmic ray and solar physics. Research in astronomy and astrophysics involves the study of stars, 
galaxies, interstellar and intergalactic matter, and cosmic rays. Space physics research and analysis is 
a broadly structured effort to enhance our understanding of the characteristics and behavior of plasmas in 
the solar corona, the interplanetary medium and in the vicinity of the Earth and other planets. Theory 
activities are related to all the physics and astronomy disciplines and are critical to the correlation of 
available information. The development of new instruments, laboratory and theoretical studies of basic 
physical processes, and observations by ground-based and balloon-borne instruments will also be continued. 
Results achieved in the SR&T program will have a direct bearing on future flight programs. For example, 
the development of advanced x-ray, ultraviolet, and infrared astronomy imaging devices under this program 
may enable spacecraft to carry instruments for astronomical observations which have increased orders of 
magnitude in sensitivity and improved resolution over currently available detectors. 
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One major thrust of the space physics program is directed at studies of the near-Earth geospace 
environment, from the flow of the solar wind past the magnetosphere, to variations of the plasma 
environment detectable near the surface of the Earth. Not only are these studies of great interest for 
basic plasma physics but there are also many practical ramifications, such as ionospheric influences on 
communication, global circulation of the atmosphere driven by magnetospheric input, the charging of 
spacecraft immersed in plasma, and the behavior of antennas and their signals in the magnetosphere. 

The SR&T program carries out its objectives through universities, nonprofit and industrial research 
institutions, NASA centers and other government agencies. Current emphasis is being placed on studies of 
advanced instrumentation with increased sensitivity and resolution. 

FY 1991 activities continue definition studies of the Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy 
(SOFIA), Orbiting Solar Laboratory (OSL), and Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF). 

The advanced technological development (ATD) activities support detailed planning and definition of 
potential new physics and astronomy missions. The ATD activities assure that future missions address the 
scientific questions most important to the evolution of knowledge in the field, and that those missions 
use the appropriate technology and techniques. Current activities are concentrated on AXAF observatory 
definition which should be completed by the end of FY 1991. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

Research and analysis activities has been reduced by $21.7 million, resulting from Congressionally
directed decreases to the mission studies for OSL and SIRTF, as well as a significant reduction for AXAF 
advanced technology development, resulting from the Congressional general reduction. As previously noted, 
the AXAF reduction, in combination with a corresponding decrease in development, has delayed the planned 
launch date to early 1998. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

During FY 1992, the supporting research and technology program will support those tasks which contribute 
to maintaining a firm base for viable physics and astronomy and space physics programs. FY 1992 funding 
will support continued studies on potential future missions, including OSL and SIRTF. 
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SUBORBITAL PROGRAM 
FT 1992 PRESIDENT'S BUDGET FY 90 FY 91 FY 92 FY 93 FY 94 FY 95 FY 96 DESCRIPTION 

PHYSICS g ASTRONOMY 52.7 55.0 61.0 65.3 69.1 72.8 76.3 

------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
AIRBORNE RESEARCH 10.7 11.5 12.0 12.6 13.Z 14. I 14.9 Kuiper Airborne Observatory <iAO) ops/maintenance 1·10 fits/yr) 

BALLOON PROGRAM 11.9 12.Z 14.7 15.4 16.4 17.5 18.6 hi loon hardware & launch support (30-40 llts/yrl 

!BALLOON SAFETYl ( 1.9) ( 2. 0) (2. I I (2.21 <2.3) Relocate NSBF from Palestine, Texas; 1ddilional safety measures 
Eastward II ights from Ft. Sumner, N.M. (addnl FTEs, chase plane hrs) 

(SCIENCE SUPPORT) (0.8) (0.9) (0.9) (0.9) < I. 0 l ( 1. 0) (I. 1) Space Physics Cosmic/Heliospheric research support 

SOUNDING ROCKETS 30. I 31.3 34.3 37.3 39.5 41.2 42.8 Sounding Rocket hardware i launch support (30-40 fits/yr) 

!SPARTAN) (0. 3) (0.6) (0.6) (0.5) Supports Spartan-OZ in early-mid FY 93 

(SCIENCE SUPPORT) < 3. I) (6.3) ( 5. 6) (4.8) (4. I I (4.41 (4.4) Solar Physics/Planetary Atmospheres research support 

.......................................................................................................................... ' .................................... . 

OBJECTIVES: 
o Perform in-situ atmospheric measurements across broad range of altitudes not accessed from space 
o Airborne program provides economic, quick turnaround research capabi lily to: 

develop g test new instrumentation 
perform observations from Southern Hemisphere 
train future space science researchers 

o Balloons & Sounding Rockets provide means for flight testing & calibrating instruments for future 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

Sounding rockets ........................ . 
Airborne science and applications ....... . 
Balloon program ......................... . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

• 
SUBORBITAL PROGRAM 

1990 
Actual 

Budget 
Es:tl,mate 

1991 
Current 
Estimate 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

30,100 
10,700 
11,900 

52,700 

31,300 
11,500 
12,200 

55,000 

31,300 
11,500 
12,200 

55,000 

1992 
Budget 

~stima:tg 

34,300 
12,000 
14,700 

61,000 

The suborbital program uses balloons, aircraft, and sounding rockets to conduct versatile, relatively 
low-cost research of the Earth's ionosphere and magnetosphere, space plasma physics, stellar astronomy, 
solar astronomy, and high energy astrophysics. Activities are conducted on both a national and 
international cooperative basis. 

A major objective of the sounding rocket program is to support a coordinated research effort. Sounding 
rockets are uniquely suited for performing low altitude measurements (between balloon and spacecraft 
altitude) and for measuring vertical variations of many atmospheric parameters. Special areas of study 
supported by the sounding rocket program include the nature, characteristics, and composition of the 
magnetosphere and near space; the effects of incoming energetic particles and solar radiation on the 
magnetosphere, including the production of aurorae and the coupling of energy into the atmosphere; and the 
nature, characteristics, and spectra of radiation of the Sun, stars and other celestial objects. 
Additionally, the sounding rocket program provides several Space Science and Applications programs with 
the means for flight testing instruments and experiments being developed for future flight missions. The 
program also provides a means for calibrating flight instruments and obtaining vertical atmospheric 
profiles to complement data obtained from orbiting spacecraft. Approximately forty rockets are scheduled 
for launch in FY 1992. 

Support for Spartan missions aboard the Shuttle is also included--Spartan 201 and WISP. Spartan 201 
consists of a 17-inch diameter solar telescope with an ultraviolet coronagraph and a white light 
coronagraph to measure the intensity and scattering properties of solar light. Spartan 201 is planned for 
Shuttle launch in 1993. Spartan has also been selected as the carrier for the Canadian WISP experiment, 
following cancellation of the Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle program. The WISP/Spartan is planned for launch 
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in 1995. Research with instrumented jet aircraft has been an integral part of the NASA physics and 
astronomy program since 1965. For astronomy research, the airborne science and applications program 
operates the Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO). This full-scale manned facility consists of a C-141 
aircraft equipped with a 91-centimeter infrared telescope. The C-14l's ability to fly for several hours 
at altitudes approaching 13 kilometers, provides a cloud-free site for astronomical observations above 
most of the infrared-absorbing water vapor in the Earth's atmosphere. This has been essential in 
expanding astronomical observations into the infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum from one 
micrometer to hundreds of micrometers. 

In FY 1990, the C-141 conducted one major campaign in the Southern Hemisphere (seven weeks) to continue 
studies of the Supernova SN1987A and observations of the galactic center. The KAO is currently the only 
facility in the world that can conduct these observations in the far infrared and submillimeter 
wavelengths. The KAO also conducted one deployment to Hawaii. Planetary observations in the infrared 
(Mars, Pluto, Jupiter) also continue to provide important scientific return. 

The Balloon program provides a cost-effective means to test flight instrumentation in the space radiation 
environment and to make observations at altitudes which are above most of the water vapor in the 
atmosphere. Balloon experimentation is particularly useful when studying infrared, gamma-ray, and 
cosmic-ray astronomy. In many instances, it is necessary, because of size, weight, cost, or lack of other 
opportunities, to fly primary scientific experiments on balloons. In addition to the level-of-effort 
science observations program, significant emphasis has been and will be placed on development of a balloon 
capable of lifting more than 3,500 pounds, and to support missions lasting several days. 

The Balloon program funding is required for purchase of balloons, helium, launch services, tracking and 
recovery, as well as for maintenance and operations of the National Scientific Balloon Facility (NSBF) at 
Palestine, Texas, and remote launch sites. Funding for the experiments flown on balloons is provided from 
other research and technology programs supporting the various scientific disciplines. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

FY 1992 funds will provide for continuation of the sounding rocket, Spartan, and balloon programs 
including management and operation of the NSBF. This funding is also required to continue definition and 
development activities for balloon improvement and long-duration balloon flights. In FY 1992, the 
Airborne Science and Applications funding will be used to continue flights of the KAO. 
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PRIOR ALL 

YEARS mo 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 BTC YEARS 

LIFE SCIENCES 106. 1 138.0 183.9 284.0 326. 1 338.7 385.0 

====== ====== ====== ====== ====== ====== ====== 

SEARCH FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL INTELLIGENCE 4.0 12. 1 14. 5 13.5 12.7 6.5 6.9 

HUMAN SPACE FLIGHT & SYSTEMS ENG 40.7 58.3 58.6 66.4 60.9 39. I 41.6 

SPACE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 21. 1 22.8 31. I 52.7 63. I 88.8 116. 1 

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 40.3 44.8 54.7 55.6 59.2 62. 7 71. I 

* SEI - RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 10.0 19.0 31.7 49.6 63.4 

I SEI - LIFESAT ( 1.61 ( 2. 0) 15.0 76.8 98.5 92.0 85.9 230.8 599.0 

I OF OSSA BUDGET 51 61 61 81 81 71 81 

• 



OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 

• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMMARY 

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

1991 
1990 Budget 

Actual Estimate 
Current 
Estimate 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

Human space flight and systems 
engineering ............................ 40,678 71,000 58,300 

Space biological sciences ................ 21,067 32,000 22,800 
Radiation biology initiative/lifesat ..... (1,600) (2,000) (2,000) 
Search for extraterrestrial intelligence. 4,000 12,100 12,100 
Research and analysis .................... 40.306 47,900 44.800 

Total .................................. 106.051 163.000 138.000 

Distribution of Program Amount by Installation 

Johnson Space Center ..................... 42,033 67,400 54,579 
Kennedy Space Center ..................... 4,161 6,300 5,410 
Marshall Space Flight Center ............. -- 125 
Goddard Space Flight Center .............. 338 400 442 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory ................ 1,038 1,900 1,352 
Ames Research Center ..................... 44,014 61,000 57,146 
Lewis Research Center .................... -- 150 
Langley Research Center .................. 378 700 497 
Stennis Space Center ..................... 40 25 55 
Headquarters ............................. 14,049 25,000 18,519 

Total .................................. 106,051 163,000 138,000 

LIFE SCIENCES 

1992 
Budget Page 

Estimate Numb~r 

58,600 RD 4-4 
31,100 RD 4-4 
15,000 RD 4-7 
14,500 RD 4-9 
64.700 RD 4-10 

183.900 

76,038 
8,032 

655 
2,008 

71,499 

738 
82 

_2.Ll48 

183!900 
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LIFE SCIENCES 

The Life Sciences budget increases from $138M in FY 1991 to $183.9M in FY 1992; this is an 
increase of $45.9M (33%). (The FY 1991 request was $163M - an increase of $56.7M (54%).) 
Both new and ongoing programs account for the increase. 

0) 

~ 

0 

(3) 

® 

* $9.5M increase to $14.9M in FY 92 for SB! and Centrifuge to continue Phase B development 

* $2.4M increase to $14.SM in FY 92.for SETI to begin partial operational deployment in 
October 1992 

* $10.9M increase to $13.0M in FY 92 for Life Sciences Laboratory Equipment (LSLE) to 
accelerate the upgrading and replacement of equipment for use on the Spacelab/Space 
Shuttle · 

* $19.9M increase to $64.7M in FY 92 for Research and Analysis (R&A) augmentations for SE! 
Enabling Research and NSCORTs 

* $13.0M increase to $15.0M in FY 92 for Lifesat/Radiation Biology Initiative as it enters 
Phase C/D and commences research for the Ground Radiation Program at Brookhaven National 
Laboratory 

(0 * $9.8 decrease to $51.4M in FY 92 for Spacelab Experiments due to supporting fewer flight 
opportunities 

LIFE SCIENCES CHANGE~: FY91 VS. FY92 
-------------------------------------

FY91 FY91 FY92 
REQUEST +I- APPROP REQUEST +/- EXPLANATION ------- --- ------ ------- --- -----------

CENTRIFUGE/SB I 16.2 -10.8 5. 4 14.9 9.5 see Note 1 
SETI 12. 1 -- 12. 1 1 4. 5 2.4 see Note 2 
LSLE 7.0 -4.9 2. 1 13. 0 10.9 see Note 3 
R&A 47.9 -3.1 44.8 64.7 19. 9 see Note 4 
LIFESAT 2.0 -- 2.0 15. 0 13. 0 see Note 5 
SPACELAB 58.8 2. 4 61. 2 51. 4 -9.8 see Note 6 
USSR Coop -- 2. 7 2. 7 2.8 0. 1 
EOOMP 9.0 -1. 3 7. 7 7.6 -o. 1 
BMAC 10. 0 -10.0 0.0 -- 0.0 

TOTAL 163.0 -25.0 138.0 183.9 45.9 

• 



OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 

OBJECTIVES AND JUSTIFICATION 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

SPACE LIFE SCIENCES 

The two major goals of the Space Life Sciences program are to develop medical and biological systems which 
enable human habitation in space, and to advance knowledge about life processes in the universe. Results 
from the research program are applied to: the immediate needs of maintaining astronaut health and 
productivity; understanding the response of biological mechanisms to weightlessness; the development of 
environmental health requirements for space flight, and the design of controlled and bioregenerative life 
support systems; understanding the origin, evolution and distribution of life in the universe; and, 
understanding the biosphere of the planet Earth. 

Continuing support of the Space Life Sciences program is essential to: understand the basic biological 
mechanisms of response to the forces of gravity; evolve the critical technologies necessary to enable 
long-term piloted space flight; and, develop the capability to sustain a permanent manned presence in 
space. The research program studies fundamental biological processes through both ground-based and space 
research efforts which are mutually supportive and integrated. 

The Space Life Sciences Research and Analysis program includes five major elements: (1) space medicine, 
which provides for the physical and environmental health of space crews by seeking to understand and 
prevent adverse environmental and/or physiological changes which occur in space flight and upon return to 
Earth; (2) space biology, a multidisciplinary basic research program that studies the fundamental 
mechanisms of gravitational interaction with all orders of plants and animals in flight and ground 
experiments; (3) controlled ecological life support systems, a program of research and critical technology 
development for life support systems necessary to maintain life in space autonomously for long periods of 
time; (4) exobiology research, which is directed toward understanding the origin and distribution of life 
and life-related molecules on Earth and throughout the universe; and, (5) biospheric research, which 
explores the interaction between life on Earth and its physical and chemical environment. 

The Space Life Sciences Flight program, consisting of research in human space flight and systems 
engineering and space biological sciences, provides scientific and engineering support to select, define, 
develop and conduct relevant in-space medical and biological experiments related to the microgravity 
environment. The flight program is actively preparing experiments for launch on Spacelab missions in 1991 
and 1992. Definition activities are underway to develop payloads for later Spacelab missions and Space 
Station utilization. Experiments are currently conducted on the Shuttle and Spacelab, and are being 
prepared for transition to Space Station Freedom. An active international cooperative program with the 
European Space Agency (ESA), the Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES), Deutsche Forschungsund 
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Versuchsanstalt fur Luft-und Raumfahrt (DFVLR.), Canadian Space Agency (CSA), the National Space 
Development Agency of Japan (NASDA), and the Soviet Union, pursues investigations of common interest. A 
vigorous joint program with the Soviet Union is aimed at solving biomedical problems associated with long
duration missions. This research is being accomplished utilizing the MIR Space Station in addition to 
ground-based research. 
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FY 1992 CONGRESSIONAL BACKUP 
LIFE SCIENCES DlVISION • FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS 
(Dollars In Mllllons) 

EY 1990 EY 1991 EY 1992 EY 1993 EY 1994 EY 1995 EY 1996 

FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS 
SPACELABS 19.Jl 2B..Z 2a..a .2.U .2.2Jl .an.a ll.Ji 

SLS-1 (5/91) 7.3 5.4 1.0 

SLS-2 (6/93) 1.9 5.7 7.0 4.2 

SLS-3 (10/95) 1.7 6.6 9.9 11.9 11.3 8.6 3.5 

SLS-4 {12/97?) 4.6 10.5 11.7 16.0 

IML-1 (11/91) 5.4 6.2 1.9 
IML-2 {4/94} 0.2 1.4 1.4 0.6 0.1 

SL.J (8/92) 1.9 2.8 1.3 

SL-02 (2/93) 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.1 

PROJMNGMT, 5.5 6.0 5.7 6.5 . 6.8 7.5 8.1 

SUPT EQUIPMENT 6.5 6.8 6.1 5.7 6.5 6.0 5.9 

. GRND FACILITIES & DATA 9.2 10.1 9.0 9.4 9.5 9.1 8.4 

2NDARY PAYLOADS 1.5 1.1'~ 1.4 2.3 2.2 2.1 1.3 

. CELSS FLIGHT 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 

. EXOBIO FLIGHT 0.6 0.9 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.7 2.0 

• ·· .. KSC SUPPORT 1.7 1.9 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.7 

DRYDEN SUPPORT 0.2 0.5 

TAXES/APA 2.3 4.4 4.8 5.5 6.8 8.8 28.9 

TOTAL 41.7 61.2 54.2 55.6 51.1 58.5 77.4 

LIFE SCIENCES FLIGHT PROGRAM DETAIL 

FY90 DELTA FY 91 DELTA FY 92 EY...2l FY 94 EY..92 ~ 
Lifesat/RBI 1.9 0.1 2.0 13.0 15.0 76.8 98.5 92.0 85.9 
USSR Coop 0.0 2.7 2.7 0.1 2.8 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.5 
Space labs 46.7 14.5 61.2 -9.8 51.4 52.6 58.1 53.8 74.9 

Centrifuge/SB! 5.8 -0.4 5.4 \ 9.5 14.9 j 42.5 57.4 69.4 80.3 
EDOMP 6.4 1.3 7.7 -0.1 7.6 5.0 TBD TBD 
LSLE 1.0 I.I 2.1 10.9 13.0 16.0 5.5 
BMAC 0.4 -0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total ru) 18.9 lli ™C~ fil.2 222.5 218,2 243.6 
/ 

-~F/. 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

SPACE LIFE SCIENCES FLIGHT PROGRAM 

Human space flight and systems 
engineering ..... · ...................... . 

Space biological sciences ............... . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

40,678 
21,067 

61,745 

1991 
Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

71,000 58,300 
32,000 22,800 

103,000 81,100 

1992 
Budget 

Estimat~ 

58,600 
31,100 

89,700 

The objective of the Space Life Sciences flight program is to develop payloads designed to expand the 
understanding of the basic physiological mechanisms involved in adaptation to the space environment, 
including weightlessness. The program includes selection, definition, in-flight operation, data analysis 
and reporting on medical and biological investigations involving humans, animals and plants. Human space 
flight and systems engineering activities advance NASA's ability to extend the duration, enhance the 
performance, and improve the safety of human space flight. Past experience indicates that humans clearly 
undergo physiological changes during weightlessness. Many of the observed changes are physiologically 
significant, yet are not well understood. Shuttle/Spacelab and Space Station Freedom are suitable 
platforms for gaining a greater understanding of the basic mechanisms underlying these changes. Space 
biological sciences flight activities use the space environment, especially weightlessness, to further 
basic understanding of fundamental biological processes. Such flight experiments lead to a better 
understanding of gravitational adaptation, enhance our basic science knowledge, make it possible to 
improve life in space and on Earth, and increase the confidence with which we can estimate the 
physiological consequences of more sustained weightless exposure and design corresponding countermeasures. 

FY 1991 activities include the final preparation and flight of approved experiments on the first 
dedicated Life Science mission (Spacelab Life Sciences-1 (SLS-1)) which is scheduled to be launched in May 
1991 and will concentrate on studies of human and animal biomedical responses, with emphasis on 
cardiovascular, bone metabolism and vestibular functions. SLS-1 will be unique in several respects: it 
will be the first Shuttle/Spacelab mission dedicated entirely to life sciences, and it will involve highly 
skilled scientists as payload specialists, thus permitting the use of numerous experimental techniques and 
procedures never before utilized in space. Many of the experiments and associated flight hardware flown 
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Extended Duration Orbiter Medical Program (EDOMP) 

Purpose: 

* To ensure pilot proficiency and performance during entry and landing on missions 
lasting up to 16 days. 

* To ensure crew performance in nominal and contingency egress on missions lasting up 
to 16 days. 

Program: 

* Ground and flight investigations to provide specific recommendations, protocols, 
and countermeasures to ensure crew health and safety on EDO missions. 

* OSSA will provide science and medical capability; OSF will provide flight 
resources of crew time and access to flight. 

FY 1990 

6.4 

FY 1991 

7.7 

FY 1992 

7.6 

FY 1993 

5.0 

• 

FY 1994 

TBD 

FY 1995 

TBD 



• 
on earlier Shuttle flights will support and enhance preparations for SLS-1 and subsequent missions. Life 
Sciences experiments will also be conducted on upcoming Shuttle flights including the International 
Microgravity Lab-1 (IML-1), and cooperative missions with Japan (Spacelab-J) and Germany (Spacelab D-2). 

In FY 1991, under the Human Space Flight and Systems Engineering program, efforts will continue in a major 
new area of research--ensuring Shuttle crew performance in orbit and upon landing on extended duration 
orbiter missions. The Extended Duration Orbiter Medical Program (EDOMP) involves investigations on 
Spacelab and Shuttle Middeck experiments with the operational goal of enabling long-duration missions in 
time for the U.S. Microgravity Lab-1 (USML-1) mission in 1992. Preparation for the Space Station will 
commence with investigation planning, technology assessment for flight equipment, and critical technology 
and hardware development. 

CHANGES FROM THE FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The reduction in the flight program is the result of Congressional direction, and has significantly 
curtailed efforts to develop payloads for Space Station Freedom. Hardware designed for the Space Station, 
including the Life Sciences Centrifuge, the Space Biology Initiative, and the Biomedical Monitoring and 
Countermeasures (BMAC) program will be delayed. In addition, the progress of Spacelab hardware upgrades 
and replacements has been slowed, and resources are being directed to maintain flight experiments on 
near-term Shuttle and Spacelab missions. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

Preparations are underway to support several Shuttle Spacelab missions in FY 1992. Among these are IML-1, 
of which approximately 50 percent of the payload relates to space life sciences. The focus of U.S. 
activity on IML-1 includes studies of plants, neurovestibular change, human performance, radiation and 
cellular differentiation. The first Extended Duration (13-day) Shuttle flight is currently planned for 
USML-1, planned for 1992. At that time, approximately 100 Designated Science Objective experiments will 
have been conducted on preceding missions to determine acceptable parameters for maintaining crew health 
and safety on USML-1 and future extended missions. In FY 1992, development of upgraded and replacement 
Life Sciences Laboratory Equipment (LSLE) for Space Shuttle use will accelerate as many items of existing 
hardware, some in use since the early 1980's, are phased out. 

Efforts will continue on definition and development of new experiments (selected through the Announcement 
of Opportunity (AO) process) and hardware that will be flown on several future Spacelab/Shuttle missions 
in FY 1992 and beyond - i.e., Shuttle mid-decks, the Japanese SL-J mission, the second dedicated life 
sciences mission (SLS-2), the German D-2 mission, IML-2 and SLS-3. Collaboration with the Soviet Union on 
its COSMOS biosatellite program will continue with joint research on COSMOS flights in 1991 and 1992. 
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LIFE SCIENCES SPACE ST A TION PAYLOADS 

Ccntrifucc Facility ~: Ames Research Center 
* Provide on-board 1-G control that can separate influences of weightlessness from other effects of space flight 

* Allows testing of the response of living organisms to gravitational forces at various stages of adaptation to weightlessness, as 
well as providing fractional G forces needed to study force-response functions and threshold effects 

* Tentative launch of the Centrifuge is scheduled for FY2000 in a SSF node 

* Major Project Review scheduled for March 1991 at ARC 

Space Biology Initiative (SBI) 
~: Ames Research Center (except for the Space Physiology Facility at JSC) 

* SBI is an instrument development and acquisition initiative to implement basic science flight research program on early Space 

Station Freedom 

* SBI will develop capabilities to conduct life sciences research to study the continuum of biological complexity and diversity 

* Use aspects of the space environment to further recent advances in the life sciences 

* Provide four unique space biological facilities to be utilized by the large community of life scientists including: 

1. Gravitational Biology Facility 
2. Space Physiology Facility 
3. CELSS Test Facility 
4. Gas-Grain Simulation Facility 

* Funding restrictions in FY 1991 limited work to the Gas-Grain Simulation Facility only 

Centrifuge 
SBI 

FY 1990 

5.4 
0.4 

FY 1991 

5.1 
0.3 

FY 1992 

7.5 
7.4 

FY 1993 

24.0 
18.5 

• 

FY 1994 

32.1 
28.3 

FY 1995 

39.5 
29.9 

FY 1996 

47.9 
32.4 



• 
In FY 1992, under the Space Biological Sciences program, detailed definition and development will continue 
on an integrated Centrifuge facility for Space Station Freedom. By providing continuous on-board 1-G 
control that can separate influences of weightlessness from other effects of space flight, this facility 
will support a broad spectrum of life sciences research using small animals and plants. The Centrifuge 
will allow scientists to test the response of living organisms to operational forces at various stages of 
adaptation to weightlessness. This facility represents a marked enhancement of basic research capability 
to the Life Sciences program, and has been a top priority recommendation of the National Academy of 
Sciences for several years. 

Activity will continue in the Space Biology Initiative program to determine how biological research will 
be accommodated on the Space Station, as well as to define instrument and facility requirements. Studies 
will identify unique scientific and hardware transition requirements from continuing Spacelab flights to 
Space Station operations. In addition, technology assessment, advanced technology development, hardware 
design and development, and experiment definition and planning will be conducted. 

LIFE SCIENCES DIVISION 
FY 1992 BUDGET 

(Dollars In Millions) 

EY 199Q EY 1991 EY 1992 EY 1993 FY 1994 EY 1995 EY 1996 SPACE STATION PAYLOADS 

CENTRIFUGE S.tt 5.1 7.5 24.0 32.1 39.5 47.9 
SPACE BIOLOGY INITIATIVE 0.4 0.3 7.4 18.5 28.3 29.9 32.4 

TOTAL S,8 5.4 14.9 42.5 80.4 69.4 80.3 
STATUS 

• 2.5 meter variable gravity Centrifuge provides on--board gravity control for experiments 
• Major cost review of Centrifuge and associated facllltlea scheduled for March 20-22, 1991 
• ser consists of 4 facJlflfes: Gravltatlonal Biology, Space Physiology, CELSS Test, and Gas-Grain 

Slmulatfon · · · 

,, 
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PROJECT, LIFESAT 

Field Centera, JSC/ARC 
8/C Contraolor, TBD 
Launoh Date,11 December 1885 (Mlaalon I> 

, December 1888 (Ml11lon1 2 and 3) 
• September 1887 (Ml11lon1 4 and 5) 

June 1888 (Ml11lon 8) 

Launch V1hlcl11 0,11, II 
Launch 81111 Launoh 1 and 4 - WTR 

Launoh 2 and 3 - ETR 

Orlbllal· Param, Ml11lon 1 - 80 degree lncllnatlon, 200x20800 km 
Mlaelon 2 - 34 degree lnollnatlon, 350km 
Ml11lon 3 - 34 degree lnollnallon, 800km 
Ml11lon 4 - 34 degree lnollnatlon, 700km 
Ml11lon 5 - 34 degree Incl lnallon, 700km 
Ml111on 8 - 80 degree lnollnatlon, 200x20800 km 

Total W1lghl1 TBD 
Stablllzatlon, TBD 
Baalo Ml11lon1 30-80 daya 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------FY 80 FY 81 FY 82 FY 83 FY 94 FY 116 FY 88 BTC TOTAL 
Llfeaat D1v1lopm1nt ( 1. 8) (2.0) 16.0 78.8 88. 6 82. 0 86.8 230.8 6811.0 ELY Launch S1tvlc11 14. 8 43. 8 70.8 77 .6 u.a au.a Tracking and Data 

To be determined 
Total Baalo Nlaalon, ( 1 .,) (2. 0) 16 .o 81. 8 142.4 182.8 183.4 2110.0 au.a 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OBJECTIVES, 

To reduce lo acceptable level, the pr11ent 40 fold In the radiation rlak allendanl lo long term human apace fl lghl 
by placlng Into earth orbit, of cholcew and return th1r1lorm, a r1u1abl1 1at1I llte which wl II, for a period ol 80 daya or 
longer, aupport a variety of llvlng 1p1clm1nt1 and provide n10111ary data on the 1ff1ct1 of 1pac1, 

STATUS, 
Pha11 B 8tudl11 by two contr,clor team, In proc111 
Non-Advocate Revlw held In June 1880 
Negoaltllona for u,, of the Brookhaven Natlonal Laboratory ongoing with Department of Eenergy 

MISSION DESCRIPTION, 

RANGE 

800•700 

A variety of apeclmen, wl II be launched In a reusable sate I llte for ml ea lone of 30-80 daye lo eludy the effect• of co1mlc 
radiation on llvlng tlsaue. The re1ult1 of the mission, wlll allow for th, development of adequ1t1 1hl1ldlng and monitoring 
d1vlc11 to reduce the radlalllon risk, associated with long-term humna ,pace II lghl. A companion ground program wlll 
allow for the davelopment of • ground-truth capabll lty In which to mea1ur1 the re1ult1 of the apace mlaalona. 

FOREIGN PARTICPATIONt None. 
Japan, France, and Germany. However, there Is significant foreign Interest from a number of partner• lnoludlnv Canada, 

The program la •••king waya lo Include aome foreign participation • 

• 



• 
BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

RADIATION BIOLOGY INITIATIVE/LIFESAT 

Radiation biology initiative/lifesat ..... 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

(1,600) 

1991 
Budget Current 
Estimate t;st!,mate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

(2,000) (2,000) 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

15,000 

The Radiation Biology Initiative (RBI) will address several aspects of the effects of space radiation on 
living things, and provide a scientific basis for the protection of humans engaged in long-duration stays 
in space, including missions to the moon and Mars. Through both ground and space-based experiments, 
researchers will develop methods to characterize space radiation fields that present hazards outside the 
Earth's protective magnetosphere. These fields include Solar Particle Events and highly charged, 
energetic nuclei (HZE) constituting galactic cosmic rays (GCR). Experimental data on the biological 
effects of these fields will be used to establish protocols for dosage limits and aid in the development 
of shielding material and spacecraft design. 

Ground-based simulation of space radiation is fundamental to assessing the risk posed by HZE particles. 
The RBI plans to utilize existing Department of Energy (DOE) laboratories for this purpose. The 
Brookhaven National Laboratory in New York can provide the kind of facility needed for this critical 
component of RBI research. Discussions with DOE in FY 1991 will lead to a joint plan for NASA use of the 
Brookhaven beam accelerator. 

Mission studies continue in FY 1991 on Lifesat, the reusable reentry satellite for radiation and biology 
research, which represents the space-based component of RBI. Obtaining space validation of ground-derived 
data will enhance RBI research and introduce the critical factor of microgravity as it correlates to 
radiation effects. Lifesat will contain living specimens including cell and tissue cultures, lower 
animals, and plants. Designed for launch on a Delta II rocket, the biosatellite will reach high 
inclination orbits beyond the range of the Shuttle or Space Station where cosmic radiation is a factor, 
and remain in space for up to 60 days. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATES 

In FY 1992, the RBI will enter a new phase of development, as activity at Brookhaven is expected to 
commence and a Phase C/D New Start occurs for the Lifesat spacecraft. Beginning in FY 1992, this activity 
is separately identified in the Life Sciences budget. The RBI research at Brookhaven will employ a 
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Lifesat Biosatellite/Radiation Biology Initiative 

* Lifesat/RBI is a FY 1992 new start supporting the Space Exploration (SEI) 
Initiative. 

* Lifesat will provide a focused radiation science program which determines radiation 
protection requirements for long duration human presence in space. 

* The Radiation Biology Initiative, centered around research at Brookhaven National 
Laboratory will provide a "ground truth" capability to complement the Lifesat Program. 

* Target dates for four Lifesat launches are planned beginning in FY 1996. 

Lifesat-1 
Lifesat-2 
Lifesat-3 
Lifesat-4 

Lifesat ATD 
Life Sciences Lifesat/RBI 

Other NASA Support: 

FY 1996 
FY 1997 
FY 1997 
FY 1998 

FX 91 

(2. 0) 

OSF ELV Services (Delta II) 
OSO Tracking and Data 

Total Li{~sat Program (2. 0} 

FX 92 

15.0 

l.2.& 

FX 93 FY 94 FX 95 fX 96 

76.8 98.5 92.0 85.9 

14.8 43.9 70.8 77.5 
To be determined 

2-L.2 142.4 162.8 163.4 

• 

~ TOTAL 
(2. 0) 

230.8 599.0 

59.2 266.2 

290.0 865.2 

• 



• 
separate "beam line" built off of the main accelerator booster ring. By exposing a multitude of samples 
to particle impacts, predictive models can be developed to guide objectives for space-based experiments. 
Four launches of the polar-orbiting Lifesat spacecraft are planned, with the first in FY 1996. The 
second and third launches will consist of two identical spacecraft positioned at different orbits or 
orientations. Funds requested in FY 1992 will support spacecraft contract award in the spring of 1992 
followed by initial design and early development activities. At Brookhaven, configuration of the facility 
and associated hardware will continue, as will science definition activity. 
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search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) Microwave Observing Project 

Purpose: 

* Development of advanced signal detection and processing systems to search for 
signals of extraterrestrial intelligent origin 

* Project will build instruments capable of simultaneously processing 10 million 
microwave channels 

Program: 

*SETI will be divided between 

1) A targeted search in regions of galaxy with high probability Earth-type 
systems; and 

2) A general survey of the entire sky for non-naturally occurring signals 
believed to be for intelligent origin 

* Primary activity in FY 1992 will be to continue system build and test in 
preparation for initial full systems deployment 

* SETI will begin with partial operational start-up in October 1992 

FY 90 FY 91 FY 92 FY 93 FY 94 FY 95 FY 96 

Life Sciences SETI Funding 4.0 12.1 14.5 13.5 12.7 6.5 6.9 

Other NASA Support: 
oso Tracking and Data 1.8 4.9 6.9 6.3 1. 3 0.1 

Total SETI Program 5.8 17.0 ll.:..i 19.8 14.0 6.6 ~ 

• 

TOTAi:! 

70.2 

21.3 

91.5 



• 
BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

SEARCH FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL INTELLIGENCE 

l.2.2.l 

Search for extraterrestrial 
intelligence .......................... . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

4,000 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

12,100 12,100 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

14,500 

The Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) microwave observing project will continue development 
of advanced signal detection and processing systems in FY 1991. Employing NASA's existing radio astronomy 
facilities as well as Deep Space Network (DSN) antennas to analyze microwave signals in space for evidence 
of advanced life elsewhere in the galaxy, SETI promises to be one of the most unique exploration missions 
ever undertaken. SETI will be divided between a targeted search in regions of the galaxy with high 
probability Earth-type systems, and a general survey of the entire sky for non-naturally occurring 
signals believed to be of intelligent origin. 

BASIS OF THE FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The SE! microwave observing project is planned to begin operation in October 1992 to coincide with the 
five-hundredth anniversary of Columbus' arrival in the New World. The primary activity in the project 
during FY 1992 will be to continue system build and test in preparation for initial full systems 
deployment. The Sky Survey prototype will begin field test and integration to the DSN 34 meter antenna at 
Goldstone, California. Concurrently, the development of the Sky Survey operational system will be at its 
peak activity to enable full deployment and completion of the observational phase by the year 2000. The 
first of the Targeted Search systems will be completed, integrated, and tested in FY 1992. Field testing 
and later integration into the Arecibo telescope in Puerto Rico will take place. The purchase and 
assembly of the remaining systems will be started, and planning will be continued for their deployment to 
the dedicated site at Greenbank, West Virginia and other observing sites worldwide. Other activities will 
include the development of the operational planning for both the Sky Survey and the Targeted Search under 
the direction of the Investigators Working Group selected in FY 1991, the final increment of funding to 
the National Science Foundation (NSF) for the upgrade of the Arecibo telescope, and continuation of 
educational activities with NSF under the auspices of the International Space Year. 
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SPACE MEDICINE 
Clinical Medicine 
Environmental Health 
Behavior & Performance 
Radiation Health 
CELSS 
Physlology & Countermeasure 

BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH 
Blospherlcs Research 
Space Biology 
Exobiology 
Advanced Programs 
Planetary Protection 

DATA ANALYSIS 
NSOORT 

TOTAL 
:::> (::.. :r:... 

OBJECTIVES: 
• 

FY 1992 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET BACKUP 

EY 1990 

2.1..1 
0.8 
2.9 
1.7 
2.0 
3.3 

10.5 

ll...§ 
2.8 
6.3 
5.6 
0.5 
0.3 

1.2 
2.5 .. 

40.4 

LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 

FY 1991 

li&.4. 
2.2 
2.2 
2.4 
3.2 
5.1 
9.4 

~ 
3.4 
4.4 
5.9 
1.3 
0.9 

1.4 
3.2 

44.8 .... 

EY 1992 

2JLl) 
2.5 
2.5 
2.7 
3.7 
5.8 

10.7 

lJb.1. 
3.8 
5.0 
6.8 
1.5 
1.0 

1.6 
7.0 

54.7 
/0. {) 

~ 

FY 1993 

ll& 
2.5 
2.5 
2.7 
4.6 
4.8 

10.6 

.tLa 
3.8 
4.9 
6.7 
1.4 
1.0 

1.6 
8.5 

55.6 
,q.o 

7/4,b 

EY 1994 

2.fl.Ji 
2.7 
2.7 
2.8 
5.4 
4.7 

11.3 

1LQ 
4.0 
5.3 
7.1 
1.5 
1.1 

1.7 
9.0 

59.2 
31.7 

qo,q 

EY 1995 

llJi 
2.8 
2.8 
3.0 
6.0 
5.5 

11.4 

ll..1 
4.3 
5.6 
7.1 
1.6 
1.1 

1.8 
9.6 

62.7 
,i./q,(p 

J"i"z.'3 

EY 1996 

.a.L! 
3.2 
3.2 
3.5 
7.2 
6.0 

13.2 

' 
ll.1 

4.9 
6.4 
8.2 
1.9 
1.3 

2.1· 
10.0 

71.1 
_634 

134.s 
Assure the physlcal welfare, performance and adequate treatment of In-flight fllness or lnfurles of 
spaceflfght crews. Conditions Include: space motion sickness, cardiovascular tolerance, endocrine changes, etc. 

• 

• 

Investigate the rore of gravity In plant and anlr:nar d~velopment and behavior • 

Explore Interaction between global biological and planetary processes and lhe origin and evolution of life 
In the universe. 

STATUS: 
Data from upcoming Spacelab missions wru form basis of focused research In vesllbular dysfunction, 
cardiovascular deconditlonlng, and muscular atrophy. 

.. 

* 

... 

3 NASA Specialized Centers of Research and Training. (NSCORT) have been established. Areas of study are: 
gravitational biology, envlrC?nmental heallh, and bioregeneratlve life support. Ultimately, 10 NSCORTs are planne 

SE I s'fuc.l1es ! ~ '\""1---c.,ae A./ P~A ~v\~'-{/A :~fo aril+i<A~ r., ro.v~ 1plc.vre.te..~ p~d-i<M 
r~o-fe ~ect.lC.6--Q. co.r-e.

1 
tw('N11/'(\. ~c+o~ 

• 



BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

Space life sciences research and 
analysis .............................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 

1990 
Actual 

40,306 

1991 
Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

47,900 44,800 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

64,700 

The research and analysis activity supports Space Life Sciences program goals of advancing knowledge in 
all areas of space life sciences and developing medical and biological systems which enable human 
habitation in space. The program is composed of five elements: (1) space medicine; (2) space biology; 
(3) controlled ecological life support systems research; (4) exobiology; and, (5) biospheric research. 

The Space Medicine program is responsible for assuring the physical welfare, performance and adequate 
treatment of in-flight illness or injuries of spaceflight crews. Such conditions as space motion 
sickness, spatial disorientation, fluid shifts and endocrine changes, can decrease performance and 
cardiovascular tolerance and possibly aggravate latent disease. These conditions must be carefully 
evaluated to determine preventative measures. To this end, careful medical selection, periodic evaluation 
of health status, and in-flight monitoring of the adaptation to space and success of physiological 
countermeasures must be continually undertaken. Long-term monitoring of space flight crews will be 
performed in a standardized fashion in order to identify risk factors and establish the long-term clinical 
significance associated with repeated exposure to the space environment. Biomedical research 
investigates the fundamental physiological basis for problems encountered in manned spaceflight. Research 
areas include clinical medicine; neuroscience; cardiopulmonary, musculoskeletal, and regulatory 
physiology; cell and developmental biology; behavior, performance and human factors; and radiation and 
environmental factors. 

The Space Biology program explores the role of gravity in life processes and uses gravity variations as an 
environmental tool to investigate fundamental biological questions. Specific objectives are to perform 
the basic science research required to identify and investigate the role of gravity in plant and animal 
behavior, morphology, development and physiology; the mechanisms of gravity sensing and the transmission 
of this information within both plants and animals; the interactive effects of gravity and other stimuli 
(e.g., light) and stresses (e.g., vibration and disorientation) on the physiology of organisms; the uses 
of gravity to study the normal nature and properties of living organisms; and, the effects of microgravity 
on plant and animal growth, long-term survival and reproduction in space. 
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NASA Specialized Centers of Research and Training (NSCORT) 

* NASA Specialized Centers of Research and Training (NSCORT) increase science results by 
concentrating resources, facilities and research personnel on high priority research 
topics. The centers will strengthen the ongoing life sciences research and analysis 
program by specifically supporting long-term, broad-based, interdisciplinary research at 
university sites in the following science programs: 

1. Biomedical 
2. Space Biology 
3. Operational Medicine 
4. Exobiology 
5. Biospheres 
6. Controlled Ecological Life Support Systems 

* The Life Sciences Division established 3 NSCORTS in FY 1991 and plan up to 7 more NSCORTS 
within 4 years. The three current NSCORTS and their project focus are: 

1. Kansas State University - Gravitational biology 
2. University of Rochester, New York - Environmental Health 
3. PUrdue University - Bioregenerative Life Support 

* The cost per NSCORT will be approximately $925K per year. 

* universities will be asked to propose three to five year research plans. Proposals will 
undergo peer review and vie for funding in national competition. once chosen, NSCORT 
sites will be reviewed annually by NASA Headquarters program scientists and managers, wit 
interim evaluations as necessary. 

FY 1990 

2.0 

FY1991 

3.2 

FY1992 

5.0 

FY1993 

8.0 

FY1994 

8.5 

FY1995 

9.0 

FY1996 

9.6 



~ 
The Controlled Ecological Life Support Systems program seeks to provide air, water and food to support 
life through bioregenerative closed systems which receive only energy from the external environment. 
Development of such systems is a critical path element for long-duration manned spaceflight and eventual 
lunar colonization. 

The Exobiology program is directed toward understanding the or1g1n and evolution of life, and 
life-related molecules, on Earth and throughout the universe. Research seeks to trace the pathways 
leading from the origin of the universe through the major epochs in the evolution of living systems. 
Research encompasses the cosmic evolution of the biogenic compounds, prebiotic evolution, early evolution 
of life, and evolution of advanced life. Emphasis is placed on understanding these processes in the 
context of the planetary and astrophysical environments in which they occurred. Flight experiments in 
Earth orbit and on planetary missions are important program elements. Theoretical and laboratory 
investigations are also included in this program to develop a better understanding of the conditions on 
Earth as related to early chemical and biological evolution. 

The Biospheric Research program explores the interaction between global biological and planetary 
processes to develop an understanding of global biogeochemical cycles. Laboratory and field 
investigations are correlated with remote sensing data to characterize the influence of biological 
processes in global dynamics. Biospheric modeling efforts integrate biological data with atmospheric, 
climate, oceanic, terrestrial, and biogeochemical cycling data to reflect the state of the biosphere as a 
function of both natural and anthropogenic perturbations. 

In FY 1991, the first three NASA Specialized Centers of Research and Training (NSCORT) will be established 
at universities to support long-term, broad-based interdisciplinary research on selected high priority 
research topics. The NSCORT program, which is modeled on the highly successful National Institutes of 
Health program, will help increase science results by concentrating resources, facilities and personnel on 
focused research problems. NSCORT will conduct research in the following science programs: biomedical 
science, operational medicine, space biology, exobiology, biospherics, and controlled ecological life 
support systems. Ultimately the NSCORT program will expand to a total of 10 participating institutions. 

CHANGES FROM THE FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The FY 1991 program has been reduced by $3.1 million as part of the overall $25.0 million, 
Congressionally-directed decrease to life sciences. As a result, support for principal investigations has 
been slightly reduced and other research delayed to FY 1992. 

BASIS OF THE FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The Space Medicine program will resume collecting information on occupational exposure in microgravity on 
each Shuttle flight and conduct in-flight clinical testing of countermeasures, especially in the area of 
vestibular dysfunction, cardiovascular deconditioning and muscular atrophy. Understanding the dynamics of 
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physiological adaptation to physical forces and being able to measure stress on the human body is crucial 
to the design of countermeasures to maintain astronaut health and productivity. Research in the fields of 
psychology and the ergonomics of man/machine interfaces will also be supported. These areas are important 
to improving the performance and efficiency of flight crews. Research in radiation biology will continue 
to aim at precisely measuring dosages and the effects of cosmic and solar radiation, with the goal of 
determining the optimum radiation shielding required for humans in space. 

The Space Biology program will concentrate ground research on developing working models of functioning 
gravity-sensing neural (information) networks to understand neurosensory processing in microgravity; 
understanding the physiological side effects of centrifugation in preparation for use of the Shuttle/Space 
Station centrifuge as a research tool; and identifying the cellular events of the gravity perception 
mechanism in plants. 

The Controlled Ecological Life Support Systems program will continue to investigate basic biological 
processes and physical methods to control the interior environment of manned spacecraft. In developing 
such a life support system, the near-term emphasis will be on system definition and development of design 
concepts and critical technologies for flight, and supporting research in the areas of 
controlled-environment plant production, waste processing and human nutrition. 

The Exobiology program will emphasize the development of new flight experiment concepts to investigate 
models of early Solar System evolution and mechanisms for the synthesis of biologically significant 
molecules in space. 

The Biospheric Research program will place emphasis on improving estimation techniques for determining the 
structural state of the terrestrial biomass by combining ground-based measurements at tropical, temperate, 
and wetland sites with remote sensing data and biogeochemical modeling of the interactions of ecosystems 
on a global scale. Information gathered through remote sensing will also be used to help nations prepare 
for outbreaks of vector-borne disease (malaria) by allowing predictive modeling of the occurrence of the 
disease vector (mosquitoes). 

Additional NSCORT selections are also expected in F'Y 1992. 

Beginning in F'Y 1992, with a $10.0 million augmentation, the Life Sciences program will conduct Pre-phase 
A and Phase A studies in areas focusing on participation in human and precursor Lunar-Mars missions. 
These areas include artificial gravity, planetary protection, advanced remote medical care, and human 
factors research. Trade-off studies of physiological effects of microgravity and engineering options for 
artificial gravity systems will be a significant component of this activity. Planetary protection efforts 
will include development of contamination protection criteria. Advanced medical care for the Lunar and 
Martian environments will evolve from systems in use on Shuttle and Space Station. Emphasis will be on 
remote telemedicine techniques and computer-aided diagnostic capabilities. These studies are endorsed by 
the NASA Life Sciences Advisory Committees as necessary objectives for safe human space exploration, and 
will be paced to meet science targets consistent with robotic mission and technology development 
milestones. RD 4-12 
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FY 1992 PRESIDENT'S BUDGET 
PRIOR All 
YEARS 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 BTC YEARS 

PLANETARY EXPLORATION 390.8 457. I 627.3 637. 3 643.5 543.7 450.6 
====== ====== ====== ====== ====== ====== ====== GALILEO 885.2 17. I 902.3 

ULYSSES 151. 6 14.3 3.0 168. 9 
MARS OBSERVER 238.7 98.9 78.5 54.4 470.5 
MARS BALLOON RELAY EXPERIMENT 4.4 1.5 I. 2 7. I 
CRAF/CASSINI 29.5 145.0 328.0 383.4 380. I 252.6 76. I 3.0 1597. 7 

MSN OPNS l DATA ANALYSIS 156.0 161.2 150.5 147.3 150.4 171. I 247.0 
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------

GALI LEO OPNS 37.3 49. I 57.7 63.0 65. I 80.2 94.6 118. 4 565.4 
ULYSSES OPNS 8.3 
PIONEER EXTENDED OPNS 71.7 9.4 9.6 10.9 
MAGELLAN OPNS 17. I 41.2 32.7 29.2 9.0 5.7 6. I 6.5 12.2 159. 7 
VOYAGER NEPTUNE ENCOUNTER 96. g 8.8 3.4 5.7 6.0 6.4 127. 2 
VOYAGER INTERSTELLAR MSN 16.7 14.4 
MARS OBSERVER OPSN 24. 9 24.9 26.7 20.7 10.9 108. I 
CRAF/CASSINI OPNS 6.0 70.0 TBD TBD 
PLANETARY FLT SUPT 42.6 43.7 47.0 44 .4 48.3 52. 1 55.2 

RESEARCH ANO ANALYSIS 70.6 67.9 93.2 106.6 113. 0 120.0 127.5 

I OF OSSA BUDGET 2DI 191 2" 181 161 12, IOI 

• 



OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 

• 
JlESEAllCH ARD DEVELOPMENT 

PISCAL YEAll 1992 ESTDIATES 

BUDGET SOHIWlY 

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

ll2.l 
1990 

Actual 
Budget Current 

Galileo development ..................... . 
Magellan ................................ . 
Ulysses ................................. . 
Mars observer ........................... . 
Mars balloon relay ...................... . 
Comet rendezvous asteroid flyby/cassini .. 
Mission operations and data analysis .... . 
Research and analysis . .................. . 

17,127 

14,252 
98,922 
4,400 

29,519 
155,956 

70,672 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 390, 848 

Distribution of Program Amount by Installation 

Johnson Space Center .................... . 
Marshall Space Flight Center ............ . 
Goddard Space Flight Center ............. . 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory ............... . 
Ames Research Center .................... . 
Langley Research Center ................. . 
Headquarters ............................ . 

Total ................................. . 

9,300 
100 

17,900 
300,623 
15,000 

25 
47,900 

390,848 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

3,300 
68,900 

2,000 
148,000 
173,500 

89,500 

485,200 

9,400 
160 

18,200 
393,440 
14,200 

49,800 

485,200 

, 
" 

3,034 
78,528 
1,497 

145,000 
161,175 

67,866 

457,100 

8,000 
200 

17,300 
371,200 
13,500 

46,900 

457,100 

PLAN!TilY EXPLORATION 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

54,400 
1,200 

328,000 
150,500 

93,200 

627,300 

9,400 
200 

18,200 
535,700 

14,100 

49,700 

627,300 

Page 
Number 
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OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 

OBJECTIVES AND JUSTIFICATION 

• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

PLANETARY EXPLORATION 

The Planetary Exploration program encompasses the scientific exploration of the solar system including the 
planets and their satellites, comets and asteroids, and the interplanetary medium. The program objectives 
are: (1) to determine the nature of planets, comets, and asteroids as a means for understanding the 
origin and evolution of the solar system; (2) to better understand the Earth through comparative studies 
with the other planets; (3) to understand how the appearance of life in the solar system is related to the 
chemical history of the solar system; and, (4) to provide a scientific basis for the future use of 
resources available in near-Earth space. Projects undertaken in the past have been highly successful 
based on a strategy that places a balanced emphasis on the Earth-like inner planets, the giant gaseous 
outer planets, and the smaller bodies (comets and asteroids). Missions to these bodies start at the level 
of reconnaissance to achieve a fundamental characterization of the bodies, and then proceed to levels of 
more detailed study. 

With the Magellan mapping of the Venusian terrain, the reconnaissance phase of inner planetary exploration 
which began in the 1960's will be virtually complete. In addition to Magellan, the Pioneer Venus mission 
continues to carry the study of the Earth's nearest neighbor and closest planetary analog beyond the 
reconnaissance stage to the point where we have now obtained a basic characterization of Venus' thick, 
massive atmosphere, as well as fundamental data about the formation of the planet. Mars has provided 
program focus because of its potential as a site of biological activity. The Viking landings in 1976 
carried the exploration of Mars forward to a high level of scientific and technological achievement, 
thereby setting the stage for the next step of detailed study. Analyses of meteorites and the lunar rock 
samples returned by Apollo continue to be highly productive, producing new insights into the early history 
of the inner solar system and thus leading to revision of our theoretical concepts. 

The exploration of the giant outer planets began more recently. The Pioneer-10 and -11 missions to 
Jupiter in 1973 and 1974 were followed by the Voyager-1 and -2 spacecraft encounters in 1979. Voyager-1 
then encountered Saturn in November 1980, with Voyager-2 following in August 1981. The Voyager data on 
these planets, their satellites, and their rings haye revolutionized our concepts about the formation and 
evolution of the solar system. Voyager-2 encountered Uranus in January 1986 and provided our first look 
at this giant outer planet. Its trajectory carried it to an encounter with Neptune in August 1989 and 
provided spectacular images of this mysterious planet and its satellites. In February 1990, Voyager-1 
took the first snapshot ever of our solar system. As the Pioneer-10 and 11 and Voyager-1 and -2 
spacecraft trajectories take them outside our solar system, they continue to return scientific data about 
the system's outer region. 
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Magellan, which was launched in May 1989, arrived at Venus in August 1990 and began providing global maps 
of the cloud-shrouded surface of Venus, including its land forms and geological features. Using a 
synthetic aperture radar to penetrate the planet's opaque atmosphere, Magellan provides a resolution 
sufficient to identify small-scale topographical features which address fundamental questions about the 
origin and evolution of the planet. Magellan is also obtaining altimetry and gravity data to accurately 
determine the planet's gravity field as well as internal stresses and density variations so that the 
evolutionary history of Venus can be compared with that of the Earth. 

Galileo was launched by the Shuttle/IUS in October 1989. Achieving its first gravity assist by Venus in 
February 1990, the spacecraft flew by Earth in December 1990, where it played back images taken of Venus 
and of the Earth/Moon system. The comprehensive science payload will extend our knowledge of Jupiter and 
its system of satellites well beyond the profound discoveries of the preceding Voyager and Pioneer 
missions. During twenty-two months of operation in the Jovian system, Galileo will inject an instrumented 
probe into Jupiter's atmosphere to make direct analyses, while the orbiter will have the capability to 
make as many as ten close encounters with the Galilean satellites. 

Ulysses, which was launched in October 1990 by the Shuttle/IUS/Payload Assist Module (PAM-s), is a joint 
NASA/European Space Agency (ESA) activity. The mission carries a package of experiments to investigate 
the sun at high solar latitudes that cannot be studied from the Earth's orbit. 

Mars Observer (MO) will build upon the earlier discoveries of Mars by Mariner 9 and Viking and will 
emphasize the geologic and climatic evolution of this complex planet. The mission will utilize a modified 
Earth-orbiting spacecraft, thereby benefiting from the previously developed technology. This mission was 
recently augmented to accommodate the Mars Balloon Relay (MBR) experiment. The French-supplied hardware 
will be incorporated into the existing payload and will allow Mars Observer to act as a data relay station 
for data returned from the balloon stations of the U.S.S.R. 1994 Mars mission. Mars Observer will be 
launched in 1992, using a Titan III launch vehicle with a Transfer Orbit Stage (TOS) upper stage. 

In FY 1991, development will continue on the Comet Rendezvous Asteroid Flyby (CRAF) and Cassini (the 
Saturn Orbiter/Titan Probe) missions. Both missions will provide new understanding into the origin of the 
solar system which may provide new clues to the origin of life as well. 

Mission operations and data analysis activities continue to support the Voyager, Pioneer, Galileo and 
Magellan missions as well as the recently-launched Ulysses spacecraft. Planetary flight support 
activities also continue to provide ongoing design, development and maintenance of ground support hardware 
and softwar~ for mission control, telemetry and command functions for all planetary spacecraft. 

The Research and Analysis program continues to define the scientific priorities for future missions as 
well as maximizing the exploitation of existing data sets. 
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• JOINT ESA/NASA PROJECT 

• FIRST EXPLORATION OF POLAR REGIONS OF THE SUN 

• FIRST EXPLORATION FAR FROM ECLIPTIC PLANE 

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES 
• CHARACTERIZE THE INNER HELIOSPHERE AS A 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

Spacecraft .............................. . 
Experiments ............................. . 
Ground operations ....................... . 

Total ................................. . 

Space transportation systems operations .. 
Upper stage ............................. . 
Mission operations and data analysis .... . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

• 
ULYSSES DEVELOPMENT 

1990 
Actual 

Budget 
Estimate 

1991 
Current 
Estimate 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

5,530 
3,500 
2..a.lli 

14,252 

(11,600) 
(12,500) 

--
1,000 
.2....lQQ 

L.lQ..Q 

(14,400) 
(8,900) 

--
867 

.2...J..il 

3,034 

(29,200) 
(5,400) 
(8,400) 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

-
(--) 
(--) 

(10,000) 

Ulysses was launched in October 1990 using the Space Shuttle and IUS/PAM-S launch stages. Ulysses is a 
joint mission of NASA and the European Space Agency (ESA). The ESA provided the spacecraft and some 
scientific instrumentation. The U.S. provided the remaining scientific instrumentation, the launch 
vehicle and support, tracking support, and the Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (RTG). The mission 
is designed to obtain the first view of the Sun above and below the plane in which the planets orbit the 
Sun. The mission will study the relationship between the Sun and its magnetic field and particle 
emissions (solar wind and cosmic rays) as a function of solar latitude, to provide a better understanding 
of solar activity on the Earth's weather and climate. 

Ulysses was restructured in 'FY 1981 from a two-spacecraft mission--one provided by the United States and 
one provided by ESA--to a single ESA spacecraft mission. However, the United States' participation in the 
program remains substantial. NASA is responsible for five of the nine principal investigator instruments, 
and three of the four European investigations have U.S. co-investigators. Operational responsibilities 
for Ulysses will be transferred to the Space Physics division in 'FY 1992. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The current estimate reflects a $0.3 million reduction to provide funding to sustain the necessary 
workforce level for maintenance of the 1992 launch of Mars Observer. 
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ULYSSES 
SCIENCE PAYLOAD: 9 INSTRUMENTS 

STATUS: LAUNCHED SUCCESSFULLY OCTOBER 6, 1990 
SPACECRAFT OPERATING NOMINALLY LAUNCH VEHICLE: STSIPAM-S 
NUTATION PROBLEM DETECTED EARLY NOVEMBER 
- WOBBLE EXPERIENCED AFTER DEPLOYMENT OF AXIAL BOON FOREIGN: ESA SPACECRAFT/INTEGRATION 
- MISSION IMPACTS UNDER STUDY 5 INSTRUMENTS 

NASA LAUNCH SERVICES/RTGs 
4 INSTRUMENTS 

MILESTONES: JUPITER FLYBY FEBRUARY 1992 
Is t SOLAR PASS AUGUST 1994 DESIGN LIFE: 5 YEARS !MISSION DURATION! 
2nd SOLAR PASS JUNE 1995 
END OF MISSION SEPTEMBER 1995 DEVELOP MO&DA LAUNCH TRACKING TOTAL 

TOTAL COSTS: 168.9 50.2 143.6 NIA 362.7 

• 



BASIS QF FY 1992 ESTXIATE 

Ulysses mission operations and data analysis (MO&DA) funding is budgeted under Physics and Astronomy 
(Space Physics) MO&DA. 
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PROJECT: MARS OBSERVER 

Field Center: Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
JPL/GE-ASD 

Orbital Par111eters: Altitude 350 Km <Circular) 
Contractors: Total Weight: 2380 kg (136 kg science payload) 
Launch Date: Sep !ember 1992 Shbi I ization: 3-uis 
Mars Orbit Insertion: Sep ttmbe r 1993 

November 1995 
July 1996 

Launch Vehicle: Titan II I/Transfer Orbit Stage (TOS) 
End of Mission Mapping: Launch Site: KSC 
End of MBR operations: Design life: 3 years (basic mission) 

PRIOR 

MARS OBSERVER DEVELOPMENT 238.7 
MARS BALLOON RELAY 
MISSION OPERATIONS 

EL V SUPPORT 
TRACKING & DATA 

TOTAL MISSION COSTS: 

OBJECTIVES: 

62.3 
7.9 

FY 90 

98. 9 
4.4 

67.2 
5.2 

FY 91 

78.5 
I. 5 

113. 4 
2.0 

FY 92 

54.4 
I. 2 

56.0 
0.7 

FY 93 FY 94 

24.9 24. 9 

0.3 

o Determine the global chemical and mineral composition of the martian surface material 
o Define global surface topography and gravitational field of Mars 
o Establish the nature of the martian magnetic field 
o Explore the structure and certain aspects of the circulation of the martian atmosphere 
o Provide tracking support for So,iet/CNES Mars Balloon Relay experiment to be flown in 1994. 

FY 95 

26. 7 

o Provide topographical, climatological & atmospheric information to support future Mars missions. 

MISSION DESCRIPTION: 
The spacecraft wi 11 cury a set of complementary instruments that wi 11 determine hrtian surhce 
composition, surface features, topography, magnetic & gravitational fields, atmospheric composition 
and dynamics, and the behnior of volatiles (ff20,C02! dust during the ful I span of Martian 
seasons. The spacecraft will arrive at Mus I year after launch in September 1993 ind will conduct 
global mapping from a retrograde, sun-synchronous orbit for one fut I Martian year ( "2 Earth yrs). 
Support wit I also be provided for a Mars Balloon Relay experiment to fly aboard a Soviet spacecraft 
in 1994. Overall mission science data wi 11 also provide detailed informal ion lo support future 
Mars missions. 

STATUS: 
o Instrument and Spacecraft CDRs completed; fabrication acti,ities underway 
o Instrument deliveries to GE begin in June 1991 
o Ship to KSC June 1992 

FOREIGN PARTICIPATION: NONE 

FY 96 

20.7 

02/14/91 

BTC TOTAL RANGE 

470.5 450-500 
7. I 

10.9 108. I 

298.9 
16. I 

----------
900.7 900-950 

-
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REOUIREMENT 

MARS OBSERVER DEVELOPMENT 

Spacecraft .............................. . 
Experiments ............................. . 
Ground operations ....................... . 

Total ................................. . 

Mars balloon relay experiment ........... . 

Launch vehicle .......................... . 
Upper stage ............................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

59,522 
30,900 
~ 

98,922 

4,400 

(39,900) 
(27,300) 

1991 
Budget Current 

litl.JHt§ J::itiat1 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

31,200 34,409 
28,400 31,609 
LlQ.Q 12,510 

68,900 78,528 

2,000 1,497 

(98,000) (98,000) 
(23,300) (15,400) 

1992 
Budget 

Bitimau 

23,936 
21,760 
8,704 

54,40Q 

1,200 

(44,200) 
(11,800) 

The Mars Observer mission is the first of the planetary observer missions. The planetary observer 
approach, which was recommended by NASA's Solar System Exploration Committee, starts with a well defined 
and focused set of science objectives and uses Earth-orbital spacecraft and instruments with previous 
spaceflight heritage. The objectives of the Mars Observer mission are to extend and complement the data 
acquired by the Mariner and Viking missions by mapping the global surface composition, atmospheric 
structure and circulation, topography, gravity and magnetic fields of Mars to determine the location of 
volatile reservoirs and observe their interaction with the Martian environment during all four seasons of 
the Martian year. 

Mars Observer will be launched in September 1992 on a Titan III with a Transfer Orbit Stage (TOS). The 
spacecraft will be inserted into a near-polar Martian orbit in 1993, from which it will carry out 
geochemical, geophysical, and climatological mapping of the planet over a period of approximately one 
Martian year, which is nearly two Earth-years. 

FY 1991 activities include for completion of fabrication of the instrument hardware and continuation of 
system design of the overall mission. Fabrication activities on the spacecraft, instruments and ground 
systems will be largely completed and system integration and test will be initiated. Funding will also 
provide for integration of the Mars Balloon Relay (MBR) hardware into the spacecraft at the spacecraft 
contractor's facility. 
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MARS OBSERVER DEVELOPMENT 

PRIOR FY 90 FY 91 FY 92 FY 93 FY 94 FY 95 FY 96 BTC TOTAL 

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT 238.7 98.9 78.5 54.4 470.5 450-500 
----- ----- ----- ----- ------

INSTRUMENTS 87.9 30.9 31.6 21.8 172 .2 37' 
SPACECRAFT 98.2 59. 5 34.4 23.9 216.0 46' 
MGT/MSSN OPS/OTHER 52.6 8.5 12.5 8.7 82.3 17\ 

MARS BALLOON RELAY 4.4 1.5 1.2 7. 1 
MISSION OPERATIONS 24.9 24.9 26.7 20.7 10. 9 108. I 

ELV SUPPORT 62. 3 67.2 113. 4 56.0 298.9 
TRACKING & DATA 7.9 5.2 2.0 0.7 0.3 16. I 

----------TOTAL MISSION COSTS: 900.7 900-950 

• 



• • 
The MBR experiment will be incorporated into the Mars Observer mission and will permit a significant 
increase in the amount of data returned from the balloon stations of the U.S.S.R. 1994 Mars mission. The 
MBR data will be routed through the Mars Observer Camera data stream for transmission to Earth. Receiver 
and antenna hardware provided by France (CNES) will be accommodated on the Mars Observer spacecraft for 
MBR operations to be initiated at the conclusion of the Mars Observer nominal mission in 1995. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

Mars Observer funding has been increased by $9.6 million to support ongoing hardware and software 
developments necessary to maintain the September 1992 launch readiness date. The MBR funds were reduced 
by $0.5 million to partially offset the increased funds for MO development. Remaining funds were obtained 
from other flight programs (e.g., Voyager, Pioneer, Ulysses) as well as research and analysis. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

FY 1992 funding will support the completion of spacecraft and instrument integration and test activities. 
Final fabrication of the spacecraft, instruments and ground system and their transportation to Kennedy 
Space Center will also be completed in preparation for the September 1992 launch. 
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PROJECT: CRAF /CASS IN I 

Field Center: Jet Pr1p1lsi11 Laboratory 
Contractors: JPL 11-huu CASSIN! CRAF 

LAUNCH DATES 11195 YEJ&A 2/96 
ASTEROID ENCOUNTER CLARISSA 
COMET ENCOUNTER 1103 
SATURN ENCOUNTER 5/04 
END OF MISSION 7/08 6105 

FT 90 FT 91 FY 92 FY 93 FY 94 FY 95 FY H BTC 

DEVELOPMENT 29.5 145.0 328.0 383.4 380.1 252.6 79. I 
MISSION OPERATIONS 6.0 70.D 1074. 0 

LAUNCH SUPPORT 1.3 10. I 17. I 71.7 62 .2 27 .2 34.9 
TRACK IN& 3.0 2. I 5.2 9.0 14.9 19.3 11.7 

TOTAL MISSION COSTS: 

MISSION OBJECTIVES: 
o Understand origia I e,1l1tion of pri1iti,e bodies i1 the outer solar syste1 
• Study the pre-bi1tic 1olecular e,olution of org11ic 11teri1ls fro• the i1terstell1r 1ediu1 
o Un•erstand how the outer planets w1r1 for1ed fro• plan1t1si1als, aad how volatiles were d1li,1red 
o CRAF will deteraine coaposition & character 1f the aucleus of a co1et; characterize cha1ges that 

occur as f11cti11s of ti11 and orbital positio1; det1r1i11 co11t tail for11tio1 processes; 
ch1r1cteriz1 co1et1ry 1t1osph1r1 & io1osph1r1; c•1r1cterize interaction with solar wind I 
radiation; characterize physical & geological structure of a1 asteroid 

, Cassi1i wil coaduct a detailed e1ploration of the Satarnian systea i1cluding: 
I) the study of Saturn's 1t1ospher1, ri191 I 1191etosphere; 2) r111t1 11d 11-situ study of Tit11; 
3) the st1dJ of S1tur1's icy 10111; 4) coaduct studies of 11 asteroid and Jupiter to the e1te1t 
possible d1ri19 1 flyby of these bodies en route to S1t1rn 

STATUS: 
o NASA/EBA IOI 11111d la D1c11ber for Cassin! Probe 
• Cassiai i11tr11e1t1 selected; CAAF i1str1111ts dtscoped (Peaetrator/SENPA d1let1dl 
o Fi11I 1cio11e co1fir11ti1n pl111ed for October 1991 
• Project bei19 reb11eli11d to enhance power 11rgi1sl1dd schedule fle1ibilitJ 
- launch date rt,i1i11sladdi1g 3rd RTG to each spacecraft 

FOREIGN PARTICIPATION: 12001 ESA, 6er111y, Italy 
C1ssi1i Probe, l1stru111ts, CO-lnv1sti91tor1 

• 

DZID4/91 

VVE&A 
IIANDEY IL LE 
TEMPEL 2 

TOTAL RAN&E 

1597.7 f 1.6 BILL ION 
1150. 0 CODE BRO ESTIMATE (UNOFFICIAL> 

309.5 CAAF ELY UNFUNDED BEYOND FY91 
65.2 

----------
3122.4 f3.0 - 3.5 BILLION 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

COMET RENDEZVOUS ASTEROID FLYBY/CASSIN! DEVELOPMENT 

Spacecraft .............................. . 
Experiments ............................. . 
Ground operations ....................... . 

Total ................................. . 

Launch vehicle .......................... . 
Upper stage ............................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

19,400 
8,100 
2,019 

29,519 

(1,300) 
(--) 

1991 
Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

94,300 93,300 
47,800 46,800 

5,900 4,900 

148,000 145,000 

(9,200) (8,700) 
(6,300) (1,400) 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

209,920 
104,960 

13,120 

328,000 

(68,200) 
(28,900) 

During the 1970's, our Nation established scientific and technological leadership in exploration of the 
outer solar system. The Comet Rendezvous Asteriod Flyby (CRAF)/Cassini program will extend our leadership 
in important ways during this critical period in solar system science. The CRAF will fly closely past an 
asteroid and rendezvous with a comet for intensive study. Cassini will fly past an asteroid enroute to 
Saturn where it will begin four years of study of the Saturnian system. After achieving orbit around 
Saturn, Cassini will eject a probe to pass down through the atmosphere of Saturn's moon Titan, measure 
atmospheric composition, and gain the first images of Titan's surface. The orbiting spacecraft will use 
radar to map most of Titan's surface. 

The CRAF/Cassini program, building upon the discoveries made through the Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft, 
will provide unprecedented information on the evolution of our solar system and will help determine if the 
necessary building blocks for the chemical evolution of life exist elsewhere in the universe. The CRAF/ 
Cassini targets (comet, Titan, Saturn system) have a common origin in the outer solar system. The icy 
conditions on all the small bodies preserve a record of different stages and processes occurring during 
solar system formation and evolution. CRAF will provide the first long-term study of a comet, and the 
nature and behavior of its ejected gases. It will provide the ability to assess organic molecules present 
at the beginning of the solar system and their potential contributions to the origin of life. Cassini 
will provide intensive, long-term observation of Saturn's atmosphere, rings, magnetic field, and moons. 
The Cassini probe will enable direct physical and chemical analysis of Titan's methane-rich, nitrogen 
atmosphere which is a possible model for the pre-biotic stage of Earth's atmosphere. Through the joint 
study of origins with CRAF and early processes with Cassini, the program will improve our understanding of 
the early evolutionary process of our solar system. 
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FY 1992 PRESIDENT'S BUD6ET 
CRAFICASSINI DEVELOPMENT 

FY 90 FY ti FT 92 FY 93 FY t4 FY 95 FT H BTC TOTAL 

DEVELOPMENT 21.5 145.0 328.0 383.4 380.1 252.6 79. I 1597. 7 ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------SPACECRAFT 19.4 93.3 209. 9 222.9 232.t 134. I 43.5 156.0 SCIENCE 8. I 46.8 105.0 131.6 99. 7 70.8 18. I 480. I GROUND OPS/OTHER 2.0 4.9 13.1 28.9 47.4 47. 7 17.6 161.5 

RESERVES (24.51 (64. 0) 192. 91 (73. 5) (30.3) (285.21 
IOI 241 381 4H 641 221 

• 



• 
Both missions will use virtually identical Mariner Mark II spacecraft with common design, fabrication, 
test, and integration team elements. Science instruments for CRAF have been tentatively selected. 
Cassini instruments were selected for definition in November 1990. Confirmation of CRAF instruments is 
planned for April 1991, and Cassini instruments will be confirmed in October 1991. 

The CRAF/Cassini program has strong components of international cooperation. The Federal Republic of 
Germany has agreed to provide part of the propulsion system and one science instrument for CRAF. The 
European Space Agency (ESA) has selected the Cassini probe as its major new science program for 1990 at an 
estimated total cost of $200 million. In addition, ESA member states will contribute approximately 
$75 million worth of science instruments and scientist participation. 

The mission plan for CRAF/Cassini is under review at this time. The baseline plan is for a CRAF launch in 
August 1995 to the comet Kopff, with a Cassini launch to Saturn in April 1996. Since funding for a CRAF 
launch vehicle has been deferred, new mission trajectories have been identified which will provide several 
launch opportunities per year for the CRAF mission. Current plans are to adhere as closely as possible to 
the original launch date in order to ensure launch readiness at the first possible opportunity. The 
agency is currently addressing the availability of a launch vehicle to incorporate into the revised CRAF 
mission plan. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The current estimate reflects a $3.0 million Congressional reduction. This will be accommodated by 
delaying some procurements until early 1992. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

FY 1992 funding will continue design and development activities of the CRAF and Cassini spacecraft in 
accordance with the aforementioned launch schedule. A selection of the tentative science instrument 
payload for the CRAF mission has been made and development will proceed in FY 1992 upon confirmation of 
the payload in the Spring of 1991. The selected Cassini instruments will also initiate development 
activities following payload confirmation. 
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FT ltt2 PRESIDENT'S IUD8ET 
PLANETARY OPERATIONS 1990 IHI m2 1913 1H4 1995 1996 ITC TOTAL 

TOTAL MISSION OPERATIONS I DATA ANALYSIS 156.0 161.2 l50.5 147 .3 150.4 171.1 247.0 

------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
IALILEO OPNS 37.3 4t. I 57.7 53.0 65. 1 I0.2 94.6 118.4 565.4 

UL TSSES OPNS 8.3 TRANSFER TO SPACE PHYSICS 

PIONEER EXTENDED OPNS 71.7 9.4 9.6 10.9 TRANSFER TO SPACE PHYSICS 

MAGELLAN OPNS 17. I 41.Z 32.7 29.2 9.0 5.7 6. I 6.5 IZ. 2 159. 7 

VOYABER NEPTUNE ENCOUNTER 96 ., 8.8 3.4 5.7 6.0 6.4 127 .2 

VOTABER INTERSTELLAR ISN 16. 7 14.4 TRANSFER TO SPACE PHYSICS 

IARS OBSERVER OPNS 24.9 24.9 26. 7 20.7 10.9 108.1 

CRAF/CASSINI OPNS 6.0 70.0 TIO TBD UNOFFICIAL EST• 11,1501 

PLANETARY FLl&HT SUPPORT CFPSO/SFOCI 42.6 43.7 47.0 44.4 48.3 52.1 55.2 

I PERCENTAGE DECREASING DUE TO: 

I OF TOTAL PLANETARY BUDBET 401 351 Z41 231 231 311 551 VBR/PIONEER/ULY TRANSFER TO SP DIVISION 
CRAF/CASSINI BUILDUP 

.... ······· ......................... ··········· .. ····· ................. ····· ................... ····· .................................................... ····· ............. 

CHANBES SINCE LAST BUDBET: 

IISSION OPS I DATA ANALYSIS -0. I -3. I 
BAL I LEO NOIDA -0.7 4.9 9.6 15.4 11.8 

IAGELLAN NO&DA ( 12. 21 24. I I.I 

NAAS OBSERVER OPS -0. I -0.1 

IARS OISERVER OPS ENHANCE -15.0 -11. 1 -14.1 

PIONEER EXTENDED OPNS -0 .1 
CRAF/CASSINI IO&DA 
FPSO/VII PATIACI -0. I 0.9 

NOTE: PIONEER OPS TRANSFER DELAYED TO FYl3 DUE TOP-VENTRY INTO VENUSIAN ATMOSPHERE IN FY92 
PLANETARY SCIENTISTS INTEND TO CONDUCT SDIE ADDITIONAL SCIENCE DURING THIS TINE PERIOD 
REMAINING SUPPORT FOR P-10/11 IS RESUMED IN SPACE PHYSICS OPS LINE 

-3.2 IISC OP PLAN ADJUSTIENTS 
5.4 4.6 4.6 55.6 UNISYS/RESERVES/WORKFORCE/ETC 

12.2 37.9 REPRICING/ADD I NAPPING CYCLE 
-0. I -0. I -0.4 CONTRACTOR CONVERSION 

-13.7 -14.6 -61.5 018 DELETION 
-0.1 CONTRACTOR CONVERSION 

6.0 70.0 TIO 71.1 PREVIOUSLY UNBUDBETED 
0.1 RESTORE PART OF PREVIOUS OIi 

~~ 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

MISSION OPERATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS 

Galileo operations ...................... . 
Magellan operations ..................... . 
Ulysses operations ...................... . 
Mars observer enhancement ............... . 
Pioneer programs ........................ . 
Voyager/Neptune data analysis ........... . 
Voyager interstellar mission ............ . 
Planetary flight support ................ . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

37,315 
41,207 

9,406 
8,834 

16,658 
42,536 

155,956 

1291 
Budget Current 
E§Umate E!!Umate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

44,200 49,120 
32,700 32,700 

8,900 8,346 
15,000 
10,300 9,560 

5,300 3,400 
14,300 14,385 
42,800 43,664 

173,500 161,175 

1992 
Budget 

Estima:t~ 

57,700 
29,200 

10,900 
5,700 

47,000 

150,500 

The objectives of the mission operations and data analysis program are in-flight operation of planetary 
spacecraft and the analysis of data from these missions. The planetary flight support activities are 
those associated with the design and development of planetary flight operation systems, and other 
activities that support the mission control, tracking, telemetry, and command functions through the Deep 
Space Network for all planetary spacecraft. 

Operations for Galileo began in FY 1990 for the spacecraft's 6-year journey to Jupiter. Galileo was 
launched by the Shuttle/Inertial Upper Stage (IUS) in October 1989 and will arrive at Jupiter in 1995 
where it will conduct a comprehensive exploration of the Jovian System. Three gravitational assists will 
provide the additional energy required for Galileo's trajectory. 

Operations will continue for the Magellan spacecraft which was launched in May 1989 by the Shuttle/lUS on 
a trajectory to Venus. Arriving at Venus in August 1990, the spacecraft began its mission of mapping a 
major portion of the planet with a ground resolution of about 150 meters. 

Operations for Ulysses began in FY 1991 for the ESA spacecraft's mission to the polar regions of the Sun. 
Ulysses was launched in October 1990 on a Shuttle/lUS. During Ulysses' journey, it will receive 
additional energy from Jupiter and depart the ecliptic plane. It will study the relationship between the 
sun, its magnetic field and particle emissions as a function of solar latitude above 70°. 
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STATUS OF ONGOING PLANETARY NISSIONS: 

·······=·····=·······················==• 
f &ALI LEO l 

STATUS: 

NIL EST ONES: 

NISSION LAUNCHED OCTOBER 10, 1919 
All SYSTENS OPERATING NONINALLY 
EARTH FLTIY COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY DECEMBER I, 1990 
TCN-9A SUCCESSFULTT COMPLETED DECENBER 18, 1990 

GASPRA ENCOUNTER OCTOBER 1991 
EARTH Fl YIY 12 OECEMBEI IH2 
IDA ENCOUNTER SEPTEMBER 1192 
JUPITER ARRIVAL DECENBER 1995 
PROBE RELEASE JULY 1995 
ENO OF MISSION OCTOBER 1997 

SCIENCE PAYLOAD: 

LAUNCH VEHICLE: 

FOREIGN: 

DESIGN LIFE: 

TOTAL COSTS: 

11 INSTRUMENTS ON OIIITEI (JPL INHOUSEI 
6 I NSTAUNENTS ON PROBE URC,IHAC) 

STSII US 

GERNANY CRETROPROPULSION NODULE! 

I 6 YEARS 6 YEAR CRUISE TINE 
22 MONTHS (ti TOURS OF JOVIAN SYSTENI 

DEVELOP 
902.3 

MO&DA LAUNCH TRACKING TOTAL 
515.4 123.t 23.2 1,114.1 = 

(n,ssEs J · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ...................................................... ~~:~~~~ -~~~~~~~: .... ~. :~~~~~~~~~~- ......................................... . 
STATUS: 

N ILESTONES: 

LAUNCHED SUCCESSFULLY OCTOBER I, 1990 
SPACECRAFT OPERATING NOMINALLY 
NUTATION PROBLEM DETECTED EARLY NOVEMBER 
- VOBILE EXPERIENCED AFTER DEPLOYMENT OF AXIAL BOON 
- MISSION IMPACTS UNDER STUDY 

JUPITER FLYBY 
1st SOLAR PASS 
hd SOLAR PASS 
END OF IIISSION 

FEBRUARY 1992 
AUGUST 1914 
JUNE 1995 
SEPTEIIBER 1995 

LAUNCH VEHICLE: STSIPAN-S 

FOREIGN: ESA 

NASA 

DESIGN LIFE: 5 YEARS 

DEVELOP 
168.t 

SPACECRAFTIINTEGIATION 
5 INSTRUMENTS 

LAUNCH SERVICESIRTGs 
4 INSTRUMENTS 

INISSION DURATION! 

MO&DA LAUNCH TRACKING TOTAL 
50.2 143.1 NIA 312. 7 =-( IA61lll~r............................................................... TOTAi COSTS: ............................................................................................. 

STATUS: 

I SSUESICONCEANS: 

II LE STONES: 

IESUNED NAPPING 11118 FOLLOWING SUPERIOR CONJUNCTION IN OCTOBER 
INTERNITTENT LOSS OF SIGNAL PROBLEMS RESULTED IN SONE DATA LOSS 
IADAI NAPPING ACTIVITES NOV PROCEEDING SMOOTHLY 
FAULTY DIGITAL TAPE RECORDER II OF 21 INPACTING DATA PROCESSING 

IN-FLIGHT PROBLEMS I RECOVERY HAVE ADDED COSTS IN FY91 ISi.SN> 
EXTENDED NISSION ALSO AENAINS UNFUNDED IN FY ti 

VENUS ARRIVAL 
END CYCLE 1 
END CYCLE 2 

AUGUST IHO 
APRIL 1991 1243 DAYSI 
DECENBEA 1991 

• 

SCIENCE PAYLOAD: 

LAUNCH VEHICLE: 

FOREIGN: 

DESIGN LIFE: 

TOTAL COSTS: 

I INSTRUNENT (SYNTHETIC APEITURE RADAII 

STSIIUS 

AUSTRALIA/FRANCE/UNITED IINGDOII 

3 TEARS 15+ NAPPING CYCLES! 

DEVELOP 
463.2 

NO&DA LAUNCH TRACKING TOTAL 
157.7 203.t t. I 133.t ............. 
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FY 1991 funds also support the two Voyager spacecraft which are now on trajectories that will take them 
into interstellar space. Voyager-1 continues to provide data on the interplanetary medium in that distant 
part of the solar system. Voyager-2 completed its grand tour of the solar system when, in August 1989, it 
made a spectacular close flyby of Neptune, providing our first detailed images of this distant planet. 
Highlights of this encounter included discovery of several previously unknown moons, and geyser-like 
surface eruptions. Voyager-2, now designated as the Voyager Interstellar Mission (VIM), is on a 
trajectory which will extend exploration beyond the outer limits of the Sun's sphere of influence. The 
principal objectives of the VIM are to investigate and characterize the outer solar system particles and 
fields environment and interstellar media, to provide data on the location of the heliopause in 
conjunction with Pioneer-10 and -11, and to continue the successful Voyager program of ultraviolet 
astronomy. 

Pioneers-10 and -11 continue to explore the outermost edge of the solar system. Pioneer-10 will encounter 
the unexplored region beyond Pluto where the Sun's influence is secondary to those of true interstellar 
space. These spacecraft will continue the search for gravitational evidence of a tenth planet. Pioneers 
6-9 continue to collect information on the interplanetary magnetic field and solar wind as they orbit the 
Sun. The Pioneer Venus orbiter continues to obtain data on the Venusian atmosphere and magnetosphere and 
its interaction with the solar wind. Pioneer Venus was also the only U.S. spacecraft able to observe the 
Comet Halley at its closest approach to the Sun in 1985. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The current estimate, which reduced FY 1991 funding by $12.3 million, 
of $15.0 million for Mars Observer enhancements. An increase of $4.9 
provides adequate manpower levels to support the Galileo Earth flyby. 
reductions to the Ulysses, Pioneer and Voyager/Neptune programs. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

reflects a Congressional reduction 
million to Galileo operations 

This is partially offset by 

FY 1992 funding is required for the continued support of operation activities for the Pioneer, Magellan 
and Galileo missions, and data analysis activity for the above missions plus Voyager Neptune. Operational 
responsibilities for the Ulysses and Voyager Interstellar Missions will be transferred to Physics and 
Astronomy in FY 1992, since the data collected by these spacecraft are of primary interest to the space 
physics science community. 
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FY 1992 PRESIDENT'S BUDGET 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION - RlA SUMMARY 

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
TOTAL RESEARCH & ANALYSIS 70.6 67.9 93.2 106.6 113. 0 120.0 127.5 ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------HALLEY'S COMET WATCH 0.5 

U.S. participation in international comet missions PLANETARY GEOLOGY/GEOPHYSICS 16.0 13.8 19. 0 20.3 21.5 22.8 24. 2 Study geological processes/morphology of sis bodies PLANETARY MATERIALS/GEOCHEMISTRY 14. 0 13.4 17.0 17.8 18.9 20.0 21. 2 Study lunar samples, cosmic dust, meteorites PLANETARY ASTRONOMY 10.6 12.3 13.2 13. 7 14. 5 i5.4 16.3 Ground-based observations of solar system PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES 7.6 7.4 9.9 10.8 II. 4 12. I 12.8 Analysis/theory of atmospheres based on P-V, Voyager, etc ADVANCED PROGRAMS 12.0 5. I 14. 7 16.7 17. 7 18.8 19.9 Concept definition/feasibility studies !Phase AU) LUNAR OBSERVER (2. I) ( I.OJ (3. 0) 
NESUR ( 1.2) (0. 7J 12.0J 
COMET NUCLEUS SAMPLE RETURN 10. I) 
CRAF/CASSINI 49. 6 I I. 8) 
AGENCY RESERVES (6. OJ 16.0) 16.0) (6.0) 16.0l Formerly held as Code Z funds OTHER (6.9) (3.3) (3.7) 

MARS DATA ANALYSIS 3.5 7. I 4.3 4.5 4.8 5. I 5.4 Analysis/archival of Viking & other planetary data sets INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES !NEW LINE! 3.0 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.3 New I ine - education enhancement/general augmentation INSTRUMENT DEFINITION 6.3 5.8 7.7 8.2 8.7 9.2 9.8 Early definition of advanced instrumentation DATA SYSTEMS (NEW LINE! 5.8 6.2 6.7 7.3 Info systems transfer - database design/development/archive ORIGINS OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM 0. I 3.0 4.4 6.0 6.3 6.7 7.3 Basic research to understand origins of plinetary systems 

RA TE OF GROWTH: -41 371 141 61 61 61 I OF PLANETARY BUDGET: 181 151 151 171 181 22' 281 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 

1991 1992 
1990 Budget Current Budget 

Actua.l Estimate Estimate Estimat~ 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Supporting research and technology ...... . 55,066 65,400 55,666 74,200 
Advanced programs ....................... . 12,106 20,100 5,100 14,700 
Mars data analysis ...................... . L.2QQ 4,000 7,100 4,300 

Total ................................. . 70,672 89,500 67,866 9J,200 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

The research and analysis program consists of three elements to: (1) assure that data and samples 
returned from flight missions are fully exploited; (2) undertake complementary laboratory and theoretical 
efforts; and (3) define science rationale and develop required technology to undertake future planetary 
missions. 

The supporting research and technology activity includes planetary astronomy, planetary atmospheres, 
planetary geology/geophysics, planetary materials/geochemistry, instrument definition, and U.S. scientist 
participation on foreign missions. 

The planetary astronomy activity includes all observations made by ground-based telescopes of solar system 
bodies, excluding the Sun. Emphasis is on the outermost planets, comets and asteroids. Observations are 
made at a wide range of wavelengths from ultraviolet to radio. The rate of new discoveries continues to 
be high, and the data acquired is used both for basic research in support of planetary program objectives 
and for direct support of specific flight missions. The planetary astronomy funding also provides for the 
continued operation of the Infrared Telescope Facility in Hawaii. The planetary atmospheres activity 
includes data analysis, laboratory, and theoretical efforts. The properties of other planetary 
atmospheres are amenable to measurement with planetary spacecraft and can aid us in better understanding 
our own weather and climate. Observations of the atmospheres of Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and 
Neptune acquired by Pioneer Venus and Voyager, have laid the basic observational groundwork for major 
advances in this field. 

The planetary geology/geophysics activity is a broadly scoped program that includes the study of surface 
processes, structure, and history of solid components (including rings) of the solar system and 
investigation of the interior properties and processes of all solar system bodies, 
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both solid and gaseous. This program emphasizes comparative studies to gain a fundamental understanding 
of the physical processes and laws which control the development and evolution of all planetary bodies, 
including the Earth. In this respect, data from the Magellan mission is of crucial importance. 

The planetary materials/geochemistry activity supports an active scientific effort to determine the 
chemistry, mineral composition, age, physical properties and other characteristics of solid material in 
the solar system through the study of returned lunar samples and meteorites and through laboratory and 
theoretical studies of appropriate geochemical problems. Extraterrestrial dust grains, collected for 
analysis, continue to yield new and otherwise unobtainable information about the solar system, and its 
early history. This program is coordinated with the lunar sample and meteorite research, which is 
supported by other agencies, such as the National Science Foundation. The operation of the Lunar 
Curatorial Facility is also supported by this activity. 

The instrument definition activity is directed toward ensuring maximum scientific return from future 
missions by the definition and development of state-of-the-art scientific instrumentation, which are 
optimized for such missions. 

The objective of the advanced program activity is to provide planning and preparation for the systematic 
exploration of the solar system on a scientifically and technically sound basis. The Mars Data Analysis 
program continues to support analysis of data obtained by Viking and earlier missions so that we are 
scientifically prepared for the next phase of Mars exploration. Establishment of a Planetary Data System 
(PDS) which will permit the archiving of these and all other data products in a manner which will promote 
and facilitate their use, is also supported. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The current estimate reflects a reduction of $21.6 million, $15.0 million of which is due to the 
Congressionally-directed reduction in Lunar Observer Phase B Studies. $6.6 million was transferred to 
the Mars Observer program to maintain the September 1992 launch readiness date. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

During FY 1992, research efforts will continue in the areas of planetary astronomy, planetary atmospheres, 
planetary geology/geophysics, planetary materials/geochemistry, instrument definition, Mars data analysis, 
and advanced technology development for future missions. Ground telescope observations will provide data 
complementary to that obtained from the flight missions, with emphasis on the outermost planets, comets 
and asteroids. Funding will also support the upgrading and modernization of ground-based laboratory 
instrumentation in order to reduce maintenance costs and down time and to improve capabilities. A variety 
of efforts will be pursued to improve our understanding of planetary atmospheres, including laboratory 
studies of reactions in deep planetary and tenuous cometary atmospheres. Geology/geophysics research will 
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be directed at specific problems in understanding the various processes that have shaped planetary 
surfaces, as well as geological analyses and a cartography effort based on the Galilean, Saturnian, 
Uranian, and Neptunian satellite imaging data acquired by Voyager. 

Analysis of lunar samples, meteorites, and extraterrestrial dust particles will be continued in FY 1992 to 
determine their chemical and physical properties and thereby derive their origin and evolutionary history. 
Instrument definition activities will continue to support development of new state-of-the-art instruments 
for future missions. The Mars Data Analysis Program will support continued analysis of Mars data in 
preparation for new Mars missions, and development of the Planetary Data System to archive all planetary 
data for enhanced accessibility for all users will continue. 

During FY 1992, research will continue in the study of origins of solar system to gain an understanding of 
the origin and evolution of planetary systems, and the paths of various elements and compounds throughout 
that evolution. Feasibility studies will also continue for future Lunar and Mars missions. 
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PRIOR All 
YEARS 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 BTC YEARS 

EAR TH SC I ENC ES 434.2 667.9 775. 6 1108.0 1562.5 2171. 8 2407. 2 
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------

EARTH OBSERVING SYSTEM <EOSl 0.0 191. 0 336.0 639. 3 1088.1 1702.0 1951.8 10043.0 15951. 2 
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------- -------INSTRUMENTS 79.0 159.9 362.9 S53.8 839.7 742. 6 2934.0 5671.9 

OBSERVATORY (20.4) !74 .0) 60.0 58.5 88.9 251.9 326.8 333.8 1828.0 2947.9 
SCIENCE 16.0 35.0 48.0 83.0 m.o 195.0 1739. 0 2271. 0 
EOSDIS 36.0 82.6 139.5 199.4 380.5 680.4 2382.0 3900.4 
OPERATIONS 1160.0 1160.0 

EARTH PROBES 13.6 S4. 7 68.2 77.5 77 .0 74. 5 53.8 
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------

SCA TTEROMETER 91.8 13.6 17.8 24.0 20.2 16. I 10.0 193.5 
TOMS 21.9 29.9 16. 7 8.6 20.5 24. I 
TRMN 15.0 14. 3 40.6 52.3 44.0 29. 7 22.9 218. 8 

REMOTELY-PILOTED AIRCRAFT 5.0 15.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 
UARS 497. 9 55.2 64.0 18.2 635.3 
TOPEX 176.4 84.8 76.0 51.9 389. 1 
PAYLOAD AND INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT 76. I 49. 7 48.6 51.4 54.5 57.8 61.3 

MISSION OPERATIONS & DATA ANALYSIS 23.8 39.4 56.3 I 17. I 100.6 83.7 71.3 
------ ------ ------ ------ ................ ------ ------

UARS OPNS 17.2 35.4 24. 7 15. I 12.0 104.4 
TOPEX OPNS 5.0 29. 0 28.9 16. 4 79.3 
OCEAN COLOR MISSION 5.0 13.0 14.9 10.0 10.0 10.0 
CIESIN 8.0 
EARTH SCIENCES OPNS 23.8 26.4 21. I 37.8 37.0 42.2 49.3 

INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH 8.6 12.4 2.5 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 
MODELING AND DATA ANALYSIS 38.5 44 .3 45.0 47.6 50.5 53.5 56. 7 
PROCESS STUDIES 106.2 107.5 114. 3 127.5 137. I 143.4 152.5 
RESEARCH FACILITIES 27.4 28.9 29.6 30.0 31.9 33.9 36.6 

I OF TOTAL OSSA BUDGET 221 21, 261 311 38' 461 5" 
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OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 

• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMMARY 

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

1991 
1990 Budget 

Actyal Estimate 

EARTH SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 

1992 
Current Budget Page 
Estimate Estim§te Number 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

Earth observing system ................... (74,000) 199,000 155,000 253,400 RD 6-7 
Earth observing system data information 

system ................................. -- 36,000 36,000 82,600 RD 6-10 
Earth probes (including Scatterometer) ... 13,600 28,700 54,700 68,200 RD 6-12 
Remotely piloted aircraft ................ -- -- -- 5,000 RD 6-14 
Upper atmosphere research satellite 

mission ................................ 55,200 66,000 64,000 18,200 RD 6-15 
Ocean topography experiment .............. 84,800 68,000 76,000 51,900 RD 6-17 
Payload and instrument development ....... 76,100 49,700 49,700 48,600 RD 6-19 
Mission operations and data analysis ..... 23,800 30,400 39,400- 56,300 RD 6-21 
Interdisciplinary research ............... 8,600 2,400 12,400 2,500 RD 6-24 
Modeling and data analysis ............... 38,500 41,300 44,300 t45 ,000.,.. RD 6-25 
Process studies .......................... 106,200 111,100 107,500 114,300 RD 6-28 
Research facilities ...................... 27,399 28,900 28,900 29,600 RD 6-32 

Total .................................. 434,122 661,500 667,900 77~.600 
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NASA GLOBAL CHANGE RESEARCH PROGRAM 
2/5/91 

.Ei..SQ Ei..91. .EY..S2 .EY.m fYJM £i..a5 £Uta 
EOS - 191.0 336.0 639.3 1,088.1 1,702.0 1,951.8 EARTH PROBES 

13.6 54.7 68.2 77.5 77.0 74.5 53.8 REMOTELY PILOTED AIRCRAFT - - 5.0 15.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 TOPEX 
84.8 76.0 51.9 UARS 
55.2 64.0 18.2 PAYLOAD AND INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT 76.1 49.7 48.6 51.4 54.5 57.8 61.3 MISSION OPERATIONS & DATA ANALYSIS 23.8 39.4 56.3 117.1 100.6 83.7 71.3 RESEARCH & ANALYSIS (EXCLUDES CONTRIBUTING RESEARCH) .1.56J2 .1.6ZJl 1ZU .umJl .1iLl. 202.Z 21.M SUBTOTAL, EARTH SCIENCES GLOBAL CHANGE 

RESEARCH PROGRAM 
409.5 642.6 755.6 1,080.3 1,531.3 2,140.7 2,373.6 

CONSTRUCTION OF FACILITIES 
9.0 17.0 17.0 

TOTAL,1.JASA GLOBAL CHANGE RESEARCH PROGRAM 409.5 651.6 772.6 1,097.3 1,531.3 2,140.7 2,373.6 

EARTH SCIENCES PROGRAM SUMMARY 

EARTH SCIENCES GLOBAL CHANGE 
RESEARCH PROGRAM 

409.5 642.6 755.6 1,080.3 1,531.3 2,140.7 2,373.6 
EARTH SCIENCES CONTRIBUTING RESEARCH 24.7 25.3 20.0 27.7 31.2 31.1 33.6 (LASER NETWORK OPERATIONS, CRUSTAL DYNAMICS) 

EARTH SCIENCES PROGRAM 
434.2 667.9 775.6 1,108.0 1,562.5 2,171.8 2,407.2 
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMMARY 

OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS EARTH SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

1991 
1990 

Actual 

Distribution of Program Amount by Installation 

Johnson Space Center .................... . 
Marshall Space Flight Center ............ . 
Goddard Space Flight Center ............. . 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory ............... . 
Ames Research Center .................... . 
Langley Research Center ................. . 
Stennis Space Center .................... . 
Headquarters ............................ . 

Total ................................. . 

58 
8,426 

179,600 
144,263 

28,425 
21,873 

377 
51,177 

434,199 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

8,730 8,730 
412,650 412,650 
148,500 155,530 

32,850 32,850 
23,500 23,500 
1,170 540 

34,100 34,100 

661,500 667,900 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

11,800 
430,400 
210,360 
44,420 
31,780 

730 
46,110 

Z75,600 
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1992 U.S. GLOBAL CHANGE RESEARCH BUDGET 
2/8/91 

%OF %OF 
% %OF AGENCIES' CEES 

EY 1991 EY 1992 CHANGE TOTAL REQUEST RECOMMENDED 
NASA 651.6 772.6 +19% 65% 83% 83% (NASA (NON-EOS)) (460.6) (436.6) (-5%) (37%) (94%) (94%) (NASA EOS) (191.0) (336.0) (+76%) (28%) (73%) (73%) NSF 87.1 118.5 +36% 10% 63% 64% DOC (NOAA) 47.0 78.0 +66% 7% 42% 44% DOE 65.6 77.0 +17% 6% 94% 94% DOD/USDA 38.6 59.5 +54% 5% 90% 90% DOI 36.6 46.4 +27% 4% 37% 39% EPA/SMITHSONIAN .22..2.. .a4J2.. ~ 3% ~ ~ 

953.7 1,186.0 +24% 73% 74% 
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OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 

OBJECTIVES AND JUSTIFICATION 

• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

EARTH SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 

The ongoing NASA program is making critical near-term contributions to understanding the Earth as an 
integrated system as well as to environmental issues including global warming and ozone depletion. NASA's 
base program combines ground-based measurements, laboratory studies, data analysis and model development 
with a progressive series of satellite missions, including contributing to the scientific research base in 
ozone monitoring, ocean circulation and atmospheric chemistry. All of these programs are precursors to 
"Mission to Planet Earth," the major element of which is the Earth Observing System (EOS). 

The ability to measure the extent of both the natural and man-induced changes in our global ecosystem is 
only a preliminary step -- the capability to model and predict the consequences of global change is the 
ultimate objective. In order to provide a focused and effective mechanism for coordinating and directing 
federally-funded Earth science research, the U.S. Global Change Research Program (USGCRP) was initiated in 
early 1989, in which NASA has been a major participant. The full interagency USGCRP will be described in 
a separate document to be published in early 1991. 

The specific objectives of the NASA Earth Science and Applications program are to improve our 
understanding of the processes in the atmosphere, oceans, land surface and interior of the Earth and 
advance our knowledge of the interactions between these environments. The program provides space 
observations of parameters involved in these processes and extends the national capabilities to predict 
environmental phenomena, both short and long term, and their interaction with human activities. Because 
many of these phenomena are global or regional, they can be most effectively, and sometimes only, observed 
from space. NASA's programs include scientific research efforts as well as the development of new 
technology for global and synoptic measurements. NASA's research satellites, Shuttle/Spacelab payload 
program and airborne science and applications program provide a unique view of the planet Earth, its 
physical dynamics, and radiative and chemical processes which affect habitability and the solar
terrestrial environment. 

A number of significant objectives have been established for the next decade. These include advancing our 
understanding of the upper atmosphere through the determination of the spatial and temporal distribution 
of ozone and select nitrogen, hydrogen, and chlorine species in the upper atmosphere and their sources in 
the lower atmosphere; characterizing the current state of the terrestrial landscape, including the 
biosphere and the hydrosphere; optimizing the use of space-derived measurements in understanding large 
scale weather patterns; advancing our knowledge of severe storms and forecasting capabilities, ocean 
productivity, circulation, and air-sea interactions; and improving the knowledge of seasonal climate 
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variability leading to a long-term strategy for climate observation and prediction. Studies of the 
cycling of key biogeochemical elements, interactions between the biosphere and the climate system, the 
composition and evolution of the crust and the processes that shape the crust are essential to our 
understanding of the global environment. 

Effective utilization of remote sensing requires a balanced set of activities including: analytical 
modeling and simulation; laboratory research of fundamental processes; development of instrumentation, 
flight of the instruments on the Space Shuttle, research satellites and airborne platforms; collection of 
in situ ancillary or validation data; and scientific analysis of data. The approach is to develop a 
technological capability with a strong scientific base and then collect appropriate data through remote 
and in situ means, which will address specific program objectives. 

The Earth Observing System's primary objective is to document global change and to observe regional-to
global scale processes. Utilizing several satellites, the EOS will document global change over a 15-year 
period to provide long-term, consistent data sets for use in modeling and understanding global processes. 
This process and modeling research effort will provide the basis for establishing predictive global change 
models which may be used by policy makers and scientists in formulating strategies to manage human impacts 
on global processes such as the greenhouse effect, ozone depletion, and deforestation. 

The Earth Probes program, as a part of the "Mission to Planet Earth", is designed to provide small, 
specialized satellites to complement data gathered by the Earth Observing System. These satellites 
require special orbits and spacecraft capabilities and will provide data on tropical rainfall (Tropical 
Rainfall Measurement Mission-TRMM), and ocean wind, speed and direction (Scatterometer), both necessary 
for better understanding global climate systems. In addition, satellites will be orbited to collect data 
on global ozone concentrations utilizing the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS). 

The Upper Atmospheric Research Satellite (UARS) will place a set of instruments in Earth orbit and make 
comprehensive measurements of the stratosphere, providing data about the Earth's upper atmosphere in 
spatial and temporal dimensions which are presently unobtainable. Instruments delivered during 1989 are 
being integrated into the observatory, consistent with the planned launch in 1991. 

Development of the Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEX) will be completed in FY 1992. The objective of 
TOPEX is to acquire precise observations of the surface topography of the ocean. These data, in 
conjunction with Scattterometer, will enable the first determination of the wind forcing and ocean current 
response of the global oceans. Spacecraft development efforts are underway at Fairchild Space and the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory, leading to a June 1992 launch. 

The objectives of the payload and instrument development program are to develop, test and evaluate Earth
viewing remote sensing instruments and systems to obtain data necessary to conduct basic research projects 
as well as provide correlative and developmental feasibility information for major free-flying spacecraft. 
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Current instrument developments include the Atmosphere Trace Molecules Observed by Spectroscopy (ATMOS); 
Active Cavity Radar (ACR); Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR); and Shuttle Imaging Radar-C (SIR-C). This 
payload development program will also support the Earth Observing System (EOS) advanced technology 
development through in FY 1991. 

Beginning in FY 1992, the mission operations and data analysis program will begin collecting data from the 
UARS and TOPEX missions. Ocean color data for research use will also be obtained from a spacecraft to be 
launched in 1992 or 1993. This imaging data will be processed and archived, resulting in long-term data 
sets related to the biological productivity and ecology of oceans, seas, and larger lakes. 

The Nimbus spacecraft continues to collect unique data which is being used in the study of long-term 
trends of the Earth's atmosphere, oceans and polar ice, and provides near-real-time data. The Earth 
Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) was successfully launched in 1984 and continues to provide valuable 
data. NASA is also continuing to support the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) by 
managing the implementation of the polar-orbiting NOAA and Geostationary Operational Environmental 
Satellite (GOES) series on a reimbursable basis. 

The interdisciplinary research program will continue integrating discipline-specific research activities 
into a unified program which will help increase our understanding of critical global processes. Emphasis 
will be placed on specific pilot studies, such as those concerning processes controlling atmospheric 
methane concentrations, changes in land surface properties and their effect on climate, and the role of 
oceans in the global carbon cycle. 

The modeling and data analysis program will focus on developing predictive models for global change and 
analyzing data sets to determine mechanisms at work in the global environment. The program will focus on 
two major areas--physical climate and hydrological systems, and biogeochemistry and geophysics. 

The process studies program will utilize a variety of techniques to develop an understanding of the 
processes at work in the global environment and to determine interdependencies which may impact 
global change management strategies. The program will utilize existing data sets and will conduct 
field experiments which will enable researchers to better understand global environmental dynamics. 
Process studies concentrate on four major interdisciplinary categories--radiation dynamics and 

drology; ecosystem dynamics and biogeochemical cycles; atmospheric chemistry; and solid Earth 
science. 

The research facilities program is composed of the laser research facility and the airborne science and 
applications program. The laser research facility supports studies and experiments in solid Earth science 
and provides support to flight programs such as TOPEX/Poseidon, which require precise Earth positioning 
information. The airborne science and applications program has previously provided platforms for 
observing ozone-depleting reactions in the atmosphere above the Arctic. This effort was a follow-on to 
the previous expeditions to the Antarctic. In addition, the airborne program has provided platforms for 
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such diverse studies as soil moisture measurements, atmospheric pollutants detection, vegetation studies 
and studies in geology. In addition to this continuing research, the FY 1992 program will focus on 
providing flights for precursor EOS instruments in order to develop and refine techniques for measuring 
environmental change. 
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EARTH OBSERVING SYSTEM (EOS) TOTAL 
4/2/91 THAU 

PRIOR .EY...00 EY..91 ft92. f.Y.fil .EY...M. ~ EY...92 JilQ. EY 2000 

EOS SUMMARY THROUGH FY 2000 (WITH EOSDIS) 

FY 1992 BUDGET - 191.0 336.0 639.3 1,088.1 1,702.0 1,951.8 10,043.0 15,951.2 

FY 1991 BUDGET - - 235.il filLQ. 1,365.0 1,786.0 1,888.0 2,001.0 10,043.0 17,835.0 
- -

DELTA - - -44.0 -181.0 -725.7 -697.9 -186.0 -49.2 - -1,883.8 

SUPPORT COSTS 
TITAN IV (SIX VEHICLES} 

- - 45.7 60.0 58.6 397.3 561.6 

SSF PLATFORM 30.0 74.0 - - 104.0 

CONSTRUCTION OF FACILITIES: 
EOSDIS FACILITY, GSFC 8.0 17.0 17.0 - - - - 42.0 

*EARTH SYSTEMS SCIENCE BUILDING. GSFC* - - 11.0 11.0 30.0 - - 52.0 

*EOS PAYLOAD PROCESSING FACILITY, VAFB* - - - - 35.0 - - 35.0 

CUSTOMER DATA OPS. FACILITY. SFCDC 2.3 3.7 11.5 35.9 58.0 63.6 44.6 283.6 503.2 

(50% OF TOTAL COOS} 
AGENCY TOTAL 30.0 76.3 202.7 364.5 703.2 1,202.8 1,890.6 2,055.0 10,723.9 17,249.0 

*NOT IN 1992 PRESIDENT'S BUDGET. PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES 

EXPLANATION OF CHANGES: 
REPHASING - -55.0 55.0 

CONGRESSIONAL REDUCTION -44.0 - - - - - - -44.0 

0MB REDUCTION - -124.0 -777.0 -694.0 -182.0 -45.0 - -1.822.0 

CONTRACTOR CONVERSION - -2.0 -3.7 -3.9 -4.0 -4.2 - -17.8 



• 
BASIS FOR FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

EARTH OBSERVING SYSTEM 

Instruments ............................. . 

1990 
Actual 

Observatories...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (74,000) 
Science .....•............................ 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (74,000) 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1991 
Budget Current 
J:;stimau t;stimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

45,000 79,000 
132,000 60,000 

22,000 16,000 

199,000 155.0QO 

1992 
Budget 

B1t1mate 

159,900 
58,500 
35,000 

25J,400 

The primary objective of the Earth Observing System (EOS) is to document global change and to observe 
regional-to-global scale processes. Utilizing a diverse but balanced suite of instruments carried on the 
EOS-A series of three polar orbiting platforms, the EOS-B series of satellites, and on European and 
Japanese polar platforms, the EOS will document global change over a 15-year period to provide long-term, 
consistent data sets for use in modeling and understanding global change processes. Each platform will 
have a five-year design life. This process and modeling research effort will provide the basis for 
establishing predictive global change models which may be used by policy makers and scientists in 
formulating strategies to manage human impacts on global processes such as the greenhouse effect, ozone 
depletion and deforestation of the rain forests. 

The EOS program will provide comprehensive measurements of the physical climate of the Earth through 
measurements of the radiation budget from two polar-orbiting platforms at different times of day and night 
as well as measurements from a low-latitude satellite over the tropics. The atmosphere will be 
characterized by measuring global temperature, winds and moisture from the ground to the mesopause. The 
combination of sensors on EOS will provide multiparameter data to study precipitation processes, snow and 
ice processes, glacier mass balance and air-sea interactions. Passive microwave sensors, combined with 
cloud imagers, will provide simultaneous measurements of cloud-top temperature and rain rate. This will 
improve our understanding of precipitation formation within storms. The processes by which the oceans and 
the atmosphere exchange moisture, trace gases, heat and momentum will be studied using boundary layer 
measurements. 

EOS will monitor many parameters that are indicators of the state of the environment, such as the spatial 
and temporal distribution of tropospheric and stratospheric gases (e.g., carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, 
methane, ozone, oxides of nitrogen and sulfur compounds). In addition, interdisciplinary theoretical 
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~ E.OS-A Payload Selections 

INSTRUMENT SELECTED FOR TENTATIVELY UNDER 
INVESTIGATION FLIGHT ON SELECTED FOR CONSIDERATION FOR 

ACRIM Sat. of Opp. -
AIRS/AMSU-A/-BE (EUMETSAT) EOS-Al EOS-A2, -A3 

ASTER Qapanese) Al A2,A3 

CERES Al, ESA A2, A3, Sat. of Opp . TRMM, ATMOS, JEOS 
• 

EOSP Al A2,A3 TRMM 

HIRDLS Oofnt with U.K.) Al - EOS-A2, A3; EOS-B 

HIRIS - A2,A3 

LIS Al A2,A3 TRMM/Sat. of Opp. 

MIMR (ESA) Al* A2,A3 

MISR Al A2,A3 

MODIS-N/-T Al A2,A3 

MOPITT (Canadian) Al* -

STIKSCAT Al A2,A3 

*Final conjirmation,pending resolution of technical issues, is anticipated by early summer 1991. 

Note: WBDCS will be included in EOS-A series as a capability of the satellite platform . 

• 
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investigations will be conducted to utilize EOS and complementary data sets to study such phenomena as 
ecosystem distributions and conditions; biogeochemical fluxes at the ocean-atmosphere and land-atmosphere 
interfaces; fluxes of carbon and nutrients within terrestrial, freshwater and oceanic systems; and 
atmospheric composition. 

Utilizing closely-coupled, complementary instruments, the EOS will be designe~ to observe regional and 
global scale processes such as El Nino, desertification, ozone levels and ocean circulation. The EOS will 
use both passive and active sensors in the visible, infrared and microwave spectrums. Global coverage 
will be provided every two days at 1 kilometer resolution using radiometers, spectrometers, and lidar. 

The EOS observatory program builds upon Phase A and B studies conducted by the Space Station Freedom 
program. Three large platforms are currently planned for production to carry out the EOS-A series 
measurements. Studies are also being conducted which will evaluate alternate mission scenarios for the 
EOS-B series based upon scientific viability and cost effectiveness. 

The project's scientific data processing components consist of Central Data Handling Facilities, a Data 
Archival and Distribution System, and an Information Management Center. These three elements comprise 
the EOS Data Information System (EOSDIS). The second phase of the EOS data information facility 
construction to house the EOSDIS at the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) is included in the Construction 
of Facilities request. · 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The EOS Data Information System (EOSDIS) project has been identified as a separate budget element, and 
funded at the Congressionally-directed level of $36.0 million in F'i 1991. The EOS observatories 
(platforms) have been reduced a total of $72.0 million. Of the total reduction, $44.0 million was a 
result of Congressional direction and $28.0 million was allocated to the instruments. The EOS program has 
been segregated into its major components to reflect our funding plans for FY 1991. The EOS instrument 
line has been increased from previous plans to reflect the increased emphasis on the advanced sensors 
development and the importance of instrument readiness to the overall EOS schedule. 

BASIS Of IX 1992 ESTIMATES 

FY 1992 funding is required to continue to design of the EOS-A flight instruments which are to be selected 
in FY 1991. Instruments planned for the EOS-B series will continue conceptual definition in preparation 
for later flight selection, For the EOS-A instruments with design heritage, preliminary design reviews 
will begin in FY 1992. 

F'i 1992 funding is also required to continue development of the EOS-A observatories. Effort will be 
concentrated on development of long-lead components such as the high data rate recorders and thermal 
systems. The development schedule is currently under review and will take into account the pending 
instrument selection and the current budget. 
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Project: EARTH OBSERVING SYSTEM (EOS) April 2, 1991 

Field Center: Goddard Space Flight Center Orbital Param: 705km 
S/C Contractor: General Electric Sun-synchronous 
Launch date: First mission December 1998 (Preliminary) Near polar 

Subsequent five launch dates under review Total Weight: EOS A 10,140 kg (22,300 lbs) 
Launch Vehicles Titan IV (6) EOS B 12,600 kg (27,780 lbs) 
Launch Site: WTR Stabilization: Three axis 

Budgeted Ops: Five years per platform 

THROUGH FY 20000NL Y PRIOR FY 1990 FY 1991 FY 1992 FY 1993 FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996 BTC TOTAL RANGE 

Instruments 79.0 159.9 362.9 553.8 839.7 742.6 2,934.0 5,671.9 
Observatory 60.0 58.5 88.9 251.9 326.8 333.8 1,828.0 2,947.9 
Science j6,0 35,0 48,0 83,0 155,0 195,0 1,Z39,0 2,211 .o 

Development 155.0 253.4 499.8 888.7 1,321.5 1,271.4 6,501.0 10,890.8 

Mission Operations & Data Analysis 
Operations 1,160.0 1,160.0 
Data and Information System 36,0 82,6 139,5 199.~ 380.5 680.4 2,382.0 3,9QQ.~ 

Total OSSA 191.0 336.0 639.3 1,088.1 1,702.0 1,951.8 10,043.0 15,951.2 16-18 Billion 

Space Station Platform 30.0 74.0 104.0 
Expendable Launch Vehicles -Titan IV 45.7 60.0 58.6 397.3 561.6 
Tracking & Data Acquisition (50% of COOS) 2.3 3.7 11.5 35.9 58.0 63.6 44.6 283.6 503.2 
Construction of Facilities 8.0 17.0 28.0 11.0 65.0 129.0 

Agency Total: 30.0 76.3 202.7 364.5 703.2 1,202.8 1,890.6 2,055.0 10,723.9 17,249. 

OBJECTIVES: The primary objective of EOS is to document global change and to observe regional-to-global scale processes. Utilizing a diverse suite of 
instruments carried on the EOS-A series of three polar orbiting platforms, the EOS-B series of satellites, and on European and Japanese polar platforms, 
EOS will document global change over a 15-year period to provide long-term, consistent data sets for use in modeling and understanding global change 
processes. 

STATUS: The EOS-A flight instruments will be selected in FY 1991. Instruments planned for the EOS-B series will continue conceptual definition in 
preparation for la\er flight selection. FY 1992 funding is also required to continue development of the EOS-A observatories. Effort will be concentrated on 
development of long-lead components such as the high data rate recorders and thermal systems. The development schedule is currently under review 

· and will take into account the pending instrument selection and the current budget. 



Project: EARTH OBSERVING SYSTEM CEOS} Continued 

MISSION PROFILE: Each platform will be replaced every five years to achieve the 15-year mission lifetime goal. 

FOREIGN PARTICIPATION: ESA will provide two series of polar platforms along with instrumentation, launch, operations, and the associated data 
system. ESA may also contribute one or more instruments for flight on NASA platforms. The United Kingdom has proposed to provide a portion of the 
high-resolution dynamics limb sounder (HIRDLS) experiment. Japan will provide at least one polar platform. In addition, Japan is providing the advanced 
spaceborne thermal emission and reflection (ASTER, formerly ITIR) instrument for flight on EOS A. Canada has proposed the measurements of pollution 
in the troposphere (MOP ITT) instrument for EOS A and is considering a X-band direct downlink capability for the NASA platforms. 

... ,, 



• • 
FY 1992 funding is required for EOS science, primarily the EOS-A principle investigators and science 
facility teams. The principle investigators will begin development of the science algorithms that will 
decipher the data products from the science instruments. Each algorithm will be unique to the instrument 
and also reflect the scientific legacy of the Earth science research program. The science facility teams 
will perform the principle investigator roles for the facility class instruments. In response to several 
recent recommendations (i.e., the National Research Council and the recent Advisory Committee on the 
Future of the U.S. Space Program), an external engineering review will be undertaken during 1991 to 
examine additional alternatives for flying EOS instruments. In exploring these alternatives, the review 
shall ensure that there be no unacceptable degradation of the current EOS scientific objectives. 

/~ 

' I 

EOS Program Master Schedule 
Prelimi11ry ( 12/98 Launch) 

-' 
Apprcwal: S. TIiford 
Acmmp: R. Roberts 

PMiEUU 
Orlgllal Approval: 2/91 

Last Change: 2/91 
Status As ot. 2/91 
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EOS DATA INFORMATION SYSTEM (EOSDIS) 
FY 1992 BUDGET 
FY 1991 BUDGET 

DELTA 

\") 

36.0 

.3.6.0. 

-' 

82.6 

~ 
-11.4 

139.5 

~ 
-98.5 

199.4 
~ 
-233.6 

380.5 
ill...Q 
-130.5 

680.4 
.s.aa.o. 

+142.4 

2,382.0 
2,382.0 

3,900.4 

4,232.0 
-331.6 

,., 
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EOS Program Master Schedule 
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Accomp: R. Roberts 
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BASIS FOR FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

EARTH OBSERVING SYSTEM DATA INFORMATION SYSTEM 

1991 1992 
1990 Budget Current Budget 

Actual Estimate Est;Lmate Est;Lmate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Earth observing system data information 
system ................................ . 36,000 36,000 82,600 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

A key element enabling the Earth Observing System (EOS) to meet the long-term science goals of Mission to 
Plant Earth is its Data and Information System (DIS). The EOSDIS will provide the processing, storage, 
and distribution of all the science data collected by EOS and the resulting scientific products. 
Additionally, EOSDIS will perform spacecraft and instrument command and control. 

EOSDIS will be implemented as a distributed system, with a network of Distributed Active Archive Centers 
(DAACs) supporting experts developing science tools in designated disciplines. The DAACs will perform 
continuous processing of instrument data to derive the underlying scientific parameters of interest. The 
network will link the archived data and products so that investigators may access the entire set of 
holdings from any entry point. An information management service will help users locate data within the 
total archive. The network also will interface with international partner instruments and control 
facilities, and will provide operational data to agencies such as NOAA. 

EOSDIS will be implemented by a "Core System" contractor, with contract award planned for 1992. 
Preliminary work to be performed by NASA will establish a "Version 0" EOSDIS, providing researchers with 
early access to data sets from precursor missions and from Earth Probes to be flown before EOS launches 
begin. 

CHANGES FROM THE FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The EOSDIS budget has been separately identified from the EOS program budget per Congressional direction. 
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BASIS or lJ 1992 ESTIMATE 

FY 1992 funding is required to establish DAACs and begin standardizing formats and retrieval capabilities 
for "pathfinder" data sets. Definition of EOSDIS functions must continue and be widely coordinated among 
DAACs and EOS platform and instrument developers. Science computing facilities will begin to be 
established for EOS investigators. Proposals for the EOSDIS Core System will be evaluated, and work 
initiated under contract. 
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EARTH PROBES 
2/5/91 

LAUNCH DATES: SCATTEROMETER: 1995 JAPANESE ADEOS, H-11 ELV 
TOMS: 1993, ENHANCED SCOUT ELV; 1995 JAPANESE ADEOS, H-11 ELV 
TRMM: 1997, JAPANESE H-11 

E!BIQB 
EARTH PROBES SUMMARY 
FY 1992 BUDGET 91.8 13.6 54.7 68.2 77.5 77.0 74.5 53.8 22.9 534.0,, 
FY 1991 BUDGET .91..a la£ za.z ~ 21..:1. .1U .12J2 12.Z 2.iJ2 _2§U,, 
DELTA - - +26.0 +32.5 +49.8 +59.1 +62.5 +41.1 -1.1 +269.9 

EARTH PROBES DETAIL: 
SQA TTEBOMEIEB 
FY 1992 BUDGET 91.8 13.6 17.8 24.0 20.2 16.1 10.0 - - 193.5 
FY 1991 BUDGET .91..a la£ 12.a 23..a .1B..5. 1M .lJ2J2 - 2.iJ2 21.M -
DELTA - - - +.7 +.7 +.7 - - -24.0 -21.9 

IQIAL QZOt:IE MAee1t:1G SEEQIBOMEIEB ,roMS) 
FY 1992 BUDGET - - 21.9 29.9 16.7 8.6 20.5 24.1 - 121.7 
FY 1991 BUDGET - - 10..a ~ .a.2 2..5 z.o. 12.Z - ~ - - -
DELTA - +11.0 +17.5 +8.5 +6.1 +18.5 +11.4 - +73.0 

IBQEIQAL BAlt:IEALL MEASUBEMEt:II MISSIQt:I ,rBMMl 
FY 1992 BUDGET - 15.0 14.3 40.6 52.3 44.0 29.7 22.9 218.8 
FY 1991 BUDGET - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -
DELTA - +15.0 +14.3 +40.6 +52.3 +44.0 +29.7 +22.9 +218.8 

EXPLANATION OF CHANGES: 
TRMM CONGRESSIONAL INCREASE - +15.0 - - - - - - +15.0 
TRMM AUGMENTATION - - +14.3 +40.6 +52.3 +44.0 +29.7 +22.9 +203.8 
TOMS CONGRESSIONAL INCREASE - +11.0 - - - - - - +11.0 
TOMS AUGMENTATION - - +17.6 +8.8 +6.4 +18.8 +11.7 - +63.3 
TOMS CONTRACTOR CONVERSION - - -.1 -.3 -.3 -.3 -.3 - -1.3 
SCATTEROMETER REPHASING - - +.7 +.7 +.7 - - - +2.1 
SCATTEROMETER MO & DA TRANSFER -24.0 -24.0 

• 



BASIS FOR FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

Scatterometer ........................... . 
Total ozone mapping spectrometer ........ . 
Tropical rainfall measurement mission ... . 

Total ................................. . 

Launch vehicles (TOMS) .................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

• 
EARTH PllOB!S 

1991 
Budget 1990 

Actual i§Um§.t~ 
Current 
E§Um1t~ 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

13,600 

13,600 

(2,000) 

17,800 
10,900 

28,ZOQ 

(4,000) 

17,800 
21,900 
15,000 

54,ZOQ 

(6,400) 

1992 
Budget 

t;stim§.t~ 

24,000 
29,900 
14,300 

6B,2QQ 

(12,100) 

The Earth Probes program is a component of Mission to Planet Earth and will provide an explorer-class 
program to address specific, highly-focused problems in Earth science. The program will have the 
flexibility to take advantage of unique opportunities presented by international cooperative efforts and 
technical innovation and will serve to maintain and increase Earth science research vitality. 

These projects complement the Earth Observing System program by providing the ability to investigate 
processes which require special orbits or have other requirements such as a magnetically clean spacecraft 
for future gravitational investigations. 

Planned Earth Probes include the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS), with instruments on a free-flyer 
to be launched on an enhanced small class vehicle in 1993 and on the Japanese ADEOS Satellite in 1995; the 
NASA Scatterometer (NSCAT) also planned for launch on the Japanese ADEOS satellite, and the TR.MM planned 
for launch in 1997. 

The Scatterometer will provide accurate, global measurements of ocean surface winds which will be useful 
for both oceanography and meteorology. In addition to providing wind field data, Scatterometer data will 
permit the first global study of the influence of winds on ocean circulation, will provide data on the 
effects of the oceans on the atmosphere, and will provide improved marine forecasting on winds and waves. 

/-'l'he TOMS instrument will provide uninterrupted data on total atmospheric ozone concentrations. Collection 
of this data was begun in 1978 with the launch of a TOMS instrument on Nimbus-7. The first TOMS Earth 
Probe will follow the TOMS instrument to be flown on the Soviet Meteor spacecraft, which will be launched 
in FY 1991. 
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Project: 

Field Center: 
SIC Contractor: 
Launch date: 
Launch Vehicle: 
Launch Site: 

TROPICAL RAINFALL MEASUEREMENT MISSION CTRMM) 

Goddard Space Flight Center 
Goddard In House 
August 1997 
Japanese H-11 
Tanegashima, Japan 

Orbital Param: 

Total Weight: 
Stabilization: 
Budgeted Ops: 

February 6, 1991 

Altitude: 350 km 
Inclination: 35•, circular 
2,195 kg (4,840 lbs) 
TBD 
3 Years 

PRJQB EY 1990 EY 1991 EY 1992 fY 1993 EY 1994 EY 1995 EY 1996 BTC TOTAL RANGE 

Development 15.0 14.3 40.6 52.3 44.0 29.7 22.9 218.8 215-250 
Mission Operations & Data Analysis 
Extended Operations 

Shuttle Operation (Marginal cost) 
Shuttle Operations & Payload Support 
Tracking & Data Acquisition 3.5 8.3 6.3 7.1 5.2 30.4 
Total Basic Mission: 15.0 17.8 48.9 58.6 51.1 34.9 22.9 249.2 

OBJECTIVES: TRMM will measure precipitation in the tropical latitudes from a dedicated Earth probe. 

STATUS: TRMM will complete definition and begin development in FY 1991. Spacecraft and instrument design will continue leading to the preliminary design 
review in FY 1992 

MISSION PROFILE: 

FOREIGN PARTICIPATION: The spacecraft, integration and some instruments will be provided by the U.S. The launch vehicle and the rain radar will be 
provided by the Japanese. 
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Project: February 5, 1991 

Field Center: 

TOTAL OZONE MAPPING SPECTROMETER CTOMS) 

Goddard Space Flight Center Orbital Param: Altitude: 900km 
SIC Contractor: Various Instrument Weight: 2.6 kg 
Launch Dates: August 1991, September 1993,February 1995 

Soviet Cyclone, SELV, Japanese H-11 
Budgeted Ops: 3 Years 

Launch Vehicle: 
Launch Site: USSR, KSC, Tanegashima, Japan 

PRIOR EY 1990 EY 1991 EY 1992 EY 1993 EY 1994 EY 1995 EY 1996 BTC 

Development 
TOMS Meteor 1991 
TOMS 1993 
TOMS ADEOS 1995 
- TOMS Follow-on 
Mission Operations & Data Analysis 
Extended Operations 

Shuttle Operation (Marginal cost) 
Shuttle Operations & Payload Support 
SELV 
Tracking & Data Acquisition 
Totals: 

5.3 

6.3 

9.0 

2.0 

2.0 

13.0 

2.2 
14.4 
7.5 

1.5 

6.4 
1.0 

33.0 

.1 
19.9 
10.0 

3.0 

12.1 
3.5 

48.6 

.7 
12.6 

4.1 

3.1 

4.7 
4.7 

29.9 

.7 .8 
2.7 
3.1 3.2 
2.8 17.3 
3.2 3.3 

2.0 1.0 
14.5 25.6 

24.1 
3.4 

27.5 

TOTAL RANGE 

18.8 
49.6 
29.9 

Con't. 
17.5 

25.2 
12.2 

153.0 
OBJECTIVES: The TOMS instruments provide an uninterrupted data that began in 1978 on total atmospheric ozone concentrations. The design life of 
each instrument is three years. 

STATUS: Meteor 1991 Mjssjon -The refurbished TOMS instrument from the Nimbus program completed first integration and checkout on the Soviet 
Meteor Ill Spacecraft early in FY 1991. Following update to full flight configuration and calibration, TOMS will be returned to the USSR in 
1991 for launch by the Soviets. 

1993 Mjssjon - Spacecraft development contracts will be in placed in late FY 1991, and system design and development will begin in FY 1992 
ADEOS 1995 Mjssjon - Design leading to the instrument preliminary design review in July 1991 continues. An instrument structural model will 

be delivered to NASDA in January 1992. 

MISSION PROFILE: 
Meteor 1991 Missjon - Will fly aboard Soviet Meteor Ill spacecraft in sun-synchronous, polar orbit. 
1993 Mission - Will fly aboard a NASA dedicated spacecraft. 
ADEOS 1995 Missjon - Will fry aboard the Japanese ADEOS in a nearly polar, sun synchronous orbit. 
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TOTAL OZONE MAPPING SPECTROMETER {TOMS) Continued February 5, 1991 

FOREIGN PARTICIPATION: 
Meteor 1991 Mjssjon - TOMS will be one instrument aboard the Soviet Meteor Ill spacecraft. The Soviets will provide the balance of the 

payload, the spacecraft, integration and test, launch, and tracking. 

ADEOS 1995 Mjssjon -TOMS will be one instrument aboard the Japanese ADvanced Earth Observing Satellite (ADEOS), sponsored by 
NASDA. NASDA will provide the balance of the payload, the spacecraft, integration and test, launch, and tracking. 

Nole: All funding for the TOMS 1991 mission and the funding for 1995 ADEOS TOMS prior to FY 1990 is from the Earth Sciences Payload and Instrument Development budget Funding for the 
entire TOMS 1993 mission and for the 1995 ADEOS TOMS after FY 1990 is from the Earth Probes budget. 



Project: 

Field Center: 
SIC Contractor: 
Launch date: 
Launch Vehicle: 
Launch Site: 

SCATTEROMETER CNSCAT} 

Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
Mitsubishi Electric Co. for NASDA-ADEOS 
February 1995 
Japanese H-11 
Tanegashima, Japan 

February 8, 1991 

Orbital Param: Altitude: 796 km 
Inclination: 98.6",sun synchronous 

Instrument Weight: 237 kg (520 lbs) 
Budgeted Ops: 3 Years 

PRIOR EY 1990 EY 1991 EY 1992 EY 1993 EY 1994 EY 1995 EY 1996 BTC TOTAL RANGE 

Development 91.8 13.6 17.8 24.0 20.2 16.1 10.0 193.5 210-230 
Mission Operations & Data Analysis 5.8 11.4 12.6 29.8 
Extended Operations 

Shuttle Operation (Marginal cost) 
Shuttle Operations & Payload Support 
Tracking & Data Acquisition 

Total Basic Mission: 91.8 13.6 17.8 24.0 20.2 16.1 15.8 11.4 12.6 223.3 

OBJECTIVES: The NASA Scatterometer will provide accurate, global measurements of ocean surface winds which will be useful for both oceanography 
and meteorology. The NASA Scatterometer data will permit the first global study of the influence of winds on ocean circulation, will provide data on the 
effects of the oceans on the atmosphere, and will provide improved marine forecasting on winds and waves. 

STATUS: The design and development of the radio and digital subsystems are underway. The flight traveling wave tube amplifiers will be completed this 
year. The flight Scatterometer will be shipped to Japan in late 1993. 

MISSION PROFILE: The NASA Scatterometer will measure surface wind speeds and directions over at least 90% of the oceans every two days in all 
weather and cloud conditions. 

FOREIGN PARTICIPATION: The NASA Scatterometer will be one instrument aboard the Japanese ADvanced Earth Observing Satellite (ADEOS), 
sponsored by NASDA. NASDA will provide the balance of the payload, the spacecraft, integration and test, launch, and tracking. 

oAC~ up 



• • 
The TRMM will measure precipitation in the tropical latitudes from a dedicated Earth probe. The 
spacecraft, integration and some instruments will be provided by the U.S. The launch vehicle and the rain 
radar will be provided by the Japanese. The TRMM will have completed definition and will begin 
development in FY 1991. The current plan is for launch in 1997. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

In FY 1991, the Earth Probes line item was augmented by $31.0 million per Congressional direction: 
$15.0 million to TRMM, $11.0 million to TOMS and $5.0 million to the Ocean Color Mission (SeaWiFS). 
Funding for the SeaWiFS is included under Earth Sciences mission operations and data analysis to reflect 
the proposed data purchase plan. The Scatterometer has also been incorporated into Earth Probes. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

FY 1992 funding is required to continue development of the NASA Scatterometer which is currently scheduled 
for a February 1995 launch on the Japanese Advanced Earth Observing System (ADEOS). In FY 1992, the NASA 
Scatterometer will complete development of the radio frequency subsystem and will begin system level 
integration. In addition, engineering models will be delivered to Japan during FY 1992. 

FY 1992 funding is also required to continue development of the TOMS free flyer which is currently 
scheduled for a late 1993 launch. Spacecraft development contracts will be in place in late FY 1991, and 
system design and development will commence in FY 1992. In addition, work will continue for follow-on 
launches, including a 1995 launch aboard the ADEOS spacecraft. 

Continued development of TRMM, which is currently scheduled for a late FY 1997 launch, is also funded in 
FY 1992. Spacecraft and instrument design will accelerate in FY 1992 leading to the Preliminary Design 
Review (PDR). The development schedule is currently under review and will be finalized in FY 1991. 
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REMOTELY PILOTED AIRCRAFT 
2/5/91 

.EY..9n .EiJll fY..92 .ELSa ElJM ELa5 .EYJm 

FY 1992 BUDGET 
FY 1991 BUDGET 
DELTA 

AUGMENTATION 

5.0 

+5.0 

15.0 

+15.0 

20.0 

+20.0 

20.0 

+20.0 

0 THE OBJECTIVE: TO OPERATE VERY LIGHT-WEIGHT AIRCRAFT AT HIGH 
ALTITUDES FOR DURATIONS UP TO WEEKS 

20.0 

+20.0 

0 THE EARTH SCIENCES RESEARCH PROGRAM WILL ADDRESS THE APPLICABILITY 
OF THE RPA'S TO THE FLIGHT OF EARTH SENSING INSTRUMENTS 

0 RPA'S OFFER THE POTENTIAL OF A LOW-COST REMOTE OBSERVATION 
TECHNIQUE. 

• 



• • 
BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

REMOTELY PILOTED AIRCRAFT 

Remotely piloted aircraft ............... . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

1991 
Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

5,000 

The concept of remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) is to operate very light-weight aircraft at high altitudes 
for durations up to several weeks. The RPA idea resulted from a Department of Defense technology program. 
The effort in the Earth sciences research program will address the applicability of the RPA's to the 
flight of Earth sensing instruments. Opportunities to operate instrumented RPA's over terrestrial 
locations of interest will be evaluted as a complement to high altitude remote sensing. The RPA's offer 
the potential of a low-cost remote observation technique. The application of the technology to Earth 
sciences research will be studied and evaluated by established scientific researchers working with the 
industrial developers. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

Funding will provide for the initial evaluation and planning of the application of the RPA concept to 
Earth sciences research, with emphasis on the feasibility for flight of currently-identified sensors, as 
well as their light-weight derivatives. 
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UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH SATELLITE (LIARS) 
2/8/91 

LAUNCH DATE: Nov-91 STS (DISCOVERY) 

STATUS: 0 FINAL PAYLOAD INTEGRATION NOW UNDERWAY 
0 TO BE SHIPPED TO KSC IN THE SECOND QUARTER 1991 
0 FLIGHT READINESS REVIEW IN THIRD QUARTER 1991 

eBIOB .EY..92 .EYJll .Ei..92 .Elm 
UABS IJE;iELOeME~I 

£lJM ~ El.a§ .BIQ IQIAL 

FY 1992 BUDGET 497.9 55.2 64.0 18.2 - - - - - 635.3 
FY 1991 BUDGET ~ ~ .6§J2 .1.a.5 - - - - - M6.6 - - - - -DELTA - -9.0 -2.0 -.3 - - - - -11.3 

UABS MQ& IJA 
FY 1992 BUDGET - - - 17.2 35.4 24.7 15.1 12.0 - 104.4 
FY 1991 BUDGET - - - 11.2 ~ .2!..Z 10.J. .an - ~ - - - -DELTA - - - - - +5.0 +4.0 - +9.0 

sueeCBI QQSIS 
STS OPERATIONS (MARGINAL COST) - 6.3 12.1 34.1 - - - - - 52.5 
STS PAYLOAD SUPPORT 1.1 .5 1.5 .1 - - - - - 3.2 
TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 23.6 2.6 3.1 - - - - - - 29.3 

AGENCY TOTAL 522.6 64.6 80.7 69.6 35.4 24.7 15.1 12.0 - 824.7 

EXPLANATION OF CHANGES: 
R & PM REDUCTION -5.0 - - - - - - - -5.0 
TRANSFER TO TOPEX -4.0 -2.0 - - - - - -6.0 
CONTRACTOR CONVERSION - - -.3 - - - - - -.3 
PARTIAL PAYBACK - - - - - .±5...Q tl..O. - .9..Q - - - - - -
NET CHANGE -9.0 -2.0 -.3 - - +5.0 +4.0 - -2.3 

• • • 
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BASIS OP FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH SATELLITE PROGRAM 

Spacecraft .............................. . 
Experiments ............................. . 

Total ................................. . 

Mission operations and data analysis .... . 
STS operations .......................... . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actus.1 

15,200 
40,000 

55,200 

(6,800) 

1991 
Budget Current 
lit1m1.t1 Eitimatt 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

11,000 11,000 
55,000 53,000 

66,000 64,000 

(58,500) (13,600) 

• 
1992 

Budget 
ll:iUm1.te 

3,500 
14,700 

18,200 

(17,200) 
(34,200) 

The Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) program is the next step of a comprehensive program of 
research, technology development and monitoring of the upper atmosphere aimed at improving basic 
scientific understanding. This mission, scheduled for a Shuttle launch in late 1991, is essential for 
understanding the key radiative, chemical and dynamical processes which couple together to control the 
composition and structure of the stratosphere. The UARS mission will provide the first integrated global 
measurements of: ozone concentration; chemical species that affect ozone; energy inputs; temperature; and 
winds in the stratosphere and mesosphere. These measurements will complement the measurements of ozone 
and of atmospheric parameters affecting ozone that were made on Nimbus and SAGE. The UARS program is a 
critical element in overall stratospheric research and monitoring efforts; it will provide the first full 
data set on stratospheric composition and dynamics regarding production of chlorofluorocarbons. The UARS 
mission will also contribute to the assessment of the impact of stratospheric changes on our climate and 
will provide the data needed for a full understanding of the stratosphere. These understandings are 
essential for subsequent design and implementation of a long-term stratospheric monitoring activity. 

The ten UARS experiments include infrared and microwave limb sounders which required advances beyond 
earlier capabilities in cryogenics, solid-state devices and microwave antennas. A Solar Backscatter 
Ultraviolet (SBUV) instrument will be modified to fly on the Shuttle during the UARS mission and to 
provide correlative data. In addition, development is underway on of the central ground data handling 
facility, which will permit near-real-time interactive utilization of data by the nineteen design and 
theoretical investigator teams. 
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UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH SATELLITE (UARS) 
2/13/91 

PRIOR .EY..9Q .EiJil .Ex:.az .EY.9J .EYJM .EU5 .Ei.00 .BIQ TOTAL 
UARS DEVELOPMENT PROJECT DETAIL: 
OBSERVATORY 

~ ll.Q 15.2 .Ll2 - - - - - 25a1 - - - - -SPACECRAFT 228.9 14.0 15.2 1.0 - - 259.1 

INSTRUMENTS AND SCIENCE 221.9 19.2 21.5 5.0 - - - - 267.6 CORRELATIVE MEASUREMENTS .6 .2 5.0 3.8 - - - - - 9.6 GROUND SYSTEM 17.3 7.8 4.9 4.3 - - - - - 34.3 PROJECT MANAGEMENT 17.4 4.0 5.2 2.0 - - - - 28.6 CONTINGENCY - 8.0 6.9 1.4 - - - - - 16.3 HQ SUPPORT/APA 11..a 2Jl .s.a ..1. - - - - 1aa - - - - -EXPERIMENTS 269.0 41.2 48.8 17.2 - - - - - 376.2 
FY 1992 BUDGET 497.9 55.2 64.0 18.2 - - - - 635.3 
% CONTINGENCY 

14% 100/o 8% %APA 
3% 8% 4% 

NOTE: THE SPLIT BETWEEN SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS PUBLISHED IN THE FY 1992 BUDGET ESIMATES 
WAS WRONG. THE SPLIT ABOVE IS CORRECT 

• • 



• 
The ground data handling facility will enable a higher level of interaction among experimenters and 
theoreticians than has existed with past programs. Implementation of this concept requires that the 
system be developed on a timely parallel path with the flight hardware so that individual experiment data 
processing subsystems, including algorithms and the interactive data base, provide maximum interaction and 
effectiveness in the design and development phase of the program and are fully verified at launch time. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

A reduction of $2.0 million was made to provide funds for the TOPEX mission. There will be no impact on 
launch readiness. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The FY 1992 funds are required to support spacecraft launch site activities at KSC and the launch of UARS 
on the Space Shuttle in late 1991. FY 1992 funding is also required to complete integration and test of 
the ground data handling facility including hardware and software verification activities prior to launch. 
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OCEAN TOPOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT {TOPEX) 
2/8/91 

LAUNCH DATE: Jun-92 ARIANE 

STATUS: 0 SENSORS TO BE DELIVERED IN THE FIRST QUARTER OF 1991 
0 INSTRUMENT MODULE INTEGRATION WILL BEGIN IN 1991 
0 MMS INTEGRATION AND TEST UNDERWAY 

eBIQB £(.9Q .EYJll El.SZ .Elm .EiJM El.a5 ~ .BE IQIAL IQeEx QE~ELQeME~I 
FY 1992 BUDGET 176.4 84.8 76.0 51.9 - - - - 389.1 FY 1991 BUDGET 11M .an.a .6aJ2 &a - - - - - .azs.J. - - - - -DELTA +4.0 +8.0 +1.0 - - - - - +13.0 
IQeEx MQ & QA 
FY 1992 BUDGET - - - 5.0 29.0 28.9 16.4 - - 79.3 FY 1991 BUDGET - - - - 2aa 28.a .1U. - - 15.1 

- - - - - -DELTA 
+5.0 -.9 +.1 - - - +4.2 

sueeQBI QQSIS 
TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 4.8 2.2 .9 .8 .6 .4 - - - 9.7 
AGENCY TOTAL 181.2 87.0 76.9 57.7 29.6 29.3 16.4 - - 478.1 
EXPLANATION OF CHANGES: 
TRANSFER FROM UARS +4.0 +2.0 - - - - +6.0 TRANSFER FROM R & A - +3.0 - - - - - +3.0 CONGRESSIONAL INCREASE - +3.0 - - - - - - +3.0 REPRICING - - ~ .:...9 ±J. - - - ±5..2 - - - - -NET CHANGE +4.0 +8.0 +6.0 -.9 +.1 - - +17.2 

• • 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

OCEAN TOPOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT 

1991 

Ocean topography experiment (TOPEX.) ..... . 

Mission operations and data analysis .... . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

84,800 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

68,000 76,000 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

51,900 

(5,000) 

The goal of the Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEX.) is to utilize satellite radar altimetry to measure the 
surface topography of the global oceans over a period of three years with sufficient accuracy and 
precision to significantly enhance our understanding of the oceans' general circulation and mesoscale 
variability. The capability of satellite altimetry to address this goal was demonstrated in 1978 by 
NASA's Seasat program. Such information is needed to better understand how the atmosphere drives the 
circulation of the oceans, how the oceans in turn influence the atmosphere and ultimately, the role of the 
oceans in climate. 

NASA and the French Space Agency (CNES) are collaborating on TOPEX. in order to exploit more fully the 
scientific value of the data. In exchange for this scientific collaboration and the flight of a French 
altimeter and tracking system, CNES will launch TOPEX. in June 1992 on an Ariane launch vehicle. TOPEX. is 
also being planned in concert with the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE), a major international 
oceanographic field program being planned under the auspices of the World Climate Research Program (WCRP). 
WOCE will combine satellite observations from TOPEX. with traditional in situ observations to enable the 
first comprehensive determination of the three-dimensional current structure of the global oceans. When 
further combined with ocean surface winds from the NASA Scatterometer (NSCAT), unique measurements of the 
oceans' driving force (winds) and the resulting ocean response (topography) will have been obtained. 

During 1991, the satellite contract will complete the development phase, and integration and test of the 
spacecraft and sensors will continue. The joint NASA/CNES science team will continue its effort to 
develop and verify algorithms to produce consistent data products for the science teams. 

CHANGES FROM PY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

An additional $8.0 million was added to the TOPEX. program, including $3.0 million by Congressional 
direction, to maintain critical schedules leading to launch in June 1992. 
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OCEAN TOPOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT (TOPEX) 
2/8/91 

PRIOR am fYJll .Ei..92 .Ei..93. ElJM .Ei..95 ~ BE TOTAL 

TOPEX DEVELOPMENT PROJECT DETAIL: 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 3.5 1.8 2.0 2.0 - - - - - 9.3 
SCIENCE 48.3 19.7 10.3 8.6 - - - - - 86.9 
SATELLITE 108.4 51.6 37.1 13.3 - - - - - 210.4 
GROUND SYSTEM 12.7 11.6 20.4 21.2 - - - - 65.9 
HO SUPPORT 3.5 .1 1.2 1.0 - - - - - 5.8 
CONTINGENCY - - 2.4 2.0 - - - - - 4.4 
APA - - 2£ a.a - - - - - M - - - - - - -FY 1992 BUDGET 176.4 84.8 76.0 51.9 - - - - 389.1 

% CONTINGENCY 3% 4% 
%APA 4% 8% 

• 



• 
BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

In FY 1992, TOPEX funding will support continued full-scale spacecraft system integration and test. 
Spacecraft delivery will occur in late CY 1991 for integration to the Ariane 4 launch vehicle. The CNES 
and Arianespace have signed contracts to provide launch services for a June 1992 launch. 
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PAYLOAD AND INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT 
2/5/91 .EYJm E:l..91 fY..92 

PAYLOAD AND INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT 76.1 49.7 48.6 
FY 1992 BUDGET 
FY 1991 BUDGET 

zaJ. .§.I ~ 

DELTA 

FY 1992 BUDGET DETAIL: 23.8 7.3 
EOSATD 

ACTIVE CAVITY RADIOMETER (ACR) 
.7 .7 .9 

ACTIVE CAVITY RADIOMETER IRRADIANCE MONITOR (ACRIM) 
.8 .6 .4 

ATMOSPHERE TRACE MOLECULES OBSERVED BY SPECTROSCOPY (ATMOS) 2.7 2.7 3.0 

LIDAR IN-SPACE TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENT (LITE) 
.1 .1 1.5 

LIGHT DETECTION AND RANGING (LIDAR) 
2.5 2.5 2.5 

MEASUREMENT OF AIR POLLUTION (MAPS) 
.5 .6 .6 

SHUTILE SOLAR BACKSCATIER UV SPECTROMETER (SSBUV) 
- - 1.2 

SOLAR UV SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE MONITOR (SUSIM) 
1.1 1.2 1.2 

TOTAL OZONE MAPPING SPECTROMETER (TOMS) 
11.0 2.2 .1 

APA/HO SUPPORT 
:z. ..1 .a.2. 

ATMOSPHERIC PAYLOADS 
20.1 10.7 14.6 

AIRBORNE VISIBLE/INFRARED IMAGING SPECTROMETER, AIRCRAFT INST. (AVIRIS A/C) - .7 3.0 

4.4 
EOSSUPPORT 
EOS SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR (SAR) 

.1 .1 4.0 

HIGH-RESOLUTION IMAGING SPECTROMETER (HIRIS) 
8.1 

SHUTILE IMAGING RADAR-C (SIR-C) 
19.1 30.0 22.1 

APA/HO SUPPORT 
..6. ..9 ~ 

EARTH SENSING PAYLOADS 
32.2 31.7 34.0 

• 
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BASIS FOR FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

PAYLOAD AND INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT 

1991 1992 
1990 Budget Current Budget 

Acty~l EsUm~t~ E:i!tiute Estim~te 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Atmospheric payloads .................... . 20,100 10,700 10,700 14,600 
Earth sensing payloads .................. . 32,200 31,700 31,700 34,000 
EOS ATD ................................. . 23,800 7,300 7,300 

Total ................................. . 76,100 49,700 49,700 48.~00 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

The Space Transportation System offers the unique opportunity for short-duration flights of instruments. 
The Earth Science and Applications program has incorporated this capability into the Shuttle/Spacelab 
payload development activities in these important aspects: early test, checkout and design of remote 
sensing instruments for long-duration, free-flying missions and short-term atmospheric and environmental 
data gathering for basic research and analysis where long-term observations are impractical. Instrument 
development activities support a wide range of instrumentation, from airborne to international flights of 
opportunity. 

The objective of the Atmosphere Trace Molecules Observed by Spectroscopy (ATMOS) experiment is to make 
detailed measurements of gaseous constituents (e.g., hydrogen chloride, water, ammonia, methane) in the 
Earth's atmosphere by using the technique of infrared absorption spectroscopy. The data will help 
determine the compositional structure of the upper atmosphere, including the ozone layer and its spatial 
variability on a global scale. The instrument flew in 1985 on Spacelab-3 and data analysis continues. In 
FY 1987, ATMOS commenced a ground observation program at Table Mountain Observatory which was completed 
with the delivery of ATMOS to KSC for the ATLAS-1 mission. The science results from the first flight of 
ATMOS were of exceptional value, and the basic capability of ATMOS to measure very low concentrations of 
trace species in the Earth's atmosphere was clearly demonstrated. 

The Measurement of Air Pollution from Satellites (MAPS) experiment is a gas-filter correlation radiometer 
designed to measure the levels of troposphere carbon monoxide and the extent of interhemispheric mass 
transport in the lower atmosphere. The instrument was flown successfully on two Shuttle flights, and 
data analysis continues. It is planned for three more STS flights, to provide the first observations of 
the global seasonal variation of carbon monoxide in the Earth's atmosphere. Reflight of MAPS is also 
planned on the Shuttle Radar Laboratory (SRL) series. 
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The Active Cavity Radiometer-1 (ACR-1) is designed to aid in the study of the Earth's climate and the 
physical behavior of the Sun by making solar constant measurements. Reflights of ACR-1 on the ATLAS 
series are planned. Other experiments have also been selected for reflight, including some instruments 
which were flown on the Shuttle orbital flight tests and Spacelab-1. 

Components of the Shuttle Imaging Radar-B (SIR-B) will be used in building the next generation Imaging 
Radar instrument, SIR-C. The SIR-C will use multi-polarized, dual frequency sensor technology. The SIR-C 
is in the development and fabrication phase. System requirements review, antenna preliminary design 
review and system preliminary and critical design reviews are now complete. Flight aboard the Space 
Shuttle is scheduled for the first quarter of FY 1994. In October 1987, NASA signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding with the Federal Republic of Germany agreeing to joint missions of SIR-C with an x-band 
imaging radar to be provided by a joint German/Italian project (X-SAR). Preparations continue to 
commercialize the Large Format Camera. 

Advanced spectrometer technology development activities include fundamental research in remote sensing 
involving airborne and spaceborne imaging spectrometer instruments. The imaging spectrometer and linear 
array solid-state sensor research focuses on the development of such features as inherent geometric and 
spectral registration and programmable high spatial and spectral resolution. 

The refurbished TOMS instrument completed first integration and checkout on the Soviet Meteor Spacecraft 
early in FY 1991. Following an update to full flight configuration and calibration, TOMS and the 
Interface Adopter Module (IAM) will be returned to the USSR in 1991 for launch by the Soviets. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

FY 1992 funds will be used to support the Measurement of Air Pollution from Satellites (MAPS) science team 
activities including data reduction, refurbishment for reflight and upgrading of the ground service 
equipment. The FY 1992 funding for ATMOS is required to support continuing flight on the ATLAS series, 
which include continued science team activities, data processing and analysis, and limited refurbishment. 
FY 1992 funding is also required to continue the Active Cavity Radiometer (ACR) data processing, science 
team activities, and refurbishment for reflight on future Shuttle ATLAS flights. 

Development activities will continue on the international (U.S. and France) Light Detection and Ranging 
(LIDAR) airborne instrumentation following completion of critical design reviews in preparation for the 
integration and ground test of this multi-phase user program. First flight is projected for FY 1993. In 
this program, both NASA and France are supplying science knowledge to demonstrate first-time detail 
measurements of the atmosphere to aid in forecasting. 

In FY 1992, funding is required for continued development of SIR-C, in preparation for launch in 1993. In 
1992, all instrument integration and performance testing will be completed, as will testing of the 
antenna to the instrument. By October 1992, the thermal vacuum test will be done and the instrument will 
be prepared for delivery to the launch site. 
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· MISSION OPERATIONS & DAT A ANALYSIS 
2/5191 

El.SQ £UU .EY.92 .Ei..aa £UM .Ei.95 .EYJm 
MISSION OPERATIONS & DATA ANALYSIS 
FY 1992 BUDGET 

23.8 39.4 56.3 117.1 100.6 83.7 71.3 
FY 1991 BUDGET 

23Jl .3!2..4 32.a :rz.:z. ~ .42.a --
DELTA 

-.1 +9.0 +24.0 +79.4 +60.7 +41.4 
EXPLANATION OF CHANGES: 
UARS TRANSFER 

- +17.2 +35.4 +24.7 +10.1 +8.0 
UARS PAYBACK 

- - - - - +5.0 +4.0 
TOPEX TRANSFER 

- - +5.0 +29.0 +28.9 +16.4 OCEAN COLOR MISSION AUGMENTATION 
- +2.4 +14.9 +8.0 +5.0 +4.0 

SCATTEROMETER 
- - - - - +5.8 +11.4 

CIESIN 
+8.0 OTHER 

CONTRACTOR CONVERSION -.1 +1.0 - +.9 -.1 
-.6 -.8 -.8 -.9 -.9 

• 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

MISSION OPERATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS 

1991 

/ 

Upper atmospheric research satellite 
operations ............................ . 

Ocean topographic experiment operations .. 
Ocean color mission data purchase ....... . 
Consortium for international earth 

science information networks .......... . 
Earth sciences mission operations and 

data analysis ......................... . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

(8,000) 

23,800 

23,800 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

30,400 

30,400 

5,000. 

8,000 

26,400 

39,400 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

17,200 
5,000 

13,000 

21,100 

56,300 

The objective of the Earth Science and Applications mission operations and data analysis program is to 
acquire, process, and archive long-term data sets produced by spaceborne missions. These data relate to 
issues of global change in atmospheric ozone and trace chemical species, the Earth's radiation budget, 
aerosols, sea ice, land surface properties, and ocean circulation and biology. Funding provides for 
operations of spacecraft, processing of acquired data, validation of the resulting data products by 
science teams, and development of new processing software by these science teams. 

The Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) is scheduled for launch in late 1991. After launch, this 
mission should provide a wealth of data related to the chemistry and dynamics of the atmosphere above the 
tropopause for a period of at least three years. Various instruments aboard UARS will measure 
temperature, composition, and winds in the Earth's atmosphere, as a function of altitude, over 98 percent 
of the Earth's surface, from 80 degrees South latitude to 80 degrees North. These data will provide 
important information related to maintenance and destruction of the ozone layer. 

NASA's Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEX) and the Poseidon mission of France's CNES, will be launched as 
a single ocean spacecraft mission, TOPEX/Poseidon, in June 1992. After launch, this mission should 
provide a data on the surface topography and currents of the Earth's oceans, for a period of at least 
three years. These data will provide critical information related to the circulation of the Earth's 
oceans and the Earth's climate. 
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MISSION OPERATIONS & DATA ANALYSIS 
2/5/91 

, FY 1992 BUDGET DETAIL: 
.El.SO. El.91 Ei..92 .EY..aa £UM .EY..95 ~ 

OCEAN COLOR MISSION - 5.0 13.0 
(DATA PURCHASE, DATA REDUCTION, DATA ANALYSIS) 

14.9 10.0 10.0 10.0 

CIESIN - 8.0 
TOPEX - 5.0 29.0 28.9 16.4 
UARS - 17.2 35.4 24.7 15.1 12.0 

ACTIVE CAVITY RADIOMETER IRRADIANCE MONITOR (ACRIM) 11 - - - .4 .4 .4 .4 
AIRBORNE DATA ANALYSIS .4 .8 - 3.0 4.0 4.1 4.1 
ALASKA SAR/POLAR SAR 2.0 3.4 3.5 9.4 10.4 10.0 4.5 
ERBE/SAGE 111 7.7 8.1 6.4 7.2 7.0 6.6 6.6 
ERBS OPERATIONS .7 .8 .8 .8 .9 .9 .9 
NIMBUS 2.8 2.5 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.9 1.0 
SCATTEROMETER - - - - - 5.8 11.4 
SIR-C SCIENCE 4.1 3.9 4.5 6.5 6.9 6.9 6.9 
SHUTTLE SOLAR BACKSCATTER UV SPECTROMETER (SSBUV) 1.4 1.4 .3 .3 .3 .4 .4 
SSBUV/2 2.0 2.0 1.5 2.2 2.0 2.0 2.0 
TOTAL OZONE MAPPING SPECTROMETER (TOMS) DATA ANALY. - - 1.1 .8 1.3 1.3 .9 
TOPEX EXTENDED MISSION - - - - - - 8.5 
APA/HQ SUPPORT .2..Z .3..5 1Jl .52 1...8 li 1..Z EARTH SCIENCES MO &DA 23.8 26.4 21.1 37.8 37.0 42.2 49.3 

SUPPORT COSTS 
TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 

ALASKA SAR FACILITY .6 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.5 1.7 
NIMBUS .5 .6 .6 .6 .6 .7 .7 

CIESIN CONSTRUCTION OF FACILITIES 1.0 

AGENCY TOTAL 32.9 50.8 86.9 93.0 70.3 56.4 51.7 

• • 
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NASA will purchase ocean color data for research use, to be obtained from a spacecraft to be launched in 
1992 or 1993. This imaging data, to be obtained in several visible wavelengths, will be processed and 
archived, resulting in long-term data sets related to the biological productivity and ecology of the 
world's oceans, seas, and larger lakes. 

On Nimbus-7, the Stratospheric Aerosol Measurement II (SAM-II) instrument continues to add to a 12-year 
data set on atmospheric aerosols and stratospheric clouds in the Earth's polar regions. Data from the 
Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) instrument on Nimbus-7 continue to provide accurate maps of total 
atmospheric ozone, as they have since launch in 1978. This instrument will be joined in space by a TOMS 
instrument to be flown on the USSR's Meteor-3 spacecraft, to be launched in 1991. 

Data from the Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet/2 (SBUV/2) instruments, on the NOAA-9 and NOAA-11 satellites, 
provide column abundances and vertical profiles of atmospheric ozone beneath the orbital tracks of these 
satellites, continuing the collection of a data set begun with the SBUV instrument on Nimbus-7 in 1978. A 
carefully calibrated version of the same instrument, called Shuttle SBUV (SSBUV), has been flown twice on 
the Space Shuttle and will continue to fly periodically in the early and middle 1990's. The SSBUV 
provides correlative measurements so that TOMS and SBUV instruments flying on other spacecraft can be more 
accurately calibrated, and provides information on the diurnal variability of stratospheric ozone in low 
latitudes. 

On the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS), data from the Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment II 
(SAGE-II) continue to provide vertical profiles of aerosols, ozone, and other trace gas species over 
Earth's tropical and mid-latitude regions, as they have since ERBS launch in 1984. 

The Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) is comprised of three identical instrument packages flying on 
NOAA-9, NOAA-10, and NASA's ERBS. These instruments continue to provide data illuminating the temporal 
and spatial variations in the Earth's radiation budget, which drive the Earth's climate, as they have 
since ERBS's launch in 1984. Data from the Earth Radiation Budget (ERB) instrument on Nimbus-7, and from 
the ERBE instruments, provide the only continuous data set on total solar irradiance ("solar constant") 
and its temporal variations stretching from 1978 to the present. 

NASA's Alaska Synthetic Aperture Radar Facility (ASF), based at the Geophysical Institute, at the 
University of Alaska in Fairbanks, will acquire and process SAR data transmitted from the European Space 
Agency spacecraft ERS-1 in early 1991. Data from the Japanese JERS-1 and the Canadian RadarSat 
spacecraft will also be acquired and processed after launch of these spacecraft. These data will provide 
important information on the properties and dynamics of sea ice and other land and ocean processes in the 
polar regions. 
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The Consortium for International Earth Science Information Network (CIESIN) serves as an affiliated data 
center for NASA's EOS program. It will facilitate the access to and use of Earth science data for global 
change research and public policy making. The CIESIN is currently analyzing existing and future Earth 
science information resources and current national and international plans for data integration, analysis 
and modeling. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

In FY 1991, the Mission Operations and Data Analysis program was increased by $9.0 million. By 
Congressional direction, $5.0 million has been added for the Ocean Color Mission (OCM), and 
$8.0 million for the EOS Consortium for International Earth Science Information Networks (CIESIN) program. 
As part of the general reduction, $4.0 million was reduced from programs unrelated to the Congressional 
augmentations. These reductions will result in deferral of some data analysis activities. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

Operations of the Nimbus-7 and ERBS spacecraft and processing and analysis of their data will continue, as 
will processing and analysis of data from NOAA-based and Shuttle-based SBUV instruments. Processing and 
analysis of SAR data acquired at the ASF from ESA's ERS-1 will also continue and be augmented by similar 
processing and analysis of SAR data from Japan's JERS-1. Operations of the UAR$ and TOPEX spacecraft and 
processing and analysis of their data will begin in FY 1992. Processing and analysis of data from the 
TOMS instrument to be flown on the USSR Meteor-3 spacecraft will begin in FY 1992, after launch in late 
FY 1991. Processing and analysis of data from various NASA SAR instruments (including an airborne 
version) will continue, in preparation for flight of SIR-C in 1993. Funding for OCM will allow eventual 
purchase, processing, and analysis of ocean color data. 
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EARTH SCIENCES RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 
2/11/91 

.El.00 .EY..9.1. ~ .Elm eLJM ~ ~ 
FY 1992 BUDGET 

180.7 193.1 191.4 207.7 222.3 233.8 249.0 FY 1991 BUDGET 
1aQ.Z m.z illJ2 20az 22.U ~ DELTA 

+9.4 -5.6 -1.0 +.8 -1.0 
FY 1992 BUDGET DETAIL: 
INTERDISIPLINARY RESEARCH 

8.6 12.4 2.5 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 MODELING AND DATA ANALYSIS 
38.5 44.3 45.0 47.6 50.5 53.5 56.7 PROCESS STUDIES 

106.2 107.5 114.3 127.5 137.1 143.4 152.5 RESEARCH FACILITIES 
27.4 28.9 29.6 30.0 31.9 33.9 36.6 

EXPLANATION OF CHANGES: 
TRANSFER TO TOPEX 

- -3.0 INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH - +10.0 MODELING AND DATA ANALYSIS - +5.0 INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
- +2.2 +4.1 +2.4 +3.1 TRANFER TO GALILEO 

-2.6 CONTRACTOR CONVERSION 
- -1.3 -3.2 -3.3 -3.4 -3.6 OSSA REDUCTION 

-4.3 - - +.5 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 

lill 

Interdisciplinary research and analysis .. 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

8,600 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

2,400 12,400 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

2,500 

Interdisciplinary research activities are conducted to characterize quantitatively the Earth's chemical, 
physical, and biological processes on the land, along with the interactions between the land, the oceans, 
and the atmosphere, which are of particular importance in assessing the impact of these phenomena on 
global, physical, and biogeochemical processes. Such research is essential to investigating and assessing 
long-term physical, chemical, and biological trends and changes in the Earth's environment. Included in 
the program activities are joint efforts from a variety of disciplines, including atmospheric science, 
climatology, biological sciences, geochemistry, and oceanography. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

As directed by Congress, $10.0 million has been added for climate studies and individual research grants. 
Climate funding will augment NASA'~ current climate modeling program and associated global field 
campaigns. This program will enhance access and use of Earth science and related information by the 
scientific and policy-making community in pursuit of global change issues. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

In FY 1992, interdisciplinary studies will be continued with emphasis on integrating discipline-specific 
research activities of oceanic processes, atmospheric dynamics and radiation, upper atmosphere/ 
troposphere chemistry, and land processes into a unified program which will help increase our 
understanding of critical global processes. Emphasis will be placed on specific pilot studies such as 
those understanding the biogeochemical processes controlling the concentration of atmospheric methane, 
characterizing changes in properties of the land surface and their effect on climate, and understanding 
the role of the oceans in the global carbon cycle. 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

MODELING AND DATA ANALYSIS 

Physical climate and hydrologic systems 
modeling and data analysis ............ . 

Biogeochemistry and geophysics 
modeling and data analysis ............ . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

23,800 

14,700 

38,500 

1991 
Budget Current 
f;stimate E§timate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

26,000 28,000 

15,300 16,300 

41,300 44,300 

• 
1992 

Budget 
Estimat~ 

28,000 

17,000 

45,00Q 

The research and analysis activities within the Physical Climate and Hydrologic System program provide a 
focus for contributing to an improved understanding of the fully-integrated geophysical climate system, 
its interactions and predictability, through the development and multi-disciplinary exploitation of global 
satellite observations of the Earth, numerical modeling, climate impact assessments, and sensitivity 
studies. The two principal components of the program are in the areas of climate modeling research and 
climate data analysis. 

The objectives of the climate modeling research program are to develop and improve global circulation 
models which assimilate and optimize the use of satellite-derived data sets for understanding climate 
interactions; to help guide the design of the global observing system, and to improve the capability for 
reliable climate diagnosis and forecasting. The program builds on the broad foundation established over 
the past decade of research on geophysical modeling conducted under the NASA Atmospheric Dynamics and 
Radiation and Ocean Processes programs. 

The objectives of the climate data analysis program are to assemble a long-term global record of climate 
parameters, with an emphasis on satellite remote sensing, for specifying and analyzing the state of the 
climate system and its variability. These include the full range of geophysical variables which describe 
the structure and composition of the atmosphere, oceans, land surfaces, and cryosphere, as well as their 
boundaries, interfaces, and external forcings. The program builds on earlier accomplishments achieved 
through such diverse research initiatives as the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project 
(ISCCP), the Earth Radiation and Budget Experiment (ERBE), the Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) 
and current activities in support of the Tropical Oceans Global Atmosphere Program (TOGA) and the World 
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Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE). These programs are elements of the World Climate Research Program 
(WCRP), sponsored by the World Meteorological Organization and the International Council of Scientific 
Unions. Such international relationships are strongly encouraged by the U.S. Global Change Research 
Program plan. 

The biogeochemistry and geophysics modeling and data analysis has as its objectives the development of 
global change models dealing with all aspects of the biology, chemistry, geology, and geophysics of the 
Earth system, with the exploitation of satellite data in the monitoring of global change as well as the 
study of the mechanisms which are at work in the global environment. There are four major elements to the 
program: ocean.biogeochemistry, atmospheric chemistry, geophysical modeling and analysis, and ecology and 
land atmosphere interactions. 

In the ocean biogeochemistry program element, the emphasis is on data analysis efforts utilizing existing 
satellite data sets to understand better the variations in ocean productivity. 

The atmospheric chemistry program element is centered on the numerical modeling and analysis of 
measurements trace constituents in the troposphere-stratosphere system. Numerical models are used to test 
our understanding of atmospheric chemistry and of the way in which meteorological processes affect the 
trace constituent distribution in the atmosphere. Models are also used to predict future changes to the 
chemical composition of the atmosphere. 

Research in geophysical modeling and analysis consists of modeling and analysis of the Earth's internal 
structure and dynamics through measurements of the gravitational and magnetic fields, Earth rotation and 
polar motion, and geodetic properties. The spatial variability of the potential fields and the temporal 
variability of the motion fields are the critical observational parameters. 

In the ecology and land atmosphere interactions program element, global scale observations are analyzed to 
better understand the current state of terrestrial ecosystems, to assess their natural variability, and to 
determine the impacts of anthropogenic forcings. Numerical models and multitemporal satellite 
observations are used to study sources and sinks of biogeochemical species and to investigate the 
interactions of climatic events such as El Nino with surface biology and atmospheric composition. 
Theoretical modeling of ecosystem functioning and land-atmosphere interactions is conducted using global 
circulation models with explicit, interactive biospheres. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

In FY 1991, modeling and data analysis line item received a $5.0 million Congressional augmentation which 
included $2.0 million for biogeochemistry and geophysics and $3.0 million for physical climate and 
hydrologic systems. A reduction of $1.0 million from each program was necessary to provide funds for the 
schedule-critical TOPEX mission. These reductions were taken in areas unrelated to the Congressional 
augmentation. 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

In FY 1992, particular emphasis will be placed on preparing stratospheric photochemical models for 
improving current atmospheric and physical oceanographic models. In the area of climate data analysis, 
funding is required for continuing the processing of satellite-derived climate data sets. The ocean 
biochemistry program element will increase the emphasis on modeling of the chemical interactions between 
the oceans, land and atmosphere. In atmospheric chemistry, emphasis on multi-dimensional modeling of the 
troposphere will be increased. The studies in ecology and land atmosphere interactions will place 
increased emphasis on ecosystem sources of key trace species in the atmosphere. 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

Radiation dynamics and hydrology ........ . 
Ecosystem dynamics and biogeochemical 

cycles ................................ . 
Atmospheric chemistry ................... . 
Solid earth science ..................... . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

• 
PROCESS STUDIES 

1990 
Actual 

Budget 
E1Umau 

1291 
Current 
J:jstimatt 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

31,400 

20,500 
27,000 
27,JOO 

106,200 

33,400 

21,000 
29,300 
27,400 

111,100 

31,800 

20,600 
28,300 
26,800 

107,.500 

1992 
Budget 

E§ti.mat1 

34,200 

23,300 
30,900 
25,900 

114,JOO 

The research and analysis activities within the radiation dynamics and hydrologic processes program 
combine a core effort of theoretical, laboratory, and field investigations essential to understanding the 
basic geophysical processes and their interactions which control climate. The two principal components of 
the program are in the areas of radiation and dynamic processes research and hydrologic processes 
research. 

The objectives of the radiation and dynamics research program are to improve our understanding of the 
basic physical processes by which the atmospheric system transforms, stores and transports energy. Of all 
the exchange processes, radiation energy has a special role in climate because the energy balance of the 
climate system as a whole is determined by a balance between absorbed solar radiation and emitted thermal 
radiation. Gradients in the net radiation, drive the circulations of the atmosphere and oceans. Special 
emphasis is given to the processes responsible for cloud-radiation interaction and feedback. The first 
International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) Regional Experiment (FIRE), which builds on the 
foundation established earlier under the NASA atmospheric dynamics and radiation research program, is a 
central focus for the program. The FIRE is an integrated research program whose objectives are: to 
expand our basic knowledge of cloud interactions with the ~nvironment and climate; to identify and 
simulate the physical and chemical processes involved in large-scale cloud/systems; to quantify and 
improve current models for simulating large-scale cloud systems and th~ radiative properties of these 
systems; to improve cloudiness and radiation parameterizations used in global models; and to assess and 
improve the reliability of current cloud/radiation monitoring systems from space and from the ground. 
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The objectives of the hydrologic processes research program are to improve our understanding of the 
physical processes which govern the hydrological cycle and its impact on the atmosphere and oceans. The 
prediction of global change in the geosphere and biosphere will be one of the most important problems in 
environmental sciences in the 21st century. Estimation of the distribution and transport of carbon, 
nitrogen, sulfur, etc., cannot be obtained without knowledge of the atmospheric circulation and water 
cycle on regional and global scales. Knowledge of the distributions of water and its phase 
transformations, from vapor to liquid to solid, is paramount to understanding the energy sources and sinks 
which drive atmospheric and oceanic circulations. The availability of water is also a major factor 
affecting the distribution of the biomass and biological productivity. The biomass and land cover, in 
turn, play a role in controlling the absorption of solar radiation, evapotranspiration, and turbulent heat 
transfer. 

The ecosystem dynamics and biogeochemical cycles program conducts research on the function of global 
ecosystems and the interactions of the Earth's biota with the atmosphere and hydrosphere. Particular 
emphasis is placed on land-atmosphere interactions, both physical and chemical; carbon cycling, especially 
ocean productivity; and the biophysics of remote sensing of ecosystems. 

The goal of the ecosystem dynamics program element is to achieve an improved understanding of the role of 
the biosphere and the biologically-linked components of the hydrologic cycle in processes of global 
significance. Specific objectives are to develop understanding of landscape and oceanic patterns and 
processes, the factors controlling ecosystem function, the response of ecosystems to change, and 
interactions between physical and biological/ecological processes, including the surface energy balance. 
Airborne and spaceborne remote sensing measurements are used extensively to achieve these objectives and 
to extrapolate small-scale process information to regional and global contexts. 

The goal of the biogeochemical processes program element is to achieve an improved understanding of the 
sources, sinks, fluxes, trends and interactions involving the biogeochemical constituents within the Earth 
system, with an emphasis on their major biospheric reservoirs, including oceanic, freshwater, and 
terrestrial systems. Specific objectives are to develop a better understanding of the cycling of carbon 
and key nutrients within ecosystems and between ecosystems and their abiotic environment, and to identify 
the sources of radiatively and chemically active trace gases and to quantify their major exchanges between 
the Earth's biosphere and its atmosphere. 

The atmospheric chemical processes program is composed of two elements: the upper atmospheric research 
program (UARP) and the tropospheric chemistry program (TCP). The UARP is a large, comprehensive research 
program with NASA playing a leadership role as mandated by Congress under the Clean Air Act of 1976 and 
the FY 1976 NASA Authorization Act. The program aims at expanding our knowledge of the physical, 
chemical, and meteorological processes that control the concentration and distribution of atmospheric 
ozone, thereby providing the necessary input for large-scale global models used to predict the future 
state of stratospheric composition. The TCP is focussed on tropospheric chemical change, the natural and 
anthropogenic processes that cause it, and its effects on global climate and on the chemistry of the 
stratosphere through troposphere-stratosphere exchange. 
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One of the primary challenges in the study of the Earth as a system is understanding the extent and causes 
of atmospheric chemical changes and their consequences, including stratospheric ozone depletion and 
potential global climate change. Research activities include a wide range of field observations using 
satellites, balloons, aircraft, and ground-based measurement systems. The measurement projects are 
designed to study the troposphere and the stratosphere on a global scale. Thus, ecosystems ranging from 
tropical rain forest to Antarctica are encountered. The research covers a full range of altitudes, 
seasons, and solar energy input. The field experiments are complemented by laboratory studies in chemical 
kinetics, photochemistry, and spectroscopy. 

The solid Earth science program conducts research in the fields of geology and geodynamics with the goal 
of improving our understanding of the evolution, structure, and dynamics of the Earth's interior and 
surface by testing hypotheses through a vigorous program of measurement and analysis of space-based 
geodetic, remote sensing, space-based geopotential, and related data. In geodynamics, emphasis is placed 
on understanding the rates and mechanisms of Earth's crustal deformation from local to global scale and 
how these reflect historical global change or influence current processes of global change. In geology, 
emphasis is placed on the interaction of the solid Earth with the hydrosphere, atmosphere and biosphere in 
programs under development and implementation in the early 1990's which address soil development and 
erosion, volcano-climate interaction, and coastal processes. The role of soil in the global carbon cycle 
is possibly the most poorly documented element of that cycle. Historical volcanic activity has been shown 
to have dramatic short-term (1-2 years) effects on atmospheric composition and it is important to 
understand the potential such activity to affect long-term trends in global climate change. Coastal 
subsidence or emergence phenomena represent the integrated result of complex processes including local 
erosion or deposition, regional tectonic variation including post-glacial rebound, and global sea level 
change. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

A reduction of $1.0 million was made to provide additional funds for the TOPEX mission and $2.6 million 
transferred to Planetary Mission Operations and Data Analysis (MO&DA) in order to provide necessary 
support for Galileo mission operations. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

FY 1992 funding is required in the area of radiation and dynamics research to continue studies of the 
processes associated with cloud-radiation feedback, ocean circulation and heat flux. Emphasis for the 
ecosystem dynamics and biogeochemical processes program will be on analyzing existing data sets acquired 
from a series of multisensor airborne campaigns. Both of the atmospheric chemical process programs will 
continue their activities to investigate and understand the global atmosphere through laboratory studies 
and field measurement campaigns. The solid Earth program will pursue its geodynamics research activities 
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in large part through the Fiducial Laboratories for International Natural Science Network. The 
geodynaaics program will continue to develop, in partnership with the European Space Agency (ESA), a 
geopotential research mission, ARISTOTELES, using gravity gradiometry and magnetometers to study at high 
resolution the variability of Earth's gravity and magnetic fields. 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

Laser research facilities ............... . 
Airborne science and applications ....... . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

• 
RESEARCH FACILITIES 

1990 
Actual 

Budget 
E~U;;f.m1te 

1991 
Current 
EiUm1t~ 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

8,000 
19,399 

27,399 

8,700 
20,200 

28,900 

8,700 
20,200 

28,900 

• 
1992 

Budget 
£§tim1te 

9,000 
20,600 

29,600 

The objective of the laser research program is to measure the movement and deformation of the tectonic 
plates of the Earth. Laser ranging to satellites and the moon, microwave interferometry using 
astronomical radio sources and transmissions from the global positioning satellite system (GPS) are used 
to determine precise position locations. 

The United States and a consortium of eight European and Middle East countries continue measurements of 
crustal deformation in Greece, Turkey, and Italy. A mobile laser ranging station operated by the Federal 
Republic of Germany joins similar U.S. stations in deformation studies in the U.S. 

The Airborne Science and Applications effort requires operation of two ER-2's, a C-130, and a DC-8 in 
order to support Earth-sensing and atmospheric research. Theses aircraft support other major segments of 
the space science and applications program dealing with the Earth, the oceans, and the atmosphere. They 
may serve as test beds for newly developed instrumentation and allow demonstration of new sensor 
techniques before their flight on satellites or on Shuttle/Spacelab missions. Data obtained from these 
aircrafts are used to refine analytical algorithms, and to develop ground data handling techniques. For 
example, the ER-2's acquire stratospheric air samples and conduct in-§itu measurements at altitude ranges 
above the capability of more conventional aircraft and below those of orbiting satellites. This 
capability is important in gaining an understanding of stratospheric transport mechanisms. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

In FY 1992, measurements of plate motion between North America and Europe will be continued in cooperation 
with countries in Europe, the Middle East, Far East, South and Central America. Measurements of the 
motions of the Pacific Plate will be continued in cooperation with Japan and China. Regional crustal 
deformation measurements in western North America will continue in cooperation with NOAA, Canada and 
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Mexico. The Caribbean studies will be continued and include more sites along the plate boundary and on 
the plate itself. The IAGEOS-1 and other satellites will continue to be used for studies of plate motion. 
NASA laser systems in the U.S., Pacific, South America, and Australia will be operated in cooperation with 
laser systems in 12 other countries. The IAGEOS-2, a joint mission with Italy, is presently under 
development by Italy and will be launched by the Space Shuttle in 1992. 

FY 1992 funding will allow operation of the DC-8, two ER-2's, and the C-130. Operation of these aircraft 
will allow continuation of such projects as the collection and analysis of stratospheric air samples, 
testing of newly-developed instrumentation, the demonstration of new sensor concepts, the investigation of 
the Ozone Hole phenomena, and participation in numerous other field experiments such as the International 
Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) Regional Experiment (FIRE). 
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PRIOR 
YEARS 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 

MATERIALS PROCESSING IN SPACE IOU 102.3 125.8 201. 4 233.6 272.2 284.8 
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 12.6 13.7 16. 6 19. 3 22. 2 25.0 28.0 

SPACE STATION UTILIZATION 21.3 53.0 66. 9 82.0 91.9 
MATERIALS EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS 84.3 84.9 85.5 126.9 142.3 162. 9 162.5 
COMMERCIAL R&D ENHANCEMENTS 5.0 3.7 2.4 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.4 

I OF TOTAL OSSA BUDGET 51 41 41 61 61 61 61 

• • 



• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMMARY 

OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

1991 
1990 Budget 

Actual Estimate 

MATERIALS PROCESSING IN SPACE 

1992 
Current Budget Page 
Estimate Estimate Numb~i;: 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

Research and analysis .................... 12,566 13,700 13,700 16,600 RD 7-3 
Materials experiment operations .......... 84,301 79,900 84,900 85,500 RD 7-4 
Space station utilization ................ (4,975) (15,000) (3,000) 21,300 RD 7-5 
Commercial microgravity R&D enhancements. 5,020 3,700 3,700 2,400 RD 7-6 

Total .................................. 101,88Z 9Z,300 102,300 125,800 

Distribution of Program Amount by Installation 

Johnson Space Center ..................... 1,525 1,366 1,326 2,583 
Marshall Space Flight Center ............. 37,607 33,909 37,413 44,668 
Ames Research Center ..................... 14 
Lewis Research Center .................... 27,771 30,058 31,057 41,963 
Langley Research Center .................. 2,088 2,970 2,333 4,982 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory ................ 28,081 22,948 22,890 28,276 
Goddard Space Flight Center .............. 75 -- 80 85 
Headquarters ............................. 4,726 6,049 7,201 3,243 

Total .................................. 101,887 97,300 102,300 125.BQQ 
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FY 1992 BUDGET 
SPACE SCIENCE ANDAPPLICATIONS 

USML-1 Launch: 
United States Microgravity Laboratory-I (USML-1) Payloads 

June 1992 
USML-2 Launch: February 1995 

USML-1 Status 
- PDR held December 1989 
- CDR held June 1990 
- Crew Selection completed December 1990 

Concerns 
-Schedules tight 
-Crew exercise regimen (EDOMP) effects on Microgravity experiments 

~ USML-1 Mission Only 
Drop Physics Module (DPM) 
Crystal Growth Facility (CGF) 
Suface Tension Driven Convection Exp. 
Protein Crystal Growth 
Solid Surface Combustion Experiment 
Space Acceleration Measurement System 
Glovebox 

Total 

Commerical Program Participation 

Protein Crystal Growth Furnace Goint mission) 
Generic Bioprocessing Apparatus 
Zeolite Crystal Growth 
Astroculture 

friQ!: 
33.7 
28.0 
12.4 
2.3 
1.9 
1.4 
0.5 

filU 

Elll ~ 
8.2 4.1 
7.7 2.6 
4.2 2.2 
0.8 0.7 
0.7 0.6 
0.5 0.6 
0.8 0.6 

~ 11.4 

*Commerical experiments are primarily in the middeck and glovebox 

• 

EY--23 
1.0 
1.0 
1.2 
0.1 
0.2 

u 

Tu.till 
47.0 
39.3 
20.0 

3.9 
3.4 
2.5 
1.9 

ill.Q 

Sponsor (CCDS) 

SSF Precursor 
Space Station Furnace Facility 
Mod. Containerless Proc. Facility 
Fluid Physics/Dynamics Facility 
Adv Protein Crystal Gro·.vth Facility 
Combustion Facility 
Unique Hardware 
Unique Hardware 

University of Alabama-Birmingham 
Bioserve 
Battelle 
Wisconsin Center for Space Automation & Robotics 



• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 

OBJECTIVES AND JUSTIFICATION 

MATERIALS PROCESSING IN SPACE 

The Materials Processing program uses the unique attributes of the space environment to conduct research 
in three primary areas: (1) Fundamental Science, which includes the study of the behavior of fluids, 
transport phenomena, condensed matter physics and combustion science; (2) Materials Science, which 
includes study of electronic and photonic material, metals, alloys, glasses and ceramics; and (3) 
Biotechnology, which focuses on macromolecular crystal growth and cell science. A goal of the program 
include developing a comprehensive research program in these primary areas to attain a more structured 
understanding of those physical phenomena made obscure by the effects of gravity. This understanding will 
provide the basis of a reliable predictive capability for processing operations and technology in both 
Earth and non-Earth environments. In FY 1992, both ground-based research and payload development will 
support this program goal. 

Ground-based research supports definition studies for flight experiment candidates in areas such as 
containerless processing, solidification and crystal growth, fluids and combustion research and processing 
of biological materials. Research is conducted in drop-tubes, drop towers and aircraft. 

The Materials Processing program provides a range of experimental capabilities. The program currently 
supports a wide variety of hardware development, from unique flight experiments necessary to conduct 
fundamental research to modular, multi-user research facilities that will be the cornerstone of 
microgravity science and applications research on Space Station Freedom. Experiments will principally be 
flown on the Shuttle and Spacelab. 
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EY 1992 Microgravity Science and Applications 

DISCIPLINE RESEARCH FY90 ill1 ~ rnJ FY94 FY95 FY96 

BIOTECHNOLOGY .L1 1..5. u 2J. ~ 2..a .l.l 

FUNDAMENTAL SCIENCE .lJ 1..5. M .5..0 .5....8 M 1J. 
Combustion Science 1.0 1.2 1.5 1.7 2.0 2.3 2.5 
Fluid Physics 1.7 1.8 2.2 2.5 2.9 3.3 3.7 
Condensed Matter Physics 0.6 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 

MATERIALS SCIENCE 4.1 ~ g M 6.9 ~ M 
Electronic Materials 1.4 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.5 2.8 3.1 
Glasses and Ceramics 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 
Metals and Alloys 2.4 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.1 

TOTAL DISCIPLINE RESEARCH .8...6 .2..1 11.4 m ll.2 17.1 12.J. 

PROGRAM SUPPORT 3.3 3.6 4.2 4.9 5.7 6.4 7.2 

HICS 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.7 

TQTA~ RE~EAR~H AND ANALYSIS 12.6 .w ~ w 22.2 ~ ~ 
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• 
BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS {MATERIALS PROCESSING) 

1991 

Research and analysis (ground-based) ..... 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

12,566 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

13,700 13,700 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

16,600 

The research and analysis activity provides the scientific foundation for all current and future 
projects. Ground-based research leads to space investigations with potential for future applications. 
This activity also provides analytical support and technology development for future ground and space 
capabilities. Most research projects are initiated as a result of proposals from the scientific 
community which are extensively reviewed by peer groups prior to selection and funding. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

Ground-based research and analysis will continue in FY 1992 in the areas of fundamental science, 
materials science, and biotechnology. Research will be conducted to define the role of gravity-driven 
influences in a variety of processes. A series of solicitations (NASA Research Announcements and 
Announcements of Opporunity), primarily in the area of fundamental science, will be released to focus and 
expand the science community involvement. This will allow for the development of strong candidates for 
future flight opportunities. 
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OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 
MICROGRAVITY SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS DIVISION 

Shuttle/ Spacelab Experiments 

USML 

IML 

USMP 

MIDDECK/GAS CAN 

GROUND BASED 

SUBTOTAL 

SPACE STATION FACILITIES 

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
DEVELOPMENT 

TOTAL 

FY 1992 BUDGET 
(Dollars in Millions) 

FY 1990 FY 1991 FY 1992 

59.8 50.4 53.3 

4.7 4.7 4.6 

17.0 20.1 18.6 

2.1 3.2 5.7 

2.9 3.5 4.3 

--

86.5 81.9 86.5 

1.9 5.4 21.3 

.9 1.3 1.4 

89.3 88.6 109.2 

Administration cost prorated to each Shuttle/Spacelab Experiment line 

FY 1993 FY 1994 FY 1995 

81.7 90.9 99.7 

5.1 6.1 6.7 

23.1 21.9 23.3 

13.4 18.8 27.1 

4.2 5.1 6.5 

-- --

127.5 142.8 163.3 

53.0 66.9 82.0 

1.6 1.7 1.9 

182.1 211.4 247.2 

FY 1996 

93.2 

7.1 

21.4 

34.3 

6.8 

162.8 

91.9 

2.1 

256.8 

Dollars include both Commercial Microgravity (UPN 412) and Materials Experiment Operation (UPN 694) 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 
• 

MATERIALS EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS 

1991 
1990 

Actual 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Materials experiment operations ......... . 84,301 79,900 84,900 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

85,500 

The Materials Experiment Operations program provides experiments for a wide range of flight opportunities. 
NASA currently supports the development of Space Transportation System (STS) middeck, Spacelab and 
cargo-bay experiments. This policy maximizes the effective use of the STS by developing hardware to meet 
experiment scientific and technical requirements. Preparations are underway to use Space Station Freedom 
as a major laboratory for conducting microgravity research, consistent with the strategy for orderly 
evolution of microgravity experiments-- from ground-based research, to the Shuttle, and then to Space 
Station. During FY 1991 and FY 1992, equipment development and delivery for the first United States 
Microgravity Laboratory (USML-1) Spacelab mission and other Spacelab missions will continue. In addition, 
research and experiment flight hardware development will continue in the fundamental sciences, an 
important area in Microgravity research. 

CHANGES IN THE FY 1991 BUDGET 

A Congressionally-directed increase of $5.0 million has been applied to resolving unanticipated technical 
problems encountered during integration and test of the three main experiments on USML-1, thus enabling 
the experiments to meet the 1992 launch date. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

FY 1992 funding is required to continue basic and applied research activities as well as payload 
development effort, using STS middeck, Spacelab and cargo-bay experiments leading to several flights over 
the next few years, including International Microgravity Lab (IML-1), USML-1 and United States 
Microgravity Payload-1 (USMP-1) in 1992. Investigations are planned in fluid dynamics, glasses, 
electronic materials, biotechnology, metals and alloys, and combustion. Development will continue on 
fundamental science experiments as well as several pieces of advanced equipment in the areas of electronic 
crystal growth, biotechnology, metals and alloys, and containerless processing. 
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FY 1992 BUDGET 
Materials Processing in Space: Space Station Utilization 

SPACE STATION UTILIZATION FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 

MICROGRAVITY: 

Advanced Protein Crystal Growth Facility 4.6 10.1 5.9 5.1 6.9 
Space Station Furnace Facility 5.3 21.8 36.2 42.1 34.3 
Modular Containerless Processing Facility 6.2 11.8 9.8 12.4 22.2 
Fluid Physics/Dynamics Facility 1.6 2.8 6.4 9.3 6.5 
Modular Combustion Facility 1.6 2.9 6.5 9.3 6.5 
Biotechnology Facility 0.9 1.3 0.9 0.9 1.5 
Fundamental Science 1.1 2.3 1.2 2.9 14.0 

TOTAL SPACE STATION UTILIZATION ill .a!! ~ 82.0 2.L2 

* - Space Station Utilization Budget covers Microgravity Facilities only. Funding for Attached Payloads, Space Station Planning and 
Integration, and Science Utilization Management (SUM) has been deleted in this budget by OSSA as a result of the 0MB pass back. 

* - Funding requirements for Space Station Planning and Integration and Science Utilization Management (SUM) will be determined 
following the completion of the Space Station restructuring . 
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• 
BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

SPACE STATION UTILIZATION 

Space station utilization ............... . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

(4,975) 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimat~ 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

(15,000) (3,000) 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

21,300 

The Space Station Utilization program will perform the necessary planning and definition of payloads for 
the Space Science and Applications use of Space Station Freedom (SSF). Also, it involves definition of 
integration, operations, and training requirements to guide the planned development of Space Station and 
science support capabilities. 

Several microgravity facilities have been identified for flight on Space Station including the Space 
Station Furnace Facility, the Modular Containerless Processing Facility, the Advanced Protein Crystal 
Growth Facility, the Biotechnology Facility, the Modular Combustion Facility, and the Fluid 
Physics/Dynamics Facility. Other options are being explored to address additional fundamental science 
questions and to offer opportunities to small and rapid response payloads. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

Beginning in FY 1992, Space Station Utilization will consist of Space Station integration planning as well 
as the design and development of the planned microgravity facilities. The integration/planning function 
was previously budgeted within Physics and Astronomy, however due to the deferral of the Space Station 
attached payloads program (thereby delaying indefinitely any space physics or astronomy experiments), this 
activity has been transferred to the Microgravity Science and Applications budget. 

In FY 1992, a science base for the Space Station--SSF resources requirements, unique user requirements, 
etc., will be compiled. Science utilization management planning activities for science and applications 
payloads, such as operations support and accommodations and requirements analysis will proceed. 

During FY 1992, development will continue on the Advanced Protein Crystal Growth Facility and the Space 
Station Furnace Facility, the first of the SSF facilities planned for flight. The budget also supports 
continued definition studies for the remaining Space Station facilities. 
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Material Science 

OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 
MICROGRAVITY SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS DIVISION 

COMMERCIAL MICROGRAVITY 
(Dollars in Millions) 

FY 1990 FY 1991 FY 1992 FY 1993 FY 1994 FY 1995 FY 1996 

5.0 3.7 2.4 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.4 

Material Science: Processing of electronics and photonic materials; metals, alloys, and composites; glasses and 
ceramics; and polymers. Projects include Crystal Growth Facility, Gas Permiable Membrane, Chemical Vapor 
Disposition, Growth Operations, and MG Materials Science Laboratory . 

• 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUillEMENT 

COMMERCIAL MICROGRAVITY R&D ENHANCEMENTS 

l2il 

Commercial microgravity R&D enhancements. 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

5,020 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

3,700 3,700 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

2,400 

The Commercial Microgravity R&D Enhancements budget supports several projects formerly managed by NASA's 
Office of Commercial Programs (OCP). The program funds the cost of modifying existing microgravity 
research hardware to accommodate members of the commercial user community and consolidates funding within 
the Office of Space Science and Applications (OSSA) for joint OSSA/OCP multiuser facilities. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The FY 1992 Commercial Microgravity R&D Enhancements budget supports continued development of the Crystal 
Growth Furnace for flight on the United States Microgravity Laboratory series, and will provide funding 
needed to accommodate commercial users on existing hardware, i.e., the Protein Crystal Growth Facility, 
and ground-based microgravity research facilities. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

ACTS 
SEARCH & RESCUE 
ADVANCED CONMUNIC. RESEARCH 
RADIO SCIENCE & SUPPT STUDIES 
DATA ANALYSIS 

I OF TOTAL OSSA BUDGET 

PRIOR 
YEARS 

386.3 

1990 

77. 7 

------
60.0 

1. 2 
12.3 
2.7 
1. 5 

4' 

1991 1992 

52.5 39.4 
------ ------

34. D 11. 2 
1. 4 1.3 

11.4 15.3 
2.4 3.3 
3.3 8.3 

2' " 

• 

1993 1994 

34.7 31. I 

------ ------
3.6 2.9 
l. 0 1.1 

16.5 15.6 
3.4 3.6 

10.2 7. 9 

1, " 

1995 

23.0 
------

I. l 
16. 1 
3.8 
2.0 

o, 

1996 

24.2 
------

1.2 

16.9 
4.0 
2. 1 

" 

BTC 
ALL 

YEARS 

498.0 



RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMKAB.Y 

OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REOUIREMENTS 

1991 
1990 Budget 

Actual Est1,mat~ 
Current 
Estimate 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

Advanced communications technology 
satellite (ACTS) ...................... . 59,975 34,000 34,000 

Advanced communications research ........ . 12,275 12,500 11,358 
Search and rescue ....................... . 1,218 1,400 1,400 
Radio science and support studies ....... . 2,735 3,300 2,409 
Communications data analysis ............ . l....ill 1,600 3,333 

Total ................................. . 17,652 52,800 52,500 

Distribution of Program Amount by Installation 

Ames Research Center ..................... 50 
Goddard Space Flight Center .............. 2,525 3,497 3,344 

~. Jet Propulsion Laboratory ................ 5,321 4,603 6,128 
,~ohnson Space Center ..................... -- -- 80 

Lewis Research Center .................... 64,306 39,780 38,600 
Headquarters ............................. 5,450 4,920 4,348 

Total .................................. 77.6~2 52,800 52,500 

COMMUNICATIONS 

1992 
Budget Page 

EsUmat~ Numb~t: 

11,200 RD 8-3 
15,300 RD 8-4 
1,300 RD 8-6 
3,300 RD 8-7 
8,300 RD 8-8 

39,400 

3,489 
5,657 

25,950 
4,304 

39,4go 
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OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

COMMUNICATIONS 

The Advanced Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS) program will develop advanced technologies and use 
these technologies in a joint experiments program with U.S. industry to prove the utility of on-board 
switching, using the ACTS baseband processor, and simultaneous communications transmissions to different 
terrestrial locations through an intricate, multibeam antenna. 

Advanced communications research continues to provide the development of subsystem component tecnnology 
required by NASA, other government agencies, and U.S. industry for advanced communications satellite 
systems. Special emphasis is being given to technologies with high potential for improving spectrum 
utilization, satellite switching, and inter-satellite link technologies, since these technologies are the 
key to future growth of the communication satellite and terminal markets. An example of the technologies 
under study is optical space communications, which will extensively improve space communications 
capabilities. The mobile communications program has completed development of enabling technologies and is 
now ensuring the use of these technologies by the private sector. 

The Search and Rescue program is an international cooperative program that has demonstrated the use of 
satellite technology to detect and locate aircraft or vessels in distress. The United States, Canada, 
France, and the Soviet Union developed the system, in which Norway, the United Kingdom, Bulgaria, Sweden, 
Denmark, Switzerland, Brazil, and India also participate. 

The Radio Science and Support Studies program provides the technical basis to support U.S. and NASA 
interests in international and domestic communications regulatory forums. Propagation studies and 
measurements are performed in order to understand and account for the effects of propagation in the 
design and specification of space communications systems. Studies to enable new satellite applications 
are conducted. 

Communications Data Analysis assists other federal agencies and public sector organizations in the 
development of experimental satellite communications for emergency, disaster, and public service 
applications. The main areas of work are preparation for optical inter-satellite communications and 
operation of the Applications Technology Satellite (ATS-3). In FY 1991, activity now includes prototype 
ground experiment terminal development for the ACTS program. 
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OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPUCATIONS 
FY 1991 BUDGET BACKUP 

ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOL(X;Y SATELLITE 
(Dollars in Millions) 

FY88 
&: PRIOR FY_89 FY90 EY91 FY92 FY93 EY94 

280.1 57.8 35.4 17.S 1.6 .4 
7.1 11.3 13.6 7.0 4.9 1.2 1.1 

24.5 ~ 11.0 9.5 4.7 1J! y 

311.7 74.6 60.0 34.0 11.2 3.6 2.9 

53.4 31.3 16.2 22.1 3.8 
258.0 42.9 43.1 9.8 4.1 .4 1.8 

BTC 

-

GROUND OPERATIONS ___J_ ~ _;z_ 2.1 3.3 ~ 1.1 -
10TAL 311.7 74.6 60.0 34.0 11.2 3.6 2.9 

ACTS EiP6~\MbNTS '. 
(z.o) (~.~) cg.~) c~.o) 

-c;~ Co MM. D t1ffll\ ~tJ$..'f",\ $ 

,,,,..... 
J 

]PTAL 

392.8 
46.2 
59.0 

498.0 

126.8 
360.1 
11.1 

498.0 

(23, 0 ) 



• 
BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE 

Advanced communications technology 
satellite (ACTS) ...................... . 

STS operations .......................... . 
Upper stage ............................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

59,975 

(6,300) 
(6,700) 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimat~ 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

34,000 34,000 

(58,400) (12,300) 
(13,200) (12,800) 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

11,200 

(34,700) 
(5,800) 

The Advanced Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS) program is planned to maintain U.S. leadership in 
the communications satellite market by the development and flight verification of advanced technologies 
that will enhance the capability of communications satellites. 

The U.S. user community, representing private sector organizations and other government agencies, will 
develop and execute experiments that will test and evaluate the ACTS technologies under various 
applications scenarios. The key ACTS technologies include high effective isotropic radiated power; 
fast-hopping multiple beam antenna; on-board intermediate frequency and baseband switching; 
Ka-band components; and dynamic rain fade compensation techniques. The ACTS is planned for an Space 
Transportation System/Transfer Orbit Stage (STS/TOS) launch in 1992. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

During FY 1992, system test of the flight and ground segments will be conducted, final preparations for 
shipment to the launch site will be initiated, proceeding to the launch and on-orbit checkout. 

( 
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CHA~GE IN ACTS LAUNCH DATE 
----------------------------------------------------

FEBRUARY DECISION TO DELAY ACTS LAUNCH DATE 

LAUNCH DATE SINCE INCEPTION OF COST CAP 

FEBRUARY MANIFEST CHANGE 

FEBRUARY DECISION 

FEBRUARY DECISION DRIVEN BY 2 FACTORS: 

MAY 1992 

AUGUST 1992 

NOVEMBER 1992 

- AMPLIFIER PARTS PROBLEMS REQUIRING CHANGEOUT AT GENERAL ELECTRIC 
C3 MONTH ACTIVITY) 

- MARS OBSERVER LAUNCH IN SEPTEMBER CONLY OTHER TOS UPPER STAGE 
USER) REQUIRES 2 MONTHS TIME BETWEEN LAUNCHES 

- COST CAPS REMAIN INTACT AT GE AND COMSAT 

• 



BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 
• 

ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH 

12.il 
1990 

Actual 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Advanced communications research ........ . 12,275 12,500 11,358 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

15,300 

The advanced communications research program emphasizes the development of high-risk technology required 
to maintain U.S. preeminence in the international satellite communications market, to enable new and 
innovative public services, and to meet the communications needs of NASA and of other government agencies. 
This program focuses on the "interconnectivity technologies" of on-board switching, inter-satellite links 
and antennas, as well as advanced optical and radio frequency technologies. Advanced studies are 
performed to determine the future satellite communications needs of the country and to define the 
technology required to meet those needs. The technology is developed and tested through an advanced 
proof-of-concept (POC) program. The POC devices and components are then integrated into a multiple 
terminal, satellite communications network in a laboratory where they undergo comprehensive evaluation. 

The mobile satellite communications effort, in cooperation with U.S. industry. Canada, and other 
government agencies, will help implement a first-generation commercial system. A consortium of commercial 
firms has been formed to introduce mobile satellite communications in the U.S. NASA's current role in 
mobile satellite communications is to expedite the transfer of the NASA-developed technologies to the 
private sector and to stimulate the commercial development of mobile satellite communications through a 
barter agreement. Funding for the mobile satellite launch is included in the expendable launch vehicles 
budget. The future NASA research role, when the mobile satellite communications system is operational, 
will be aimed at testing power, bandwidth, and orbital-slot efficient ground segment technology. In 
addition, NASA plans to use the mobile communications systems to test data networking techniques and to 
support public service communications requirements. 

In FY 1991, the satellite communications applications research program continues. The program objective 
is to advance satellite-based communications technology systems that show promise for use by the space 
communications industry. Competitive NASA Research Announcements which are issued on a periodic basis, 
are the sources of these technologies. 
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Work is continuing on advanced communications technologies. The optical space communications terminal, 
employing low-power lasers, will focus communications between satellites and ground terminals, satellites 
and low-Earth-orbiting spacecraft, such as the Space Shuttle or Space Station Freedom, and between 
satellites and other geosynchronous orbiting satellites, such as the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite 
(TDRS). The preliminary design of a prototype optical communications system has been completed. 
Technology development is also underway in the area of monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMIC), 
which have significant potential for applications in multi-port spacecraft matrix switches, low noise 
receivers, and multibeam antenna arrays and beam-forming networks. NASA has held a number of discussions 
with industry to define key areas of communications technology that should be undertaken by NASA to 
benefit U.S. industry in this decade and beyond. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

Funding has been reduced to provide for the ACTS experiment terminal development as directed by Congress, 
in addition to a minor decrease for its share of the general reduction. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The Research and Analysis program will continue to support development of the hardware necessary for 
future space communications satellite systems, encompassing both optical and radio communications 
technologies. In FY 1992, NASA will continue to work more closely with industry to identify future 
communications needs and fund promising technology developments through the NASA Research Announcement 
process. 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

Search and rescue ....................... . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

• 
SEARCH AND RESCUE 

1990 
Actual 

1,218 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

1,400 1,400 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

1,300 

The NASA role and budget for the international Search and Rescue program are limited to research and 
development that apply NASA technologies to advanced equipment design and techniques. For the U.S., 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has responsibility for all aspects of operational 
Search and Rescue, while the Coast Guard and the Air Force perform the rescues. The international Search 
and Rescue partners are Canada, France, Soviet Union, Norway, United Kingdom, Bulgaria, Sweden, Denmark, 
Switzerland, Brazil, and India. The NASA budget contains no funding for Search and Rescue operations. 

The Search and Rescue program, developed by NASA and international partners, has demonstrated the 
feasibility of using satellites to improve detection and location of general aviation aircraft and marine 
vessels during emergencies. As part of the post-development phase of the NASA Search and Rescue program, 
we are preparing for the application of NASA's skills to a wide range of public service endeavors. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

Funding in FY 1992 will continue the NASA-unique research and development role in Search and Rescue, 
including the next generation satellite-borne Search and Rescue equipment, future system planning, and 
advanced technologies. As necessary, the FY 1992 budget will also support public service communications 
activities for disaster mitigation. 

L,ve-s 5f\\JG- 0 t 1bbL{ i t\ blb olis-fres-; ,;i+v ... fi~s 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 
• 

RADIO SCIENCE AND SUPPORT STUDIES 

1991 
1990 

Actual 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Radio science and support studies ....... . 2,735 3,300 2,409 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

3,300 

Radio science and support studies provide the technical basis for regulatory and policy development to 
assure the orderly growth of existing and new satellite services. Unique analytical tools are developed 
and used to solve problems of inter- and intra-satellite/terrestrial system interference. Emphasis is 
placed on: orbit and spectrum utilization studies, which include the development of frequency and orbit 
sharing techniques and strategies; design standards; and the determination of the effect of propagation 
phenomena and man-made noise on performance, design, and efficient use of the geostationary satellite 
orbit and the radio spectrum. 

During FY 1991, the radio science and support studies program is conducting propagation studies to help 
minimize radio signal atmospheric interference problems in space communications as well as other advanced 
studies to enhance U.S. utilization of space by communications satellites. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

FY 1991 funding has been reduced to provide for the ACTS experiment terminal development directed by 
Congress. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

Studies will continue to examine more efficient use of the radio frequency spectrum and geostationary 
satellite orbit. Funding will support development of the technical basis for standards development and 
regulatory decisions for space services at the national and international levels. Propagation studies and 
measurements will be carried out to fill the voids in data needed for design of new satellite applications 
for fixed communications, mobile communications, and sound broadcasting. Studies will be performed to 
identify new satellite applications. 
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OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS • 
FY 1992 RECOMMENDED BUDGET 

COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS DMSION 
(Dollars In Millions) 

ACTS EXPERIMENTS PROGRAM 

UNITS .. 
PROTO BUILD FY 91 FY 92 FY 93 FY 94 IQTAL 

PROPAGATION .4 .8 .8 .5 2.5 
GIGABIT 1 .5 .8 .9 .6 2.8 
MOBILE 2 2.1 2.7 1.4 6.2 

-- HDTV 1 1.5 1.3 2.8 
LBR-1 1 1.1 1.1 2.2 

LBR-2 
INTERFACE .....:- J! :2.. ~ 1Jl 

SU810TAL 2.0 5.6 6.4 4.3 18.3 

SPONSORED tmUZATION 1.0 2.0 1.7 5.5 
CONTINGENCY .....:- -'- ...I- ..a.. ..a.. 

TOTAL ~ 2.0 6.6 8.4 ~ aaA - - -

• 



BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 
• 

COMMUNICATIONS DATA ANALYSIS 

12.il 
1990 

Actual 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Communications data analysis ............ . 1,449 1,600 3,333 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

8,300 

• 

The Communications Data Analysis objectives are to support and to document a wide range of user 
experiments and demonstrations of advanced satellite communications. Previous programs to exploit 
experimental satellites, such as the Applications Technology Satellite (ATS) series and the 
Communications Technology Satellite (CTS), have successfully provided users with the experience necessary 
to make informed decisions regarding the adoption of new satellite communications capabilities. NASA's 
role in stimulating the use of unique space facilities has led to wider application of advanced 
technologies in commercial satellites that better meet the needs of potential users. 

The three areas of emphasis of Communications and Data Analysis in FY 1991 will be: (1) prototype 
experiment ground terminal development and utilization for the Advanced Communication Technology 
Satellite (ACTS); (2) continued development of the ACTS Mobile Terminal (AMT) and plans for its 
utilization; and, (3) continued development of a mobile receiver for audio broadcasting via satellite. 

Communications data analysis will also continue to support the Applications Technology Satellite (ATS) 
ATS-3, used by several government agencies and universities; and to support the development of mobile 
communications experiments utilizing the American Mobile Satellite Corporation (AMSC) system. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The increase from the FY 1991 budget estimate provides funds for ACTS experiment terminal development per 
Congressional direction. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

Experiment ground terminal development and utilization for ACTS will accelerate to meet the ACTS launch 
date in 1992. Communications data analysis support of ATS-3 will continue. 
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OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 

• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMMARY 

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

liil 
1990 

Actual 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Information systems ..................... . 28,217 36,800 36,700 

Distribution of Program Amount by Installation 

Goddard Space Flight Center .............. 15,551 21,492 20,388 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory ................ 5,325 4,850 1,960 
Ames Research Center ..................... 4,162 4,832 5,782 
Stennis Space Center ..................... 95 
Marshall Space Flight Center ............. -- 2,500 3,000 
Headquarters ............................. 3,084 3,126 5,570 

Total .................................. 2s.2,z 36,800 36..,7_22 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

42,000 

21,439 
5,440 
6,200 

3,500 
5,421 

42,0QO 
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OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS. 
FY 1992 BUDGET BACKUP 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
(Dollars in Millions) 

· NATIONAL SPACE AND EAR1H SCIENCES 
COMPUTING QlNTER. (NSESCC) . " . 
RTOPS 

SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING 

NASA SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER (NSSDC) 
RTOPS 

DATA MGMT/ARCHIVING 

NASA SCIENCE INTERNET (NSD 
050-PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS 
NETWORK (PSCN) 

NE1WORKING 

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 

OSSA DATA INmATIVE 

TOTAL 

• 

PY1990 

8.1 
1.0 

~, 9.1 

4.9 
6.1 

11.0 

4.0 

1.8 

5.8 

1.0 

1.3 

28.2 

• 

FY1991 

9.4 
1.2 

10.6 

6.5 
4.8 

11.3 

5.8 

3.0 

8.8 

2.8 

3.2 

36.7 

FY1992 

10.0 
1.4 

11.4 

7.0 
6.0 

13.0 

4.8 

4.0 

8.8 

2.3 

2.5 

4.0 

42.0 



OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

The Information Systems program is divided into four major discipline areas; scientific computing, 
science data management and archiving, science networking, and information systems research and analysis. 
The Information Systems program provides the advanced data systems to support the nation's space science 
and applications flight and research projects. 

Scientific computing provides for the operation of the super-computing resources of the NASA Space and 
Earth Sciences Computing Center (NSESCC) in support of modeling and simulation efforts. The program also 
provides a supercomputing capability at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) to support the research 
community. Also, included is the definition and development of capabilities necessary for efficient use 
of the space science and applications research and computing assets. 

Science data management and archiving provides the Office of Space Science and Applications (OSSA) 
research community with reliable systems to archive and distribute data. The National Space Science Data 
Center (NSSDC) archives and distributes data acquired from spaceflight investigations. The OSSA 
researchers benefit from automated retrieval of archived data, a master directory for the location of 
distributed data sets by researchers, and delivery of data on advanced media as requested by users. 
Services now under development include catalog inter-operability for common searches across distributed 
databases and utilization of data exchange standards to facilitate automated assimilation of data by user 
applications. 

The main area of science networking is the NASA Science Internet. NASA Science Internet is a computer 
networking service developed for NASA's space science and applications community to enable NASA 
researchers worldwide to connect to databases, to computational resources, and also to other scientists 
for interactive collaboration. A main objective is to provide transparent and reliable networking 
connectivity to support OSSA's flight missions and discipline programs, including joint projects with 
other agencies and international organizations. 

Information systems research and analysis emphasizes the application of advanced computer and information 
systems technology to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of science data management, analysis, and 
visualization. During FY 1990, a NASA Research Announcement solicited proposals in this area. Over 325 
proposals were received, from which 22 were selected for funding. 
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS -- OSSA DATA INITIATIVE 

FY 1992 BUDGET 

ASSUMPTIONS 

FY92 

4.0 

FV93 

7. 5 

FV94 

8.8 

FV96 

8.0 

FV96 

6.0 

o Data preservation Initiative, migration of past/current science 
data to managed archives 

o ·conversion of data to longer-term storage medium 
o 3 1/2 year program C"catch up"> 
o Runout assumes sustained effort, new capabllltles for on-I lne systems 

as they become aval table 
o D11clpl lne-epeclflc enhancements for aetrophyelce 
o New capabl I I ties for Life Sciences/Space Physics/Microgravity sciences 
o Once developed, funding for sustained operatlons/archlval migrates 

to dlsclpl lne R&A budgets 

• 



A major upgrade of the NSESCC was accomplished in FY 1990 with a Cray Y/MP supercomputer to provide a 
fourfold increase in computing capability. During FY 1991, a mass data storage system will be initiated 
to provide up to 10 terabytes of accessible data storage. During FY 1991 the JPL capability will be 
upgraded to a more up-to-date and reliable configuration. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The change from the FY 1991 budget estimate is the result of a Congressionally-directed general budget 
reduction. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The Information Systems program will continue emphasis on the application of computer science 
technologies to support the work of the NASA science disciplines. Funding is included for continued 
operation of the NSESCC, NSSDC and the JPL Supercomputer. The Information Systems program will continue 
to develop common software to support ongoing research in the space and Earth sciences. Science data 
networking needs will be met with the NASA Science Internet, allowing more users access to the network 
consistent with the recently-launched and near-term science investigations. A new OSSA-wide data 
management initiative will begin in FY 1992. This initiative will work in conjunction with multiple 
science discipline organizations to revitalize current data holdings and to put into place mechanisms for 
the systematic flow of science data into discipline-oriented archives for future missions. 
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OFFICE OF CQMMEllCIAL PllQGRAMS 

• 
RESEAllCH ARD DEVELOPM&NT 

FISCAL YEAll 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMMAB.Y 

1990 
Actual 

Budget 
EsUmit!il 

1921 
Current 

E§ti.mAte 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Technology utilization .................. . 

Commercial use of space ................. . 

Total ...................•..•........•.. 

23,700 

32,832 

56,532 

24,400 24,400 

76,600 61,600 

101,000 §6,000 

1992 
Budget Page 

K1tim1t~ Num~~r 

32,000 RD 10-1 

118,000 RD 11-1 

150,000 

RD CP-1 
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FY92 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET 

TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION 
FV90 FY91 FV92 FV93 FV94 FV96 FV96 

TOTAL 
23.7 24.4 32.0 31. 7 33.0 34.3 36.7 

===== ' 

==== ==== ==== ==== ==== ==== ==== 

' 
Technology 0111emlnation 

6.4 6.9 8.0 11. 7 12.6 13.6 15.3 

IAC'I~~-~~ 

----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
4.5 4.9 6.0 9. 1 9.7 10.3 11. 7 

STIF ~<\- · ~'--=t~-
1. 0 1. 1 ,. 1 1. 3 1. 6 1. 7 1. 9 

TIMS 
0.6 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.9 1. 0 1 . 1 

COSMIC-~~'- ~~ ~ ... ~~ 
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 

Technology Evaluation & Appllc. 
1 0. 1 8.6 13 .o 13. 6 14. 8 16.8 18.0 

----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

Program Oev/Eva/Coord 
4 . 1 3.6 6.0 8.3 7. 1 7.8 8.9 

Technology Appllcatlons 
8.0 6.0 7.0 7.2 7. 7 8.2 9. 1 

Clv 11 Systems 
7.2 9.0 11. 0 6.6 6.8 4.9 2.4 

----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

(ADANETl 
(3.0) C 4. 0) (2.0) C 2. 1) (2.2) ( 2. 3). (2.4) 

(NTTC) /1)~ 't..u.Jv »; · 
( 4. 0) (6.0) (9.0) ( 4. 4) (3.4) (2.6) 

(Stirling Eng> ~ ~ 
( . 2) 
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OFFICE OF COMMEllCIAL PB.QGRAMS 

• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET StooWlY 

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

1221 
1990 Budget 

A~tual EsUm1u 
Current 

E§timat1 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Civil systems ....................•....... 7,200 8,000 9,000 
Technology dissemination ................. 6,400 6,900 6,900 
Technology evaluation and applications ... 10.100 9,500 8,500 

Total .................................. ZJ,ZQQ 24,400 24,400 

Di§tribution of Program Amount by ln§tallation 

Johnson Space Center ..................... 415 510 4,240 
Kennedy Space Center ..................... 510 600 482 
Marshall Space Flight Center ............. 340 260 433 
Stennis Space Center ................•.... 940 1,110 571 
Goddard Space Flight Center .............. 940 1,365 850 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory ................ 1,050 1,000 466 
Ames Research Center ..................... 340 475 545 
Langley Research Center .................. 640 698 740 
Lewis Research Center .................•.. 440 704 530 
Headquarters ............................. 18,085 1Z,6Z8 15,532 

Total ................................. 23,ZQQ 24,400 24,400 

TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION 

1992 
Budget Page 

£§timat1 Numb~I 

11,000 RD 10-4 
8,000 RD 10-4 

13,000 RD 10-4 

32,000 

2,550 
477 
497 
645 

1,016 
491 
517 
789 
598 

24,420 

J2,00Q 
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OFFICE OF COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS 

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES AND JUSTIFICATION 

• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 BUDGET ESTIMATES 

TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION 

The NASA Technology Utilization program is designed to strengthen the national economy and industrial 
productivity through the transfer and application of aerospace technology resulting from NASA's R&D 
programs. To accomplish this objective, NASA has established and operates a number of technology transfer 
mechanisms to provide timely access of useful technologies to the private and public sectors of the 
economy. Almost every part of U.S. industry is affected by the technology transfer process, especially in 
such areas as automation, electronics, materials, and productivity. In the public sector, medicine, 
rehabilitation, transportation and safety are areas in which aerospace technologies have been especially 
beneficial. The specific objectives of the program are: 

To accelerate and facilitate the application of new technology into the commercial sector, thus 
shortening the time between the generation of advanced aeronautics and space technologies and their 
effective use in the economy; 

To encourage multiple secondary uses of NASA technology in industry, education, and government, where 
a wide spectrum of technological problems and needs exist; 

To develop applications of NASA's aerospace technology, including its unique facilities, to priority 
non-aerospace needs of the Nation. 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

The Technology Utilization (TU) program promotes the transfer of technology developed in NASA's R&D 
programs to the public and private sectors of the U.S. economy. A network of Industrial Applications 
Centers, Technology Counselors, and NASA installation Technology Utilization Officers form the core of the 
Agency's technology transfer efforts. Technologies developed for the Nation's aerospace program are 
reused or reengineered to provide new products and processes in the areas of transportation, energy, 
medicine, public safety, and consumer goods. The goal of the program is to broaden and accelerate the 
technology transfer process to realize additional dividends on the national investment in aerospace 
research. This will also help the United States to maintain its competitive position in the 
international marketplace. 
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FY 1992 BUDGET: TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS CENTER RESTRUCTURING 
------------------------------------- --

0 CURRENT SITUATION: 9 I AC' s 
BEGUN 25 YEARS AGO AS EXPERIMENT 
EVOLVED IN "AD HOC" FASHION 
VARYING DEGREES OF CAPABILITY/EFFECTIVENESS 

0 RESTRUCTURING GOALS: MORE GEOGRAPHICALLY DISBURSED 
ACCESS TO TECHNOLOGY FROM ALL FED. LABORATORIES 
STRENGTHEN WITH NASA/STATE-SPONSORED AFFILIATES 
UPGRADE FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT TO "STATE-OF-THE-ART" 
INTEGRATE NETWORK DELIVERY SYSTEM WITH NTTC 
MEASURABLE PERFORMANCE 

OPEN COMPETITION FOR 6 REGIONAL IAC's 
INCLUDE AFFILIATE INVOLVEMENT FROM EACH STATE 0 PLANS: 

OCT. 1990: GENERIC RFP 
AUG. 199 1 : COMPETITION/SELECTION 0 SCHEDULE: 

JAN. 1992: CONTRACT AWARDS 

0 BUDGET: FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 

4.5 4. 9 6.0 9. 1 9. 7 

• 

FY95 FY96 

1 0 . 3 1 1 . 7 



• 
Activities in FY 1991 include: 

Improving the capability of the Technology Utilization Offices at the NASA Field Centers to increase 
the level of technology transfer activities. Implementation of a Technology Utilization Network 
System (TUNS) has been completed which will link together the NASA TU field center offices, the NASA 
Software Repository, Computer Software Management and Information Center (COSMIC), the Scientific and 
Technical Information Facility (STIF) and the Industrial Applications Centers to provide a quicker 
distribution of new technologies than has previously been possible. 

Promoting awareness of NASA's Technology Utilization program and resources available to the public 
and private sectors through a broad array of program materials, seminars and conferences. 

Maintaining the nationwide technology transfer network to continue the development of cooperative 
efforts with the Federal Laboratory Consortium, state-sponsored business and technical assistance 
center, and Small Business Development Centers. These linkages enable the Technology Utilization 
program to keep pace with growing industrial demand for information and technology transfer services. 

Completing implementation of the AdaNET program, designed to transfer existing and emerging Ada 
software and other software engineering technology from the federal government to the private sector 
through mechanisms such as information sharing and repository services and networks. NASA, the 
Department of Defense, and the Department of Commerce are participating in this program. 

Continuing the definition phase of the National Technology Transfer Center (NTTC), leading to initial 
implementation of the program later this year. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

For this budget, we have consolidated the previous budget categories for the TU program along functional 
lines in an effort to emphasize the major objectives of technology transfer: civil systems, technology 
dissemination, and technology evaluation and applications. 

The Civil Systems content remains unchanged and includes the AdaNET and National Technology Transfer 
Center (NTTC). The funding for AdaNET has increased from $3.0 million to $4.0 million consistent with 
Congressional direction. 

The Technology Dissemination category includes activities focused on dissemination of technology and 
includes the Industrial Applications Centers (IAC), Technology Utilization Network Operations (TUNS), and 
the Scientific and Technical Information Facility (STIF). 

The Technology Evaluation and Applications category focuses on the development and evaluation of new 
technology and includes NASA Center technology applications, evaluation and support, and Tech Briefs. 
Funding has decreased by $1.0 million to provide for the AdaNET increase. 
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NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 
TRANSFER CENTER (NTIC) 

• NATIONAL FOCUS ON TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
ISSUES AND NEEDS 

- POLICY (NATIONAUINTERNATIONAL) 

- FEDERAL-STATE-INDUSTRY NETWORKS 

- NATIONAL OUTREACH/AWARENESS 

• NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER "WHOLESALER" 

- REFERRAL AGENT BETWEEN COMMERCIAL USERS, 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS CENTERS (IAC), FEDERAL 
LABORATORIES, STATE/FEDERAL AG ENCi ES 

- NATIONAL DATA BASES 

• TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER RESEARCH AND TRAINING 
FOR PUBLIC AND PRIVATE USERS 

- SHORT COURSES, SEMINARS, SYMPOSIA 

- TRACKING AND ANALYSES OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 

EXPERIENCES, BENEFITS, AND TRENDS 

• 



BASIS QF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

Civil systems ......................•..... 

1990 
Actual 

7,200 

e 
lill 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

8,000 9,000 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

11,000 

In FY 1992 the AdaNET project will continue funding essential further developments and operations. This 
project is developing a national facility for acquisition and dissemination of government-generated 
software components for reuse by private and government agencies. The National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration, the Department of Defense, and the Department of Commerce are participating in this 
program. 

Additionally, NASA plans to complete the preliminary definition stage for the National Technology Transfer 
Center (NTTC) in FY 1991. The NTTC will serve as a national focal point to aid U.S. industry in locating 
appropriate Federal technologies and technology transfer services to accelerate the flow of advanced 
technological resources into use and application. It is expected that the NTTC development processes will 
extend over the next five years, and will become fully integrated with existing technology transfer 
mechanisms and sources of useful technology resulting from Federally-sponsored R&D programs. 

Technology dissemination ................. . 6,400 6,900 6,900 8,000 

Technology dissemination program efforts will be directed at improving the IAC network's capabilities to 
respond to increasing demands for technology transfer products and services. This effort will include 
enhancing the speed and responsiveness of the information delivery process by broadening the geographical 
coverage of the network and linking up with the technology transfer efforts of the federal agencies and 
for the first time, state and local governments. An open competition is planned for six regional IAC's in 
FY 1991, which will lead to new contract awards in 1992. 

Technology evaluation and applications .... 10,100 9,500 8,500 13,000 

Funding required in the FY 1992 budget estimate is critical to maintaining core technology utilization 
programs including technology identification activities and application engineering projects at all NASA 
field installations, technology evaluation, product development, and technology publications. 

Funding for technology applications engineering projects will continue to support an array of projects in 
the areas of bioengineering and medicine, rehabilitation, manufacturing, materials and electronics. 
Additionally, the Technology Applications program will be revised and strengthened in FY 1992 to increase 
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ADf\tJET FY FY FY FY FY FY 
1990 · 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 

FY 1991 BUDGET 3.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 

CHANGE 2.0 2.1 

FY 1992 RECOMMENDED BUDGET 3.0 '~ 2.0. 2.1 

AdaNET PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

• Life Cycle Repository to Facilitate Reuse of Software 
Engineering Products 

0.0 0.0 
\ 
, 2.2 ·2.3 

2.2 2.3 

• Channels for Acquisition and Dissemination of Software 
Engineering Components from the Federal Sector to the Private 
and Public Sector 

• National Network and Locus for Reuse of Ada Components, 
Tools and Information 

• Software Engineering Information and Network Services, e.g., 
Bibliographic and Project Databases 

• Software Engineering Help Desk 

• 

FY 
1996 

0.0 

NIA 

2.4. 



• 
the effectiveness of technology development. Funding will be increased to support the applications of 
aerospace technology and resultant product development to three areas of national importance -- law 
enforcement, education, and environment. 

Long range plans for NASA Technology Utilization will focus on efforts in assessing potential participants 
in U.S. industry, preparing information guidelines to support cooperative relationships throughout the 
NASA technology transfer network, as well as satisfying the anticipated increasing demand for TU 
publications and information. 
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FY 1DG2 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET 
FY90 FY91 FV92 FV93 FV94 FY95 FV96 

COMMERCIAL USE OF SPACE 32.8 61. 6 118. 0 14 4. 2 137. 4 95.6 69.0 

:::==== ====== ==-=== ::==== ===-=== ====== =====-

===================--== 

COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS R&D 
26.6 32.2 40.8 44. 6 47. 6 47. 3 49.3 

------ ------ . ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
---------------------------

CODS R&D & FLIGHT PAYLOAD DEV. 
19.2 22.0 27. 6 27.6 27. 6 27.6 29.0 

CCDS Baalc Grants 16.0 14. 3 16. 8 16. 0 16.0 16. 0 16. 0 

CCDS Fl lght Payload Dev. 2.7 7.2 11. 2 11. 0 11 . 0 11 . 0 12. 6 

(Wakeahleld faclll 
(2.5) &(3.2) (3.9) (4.21 

Space Industry Dov. 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 

FLIGHT PREP & INTEGRATION 
,. 9 2.8 4.0 6.6 9.0 8. 8 9.3 

Payload Integration 1 . 2 1 . 6 2.2 2. 4 2.6 2. 4 2. 4 

STS Integration 0.7 1. 3 1 . 8 4. 2 2. 7 1. 0 1 . 6 

SSDA Optional Svea 
3. 8 6. 4 6. 4 

C 3. 8) ( 5. 4) C 6. 4) 

CS IP) 

NASA CTR COMMERCIAL INITIATIVES 6.6 7. 4 9.3 10. 6 11 . 0 11. 0 11 . 0 

CEOCAP) 
C 1 . 3) . C 2. 2) (3.0) C 3. 0) ( 3. 0) C 3. 0) ( 3. 0) 

COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTATION 
3.6 24.2 70.6 92.6 81 . 9 39.8 10. 7 

------------------------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
•• CMAM 

· 9. 2 48 .o 64.0 48.8 18. 4 2.3 

Sma 11 ELV' 11 
10. 6 20.0 20.0 24.6 10. 0 

Sounding Rkte 3.6 4. 6 4. 6 0.2 
B. 4 6. 6 11 . 4 6.4 

Reserve 

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT SUPPT 2.6 6.2 6.7 7. 0 8.0 8.6 9.0 

------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
----------------------------......................................................................................... 

•• CMAM Contract f'lotall• 

Spacohab Pmt a 8.0 44. 4 62.4 47. 3 16. 9 2.3 

JSC Project Of c 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 

Optional Svea 
0.6 1 • 0 1. 0 1. 0 1 . 0 

----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
Tot a I 11 

9.2 46.0 64.0 4 6. B 18. 4 2.3 

• 



OFFICE OF COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS 

• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMMARY 

SUMMA.RY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

1991 
1990 Budget 

Actual Estimat~ 
Current 

Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Commercial applications and enhancements. 30,232 38,900 32,200 
Commercial development support ........... 2,600 4,200 5,200 
Commercial transportation ................ C3 ,600) 33,500 24,200 

Total .................................. 32,832 76,60Q 61,600 

Distribution of Program Amount by Installation 

Johnson Space Center ..................... 1,250 3,700 10,519 
Kennedy Space Center ..................... 750 2,980 590 
Marshall Space Flight Center ............. 900 1,710 1,045 
Stennis Space Center ..................... 3,750 6,000 4,705 
Goddard Space Flight Center .............. 500 1,050 1,050 
Ames Research Center ..................... 400 750 425 
Langley Research Center .................. -- -- 350 
Lewis Research Center .................... -- -- 155 
Headquarters .........................•... 25,282 60,410 42,761 

Total .................................. 32,832 76,600 61,600 

COMMERCIAL USE OF SPACE 

1992 
Budget Page 

Estimate Numluu: 

40,800 RD 11-3 
6,700 RD 11-4 

70,500 RD 11-4 

118,000 

47,910 
1,090 
1,410 
5,600 
1,400 

550 
250 
190 

59,600 

11§,000 
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NASASSDA'S 
COMPARISON OF SIGNIFICANT PROVISIONS 

-----·---- --·----··-·--------·-------·-·--·-··--·-···-·· -··-··--·-·-·---·--··- ··-- - - - ·-- ------------ ·-

PROVISION STANDARD LSA SIP GEOSTAR SPACEHAB 
(1991 VERSION) 

LAUNCH MINUS (MO) LAUNCH PLUS (YR) LAUNCH PLUS (YR) LANDING PLUS 
PAYMENT SCHEDULE 

10 I 2 AND ANNUALLY 
~2 l 3 

30 DAYS 
STANDARD SERVICES 33 24 12 6 3 4 5 6 100% 

10% 10% 15%125% 25% 15% 
THEREAFTER (12% OF 

5°/ohoo/o 15% 30% 40% "ACR" ON FM/OS) 

PAYMENT SCHEDULE IN ADVANCE OF SAME AS ABOVE SAME AS ABOVE IN ADVANCE OF 

OPTIONAL SERVICES INITIATING SERVICES INITIATING SERVICES 

DEFERRED PAYMENT 90 DAY T-BILL'S 90 DAY T-BILL'S NOT APPLICABLE NONE 
INTEREST COMPOUNDED QRTL Y COMPOUNDED QRTL Y 

. --·-----·----··--·-· . .. .. ·-·-·-- -------- -----···· -···--·-----------·-·-----···---··--------~--- -·· --·- ----· -·--··· -- ·-······--· . ··-·--·--····-----
LAUNCH MINUS, MO)* FLT 1: AMOUNT IN DEFERRED SAME AS STANDARD LSA SAME AS STANDARD LSA 

TERMINATION ~1::: r,:: ·12·rs131 PMT. ACCT. (ALSO 
LIABILITY 

ao%I B5%hoo% I TERMINATES FLT. 2) 
FLT 2: SAME AS STD. LSA 

+ 100% ALL OPTIONAL SERVICES FLT. 3: 10%AT L-13 TO L-18; 
* SHARED FLIGHTS ONLY 25% MAX. 

POSTPONEMENT 55%MAX FLT. 1&3: 0% UNTIL L-15; 20% MAX SAME AS ST AN DARO LSA SAME AS ST AN OARD LSA 
LIABILITY 0% FOR 1ST UNTIL L-18 FLT. 2: 0% UNTIL L-15; 55% MAX 

-----
ASSIGNMENT NASA MUST AGREE PRE-AGREED TO ASSIGNMENT TO SAME AS STANDARD LSA SAME AS STANDARD LSA 

CERTAIN ENTITIES SUBJECT TO 
NASA AGREEMENT ON TECHNICAL/ 
FINANCIAL CAPABILITIES 

REFLIGHT MARGINAL COST FOR STANDARD NO CHARGE FOR STANDARD SAME AS SIP SAME AS SIP AND 
SERVICES IF NASA CAUSE OF SERVICE IF NASA CAUSE OR MARGINAL COST SPECIAL REFUND 
PROBLEM OF PROBLEM REGARDLESS OF FAULT PROVISION 

PRICE (FY 88 $) DEDICATED FLIGHT PRICE $130M BASED ON $110M BASED ON $110M $11 OM - 6 LAUNCHES 
DEDICATED FLIGHT PRICE DEDICATED FLIGHT PRICE $130M -2 LAUNCHES 

- . 

• 



• 
OFFICE OF COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS 

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES AND JUSTIFICATION 

• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

COMMERCIAL USE OF SPACE 

The goal of the Commercial Use of Space program is to support a national focus that develops opportunities 
for the expansion of U.S. private sector investment and involvement in civil space activities. The 
specific objectives of the program are to: 

Foster close working relations with the private sector and academia to encourage investment in space 
technology and the use of the in situ attributes of space--vacuum, microgravity, temperature and 
radiation for commercial purposes. 

Facilitate private sector space activities through improved access to available NASA capabilities and 
the development of new high technology space markets. 

Encourage increased private sector investment in the commercial use of space independent of NASA 
funding. 

Implement and support commercial space policy NASA-wide. 

NASA's goal of expanding opportunities for U.S. private sector investment and involvement in civil space 
and space-related activities is pursued through a variety of interrelated programs. Through cooperative 
agreements such as Joint Endeavor Agreements (JEA's) and through our support to the Centers for the 
Commercial Development of Space (CCDS), we will increase the amount of space-related research conducted by 
the private sector, the number and type of NASA and private sector facilities available for space use, and 
the private sector awareness of opportunities to use NASA's terrestrial and space-based facilities for 
commercial research. 

Resources will be made available to obtain flight support experimentation hardware required by industrial 
researchers associated with NASA-sponsored programs. This may include across-the-bay carriers, such as 
Materials Science Laboratories, as well as middeck augmentation racks or derivatives thereof, and the 
leasing of private sector hardware developed to exploit commercial research and development in space. The 
use of ground-based research facilities, aircraft and sounding rockets for commercial experimentation will 
be given emphasis in order to provide limited access to the microgravity environment for appropriate 
commercial experiments. 
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FY 1992 BUDGET: COMMERCIAL USE OF SPACE 

WAKE SHIELD PROGRAM 
--------------------

A SPACE HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT TO ENABLE COST EFFECTIVE GROWTH OF 
QUALITY EPITAXIAL THIN FILMS AND RELATED RESEARCH ON A NEW GENERATION 
OF SEMICONDUCTORS 

o SPONSOR: 

o CONTRACTOR: 

0 SCHEDULE: 

o PRODUCT: 

o BUDGET: 

(Incl. in CofF) 

• 

Space Vacuum Epitaxy Center 
University of Houston 

Space Industries, Inc. 
Houston, TX 

May 
Aug 
Aug 
June 

1993 CLAD: Sept. 92) 
1994 
1995 
1996 

Electronic, Magnetic, Super-conducting thin fi Im 
materials 
C e x t e n s i v e c o mm e r c i a I p r o d u c t a p p I i c a t i o n s i d e n t i f i e d ) 
e.g. superconductors to increase computer computational speed 100X 

transistors BX faster than in today's PC use 

FY90 

2.5 
C 2 . 5 ) 

FY91 

3.2 
(3.0) 

FY92 

3.9 

•• 

FY93 

4.2 

FY94 FY95 FY96 

n" ~vr~e r clevelop~ent $ 



• 
In order to maintain momentum in Commercial Use of Space activities and to encourage an increase in 
private sector investment in space, NASA will continue to develop methods to facilitate private sector 
agreements and commitments to develop commercial opportunities in space. The development of agreements 
for the use of the Shuttle external tanks and private sector use of U.S. launch facilities reflect this 
effort. The use of Space Systems Development Agreements (SSDA's) will continue. 

CHANGES FROM FJ 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

In the FY 1991 NASA appropriation, Congress directed a reduction of $15.0 million for Commercial Programs. 
In Commercial Use of Space, $3.0 million of this reduction is the result of transferring funding for the 
Yake Shield Facility to the Construction of Facilities appropriation, as directed by Congress. The 
remaining reduction has been accommodated as a result of delays in the Shuttle flight schedule, primarily 
within Commercial Transportation and Commercial Applications and Enhancements. Within Commercial 
Transportation, the Commercial Middeck Augmentation Module (CMAM) has been reduced by $7.8 million, 
consistent with a slip in the first launch to January 1993, and with revised dates for subsequent 
launches, per recently-concluded contract negotiations. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

Commercial applications and enhancements. 

1990 
Actual 

30,232 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

38,900 32,200 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

40,800 

The Centers for the Commercial Development of Space (CCDS) consortia of universities and private sector 
commercial enterprises are the primary focus of research activities intended to result in the commercial 
development of space. To date, 16 centers have been established and currently conduct research in such 
diverse areas as space propulsion, biotechnology, materials processing and space remote sensing. FY 1992 
funding will continue support to the 16 centers. 

Funding will be provided to increase flight readiness through projects focused to respond to industry 
identified requirements for hardware and flight opportunities. Continued development of space-oriented, 
ground-based facilities and equipment will expand the technical research data base which enables the 
private sector to make economic decisions to commit to space research and production. Through 
coordination with DOD, other government agencies, the private sector, academia, and state and local 
centers, guidance will be developed and provided for commercial microgravity research and development 
enhancements program. 
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FY 1992 al.lDGET COMMERCIAL USE OF SPACE 

FY90 FY91 FY92 FYll3 FYt4 FY95 

COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTATION 0.0 24.2 70.5 92.6 81. 9 39.8 

------------------------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
CMAM 9.2 46.0 64.0 48.8 18. 4 

COMET 10. 5 20.0 20.0 24.6 10.0 

Sounding Rkts 4. 6 4.6 0.2 
8.4 8.5 11 . 4 

Reserve 

............................................................................................... 

CMAM CONTRACT 

----------Spacehab Payments CNASA Utl I lzatlon) 
JSC Project Office 
Optional Services 

Totals 

8.0 
0.7 
0.5 

9.2 

COMET (Commercial Experiment Transporter) 

--------------------------------
0 SELECTION: DECEMBER 1990 
0 FLIGHT SCHEDULE: SEPT 1992 

AUG. 1994 
JUNE 1995 

Contractor 

----------Space Industries, Inc. 

Space Services CEER, Inc.) 

Westinghouse 

CCDS Management 
Reflight insurance 

TOTAL PROGRAM 

SOUNDING ROCKETS 

----------------
0 SCHEDULE: JOUST-1 

CONSORT-4 
JOUST-2 
CONSORT-5 

0 COIT PER FLIGHT• APPROX. 12.3M 

Services 
--------
Payload lnteg. 
Recovery System/Services 
Orbital Ops 

Launch Vehicle/Services 

Systems Engineering 
Service Module 

1st ELV only 

MAR. 
JUNE 
DEC. 
MAY 

1991 
1991 
1991 
1992 

• 

44.4 
0.6 
1. 0 

46.0 

62.4 
0.6 
1. 0 

64.0 

47. 3 
0.5 
1. 0 

48.8 

Contract Value CSM) 

--------------------
114. 9 

S44. 0 

119. 7 

14.9 
11. 6 

185. 1 

======= 

16.9 
0.5 
1. 0 

18. 4 

FY96 

10. 7 
------

2.3 

8. 4 

2.3 

2.3 



• • FY 1992 funding is provided for the analytical and physical integration required for Space Shuttle 
payloads flown under Joint Endeavor Agreements (JEA's). Direct funding is provided to perform Space 
Shuttle optional services which have reimbursement deferred under some Space Systems Development Agreement 
(SSDA's). NASA's current SSDA's are with Spacehab, Geostar, and Space Industries Partnership. 

Commercial development support .......... . 

1990 
Actual 

2,600 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

4,200 5,200 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

6,700 

Rapidly changing economic, commercial and technical circumstances continue to require analysis to provide 
private sector coordination and feedback necessary to the program. In FY 1992, additional emphasis will 
be placed on our strategic planning, financial analysis, international competitiveness, and technical 
program support to implement an effective Commercial Space Development program, and to assist in the 
development of agency commercial space policy. 

Commercial transportation ............... . 

1990 
Actual 

(3,600) 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

33,500 24,200 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

70,500 

Planned flights for commercial payloads will increase substantially in the FY 1991 - 1992 timeframe and 
are reflected in the increase in funding for commercial space transportation. In an effort to provide the 
CCDS payloads with timely and varied access to space, and to further support commercial space 
transportation capability development, major new initiatives began in FY 1991. These included 
augmentations to the existing sounding rocket program to lengthen payload exposure to the microgravity 
environment; development of the Commercial Experiment Transporter (COMET) expendable launch vehicle 
program which will provide the long duration microgravity exposure required for some commercial payloads 
(e.g., protein crystal growth); and lease of a commercially-provided payload module (CMAM) which will 
provide pressurized man-tended payload capability in the Shuttle cargo bay. This latter agreement with 
Spacehab was concluded in late 1990, and represents the Agency's first "anchor tenant" arrangement with a 
commercial entity. 

Cc 
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FY 1992 isUOGET 

CONTRACT: 

SSDA AGREEMENT: 
MODIFIED: • • 

FLIGHT SCHEDULE: 

AVAILABILITY• 

PAYMENT TERMS: 

COMMERCIAL MIO-DECK AUGMENTATION ~OOULE 
----------------------------------------

SPACEHAB, INC. (DEC. 1990) 

AUGUST 1988 
JANUARY 1991 

SPACEHAB-1 JAN. 1993 
SPACEHAB-2 JULY 1993 
SPACEHAB-3 FEB. 1994 
SPACEHAB-4 AUG. 1994 
SPACEHAB-5 MAY 1995 
SPACEHAB-6 OCT. 1996 
SPACEHAB-7 MAR. 1996 
SPACEHAB-8 JAN. 1997 

(60% NASA) 
(100% NASA) 
(60% NASA) 
(50% NASA) 
(100% NASA) 
(60% NASA) 

60 MID-DECK LOCKERS 
CMAM CONTRACT LEASES 60% OF AVAILABILITY ON FLIGHTS 1,3,4,6 

100% OF AVAILABILITY ON FLIGHTS 2,5 

NASA MAKES 6 PAYMENTS TO SPACEHAB BEGINNING AT L-18 MOS. 
100% MISSION FLIGHTS= 146M 

60% MISSION FLIGHTS: 122.6M 

FIRST MISSION PAYMENT INCLUDES S4M FOR TERMINATION INSURANCE 
- 2/3 COST OF INSURANCE REQUIRED BY FINANCERS 

............................................................................... 

CMAM CONTRACT FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY96 FY96 

-------------Spacehab Payments 8.0 44. 4 62.4 47. 3 16. 9 

JSC Project Office 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.6 

Optional Services 0.5 1.0 1. 0 . 1. 0 1. 0 

----- ----- ----- ----- -----
Totals 9.2 46.0 64.0 48.8 18. 4 

2.3 

2.3 

• 
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OAST FY-92BUDGEI 
cs in M1 l [ 1onsl 

FY-90 FY-91 ~ ~ ~ ll:22 il=.22 

AERONAUTICS R&T 442.6 lliJ! 591.2 filLl lli& fil:.2 672.2 

_··~""~'.""':"--' =~ 
BASE ~ ~ fil:2 ~ ill2 fil:1 gy 

SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY 120.8 175.6 215.6 267.0 300.3 306.9 243.6 

HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING (2:0) 17:o 17:o 49.0 r3':o ~ ~NEW RUNOUT 

MATL'S & STRUCTURES 28.1 39.9 40.1 35.5 36.3 38.1 39.8 

ROTORCRAFT SYS TECH 3.6 5.1 5.2 5.4 5.5 5.8 6.1 

HI-PERFORMANCE A/C 9.7 10.5 11.1 11.9 12.2 12.8 13.4 

ADV PROPULSION SYS 13.1 15.0 15.4 16.0 16.4 17.3 18.1 

NUMERICAL AERODYNAMIC SIM 41.8 44.1 45.4 47.0 48.1 50.5 52.7 

HI-SPEED RESEARCH-HSCT 24.5 44.0 76.4 89.9 90.4 70.9 11.0 

ENABLING PROPULSION MATERIALS ( - ) ( - ) (16.5) (32.0) (40.5) (24.0) (11.0) AUGMENTATION 

ADV SUBSONIC TECH 5.0 12.3 18.4 24.5 23.5 NEW INITIATIVE 

AGING A/C ( - ) (4.0) (7.3) (8.4) (10.5) (7.5) 

FLY-BY-LIGHT/POWER-BY-WIRE ( - ) ( - ) (1.0) (5.0) (10.0) (14.0) (16.0) 

TAV (NASP) 59.0 95.0 72.0 120.0 lli& ~ ~ 
PHASE 2 'S9:o ~ 72.0 4Q.ij - - -
PHASE 3 

80.0 145.0 175.0 200.0 

SPACE R&T 284.1 ~ ill& ~ ~ ill& ~ 

~ ~ .1lLl lli:2 ~ lli..Q 12hI lli:1 

IN-SPACE TECH. EXPER. PROG .1Ll 114 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

CSTI 121.4 119.0 114.3 79.3 72.0 66.8 68. 7 A & R TO NEW LIN_f 

--OPERATIONS 44.1 44.() ""!2.4 374 ~ rr.J ~ STIRLING ENGINE 

TRANSPORTATION 57.7 56.8 63.5 33.7 24.9 26.2 27.4 AFE 

SCIENCE 19.6 18.2 18.4 20.2 21.1 13.3 12.8AUGMENTATION 

SPCE AUTOMATION & TELEROBOTICS - 82.9 79.3 75.0 51.5 ~NEWLINE 

FTS (79:U (106T> :;;:a ~ 7;5'Ji ~ - FROM SPACE STATION 

TELEROBOTICS (11.1) (11.0) 14.8 15.4 15.8 16.6 17 .3 FROM CSTI 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (11.1) (11.2) 13.1 13.9 14.2 14.9 15.6 FROM CSTI 

EXPLORATION TECHNOLOGY 27.5 27.5 52.0 ~ ~ ill.& 143.3 

SPACE TRANSPORTATION ~ T.'ff T.ii - - - ~-~Earth-To-Orbit - SE! 

IN-SPACE OPERATIONS 1.9 2.0 
SURFACE OPERATIONS 13.5 13.8 20.0 25.0 25.0 20.0 20.0 SP-100 - SE! 

HUMAN SUPPORT 2.3 3.5 16.0 24.0 33.5 39.0 47.0 - SE! 

LUNAR & MARS SCIENCE 0.6 0.7 
NUCLEAR PROPULSION 0.5 7.0 19.0 37.9 62.0 76.3 - SE! 

INOVATIVE TECH & EXPLOR TECH 1.0 
MISSION STUDIES 5.0 

EXPLORA_UON_JHSSION STUDIES .ill.:fil Ll! 1hQ I ~ ~ ~ 6.0 ...:...ill 

• • 



RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMMARY FOR AERONAUTICS, EXPLORATION AND TECHNOLOGY 

1991 
1990 

Actual 

Aeronautics research and technology ...... 442,598 

Transatmospheric research and technology. 59,027 

Space research and technology ............ 284,029 

Exploration mission studies .............. (15,000) 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

512,000 

119,000 

495,900 

512,000 

95,000 

290,400 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

591,200 

72,000 

421,800 

Total...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 785,654 

37,000 

1,163.900 897,400 1,085,000 

Page 
Number 

RD 12-1 

RD 13-1 

RD 14-1 
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..ffi!Q!!. ~ ...E!.!L FY92 ~ _illL _f!!L FY 118 _!!!L lOT,t. 

AERONAUTIC8 RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY ..!il..!. .ll!:.!!. .!!.!.:.! .!.?.!!..:.! -1.!!.:.!!. -1.!!.:..!. ....!!!..!. 

- RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY BASE 321.8 336.4 375.8 403.5 415. 7 435.7 428.8 
• 5 9 Aerodynamlal RI T ""'ioi7 116.5 ""'i2iIT ""i"i2.5 --r«T 151.2 ----;is.'f 
· 8 2 Propulsion and P- RIT 87.9 71.7 84.1 88.3 92.0 98.4 90.7 
• 8 3 Malllrlals and S'1ICIUl99 RI T 40.1 37.2 42.8 45.4 47.2 49.4 53.1 
· 8 4 Conbols, Guidance I Human Facaa RIT 83.2 80.3 87.8 71.5 74.4 78.0 83.8 
· 8 8 Fight Syslllma RI T 38.3 40.4 42.1 44.6 48.3 48.8 52.2 
• 8 9 Syatama Analyllll 7.9 10.3 10.7 11.2 11.7 12.1 13.1 

fl8TEll8 TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS .!.!!:.!. .!.!!..!. .!!.!.:.!. .!!L.!. _!!ll -1.!.L.!. _!!!:.!. 

II08 HIGH-PERFOfNANCE COMPUTING ...il.:ll. • ...il.!!l.. • --1.ll 17.0 49.0 73.0 87.0 79.0 
• 1 0 Compulatlonal Aal'Ollcience8 17.0 107 ~ ~ ~ --:i3.2 195.4 315.0 
• 2 0 Eall aid Space SdencBI 5.5 15.1 24.0 24.2 21.3 95.9 188.0 
• 3 o Ramolll Exploratlon and Experlmenlallon 1.1 1.7 5.8 9.4 14.5 88.7 99.0 

510 MATERIALS I STRUCTURES SYSTEMS TECH. ....lll 39.9 40.1 35.5 36.3 38.1 39.8 
• O 1 Mv. Hgh-Temp. Engine Malllrlala Tedi. 18.0 9.3 -rr --;-a., ---rii.s ~ --ri°:2 --;n- Cont. 
• o 2 Mv. Campaeilll Mal8riall Tedlnology 10.0 18.8 30.0 30.0 25.0 25.8 26.9 28.1 Cont. 

Sl2 FDTORCRAFTS'ISTEMS TEDKll.OGY _ll 5.1 5.2 5.4 5.5 5.8 6.1 
• O 6 Advanced Rotorcralt Technology 74.1 3.8 ~ ~ --s:-:r ~ --u --6.-1 Cont. 

!!B HIGH-!:l!;!FOAMN-ICE AIRCRAFT SYS. TECH. ..-!...?. ~ ...J.L.l 11.9 -1..!:l. --1.U. ~ 
• o 2 Hlgh-Perlormanee Flight Rese•ch 80.5 9.7 10.5 11.1 ~ 12.2 12.8 13.4 Cont. 

!!!!NJVNCEDPROPULSION SYSTEMS TECH. --1ll ---1!..2. 15.4 --1!:.!L 16.4 ---1.ll _!!:.!. 
• o 3 Advanced Turboprop Systems 167.6 10.3 12.1 12.4 12.9 ---,rr 13.9 14.5 Cont. 
• o 5 General Avtllllon/Commuler Ef9l8 Tedi. 18.9 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.4 3.6 Cont. 

11311 NUMERICALAEROl>VNAMIC SIMUI.ATION --il:..! 44.1 45.4 47.0 48.1 ~ _.ll,L 
• o 1 Numerlcll Allrodynanlc Stmulallon 153.0 27.8 29.6 3o.5 31°'.5 ~ 33.8 35.3 Cont. 
• 0 2 NAS Oparlllanl 26.8 14.0 14.5 14.9 15.5 15.9 18.7 17.4 Cont. 

137 HIGH:§PEED RESEARCH _ill 44.0 .--2.U _!ti 90.4 -1!!.:.!. _!!.:.!!. 
• o 1 Atmollpherlc Elfllclll 8.1 --;IT 12.0 12.0 -,nj 11.0 84.1 
• 0 2 ErnlSllona I Scuce NGIN 12.8 20.3 30.1 28.8 24.8 22.8 139.2 
• 0 3 Community Nolle I Sonic Boom 5.8 11.7 17.8 17.3 14.1 13.1 79.8 
• O 4 Enabling PYopulllon Mal8rlala (BIL Adj.) 18.5 32.0 40.5 24.0 11.0 124.0 

NMMlfql)911P!}1!Ctf9P!JY ___!.!. --1!.! --1.!:.!. __Jil ~ H.3 120.0 

fL1990 -~K;:":~~" x•f~ 

0

1~2 N • ~~E CON· TRUE 
£!!LI illaJ. ~ DELTA REASON FOR CHANGE 

A~ronautics Research & TechnolQSy 442.6 .ill....Q 591.2 79.2 15.5% 20.0 -1.8 60.9 
Research & T~~hnolo9y Base 321.8 336.4 375.6 39.2 11.7% 15.0 -1. 7 M ·FACILITY MAINT PLANNED GROWTH m 8.8, 

STARTED IN 191 
-BASELINE GROWTH OF 17.0m for HPCC 

Systems TechnolQSy PrQSrams lli.:..!! 175.6 ~ 40.0 22.8% 5.0 -0.1 35.0 
High Performance Coq:>uting (2.0) 17.0 17.0 0.0% ·PER DIRECTION OF CONGRESS, HPCC STARTE 

IN 91 VICE 92 
Materials & Structures Sys Tech 28.1 39.9 40.1 0.2 0.5% 0.2 0.0 
Rotorcraft Systems Tech 3.6 5.1 5.2 0.1 2.0% 0.1 
High-Performance Aircraft Sys Tech 9.7 10.5 11.1 0.6 5.7% 0.6 0.0 
Advanced Propulsion Sys Tech 13.1 15.0 15.4 0.4 2.7% 0.4 0.0 
Nunerical Aerodynamic Sirrulation 41.8 44.1 45.4 1.3 2.9% 1.3 
High Speed Research 24.5 44.0 76.4 32.4 73.6% 2.4 -0.1 30.0 ·PLANNED INCREASE m 13.6m FOR PHASE 1 

·AUGMENTATION FOR ENABLING PROPULSION 
MATL's m 16.5 

Advanced Subsonic Technology 5.0 5.0 5.0 ·NEW PROGRAM TO FOCUS ON AGING AIRCRAFT 
AND FLY·BY·LIGHT/POWER·BY·WIRE 

• 



OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS, EXPLORATION 
AND TECHNOLOGY 

• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMMARY 

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

1990 
Actual 

Budget 
Estimate 

1991 

AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY 

1992 
Current Budget Page 
Estimat~ Estimat~ Number 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

Research and technology base ............ . 
Systems technology programs ............. . 

Total ................................. . 

321,764 
120,834 

442,598 

Distribution of Program Amount By Installation 

Johnson Space Center .................... . 
Kennedy Space Center .................... . 
Marshall Space Flight Center ............ . 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory ............... . 
Goddard Space Flight Center ............. . 
Ames Research Center .................... . 
Langley Research Center ................. . 
Lewis Research Center ................... . 
Headquarters ............................ . 

85 
112 
912 
725 
544 

165,702 
156,651 
106,695 

11,172 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 442, 598 

353,400 
158,600 

512,000 

2,000 
900 
600 

187,800 
183,000 
125,000 

12,700 

512,000 

336,400 
175,600 

512.000 

1,000 
800 

188,600 
180,300 
128,900 

12,400 

512,000 

375,600 
215,600 

591,200 

700 
500 

199,500 
206,600 
170,500 

13,400 

591,200 
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rJtKJL.J T//; S ,;lf/1()7/9-{) '9/11 G G- fl.uQ_ 
(Instrumentation start in 92) 

TOTAL AUGMENTATION - $ IN MILLIONS 
MAINTENANCE 
INSTRUMENTATION 

CENTER DETAIL - $ IN THOUSANDS 

TOTAL AUGMENTATION LESS SBIR 

Facility Maintenance 

~ 
Maintenance/Repair 
Maj Corrective Maint. 
Replace Obsolete Equipment 

Langley 
Corrosion Control 
Corrective Maintenance 
Replace Obsolete Equipment 

l&!d! 
Maintenance/Repair 
Corrosion Control 
Preventive Maintenance 

lnstrl.lllentation 

~ 

Langley 
Force/Moment 
Pressure 
Heat Transfer/Thermal 
Flow Field 

Lewis 

FY 1991 

15.0 
15.0 

14812 

14812 

9381 
6319 
2470 
592 

2370 
1383 
691 
296 

3061 
1284 

1777 

FY 19921FY 1993 FY 1994 FY 1995 

23.8 32.7 34.7 36.a 
20.7 21.9 23.2 24.7 
3.1 10.8 11.5 12.1 

23502 

20440 

8890 
6717 
1284 

WIND TUNNEL REVITALIZATION 
DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS & EQUIPMEN 
CR & D - $ in millions) 

889 PROJECT CENTER FY 1990 ~ fY 1992 FY 1993 

2860 
493 

1085 
1282 

8690 
5135 
296 

3259 

3062 

3062 
691 

1087 
593 
691 

• 

TOTAL 

PAINTING OF ARCJETS & 40X80 W.T. 
ARC JETS 
14 X 22 FT TUNNEL 
UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
16 FT TRANSONIC TUNNEL 
HYPERSONIC TEST FACILITY 

UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
40 X 80 FT L.S. WIND TUNNEL 
20 FT VERTICAL SPIN TUNNEL 
ICING RESEARCH TUNNEL 

12 FT PRESSURE WIND TUNNEL 
80 X 120 FT L.S. WIND TUNNEL 
9 X 15 FT PROPULSION WIND TUNNEL 
10 X 10 UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL 
8 X 6 SUPERSONIC WIii> TUNNEL 

ARC 
ARC 

LaRC 
LaRC 
LaRC 
LaRC 

ARC 
ARC 

LaRC 
LaRC 

ARC 
ARC 

LeRC 
LeRC 
LeRC 

wv JJ 
~2_ 

~~9 

8.3 

2.4 
0.5 
2.2 
2.0 
0.5 
0.7 

~ 

4.5 
0.9 
0.1 
0.4 

5.9 

1.1 

1.0 
1.7 
0.8 
0.5 
0.8 

u 

3.8 
1.1 



OFFICE OF AEllQNAQTICS, IJPLQRATION 
AND TECHNOLOGY 

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES AND JUSTIFICATION 

• 
RESEAi.CH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY 

The goal of the NASA program is to conduct aeronautical research and develop technology to strengthen U.S. 
leadership in civil and military aviation. The program is based on a strong commitment to develop a broad 
technology base in support of the commercial avaiation industry, enhance the safety and capacity of the 
national airspace system, and assure U.S. superiority for national security. With the U.S. challenged as 
never before in aeronautics, the FY 1992 estimate reflects the need to address critical barriers and 
strengthen technology development in selected high payoff areas that are vital to our long-term leadership 
in aviation. NASA's aeronautics program is focused on six strategic thrusts: (1) develop selected, 
high-leverage technologies for U.S. subsonic aircraft and to enhance the safety and productivity of the 
national aviation system; (2) resolve the critical environmental issues and establish the technology 
foundation for economical, high-speed air transportation; (3) ready technology options for revolutionary 
new capabilities in future high performance fixed and rotary wing aircrafti (4) develop critical 
technologies for future hypersonic vehicles; (5) pioneer fundamental research, crosscutting technology 
development, and validation of numerical simulation techniques to maintain the theoretical, experimental, 
and predictive foundation required for advanced systems; and (6) develop, maintain and operate critical 
national facilities for aeronautical research and for support of industry, DOD, and other NASA programs. 
In accomplishing these thrusts, the program will maintain NASA laboratory strength, including enhanced 
experimental and computational capabilities and staff excellence; ensure timely domestic technology 
transfer; ensure strong university involvement; and ensure strong support for and cooperation with the 
DOD, FAA, and industry partners. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The FY 1992 research and technology program is committed to providing a strong fundamental foundation for 
future advances in aeronautics, as well as to addressing the critical technological issues associated with 
the U.S. air transportation system; and to increasing the margin of the country's preeminence in aviation 
for national security. Technologies are being pursued which offer major advances in vehicle performance 
and capabilities, and which could provide a substantial positive impact on the U.S. aviation industry. 
Research efforts have been expanded in high payoff areas associated with a broad range of future vehicle 
applications including subsonic and high-speed transport aircraft. The demands for NASA's unique wind 
tunnels are continuing to increase with the emergence of new civil and military aircraft programs. In 
order to ensure wind tunnel availability to meet these demands, a major five-year revitalization program 
was initiated to modernize NASA's major wind tunnels for productive use well into the next century. This 
revitalization program will be entering its fourth year in FY 1992. 
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FY 90 FY 91 ~ ~ ESCAL ~ 

505 R & T BASE ill.:§ ~ 375.6 39.2 15.0 ~ -1. 7M due to contractor conversions. 
AERONAUTICS R&T 104.4 116.5 128.3 11.8 5.2 6.6 +3.2m for Facility Maint Aug/ +3.9Mfor HPCC Aug 
PROPULSION & POWER R&T 67.9 71.7 84.1 12.4 3.2 9.2 +5.6M for Facility Maint Aug/ +4.1M for HPCC Aug. 
MATERIALS & STRUCTURES R&T 40.1 37.2 42.8 5.6 1.7 3.9 +4.2M for HPCC Aug 
CTLS, GUID. & HUMAN FACTORS R&T 63.2 60.3 67.6 7.3 2.7 4.6 +4.7M for HPCC Aug 
FLIGHT SYSTEMS R&T 38.3 40.4 42.1 1.7 1.8 -0.1 +0.1M for HPCC Aug. 
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 7.9 10.3 10.7 0.4 0.5 -0.1 

•• 



• 
BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENTS 

RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY BASE 

lill 

Fluid and thermal physics research and 
technology ............................ . 

Applied aerodynamics research and 
technology ............................ . 

Aerodynamics research and technology .... . 
Propulsion and power research and 

technology ............................ . 
Materials and structures research and 

technology ............................ . 
Information sciences research and 

technology ............................ . 
Controls and guidance research and 

technology ............................ . 
Human factors research and technology ... . 
Controls, guidance and human factors 

research and technology ............... . 
Flight systems research and technology .. . 
Systems analysis ........................ . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

32,100 

72,316 

67,918 

40,069 

10,488 

35,382 
17,310 

38,255 
1.....2li 

321,764 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

32,200 (28,281) 

88,200 (88,200) 
116,481 

75,700 71,663 

41,400 37,210 

9,900 (5,192) 

37,300 (37,300) 
17,800 (17,800) 

60,292 
40,600 40,454 
10,300 10.300 

353,400. 336,400 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

128,300 

84,100 

42,800 

67,600 
42,100 
10,700 

375,600 

The overall objective of the research and technology base program is to provide a strong fundamental 
foundation for future aviation advances. Major emphasis is on fundamental understanding of a broad range 
of physical phenomena, development of computational methods to analyze and predict the physical phenomena, 
and appropriate experimental validation. These efforts ultimately lead to design and analysis tools with 
application to each of the six aeronautical strategic thrusts. 

The fluid and thermal physics and the applied aerodynamics research and technology programs have been 
combined to form the aerodynamics research and technology program. Also, the information sciences, 
controls and guidance, and human factors research and technology programs have been combined to form the 
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controls, guidance, and human factors research and technology program. The purpose of these changes was 
to consolidate related work to be consistant with the management structure and to align the work with the 
strategic thrusts in Aeronautics. 

The aeroqynamics research and technology program is advancing the understanding of fundamental fluid 
mechanics and aeroacoustics phenomena and providing new, validated aerodynamics technology applicable to 
future U.S. military and civil aircraft from subsonic to hypersonic speeds. During FY 1990 predictive 
capabilities, using computational fluid dynamics (CFD), were improved through the development of 
unstructured grid technology and higher-order-accurate methods; sophisticated, generic Reynolds stress 
turbulence models exhibiting greater flow realism and wider applicability were generated; and improved 
methods were derived for numerical simulation of aerothermodynamic flow phenomena associated with 
hypersonic cruise and maneuver vehicles, including real-gas chemistry. In FY 1991, research continues to 
be directed toward the development of faster and more efficient numerical algorithms, advanced grid 
generation techniques, and advanced measurement techniques to both improve and experimentally validate 
Euler and Navier-Stokes CFD codes for a wide range of problems. In application-focused aerodynamics 
efforts during FY 1990, flight research was initiated using a modified Boeing 757 with a hybrid laminar 
flow control (HLFC) glove to investigate the effectiveness of HLFC at full-scale flight conditions. The 
initial results were extremely successful in achieving 65 percent laminar flow on the wing upper surface. 
This flight research will continue in FY 1991 with evaluations of the sensitivity of HLFC to operating 
conditions and icing protection. In FY 1990, a large-scale interactional rotor/body aerodynamics wind 
tunnel test was conducted to obtain data for CFD code development and validation. Also,wind tunnel 
testing was provided in support of the light experimental helicopter program of the Army and the V-22 
development of the Navy. In FY 1991, under a joint program between NASA, the U.S. Army and industry, 
experimental flight investigations will be conducted with a highly instrumented UH-60 Black Hawk 
helicopter to obtain data heretofore unavailable for loads and noise analysis. In FY 1990, short takeoff 
and vertical landing (STOVL) research continued the development of predictive methods of 
propulsion-induced aerodynamics and ground environment issues, such as force and moment generation, ground 
erosion, acoustics and hot gas ingestion. Hover tests, both in and out of ground effect, of a large-scale 
advanced powered-lift fighter concept were conducted. Hypersonic research focused on conducting stability 
and boundary layer transition analyses to derive transition prediction techniques. In FY 1991, CFD 
methods will continue to be developed for slender bodies and highly swept wings characteristic of 
supersonic cruise and hypersonic configurations, including emphasis on interacting vortex flows, wing 
leading-edge radius effects and variable camber devices. 

The propulsion and power research and technology program provides the understanding of the governing 
physical phenomena occurring at the disciplinary, component and subsystem levels that will provide the 
basis for improved propulsion systems. Ongoing disciplinary research in instrumentation, controls and 
internal fluid mechanics is providing the foundation necessary for continued advancement at the component 
and subsystem level. Component and subsystems research is being conducted for a wide variety of 
applications, including subsonic transports, high-performance aircraft, supersonic cruise and hypersonic 
vehicles. Experimental measurements were completed during FY 1990 using the large, low-speed centrifugal 
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ROTARY ENGINE WORK 

FY 90 

3.lm 

FY 91 

3.lm 

FY 92 

3.lm 

John Deer is about to sell off the division that currently has 
the rotory engine work. The decision to sell/keep is expected 
around March/April 1991. 

A couple of the prospective bidders have been in to talk with 
OAET, just looking around. 

If John Deer does sell the division, at this time OAET does not 
know who will do the work in FY 1992. 

• • 
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FAA during the past year to develop the National Human Factors Plan and will continue developing the 
strategy for implementing the plan in the coming year. During FY 1991, several automated cockpit decision 
aids were evaluated in flight and air traffic controller decision aids were evaluated using live traffic 
data obtained from the FAA. 

Flight systems research and technology addresses a broad range of needs in aviation safety, flight test 
methodologies and high-performance aircraft. In aviation safety, the effect of heavy rain on lift loss 
has been established for a typical airfoil section using the Aircraft Landing Dynamics Facility (ALDF). 
Wind tunnel testing will resume on aircraft model configurations following the design and installation of 
a new rain spray simulation system. The results of the subscale model helicopter rotor tests conducted in 
the icing research tunnel are being used in the development of a code to predict rotor performance in 
icing conditions. The short takeoff and vertical landing (STOVL) technology development program is 
focused on hot gas ingestion, ground effects, integrated propulsion flight control simulation, and the 
development of propulsion components such as augmentors, ducts and diverter valves for the transport of 
high-temperature airflow. The high angle-of-attack research program continues to explore maneuverability 
and agility technology. Continued validation of prediction methods with wind tunnel and flight data are 
enabling aircraft designers to develop highly maneuverable advanced concepts and to design modifications 
for existing aircraft to enhance the performance. Advanced CFD methods have been used to calculate the 
flowfield around the full F-18 configuration with excellent comparisons to data obtained from F-18 
baseline flight research. The multi-axis thrust vectoring control system (TVCS) installed on the High 
Angle-of-Attack Research Vehicle (HARV), has allowed expansion and utilization of the high angle-of-attack 
envelope. Flight research in FY 1991 with the TVCS will yield unique data for aerodynamics, controls and 
operations. 

The aeronautics systems analysis element conducts long-term technology assessments, identifies technology 
applications, and performs sensitivity analyses and trade-off studies from which effective research and 
technology programs can be developed to meet future civil and military aeronautics requirements. Studies 
conducted under the systems analysis element focus on defining research and technology needs for specific 
vehicle classes. Current efforts include conceptual design studies for high-speed rotorcraft and 
hypersonic vehicles. Other studies are investigating technology trade-offs for subsonic and supersonic 
transport aircraft to enable the most effective use of resources. In addition, the studies serve to 
develop advanced analytical techniques and design and integration capabilities. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The research and technology base has been reduced by $17.0 million which has been reallocated to the 
systems technology area to support the high-performance computing program. This 1991 reduction of 
$17.0 million includes $2.0 million previously earmarked for precursor work in high-performance computing 
and $15.0 million which is being applied to this program as a result of Congressional action on the 
FY 1991 budget request. 
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compressor which confirmed aerodynamic flow separation predicted by analysis. In FY 1991, the analysis 
capability will be used to generate a new design eliminating the separation, and the compressor will be 
used to produce a complete code validation data base using nonintrusive detailed measurements of the flow 
field. Computational fluid dynamics was used to develop improved rotary-engine exhaust port and fuel 
injector designs in FY 1990, and tests which are underway in FY 1991 are expected to demonstrate an 
8 percent improvement in brake specific fuel consumption. An experimental evaluation of a full-scale 
ejector for STOVL applications resulted in lower performance than expected due to end wall effects. 
Ejector tests will continue in FY 1991 to evaluate configurations with reduced end wall effects, 
determine transient response, and validate analytical prediction capability. 

The first successful bench test of a fiber optic position encoder was conducted and is now undergoing 
qualification testing in preparation for flight testing as part of the optical propulsion management 
information system on a Boeing 737 and as part of the fiber optic control system integration test on an 
F-15 during FY 1991. 

The materials and structures research and technology program is developing advanced materials, analysis 
methods, test methods and structural concepts to enable the design of safe, lightweight airframes and 
lightweight, durable, fuel-efficient engines. Analytical research is focused on advanced computational 
methods from the micromechanics level through global response of full-scale aircraft, aeroelastic response 
and control, and multidisciplinary design and optimization. Airframe materials and structures research is 
focused on understanding material fundamental behavior and fabrication technology for light metals and 
composites. A constitutive model for textile composites was used to predict static strength and fatigue 
life for establishment of design requirements using new material forms. Adaptive analysis methods 
demonstrated new nonlinear solution techniques for predicting buckling and failure behavior in curved 
complex panels. Engine materials and structures research is directed toward enabling uncooled hot 
sections operating at over 3000° Fahrenheit and dynamically stable, lightweight, rotating engine 
components. A combined experimental/analysis method to predict structural response of ceramic composites 
for engine structures was demonstrated. Specific emphasis is being placed on airframe inspection 
technology to detect flaws and disbonds, and a successful demonstration was accomplished using thermal 
imaging to locate disbonds on a Boeing 737 aircraft fuselage structure. 

The controls. guidance and human factors research and technology program provides a technology base 
supporting future aircraft designs for safer and more efficient operations and greatly expanded flight 
envelopes. In FY 1990, the first in-flight detection of a microburst was accomplished in a series of 
flight tests conducted at Orlando, Florida, in conjunction with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). 
Also in FY 1990, in a series of flight evaluations conducted cooperatively with the FAA, the Department of 
Defense and industry, performance characteristics of both the military precision-code and the civil-code 
differential global positioning system (DGPS) were investigated. A number of fully automatic landings 
were made using the civil code signals. In the area of human factors, NASA worked very closely with the 
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Within the aeronautics research and technology base, the previous fluid and thermal physics research and 
technology and applied aerodynamics research and technology programs have been combined into a single line 
entitled aerodynamics research and technology. In addition, three other programs, information sciences 
research and technology, controls and guidance research and technology, and human factors research and 
technology have been combined into a single program entitled controls, guidance and human factors research 
and technology. 

The changes by the discipline programs are as follows: 

The current estimate for aerodynamics research and technology reflects realignment of $32.2 million from 
fluid and thermal physics research and technology and $88.2 million from applied aerodynamics research and 
technology to aerodynamics research and technology. A total of $3.9 million was reallocated to the 
high-performance computing program. This redirection of funds will impact the progress of analytical 
research associated with external fluid dynamics and will curtail some research efforts by the Institute 
for Computer Applications in Science and Engineering (!CASE) scientists supporting NASA programs in fluid 
dynamics and acoustics. 

The current estimate for propulsion and power research and technology reflects a $4.0 million reduction 
from internal computational fluid mechanics to support the high-performance computing program. This will 
result in redirection of basic algorithm development for internal fluid flows as well as delays in the 
incorporation of these algorithms in advanced codes and the associated validation. 

The materials and structures research and technology program was reduced by $4.2 million to support the 
high-performance computing program. This will delay progress in structural modeling methods currently 
under development, such as advanced finite elements, boundary elements, and probabilistic structural 
mechanics, as well as their integration into a unified method. 

The current estimate for control, guidance, and human factors reflects realignment of $9.9 million from 
information sciences research and technology, $37.3 million from controls and guidance research and 
technology, and $17.8 million from human factors research and technology into the new line entitled 
controls, guidance and human factors research and technology. A total of $4.7 million was reallocated 
from computer science and high-performance computing activities within the controls, guidance and human 
factors research and technology program to the high-performance computing program. Of this amount, 
$2.0 million was funding that had been earmarked for precursor work on high-performance computing, which 
will not result in any programmatic impact. Redirection of $2.7 million will delay research in some 
fundamental computer science efforts, including activities at the Research Institute for Advanced Computer 
Science (RIACS) and at universities. 

The flight systems research and technology program was reduced by $146 thousand to support the 
high-performance computing program. This redirection impacts research efforts by !CASE scientists who 
support a variety of NASA programs. 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

In aerodynamics research and technology, emphasis will be placed on the development and validation of 
computational design tools, generation of advanced testing methods, and the investigation of viscous flow 
mechanisms. The advanced analytical methods developed by this research will be used to predict aircraft 
aerodynamic parameters more accurately and efficiently. The refocused fundamental transition fluid 
mechanics research program, in conjunction with increased simulation and modeling activities, will produce 
an improved understanding of transition physics and result in new flow control technologies for reducing 
aircraft drag at high speeds. Subsonic aircraft aerodynamics research will also be emphasized in FY 1992 
by providing the tools required to improve aerodynamic efficiency and reduce noise. Supersonic cruise 
research in the area of airframe/propulsion integration will develop fundamental methodologies in support 
of high-speed research. Rotorcraft research will involve wind tunnel testing for active control of noise 
and vibration and extensive airloads flight testing. Research efforts will also provide enabling 
technology for fighter/attack aircraft to achieve enhanced maneuver performance, efficient store carriage 
and separation across the speed range, increased efficiency at subsonic speeds, and key technologies for 
STOVL capability. 

Propulsion research will continue to emphasize improved understanding of the governing physical phenomena 
at the disciplinary, component and subsystem level leading to future high-payoff improvements in 
capability and efficiency. Discipline research will continue on development of advanced computational 
analyses that are three-dimensional and viscous, and which include reacting flow and heat transfer. 
Emphasis will be placed on turbomachinery and flow physics, along with the related improved diagnostics 
for validation measurements. The development of a multistage turbomachinery analysis code will be 
completed and validation initiated using experimental data from a large, low-speed axial compressor 
currently under construction. Applied research will continue on high-pressure core concepts that offer a 
20 percent improvement in thermal efficiency relative to current subsonic commercial engines and will 
emphasize low-emission combustors and turbines capable of operating with minimal cooling. In the 
hypersonics area, research will continue to develop the understanding of high-energy fluid phenomena, 
dynamic models, advanced concepts, and the diagnostic and facility technologies for high-speed flight at 
Mach 8 and above. Piloted flames will be experimentally evaluated as an aid for low-pressure supersonic 
combustion, and mixing enhancement concepts will be evaluated in both fundamental rigs and shear layer 
facilities for supersonic combustion, using nonintrusive diagnostics, such as molecular velocimetry using 
silane seeding. 

Materials and structures technology will continue to focus on enabling the design of safe, lightweight, 
airframes and lightweight, durable, fuel-efficient engines. Toughened composite materials and thin-gage 
light metal alloys will be used to fabricate and test small-scale test articles of lightweight airframe 
concepts; advanced analytical methods will be expanded to encompass the aeroelastic response of entire 
aircraft; and probabilistic methods will continue to be developed for engine structures. Significant 
emphasis will be placed on computational structural mechanics including a university-based center of 
excellence. The capability for local/global structural analysis of a complex wing structure that includes 
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damage-tolerant design requirements will be demonstrated. Increased emphasis will be placed on basic 
materials and structures research for supersonic and hypersonic applications, including analysis of 
supersonic propulsion components and prediction of aerothermomechanical load environments. 

In the controls. guidance and human factors research and technology program, a number of technology 
products are reaching the state of maturity in which they may be validated in flight or in operational 
field tests in FY 1992. Operational tests of air traffic controller automation aids leading to increased 
system capacity will be initiated in cooperation with the FAA. Automated nap-of-the-earth rotorcraft 
guidance concepts will begin flight evaluation in a cooperative effort with the Army. Research in flight 
crucial systems will be more focused on fly-by-light/power-by-wire applications. Increased emphasis will 
be placed on developing analytical and experimental methods for assessing electromagnetic effects on 
candidate system designs. The airborne wind shear sensor program will conduct flight evaluations of both 
infrared and Doppler radar sensors to characterize performance in the presence of ground clutter and rain 
backscatter effects. Human factors research will continue to focus on flight management, human 
engineering methods and cockpit automation aids. Flight evaluation of automated diagnostic aids, data 
link information transfer, and in-flight planning/replanning aids will be conducted this year using the 
transportation systems research vehicle. 

In flight systems research and technology, icing buildup effects on airfoil performance and aviation 
safety will be determined and used to develop three-dimensional analytical codes for aerodynamic 
performance and ice accretion predictions. 

Small-scale tests will be conducted to acquire data on the accretion and buildup of ice on swept wings for 
code development and validation. Heavy rain testing will resume after the design and installation of a 
new wind tunnel rain simulation system. 

Potential benefits and assessments of the aerodynamic, propulsion system, structural and flight control 
system interactions resulting from multi-axis thrust vectoring at high angles of attack will be the focus 
of the F-18 high angle-of-attack research program. Methods of prediction for high angle-of-attack 
aerodynamics will be validated through correlation with CFD, wind tunnel and flight results. Accelerated 
application of vortex control methods will be the emphasis in the program. Finalized design for 
mechanical/forebody controls will be completed. Pneumatic control techniques will be refined and designs 
developed for application to the F-18 HARV. In the STOVL program, work on critical technologies will be 
continued including the completion of the development of transition flight control criteria, 
demonstration of a method for integrated propulsion flight control systems design, and completion of 
aerodynamic and heat transfer research on valves and ducts using half-size scale models. These efforts 
will be used to validate the integrated controls design methods, develop controls and handling qualities 
criteria, and to develop design criteria for hot gas ducts and valves in support of an advanced STOVL 
concept. 
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Airborne information management system development and flight evaluation will continue. Single-axis 
optical air data system flight tests and evaluation will be conducted, and a three-axis optical air data 
system suitable for use in flight research will begin the research and development process. A variety of 
both fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft will be used to support flight research. These high-performance 
support vehicles will be flown as chase aircraft in support of research aircraft described under 
high-performance aircraft systems technology (F-18, F-15, F-16XL). Specialized training for critical 
personnel, as well as maintenance of flight data facilities, aircraft instrumentation, and flight data 
processing, is also included in this activity. 

In FY 1992, the aeronautics systems analysis element will continue development of analytical and 
multidisciplinary design methods. Supersonic cruise studies will continue investigations of 
propulsion/airframe integration methods for conventional and novel engine concepts and refine economic 
analytical capabilities. High-speed rotorcraft studies will perform analyses of economic factors and 
critical technologies to provide a knowledge base for technology development. High-performance aircraft 
studies will be initiated to investigate maneuverability and agility metrics to determine their relative 
influence on aircraft sizing and design. Studies for subsonic aircraft will continue investigations of 
airframe and propulsion system integration techniques which can provide significant economic and 
productivity increases. 
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FY 90 FY 91 FY 92 
/J 

CHANGE ill&. GROWTH 

SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY ill.:.§ ~ ~ 40.0 2..:.2 35.0 
HIGH PERFORM COMPUT & COMM 17.0 17.0 0.0 0.0 Congress started program in 191 without program runout. Thus 

(COMPUTATIONAL AEROSCIENCES) ( - ) (17.0) (10.4) -6.6 -6.6 1st year was for Aerosciences only. 192 is balanced program. 
(EARTH & SPACE SCIENCES) ( - ) ( - ) (5.5) 5.5 5.5 
(REMOTE EXPLOR & EXPER) ( - ) ( - ) (1.1) 1.1 1.1 

1 MATERIALS & STRUCTURES 28.1 39.9 40.1 0.2 0.2 0.0 
(ADV HI-TEMP ENGINE MATL) (9.3) (9.9) (10.1) (0.2) (0.0) (0.2) 
(ADV COMPOSITE MATL) (18.8) (30.0) (30.0) ( - ) (0.2) -(0.2) 

. ROTORCRAFT 3.6 5.1 5.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 

HI PERFORM A/C 9.7 10.5 11.1 0.6 0.6 0.0 

ADV. PROPULSION 13.1 15.0 15.4 0.4 0.4 
(ADV TURBO PROP) (10.3) (12.1) (12.4) (0.3) (0.3) ( - ) 
(GA/COMMUTER ENGINE) (2.8) (2.9) (3.0) (0.1) (0.1) (0.0) 

, NUM. AERODYNAMIC SIM. 41.8 44.1 45.4 1.3 1.3 HSP -3 will replace HSP-1 during FY 92 
(NUMERICAL AERO SIMULAT) (27.8) (29.6) (30.5) (0.9) (0.9) (0.0) 
(NAS OPS) (14.0) (14.5) (14.9) (0.4) (0.4) ( - ) 

HIGH-SPEED 24.5 44.0 76.4 32.4 2.4 30.0 -0.1m due to contractor conversions 
(ATMOS EFFECTS) (6.1) (12.0) (12.0) ( - ) (0.7) -(0.7) 
(EMISSIONS/SOURCE NOISE) (12.6) (20.3) (30.1) (9.8) C 1.1) (8.7) Planned increase 
(COMMUN NOISE/SONIC BOOM) (5.8) (11.7) (17.8) (6.1) (0.6) (5.5) Planned increase 
(ENABLING PROPUL MAT'L) 16.5 (16.5) ( - ) (16.5) Augmentation to start development of long lead engine mater 

s ADV SUBSONIC 5.0 5.0 5.0 New initiative 
AGING A/C ( - ) C - > (4.0) (4.0) C - > (4.0) 
FLY-BY-LIGHT/POWER-BY-WIRE C - > C - > (1.0) (1.0) C - > (1.0) 

( • 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENTS 

SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS 

li2.l 

High-performance computing .........•..... 
Materials and structures systems 

technology ............................ . 
Rotorcraft systems technology ..........•. 
High-performance aircraft systems 

technology ... ~ ........................ . 
Advanced propulsion systems technology .. . 
Numerical aerodynamic simulation ........ . 
High-speed research ..................... . 
Advanced subsonic technology ............ . 

1990 
Actual 

28,143 
3,556 

9,691 
13,152 
41,798 
24,494 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120,834 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

39,900 
5,100 

10,500 
15,000 
44,100 
44,000 

158,600 

17,000 

39,900 
5,100 

10,500 
15,000 
44,100 
44,000 

175,600 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

17,000 

40,100 
5,200 

11,100 
15,400 
45,400 
76,400 
~ 

215,600 

Page 
Number 
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RD 12-14 
RD 12-17 

RD 12-18 
RD 12-19 
RD 12-21 
RD 12-22 
RD 12-25 
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SUMMARY OF HPCC ACTIVITIES 

ftl! FY-92 ~ ~ ll:2i FY-96 

-, ''°'"" Obleeth,e, Add,os, ,h,LL....., to ~ 43.3 61.2 ~ ~ ~ fil.:.1 computer technologies in engineering, 
data storage and analysis. HPCC DIRECT .1L.Q .1L.Q ~ n& ru 79.0 Aerosc;iences 17.0 10.4 32.2 43.4 53.4 43.2 \;,rarth · & Space Sciences 5.5 15.1 24.0 24.2 21.3 

_flelll!)te Explor~ &~imaAt-r- 1.1 1.7 5.6 9.4 14.5 Major Challenges Posed by NASA: 
SAS_E_LINE ~ ~ ~ 48.6 ll:l &1 - Computational Aerosciences -- integrated, 

multidisciplinary simulations of aerospace !582 Jl.& lli 32.9 ~ ~ ru vehicles throughout their mission. BASE 3.1 21.1 22.2 23.4 24.5 25.7 SYS TECH 9.9 10.3 10.7 11.1 11.8 
12.3 ' · '"'h & Spaoo s,1 enc" · · Mui ,;a;,,1 pl;,,...., 

modeling and monitoring of the Earth and its ~ 13.3 12.8 11:.2 1W 1Ll 12.:.1 global changes and assessments of their BASE 7.4 7.9 8.4 8.9 9.4 9.9 impact on the future environment. CSTI 5.9 4.9 5.1 5.2 5.5 5.2 
- Remote Exploration & Experimentation --

Extended-duration human exploration missions 
OSSA - BASELINE ONLY 1Q,:1 11.:l 11..1 12.2 &1 .1Ll 

I and remote exploration and experimentation • 

TOTAL NASA HPCC ~ ~ .1QIJ. ~ lllh2 ill:.! BASELINE 37.0 55.4 58.1 60.8 63.9 66.4 DIRECT 17.0 17.0 49.0 73.0 87.0 79.0 

AGENCY SUMMARY 

NASA 54.0 n.4 107.0 134.0 151.0 145.0 

DARPA 232.2 283.0 351.0 398.0 446.0 DOE 93.0 110.0 138.0 157.0 169.0 NSF 213.0 261.0 304.0 353.0 413.0 DOC 5.4 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 HHS 17.1 14.0 15.0 15.0 16.0 
fil 2..:1 2.& 2.& 2.& 2.& SUBTOTAL 435.0 565.9 679.0 819.0 934.0 1055.0 

GRAND TOTAL NPCC 489.0 631.3 716.0 953.Q 1085.0 1200.0 

eae. , ~- --- .s.t: .ll .!LL- JJ:.. ..2.£... ..li dTC. .. Ior'9k -~COMPUTING (1.7)· • (2.0)· • 17.0 17.0 49.0 73.0 87.0 79.0 - 1 o Computational Aero&Clences 17.0 10.4 32.2 43.4 53.4 43.2 195.4 395.0 • 2 0 Earth and Spaae SdenoN 5.5 15.1 24.0 U.2 21.3 95.t 188.0 ·Jo......_ E ,ra .... Md [lpe,tmc.illlun 1.1 1.7 I.I .... 14.5 11.7 19.0 
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High-performance computing .............. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

• 
1991 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

17,000 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

17,000 

The High-Performance Computing and Communications (HPCC) is a multi-agency endeavor which involves NASA, 
the Department of Energy, the National Science Foundation, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, 
the Department of Commerce, National Institutes of Health, and the Environmental Protection Agency. The 
initiative is consistent with, and supportive of, the Administration's strategy for national leadership, 
as expressed in the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) report, "A Research and Development 
Strategy for High-Performance Computing," (November 1987). The HPCC is the Agency's implementation of its 
portion of the Administration's plan for "The Federal High-Performance Computing Program," (September 
1989). NASA's role in the national program includes acquiring experimental hardware for testbeds and 
developing software and algorithms in computational aerosciences, Earth and space systems sciences, and 
remote exploration and experimentation; and supporting the development of the national research and 
education network. The goal of NASA's portion of HPCC is to accelerate the development and application of 
high-performance computing technologies to meet NASA's science and engineering requirements. These 
technologies include applications algorithms and programs, systems software, peripherals, networking, and 
the actual high-performance computing hardware, all of which will be demonstrated in small, scalable, 
testbed syste!~ as a step toward full-scale computational capabilities. This program will enable 
teraflops (10 floating point operations per second) computer capabilities essential for computational 
design of aerospace vehicle systems and for predicting long-term global change. 

NASA is a leader in advanced computational sciences and systems and is in a position to exploit 
high-performance computing to more efficiently achieve NASA goals. The initiative is focused to enable 
broad advances in aerospace vehicle design, space and Earth systems science, and space exploration 
programs. The approach leverages current NASA leadership, while broadly strengthening its capability for 
sustained high-performance computing research. 

In FY 1991, research activities will be more tightly focused on the development of computational methods 
for massively parallel computing systems and on modeling of multidisciplinary interactions. Efforts will 
be employed to better understand the partitioning of complex internal fluid mechanics problems for 
application to a massively parallel computer architecture and will also emphasize modeling complete 
propulsion systems at increasing levels of detail. Portions of the current program will be refocused to 
more directly support the grand challenge in computational aeroscience. These efforts include in-house 
activities to develop algorithms for multidisciplinary applications on parallel computing testbeds, as 
well as several focused university efforts through the Institute for Computer Applications in Science and 
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~ ffllh-Perft>DIIDCI Cmr:tinrE .u d 77 YW'efNew lllat: PY Jl92 

Jnd tieJd Center. ARC Svmm1ior Cent.en: LaRC, I.eRC 

Maim: MiJeatonea pd Review Pojpt,c 
• ARC and LaRC testbeds upgraded; LeRC testbed insta11ed • FY 1992-1993 
• 3-5 gigaFWPS testbed operational; interim systems software evaluated - FY 1993-1995 
• 50 gigaFWPS testbed scalable to teraFWPS range operational - FY 1996 
• Muitidisdptimlry aewie1Ke models inteerated and tested on 1C1tlahle tenaFLOP8 DIOtebDea. FY 199'1-1998 

QJricctiJ:a apd Dee Pr:wztatios The goal f# the Computational Aerolleienees (CAS) computing project ia to develop the neeeaar, 
computational technology for the numerical simulation, design optimization and analysis of complete aerospace vehiclee 
throughout the flight envelope. The project will accelerate the develoment of computing system hardware and soft.ware 
technologies capable of sustaining a teraFLOPS (1012 Floating Point Operations Per Second) performance level on computational 
aeroscience applications. Enhanced single discipline models will be developed for operation on highly parallel computins 
systems, leading to the development and operation of integrated multidisciplinary models for demonstration on 50 gipFLOP8 
testbeds scalable to sustained teraFLOPS performance. Grand Challenge problems for aerospace vehicle and propulsion systeml 
will be selected to demonstrate and evaluate massively parallel computing systems performance, including system software aN 
application, alprithm1 and appropriate teehnoloc, will be transferred to industry . 

.t'TO)eel: HJID-PfflOJ:JDIPCI C 27 . 7 C a 1 S s C 7 y_.a,New 8tm: FY 1992 

Ind field Center. GSFC Supmrting ~ JPL 

Major MiJestona and Bcrimr Points 
• Initial development testbed operational; evaluate approaches to massively parallel workstations - FY 1992-1993 
• 10-20 gigaFLOPS scalable testbed operational; existing models modified for highly parallel system - FY 1993-1995 
• Testbed scalability, data management and applications development tools evaluated - FY 1996 
• Grand Challenge Earth and space acienee models integrated and tested on aealable teraFLOPS ~ - FY 199'1·1998 

Qbics:t.iya •n4 Talk Uee::riPUon; The goal f#the NASA Earth and space science (FAS) computinc project ii to develop and testbN 
radically advanced computational models and massive data assimulation systems. The ESS project will support the development 
<'" new parallel algorithms to test multidisciplinary models and process massive amounts of data; develop data management tooll 
for high speed access, management and visualization of data with teraFLOPS computing systems; make available prototype 
scalable parallel architectures and massive data storage systems to ESS researchers; and perform demonstrations of 
computational impact for dealing with Grand Challenge problems. 

NASA is at the forefront in Earth and space science research, addressing issues ranginf: from the evolution and dynamla of the 
Earth's core, crust and atmosphere to the life cycle of stars and galaxies. TeraFLOPS (10 2 Floating Point Operation, Per Second). 
computing power and mass data handling capabilities (1015 Bytes/day) are needed to validate recent ESS advances and to eontin• 
to expand the knowledge base of the underlying physics of these phenomena. The ESS computing project is an int.eanJ part .t 
NASA'• Rish Perf'onnanee C..,-ti111 and Cowt1111111ieatien lnitiatift . 
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Engineering (!CASE), Research Institute for Advanced Computer Science (RIACS) and the Institute for 
Computational Mechanics in Propulsion (!COMP). FY 1991 research endeavors will be able to use massively 
parallel computing systems at several sites, including the Connection Machine (CM-2) at Ames Research 
Center, Intel 860 systems at Ames, Langley and Lewis Research Centers, the Masspar system at Goddard Space 
Flight Center, and the newly announced Intel Touchstone Delta machine at the California Institute of 
Technology. NASA will actively participate as a partner with other government agencies and key 
universities in the concurrent supercomputing consortium and will begin implementing, nearly one full year 
earlier, the responsibility to coordinate the federal software and algorithms research within the federal 
high-performance computing program. Additionally, a network connection will be installed from the 
University of Tennessee Space Institute to NASA to provide connection to the NASA science internet. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

As a result of Congressional action on the FY 1991 budget request, NASA was directed to absorb 
$15.0 million in aeronautics for application to high-performance computing. This $15.0 million when 
combined with $2.0 million, previously identified by NASA within the aeronautics research and technology 
base for precursor work in high-performance computing, results in a total of $17.0 million in FY 1991. 
The funding was reallocated from the research and technology base, and a new program within systems 
technology was created for high-performance computing. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE ~ r 
.,....: 

pie HPCC is focused on three areas of application: (1) integrated, multidisciplinary~QDl{)Utati~!,181 
•erospace vehicle design; (2) multidisciplinary modeling and analysis of.,t;arth and space scienc. physical 
phenomena; and (3) ~6, autonomous space opl,rations .ind data acquisit:i.or(. 

Technology now permits a new generation of large-scale massively parallel computer architectures with the 
potential of being scaled to the teraflops range by the mid-1990's. The HPCC is unique in that it will 
bring together interdisciplinary teams of computer scientists and computational physicists to develop the 
technology necessary to bring a teraflops of computational power to bear upon the grand challenges unique 
to NASA. Key to exploiting large-scale massively parallel computers is the development of effective 
systems software. To encourage vigorous research into the underlying theory and concepts of 
high-performance parallel computing, NASA will foster interactions among academia, industry and national 
laboratories. NASA will strengthen the basic research in high-performance computing in the NASA Centers 
and institutes and in universities. 

Testbeds are a crucial part of this initiative because they provide a key tool for interdisciplinary 
research teams to develop applications and systems software and to evaluate scalable hardware 
architectures. They are the vehicle for evaluating applications, systems software, hardware architectures 
and peripherals. NASA has considerable expertise with small-scale experimental parallel computer 
testbeds. A key to successful exploitation of massively parallel computing power will be the blending of 
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fad Field Center: JPL Supnmtjng Centers LaRC 

Mafm: MiJatonet and 1Jericw Point,: 
• Simulation/Emulation approach; Fault tole1'8nce concept design; application feasibility review - FY 1992-1993 _ 
• Initial testbed operational; design review for second generation testbed; application software installed - FY 1993-1995 
• System design review; second generation testbed installed; - FY 1996 
• Fault tolerance and de111G11stration problems tested on scalable gigaFWPS prototypes- FY 1997-1998 

Qlricctixa apd Tay Pncriptiop; The goal of the NASA Remote Exploration and Experimentation (REE) eomputinr project i11 to 
develop spacebome computing technology which will enable high performance, fault tolerant, adaptive space systems tor a ;· (,w 
generation of missions to explore the Earth and Solar System. The REE project will develop and demonstrate a pa1'811el, ecalable, 
architecture which will be adaptable to new technologies and requirements tor spacebome miBSions; demonstrate that the 
architecture is fault tolerant, low weight and will perform in a limited power environment and demonstrate the feasibility or a 
1000-fold increase in performance of spacebome computer systems. 

NASA ia the world's 1eader in remote exploration and experimentation. Significant improvement, in on-board eomputin1 
capabilitiea will be eBSential to the success or future extraterrestrial exploration and experimentation mi11ionL The REB 
computing project will enable gigaFLOPS (109 Floating Point Ooperations Per Second) computing capabilitiea which wi11 permit 
on-board data processing and remote, real-time autonomous operations. The REE computing project is an integral part of NASA'• 
High Performance Computin1 and Communication Initiative. 

~ c;o Ci/ ~tt~ '1.~- q$' er, - - ----•11119"1a•8JS!Yf!S9"9IB"'51!CH. 21.1 39.9 ... , nt! ~ 38.1 39.8 
- O 1 . High-Temp. Engine Materials Tech. 18.0 9.3 9.9 10.1 10.5 10. 7 11.2 11. 7 OIIC. 
-0 Z "'*· Cun4ulll U•rllll TwdwlalDW 10.0 11.1 30.0 30.0 25.0 11.t It.I 21.1 OIIC. 
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application-driven and architecture-driven computer systems and software to most effectively meet NASA's 
needs. Prototype testbeds of 3 gigaflops will become operational in FY 1993, 20 gigaflops in FY 1994, and 
50 gigaflops in FY 1995. The testbeds will not be replacements for the numerical aerodynamic simulation 
system or any of NASA's other computational facilities, but rather will serve as proof of concept of 
systems which, when scaled up and properly supported for operational use, could be used by those computing 
facilities. 

Systems software to be developed under this program includes operating systems, compilers, programming 
environments and visualization software. Some important operating system developments include dynamic 
load balancing of the processors in the parallel system and the processors in the distributed system, and 
distributed operating systems which permit a heterogeneous system. Of additional importance will be the 
programming languages, compilers and programming environments because they are the algorithm developers' 
interface to the high-performance computing system. Debugging programs on massively parallel and/or 
distributed systems is significantly more difficult than on more traditional systems. This is a new area 
of research which will require the development of new techniques and their incorporation into systems to 
aid user productivity. Interim systems software will be completed in FY 1994 and the final systems 
software suite will be completed in FY 1996. 

The testbed systems must be on a research network so that they can be accessed by others working in 
support of the Federal High Performance Computing Program. Only through such networking will applications 
developers have access to as broad a range of architectures as possible. Through cooperation with other 
federal agencies, NASA will become a node on the national research and education network. Having systems 
software designers, systems architects and applications developers working together on these testbeds to 
attack NASA's grand challenges is key in the initiative. NASA interconnects to the national research and 
education network, at 45 megabits/second, will become operational in FY 1993. 

Materials and structures systems 
technology ............................ . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

28,143 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

39,900 39,900 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

40,100 

The objective of the materials and structures systems technology program is to develop advanced materials 
and structural concepts for future advanced aircraft propulsion systems and primary structures. This 
program is divided into two elements, advanced high-temperature engine materials and advanced composite 
materials. 
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Project: Advanced Hieb-Temperature Em.tine Materials TecbuoJoa m~1.L. t' Si"Rl.ot c;: Sys. r=-~~. 
Icad field Center: l.eRC SqVIJQd;ing 0:nta:s 

Major Mileswne and Review Points 
• Develop smnll chnmeter ceramic fiher stable to 3000°F - FY 1991 
• Evaluate new beryllide fibers in intermetallic matrices - FY 1992 
• Characterize 2500°F intermetalJic matrix composite - FY 1992 
• Develop interface coatings for silicon carbide fibers - FY 1992 
• Develop 3000°F ceramic matrix composite with high structural reliability - FY 1993 
• Verify 800"F polymer matrix composite system - FY 1993 
• Identify >3000°F ceramic matrix composite system - FY 1993 
• Develop oxide fiber for >3000°F ceramic matrix composite - FY 1994 
• Fabricate structural element prototype component with complex fiber reinforcements - FY 1994 
• Fabricate >3000°F ceramic matrix composite component - FY 1996 

(Dollars in Millions and Tenths) 
FY 1992 ·~ FY um FY JtlH FY 1• 

10.1 II 10.5 10.7 11.2 
rx ,_ am rarai 

11. 7 Continuing 
<Budget Authority BA> Fl J9QO FY t99J 

9.3 9.9 

BewNmwSggpqrtAewaed 
From Qther Soums; <Specify); 

Qbi@ctiw! and 'fMk Qescription: 
The objective is to develop the fundamental technology for revolutionary advances in composite materials and stnaetaral anal,si1 
capabilities to enable the development of 21st Century propulsion systems with greatly increased fuel economy, improved 
reliability, extended life and reduced operating costs. Current high-temperature materials in high-performance pa turbine 
engines are near the physical limit of their use temperature. Only through the development of revolutionary new materials 
systems (that are lighter weight and retain their useful properties at higher temperatures) will further advances in perf'onnanee be 
achieved. Key to the success of the program is the development of a technology base for advanced materials such as nfractory 
metals, metal/intermeta11ic matrix composites, ceramic matrix composites and high-temperature resin composites. The activity 
will focus on fundamental research in advanced fibers, materials and processes, fabrication concepts, high-temperature test 
methods and sensors, design and analysis methodologies for composite materials and life prediction methods . 
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The objective of the advanced high-temperature engine materials technology program is to develop the 
technology for revolutionary advances in materials to enable the development of 21st century transport 
aircraft propulsion systems. Major consideration is being given to propulsion systems that will be 
friendly to the environment in terms of minimizing pollution and noise, and that will be economical via 
reducing fuel consumption per passenger mile, reducing direct operating costs, extending life and 
improving reliability. This will require very high thrust-to-weight (20 to 1) gas turbine engines with 
durable, long-life, hot-section components which can endure sustained operation without cooling air. Key 
to these applications are materials capable of operating at much higher temperature and strength levels 
than now possible. Materials currently in use, such as titanium alloys and nickel-based superalloys, 
offer only minor potential gains in performance. The candidate advanced materials include ceramic matrix 
composites, metal matrix composites, intermetallic matrix composites, and polymer matrix composites. 
These materials are vital to attaining higher turbine inlet temperatures for sustained supersonic cruise, 
higher thrust-to-weight engines, and for uncooled engine hot-section components which provides greater 
efficiency. In addition, analytical codes to conduct design, predict life and establish failure 
mechanisms will be developed to enable effective utilization of these new classes of materials by engine 
manufacturers. 

The objective of the advanced composite materials systems technology program is to develop advanced 
materials and innovative structural concepts to fully exploit the benefits of composite materials for 
cost-effective primary structures for future aircraft applications. The program objectives will be 
accomplished through materials development, design and fabrication of innovative structural concepts, 
structural analysis and improved life prediction methods, and demonstration of improved structural 
performance through subscale and large-scale component tests representative of advanced composite airframe 
structures. Technology verification objectives are to demonstrate advanced composite structures at the 
element/subcomponent level as an essential building block leading to full-scale primary structures. The 
program goals are to develop cost-effective primary structural concepts and fabrication techniques that 
will reduce acquisition cost by 25 percent and reduce structural weight by 30 to 50 percent for resized 
aircraft. In order to achieve these program objectives, a new approach for composite design methodology 
must be developed. The integration of design concepts and advanced fabrication using new material forms 
must be established to fully exploit the benefits of composites. The understanding of failure mechanisms 
and behavior under complex loading is critical to establish the data base for innovative design with 
composites. This program will focus on new structural concepts using cost-effective fabrication 
techniques such as advanced thermoforming, multidirectional weaving, pultrusion, filament winding and 
advanced fiber placement techniques. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

For FY 1992, advanced high-temperature engine materials will include emphasis on fibers and fiber 
coatings, interfaces, oxidation-resistant coatings, high-temperature testing capabilities, and accelerated 
test techniques for time-dependent failure phenomena. Strong, stiff, lightweight reinforcement fibers, 
capable of being appropriately sized and chemically and mechanically stable for extended periods at 
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Project: Advanced Composite Materials Technoloa 

Jad FieJd Cemer: LeRC 

(Y) ~ 1 1 L ct $ T ~ ~ C Tt.4 f< E' .S 

Supporiipg f&nters l.eRC 

Sy.s Tec::H 
I 

Neior MUeetmae and Berim Poipta: 
• Laboratory verification of innovative concepts for winwfuselage structures - FY 1991 
• Processing methods for toughened composites for 3500F to 500°F. FY 1991 
• Subcomponent design/fabrication/test. FY I99Vl992 
• Analysis/life prediction methodology - FY 1993 
• Processable composites for 500°F to 600°F - FY 1993 
• Composite wing box test/verification - FY 1993/1994 
• Integrally stiffened composite fuselage comf}Onent fabrication/test - FY 1994/1995 
• Verification of life prediction methodology - FY 1996 

(Dollan in Millions and Te11th1) 
1nPum:1 {NASA): (Budget Authority BA> FY Hl90 EX 1991 

Project R&Q 18.8 30.0 

lcznann5ygpgrt6-mnJ 

FX um I rx 1993 FY um FY 1a 
30.0 25.0 25.6 26.9 

rx 1998 mn :rata1 
28. l Continuing 

From Other Sou,ws; fSnedfvl; 

Qb• ,s:tm: and Tgk DeN:rillt;ion: 
The ob_irctive is to develop advanced materials and structures technologies for innovative and eost-eff'eetive advanced eompoaite 
airframe structures. Key tasks include development of advanced composite materials for applications up to 600°F, development of 
innovative design concepts, verification of fabrication processes for cost-effective structures, and structural test and verification 
.r subscale and large-scale advanced composite components. Advanced materials, including toughened thenno11et1 and 
high-temperature thermoplastic composites with improved processability, wiJJ be developed for Jong-term use from 350-P to 600°F. 
Innovative design concepts and fabrication methods have been selected to demonstrate the weight and cost benefits for eompo1ite 
•aterials application in primary airframe structures. The selected integraJly stiffened fuselage and wing subcomponent test 
lt.ructures will be deeigned and fabricated using cost-effective manufacturing methods, including automated tape layup, 
paltrusion, resin transfer molding, textile preforms and thermal forming. Structural tests wiH be performed on these 
nbcomponents to verify predicted performance and demonstrate validity of innovative composite designs and cost-effective 
manufacturing processes for advanced composites. Critical composite elements leading up through large-scale structures wiJJ be 
dftigned, fabricated end tested to develop the data base required for design of primary airframe structures. Advanced structural 
an11lysis and life prediction methods wiJJ be developed and verified to establish a certification methodology for composite airframe 
ltruclures. 

• 



• 
elevated temperatures, are a central focus of this program. Silicon carbide, alumina and beryllide fibers 
remain candidates. A current critical issue involves developing fibers and fiber coatings which are 
compatible with intermetallic matrix composites on a thermal expansion basis. Consideration is being 
given to oxidation-resistant coatings for both polymeric matrix and intermetallic matrix composites. For 
polymeric matrix composites, processibility of polymer resins remains a critical issue. For ceramic 
matrix composites, a critical issue is the development of small-diameter fibers for satisfactory engine 

0 component performance at temperatures to 3000 Fahrenheit. Also for ceramic matrix composites, matrix 
fabrication options are exploiting the superior mechanical behavior of low-density, porous materials. 
Mechanical and durability experimental testing capabilities for long-term exposure in oxidizing 
environments to 3000° Fahrenheit are being developed. Thermomechanical fatigue tests of lamina-scale 
metal matrix composite model materials are indicating significant potential degradation and failure 
mechanisms in elevated-temperature composites. Accelerated methods for rapidly and accurately simulating 
long-term time-temperature-stress responses of composites in laboratory tests are urgently being pursued. 
Multiple-path analytical modeling methods are being developed and verified to help guide the optimum 
selection and utilization of compatible candidate fiber/coating/matrix materials. 

During FY 1992, the major emphasis on advanced composite design and fabrication will continue to focus on 
three techniques to reduce acquisition costs: (1) advanced fiber tow placement, (2) resin transfer 
molding (RTM), and (3) woven textile pre-forms. This research will be directed toward exploiting new 
composite fabrication and design concepts. A family of design configurations for both fuselage and wing 
concepts will be evaluated and large-scale demonstration test articles will be selected for design and 
fabrication. This process will be based on evaluation of subcomponent flat-panel tests and 
damage-tolerance evaluations of various design concepts which include integral, continuous, stiffened 
structures, honeycomb structures and woven/stitched structural forms. A major factor in this evaluation 
will be a detailed comparison of design performance based on analytical predictions and experimental 
results with associated cost models for various fabrication techniques. This process will enable the 
selection of affordable innovative composite design concepts. The first generation wing box tests will be 
completed and results will be used to compare performance behavior to predictions. Concepts for fuselage 
crown panels will be fabricated and tested to provide baseline data used in the establishment of design 
requirements for the fuselage barrel section. A six-foot wing panel using a stitched/RTM process will be 
fabricated and tested, and used to quantify performance of new tailored resin systems formulated for RTM 
processes. Advanced analysis methods, including probabilistic modeling of composites for improved life 
prediction and analysis of composite failure mechanisms, will provide assessment of new design concepts 
and define design needs to meet future aircraft system requirements. The identification of candidate 
high-temperature composites with a 60,000-hour lifetime and a 400° Fahrenheit temperature capability will 
be accomplished, and methods to address critical design and performance predictions will be evaluated. 
Various approaches for accelerated testing under combined thermal/mechanical loading will be accomplished 
as part of the effort to establish airframe design and life prediction requirements. The goal is to 
establish viable materials forms and structural concepts that achieve a structural weight performance of 
4.5 pounds/square foot and represent a 30 to 40 percent improvement over existing design capability. 
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~ Advanced Boton:raf\ Tccboolpgy 

)cad Fidd Center. ARC Sum,m:ting Cent,ers: I.aRC 

Maior MiJe:rtone and Review Point-,; 
• Multirotor noise prediction added to ROTONET fol' tiltrotor noise prediction • FY 1991 
• Complete analyses of innovative concepts for noise reduction for validation down-selection. FY 1991 
• Advanced technology blades for XV-15 tiltrotor demonstrate low noise signature in approach. FY 1992 
• Aeroelastically tailored structure for tiltrotol'S determined foosible through analysis. FY 1992 
• Acoustic propagation characteristics ofrotorC1"aft accurately predicted by global analysis. FY 1993 
• Download decrease of 50 percent on tiltrotor in hover verified in full-scale test. FY 1993 

(Dollars in Million, and Tenth1) 
BeacNme1 <NASA) : (Budget Authority BA) 

ProicctU&D 
FY tfmJ) FY 1991 FY lffl I FY 1900 FY lfflH FY 1195 FY 1998 B'm :ratal 

3.6 5.1 5.2 5.4 5.5 5.8 6.1 Continuing 

Bnovnn SygggrtA,munl 
From Other Soun:es; <Sm,dfv); 

Qbiecme and Ta,k Des:ription; 
The first objective is to develop and validate prediction techniques fol' rotol'Cl'aft noise source propagation and eoncepta for noiiit 
reduction. Using the global prediction code, ROTONET, blade-vol'tex interaction, noise wi11 be modeled to yield noiae anti 
propagation characteristics. DetaiJed airload pl'essure data from sma11- and fu11-scale tests will be used to validate the code for 
helicopters. The second objective is to evolve technologies aucial to an advanced tiltrotor. Recent studies indicate that a civil 
passenger tiltrotor merits development of different technologies than were emphasized fol' the milital',Y V-22. In the near t.erm, the 
focu11 is on barrier civil tiltrotor technologies such as noise and steep approaches. A data base fol' prediction dnelopm•t will be 
«athered through flight and wind tunnel testing. Concepts for improvement, such as low noise blade design, atNp approaches 
(15 degrees) and noise abatement maneuvers, will be analyzed and tested. The longel' term focus wiJI explore Nlleepta auch • 
aeroelastic structural tailoring, canards, swept-forward wings, wing download reduction and multiple bladed roton for noise .... 
vibration relief. The goals are technologies that enable vertiport operations at residential noise levels and internal pa11enrar 
comfort at airline standards in an efficient design (1000 pounds gross weight/passenger). 

• • 



• 
Rotorcraft systems technology ........... . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

3,556 

• 
1991 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

5,100 5,100 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

5,200 

The rotorcraft systems technology program is focused on integrating technologies of aeroacoustics and 
high-speed configurations. Emphasis continues to be placed on high-speed rotorcraft research, 
particularly for promising opportunities for tiltrotor aircraft. 

In FY 1991, the NASA-developed comprehensive noise prediction code called ROTONET has added an empirically 
designed module to address tiltrotor noise. Validation of the code continues with tests of slowed rotors 
and the initial V-22 evaluations occurring, to meet the prediction accuracy goal of 1.5 decibels. To meet 
a goal of 80 percent noise reduction, industry has completed analysis of five promising, novel ideas. 
Several will be selected for feasibility testing. 

In high-speed rotorcraft research, XV-15 tiltrotor noise with advanced blades was measured in hover and 
the results analyzed to determine the footprints of possible civil operations from vertiports. A 
prop-test rig of the V-22 rotor was tested to 300 knots in a second entry in the 40X80-foot wind tunnel to 
examine the limits of the performance envelope for the U.S. Navy. Download tests completed in small scale 
showed that slot blowing can reduce this force by 15 percent, which can increase payload by 10 percent. 
In addition, studies to quantify and prioritize research opportunities in tiltrotor technology showed the 
market importance of research improvements in noise, steep approaches, and cockpit design. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

In noise technology, innovative noise concepts will be pared down to conduct small-scale feasibility 
tests. Fabrication will begin on the large-scale rotor test apparatus for the 40X80-foot wind tunnel. 
Completion is expected in FY 1993. This apparatus will be used for correlation of wind tunnel and flight 
testing, as well as tests not possible in flight. Initial comprehensive noise testing will begin on the 
V-22 and the advanced bladed XV-15. The XV-15 tiltrotor is also scheduled to fly certification profiles 
for noise abatement and examine failure modes and handling qualities. Download concepts will be further 
examined in preparation for full-scale demonstrations. 
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Project: Hid,-Performante Fli&:ht Research 

Jead field Center: ARC Supporting Centers: LaRC, LeRC 

Maiot MQestone and RcYiew Point,,: 
• Complete the full envelope, F-15 perl'onnance seeking control (PSC) flight evaluation. FY 1992 
• Complete system integration/validation testing of throttle control servo software and system checkout of the V/STOL Systems 

Research Aircraft (VSRA) • FY 1992 
• Complete F-18 High Angle-of-Attack Research Vehicle (HARV) research with thrust vectoring and initial flight control logic. 

FY 1992 
• Initiate flight research or a passive wing glove system that is conducive to laminar flow using the F-16XL. FY 1992 
• Initiate flight evaluation of advanced forebody concepts on F-18 HARV - FY 1993 
• Cunduct flight evaluation of an active wing leading edge glove suction system to control laminar flow ming the F-16XL. 

FY 1995 

Beeovmee {NASA): <Budget Authority BA> Ff 1990 FY 1991 
rrout B&u 9.7 10.s 

BesnannSupmrtAewm,1 
Frnm Other Sources ; <Speclfvl; 

Qbiectm and Task Qeas:ription: 

(Dollars in Millions and Tenths) 

FY 1992 'FY um FY lQ!H FY,_ 
11.1 11.9 12.2 12.8 

Ff JM Jim 1"mll 
13.4 Continuing 

The objective of this activity is the development or advanced technologies and establishment or a flight-validated dflign bae for 
potential application to future high-performance aircraft requirements. Flight research on drag reduction through 1upenonic 
laminar flow wi11 be continued using the F-16XL aircraft.. Two-engine, full envelope, integrated airframe and propullion ay1tem 
PSC research on the F-15 Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control aircraft is planned to demonstrate the performance benefits 
or optimized engine, inlet and flight control systems in real time. Critical experiments in aerodynamics, control, and maneaver 
management disciplines are being developed for flight tests on the F-18 HARV. Emphasis will be placed on the accelerated 
development or critical integrated control technologies using thrust vectoring and initial control logic to attain and eontTol flight 
at p?st-sta11 conditions. Simulation and flight testing wiU be conducted to verify integrated control law design techniquea and to 
establish control and handling criteria for post-sta11 maneuvering. Future research with the fully integrated propulsion and 
flit;;,t control system on the VSRA wi11 be important in establishing control and handling criteria in the transition and hover 
night regimes for V/STOL aircraft.. 

• • 



High-performance aircraft systems 
technology ............................ . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

9,691 

• 
1.22.l 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

10,500 10,500 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

11,100 

The objective of this program is to generate validated engineering methods and design data applicable to 
the development of advanced high-performance, high-speed aircraft applications. The program objectives 
are accomplished by analysis, ground-based simulations, wind tunnel experimental research and flight 
research involving tests of advanced aircraft concepts and systems. 

The high angle-of-attack research program is obtaining a flight-validated data base for design of highly 
agile aircraft. Instrumentation and modification of the F-18 High Angle-of-Attack Research Vehicle (HARV) 
has been completed. The thrust vectoring control system enables controlled flight to higher 
angles-of-attack. The F-15 highly integrated digital electronics control (HIDEC) facility was 
successfully used to complete the flight demonstration of a first-phase self-repairing flight control 
system (SRFCS) concept which provided fault detection, reconfiguration, pilot alert and maintenance 
diagnostics information. The primary goal of SRFCS work is to reduce aircraft losses resulting from 
flight control system failures. Installation and ground checkout of a single-engine performance-seeking 
control (PSC) concept has been completed on the F-15 HIDEC. The long-term PSC goal is to optimize engine, 
inlet and flight control performance in real time over the full flight envelope. The Vertical/Short 
Takeoff and Landing Research Aircraft (VSRA) YAV-8B Harrier instrumentation was completed. The VSRA 
flight research program is designed to investigate display and integrated flight and propulsion control 
concepts, primarily for the hover and transition regime of flight. The F-106 vortex flap flight 
experiment has completed flight testing with flap positions of 30 and 40 degrees. These flight tests 
conclude the F-106 vortex flap flight activity. An assessment of the predicted improvements in takeoff, 
landing and maneuvering performance that can be achieved from a vortex flap will be conducted. The second 
X-29 aircraft has completed the originally planned flight tests to assess the high angle-of-attack 
characteristics of the unique forward-swept wing configuration. Flight control system changes to explore 
the excellent high angle-of-attack flying qualities are being designed. Two unique F-16XL aircraft have 
been loaned to NASA by the U.S. Air Force for high-speed research. A cooperative NASA/industry research 
effort was initiated to assess a point design concept for supersonic laminar flow and drag reduction on 
the F-16XL. A second, more systematic, investigation of supersonic laminar flow possibilities is planned 
for the highly swept wing configuration of the F-16XL. Flight research results will be used to establish 
design criteria for application to future supersonic civil and military aircraft. 
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13.1 15.0 1tu 

1 
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Advanmt Turboprpp Systems 

Lead Field Center: LeRC Supporting Centers: LaRC 

Maio,: Milestone and Review Pohm: 
• Airborne and structureborne noise prediction capabi1ity for cabin environment· FY 1991 
• Complete industry studies to select ducted concepts with low noise potential. FY 1991 
• Three-dimensional transonic viscous flutter models available for single- and counter-rotation • FY 1992 
• Complete experimental aerodynamic and acoustic evaluation of base-line sma11-scale very high bypass duct.eel system. FY 1992 
• Couple advanced aerodynamic codes with acoustic capability for prediction of noise for ducted and unduct.ed systems. FY 1993 
• Complete experimental evaluation of noise reduction potential of advanced duct liner treatment concepts and incol'J)OT'ate 

characteristics in engine source noise prediction codes - FY 1994 
• Demonstrate active source noise control concepts for ducted turbomachinery noise • FY 1995 
• Validate ducted counter-rotation noise reduction with advanced turbomachinery noise treatment approaches. FY 1996 
~ .................................................................................................................................................................................... --........... 

(Doll.ars in Millions and Tenths) 
R.o,ounn (NASA): (Budget Authority BA> Fl 1990 FY 1991 FY 199'l \\ D' um D' 19!N FY JM FY JB B'lr. 1)W 

l'rojcct R&D 10.3 12.1 12.4 12.9 13.2 13.9 14.5 Continuing 

Rauunn SmmortAMvrned 
From Other Sources ; (Specify); 

Qbiectiye and Task Degiption; 
The objective is to develop enabling technology for unducted and ducted propulsion systems with single- and coanter-rotatioa 
turbomachinery, and the related engine/airframe integration technology for a new generation of fuel-efficient, low-noiae civil 
and military transport aircraft. operating at 0.7 to 0.9 Mach number. The goal is to reduce aircraft fuel consumption bJ 16 to 30 
percent, and to lower direct operating costs, increase range and lower noise relative to current turbofan enginee while •hanein1 
aircraft productivity and maintaining reliability. The research emphasis has moved from unducted to ducted propu)sion l)'ltem1 
and the focus is now on reduction of engine source noise as well as fuel efficiency. Major tasks include developin1 • eoupletl 
aerodynamic and noise prediction capability for ducted concepts, advanced duct treatment concepts for retl•etion ot 
turbomachinery noise, coupled three-dimensional aerodynamics and structures codes for prediction of turbomachinery atability 
at high nace11e angle-of-attack, and prediction of structurebome and airborne noise propagation to the cabin, An experimental 
data baae will be dneloped ulinr 1mall-1e11le IIIOClela for both bateline and advanced concepts to validate the advanced analytical 
capahility and to determine the potential for noise reduction and efficiency improvement. 

• • 



• 
BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

Flight research on several advanced concepts is planned. Flight research will be performed using the F-18 
HARV, which has been modified with the addition of a multi-axis thrust vectoring system to provide for 
controlled flight at high angles of attack. Full envelope flight evaluation of the two-engine PSC using 
the F-15 HIDEC aircraft will be conducted. Final development and ground checkout of a propulsion-enhanced 
flight control concept is to be substantially completed during FY 1992. This concept will be demonstrated 
on the F-15 HIDEC using differential and collective engine thrust as a means of providing emergency flight 
control. Flight research to investigate supersonic passive laminar flow in support of the high-speed 
research program is expected to be initiated during FY 1992 using the F-16XL aircraft. System 
integration/validation testing of the throttle control servos software will be completed in the ground 
development facility, while system checkout of the YAV-SB VSRA aircraft and system interfaces are 
completed in a hangar to support planned flight research of various display and integrated propulsion 
flight control concepts. 

Advanced propulsion systems technology ... 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

13,152 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

15,000 15,000 

1992 
Budget 

E§timate 

15,400 

The objective of the advanced propulsion systems technology program is to explore and exploit advanced 
technology concepts for future aircraft propulsion systems in high-payoff areas through the focusing of 
fundamental research and technology efforts and integration of advanced propulsion components. This 
program consists of two elements, the advanced turboprop systems program and the general aviation/commuter 
engine systems technology program. 

Activities in the advanced turboprop systems program are devoted to establishing the feasibility of low 
noise ultra-high bypass concepts and providing the broad research and technology analytical and 
experimental data base necessary for achieving maximum source noise reduction for subsonic propulsion 
systems. Research completed in FY 1990 included the development of a three-dimensional Euler analysis 
capability for ducted propellers, wind tunnel tests of advanced ducted propeller models for aerodynamics, 
acoustics and installation aerodynamics, the final verification of interior noise prediction and control 
technology based on the NASA and industry turboprop flight programs, and an in-depth analysis of the 
enroute noise data base acquired using the propfan test assessment aircraft to determine the effects of 
the atmosphere on aircraft-to-ground noise propagation. Research in FY 1991 will include the experimental 
evaluation of short, thin nacelles for ducted propeller propulsion systems to determine efficiency, noise 
levels and the capability to operate at high-angles-of-attack. Wing-mounted ducted and unducted 
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Projeel: GA/Ccnnmuter Boeioe Tecboolocr 

Ir3d field Cent.er. leRC Supporting O:nters 

Major Mi)eatmae and Rcrimr Nnta: 
• Verify three-dimensional viscous flow models for small centrifugal compressors - FY 1991 
• Complete experiments and verify aerodynamic and heat transfer analysis of a cooled high-temperature radial turbine • FY 1992 
• Demonstrate the combustion technology for reducing pattern fact.or by a fact.or of three at 2800°F using ceramic combust.or 

components - FY 1993 
• Determine performance changes in scaling a high-performance, highly loaded axial stage group t.o 116th flow size using 

three-dimensional viscous multistage annlysis codes and verify by experimental test - FY 1995 
• Technology for stoichiometric combust.ors with minimally cooled liners at high pressure conditions - FY 1996 

(Dollan in Millions and Tenths) 
Baomree «?WW: <Budget Authority BA> FY lW FY 1991 FY 1992 \\ FY 1993 FY l99f FY 1W FY 1998 Bm 1'atal 

ProjectR&.D 2.8 2.9 3.0 
1
\ 3.1 3.2 3.4 3.6 Continuing 

fte8nunn StgmgrtA,,un,I 
From Qthcr Soum:s; <So,rifvl; 

Qbjec;tiye and Taak Qegription; 
The c,:.,Jeclive is lo develop a fundamental understanding and analytical data base for flow phenomena, heat tnnsfer, and 
advanced materials for small combust.ors, turbines and compressors to significantly increase thermal efficiency, reliability and 
durability of small turbine engines for application in future general aviation and commuter aircraft. Emph&1i1 i1 placed on 
developing and validating design methodologies t.o quantify and minimize adverse size effects of tip clearance, and la• 
boundary layer!-!, as well 89 the application of high-temperature materials, such as ceramics, t.o reduce the cycle lo9NI due to the 
difficulty of cooling small hot section components which constrains maximum turbine temperatures in small engine, • 

• • 



• 
propulsion system installations designed for minimum interference drag will be experimentally evaluated to 
determine maximum performance potential and validation of an advanced Euler code. Analytical research 
will include the coupling of a three-dimensional unsteady Euler code with advanced structural and acoustic 
codes to obtain an improved capability to predict ducted-blade aeroelastics and system source noise. 

In the general aviation/commuter engine systems technology program, the objectives are to raise the 
performance level of small turbine engines to approximately that of large transport turbine engines with a 
decrease in fuel consumption of 30 percent. Research continues on radial flow turbomachinery to reduce 
the impact of small components on propulsion system efficiency. The work is focused on providing a 
detailed understanding of the design parameters that affect component performance through the development 
of analytical codes and the associated experimental data base for verification. In FY 1990, advanced 
analytical codes were used to evaluate the viscous effects in a radial turbine and a centrifugal 
compressor in preparation for experiments to obtain detailed high-speed flowfield data to determine the 
capability of the codes to predict compressibility effects. In addition, fundamental experimental 
research demonstrated the potential of effervescent fuel injection to produce uniform sprays. In 
FY 1991, a cooled radial turbine and a 3000° Fahrenheit composite combustor liner will be experimentally 
evaluated. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

In FY 1992, the emphasis in advanced turboprop systems research will be the understanding and control of 
source noise mechanisms, propulsion/airframe installation aerodynamics, and the development of improved 
aerodynamic, structural and acoustic analysis techniques for ultra-high bypass subsonic propulsion 
systems. Source noise research will include experimental and analytical analysis of advanced blade shapes 
for improved aerodynamics that reduce noise-generating mechanisms, experimental study of active noise 
control aimed at control of noise at the fan source, and an experimental evaluation of advanced liner 
treatment concepts. Installation aerodynamics research will include a wind tunnel evaluation of an 
ultra-high bypass nacelle designed for zero interference drag at Mach 0.85 flight speed, as well as 
low-speed wind tunnel tests to determine takeoff performance and an initial evaluation of installed noise 
levels. A three-dimensional unsteady Euler code for ducted ultra-high bypass systems that provides the 
basis for analytical evaluation of advanced low-noise concepts and the required aerodynamic input for 
accurate source noise prediction will be developed. 

The general aviation/commuter engine technology effort will continue to demonstrate component improvements 
through the practical application of validated analysis codes that will enable high-performance small 
engine systems. In support of combustor research, the validation of a three-dimensional Navier-Stokes 
two-phase, reacting flow code will be completed, and the capability for operation of uncooled composite 

0 combustor liners at 2800 Fahrenheit will be verified. For turbomachinery, validation will continue for a 
three-dimensional viscous analytical capability to predict aerodynamics and heat transfer in cooled radial 
turbines and viscous flows in high-speed centrifugal compressors. A high-speed, high-pressure ratio 
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Pl'IIMl"I! Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation CNASl 

Lead field Cent.er. ARC Supporting f&nten: LaRC, LeRC, GSFC 

Major Milettmae and 8crimr Point.a: 
• Upgn1de parallel testbed configuration to maximum procesBOr capacity- FY 1991 
• Establish benchmark testing suite of computer codes for parallel systems - FY 1991 
• Install high speed local area network and upgrade long haul communications - FY 1991 
• Delivery of third high-speed procesBOr (HRP-3) for integration into NAS system - FY 1992 
• Begin Extended Operating Configuration (EOC-2) second generation · FY 1992 
• Delivery of advanced graphic workstations (Ill) - FY 1993 
• Delivery of fourth high-speed processor (HSP-4) for integration into NAS system • FY 1994 

(Dollan in Millions and Tenths) 
8aPAmN CNASA>: <BuclaetAuthorityBA) FYt990 FYt991 FYUJ9'l FYU,00 FYUIIN FY JW PY JW Bm ratal 

Development 
Operations 
Total 

.....,_SumxnAe11med 
from Other Sowws; <Soedfy); 

27.8 
.li.D 
41.8 

29.6 30.5 
lili w 
44.1 45.4 

31.5 32.2 33.8 35.3 Continuing 
JM JliJ! .lti.1 .17.t Continuing 
47.0 48.1 50.5 52.7 

~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------... ~~ ....... Qbicctin and 'fMkDelaiption: 
This program supports the development and operation of a very large integrated computational system composed or at leut twe 
high-speed processors and an extensive user-friendly support processing network. This computational network ii beina uaed in 
all ph11es of computational aeronautical research and development. A leading-edge national computational capability ha1 beea 
established and will be maintained to ensure leadership in computational fluid dynamics and related disciplin-. NASA will 
continue to enable pathfinding numerical aerodynamic simulations for complex three-dimensional flowa which were heretofore 
impossible to accomplish on existing computers. Plans for this year include purchase of a new high-speed proce110r with at lent 
three times the sustained computing rate of the fastest current NAS high-speed processor. Corresponding upgrade, in network, 
mass storage and workstation capabilities continuously assure system balance for maximum efficient use of the entire 1ystea. 
Additionally, research will continue in the use of parallel architectures for aerodynamic simulations using current 
state-of-the-art parallel architectures for aerodynamic simulations using current state-of-the-art parallel testbed machinea. 

• 



three-stage axial compressor will be evaluated with nonintrusive diagnostics to determine detailed 
flowfield information for verifying the ability of the analytical codes to predict compressibility effects 
in axial flow turbomachinery. 

Numerical aerodynamic simulation ........ . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

41,798 

1991 1992 
Budget Current Budget 

Estimate Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

44,100 44,100 45,400 

The numerical aerodynamic simulation (NAS) program objective is to significantly augment the nation's 
capabilities in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and other areas of computational physics by developing 
a preeminent computational capability for numerical simulation of aerodynamic flows. Ongoing research and 
technology base efforts in computational aerodynamics will benefit significantly from the advanced 
computational capabilities to be provided by the NAS program. This program will provide the 
computational capabilities required to obtain solutions to problems which are currently intractable, 
allowing solutions of the full Navier-Stokes equations and enabling the prediction of performance of 
complex aircraft geometries. In order to ensure this degree of computational capability, the NAS program 
is pursuing the following objectives: (1) acquire pathfinding, state-of-the-art, high-speed processors; 
(2) provide a uniform, user-friendly system with equivalent capabilities for local and remote users; (3) 
provide an auxiliary processing center for secure processing; (4) investigate and incorporate parallel 
architecture machines into future generations of the NAS; (5) provide a hardware and software development 
environment for prototyping and testing of computers, networks, storage devices, workstations and graphic 
output devices; and (6) continue to research and develop an increasingly sophisticated system of 
hardware/software tools and environment to assist the user in performing CFD tasks and to improve 
productivity. 

The numerical aerodynamic simulation (NAS) system continued its national operation supporting more than 
1350 accounts within NASA, DOD, other government agencies, industry and academia. Higher performance mass 
storage hardware, using the software introduced in FY 1990, was integrated into the NAS system to 
accommodate the increased performance capabilities provided by High-Speed Processor (HSP) 2 and future 
HSP's. A new local high-speed network, based on current prototype development, was deployed and the 
remote network upgraded with new gateway hardware and software. User interface and scientific 
visualization software under development became operational. To meet the challenge of providing increased 
operational computing capability for aerospace applications, pathfinding research will continue in 
parallel architectures and algorithms with mapping of specific aerodynamic simulation problems onto 
advanced computational platforms. Operating, user interface and visualization software research continues 
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. HIGH-SPEED 24.5 44.0 76.4 32.4 
(6.1) (12.0) (12.0) ( - ) 

(12.6) (20.3) (30.1) (9.8) 
(5.8) (11.7) (17.8) (6.1) 

ti 

zfr j -u .!11: u 
.... 2. 89.9 90.4 70.9 
12.0 12.0 12.0 11.0 11.0 
20.3 30.1 28.8 24.8 22.8 
11. 7 17.8 17.3 14.1 13.1 

11.5 32.0 40.5 24.0 

fK&. iBSM.!! 

2.4 30.0 
(0. 7) -(0. T) 
(1.1) (8.7) 

-0.1m due to contractor conversions 

Planned increase 
(0.6) (5.5) Planned increase 

li 
11.0 

.us 

11.0 

tt~' 
--- uie 

94.1 
131.2 

71.1 
124.0 

(ATMOS EFFECTS) 
(EMISSIONS/SOURCE NOISE) 
(COMMUN NOISE/SONIC BOOM) 
(ENAILING P1tOPUL NAT 1L) 16.5 (16.5) ( - ) (16.5) Augaentation to start davelop111ent of long lead engine .. terials 

Paaalwl! Atmoaherie Eff'ects 

Lead Field Centea: ARC, LaRC, LeRC Supporting Centen: 

Major Mi1e,tone ud Bmew Points: 
• Select best variable cycle engine concepts on basis of weight l'ange and noise- FY 1992 
• Incorporate heterogeneous chemistry in models of lower stl'Btosphere - FY 1992 
• Aircraft measurements of atmospheric perturbations in flight corridors - FY 1992, FY 1994 
• Use flight and lab data to improve simulation of pollutant dispersion in stratosphere - FY 1993, FY 1995 
• Incorporate advanced technology models in system studies - FY 1993 
• Complete atmospheric impact assessment and aystem studies of technology and eeollOllliea - FY 1995 

Olrildin end ])eh %2 , ipln,: ·-J 

Studies have indicated that, with sufficient technology development, future high-speed aireraft eou1d be eeonomieaO, ee111petitift 
with Jong-haul subsonic aircraft. Currently critical environmental concerns about atmospheric impact, airpon noise and ionic 
boom present powerful private sector disincentives. The overall High-Speed Research Program wi11 addre11 the N10lution of thne 
barrier environmental issues and develop the basis for evaluating technology advance, that can pl'ovide the nece1ury 
environmental compatibility. Resolution of these critical environmental issues will place the U.S. in a polition to make infOl'ffled 
decisions, n high-speed aircraft technology development in the future. The program builds on NASA'• enen1iw eff'ortl in UPPff 
atmo1phere research and previous experience in ail'pol't noise reduction technology and aonic boom reduction. The naearch 
addressed in this atmospheric efTects element of the program includes theoretical and experimental reseaJ"Ch to ..... the tlll'ecta of 
stratospheric aircraft. Issues to be addressed include depletion of ozone, penurbations to atmospheric chemistry on a J1obal acale 

· and the potential for Jong-term climate change. A hierarchy of theoretical models will be developed and applied with the 
assistance of labol'atory and in-flight measurementa to l'educe the large uncertainties in prediction, made with current global 
m<>f''!ls. Aircraft system studies wm also be conducted in this element of the program. A framework for related technology eft'ortl 
will be provided by determining the impact of environmental requirements on aircraft vehicle systems and investigating the 
cor,,mercial viability of proposed technology aolution1. In thi1 manner, ke:, technokll:, need, will be identified and the ....,.11 
pro,,-atn r,lan1 aceerclincl:, adjalted. 

• 



• 
with emphasis on the incorporation of expert systems and distributed systems technology. System research 
and prototyping were conducted to provide improved capabilities for simulation setup and results analysis. 
The principal objectives were to improve configuration geometry and computational grid generation and to 
interactively perform analysis on very large unsteady flow solution data bases in an efficient manner. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The number of research groups will stabilize around its current level, continuing the diversity of NASA, 
DOD, other government agencies, industry and academia users. A third high-speed processor to replace the 
first such machine will be placed in operation. Other elements of the extended operational configuration 
will continue to be enhanced in the areas of advanced graphics, sophisticated work stations, and 
UNIX-based mass storage system. Communications for local and remote users will be upgraded. Research 
will continue in architectures and algorithms for mapping of specific aerodynamic simulation problems onto 
advanced computational platforms. 

High-speed research ..................... . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

24,494 

llil 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

44,000 44,000 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

76,400 

Studies have indicated that, with sufficient technology development, future high-speed aircraft could be 
economically competitive with long-haul subsonic aircraft. Currently, however, critical environmental 
concerns about atmospheric impact, airport noise and sonic boom present powerful private sector 
disincentives. The high-speed research program is addressing these barrier environmental issues and 
developing the basis for evaluating technology advances that can provide the necessary environmental 
compatibility. 

The atmospheric effects element of the program includes theoretical and experimental research to assess 
the impact of stratospheric aircraft. Issues to be addressed include depletion of ozone, perturbations to 
atmospheric chemistry on a global scale, and the potential for long-term climate change. A hierarchy of 
theoretical models is being developed and applied with the assistance of laboratory and in-flight 
measurements to reduce the large uncertainties in predictions made with current global models. In 
FY 1991, a primary goal is an initial atmospheric assessment with two-dimensional and three-dimensional 
models for dispersion and mixing of emissions. Laboratory measurements of critical rates for 

. heterogeneous reactions in the background atmosphere will be completed, and significant progress made 
toward development of instrumentation needed for atmospheric measurements from aircraft platforms. 
Aircraft system studies will also be conducted in this element of the program and will provide a 
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Maka: Milestone and Beriew Point,: EMM l ss 10,u ~ .$ 01,,( ~C:Ei N~,SG 
• Complete combustion experiments to define critical factors for achieving 3-8 grams/kilogram (wkg) emissions index . FY 1991 
• Complete basic aerodynamic and acoustic e,tperiments including sma11-scale candidate nozzles noise testing- FY 1992 
• Low NOx concepts integrated in combustor rig hardware and 15-20 g/kg emissions index demonstrated - FY 1994 
• Complete part-scale nozzle tests with and without flight effects for performance and Stage III noise Jeve1 verification • FY 1995 
• Combustor rig demonstration completed to verify successful 3-8 glkg technoloey transfer to practical application . FY 1995 

Qbiedin apd ])ek Pew!, .. , •. 
Substantial reductions in propulsion system emissions and noise are critical to achieving environmental aeeeptability tor future 
supersonic transports. The objectives of this program element are to explore advanced concepts in both areas, and to develop 
respective component-level technologies that lead to NOJt levels compatible with the stratospheric ozone-layer and noi1e levels that 
comply with the current standard, Federal Air Regulation, Part 36 • Stage Ill. In the combustion area, key taeks begin with 
laboratory-level experiments using advanced diagnostic measurements to underetand the mechanisms required to control NOx 
production and wil1 end with the rig demonstration of practical application combustors that successfully achieve control to 3-8 r/kc 
of fuel used. Similarly, the noise reduction tasks will begin with fundamental aerodynamic and acouetic uperiments for 
improved jet noise understanding and reduction concept screening, transitioning to sma11-scale testing of pl'01Diain1 exhaust 
nozzle candidates, and concluding with a part-scale nozzle system test in a ground-based facility that include, lhnulated flight 
efrectl to verify noise compliance and acceptable thrust performance. The development and application of enhanced 
computational analysis tools wiU be instrumental throughout the program in both areas·· from identifying needed meauremenb 
and analyzing results of the basic experiments, to developing critical subcomponents that apply the knowledge gained, to defining 
the final component confiprations for practical application verification. 

Lead Field Cent.en: ARC, LaRC 

MaiQr Milestone and Review Points: 
• Complete feasibility tests of high-lift. trapped vortex concept- FY 1992 
• Decide practicality of low boom dt-signs for continued work - FY 1992 
• Develop final sonic boom acceptahility criteria - FY 1993 
• Develop cruise and high-Jift computational fluid dynamic codes - FY 1994 
• Conduct wind tunnel test of advanttd winglhigh-lift system - FY 1995 

S0J1J1c. B0orv1 

Obiectin M41)•k Dea Mie: 
This High-Speed Research Program element builds on the previous e,tperience or NASA in aieroacomtie noiee technology and 
sonic boom reduction. The objectives are to develop the design methodologies to reduce community noise during take off' and 
approach to Federal Air Regulation, Part 36 - Stage III levels and to minimize the impact of sonic boom. Thia reeearch includes 
predictive methodologies, concept development, and concept verification through appropriate ground teste and flight t.elt research. 
Community noise research involves the development of accurate system noise prediction methodologiee for supereonic traneport 
aircraft, optimization of engine placement for minimum noise impact, and the development of efficient, low-apeed, high-lift 
systems. This work emphasizes noise propagation, innovative high-lift devices, vehicle lift and drag characteriltic1 during take 
off', and alternative climb-out paths, all of which have a direct impact on the community noise footprint. Sonic boom re1Nrch will 
concentrat.e on establishing human acceptability criteria and the development of low boom concepts and predictiflt methodology. A 
decision to continue this low boom effort will be made in FY 1992, based on overall feasibility of the design tradeoff'a. In a 
supporting area, the use of laminar flow control on highly swept wings at supersonic speeds offers the potential for 1igniftcant 
reductions in cruise drag and for higher lift on takeoff.and landing. Aircraft size could be reduced, and lower noiee d"!1ign1 
would be possible. Research will be conducted to p ' the design criteria and predictive technology for the ~ical 
implementation of laminar flow control techniques. A s ce of flight test experiments wi11 be used to build a valid~aee 
for this technology. 



• 
framework for related technology efforts by determining the impact of environmental requirements on 
aircraft vehicle systems and the commercial viability of proposed technology solutions. Through these 
studies, key technology needs will be identified and the overall program plans adjusted accordingly. 
During FY 1991, engine manufacturers will provide alternative propulsion configuration recommendations for 
conceptual aircraft installation evaluation, and aircraft manufacturers will evaluate the effects of 
operating altitude and Mach number on ozone depletion. 

The emissions and source noise element of the program is providing the technology base for reduced engine 
emissions and exhaust noise by developing improved analytical models, performing laboratory scale 
experiments, and testing engine level components to confirm feasibility of meeting environmental goals, 
such as Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) 36, Stage 3 noise levels. During FY 1991, flame tube 
experiments will be completed on low nitrogen oxide (NOx) combustion concepts and the results used to 
improve and validate analytical codes. Experimental studies of fundamental nozzle concepts to determine 
the effects of geometry on plume m~xing and exhaust noise reduction will also continue, and initial 
candidate low-noise nozzle configurations testing will be completed. These experimental results will be 
compared to analytical predictions to gain insight into further possible noise reduction. 

The objectives of the community noise and sonic boom element are to develop advanced aerodynamic and 
aircraft configuration technologies that are integral to lowering takeoff and landing approach noise and 
achieving sonic boom signatures acceptable to humans and to physical structures. Meeting the airport 
noise objective requires the development of accurate system noise reduction methodologies and wing 
high-lift systems, as well as evaluation of engine placement effects and optimization of landing and 
takeoff procedures. In FY 1991, high-lift systems research will continue with theoretical analysis, 
small-scale wind tunnel tests, and piloted simulator studies of aerodynamic concepts to determine their 
operational payoffs. Sonic boom research is focusing on human acceptability criteria, as well as the 
development of low-boom configuration concepts and predictive methodologies. In FY 1991, wind tunnel 
tests of initial low boom aircraft configurations will be completed, and in-home sonic boom simulation 
experiments will be conducted to establish an annoyance data base. Laminar flow control research for 
aerodynamic drag reduction is also a key part of this element due to its high potential leverage on 
aircraft and engine size and, thus, noise and sonic boom. Efforts during FY 1991 will include a study of 
swept wing crossflow effects in a low disturbance wind tunnel and the development of boundary layer 
transition sensors for future flight experiments. 

The objective of the enabling propulsion materials element, being initiated in FY 1992, is to develop the 
critical material systems required for long-lead propulsion system requirements. The specific material 
systems area required for environmentally acceptable engine concepts are advanced ceramic composites for 
combustor design and advanced intermetallic composites for lightweight exhaust nozzles. 
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....... lonhJinc J>nmnlaion Moteriola Year al New 8ull1: FY 1992 

Ia4 EieJd Qmte,; uRC SJIIIII0'1iur {'&ntenl: I.aRC 

1Jai9r Mflesk>Pe and Bmdmr Pointe 
• Develop data base on advanced fibers for ceramic and intermetallic matrix composites - FY 1992 
• Develop preliminary concepts for design and fabrication of ceramic matrix composites - FY 1993 
• Evaluate production feasibility for ceramic matrix composites - FY 1994 
• Evaluate and select optimum fiber/coating system for intermetallic matrix composites - FY 1994 
• Select 3000°F ceramic matrix composite for combust.or liner/exhaust nozzle design/material - FY 1995 
• Demonstrate 2400°F intermetallic matrix composite fiber/coating/matrix system performance - FY 1996 
• Evaluate intermetallic matrix composite processing capability - FY 1996 

Beeovan {NASA). (Budget .......... -:.... (Dollan in Milli EJpies;tR&Il • ..,......... • ...., BA) FY 1990 FY 1991 FY 1M II FY 1pm and Tenths) - FY 1994 FY 199p 
- 16.5 32.0 40.5 24.0 

FY 1998 B'Bl lDt.a1 
lLO - 124.0 

Beecnm:ee SuppoJ1;Afflmrnrd 
Eroro Qt.her 5PPIWI; CSmritYl; 

Qbiectiyes and 'f38k Description: 
The objective of the Enabling Propulsion Materials Program is t.o develop advanced high- temperature composite materials and 
fibers, fabrication methods, and material system performance for applications in High-Speed Civil Transport. Key t.o the success 
of this program is the development of ceramic matrix and intermetallic matrix composite materials for combustion liners and 
exhaust nozzles, which will enable higher temperature (>3000°F) propulsion systems with reduced levels of NOx emissions and 
reduced structural weight. This program will focus on developing advanced fibers for both intermetallic and ceramic matrix 
structures, cost-effective processing and fabrication methods, design, analysis and test methods for composite components, and 
verification of advanced ceramic matrix composite design and life prediction methods. Improvements in performance necessary 
for High-Speed Civil Transport propulsion systems will only be achieved through development of new high-temperature composite 
materials. 

This augmentation builds on the ongoing High-Temperature Engine Materials Technology Program (HITEMP) which focused 
on understanding fundamental behavior, including processing requirements and characterization of new materials for subsonic 
propulsion systems. The materials developed at the laborat.ory level in the HITEMP program will provide a baseline for 
development of new high-temperature materials including fabrication methods and design concepts for critical engine 
component.a which require these new material 1yatema. 

• 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

In FY 1992, the high-speed research program will continue to address critical environmental compatibility 
issues and establish a foundation for subsequent decisions on future high-speed civil transport technology 
and development programs. Results of heterogeneous chemical studies will be incorporated in models of the 
lower stratosphere to improve predictions of the effect of aircraft on ozone. Initial aircraft-based 
measurements will also be conducted to verify these models. Using the results of laboratory experiments 
on reduced NOx combustion concepts, engine combustor component technology will be initiated, and 
computational analyses will continue to be enhanced. The most promising variable-cycle engine concepts 
will also be selected by aircraft manufacturers in FY 1992 from weight, range and noise performance 
evaluations. In addition, preliminary capability to satisfy the FAR 36, Stage 3, community noise goal 
will be assessed through testing of scale model jet noise suppressors and aircraft high-lift devices, such 
as the vortex flap concept. 

Based on completed aerodynamic analyses, wind tunnel tests, and evaluation of human response to simulated 
over-pressure signatures, a decision will be made concerning the viability of low sonic boom concepts. If 
acceptable supersonic overland flight appears achievable, development of low boom aircraft configurations 
will continue, possibly leading to flight tests in later years. If it is decided that supersonic flight 
must be limited to over water, efforts will be concentrated on the development of sonic boom prediction 
capability for operational considerations and for environmental impact statements. 

Development and evaluation of supersonic laminar flow control to reduce aircraft drag and weight will 
continue with wind tunnel tests and an F-16XL aircraft flight investigation of boundary layer transition 
characteristics. 

For FY 1992, the enabling propulsion materials program will focus on development of two advanced material 
systems for critical areas in engine design and development. These two material systems are ceramic 

0 matrix composites for low NOx combustor design applications, that require uncooled 3000 Fahrenheit 
operation temperatures, and intermetallic matrix composites for the weight-critical engine exhaust nozzle. 
The program activities will involve integration of design and material requirements, including material 
processing and fabrication methods, to achieve the required technology data base for rapid transfer of new 
material systems to design applications. The establishment of detailed structural performance 
requirements, which provide guidance for material system development, will be accomplished. This will 
include establishment of fundamental material characteristics and consideration of component 
producibility. Initial emphasis will be placed on establishment of matrix property requirements and 
compatibility with reinforcement fibers, including temperature, strength, thermal stability and fiber 
diameter. A team approach will be established to obtain an integrated research infrastructure which 
includes the material suppliers, universities and the propulsion industry. This will be used to establish 
the integrated research tasks to develop the material system requirements based on design needs, 
evaluation of various fabrication and process methods, development of new innovative material forms, and 
evaluation of component performance using complex analytical models to assess structural performance and 
life for new material systems operating in a realistic environment. 
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PN....t! Advanc,d Subaoic TechnoJoa ·Y .... GINew &tart: n 1ffl 

Lead Field Center: LaRC Supporting Centers: ARC, lA!RC 

Major Milestones and Review Points: 
• Advanced wide-area/automated nondestructive evaluation (NDE) technologies evaluated - FY 1993 
• Fiber Optic Control System Integration (FOCSI) engine and flight surface component evaluation - FY 1993 
• Fly-by-light/power-by-wire (FBUPBW) initial electromagnetic eff'ects assessment capability available - FY 1994 
• Structural life prediction methodology developed - FY 1994 
• Field demonstration of single parameter/sensor NDE system - FY 1995 
• Integrated FBUPBW power/eleeuomechanieal activat.on/controls system labontmy tests • FY 1997 
• Multiple-sensor large-area NOE capability demonstrated· FY 1997 

ffludletAuthority) 

Beowm 5umn1Aeuw tmm 
Other Soum:s <Specify>: 

Obies:tiYea and 1)ak Dem:rim;ion: 

(Dollan in Million, and Tenthe) 
Fl 1990 FT 1991 FX JM II FY 1993 FY JBIN FT JW 

5.o U 12.a 18.4 24.5 
rri• ~ :rarai 

23.5 36.3 120.0 

The objective of the Advanced Subsonic Technology Program is to accelerate the development ot nondestruetin evaluation 
technology to ensure the safe operation of aging transport aircraft in the National Airspace System and to pnmde the teehnology 
base for confident application and certification of FBUPBW controls systems to civil transport aircraft. To enaure the 1tractural 
integrity of aging transport aircraft, analytical research will focus on development of elastic-plastic fracture meehanic1 aolution1 
to crack configurations at single and multiple rivet holes and other multiple damage sites in aircraft 1tructure1. In NDE 
technology, work will be expanded on multiple sensor techniques with the goal of conducting laboratory verification of a nmote 
ffllcklcorrosion detection system. Laboratory verification will be followed by verification of multiple integrated NIIIOI' NDE 
111tem1 in field applications. FBIJPBW technology has the potential to provide lightweight, highly reliable, electromapetically 
immune control and power management systems for new transport aircraft. Technology will be developed for confident 
application and certification of integrated FBUPBW. Efforts will be initiated to focus on optical components and aubayat.em1, an 
advanced electrical power management and distribution system, development of analytical and experimental methodologie1 f'or 
assessing electromagnetic environment effects, and development of system architecture designs and validation method• 
appropriate for certif"aeation. 

Thia ,,...,. .. wiH aceelerate the development or emerg. Jchnologiea in key areaa that ..; hip ... ,.,. payoff,. .ueh 
technologies, advanced NOE techniques and FBUPBW, have proven their potential in highly productive, fundamental tcaiearch 
activities and are now ready for more focused efforts t.o accelerate the readiness and transition of the \ethnology to subsonic 
transport applications. The aging aircraft program builds on NASA's extensive research base in acoustic and thermal inspection 
methods, fatigue of meta1Jic materials, and stochastic modeling for structural life prediction. Development of these technologies 
wm have a significant impact on aircraft operations and will provide technologies for improved safety of future airframe 1. ~ 
structures. Optical sensor technology currently under development for the FOCSI program will be accelerated and broadened to -. c 
include full system architecture design issues and transport aircraft application. Optical advanced power and actuator technology 
already developed for apace applications will be adapted and utilized . 

• 
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Advanced subsonic technology ............ . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

• 
1991 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

5,000 

The objective of the advanced subsonic technology program is to accelerate the development of 
nondestructive evaluation technology to ensure the safe operation of aging transport aircraft in the 
National Airspace System and to provide the technology base for confident application and certification of 
Fly-by-light/power-by-wire controls systems to civil transport aircraft. Substantial growth is projected 
in the number of subsonic transport aircraft required to meet future transportation demands. Air traffic 
in the U.S. is projected to double in the next twelve years with similar growth expected in Europe and 
Asia. This high demand will result in both a large new aircraft market opportunity for U.S. industry and 
delayed retirement of older aircraft, doubling the number of in-service aircraft over twenty years old by 
the end of the next decade. Specific high-priority technology will focus on development of cost-effective 
nondestructive evaluation technology for rapid inspection of fatigue and corrosion damage in older 
transport aircraft. It will be critical to ensure the structural integrity and safety of these older 
aircraft. Current technology for in-service inspection and quantitative damage assessment of structures 
for disbonds, fatigue cracks and corrosion is inadequate. Cost-effective, large-area nondestructive 
evaluation technology with advanced sensor concepts must be developed. Fracture analysis methodology for 
aircraft structures with multiple-site damage fatigue cracks must be developed and verified. 
Fly-by-light/power-by-wire (FBL/PBW) technology has the potential to provide lightweight, highly reliable, 
electromagnetically immune control and power management systems for new transport aircraft. Technology 
will be developed for confident application and certification of integrated FBL/PBW. Efforts will be 
focused on optical components and subsystems, an advanced electrical power management and distribution 
system, development of analytical and experimental methodologies for assessing electromagnetic environment 
effects, and development of system architecture designs and validation methods appropriate for 
certification. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The program builds on NASA's ongoing research and technology base activities to carry out focused advanced 
technology development activities related to future subsonic transports. The aging aircraft program 
builds on NASA's extensive expertise in acoustic and thermal inspection methods, fatigue of metallic 
materials, and stochastic modeling for structural life prediction. Development of these technologies will 
provide rapid, cost-effective inspection procedures for improved safety of future airframe structures. 
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The emphasis in FBL/PBW will be placed on flight evaluation of a number of optical sensor concepts in 
order to assess their performance in the flight environment. Definition of the electromagnetic 
environment and development of hazard models for use in evaluating component and system designs will also 
be initiated. 
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Pi,qled: ,InlptNASNQCl>Net&n,IAcm&Jll'Cfllne 

Ice4 &Jd Center: ARC, LaRC, LeRC SyrprtingQ:ntm: 

Major Mflemne and Ucview Points: 
o Awarded seven major NASP contracts (five airframe and two engine)· FY 1986 
o Initiated NASP Technology Maturation Program • FY 1987 
o Reduced major NASP contractors to three airframes and two engines • FY 1988 
o Formed a single team from five major NASP contractors - May, 1990 
o 1'efine single NASP vehicle concept from technology base of total team- FY 1991 
o Build and initiate test on Ground Test Engines - FY 1992 
l' Oecision to design, build and test X-30 Vehicle - FY 1993 

(Dollan in Millions and Tenths) 
DnPJll'JP (NASA) : ffllQB FY 1990 FY 1001 FY 19 I FY 1993 FY lfflK rt ug; FY 1998 

(BudgetAuthority BA) 

PmiectMD 
R&TBase 
Transatmospherics 
Total NASA 

UeeowmsSuggtAt,ngped 
From Other Sommt mom; 
:Isatal 

69.8 
166.9 
236.7 

568.5 
805.2 

69.0 
69.0 

194.0 
253.0 

95.0 72.0 
95.0 72.0 

163.0 233.0 
258.0 305.0 

I 120.0 145.0 175.0 200.0 
120.0 145.0 175.0 200.0 

1180.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
300.0 245.0 275.0 aoo.o 

Qbiec;tixe• pd Tgk. Qeac;riptiop1: The National Aero-Space Plane program is a joint program between NASA and the Department of Defense 
(DOD) to develop and demonstrate the technologies for a revolutionary new class of aerospace vehicles that use air-breathing propulsion, can fly 
directly into orbit and both take off and land on a runway. The program will extensively test the relevant technologies in ground-based 
f acili1.ies and then use these technologies to build a flight research vehicle, the X-30. Ground test facilities can not fully simulate the flight 
environment above Mach 8. Consequently, the X-30 is needed to explore the flight regime from Mach 8 to the highest pouible airbreathing Mach 
number. The critical technologies include high-speed propulsion systems, aerothermodynamics, high- temperature materials and structure,, 
controls, and computational fluid dynamics. An extensive array of NASA computational and experimental facilities are needed for the 
conduct of the program. The formation of a team by the previously competing contractors has led to development of a single vehicle concept in 
FY 1991. This, in tum, is allowing NASA to focus its technological efforts and to transfer results without constraints associated with 
multi-contractor competition. ' 
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTlMATES 

BUDGET SUMMAB.Y 

OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS, EXPLORATION AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY 

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

1990 
ActYll 

Transatmospheric research and 
technology ............................ 59,027 

Distribution of Progr1m ADlount by Installation 

Marshall Space Flight Center ........... . 
Ames Research Center ................... . 
Langley Research Center ................ . 
Lewis Research Center .................. . 
Headquarters ........................... . 

Total ................................. . 

50 
4,061 
7,383 

11,178 
36,355 

59,027 

1221 
Budget Current 

Est1mat~ Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

119,000 

3,000 
7,000 
5,000 

104,000 

112,000 

95,000 

3,500 
5,100 
3,600 

82,800 

95,000 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

72,000 

4,400 
7,500 
5,300 

54,800 

72,000 

Page 
Num:ber 
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS, EXPLORATION AND TECHNOLOGY 

OBJECTIVES AND JUSTIFICATION 

TRANSATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY 

The Transatmospheric Research and Technology program is a portion of the joint NASA/Department of Defense 
(DOD) National Aero-Space Plane (NASP) program. The program objective is to develop and then demonstrate, 
in an experimental flight vehicle, the technology required to permit the nation to develop reusable, 
single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) vehicles with airbreathing primary propulsion as well as horizontal takeoff 
and landing. 

The program was revised and rescheduled in the summer of 1989, based on the President's endorsement of the 
National Space Council's recommendations to extend the second, current phase of the program, which focuses 
on technology development. Important work remains in propulsion, materials and structures, controls, and 
applications of computational fluid dynamics. Emphasis is also placed on integrating these technologies 
into a single vehicle concept to assess both vehicle and technology potential. A decision in the second 
quarter of FY 1993 will determine whether to proceed to Phase 3, which consists of designing, 
constructing and flight testing an experimental flight vehicle, the X-30. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The Transatmospheric Research and Technology program has been reduced by $24.0 million as a result of 
Congressional action on the FY 1991 budget request. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The FY 1992 estimate is consistent with the recommendation of the National Space Council and will provide 
for continuation of the full spectrum of technology development. This effort ranges from vehicle concept 
development to advancements in specific technologies, such as technologies for hypersonic propulsion and 
extremely high-temperature materials. 

The work will be conducted by government agencies, acting in concert with a single team of previously 
competing NASP prime contractors. The contractor team, formed in 1990, consists of three airframe 
companies (General Dynamics, McDonnell Douglas, and Rockwell International) and two engine companies 
(Pratt & Whitney and Rocketdyne). The integration of the contractors' efforts into a limited 
joint-venture partnership brings the benefits of broadening the available technological base, as well as 
utilizing the strengths of each company in the development of a single, new vehicle concept. 
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The NASP program now has two basic thrusts: vehicle-concept development and technology development. The 
former is accomplished almost entirely by the contractors. Results of the technology development, 
accomplished by both contractors and government agencies, are fed directly into the vehicle development. 
Contractor teaming has enabled a significant degree of technology focusing and the concentration of all 
efforts toward the specific requirements of the new concept. 

Materials development and characterization remains a significant part of technology development. The list 
of advanced, high-temperature materials being worked includes advanced carbon-carbon with special 
oxidation-resistant coatings and a set of titanium-aluminide alloys with and without fiber reinforcement. 
The unique structural concepts under continuing development for NASP include a graphite-epoxy, cryogenic 
fuel tank recently installed in a representative experimental fuselage section for thermal/mechanical 
loading tests. Other very advanced structures include those for actively cooling segments of the engine 
and the leading edges of both the wings and engine cowl. 

Some of the most challenging aspects of technology development remain in the area of propulsion. This 
work is still moving toward the testing of large-scale engine concepts in ground-based facilities. Work 
at the lower speeds (Mach numbers of Oto 6) will continue to address component performance and 
component/vehicle integration. Focusing on the airframe-engine concept will require one propulsion system 
concept to be refined and carefully integrated with the airframe. The supersonic combustion ramjet 
(scramjet), which remains the essential feature of the propulsion system, will be developed further with 
improved computational and experimental methodologies. This will lead to a large-scale, Mach 8, ground 
concept demonstration test prior to the decision to build and flight test the X-30. 

Aerodynamic experiment and analysis, particularly at hypersonic speeds, will guide vehicle concept 
evolution. Advanced methods of predicting the transition of three-dimensional boundary-layer flows to the 
turbulent condition with greater heat transfer and drag will be developed for NASP applications. Such 
work relies heavily on computational fluid dynamics (CFO) tools and some special experiments to validate 
CFO predictions. The CFO methods also are providing improved three-dimensional analysis capabilities for 
internal flows and even real gas effects at flow conditions beyond Mach 12. Wind-tunnel tests on 
aerodynamic performance and propulsion-airframe integration are required across the speed range for the 
new vehicle concept. 

Some of the more important subsystems to be fully developed provide for the production, storage and 
utilization of slush hydrogen, a mixture of solid and liquid hydrogen. The benefits of slush over liquid 
hydrogen (density and thermal capacity) allow for a smaller, lighter vehicle, but also lead to new 
challenges in terms of both overall thermal management and systems design. 
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e!!.!.Q! f!:.2!! f!:21 FY-92 ,i~ .E!:2! ~ FY-96 fil !QIAh 

SPACE R&T IB.:.1 IB.:.1 290.4 423.0 486.5 506.5 ~ ~ 

SPACE R&T BASE ill..& .fil.:1 1il:.g ~ lli..:.Q .1fil.:1 167.7 
Aerothermodynamics 13.0 13.7 15.4 16.0 16.8 17.7 18.5 
Space Energy Conversion 12.9 11.5 12.8 13.3 13.8 14.6 15.3 
Propulsion 12.2 14.8 16. 7 · 17.2 18.0 18.8 19.7 
Materials & Structures 20.4 19.0 20.9 21.7 22.7 23.8 24.9 
Space Flight 18.8 15.5 17.3 18.1 18.7 19.8 20.6 
Sys Analysis 6.0 6.5 7.8 8.2 8.5 9.0 9.4 
University Space Research 16.8 17.7 19.1 19.3 20.2 21.2 22.1 
Information & Control 20.7 22.6 26.4 27.6 29.0 30.3 31.6 
Human Support 4.2 4.4 5.2 5.0 5.3 5.5 5.6 

IN-SPACE TECH. EXPER. PROG 10.2 10.2 11.2 16.0 .1g,J'. 17.2 18.0 18.8 

TOT~ 221.9 121.4 119.0 114.3 79.3 72.0 66.8 68.7 134.1 
OPERATIONS 55.7 22.0 21.8 32.4 --25.4 26.0 27.3 28.5 
TRANSPORTATION 74.3 57.7 56.8 63.5 33.7 24.9 26.2 27.4 134.1 .- AFE 
SCIENCE 41.9 19.6 18.2 18.4 20.2 21.1 13.3 12.8 
AUTOMATION & ROBOTICS 50.0 22.1 22.2 

SPACE AUTOMATION & ROBOTICS _-_i1Q.L2l (128.5) g.,,2 79.3 75.0 51.5 R:.2 -- 170.0 ..- FiS 
EXPLORATION TECHNOLOGY 27.5 27.5 27.5 52.0 68.0 96.4 121.0 ill.:1 Space Transportation 4.1 4.1 6.0 9.0 

In-Space Operations 1.9 1.9 2.0 
Surface Operations 13.6 13.6 13.8 20.0 II 25.0 25.0 20.0 20.0 
Human Support 2.3 2.3 3.5 16.0 24.0 33.5 39.0 47.0 
Lunar & Mars Science 0.6 0.6 0.7 
Nuclear Propulsion 0.5 7.o 11 19.0 37.9 62.0 76.3 
Inov Tech & Sys Mgt 1.0 
Mission Studies 5.0 5.0 

MSN. EXPLOR. STUDIES ill.&1 ill.&1 7.0 15.0 I' 20.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMMARY 

OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS. EXPLORATION AND TECHNOLOGY 

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

1291 
1990 Budget 

Actyal Estims,\te 

SPACE RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY 

1992 
Current Budget Page 
Estimslte E1Um1te NYmb~t 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

Research and technology base ............. 125,033 125,700 125,700 141,600 RD 14-5 
Civil space technology initiative 

(CST!) program ......................... 121,373 171,000 119,000 114,300 RD 14-13 
Exploration technology program ........... 27,468 179,400 27,500 sz ,oocr RD 14-17 
In-space technology experiments program .. 10,155 19,800 11,200 16,000 RD 14-19 
Space automation and telerobotics ........ -- -- -- 82,900 RD 14-21 
Exploration mission studies .............. {15,000) 37,000 7,000 15,000 RD 14-23 

Total .................................. 284,029 532,900 290,400 421,800 

Distribution of Progtam Amount By Installation 

Johnson Space Center ..................... 15,853 48,100 16,800 25,300 
Kennedy Space Center ..................... 1,649 5,400 2,000 4,500 
Marshall Space Flight Center ............. 57,260 110,300 57,200 64,600 
Goddard Space Flight Center .............. 9,647 9,800 10,800 71,600 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory ................ 33,798 63,600 35,400 35,400 
Ames Research Center ..................... 26,735 43,400 27,600 34,200 
Langley Research Center .................. 50,305 67,300 53,900 63,500 
Lewis Research Center .................... 50,875 111,800 50,100 68,400 --
Headquarters ............................. 37,907 73,200 36,600 54,300 

Total .................................. 284,029 532,900 290,400 421. 800 
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FY 1990 FY 1991 FY 1992 CIJANGE ill..! REASON FOR CHANGE 

Space Research and Technology ~ ~ illd! 131.4 ~ 

Research & Technol29Y Base ~ fil.d ~ ~ 12.6% ·Level of EffortiADDITION OF LAB EQUIP REPLACEMENT Q 10.5m 
Aerothermodynamics R&T 13.0 13.7 15.4 1. 7 0.1 
Space Energy Conversion R&T 12.9 11.5 12.8 1.3 0.1 
Propulsion R&T 12.2 14.8 16.7 1 .9 0.1 
Materials & Structures R&T 20.4 19.0 20.9 1.9 0.1 
Space Flight R&T 18.8 15.5 17.3 1.8 0.1 
Systems Analysis 6.0 6.5 7.8 1.3 0.2 
University Space Research 16.8 17.7 19.1 1.4 0.1 
Information & Controls R&T 20.7 22.6 26.4 3.8 0.2 
Human Support R&T 4.2 4.4 5.2 0.8 0.2 

In-Space Technology Experiments 10.2 11.2 1&:.Q 4.8 42.9% ·PLANNED GROWTH 

Civil Space Technology Initiative 121.4 119.0 114.3 -4.7 .:1:.2! 
Operations 44.1 44.0 32.4 -11.6 ·26.4% ·TELEROBOTICS & ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE MOVED TO SPACE 

AUTOMATION & TELEROBOTICS Q 27.9m 
·REINSTATEMENT OF 91 CONGRESSIONAL REDUCTION of 3.6m in Ctls & Struct 
·PLANNED GROWTH OF 6.5m in Ctls & Struct 

Transportation 57.7 56.8 63.5 6.7 11.8% ·REINSTATEMENT OF 91 CONGRESSIONAL REDUCTION of 9.2m for ETO 
·PLANNED REDUCTION OF ·2.9m in ETO 
·HELD AFE TO FY91 LEVEL CAUSING 1 YR DELAY 

Science 19.6 18.2 18.4 0.2 1.1% -Augmentation of 5.5 min Science Sensors to support EARTH SCIENCES 
·PSR activity con.,leted at end of FY 1991 

Seace Automation & Robotics ilQ.Lfil. ill§.:.ll 82.9 82.9 
Flight Telerobotics Servicer (79.4) (106.3) 55.0 55.0 ·PROGRAM TRANSFERED FROM SSF, FLIGHT ARTICLE DELETED 

(FY 90 & 91 funded in SSF) (79.4) C 106.3) (55.0) (-51.3) -48.3%) 
Telerobotics (11.1) (11.0) 14.8 14.8 ·REINSTATEMENT OF 91 CONGRESSIONAL REDUCTION Q 2.4m; 

PLANNED GROWTH Q 0.9m 
Artificial Intelligence (11.1) (11.2) 13. 1 13.1 ·REINSTATEMENT OF 91 CONGRESSIONAL REDUCTION Q 0.4m; 

PLANNED GRQITN a 1.0. 

l!Rl2CIS!S!!! !echnolm ru ru ll& li.il 12:.ll 
Space Transportation 4.1 6.0 9.0 3.0 50.0X ·Kapt only space based qines with planned growth I 4.8 

·Stopped aerobraking Q 1.0; autonomous landing Q .5; 
automonous rendez/dock Q 0.9m 

In-Space Operations 1.9 2.0 -2.0 ·Stopped cryo fluid sys Q 1.5; in-space assembly/construct Q .5 
Surface Operations 13.6 13.8 20.0 6.2 44.9% ·Only kept surf nuc. pwr CSP-100) with planned growth of 

9.5m 
·Stopped planetary rover Q 3.0; surf solar pwr Q .8 

Human Support 2.3 3.5 16.0 12.5 357. 1% ·Planned growth 
Lunar and Mars Science 0.6 0.7 -0.7 ·Stopped sample acquir/analysis/presever 
Nuclear Propulsion 0.5 7.0 6.5 1300.0% ·Planned growth 
Innovative Tech & Sys Analysis 1.0 -1.0 ·Stopped exploration system analysis 
Mission Studies 5.0 o.o 

Exeloration Mission Studies illd!l 7.0 12:.Q 8.0 ~ ·91 HAD FORWARD FUNDING OF 5.0m FM 90, THUS TOTAL TO BE 
SPENT IN 191 IS 12.0m 

·REAL GROWTH OF 3.0m (15·12) TO SUPPORT ADDITIONAL LEV II 
STUDIES 

• 
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS, EXPLORATION AND TECHNOLOGY 

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES AND JUSTIFICATION 

SPACE RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY 

The overall goal of the space research and technology program is to ensure continued U.S. leadership in 
space by providing advanced, enabling technologies, validated at a level suitable for user-readiness, for 
future space missions. To achieve this goal, a broad base of advanced technology is required for vehicle 
and subsystems concepts, components, devices, and software. This is achieved by developing technical 
strengths in the engineering disciplines within NASA, industry, and academia and performing critical 
technology validations that facilitate the transfer of new technology with a high level of confidence to 
future space missions. This program supports five thrusts related to space platforms, space 
transportation, space science, exploration and breakthrough technologies. 

To accomplish the technology for these thrusts, the Space Research and Technology program is composed of 
two complementary parts: the research and technology base (R&T Base) program and the focused technology 
programs. The objective of the research and technology base program is to gain a fuller knowledge and 
understanding of the fundamental aspects of phenomena in critical disciplines. Within the research and 
technology base program, high-leverage technological advances and concepts are brought to the level of 
demonstrating proof of principle. The base program is the seedbed for generating the more mission
focused technology programs. 

Focused programs, based on requirements provided by the potential users of the technology, develop 
technology for specific future applications and deliver products in the form of proven hardware, software, 
design techniques and data. In FY 1991, three focused programs are currently underway, the Civil Space 
Technology Initiative (CST!), the Exploration Technology program, and the In-Space Technology Experiments 
program (IN-STEP). In FY 1992, the telerobotics and artificial intelligence programs, which previously 
were conducted as part of the CST! program, and technology demonstration elements of the Flight 
Telerobotic Servicer (FTS) program, which was previously conducted as part of the Space Station Freedom 
program, will be combined into a new focused program entitled Space Automation and Telerobotics 
Technology. 

The CST! program is a positive first step to increase the agency's technical strength and provide options 
for future Earth orbit, high-priority civil space goals. The CST! is developing technologies to enable 
efficient, reliable access to Earth orbit; enhance operations in Earth orbit; and increase the 
effectiveness of science missions in Earth orbit. The Exploration Technology program, a vital element of 
the national space policy, is developing critical capabilities to enable bold missions, both human and 
robotic, to expand human presence and activities beyond Earth's orbit into the solar system. It will push 
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U.S. technology forward through a strong partnership between NASA, industry, and universities. The Space 
Automation and Telerobotics Technology program will strengthen the technology base for NASA programs to 
use automation and robotics to complement and reduce reliance on human presence for some aspects of space 
operations. Proof-of-concept testing for mission-critical engineering concepts will be an important 
product of the focused technology programs and will directly support the continuing evolution and 
maturation of mission plans. 

An important element in accomplishing the OAET goal is the development of selected space technology 
experiments for flight validation. The In-Space Technology Experiments program will develop key flight 
experiments to provide valuable information for solving critical technology problems. 

Exploration Mission Studies are continuing to develop the necessary analytical foundation on which future 
decision can be based regarding the Space Exploration Initiative. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

A reduction of $205.5 million is reflected in the space research and technology program. This is the net 
effect of a reduction of $210.0 million directed by Congress, offset by the reallocation of $4.5 million 
to this program from other programs within the agency budget to support exploration mission studies. In 
addition, $2.5 million was reallocated within the space research and technology program to support 
exploration mission studies. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

In FY 1992, the research and technology base program will continue to serve as the seedbed for new 
technologies and capability enhancement. In FY 1992, additional emphasis will be placed on newly emerging 
high-leverage technologies, including aerothermodynamics, materials and structures, and systems analysis. 
The narratives that follow discuss in greater detail highlights of FY 1991 accomplishments and planned 
FY 1992 activities. 

The four focused technology efforts, the Civil Space Technology Initiative (CST!), the Exploration 
Technology program, the In-Space Technology Experiments program, and the Space Automation and Telerobotics 
program, will continue to develop technologies and concepts for specific applications by the user. The 
CST! and Exploration Technology programs will enable bold new missions and significantly enhance current 
capabilities to access, operate and explore in space. The IN-STEP, begun in FY 1990, will continue to 
develop experiments to validate critical technologies in the actual space environment. The new focused 
effort in Space Automation and Telerobotics will include the technology demonstration elements of the FTS 
program and the technology efforts in telerobotics and artificial intelligence programs previously 
supported by the Civil Space Technology Initiative. The technology developed by the space research and 
technology program efforts will reduce mission costs and enhance safety and reliability. 
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The objectives of the CST! program are focused on research in three broad categories -- transportation, 
operations, and science technology. The research is targeted at opportunities with clearly defined and 
objectives to validate technology advances. Specific program elements are: propulsion, power, science 
sensor and data technology, large structures and control, and vehicle technology. 

The Exploration Technology program, major segments of which were begun in FY 1989 under the Pathfinder 
program, will continue building a set of technologies to enable future robotic or manned solar system 
e~ploration missions. The exploration technology program is divided into eight major thrusts: space 
transportation, in-space operations, surface operations, lunar support, lunar and Mars science, 
information systems and automation, nuclear propulsion, and innovative technologies and exploration 
technology analysis. 

The In-Space Technology Experiments program is an important program which began in 1990 and is designed to 
develop key flight experiments to provide fundamental data in the space environment, validated, advanced 
space technologies for improving the effectiveness and efficiency of current space systems and to provide 
major advancements for future systems. Previous efforts over the past few years have identified advanced, 
highly innovative technology concepts that require testing or validation in the actual space environment 
in order to obtain data that cannot be acquired in ground-based laboratories, to reduce the risk to the 
potential users and facilitate the transfer of advanced technologies into future space missions and to 
begin to prepare for conducting technology experiments using Space Station Freedom. 

In FY 1992, the new focused effort in space automation and telerobotics will include the technology 
demonstration elements of the FTS program (previously conducted as part of the Space Station Freedom 
program) and the telerobotics and artificial intelligence programs (previously conducted as part of the 
Civil Space Technology Initiative). In FY 1992, for the FTS, the first space demonstration flight 
hardware's integration and testing, system environmental testing, and system software testing will be 
concluded and extensive ground-based technology development will be supported. The telerobotics program 
will support the integration and demonstration of technology for space telerobotics to enhance operational 
capability and the decrease cost of space operations. The artificial intelligence program will exploit 
artificial intelligence for control of multiple subsystems with the capability for automated reasoning and 
recovery from unanticipated failures. The application of this technology to future exploration, Space 
Station, Space Shuttle and space science missions will result in higher degrees of onboard autonomy and 
reduction in manpower required in mission control. 

Exploration Mission Studies will continue to be focused on providing the technical, programmatic, and cost 
analyses required to support future national decisions on a specific Space Exploration Initiative 
architecture. 
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e!!9! FY-90 f!.:.21 FY-92 .1 il:n FY-94 ~ ~ m -r 
SPACE R&T ~ ~ 290.4 ~,,~ 506.5 468.9 447.4 

SPACE R&T BASE fil.,.Q fil.:1 ~ ~ 153.0 ~ 167.7 
Aerothermodynamics 13.0 13.7 15.4 16.0 16.8 17.7 18.5 
Space Energy Conversion 12.9 11.5 12.8 13.3 13.8 14.6 15.3 

Propulsion 12.2 14.8 16.7 17.2 18.0 18.8 19.7 
Materials & Structures 20.4 19.0 20.9 21.7 22.7 23.8 24.9 
Space Flight 18.8 15.5 17.3 18.1 18.7 19.8 20.6 
Sys Analysis 6.0 6.5 7.8 8.2 8.5 9.0 9.4 
University Space Research 16.8 17.7 19.1 19.3 20.2 21.2 22.1 
Information & Control 20.7 22.6 26.4 27.6 29.0 30.3 31.6 
HllllBn Support 4.2 4.4 5.2 5.0 5.3 5.5 5.6 

A 
!!...!l !U1 ll.B ~ Uli6I. ~ 

506 R & T BASE fil.,.Q fil.:1 ~ 1hl y 9.6 -0.9m due to contractor conversions. / Addition of 10.Sm for 

AEROTHERMODYNAMICS R&T 13.0 13.7 15.4 1.7 0.7 1.0 

SPACE ENERGY CONVERSION R&T 12.9 11.5 12.8 1.3 0.6 0.7 

PROPULSION R&T 12.2 14.8 16.7 1.9 0.7 1.2 

MATL'S & STRUCTURES R&T 20.4 19.0 20.9 1.9 1.0 0.9 

SPACE FLIGHT R&T 18.8 15.5 17.3 1.8 0.8 1.0 

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 6.0 6.5 7.8 1.3 0.3 1.0 

UNIVERSITY SPACE RESEARCH 16.8 17.7 19.1 1.4 0.9 0.5 

INFORMATION & CTL'S R&T 20.7 22.6 26.4 3.8 1. 1 2.7 

HUMAN SUPPORT R&T 4.2 4.4 5.2 0.8 0.2 0.6 
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participate more effectively in the U.S. civil space program. Some programs were consolidated to reduce 
fragmentation and to allow for a more cohesive management structure. A description of the objectives and 
status of the elements of the research and technology program follows. 

The aerothermodynamics program provides for fundamental understanding and prediction of the detailed 
aerodynamic and thermodynamic loads experienced by high-speed vehicles during ascent, entry and maneuver 
in both Earth and other planetary atmospheres. This activity is enabling to the successful development 
and design of advanced aerospace vehicles and is pursuing the following objectives: (1) development and 
application of advanced computational methods and numerical techniques covering the entire spectrum of 
continuum, transitional, and rarefied flows; (2) development of accurate and detailed real-gas chemistry 
and high-speed turbulent flow models and the efficient integration of these models with standard 
computational flow codes; (3) establishment of a high-quality ground and flight experimental data base 
for code validation and verification; (4) direct correlation and comparison of computations with available 
ground and flight data; (5) establishment of a detailed aerothermal loads data base and development of 
fully integrated analysis techniques; and (6) enhancement of engineering design codes and advanced 
configuration analysis capability to support rapid evaluation of future vehicle/mission concepts. 
Progress continues to be made in development of advanced CFO codes which incorporate thermochemical 
nonequilibrium effects and coupled radiation; development of a flight test capability sufficient to 
validate computational predictions and provide correlation for ground test data bases; and extending the 
level of sophistication and efficiency of engineering design codes for configuration assessment. 

The objective of the space energy conversion program is to develop technology alternatives that improve 
performance, reliability, and cost effectiveness of space power both for manned and unmanned space 
operations, including autonomous Earth-orbiting and planetary exploration spacecraft. To meet the 
challenge, improvements of a factor of two to five and increased life potential are being sought in 
various solar power generation components, chemical energy conversion systems, energy storage systems, 
electrical power management and distribution, as well as thermal management systems. For spacecraft 
photovoltaic and energy storage technologies, the goal is to improve the total system performance enough 
to permit a 50 percent increase in payload mass, while not increasing the spacecraft overall mass. For 
environmental control and life support systems, the goal is to provide a technology base in chemical 
processing techniques to support future human space missions. Progress continues to be made in the 
successful testing of a solar array that is five to ten times lighter than existing arrays. Progress also 
continues to be made in extending the lifetime of nickel-hydrogen battery design and reducing mass by a 
factor of two. 

The propulsion program focuses on a number of critical technology areas that will greatly improve our 
ability to gain access to and operate in space in a much more efficient manner. One focus is on extending 
our knowledge and understanding of fundamental rocket engine chemical and physical processes to enhance 
future component designs and to predict component performance and life more accurately. Research efforts 
in this area emphasize the development of a better understanding of rocket engine combustion stability and 
turbomachinery internal fluid and dynamic processes, including predictive modeling. In addition, very 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENTS 

RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY BASE 

1991 

Aerothermodynamics research and 
technology ............................ . 

Space energy conversion research and 
technology ............................ . 

Propulsion research and technology ...... . 
Materials and structures research and 

technology ............................ . 
Information and controls technology ..... . 
Space data and communications research 

and technology ........................ . 
Information sciences research and 

technology ............................ . 
Controls and guidance research and 

technology ............................ . 
Human support technology ................ . 
Human factors research and 

technology ............................ . 
Space flight research and technology .... . 
Systems analysis ........................ . 
University space research ............... . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

13,040 

12,900 
12,230 

20,425 

8,437 

6,900 

5,331 

4,159 
18,811 

6,000 
16,800 

125,033 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

11,100 

12,800 
13,800 

16,000 

8,900 

15,100 

4,700 

3,900 
15,500 

6,200 
17,700 

125,700 

13,700 

11,500 
14,800 

19,000 
22,600 

(8,900) 

(9,500) 

(4,200) 
4,400 

(3,900) 
15,500 

6,500 
17,700 

125,700 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

15,400 

12,800 
16,700 

20,900 
26,400 

5,200 

17,300 
7,800 

19,100 

141,600 

The objective of the research and technology base program is to increase knowledge and understanding of 
the fundamental aspects of phenomena in critical engineering disciplines. The research and technology 
base program consists of eight program elements: aerothermodynamics, space energy conversion, propulsion, 
materials and structures, space flight, systems analysis, information and controls, and human support. In 
addition, the university space research program, supported by the research and technology base, includes 
research in critical areas to enhance and broaden the capabilities of the nation's academic community to 
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high-performance low-thrust electric propulsion systems research addresses technology issues and advanced 
concepts for electrothermal, electrostatic and electromagnetic propulsion for improved thruster life and 
performance. Research on auxiliary propulsion will develop concepts for control of space vehicles. 
Another area of high potential involves the use of very high energy-density propellant combinations, such 
as liquid oxygen with metallicized fuels, that offer promise of significantly enhancing space 
transportation capabilities with much more efficient transportation vehicle designs. Progress continues 
to be made in several areas. Ion engine discharge chamber erosion rates have been reduced by a factor of 
20 to 50 and a hydrogen arcjet was successfully demonstrated between 5 to 24 kilowatts at specific 
impulses over 1400 seconds. In addition, progress continues in advanced fluid film bearings, 
fiber-reinforced high heat-flux combustion devices, low-leakage rotating seals, and high-efficiency 
turbine stages. 

The materials and structures program focuses on extended space durability and environmental effects, 
lightweight structures for space systems, and technology to enable the development of large space 
structures and advanced space transportation systems with significant improvements in performance, 
efficiency, durability, and economy. Major technical areas of emphasis focus on fundamental understanding 
of the processing, properties and behavior of advanced space materials; development of lightweight 
space-durable materials; computational methods in chemistry to enable the prediction of physical 
properties and environmental interactions involving materials under space and reentry conditions; 
nondestructive measurement science for advanced materials; tribological aspects of materials behavior in 
the space environment; and the development of a wide variety of metallic, intermetallic, ceramic and 
carbon-carbon materials for thermal protection systems. Structures technology focuses on the development 
of erectable and deployable structural concepts; methods for in-space construction, monitoring, and repair 
of large complex structures; dynamics of flexible structures and vibration suppression; new structural 
concepts for active cooling of hot structures and cryogenic tanks for advanced Earth-to-orbit rocket 
propulsion systems, future space transportation vehicles, and orbital transfer vehicles; and efficient 
analysis and design methodology for advanced space structures, including multidisciplinary analysis and 
optimization. During the past fiscal year, analysis of the data returned by the Long Duration Exposure 
Facility (LDEF) has improved the definition of the low Earth environment, such as in debris and 
micrometeoroid modeling, and has proven very valuable in directing the continued development of tailored 
polymers, advanced metals and composites. Space structures research demonstrated in-space construction of 
a large truss; advanced fabrication methodology was developed for hot structures; and materials were 
evaluated for more durable thermal protection systems. 

Areas addressed by the information and controls program include computer science, advanced data concepts, 
photonics, communications, sensors and controls. In the computer science area, the thrusts of the 
research are in access to and management of very large scientific data sets; software engineering tools 
for generating very complex and very reliable software; and innovative, but potentially highly effective, 
computational approaches such as neural networks. The communications area focuses on research to enable 
Ka band deep space communications capabilities and provide the technology base for space-to-space and 
space•to-ground optical communication links. The primary objective of the photonics research is to 
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506:48 SPACE FLIGHT R&T .1M. 15.t5. 17.3 18,1 18,7 19,8 .20,§ 

LITE 3.4. 3.8 2.1 1.0 0.3 • • 

OEX 4.5 3.9 3.0 1.8 • • • 

MODAL IDENTIFICATION EXPERIMENT 0.3 0.5 1.6 1.9 2.1 1.8 1.1 

CRYOGENIC FLUID MANAGEMENT 4.3 - - - • • -
LDEF 1.8 2.0 - I - • • • 

NASA/IND. UNIV •. EXP. STUDIES 3.5 4.0 8.3 I 8.5 8.4 10.0 10.0 

IN-SPACE RESEARCH 1.0 1.3 2.3 I 4.9 7.9 8.0 9.5 
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develop opto-electronic components and system concepts to enable high-speed optical sensing and computing. 
The sensors research area is aimed at novel sensing and electronic devices for high-energy (gamma, x-ray, 
ultraviolet) observation missions. In the controls area, the goal is to shorten by orders of magnitude 
the time to compute controls solutions for complex systems. New computational approaches have been 
developed and are being successfully integrated into advanced computational controls tools. 

In the human support program, human factors research will provide new technology to model human 
performance, including physical and cognitive capabilities for use in zero gravity. Extravehicular 
operations by astronauts will be aided by a new technology in a high-pressure extravehicular glove design 
and new thermal control methods for life support will be developed. Closed-loop life support chemical 
processing technologies will provide recycled air and water for crew consumption to eliminate or 
significantly reduce mission resupply requirements. Progress continues to be made in the development of a 
set of techniques which collectively are called virtual interactive environment workstation or artificial 
reality. A data base for virtual exploration of the Mars surface and an Earth-analog environment will be 
established in FY 1991. 

The purpose of the space flight research and technology program is to support the flight testing of 
enabling and enhancing technologies which require the actual space environment for validation. Flight 
data obtained from in-space research and experimentation will be used to validate and verify analytical 
models, prediction techniques, and ground test methods and facilities. This program encompasses the 
identification and definition of future in-space flight experiments generated within U.S. industries, 
universities and the government; the continued design, fabrication, and flight certification of several 
experiments in preparation for space validation that were initiated prior to FY 1990 (including the Light 
Detection and Ranging In-Space Technology Experiment (LITE), development of a space platform-mounted laser 
sensor to measure earth atmospheric constituents and instrumentation for the Orbiter EXperiments (OEX) 
mounted in the Space Shuttle); and the development of unique, special purpose experiment hardware systems 
to facilitate technology validation in the space environment. Thirteen flight experiments will finish 
their design definition phases. These experiments are: Cryo-system, Permeable Membrane, Two Phase Flow, 
Sodium Sulfur Battery, Inflatable Paraboloid, Jitter Suppression, Middeck Active Controls, Joint Damping, 
Hydrogen Maser Clock, Liquid Motion in a Rotating Tank, Tank Venting, Tank Pressure Control, and 
Electrolysis. Two experiments, Optical Properties and Fire Safety will complete feasibility studies. 
Several new experiments, initiated from the Announcement of Opportunity A0-91, will begin their 
feasibility studies. 

The objectives of the systems analysis program are to identify technology requirements for key future 
mission concepts and technology opportunities for enabling new and improved future mission concepts, to 
integrate these into a comprehensive set of technology planning options, and to generate candidate plans 
to develop these technologies in a timely manner. This effort is closely coordinated with the spaceflight 
mission program offices to identify the technology requirements for their future mission concepts and 
technology opportunities for enabling new and improved mission approaches for space transportation, 
science spacecraft, and large space systems. Progress continues to be made in defining the critical 
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FY 1990 FY 1991 FY 1992 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

$1.5 $1.5 $1.5 Controlled Structures Technology Center 

North Carolina State University at Raleigh 
$2.0 $2.0 $2.0 North Carolina Agricultural & Technical University 

Mars Mission Research Center 

Pennsylvania State University 
Center for Space Propulsion Engineering $1.6 $1.3 $1.3 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
$1.3 $1.3 $1.3 Center for Intelligent Robotic Systems for Space Exploration 

University of Arizona 
$1.8 $1.7 $1.7 Center for the Utilization of Local Planetary Resources 

University of Cincinnati 
$1.3 $1.3 $1.4 Health Monitoring Technology Center for Space Propuision Systems 

University of Colorado at Boulder 
$1.7 $1.8 $1.9 Center for Space Construction 

University of Idaho 
$1.6 $1.9 $1.9 Space Engineering Research Center for VLSI System Design 

University of Michigan 
ll[ ~ 1U Center for Space Terahertz Technology 

$14,3 $14.3 $14.5 
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technologies associated with Earth science observations for understanding global change and on defining 
technologies for future astrophysics missions beyond the Great Observatories; the identification of high 
priority technologies which will increase reliability and reduce operations costs for the current Shuttle 
system (Shuttle evolution), developments for future unmanned launch vehicles, and next generation manned 
vehicles. 

The objective of the university space research program is to enhance and broaden the capabilities of the 
nations's engineering community to participate more effectively in the U.S. civil space program. It is an 
integral part of the strategy to strengthen the nation's space research and technology base. The program 
elements include the university space engineering research center program, which supports inter
disciplinary research centers at nine universities; the university innovative research program, which 
provides grants to individuals with outstanding credentials; and the university advanced space design 
program, which funds advanced systems study courses at the senior and graduate levels. Significant 
technical, research and educational benefits have begun to be demonstrated from the university space 
engineering research centers, including attracting, retaining, and training graduate students and 
increased industry cooperation support. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The space research and technology base funding has not changed from the original FY 1991 budget estimate; 
however, within the program some restructuring has occurred and a number of funding realignments have been 
made, as described below: 

The aerothermodynamics program reflects an increase of $2.6 million in FY 1991, which consists of 
$1.0 million to support wind tunnel operations at Ames Research Center and $1.6 million to support generic 
hypersonic research. 

The space energy conversion program reflects a reduction of $1.3 million. This action consists of a 
realignment of $0.5 million in life support work to human support research and technology and a reduction 
of $0.8 million in power systems and thermal management to support other high priority needs in generic 
hypersonic research and wind tunnel operations. The propulsion program has been increased by $1.0 
million. This adjustment primarily reflects an increase in lower cost Earth-to-orbit propulsion 
technology for future heavy lift launch vehicles. The materials and structures program has been increased 
by $3.0 million, which includes $2.5 million for generic hypersonic research and $0.5 million to support 
the 8-foot high temperature tunnel at Langley Research Center. 

Three research and technology base programs (space data and communications, information sciences, and 
controls and guidance) have been combined into a single program Information and Controls. The current 
estimate reflects a reduction of $6.1 million. The FY 1991 budget estimate included a significant 
increase in information sciences to support advanced sensor and cooler research; however, due to other 
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high-priority needs, we were unable to fully support the planned growth in this area. This resulted in a 
decrease of $3.8 million. The balance of the reduction ($2.3 million) was in information science 
($1.8 million) and controls and guidance ($0.5 million). 

The systems analysis program has been increased by $0.3 million to support generic hypersonic research. 
The human factors program has been combined with life support work, previously carried in the space energy 
conversion research and technology program, and renamed human support research and technology. This 
resulted in a realignment of $3.9 million from human factors and $0.5 million from space energy 
conversion into human support research and technology. 

The human factors programs has been combined with life support work, previously carried in the space 
energy coversion research and technology program, and renamed human support research and technology. This 
resulted in a realignment of $3.9 million from human factors and $0.5 million from space energy conversion 
into human support research and technology. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The focus of the aerothermodynamics program in FY 1992 will be to advance the understanding of chemical 
and radiative nonequilibrium flow phenomena necessary to reduce design risk and uncertainties. This will 
be accomplished by expanding the capability of computational techniques to accurately predict these flow 
phenomena in addition to the conduct of appropriate experimental testing to verify and validate the codes. 

In FY 1992, several approaches in the space energy conversion program are being pursued to improve the 
efficiency of converting thermal power into electrical power. These approaches include higher efficiency 
thermoelectric materials, the advanced (threefold improvement) alkali metal thermoelectric conversion 
system, and improved (three- to fivefold reduction in weight) solar dynamic power systems. The solar 
dynamic program includes development of: (1) high-temperature thermal energy storage; (2) lightweight, 
high-concentration-ratio solar concentrators; and (3) lightweight, high-efficiency thermal receivers. 
Research is also continuing on higher efficiency (50 percent increase) radiation tolerant solar cells. In 
addition, research continues in developing a lighter (two to four times lighter) lithium rechargeable 
battery for space science missions. 

In the propulsion program in 1992, a propulsion evaluation system for advanced transportation vehicles 
will be implemented to better assess the potential payoffs of technology improvements to propulsion 
systems and innovative propulsion concepts. In lunar/planetary propulsion, system-level conceptual 
studies will identify exploration vehicle/propulsion concepts designed to use planetary-derived 
propellants. Advanced propulsion concept studies will continue toward the objective of identifying 
fruitful areas for agency emphasis and the critical experiments necessary to prove their potential. 
Numerical modeling will be completed and system level assessments conducted of innovative plasma rocket 
concepts. In addition, electrodeless thruster concepts will be tested. 
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In materials and structures, the FY 1992 program will emphasize evaluation of materials systems returned 
from the Long-Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) which will provide a baseline for assessing stability and 
long-term durability of advanced materials and coating systems requiring a 20-year service life in both 
low Earth orbit and geosynchronous Earth orbit. Space environmental effects on materials, such as 
radiation and atomic oxygen effects, will be assessed using degradation models to describe environmental 
interaction and accelerated test methods to simulate the space environment. Computational chemistry will 
be used to model material interaction phenomena on the molecular level. Advanced materials and structural 
concepts will be explored for integral cryogenic tanks and thermal protection systems, including advanced 
metallic and composite cryogenic tank concepts and durable, woven, ceramic thermal protection systems, for 
future space vehicles. The effort in space structural concepts will place continuing emphasis on 
automated construction methods required for large orbiting scientific instruments and space platforms. 
The payoff is to minimize astronaut extravehicular activity time and reduce mass and packaging volume by 
up to 50 percent by enabling advanced design concepts. Research on deployable concepts focused on 
large-area precision structures, such as antennas of the type needed for advanced Earth observing 
instruments also will be continued. 

The information and controls program will emphasize maintaining a solid university base in computational 
and computer science. Photonic research will emphasize device development in opto-electronic integrated 
circuit technology for spaceborne optical electronic systems, such as optical computing. Data and 
communications research will be directed toward software engineering research, advancing electro-optic 
technology for laser communications, and evaluating the potential impact of high-temperature 
superconducting materials on future communications system components. Research on high-efficiency 
monolithic millimeter-wave circuit technology and high-performance electron beam technology will be 
pursued for advanced deep-space and satellite communications. Sensor research will continue to 
concentrate on development of solid-state laser systems for enhanced atmospheric science, ranging and 
altimetry, and other remote sensing applications. In the controls and guidance area, emphasis is being 
placed on the development of analytical tools for the design of control systems for precision pointing and 
control of large flexible spacecraft and for avionics systems technology for advanced transportation 
vehicles. 

In the human support area, emphasis will be placed on new methods of presenting visual information via 
computer-based displays and technology to visualize virtual environments for exploration. New methods for 
thermal management of zero-gravity.suits will be tested to verify predicted performance gains. Advanced, 
expert system-based human/computer interfaces will be tested using actual data. In addition, technology 
requirements for in-space biomedical support will be defined. Research will continue on developing 
efficient air, water, and waste processing technologies, sensor and monitoring instrumentation and 
controls technology for air and water quality, as well as the development and validation of computerized 
simulation techniques to support and guide the research effort. 
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J Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Controlled Structures Technology Center 

North Carolina State University at Raleigh 
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For FY 1992, funding for the space flight area will be utilized to provide definition of 15 technology 
experiments selected as part of a November 1989 Announcement of Opportunity (AO). An AO will be released 
in early FY 1991 to identify a new series of technology experiments which are directed toward solutions to 
critical technology needs identified at the 1988 IN-STEP Workshop. Feasibility studies will be conducted 
on these new experiments during FY 1992. Assembly of the components for LITE will be initiated in 
preparation for a launch readiness date of 1993. 

The systems analysis program in FY 1992 will continue to support studies to identify technology needs and 
benefits for advanced transportation, space science and space platform systems. The emphasis of the 
transportation systems effort will be on launch vehicle concept design studies to assess technologies for 
the next generation of manned launch vehicles. Technology options to be studied address staged and 
single-stage-to-orbit vehicles, horizontal and vertical takeoff vehicles, rocket and airbreathing 
vehicles, and combined engine concepts. For spacecraft systems, efforts will focus on the development of 
spacecraft systems analysis tools and modeling capabilities, performing studies on technologies for the 
next generation of astrophysics observatories, and studying the critical technologies necessary for 
enabling the projected data rates of future science missions. 

In FY 1992, the university space research program funding will continue the support to the nine incumbent 
centers of the university space engineering research program. Support will continue for eminent 
researchers selected in FY 1989 and FY 1990 for participation in the space university investigators 
research program, and additional three-year grantees will be included. In addition, support for the 
advanced design research program will also continue. 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENTS 

CIVIL SPACE TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVE (CSTI) PROGRAM 

1991 1992 
1990 Budget Current Budget 

Actual Estimate E§timate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Operations .............................. . 21,973 26,100 21,803 32,400 
(Power) ............................... . (10,824) (11,100) (10,405) (10,600) 
(Large structures and controls -
controls/structures interaction) ..... . (11,149) (15,000) (11,398) (21,800) 

Transportation .......................... . 57,645 101,400 56,760 63,500 
(Propulsion) .......................... . (21,645) (31,400) (21,760) (28,700) 
(Vehicle) ............................. . (36,000) (70,000) (35,000) (34,800) 

Science ................................. . 19,622 18,500 18,203 18,400 
(Information technology) .............. . (14,912) (13,700) (13,531) (18,400) 
(Large structures and controls -
precision sagmented reflectors) ...... . (4,710) (4,800) (4,672) 

Automation and Robotics* ................ . 22 • 133 25,000 22,234 (27,900) 

Total .................................. . 121,373 171,000 119,000 114,300 

* Transferred to the new focused program, Space Automation and Telerobotics staring in FY 1992. 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

The Civil Space Technology Initiative (CST!) program, begun in FY 1988, is focused on research in 
technologies to enable reliable, lower cost access to space and to support operations in space and science 
missions from Earth orbit. The CST! program is a vital component of NASA's Space Research and Technology 
program, intended to maintain NASA's technical strength and to provide options for high-priority civil 
space goals of the future. The research is targeted at opportunities with clearly defined end objectives 
to validate technology advances. 

In FY 1992, the CST! program has been restructured from five areas into three major thrust areas as shown 
above. In addition, the remaining area (automation and robotics) conducted as part of the Civil Space 
Technology Initiative since its initiation in FY 1988, has been transferred to a new focused program, 
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Space Automation and Telerobotics. This restructuring provides a more cohesive structure for managing the 
program and to align with Agency missions that will benefit from the technology developed in the 
individual tasks. The activities in each of the three CST! thrust areas are discussed below. 

Operations in Earth orbit, and in some instances ground operations, will be enhanced by technologies in 
the ongoing areas of high capacity power and controls/structures interaction. The high-capacity power 
program will provide the technology for advanced energy conversion systems, radiators, heat pipes, and 
power control components necessary to achieve a fivefold increase in the electrical power obtainable from 
the SP-100 reactor and will double the power-to-weight ratio of the current SP-100 system being developed 
under Exploration Technology as part of the tri-agency program. The control/structures interaction (CSI) 
program focuses on unifying the controls and structures disciplines into a multidisciplinary technology to 
enable accurate prediction of in-space behavior and maximize the performance of large flexible space 
structures. Program emphasis includes analysis and design methods, CSI concepts, verification test 
methods, qualification methods and on-orbit experiments. 

To support future transportation systems, two elements, Earth-to-orbit (ETO) propulsion and the Aeroassist 
Flight Experiment, are funded. The ETO program provides for both the acquisition and verification of 
needs-focused advanced technologies for the evolution of future transportation propulsion systems. New 
analytical methodologies and design tools, validated experimentally in test rigs and in large-scale 
combustion devices, turbopumps, and in the controls and monitoring test laboratory, will be made available 
to industry and government engineers and technicians for application to future flight hardware development 
programs. The ETO program is aimed at providing the technological know-how and those test-proven 
development tools needed for future safe and reliable, low-cost and operationally efficient space 
transportation propulsion systems. 

The Aeroassist Flight Experiment (AFE) will provide the flight data base to resolve critical 
aerothermodynamic and thermal protection system issues intrinsic to the design of spaced-based, 
aeroassisted orbit transfer vehicles. The AFE will permit the validation of computational fluid dynamics 
codes necessary for the design of these vehicles and will test materials and guidance and navigation 
techniques in the actual flight environment which cannot be adequately or fully simulated in ground tests. 
The critical design review for the carrier vehicle and aerobrake were completed and fabrication of a full 
scale aerobrake structural test article was initiated. The Phase I System Safety Review was held in March 
1990. Critical design reviews for five of the experiments were successfully accomplished. Several major 
subsystem components have been ordered and a number of significant structural and heating development 
tests have been completed. However, component delivery, experimental hardware, and completion of 
fabrication of the carrier vehicle structural test article will be delayed because of the budget 
reductions in FY 1991. 

The science area consists of science sensor technology and high rate/capacity data systems. Future 
science missions will be enabled and enhanced by technology development in the areas of science sensors, 
data systems, and telescope technologies. The sensors program will develop more advanced sensors to 
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enable observation of Earth, the solar system, and the universe. The sensors can be characterized as 
having significantly increased sensitivity, resolution, and/or longer life than those previously 
available. Data systems will focus on technology improvements for future high-speed, high-volume data 
handling systems. This program will provide both architecture definition and needed component 
technologies. Further, the precision segmented reflector program is scheduled in FY 1991 to complete the 
development of critical enabling technology for large orbiting astrophysical telescopes operating in the 
submillimeter spectrum. Advanced lightweight reflector panels were developed; panel control methodology 
was demonstrated; and a high-precision erectable support truss concept was designed, fabricated and 
tested. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The CST! program has been reduced by a total of $52.0 million, which includes a decrease of $49.5 million 
as a result of Congressional action on the FY 1991 budget request and a reallocation of $2.5 million to 
support Exploration Mission Studies. The Congressionally-directed reduction was accommodated by 
decreasing the operations area by $5.7 million ($2.0 million from telerobotics, $0.1 million from 
artificial intelligence, $0.4 million from high capacity power, and $3.2 million from controls/structures 
interactions) and the transportation area was reduced by $43.8 million, including $8.8 million from 
Earth-to-orbit propulsion and $35.0 million from the Aeroassist Flight Experiment. The reallocation of 
$2.5 million to support Exploration Mission Studies resulted in reductions of $1.5 million in the 
operations area ($0.4 million from telerobotics, $0.3 million from artificial intelligence, $0.3 million 
from high capacity power, and $0.5 million from controls/structures interactions); $0.8 from the 
transportation area (Earth-to-orbit propulsion); and $0.2 million from sensor technology in the science 
area. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

In the operations area, within the control/structures interaction program an effort will be initiated to 
develop smart materials for vibration control and isolation and will enhance the development of technology 
focused on space interferometers and large Earth observing platforms. In the power area, based on the 
completion of the linear alternator, an improved heater head, and other key component technology, a 
Stirling engine will be fabricated and tested at 1050 degrees Kelvin in late FY 1992. In addition, 
testing of a multi-couple thermal electric conversion system at a projected figure of merit of 0.85 (as 
compared to the current 0.7) will be completed. Other technology activities include: testing of a water 
heat pipe at 450 degrees Kelvin for use with a Stirling engine; testing of refractory liner material for a 
850 degrees Kelvin carbon-carbon heat pipe; and completion of the feasibility demonstration of a 
lithium-sodium-potassium pumped-loop radiator at 550 degrees Kelvin. 

In the transportation area, the Earth-to-orbit propulsion technology program will focus on the emplacement 
of large-scale technology validation testing facilities in each of three major areas: combustion devices, 
turbomachinery, and systems and controls monitoring. In parallel with these focused subsystems evaluation 
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capabilities, an estimated 12-15 additional technology products are expected to be validated in 1992 in 
the Space Shuttle main engine technology testbed at the Marshall Space Flight Center. In the Aeroassist 
Flight Experiment (AFE), as a result of the FY 1991 budget reductions and current funding priorities, the 
AFE program is undergoing extensive replanning and rephasing. It is expected that the flight date will 
slip between 12 and 15 months in FY 1992. The carrier vehicle structural test article fabrication will be 
completed and tested to confirm the structural design. The guidance, navigation, and flight control 
system design will be completed and procurement of long lead time components initiated. The airborne 
support equipment design will be completed. The fabrication of the flight aerobrake is to be initiated 
and thermal protection tile installation started. Experiment designs will be completed and fabrication 
initiated. 

In the science area, the science sensor technology activities in FY 1992 will continue to be based on 
development of detectors in the 4- to 17-microns region using multiple quantum-well and mercury zinc 
telluride devices, in the 30- to 300-microns region using blocked impurity band phenomena, and in the 
submillimeter wave region on quantum-well local oscillator and superconducting tunnel junction mixers. A 
solid-state laser technology for LIDAR applications will continue to be developed. In addition, the 
science sensor technology element will include an augmented effort to develop advanced mechanical coolers 
and infrared detectors with performance and lifetime characteristics required by future Earth observing 
missions. The high rate/capacity data activities will continue using four-processor, very high-speed, 
integrated circuit multiprocessors and will continue development of a brassboard space flight optical disk 
recorder module. Preliminary design of experimental onboard digital processors and correlators will be 
continued. 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENTS 

EXPLORATION TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM 

1991 

Space transportation .................... . 
In- space operations ..................... . 
Surface operations ...................... . 
Human support ........................... . 
Lunar and mars science .................. . 
Information systems and automation ...... . 
Nuclear propulsion ...................... . 
Innovative technologies and systems 

analysis .............................. . 
Mission studies ......................... . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

4,145 
1,890 

13,533 
2,330 

570 

5,000 

27,468 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

38,000 6,000 
23,000 2,000 
62,000 13,800 
25,400 3,500 
4,500 700 

10,500 
11,000 500 

5,000 1,000 
-- ----

179,400 27,500 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

9,000 

20,000 
16,000 

7,000 

52,000 

The Exploration Technology program, segments of which were begun in FY 1989 as the Pathfinder program, is 
an activity that develops advanced technologies applicable not only to the Space Exploration Initiative 
(SEI), but also to the nation's entite civil space effort. A focused activity, the Exploration Technology 
program supports future decisions. It is organized into eight technology areas: space transportation, 
in-space operations, surface operations, human support, lunar and Mars science, information systems and 
automation, nuclear propulsion, and innovative technologies and exploration systems analysis. 

The technologies included in space transportation are related to timely and cost-effective transportation 
to and from the Moon and Mars, for both robotic and piloted exploration missions. The surface operations 
area supports technology for advanced planetary operations, such as space nuclear power and in-situ 
resource utilization. The human support program addresses the technology for improving astronaut 
productivity, maintenance, and health, with minimal or no dependence on resupply of expendables for life 
support. The technology developed in the nuclear propulsion program area will address several approaches 
for utlizing space nuclear propulsion systems to improve transfer vehicles.supporting missions to Mars. 
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Major Milestones: 
·Nuclear Assembly Final Design review· FY 1994 
·Test Site Systems Readiness Review· FY 1996 
·Nuclear Assembly Readiness review· FY 1996 
·~·100 Ground Engr. Sys Nuc. Assembly Test· FY 1999 
·Thermoelectric Converter Assembly Test · FY 1999 
-----------------------------------------------------
Space Transportation L Space-Based Chemical Engines LKAD CENTER: LeRC 

SUPPORTING CENTERS: 

Majer Milestones: 
-Design and analysis methodologies for advanced expander engine system assembled· FY 1992 
·Designs for initial testbed engines complete · FY 1992 
·Initial testbed engine assembly & installation into testbed· FY 1994 

FY 1993·1996 runout funds not provided by 0MB because not considered to be one of key 
long·lead technologies 
---··-··------------------------------------------------------------
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-- --- SUPPORTING CENTERS: HSFC,JSC 

Major Milestones: 
·Complete miEsicn requirement, preliminary safety assessment study, system/parueter 
tradeoff studies and start facility modifications · FY 1993 
-select concept for full·scale ground testing· FY 1997 
·Conduct first full·scale nuclear reactor test · FY 2001 
------------------------------------------·--------------------
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-- - SUPPORTING CENTERS: JPL 

Major Milestones 
·Initiate development of high·fidelity 250 kWe electric propulsion facility· FY 1992 
·Complete electric propulsion facility & designs of high·powered thrusters · FY 1994 
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Majer Milestones 
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FY 1993 
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systems level. Space·based testing of critical technologies will be conducted as required. 
············-------··········---·-······--··------------------------------------········------
Human support L Radiation Protection LEAD CENTER: LaRC 

SUPPORTING CENTERS: JPL,ARC 

Major Milestones: 
·Conduct initial analyses/tests on candidate shielding materials & design concepts for lunar 
outpost · FY 1992 
·Develop improved experimental accelerator/analytical model capabilities-FY 1993 

To protect against radiation, modeling methods will be developed & validated to predict the 
penetration & mutation of high·energy particles through standard habitat & spacecraft 
materials. FY 1994 the error in predicting the radiation dose passing through structure & 
shieiding will be reduced to 25% from the current uncertainty of up to 200%, 
--····-·········--·············--················-·····--····-----------------------
Hu1an support L Extravehicular Activity Systems LEAD CENTER: ARC 

SUPPORTING CENTERS:JSC,LaRC 

KaJor Milestones: 
·Completion of heat transfer & control method for advanced surface suit PLSS system· FY 1992 
·Test/demonstration of first surface EVA suit in test·bed facility· FY 2000 

Objective is to provide a reliable technology base for a ~igh·mobility, serviceable, 
extravehicular. suit.with_ compact. fully.regenerable.portable. life_ support. system ............... 

1 B11an Support/ Exploration Human Factors LEAD CENTER: None 1 

-- --- - ----- SUPPORTING CENTERS: ARC,JSC,LaRC . 

Major Milestones: 
Program will focus on (1) scaling up to the performance of ion engines; (2) improving the ·Provide virtual workstation prototype at testbed for lunar surface evaluation· FY 1993 
performance of magnetoplasmadynamic thrusters; (3) developing the require power processing ·Complete habitat design assessment for lunar exploration activities by astronauts · FY 1999 
units; (4) supporting the necessary technology advancements in nuclear reactors to provide ·Coaplete develop1ent cf methods to enhance hu1an capabilities for lunar workstations· FY 
the appropriately conditioned power to the thrusters. 2000 
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• 
CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The Exploration Technology program reflects a $151.9 million reduction directed by Congress. This was 
accommodated by reductions of $32.0 million in space transportation, $21.0 million in in-space operations, 
$48.2 million in surface operations, $21.9 million in human support, $3.8 million in lunar and Mars 
science, $10.5 million in information systems and automation, $10.5 million in nuclear propulsion, and 
$4.0 million in innovative technologies and exploration technology analysis. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

In the area of space transportation technology, research will continue in areas such as cryogenic 
hydrogen-oxygen engines for space transfer vehicles and for ascent/descent propulsion, including a 
breadboard and technology for extensive throttling capability, long life with multiple firings, integrated 
engine diagnostics and controls, and design for engine space-basing and servicing. 

In the area of surface operations technology, the requested funding is for the interagency space nuclear 
power program, SP-100, and is consistent with funding levels contained in NASA's Memorandum of 
Understanding with the Departments of Energy and Defense. 

In the area of human support technology, research will continue in regenerative life support systems 
technology, including air revitalization, water reclamation, environmental monitoring and control, and 
bioregenerative life support; extravehicular activity suits, including highly-dexterous, high-pressure 
gloves, suit end effectors and tools, and portable life support systems, including thermal management 
systems, and carbon dioxide removal; exploration human factors, including human-automation-robotic 
systems, artificial environment human-machine interfaces, and development of basic human performance 
models for exploration missions. Research will be started in radiation protection technology, including 
the development of radiation transport computer models and radiation protection shielding materials and 
structures. 

In the area of nuclear propulsion technology, research will be supported in both nuclear thermal rocket 
propulsion technologies, capable of long-life and multiple starts and nuclear electric propulsion 
technologies, for future human mission to Mars application. 
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• 
BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

IN-SPACE TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENTS PROGRAM 

In-space experiments .................... . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

10,155 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate E§timate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

19,800 11,200 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

16,000 

The purpose of the In-Space Technology Experiments Program (IN-STEP) is to develop key flight experiments 
that will provide validated, advanced space technologies to provide major improvements in the 
effectiveness and efficiency of future space systems. Previous efforts in the research and technology 
base have identified and defined advanced technology concepts that require testing or validation in the 
actual space environment in order to reduce the risk to potential applications and to increase the rate of 
transfer of advanced technologies into future space missions. Examples of these technologies include 
behavior of fluids in the microgravity environment, which is essential for the design of advanced thermal 
management systems; effects of the space environment on spacecraft; variable gravity effects on heat 
transfer; effect of contaminates on space systems; and in-space construction techniques (welding). 

IN-STEP will coalesce many unique space technology concepts into defined flight experiments and will 
provide for the development of the flight hardware. This program will concentrate on experiments 
performed primarily on the Shuttle mid-deck, "get-away special" cans, or combined on cross-bay structures 
such as hitchhiker. Many will serve as precursors to experiments that will use the Space Station Freedom 
facilities. The two major elements of this program are the NASA experiments and industry/university 
experiments. 

Included in these advanced technology experiments are several NASA concepts, such as the REturn FLux 
contamination Experiment (REFLEX), the Thermal Energy Storage Materials Testing (TEST) experiment, the 
Debris Collision Warning Sensor (DCWS) experiment, and several innovative concepts currently in the 
definition phase. The REFLEX experiment will identify the types and quantities of contaminates 
surrounding the spacecraft. The TEST experiment will validate concepts for storage of energy on 
spacecraft for use when normal energy sources (such as solar) are unavailable. The DCWS experiment will 
validate a sensor concept which measures and identifies small debris in low Earth orbit that could be 
detrimental to spacecraft and space structures, and the safety of man. This debris is currently 
undetectable by ground radars and telescopes or current space sensors. These experiments should complete 
the design phase during FY 1991 and be in the hardware development phase for space flight experiments. 
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• 
The industry and university technology experiments program was initiated with a solicitation for flight 
experiments in 1986 which resulted in the identification of over 200 innovative space technology concepts. 
Forty-one experiments were selected for definition or development. Thirty-six of the most critical 
experiments have completed the definition phase for in-space flight experiments. These 36 experiments 
will compete in an Announcement of Opportunity with other industry and university concepts for 
continuation into the flight hardware design, fabrication, and testing phase. Five other experiments have 
completed design studies and are initiating the detailed design, fabrication, and ground certification in 
preparation for flight testing. Typical examples of these five experiments are the Tank Pressure Control 
(TPC) and the Experimental Investigation of Spacecraft Glow (EISG) experiments. The TPC experiment will 
validate predicted mixing and thermal stratification characteristics of fluids in a zero-gravity 
environment influenced by jet-induced flow. The glow experiment will study the causes and effects of 
ram-induced radiation observed about certain materials when subjected to the space environment. A better 
understanding of the glow phenomena may reduce erosion of space structures and may provide an effective 
means of identifying/characterizing future spacecraft. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The In-Space Experiments Technology program was reduced by $8.6 million as a result of Congressional 
action on the FY 1991 budget request. This will result in delay and/or cancellation of several NASA and 
industry/university experiments. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The FY 1992 funding will provide for the continued development of the selected space technology 
experiments for flight validation on the Space Shuttle and/or Expendable Launch Vehicles. The scientific 
community will obtain flight data from the first IN-STEP industry and university experiment - Tank 
Pressure Control (TPC). These data, collected in the 1991 flight, may significantly reduce cost and 
complexity of fluid tanks in future spacecraft. Two other experiments will be tested in the middeck of 
the Space Shuttle: Heat Pipe Performance and Middeck zero-gravity Dynamics (MODE). The Heat Pipe 
experiment will test performance under different extreme conditions that may occur in spacecraft 
applications. Understanding heat pipe limitations will lead to their widespread use in space systems. 
MODE will provide basic information on the behavior of structures in microgravity reducing the risk for 
large systems. 

Five experiments will be completing their flight hardware: Thin Foil Mirrors (TFM), Laser Oscillator 
(SUNLITE), Glow (described above), Emulsion Chamber (ECT), and Solar Array Plasma Interaction (SAMPIE). 
TFM will test new types of protective coatings for x-ray mirrors. The SUNLITE will validate an 
ultra-stable, solid state laser oscillator that can be used to improve frequency and time standards for 
global positioning systems. The Emulsion Chamber experiment will characterize the space radiation 
environment and will lead to improved performance of sensors and microcircuits. SAMPIE will evaluate the 
effects of low orbit plasma interference on high-voltage solar cells. It will improve the effectiveness 
and lifetime of high-voltage solar cells to be used on advanced satellites and platforms. 
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If practical, an enhanced M'F flight experiment will be punued, including asseeeing the potential for a eecond DTF experiment 
which me, include technelOliel to incnue autono111oa capabilitiea and pound control of DTF-1 • 

• 

I 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENTS 

SPACE AUTOMATION AND TELEROBOTICS 

Flight telerobotics servicer* ........... . 
Telerobotics** .......................... . 
Artificial intelligence**················ 

1990 
Actual 

(79,400) 
(11,064) 
(11,069) 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (101,533) 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1991 
Budget Current 

J:;12timate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

(106,300) (106,300) 
(13,400) (11,045) 
(11,600) (11,189) 

(131,300) (128,534) 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

55,000 
14,800 
13,100 

82,900 

The goal of the space automation and telerobotics program is: to develop and demonstrate the technology 
required for a Flight Telerobotics Servicer (FTS); to develop space telerobotics technology to enhance 
operational capability and decrease cost of space operations; and to exploit artificial intelligence for 
control of multiple subsystems with the capability for automated reasoning and recovery from unanticipated 
failures. The program focuses on advanced teleoperation, robotics and supervisory control (telerobotics) 
to be applied to potential FTS system evolution. An additional element of the program is a challenging 
sequence of demonstrations of telerobotics technology applied to processing of launch vehicles, which 
serve as a focus for research efforts in NASA, university and industry laboratories. Additional 
demonstrations will validate capabilities to service satellites and assemble space structures. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The changes in telerobotics and artificial intelligence were previously discussed as part of the CST! 
FY 1991 budget changes. 

BASIS FOR FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

In FY 1991, detailed design of the first FTS Development Test Flight (DTF-1) software coding and subsystem 
testing will be completed. In FY 1992, DTF-1 integration and testing, system environmental testing, and 
system software testing will be concluded. The DTF-1 Shuttle integration process, including all required 
documentation and safety reviews, will be completed in FY 1992. The mission date for DTF-1 is still under 
review at this time. Other FY 1992 activities will include extensive ground-based technology development 

* FTS is funded under Space Station Freedom in FY 1990 and FY 1991. 
** Funded under Civil Space Technology Initiative in FY 1990 and FY 1991. 
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~ ~ l1'1~~11111slbemfii·a11.... .................... .... 

Ind Field f,entcr: JPL SuppgrtJo• Omten: GSFC,JSC, J<SC, utRC,MS~ 

MaiorMUatmae and Rcyic,r Points: 
• Automated assembly of Precision Segmented Reflector truss structure - FY 1992 
• Telerobotic repair of Solar Max Mission - FY 1993 
• ST~ thermal tile inspector robot prototype - FY 1993 
• Neutral buoyancy operations using Fl'S hardware - FY 1994 
• Specification of criteria for automatically assembled systems - FY 1995 
• Operation• analy1i1 and validation in neutral buoyancy - PY 1996 

Qbiecln end re+ De,cription; 

4 h •, ·, 

. ' 
: I. 

Demonstrate technology for space telerobotic11 to enhance operational capability and decreaae cost or space operationt. ........ tbew1 
on advanced teleoperation, robotics, and supervisory control (telerobotics). The key element or the program is a cha11 ...... ....-nee of 
of experiments of telerobotics technology applied to the processing of launch vehicles, which 11ene as a focus for l'NNnh eff'orta in 
NASA, university, and industry laboratories. Additional research will validate capabilities to service 11ate11ite1 and a1N111ble apaee 
1trucwre1. 

• .... ArtilrieJ ........ 

Jc,d field Qmtcr: ARC 

MalorMQatppe and Ralcw Polny: 
• Cooperating expert systems prototype - FY 1991 
• "Principal Investigator-in-a-Bo,[" flight test • FY 1992 

Svooortlarrm«ers KSC,.e:,, GSFC 

• Artificial lnte11igence Uled for launcManding site weather prediction • FY 1993 
• Cooperative aeheduling systems for KSC launch proceHing - FY 1994 
• Distributed knowledge baae management system for spacecraft. control • FY 1995 
• Artificial intellipnee •lellit.e control lltatian • FY 1991 

Olft1!M end,.,.,, QelQiptfon; 
Exploit artificial intelligence for control of multiple 1ub1yetem1 with the capability for automated reasoning and neo,ery f'rom 
unanticipated failures. Provide real-time, fault-tolerant control for flight critical systems. Develop, teat, and validate inereuingly 
complex autonomous 911tems, starting with automation or a tingle critical function and progre111ing to coordinated control of multiple 
critical f'unetion1. Application of this technology to exploration, Space Station, Shut.tie and 1paceeraft wiU reault in higher degree, of 
onboard autonomy and reduce the manpower required in mi111ion control. It wil1 enable increased eafety and likelihood of mi11ion 
1ucces1 by permitting more intelligent control and warning system, and by permitting the onboard system to dynamically replan 
around exi1tin1 f ailuree. 

• 



e 
and the establishment of a high-fidelity ground-based robotic space system simulation capability. 
Vigorous review of the additional DTF flight options will be conducted including assessment of the 
potential for a second DTF experiment which may include technologies to increase autonomous capabilities 
and ground control of DTF-1. 

This technology effort will focus on providing real-time, fault-tolerant control for flight critical 
systems and on developing, testing and validating increasingly complex autonomous systems, starting with 
automation of a single critical function and progressing to coordinated control of multiple critical 
functions. The application of this technology to future exploration, Space Station, Space Shuttle and 
space science missions will result in higher degrees of onboard autonomy and reduction in manpower 
required in mission control. This technology will enable increased safety and likelihood of mission 
success by permitting more intelligent control and warning systems and by permitting the onboard system to 
dynamically replan around existing failures. 
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• 
BASIS OF THE FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

In FY 1992, the funds requested for Exploration Mission Studies will enable more in-depth analysis of 
promising SEI architectures and technologies identified by the Synthesis Group, thereby implementing the 
President's policy that initial planning for the Space Exploration Initiative would focus on technology 
development and architecture analysis. 

The mission studies will use architectures as a framework for analyses needed to develop systems concepts 
for space transportation, planetary surface system, and supporting infrastructure; and mission and 
operations concepts; all of which are needed to develop an integrated set of requirements for ongoing and 
future activities. 

The studies will, as a result, establish requirements which apply to the set of architecture options. 
These include requirements in such areas as: science options for exploration; human support systems and 
procedures; advanced technologies; Space Station Freedom support to SEI; Earth-to-orbit heavy lift launch 
vehicle capabilities; robotic missions to support and complement human exploration; and general 
infrastructure requirements, such as communication, data acquisition and management, and facilities. 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENTS 

EXPLORATION MISSION STUDIES 

1990 
Actual 

Exploration mission studies .............. (15,000) 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

37,000 7,000 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

15,000 

Exploration mission studies are conceptual studies to develop the preliminary technical, scientific and 
programmatic data needed to enable future national decisions on the architecture, or approach, that will 
serve as the basis for implementation of the Space Exploration Initiative (SEI). In essence, these 
studies provide the data needed to shape and integrate current and future NASA activities against the 
ultimate goal of building a lunar outpost and undertaking human missions to Mars. 

During FY 1990, Outreach and Synthesis activities were initiated to ensure that a very broad range of 
space exploration alternatives are identified and evaluated. The Outreach activity consisted of three 
separate efforts: (1) a direct solicitation to reach out to academia, professional associations, NASA 
employees, and the general public, for innovative ideas, (2) an American Institute for Aeronautics and 
Astronautics (AIAA) effort which polled the AIAA membership for ideas, and (3) a review of federally 
sponsored research which might be applicable to the exploration effort. The Outreach efforts were 
completed in November 1990. To integrate the results of these efforts, a Synthesis Group was formed. The 
charter of the Synthesis Group is to formulate a set of significantly different exploration architecture 
options, to assess the enabling technologies required to implement an exploration program, and to identify 
near-term schedule options. The Synthesis effort will be completed in March of 1991. NASA will 
incorporate the results of the Synthesis Group into its analysis and other SEI activities utilizing the 
funds requested for Exploration Mission Studies. 

CHANGES FROM THE 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

Although funds were authorized in FY 1991 for Exploration Mission Studies, no funds were appropriated. In 
accordance with the language contained in the October 18, 1990, Conference Report, a subsequent 
reprogramming request of $7.0 million has been submitted to continue preliminary SEI conceptional design 
studies. 
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Je•&NCeer. HQ,JSC 

IJaior Milestone and Review Points: 
• 1991 Synthesis Architecture Decisions 

• 1991-92 Studies of Architecture 

• 1993 Presidential Architecture Decisions 

1,noun;es (NASA): (Budget Authority) FY UmJ 

Approted OIIB Rrmoat 

Proaam Requlremea~_ 
-&:5-
7.0 

FYt992 

15.0 
t5:e 

sumortin• Cutcn: All NASA Centen 

FYt993 

20.0 

~ 

FYt994 

8.0 
tfH 

FYt996 

6.0 
~ 

FYt998 

8.0 ... 
um l:mal 

eontinwnc ..... ..: .... : .... 

Qhtcctlnt pd Tgk Deteriptjon: Exploration mission studies are preliminary concepµial design studies to develop the technical, ICientific and 
programmatic data needed to enable a future national decision on the architecture, or approach that will serve as the basis for implementation of the 
Space Exploration Initiative (SEI). In essence, these studies provide the data needed to shape and integrate current and future NASA activities 
against the ultimate goal of building a lunar outpost and undertaking human missions to Mars. 

During FY 1990, Outreach and Synthesis activities were initiated to ensure that all reasonable space exploration altematives are identified and 
naluated. The Outreach activity consisted of three separate efforts: (1) a direct solicitation to reach out to academia, professional anociations, 
NASA employees, and the general public, for innovative ideas, (2) an American Institute for Aeronautics and Astronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) 
effort which polled the AIAA membership for ideas, and (3) a review of federally sponsored research which might be applicable to the SEI effort. The 

Outreach efforts were completed in November 1990. To integrate the results of these efforts, a Synthesis Group was formed. The charter of the 
Synthesis Group is to formulate a set of significantly different SEI architecture options to assess the enabling technologies required to implement 
SEI, and to identify near-term SEI milestones. The Synthesis effort wi11 be completed in March of 1991. NASA wi11 incorporate the results of the 
Synthesis Group into its analysis and other SEI activities utilizing the funds requested for Exploration Mission. Studies. 

In FY 1992, the funds requested for Exploration Mission Studies will enable more in-depth analysis of promising SEI architectures and 
technologies identified by the Synthesis Group, thereby implementing the President's policy that, initially, planning for the Space Exploration 
Initiative would focus on technology development and architecture analysis. 

'nte mission studies will use architectures as a framework for analyses needed to develop space transportation, planetary su_rface, and supporting 
infrastructure system concepts and mission and operations concepts; all of which are needed to develop an integrated set of requirements on 
on-going and future activities. 

'nte studies will, as a result, establish requirements which apply to the set of architecture options. These include requirements in such areas as: 
acience options for exploration; human support systems and procedures; advanced technologies; Space Station Freedom support to SEI; Earth-to 
orbit, heavy lift launch vehicle capabilities; robotic missions to support and complement human exploration; and ,general infrastructure 
requirelnentl, such u e1111111unieat.ian, data aequiaition and manapnaent, and f'aeilitiea. 
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMMARY 

OFFICE QF SAFETY AND MISSION QUALITY SAFETY, RELIABILITY AND QUALITY ASSUBANCE 

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

1990 
Actual 

Safety, reliability, maintainability 
and quality assurance .................. 22,630 

Applied technology ....................... --

Total .................................. 22,630 

Distribution of Program Amount by Installation 

Johnson Space Center .................... . 
Kennedy Space Center .................... . 
Goddard Space Flight Center ............. . 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory ............... . 
Ames Research Center .................... . 
Stennis Space Center .................... . 
Langley Research Center ................. . 
Marshall Space Flight Center ............ . 
Headquarters ............................ . 
Lewis Research Center ................... . 

Total ................................. . 

1,080 
796 

1,645 
3,260 

150 
120 

2,380 
1,321 

10,503 
1,375 

22,630 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

28,000 
5,000 

33.0QO 

2,150 
600 

2,400 
3,650 

200 
150 

2,800 
2,100 

15,250 
3,700 

33,000 

28,000 
5,000 

33,000 

2,200 
1,350 
2,750 
3,900 

300 
400 

1,900 
1,500 

15,800 
2,900 

33,000 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

25,700 
7,900 

33,600 

2,300 
1,700 
2,900 
3,900 

350 
550 

2,800 
2,100 

13,200 
3,800 

33,600 

Page 
Number 

RD 15-2 
RD 15-2 
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FY 1992 BUDGET 
SAFETY, RELIABILITY, MAINTAINABILITY & QUALITY ASSURANCE 

NASA-WIDE SRM&OA AUTHORIZED STAFFING: 

------------------------------------
FY 1990 
--------

HQS 82 

JSC 210 

KSC 399 

MSFC 245 

SSC 1 0 

ARC 39 

LaRC 63 

LeRC 9 1 

GSFC 180 

TOTAL CIVIL SERVICE 1 , 3 1 9 
-----

JPL 279 
SUPPORT CONTRACTOR 1 , 4 5 5 

MAJOR CONTRACTOR 3,985 

DoD 608 

GRAND TOTAL 7,646 
------------

• 

FY 1991 
--------

82 
210 
399 
245 

1 0 
39 
62 

103 
187 

1 , 3 3 7 
-----

279 
1 , 4 5 3 
4,095 

807 

7 , 9 7 1 
------------

• 

FY 1992 

157 (+75 Contr. Conv.) 
210 
399 
245 

1 0 
39 
62 

103 
187 

1 , 4 1 2 

279 
1 , 3 7 8 
4,100 

807 

7,976 
------------

Staff suppt at HQS/Centers 
S RMQA p e r son n e I a pp I i e d to 

major NASA contracts Cest.) 
Defense Logistics CDCAS/AFPRO/etc) 



• • 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

• 
OFFICE OF SAFETY AND MISSION QUALITY 

OBJECTIVES AND JUSTIFICATION 

SAFETY. RELIABILITY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE 

The Safety, Reliability, Maintainability and Quality Assurance (SRM&QA) program continues to actively 
support NASA agency-wide goals. This is achieved by the implementation of procedures that reduce program 
risk, and add to safety, reliability, quality assurance, maintainability, systems assessment, 
establishment of technical standards, and program assurance (including independent assessment and trend 
analysis activities). Specific program activities are: 

Develop and implement top-level NASA safety policies, and define program-specific safety 
requirements. 

Develop independent mission safety evaluation for each mission, and an independent capability to 
perform technical assessments to support the SRM&QA decision process. 

Provide technical guidance and support to NASA programs, including Shuttle readiness reviews and 
launch operations. 

Support a risk management program that provides management visibility into problems and technical 
risks, and provides analyses and corrective actions. 

Conduct independent quantitative risk assessments and perform hazard analyses. 

Assure development and maintenance of systems to communicate problems and provide tools which analyze 
trends and predict and prevent serious problems. 

Review and evaluate NASA and contractor SRM&QA activities to verify conformance with established 
policies and procedures. 

Upgrade existing software standards, guidebooks, and training; and identify software management 
product assurance and automated work stations. 
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FY 1992 BUDGET SAFETY, RELIABILITY, MAINTAINABILITY & QUALITY ASSURANCE 

FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 

FY 1992 BUDGET 22.6 33.0 33.6 32.5 34.0 35.7 37.4 

-------------- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

Tech Standards/Applied Tech 1 . 5 5.5 7.9 8.5 9.5 10.5 1 1 . 0 

Re I i ab i I . , Maintain. , & QA 9.9 12. 4 1 2 . 1 12.0 1 2 . 0 1 1 . 8 1 1 . 9 

Safety 5.0 7.0 5.7 5. 1 5.0 5.3 6.3 

Systems Assm't/Trend Analysis 4. 8 6.3 6. 1 5.0 5.5 5.8 5.8 

Program Assurance 1 . 2 1 . 5 1 . 5 1 . 5 1 . 6 1 . 8 1 . 9 

SSF & Prog. Assurance 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 

Other funding received: 

Electronic Parts program C 1 . 3) ( 1. 4) C 1 . 5) C 1 . 6) C 1 . 7 ) C 1 . 8) C 1 . 9) 

• • • 



• 
Support industrial, aviation, fire protection, and ground operations safety activities. 

Foster a Total Quality Management (TQM) philosophy throughout NASA and its contractors and suppliers. 

Substantial effort is currently being devoted to ensuring that appropriate safety and reliability 
requirements are integrated into the earliest phases of future manned and unmanned space flight systems, 
as well as the aeronautics programs. Support on a NASA-wide/industry basis continues in the areas of 
integrated circuit product assurance, materials treatments and processes, microcircuit radiation effects 
evaluation, and aerospace and system safety-related matters. 

The SRM&QA has initiated a certification program for mechanical parts. Efforts include a subtier supplier 
control system and a process which will identify the relationship between out-of-tolerance conditions and 
loss-of-strength, optimize parts reliability, and reduce risk. Testing of ionizing radiation and 
investigation of solder fatigue related to long-term space programs is also planned. 

Software complexity is being addressed in depth. Recent NASA missions have required larger, more complex 
critical software than those of the past. A comprehensive software management and assurance program which 
addresses NASA's critical software intensive systems has been developed. Methods, procedures, and tools 
to evaluate software assurance within the software process will be continued to keep pace with advanced 
systems. 

A review of the Space Transportation System (STS) Advanced Solid Rocket Motor (ASRM) is being conducted. 
Formal technical assessments are forwarded to program management in support of their decision-making 
process. 

Methods and procedures to identify and analyze risk associated with the Space Station Freedom (SSF) 
program are currently being addressed. On-orbit meterology and calibration capability for the SSF is 
being developed. Key activities include the review of design/development issues, e.g., on-orbit fire 
safety, structural vibration, fabrication timeliness, on-orbit maintenance and repair, thermal control, 
and design of electrical power systems. 

A formal "Lessons Learned" program is in work to assure that all technical and operational lessons and 
ensuing knowledge will be captured and recorded in appropriate documentation. 

The Office of Safety and Mission Quality is extensively and aggressively involved across all levels of 
NASA programs. Emphasis continues to be placed on providing leadership to all operational, programmatic, 
and institutional activities of the agency. 
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FY 1992 BUDGET 
SRM&QA 

SAFETY, RELIABILITY, MAINTAINABILITY & QUALITY ASSURANCE 

FY90 I FY91 I 

FY 1992 BUDGET 22.6 I 33.0 I 

-------------- ----- I -----I 

I 

• 
Tech Standards/Applied Tech. 1 . 5 I 5.5 I 

Re I i ab i I . , Maintain. , & QA 9.9 I 1 2 . 4 I 

Safety 5.0 I 7.0 I 

Systems Assm't/Trend Analysis 4.8 I 6.3 I 

Program Assurance 1 . 2 I 1 . 5 I 

SSF & Prog. Assurance 0.2 I 0.3 I 

New FY92 programs within Technical standards: 

o Electronic packaging 

FY92 

33.6 
-----

7.9 
1 2 . 1 

5 . 7 
6. 1 
1 . 5 
0.3 

DELTA 

33.6 
-----

2.4 
-0.3 
- 1 . 3 
-0.2 

0.0 
0.0 

REASON FOR CHANGE 
FY 91 VS. 92 

New programs (see below) 

o Testing techniques for thermal vibration engineering standards design 
o Compos i t e tech no I o g i es 
o Fiber optics/solid state gyroscope 

• • 



• • 
BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The SRM&QA program provides leadership to all operational, programmatic, and institutional activities of 
the Agency in areas of its responsibility. The integration and ensured compliance of firmly defined 
policies and procedures for SRM&QA throughout the Agency is the key ingredient of this leadership. The 
capability to perform independent "second look" assessments of major technical issues and decisions 
requires further enhancement, and the information systems essential to support the SRM&QA decision-making 
process need improvement. 

FY 1992 funding supports a new technical standards program, which will provide a central focus for those 
technical disciplines necessary to produce safe and reliable hardware required to achieve NASA objectives. 
Fracture control technologies and safe life analyses to assure long-term in-space durability of payloads, 
spacecraft, and human habitat will be improved. Enhanced testing and qualification methods for 
qualification techniques for electrical and electronic components and assemblies and other end-items will 
be developed. The FY 1992 budget includes the planned conversion of contractor FIE's to civil service in 
support of this effort. 
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 

• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMMARY 

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

1991 
1990 Budget 

Actual Estimate 
Current 
Estimate 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

Educational affairs ...................... 16,497 23,300 25,800 
Minority university research ............. 14,204 16,800 17,200 
Space grant college and fellowship ....... 6,797 10,000 12,100 

Total .................................. 37,498 50,100 55,100 

• 

1992 
Budget Page 

E§timate Number 

27,600 RD 16-2 
22,000 RD 16-10 
15,000 RD 16-16 

~4.600 

RD 16-1 



FY 1112 PIESIDENT'I IUDIET 

ACADEMIC PIO&IAII 

EDUCATIOIAl AFFAIII 

----------------
61ADUATEIU1DEl81ADUATE STUDENT 

RESEAICIEIS PIDIAAI 
SUNIER FACULTY FELlOWSIIPS 
INNOVATIVE IESEAICI 
SPACE APPLICATIONS 

AEROSPACE EDUCATION SERVICES 
INNOVATIVE EDUCATION PIO&RAI 
WIEEllN& COlLE&E 

IIIORITY IIIVEIIITY IESEAICN 

--------------------------
IISTOIICALLf llACl COlLE&ES 

AND UNIVEIIITl~S 

OTHER NINORITY UNIVERSITIES 

PRIOR 
YEHi 

IINOIITY &RADUATE STUDENT RESEAICNEIS 
IINORITY UNIER&RAOUATE STUDENT IESEAICHEII 

NATIONAL SPACE GIANT COLLE&£ 
AND FELLOWSHIPS 

NATIONll AEIOIAITICB AND SPACE AIIINISTRATION 
FY 1112 IUD8ET EITIIATES 

IEIEARCI AND D£¥ELOPIENT DETAIL IY PIOIRAI OFFICE/Ill 

1111 
PAIT /j,. 
YUi 

37.I 17 .I 

ti.I t.l 

I.I 0.4 
3.1 0.2 
2.4 0.3 
2.7 0.1 

6.1 
3.1 

I.I -u 

11.2 3.1 

----
11.0 -0.I 

, 2.0 2.2 
, 2.2 ... 

1.5 

I.I 5.S 

IN IILLIONS OF IEAl YEAI DOLLAIS 

IHI 
CUIAENT 4 YEAR 

55.1 t.l 

21.1 ••• 

,., I.I 
3.1 0.2 
2.7 1.2 
2.1 ... 
1.0 I.I 
3.1 1.2 

17 .2 
------

I. I I.I 

4.4 I.I 
2.2 I. t 
1.5 I.I 

12.1 2., 

IHZ 
IUD6ET 

YUi ...!.!!!. ..!W. .J.!!!.. ...!!!L 

14.6 70.5 74.5 71.5 IO.I 

27.6 32.1 11.0 31.2 41.4 
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2.1 Fu1d1 high proal11 research - OSSA 11,ol,1d 
2.8 D1,1l1pa11t ti 11r1 tf 11iv1r1itl11 ftr r1111rc• i1 space 1ppli11ti111, 

p1rtl1 r•••l• 1111i1g 
,. 1 Spac1•1•111 • VIII I 1d11 1p1clali1l1 ,i1il ••• ,,,1 
4.8 T1r11t1 el1a11t1ry/s1111darr t11ch1rs I 1tud11t1 to spar, l1t1r11t 11 1p111 

Cl111ro1• 1f the Ful1r1 to ••IP t11ch1r1 tea•• 1111111 11d space 1d101ti11 

u.o U.7 23.5 24.3 U.2 
------ ------ ------ ------ ------

11.0 Funds r111ar1h at IICUs to 1tr119the1 1apabillti1s & 1tud11t1 at t~1s1 
1utltuti1u 

4.7 Fu1d1 r111ar1h proj11t1 at 111,1r1iti11 ,1t• 1ig1ifi1a1t ai11ritJ p1p1latl111 
3.3 Stud11ts 11r, 1/IASA Pis en r1s1ar1~ - 113 stud11ts lFYIO) 
3.0 scholarships to 1011111 fr1sha11t with high pot11ti1I a1jorl11 11 

15.D 

• 

11gi111ri1g/1ci1111 

11.0 15.0 15.D 15.0 

21 s,a11 6r11t 11lltg1s/co11orti1 s1l1at1d thr11gh FYID - FY II 11111 
•• 11pa1dl11 pr11raa t1 1tat11 11t r1pr111nted 11 far· a11111, ... 1t 
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• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMMAB.Y 

• 
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS EDUCATIONAL AFFAIRS 

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

1991 

Graduate student researchers ............ . 
Summer faculty fellowships .............. . 
Innovative research ..................... . 
Space applications ...................... . 
*Aerospace education services (AESP) .... . 
*Innovative education ................... . 

Total ................................. . 

1990 
Actual 

6,500 
3,631 
2,390 
3,976 

(2,613) 
{1,426) 

16.497 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

6,900 
3,800 
2,700 
2,800 
3,905 
3,195 

23,300 

6,900 
3,800 
2,700 
2,800 
6,000 
3,600 

25,800 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

7,000 
4,000 
2,900 
2,800 
6,100 
4,800 

27,600 

* FY 1990 funding is included in the Research and Program Management (R&PM) account. 

Distribution of Program Amount by Installation 

Ames Research Center .................... . 
Goddard Space Flight Center ............. . 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory ............... . 
Johnson Space Center .................... . 
Kennedy Space Center .................... . 
Langley Research Center ................. . 
Lewis Research Center ................... . 
Marshall Space Flight Center ............ . 
Stennis Space Center .................... . 
Headquarters ............................ . 

Total ................................. . 

873 
905 
866 
879 
285 
998 
874 

1,005 
325 

9,487 

16,497 

1,053 
982 
937 
964 
465 

1,125 
958 
960 
539 

15,317 

23,300 

1,153 
1,082 
1,043 
1,187 

796 
1,230 
1,183 
1,195 

716 
16,215 

25,800 

1,183 
1,112 
1,073 
1,217 

826 
1,260 
1,213 
1,225 

746 
17,745 

27,600 

Page 
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• • 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS EDUCATIONAL AFFAIRS 

OBJECTIVES AND JUSTIFICATION 

The NASA Education Affairs goal is to conduct aerospace educational programs and activities to inspire and 
support, in elementary through graduate school, students to prepare themselves for careers in science, 
engineering, and technology. This goal is accomplished through a strategy containing three elements: 
(1) capture student interest in science, mathematics, and technology at an early age; (2) channel more 
students into science, engineering, and technology career paths; and (3) enhance the knowledge, skills, 
and experiences of pre-college teachers, college and university faculty. 

The specific objectives of the Educational Affairs program are: 

To involve the pre-college educational community, students, teachers, and administrators in better 
understanding the knowledge derived from NASA research and development and its application to the 
study of mathematics, science and technology; 

To encourage elementary level students to take greater interest in mathematics, science, and 
technology through the use of advanced instructional technology, development of strong teacher 
resource centers, curriculum materials designed for the elementary level, and the initiation of 
cooperative relationships with private industry, local school systems, and community organizations; 

To significantly increase the number of highly trained scientists and engineers in aeronautics, 
space science, space applications and space technology to meet the continuing needs of the national 
aerospace effort; 

To facilitate the direct interaction, further the professional knowledge and stimulate the exchange 
of ideas between university faculty members and NASA scientists and engineers; 

To support innovative research at U.S. institutions of higher learning that is in the formative or 
embryonic stage and that would appear to have significant potential to advance space science and 
applications programs; and, 

To provide for the development and use of a core, long-term U.S. national university capability to 
conduct multiyear, Earth science discipline-oriented applied research and remote sensing. 
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• • 
CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The total increase of $2.5 million in FY 1991 is additional funding appropriated to expand NASA's 
Aerospace Education Services outreach programs to communities with high minority representation by hiring 
additional specialists, equipment, and vans, and the initiation of an outreach educational program to 
community colleges. 

Graduate student researchers ............ . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

6,500 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

6,900 6,900 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

7,000 

The Graduate Student Researchers program, initiated in 1980, provides graduate fellowships nationwide to 
post-baccalaureate U.S. citizens to conduct thesis research at a NASA Center or to carry out a program of 
study or research at their home institution. From 1980-1984, approximately 40 new awards were made each 
year. In 1985, NASA doubled the size of the program to make 80 new awards each year. Awards are made to 
graduate students for a maximum of three years. On an annual basis, NASA supports approximately 275 
graduate students pursuing the masters or doctorate degrees. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The FY 1992 request will allow for the continuation of the current program including the continuation of 
the Graduate Student Researchers program at the Kennedy Space Center initiated in FY 1991, as well as 
continuing to increase the number of annual awards available yearly at each NASA center. 
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Summer faculty fellowships .............. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

3,631 

• 
1991 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

3,800 3,800 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

4,000 

• 

The NASA Summer Faculty Fellowship program has completed 27 years of operation. This program provides 
highly beneficial opportunities for engineering and science faculty throughout the United States by 
allowing participation in NASA research. This program has contributed significantly to the improvement of 
both undergraduate and graduate education, and directly benefited NASA, universities, faculty, students, 
and the Nation. 

The Summer Faculty Fellowship program enables university faculty to spend ten weeks working directly with 
scientists and engineers at NASA Centers on problems of mutual interest. Participants must have a 
minimum of two years teaching experience and must be citizens of the United States. The program is 
designed to further the professional knowledge of faculty members, to stimulate an exchange of ideas 
between participants and NASA, and to enrich the research and teaching activities of the participants' 
home institutions. This activity is operated cooperatively with the American Society for Engineering 
Education (ASEE). 

Approximately 200-250 university faculty are supported annually for ten weeks. Evaluations conducted by 
ASEE of the program indicate that approximately 30-40 percent of the participating faculty subsequently 
receive NASA research grants or contracts. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The FY 1992 funding level supports program continuation at current activity levels. 
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Innovative research ..................... . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

2,390 

• 
1991 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

2,700 2,700 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

2,900 

• 

Over the past decade, it has become increasingly apparent that a key to the future health and well-being 
of the space science and applications program lies in having the capacity to explore new ideas or novel 
technical approaches to research. In response to this need, the Innovative Research program was 
established within the Office of Space Science and Applications to support research which, while still in 
its formative stage, has already demonstrated potential for significant advances for Space Science and 
Applications programs. The program is intended to provide a mechanism for the funding of scientifically 
sound proposals which might not be funded through normal channels either because of their inter
disciplinary nature or because they are in some sense, speculative or risky. The long-term goal is to 
help the new ideas mature to a state of acceptability within particular science discipline resources. 

The Innovative Research program was initiated in 1980. Announcements of the availability of funds and 
NASA's interest in receiving proposals for this type of research have been issued in 1980, 1982, 1985, 
and 1988. The next announcement is planned for 1991. Emphasis in the program is on the support of 
innovative research at universities and colleges. The program also emphasizes support to new researchers 
who have only recently completed graduate training. The primary criterion for inclusion in the program 
has been originality and the promise for innovation of the work being proposed. Over the past several 
years, a number of major technical advances have resulted from research supported by this program, such as 
the development of new infrared detector technology using nonstandard scientific approaches. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The FY 1992 funding will provide for continuation of the current program and allow a few additional awards 
to be initiated. 
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Space applications ...................... . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

3,976 

• 
1991 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

2,800 2,800 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

2,800 

The objectives of the Space Applications program are to provide, through university grants, for the 
development and use of a core U.S. national university capability to conduct multiyear, discipline 
oriented basic and applied research in space applications; and to establish and maintain 
multidisciplinary remote sensing techniques and the use of those techniques in furthering the 
understanding of Earth sciences. This program has been the major impetus for the development of a 
geographically distributed network of universities which now comprise the prime source of research and the 
development of techniques designed to use remote sensing data in the study of global Earth science 
processes and Earth resources management. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

This program has achieved considerable success in developing a community of researchers knowledgeable in 
remote sensing science and in contributing toward the overall evolving maturity of spaceborne remote 
sensing. In FY 1992, the Space Applications program will focus on working with the university community 
to prepare for the space-based remote sensing of the Earth in the Space Station era. In this time frame, 
the Earth Observing System (EOS) will be a key tool for moving both the fundamental and applied aspects of 
Earth system science forward. The EOS is a complex set of instruments with which the university community 
must become more familiar if this nation is to maintain its leadership position in Space Applications. In 
addition, key research thrusts, such as Global Change, must include university researchers as well. 
University involvement in the space based aspects of this program will provide the training and long-range 
research core which will be able to exploit data collected on decadal time scales. 
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AEROSPACE EDUCATION SERVICES PROJECT <AESP> 

Formerly known as "Spacemobl le" - premier outreach program 
for Educational Affairs Office 

- 31 Vans - on the road during the school year 
- 34 AESP Specialists - 1 per van 

3 work in Exploration Center/KSC 

- AESP Specialists are former teachers - goat is to assist 
schools to show students and teachers what NASA is al I 
about. 

- Augmentation of S2.3M in FY91 used for 5 additional vans 
and support 4 additional specialists to Increase out
reach to communities with high minority representation. 

Fyq; ~-u-el ti ru.:t"WL~ wiU ~ ~ F'/92-
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• 
Aerospace education services (AESP) ..... . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

(2,613) 

• 
1991 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

3,905 6,000 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

6,100 

The Aerospace Education Services Program (AESP), previously known as Spacemobile, is a vital outreach 
program. The AESP specialists, all former teachers themselves, stimulate millions of students and 
teachers each year by using aeronautics and space as a catalyst in the teaching of science, mathematics 
and technology. From September to June each year AESP specialists visit schools throughout the United 
States, conducting student assemblies and teacher workshops. During the summer, AESP specialists conduct 
teacher workshops at the NASA Centers and various colleges and universities. Funding for this program was 
transferred in FY 1991 from the Research and Program Management appropriation in order to consolidate 
funding for the Educational Affairs program. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The increase of $2.1 million reflects Congressional direction. The additional funding will allow for the 
hiring of additional education specialists, to continue upgrading of the vans and provide for additional 
equipment. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The FY 1992 funding will allow for continuation of the current program with increased funding targeted 
toward adding additional specialists and upgrading aerospace models and vans. 

Innovative education .................... . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

(1,426) 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

3,195 3,600 

1992 
Budget 

Estimat_e_ 

4,800 

The Innovative Education program includes a series of programs targeted pre-college teachers and students. 
The goal is to enhance and improve the teaching of science, mathematics and technology at the elementary 
and secondary level by using aeronautics and space as a theme and motivational factor. Programs included 
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INNOVATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM 

- Augmentation In FY91 <t500K> will initat• an outreach pro
gram in a community college. Site not selected - possi
bilities are Maryland, Virginia or Mississippi. 

SPACE EXPOSED EXPERIMENT DEVELOPED FOR STUDENTS <SEEDS> 

- Cooperative experiment involving NASA Educational Affairs 
Division, Langaly Research Center, Park Seed Company 
<South Caro I in a> 

- 125 mil I ion tomato seeds placed on LDEF were distributed to 
classes in Spring 1990 

- Results will be tabulated and a final report distributed to 
all participating classes during FY 1991 

NASA EDUCATION WORKSHOPS FOR MATH AND SCIENCE TEACHERS 
<NEWMAST> 

- Administered by NASA In cooperation with the National Sci
ence Teachers Association, National Counci I of Teachers 
of Mathematics and th• International Technology Educa
tion Assocl-ttion 

Awards made to math, science, and technology teachers in 
grades 7-12. Teachers attend two-week workshop at NASA 
Center. Focus is on NASA activities, particularly those 

- unique to the center 

NASA EDUCATION WORKSHOPS FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS <NEW

llll 

- Modeled after NEWMAST - focused on elementary shool teach-
ers. About 25 teachers attend. 

SUMMER HIGH SCHOOL APPRENTICE PROGRAM <SHARP> 

- Focus is on targeted underrepresented minority students, 
grades 10-12 who I ive within commuting distance of par
ticipating field center. 

- Student participates in 8 week apprenticeship with NASA 
scientist or engineer. 

- Each participating field center employs about 20 students. 
Work is related to career aspirations . 

• 



• • 
are: NASA Education Workshops for Math and Science Teachers (NEWMAST), NASA Education Workshops for 
Elementary School Teachers (NEWEST), the Space Science Student Involvement Program (SSIP), Space Exposed 
Experiment Developed for Students (SEEDS), Teacher Resource Centers, and the Summer High School Apprentice 
Program (SHARP). Funding for this program was transferred from the Research and Program Management 
appropriation in order to consolidate the Educational Affairs program in FY 1991. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The increase of $405 thousand reflects implementation of Congressional appropriation action. This 
increase will establish an educational outreach program to community colleges. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The FY 1992 funding will allow for continuation of the current program with increases in the level of 
activity targeted toward underrepresented minority students through the SHARP activity, expansion of the 
Regional Teacher Resource Centers across the nation, establishment of a pilot program with community 
colleges to ensure the continuation of quality technicians for the aerospace effort, and for development 
of curriculum materials for use in the classroom. 
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• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMMARY 

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS MINORITY UNIVERSITY RESEARCH AND 
EDUCATION PROGRAM 

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

1991 

Historically black colleges 
and universities ....................... 

Other minority universities .............. 
Graduate student researchers program 

(underrepresented minority focus) ...... 
Undergraduate student researchers program 

(underrepresented minority focus) ....... 

Total .................................. 

1990 
Actual 

10,004 
2,000 

2,200 

--

14,204 

Distribution of Program Amount by Installation 

Johnson Space Center ..................... 616 
Kennedy Space Center ..................... 245 
Goddard Space Flight Center .............. 737 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory ................ --
Ames Research Center ..................... 492 
Stennis Space Center ..................... 184 
Langley Research Center .................. 3,848 
Marshall Space Flight Center ............. 1,265 
Headquarters ............................. 6,703 
Lewis Research Center .................... 114 

Total .................................. 14,204 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

9,100 9,100 
4,000 4,400 

2,200 2,200 

1,500 1,500 

16,800 17,200 

786 802 
472 593 
850 1,413 
-- --

259 742 
292 275 

2,770 2,742 
632 1,459 

10,593 8,594 
146 580 

16,800 17,200 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

11,000 
4,700 

3,300 

3,000 

22,000 

872 
612 
905 
500 
789 
324 

1,840 
1,230 

14,480 
448 

22,000 

Page 
Number 
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 

OBJECTIVES AND JUSTIFICATION 

• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

MINORITY UNIVERSITY RESEARCH AND 
EDUCATION PROGRAM 

The goal of the NASA Minority University Research and Education program is to improve and expand the 
research capability of selected Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) and Other Minority 
Universities (OMUs), and to encourage the development of a resource pool of talent through a strong 
research focus and alliances between HBCUs, other minority universities, majority research universities, 
industry, and other Federal research and development agencies. One of the objectives of the President's 
goal in math and science education is to increase the number of women and minority graduate and 
undergraduate students receiving degrees in math science and engineering. NASA endeavors to achieve this 
goal through the aggressive implementation of the initiative for HBCUs; by developing closer relationships 
with minority universities other than HBCUs; and by continuing the Graduate Student Researchers program 
(Underrepresented Minority Focus); and the Undergraduate Researchers program (Underrepresented Minority 
Focus) established in FY 1991. 

NASA's HBCU initiative is mandated by Executive Order 12677, which requires Federal agencies to increase 
significantly the involvement of HBCUs in Federally sponsored programs. Congress also mandated NASA, in 
FY 1985, to build closer relationships with other universities that educate large numbers of minority 
students who are underrepresented in science and engineering. Additionally, NASA is being responsive to 
the Executive Order on Educational Excellence for Hispanic Americans, signed on September 24, 1990, which 
directs Federal Agencies to be actively involved in helping advance educational opportunities for Hispanic 
Americans. NASA has implemented those initiatives through research and training grants sponsored through 
the Minority University Program in the Office of Equal Opportunity Program. Beginning in FY 1992, the 
NASA Institutional Program Offices will become more directly involved and responsible for the selection, 
funding and conduct of minority university research. The program offices will work collaboratively with 
the Office of Equal Opportunity Programs to determine how those minority institutions and principal 
investigators will ultimately compete successfully in NASA's mainstream research processes. This new 
process will also facilitate NASA's efforts to comply with the Congressional mandate that 8 percent of 
NASA's total procurements go to small and minority businesses including HBCUs and minority universities. 

To encourage the development of talent at the undergraduate and graduate level, NASA will continue the 
Undergraduate and Graduate Student Researchers Programs (underrepresented minority focus). The 
Undergraduate Student Researchers program (USRP/UMF) was introduced in FY 1991 based on the 
recommendations of NASA principal investigators. The concept also is consonant with the recommendations 
of the National Task Force on Women, Minorities, and the Handicapped in Science and Technology, which 
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urged the establishment of a variety of scholarships, fellowships, hands-on research experience and other 
support to capture and develop these groups. It has become increasingly apparent that many promising 
minority high school graduates with excellent grade point averages and SAT scores enter college, but do 
not elect science and engineering fields. Further, many of the minority science and engineering students 
who succeed at the undergraduate level and who have the ability to do graduate level research, never 
consider research as a career option. Through the Graduate Student Researchers Program (underrepresented 
minority focus), NASA principal investigators involve minority students pursuing master's and Ph.D. 
degrees in areas of interest to NASA in NASA-sponsored research projects. The objective of both these 
programs is to build a pipeline of talented underrepresented minority students and ensure increased 
numbers for graduate studies. 

Historically black colleges 
and universities ...................... . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

10,004 

1991 1992 
Budget Current Budget 

Estimate Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

9,100 9,100 11,000 

The objectives of the HBCU program are to continue to increase and strengthen their research 
infrastructure, curricula and faculty capabilities; help develop a cadre of minority undergraduate and 
graduate science and engineering researchers at the HBCUs; and involve private sector institutions in the 
NASA/HBCU initiatives. Beginning in FY 1992, the long-term goal is for the NASA program offices and field 
centers to assume full managerial and funding responsibility for HBCU research initiatives, and ensure 
growing participation in NASA's mainstream research processes. 

In FY 1991, NASA competitively selected eight HBCU Research Centers. With each Research Center being 
eligible for grants of $1-2 million, NASA will be enabling more institutional and infrastructure 
development among the selected HBCUs than would have been the case by only funding individual principal 
investigators. The primary goal of the Research Centers remains as it was for the Centers of Excellence; 
i.e., to commit substantial long-term resources (at least 5 years with expectations that relationships 
will extend 10 to 15 years) to upgrade the science and engineering infrastructure and curricula of a few 
of the most productive HBCUs; to enhance the number and quality of faculty (both teaching and research); 
to increase the number of minority students and faculty working on NASA's science and engineering 
activities; and to help these universities become renowned as major research producers. In FY 1992, NASA 

-lri..!11 continue the strategy and the process of fully establishing and funding the eight selected Research 
Centers. -.----
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BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

It is projected that about one-third of the budget will be used for training grants; the other two-thirds 
will be available to the program offices and NASA field centers, and will be augmented by them, to help 
support HBCU research projects of their choice as well as continue funding for the eight HBCU Research 
Centers selected in FY 1991. A comprehensive annual evaluation will be conducted, and the results will be 
utilized for program modifications for subsequent funding periods or for decisions concerning further 
expansion. 

Other minority universities .............. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

2,000 

1991 
Budget Current 

f;stimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

4,000 4,400 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

4,700 

NASA successfully established the OMU program in FY 1990 by developing and/or expanding its relationships 
with a limited number of universities with significant populations of minorities who are traditionally 
underrepresented in science and engineering. In FY 1991, NASA expanded the number of relationships with 
these institutions. These universities have been selected based on a combination of factors, such as 
science and engineering curricula and accreditation, research capabilities, and significant numbers of 
minority students and faculty underrepresented in science and engineering. A top priority continues to be 
the development of programmatic initiatives comparable to those for the HBCUs. The community of OMUs is 
becoming more identifiable. For example, there now exists a Hispanic Association of Colleges and 
Universities (HACUs) that number about 117; there are at least 20 OMUs with substantial American Indian 
student enrollments; and 7 OMUs that cater to students with disabilities. In expanding NASA's OMU 
efforts, care has been taken in selecting those institutions that have accredited programs in science and 
engineering, particularly those with graduate programs, and that have demonstrated the capability to 
effectively retain and graduate students underrepresented in science and engineering. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 ESTIMATE 

The increase of $400 thousand reflects additional funding appropriated for additional educational outreach 
programs at the pre-college levels and for teacher training programs. 
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• 
BASIS FOR FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

In FY 1992, funding will continue the current program. In previous years, some educational research and 
training grants were funded by the Research and Program Management appropriation. Funding for all 
educational research and training grants will be consolidated in Research and Development beginning in 
FY 1992. 

Graduate student researchers program 
(Underrepresented minority focus) ...... . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

2,200 

1991 1992 
Budget Current Budget 

Estimate Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

2,200 2,200 3,300 

The objectives of this program are to enhance the development of underrepresented minority talent in an 
effective way so as to utilize the potential of this nation's diverse citizenry; and to increase the size 
of the resource pool of research skills that will be needed to meet aerospace and other technological 
objectives of the future. Principal investigators who have NASA research grants and a need for further 
student involvement will be encouraged to seek out talented underrepresented minority students and involve 
them in their NASA research projects. The underrepresented minorities who are the special focus of this 
program include Blacks, Hispanics, American Indians and Pacific Islanders. They must be enrolled in 
masters or doctoral programs in engineering, physics, mathematics, computer science, biology, or other 
disciplines of interest to NASA in aeronautics, space and life sciences. Data shows that almost 60 
percent of the GSRP(UMF) students are in Ph.D. programs, and that Blacks and Hispanics make up about 90 
percent of the program population. This is particularly encouraging since recent national scientific 
manpower data show Blacks and Hispanics making the least educational advancement of all target groups in 
science and engineering. 

In FY 1990, the fourth year of the program, an additional 38 underrepresented minority students were 
selected for a total of 113 participants in the program. This total included 52 Blacks, 49 Hispanics, 
4 American Indians and 8 Pacific Islanders. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

Funding in FY 1992 will support an additional 45-50 students in this program. This increase is 
attributable to the tremendous growth in interest and competitiveness in the program. 
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Undergraduate student researchers program 
(Underrepresented minority focus) ..... . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

• 
1991 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

1,500 1,500 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

3,000 

This new program, begun in FY 1991, identified 80 high ability freshman level underrepresented minority 
students majoring in science and/or engineering and awarded them portable scholarships to selected 
universities with proven records of recruiting, retaining and graduating minority science and engineering 
students. With a projected success rate of at least 62 percent, this effort will grow to a level where at 
the fourth year, NASA expects to have about 200 students in the program. The pipeline of undergraduate 
minority students majoring in the physical and life sciences and engineering coming from this program 
impact substantially and positively NASA's freshout hiring needs, but even more important, these students 
are being targeted for advanced studies and research careers that will ultimately get them to the terminal 
degree levels. The USRP(UMF) may serve as a feeder to the Graduate Student Researchers Program 
(underrepresented Minority Focus). Identified students receive tuition support; are monitored, tutored 
and nurtured. By their junior year, they will be a part of NASA's Co-op program or become research 
assistants working with principals investigators at their universities on NASA sponsored research, or 
working at a NASA installation. The primary objective is to encourage talented underrepresented 
minorities to choose, as a career option, graduate level studies in science and engineering. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The funding level of the USRP(UMF) will approximate the funding level of the GSRP(UMF). Since the 
undergraduate component will serve as a feeder to the graduate component, the proposed budget structure 
for the undergraduate component represents a natural progression. NASA's goal is to have a continuous 
flow of minority undergraduate and graduate level students in science and engineering educational 
programs. 
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SPACE GRANT COLLEGE AND FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM 
FY 1992 BUDGET SUBMIT 

Space Grant Co I I ege 
& Fellowship 

Program 

FY 1990 

6.8 

FY 1991 
OP PLAN 

1 2 . 1 

FY 1992 
BUDGET 

REQUEST 

15.0 

- Program is university-based program to enhance the nation's aerospace capabi I I ties by 
the bui I ding of a national network with programs for research, training 
outreach, and cooperative endeavors with industry and state and local 
government 

- Phase I/Phase I I involves consortia in al I 50 states. 

Phase - Designated Space Grant Col leges/Universitles 

21 consortia selected representing 109 colleges and universities in 21 states 
- Designated consortia are already leaders in NASA-related research 
- Each consortia receives S250-S325K per year for programs and fellowships. Program 

funding requires 100~ matching from non-federal govt sources 

Phase I I - Space Grant State Consortia 

- Two principal elements - Space Grant Program Consortia 
- Capabi I ity Enhancement Grants 

- Phase II initiated in FY 1991. 14 Program Grants, 12 Capabi I ity Enhancement 
grants selected in February, 1991. 

- Program Grants aimed to enable colleges/consortia with significant aerospace 
infrastructure to implement balanced programs. Grants are S150K/year 
(S50K included for fellowships) for 4 years 

- Capabi I ity Enhancement grants enable states with modest aerospace research 
~apabi I ity to become more competitive. This is NASA's EPSCOR-type program. 
Grants are $150K/year ($50K included for fellowships> for 4 years. 

- Phase II involves 107 colleges/universities in 26 states. 

- Augmentation of S2.1 million in FY 1991 allowed full implementation 
of Phase I I 

- Very smal I amount of funding ($25K @) given to consortia in Kentucky, 
Nebraska and Wyoming to hold the consortia together. 

• • • 



ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 

• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMMARY 

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

1990 
Actual 

Budget 
Estimate 

1991 

NATIONAL SPACE GRANT COLLEGE AND 
FELLOWSHIPS 

1992 
Current Budget 
Estimate Estimate 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

Space grant college and fellowship ...... . 6,797 

Distribution of Program Amount by Installation 

Headquarters ............................ . 

Total ................................. . 

LJ.!ll.. 

LJ.!ll.. 

10,000 

10,000 

10,000 

12,100 

12,100 

12,100 

15,000 

15,000 

15,000 
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• 
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 

OBJECTIVES AND JUSTIFICATION 

• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATE 

NATIONAL SPACE GRANT COLLEGE AND 
FELLOWSHIPS 

• 

As enacted in the NASA FY 1988 Authorization Act (P.L. 100-47), the National Space Grant College and 
Fellowship program is designed to broaden the base and enhance the capabilities of the university network 
capable of contributing, through research, education and public service, to the increased utilization of 
space and its resources. 

The objectives of the program are to: 

(1) Increase the understanding, assessment, development, and utilization of space resources by promoting 
a strong educational base, responsive research and training activities, and broad and prompt 
dissemination of knowledge and techniques; 

(2) Utilize the abilities and talents of the universities of the Nation to support and contribute to 
the exploration and development of the resources and opportunities afforded by the space 
environment; 

(3) Encourage and support the existence of interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary programs of space 
research within the university community of the Nation, to engage in integrated activities of 
training, research and public service, to have cooperative programs with industry, and to be 
coordinated with the overall program of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration; 

(4) Encourage and support the existence of consortia, made up of university and industry members, to 
advance the exploration and development of space resources in cases in which national objectives can 
be better fulfilled than through the program of single universities; 

(5) Encourage and support Federal funding for graduate fellowships in fields related to space; and 

(6) Support activities in colleges and universities generally for the purpose of creating and operating 
a network of institutional programs that will enhance achievements resulting from efforts under this 
title. 
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OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

The Space Grant College and Fellowship program is composed of three principal and interrelated elements: 
Designated Space Grant Colleges/Consortia; Space Grant Program Consortia; and Space Grant Capability 
Enhancement Consortia. Designated Space Grant Colleges/Consortia, of which 21 were selected in 1989 and 
1990, are preeminent institutions which are substantially involved in a broad spectrum of NASA 
research, offer advanced study in aerospace fields, and are significantly involved in related public 
service. Designated Colleges/Consortia each received $75,000 in start-up funds in FY 1989 and from 
$250,000-$325,000 in FY 1990 and 1991, depending on consortium affiliations. In FY 1991, a new 
competition took place; consortia within states not represented by Designated Colleges/Consortia were 
invited to apply either for Program Grants or for Capability Enhancement Grants (the difference between 
the two types of programs relate to current involvement in aerospace fields). At this time, 29 proposals 
have been received. The proposals are under review and selections will be announced in early 1991. It is 
expected that about 65 percent of the proposals will be funded, representing a substantial broadening of 
program representation. As with Designated Colleges/Consortia, program grantees and Capability 
Enhancement grantees will receive a substantial percentage of their grants in funds designated for 
fellowships. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The increase of $2.1 million reflects implementation of Congressional Appropriation direction. The 
increase will allow full funding of Phase II successful candidates including those which are specifically 
designed to focus on building aerospace capabilities in states identified in the National Science 
Foundation's Experimental program to Stimulate Competitive Research (EPSCOR). 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

In FY 1992, NASA must meet its continuing obligations to fund the original 21 consortia and to fully fund 
Phase II grantees, to be selected in 1991. We estimate making 16-20 selections of new State Space Grant 
Consortia, to be added to the original 21. Also, funds are needed to perform critical program evaluation 
which includes site visits to Space Grant College campuses and to convene the legislatively-mandated Space 
Grant Review Panel. 
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SPACE FLIGHT, CONTROL AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMMARY 

OFFICE OF SPACE OPERATIONS TRACKING AND DATA ADVANCED SYSTEMS 

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

1921 1992 
1990 Budget Current Budget Page 

Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate Number 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Advanced sys terns ......................... 19,328 20,000 20,000 22,000 RD 17-2 

Distribution of Program Amount by Installation 

Goddard Space Flight Center .............. 5,750 5,700 5,750 6,100 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory ................ 13,255 13,960 13,900 15,500 
Headquarters ............................. 323 340 350 400 

Total .................................. 19,328 20,000 20,000 22,000 
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.ADVANCED SYSTEMS 

CHALLENGES 

PRESENT Fl/TllRE 

• Office of Space Operations 

o COMPLEX SCHEDULING PROCESSES o DEMAND ACCESS BY USERS 

o TRACKING PERFORMED ON EARTH o DISTRIBUTED MISSION 
OPERATIONS 
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o USEf\lPROJECT UNIQUE DATA SYSTEMS NAVIGATION 

o SYSTEM ACCESSABILITY IS COMPLEX o STANDARD SUBSYSTEMS AND 
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o AUTONOMOUSOPERATIONSAND 
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o NEED FOR INCREASED 
RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY 



BASIS OF FY 1991 FUNDING REQUIREMENTS 

Advanced systems ........................ . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

• 
ADVANCED SYSTEMS 

1990 
Actual 

Budget 
Estimate 

1991 
Current 
Estimate 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

19,328 20,000 20,000 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

22,000 

The objective of the Advanced Systems program is to achieve improved performance and reliability in the 
areas of tracking and data acquisition for future space missions. This program is a small but vital part 
of the overall program of the Office of Space Operations. 

The program includes the study, evaluation, and development of new techniques and technologies in 
telecommunications, microelectronics, and computer sciences, for application to space operations. The 
work is carried to a stage where feasibility is firmly established and further development can be carried 
out under system implementation. Such effort is essential for the cost-effective introduction of new 
technology into the Space Network and the Deep Space Network, and for planning the future mission support 
capabilities. Primary effort in the current Advanced Systems program is in areas of data transfer, data 
processing, communications, orbit and position determination, and expert systems for mission operations. 

BASIS FOR FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

FY 1992 activities will include work on tracking techniques to determine the in-orbit position of a 
spacecraft with an accuracy of a few centimeters. Work will also focus on the development of very precise 
radiometric techniques which determine the angular direction of planetary mission spacecraft to an 
accuracy of five nano-radians. These improvements in spacecraft navigation will enable new highly 
accurate science experiments to be conducted. Work will also continue on ground based navigation 
strategies, analyses and demonstrations for Galileo, Ulysses, and Mars Observer. 

Another area of activity will be the ground to spacecraft communications system, including the development 
of transmitters, receivers, and other components at Ka-band, operation of large antennas at millimeter 
frequencies, multifrequency feeds and reflectors, and a K-band terminal for a TDRSS user spacecraft. 
Optical communications will also be investigated for cost-performance advantages over microwave 
frequencies and for potential space data relay applications. 
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• 
New techniques and technologies will be studied for the storage, processing and transmission of data at 
higher rates and in larger volumes, as required for high-resolution sensors and other instruments on 
future missions. This will include techniques for signal coding and decoding, communications network 
optimization, man-machine interfaces, and automatic processing and distribution of data. 

• 
Studies to develop more efficient mission operations control centers, and to provide real-time interaction 
between ground-based investigators and their spaceborne experiments will also be part of the program. 
Related work includes expert systems and artificial intelligence for mission scheduling and operations, 
possible use of distributed command centers, and onboard computation of spacecraft orbit and attitude 
parameters. 
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• 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

SPACE FLIGHT, CONTROL AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

GENERAL STATEMENT 

• 

The objective of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration program of Space Flight, Control and 
Data Communications is to provide for the operational activities of the Space Transportation System and 
tracking and communication system support to all NASA flight projects. This objective is achieved through 
the following elements: 

SHUTTLE PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY: A program to provide a fully capable fleet of Space 
Shuttle orbiters, main engines, launch site and mission operations control requirements, spares inventory, 
production tooling, and related supporting activities. Included is the development of an Advanced Solid 
Rocket Motor (ASRM) to improve performance. 

SPACE TRANSPORTATION OPERATIONS: A program to provide the standard operational support services for the 
Space Shuttle and the procurement of expendable launch vehicles. Within Shuttle operations, external tank 
and solid rocket booster flight hardware is produced; operational spare hardware is provisioned, 
overhauled and repaired; and manpower, propellants, and other materials are furnished to conduct both 
flight and ground (launch and landing) operations. 

SPACE AND GROUND NETWORK, COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA SYSTEMS: A program to provide vital tracking, 
telemetry, command, and data acquisition support to meet the requirements of all NASA flight projects 
using ground-based and satellite (Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System) components. 

SF SUM 1 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

SPACE FLIGHT, CONTROL AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS 

FISCAL YEAR 1991 ESTIMATES 

1991 
1990 Budget Current 

Actual Estimate Estimate 
(Millions of Dollars) 

Shuttle production and operational 
capability ............................. 1194.9 1302.0 1276.4 

Space transportation operations .......... 2632.4 3118.6 3019.2 

Space and ground networks, communication 
and data systems ....................... 797,5 868,8 828,8 

Total ............................... 462419 5289,4 5124.4 

• 
1992 

Budget 
Estimate 

1288.9 

3365.5 

953,9 

5608,3 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

PROPOSED APPROPRIATION LANGUAGE 

SPACE FLIGHr, CONI'ROLAND DATA COMMUNICATIONS 

For necessary expenses, not otherwise provided for, in support of space 
flight, spacecraft control and communications activities of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration, including operations, production, 
services, minor construction, maintenance, repair, rehabilitation and 
modification of real and personal property; track-ing and data relay 
satellite services as authorized by law; purchase, hire, maintenance and 
operation of other than administrative air-craft; [$6,334,132,000] 
$.5,tiOS,272, 796, to remain available until Sep-tember 30, (1992) 1993, of 
which [$1,209,732,000] $32,6'n,796 shall be used only for the purpose of 
payment, to the Federal Financing Bank, for the Tracking and Data 
Relay Satellite System (I'D RSS) loan: Provided, That such payment shall 
constitute stetlement of all amounts owed on said loan: Provided further, 
That of the amounts provided herein for (development and production of 
the Advanced Solid Rocket Motor (ASRM), $15,000,000 shall be available 
without fiscal year limitation for the competitive award of a contract to 
develop either (1) a second domestic source for the development and 
production of the ASRM carbon/carbon integral throat entrance (rrE) or 
(2) a second domestic source for the production of the ASRM 
carbon/carbon rrE unless the Administrator of NASA certifies to the 
Congress by February 1, 1991, that such application of funds is not in the 
best interst of the United States space program on the basis of cost, 
added assurance of reliable stupply, expanded technology base, and 
technical risk reduction] Space Shuttle operations, $.50,000,000 shall not 
become available for obligation until September 1, 1992. (Departments of 
Veterans Affairs and Housing and Urban Development, and Independent 
Agencies Appropriations Act of 1991; additional authorizing legislation to 
be proposed.) 
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• 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

SPACE FLIGHT. CONTROL AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS 

REIMBURSABLE SUMMARY 
(In thousands of dollars) 

Bugget Plan 
FY 1990 FY 1991 FY 1992 

Shuttle production and capability 
development ............................ 81,449 31,379 16,100 

Space transportation operations .......... 88 32,900 106,600 

Expendable launch vehicles ............... 64,554 95,118 104,441 

Tracking and data acquisition ............ 43,173 67,050 69,300 

Total .................................. 189.264 226.447 296,441 
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Program 

• 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINSTRATION 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 
DISTRUBTION OF SPACE FLIGHT CONTROL AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS BUDGET PLAN BY INSTALIATION AND FISCAL YEAR 

------------------------( Thousands of Dollars) 

Johnson Kennedy Marshall Stennis Goddsrd Jet Ames Langley 
Space Space Space Flight Space Space Flt Propulsion Research Research 

Total Center Center Center Center Center Lab Center Center 

Lewis 
Research NASA 

Center HQ 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Space Transportation Sys 1990 3,827,349 1,129,200 857,300 1,628,300 26,900 80,700 3,900 6,400 3,800 55,600 35,249 
------------------------ 1991 4,295,600 1,188,200 939,600 1,868,800 25,100 109,700 1,800 5,800 0 116,600 40,000 

1992 4,654,400 1,323,900 1,022,600 1,845,700 33,000 109,500 0 6,400 0 223,000 90,300 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Shuttle Production 1990 1,194,949 373,600 135,700 637,400 24,500 100 3,900 --- 300 3,500 15,949 

1991 1,276,400 379,200 143,000 710,200 22,600 --- 1,800 -~- --- 4,000 15,600 
1992 1,288,900 427,100 107,500 679,300 30,600 --- --- --- --- --- 44,400 

Space Transporation Ops 1990 2,632,400 755,600 721,600 990,900 2,400 80,600 --- 6,400 3,500 52,100 19,300 
1991 3,019,200 809,000 796,600 1,158,600 2,500 109,700 --- 5,800 --- 112,600 24,400 
1992 3,365,500 896,800 915,100 1,166,400 2,400 109,500 --- 6,400 --- 223,000 45,900 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tracking And Data Acqui 1990 797,478 --- --- 48,838 --- 551,936 150,066 12,300 --- 800 33,538 

----------------------- 1991 828,800 --- --- 55,300 --- 568,700 148,400 13,000 --- 1,100 42,300 
1992 953,873 --- --- 66,000 -- - 614,900 180,800 14,500 --- 1,400 76,273 

TOTAL BUDGET PLAN 1990 4,624,827 1,129,200 857,300 1,677,138 26,900 632,636 153,966 18,700 3,800 56,400 68,787 
1991 5,124,400 1,188,200 939,600 1,924,100 25,100 678,400 150,200 18,800 0 117,700 82,300 
1992 5,608,273 1,323,900 1,022,600 1,911,700 33,000 724,400 180,800 20,900 0 224,400 166,573 
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FY92CSUM FY92 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET 
01/31/91 OSF SFCDC SUMMARY 

(NOA in Millions RY$) 

FY90 FY91 FY92 PY93 PY94 FY95 PY96 

TOTAL SFCDC 3827.3 4295.6 4654.4 5271.5 5575.2 5794.1 6137.4 --------- ---- ---- ----- -- ----- ---- -------------- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -----
Shuttle Production 1194.9 1276.4 1288.9 1635.1 1726.2 1726.5 1738.8 

------------------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
Orbiter Ops Capability 238.l 275.6 273.8 286.9 298.2 208.6 198.5 
Propulsion Systems 673.8 747.8 622.7 819.5 806.6 889.8 853.7 
Launch & Mission Spt 283.0 253.0 270.l 272.4 276.7 268.1 301. 6 
ASA 122.3 256.3 344.7 360.0 385.0 

STS Operations 2632.4 3019.2 3365.5 3636.4 3849.0 4067.6 4398.6 

-------------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
Shuttle Operations 2492.7 2790.0 3023.6 3276.7 3374.9 3691.8 4049.5 

Flight Operations 750.7 801.5 912.5 926.3 948.5 1039.0 1109.6 
Flight Hardware 1201. 0 1393.3 1417.0 1639.5 1664.3 1849.8 2092.5 
Launch & Landing Ops 541. 0 595.2 694.1 710.9 762.1 803.0 847.4 

ELV 139.7 229.2 341.9 359.7 474.1 375.8 349.1 

Small 11.9 14.8 33.7 36.8 48.2 48.6 33.2 
Medium 75.4 98.7 81.5 77.7 104.9 97.5 91.0 
Intermediate 49.6 106.0 156.5 166.7 160.1 87.2 76.4 
Large 2.8 9.7 70.2 78.5 160.9 142.5 148.5 
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• 
SPACE FLIGHT, CONTROL AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMMARY 

OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS PROGRAM 

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

Shuttle production and operational 
capability .......................... . 

Space transportation operations ....... . 

1990 
Actual 

1,194,949 
2,632,400 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,827, 349 

Distribution of Program Amounts By Installation 

Johnson Space Center ................... 1,129,200 
Kennedy Space Center ................... 857,300 
Marshall Space Flight Center ........... 1,628,300 
Stennis Space Center ................... 26,900 
Goddard Space Flight Center ............ 80,700 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory .............. 3,900 
Langley Research Center ................ 3,800 
Lewis Research Center .................. 55,600 
Ames Research Center ................... 6,400 
Headquarters ........................... 35,249 

Total ................................ 3,827.349 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

1,302,000 1,276,400 
3. 118 I 600 3,019.200 

4,420,600 4.295,§00 

1,134,600 1,188,200 
954,200 939,600 

2,018,900 1,868,800 
24,400 25,100 

103,000 109,700 
2,900 1,800 
9,700 

114,300 116,600 
6,100 5,800 

52,500 40,000 

4,420.600 4,295,600 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

1,288,900 
3,365,500 

4,§54,400 

1,323,900 
1,022,600 
1,845,700 

33,000 
109,500 

223,000 
6,400 

90,300 

4,654,400 

Page 
Number 

SF 1-1 
SF 2-1 

SF ST-1 



MILESTONE/EVENT 

KSC Facility Dates 
- OMRF Upgrade to an OPF 
- CCMS II ORD 
- SPDMS II ORD 
- LTTS ORD 
- PCC ORD 

JSC Facility Dates 
- STA-4 Delivery 
- SMS GN&C Enhancement 
- SMS Visuals 
- FADS ORD 
- MCC Upgrade 
- Replacement G-II Delivery 
- Deliver replacement STA 

Orbiter Improvements 
- First Flight of new GPCs 

OV-105 EMU 
OV-105 Vehicle Complete 
OV-105 FRF 
Drag Chute First Flight 
First Flight of 16 Day EDO 

RSRM 
- FSM-2 firing 
- FSM-3 firing 

ASRM 
- PDR 
- CDR 
- First Flight 

SSME 
- ATP First Flight 
- Phase II+ Powerhead first flight 

· - p.:t:,ogistica 
'~. pmplete spares layin 

- )lepot ORD 

SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM MILESTONES''.~~., 

FY92 
Budget 

Sep 91 
Sep 97 
Sep 92 
Mar 93 
Mar 95 

Feb 91 
Nov 92 
Jul 93 
Mar 93 
Oct 93 
Jun 91 
Nov 93 

Apr 91 
Jun 91 
Apr 91 
Mar 92 
Apr 92 
Apr 94 

Jun 91 
Mar 92 

May 92 
Mar 95 
TBD (2/97?) 

Jul 93 
FY94 

FY91 
Budget 

Sep 91 
Jan 93 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

Jun 91 
Jun 92 
Oct 92 
Jul 93 
Oct 93 

N/A 
N/A 

Oct 91 
Dec 90 
Apr 91 

Feb 92 

Feb 92 

Mar 92 
Jul 94 
Dec 95 

Mid 92 
FY95 



OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT 

OBJECTIVES AND JUSTIFICATION 

SPACE FLIGHT, CONTROL AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS PROGRAM 

The primary program objective of the current activity in this area is to continue the buildup in launch 
activity and maintain the program focus on safety and mission success demonstrated since returning the 
Shuttle to flight; Space Transportation Systems includes development of capabilities and actual operation 
of the Space Shuttle and procurement of Expendable Launch Vehicles (ELV) in support of a wide variety of 
national and international users. The Space Shuttle is the key element because of its unique 
capabilities. The Space Shuttle is the first reusable space vehicle and is configured to carry many 
different types of space apparatus, spacecraft scientific experiments, and national security payloads. In 
addition to transporting materials, equipment and spacecraft to orbit, the Shuttle offers unique 
capabilities that cannot be achieved with ELVs such as: retrieving payloads from orbit for reuse; 
servicing and repairing satellites in space; transporting humans to and returning them safely from space; 
operating and returning space laboratories. On the other hand, the ELVs offer different advantages for 
launching many spacecraft including reduced operational complexity, scheduling factors, and reducing 
pressures on the more precious manned launch system. 

The Space Transportation System is funded under three budget line items: Shuttle Production and 
Operational Capability, Shuttle Operations, and Expendable Launch Vehicles. Shuttle Production and 
Operational Capability provides for investment in capabilities to effectively operate the national fleet 
of Shuttle orbiters, including the replacement orbiter which was fully funded in FY 1987. This budget 
element also provides for continued modification and improvement to the flight elements and ground 
facilities necessary to expand the Shuttle capabilities, increase the flight rate, and expand safety and 
operating margins. This line item contains the following major subdivisions: Orbiter Operational 
Capability, Propulsion, Launch and Mission Support, and Assured Shuttle Availability (ASA). Orbiter 
Operational Capability includes orbiter design modifications and system improvements, mission kits, 
procurement of a spares inventory for the operational orbiter fleet, necessary safety modifications, a 
structural spares project to maintain the capability to produce and repair orbiter vehicles, and 
continuation of work started in FY 1988 on an Extended Duration Orbiter capability (EDO). Propulsion 
Systems provides for continued development effort to expand safety margins in the Space Shuttle Main 
Engines and Solid Rocket Boosters. Also included is the development of an Advanced Solid Rocket Motor 
(ASRM). Launch and Mission Support provides for support capabilities at the Johnson Space Center (JSC) 
and launch site equipment provisioning for the ground facilities at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC). 
Assured Shuttle Availability provides the necessary investments required to extend the useful life of the 
Shuttle system into the next century by addressing the redesign requirements for systems which face 
obsolescence or will become increasingly difficult to maintain. 
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~~ Total Obligations ---------------------------
Total Costs 

-----------
orbiter Prime 

Basic Vehicle 
Drag Chute 
14" Disconnect 
Regen CO2 Sys 
Imp. WCS 
star Tracker 

Prior 

1800.0 ---------
1028.2 

838.4 

Imp. APU Controller 
EDO Scarring 
Fifth Tank Set 
APU Iso Valve 
Imp NWS 
TACAN 

PY90 

531.8 

422.1 

Other Changes/RI Reserve 
KU-Band/OMS Pod Sch Mod Credit 

orbiter support 

EMU 
RMS 
Ku Band Antenna 
CCTV 
Other items 

SSKE 

4 Engines 
Ex Hex Dev. 

8D6QA 
•IL Integration 
DCU 
APA 

49.7 

10.9 
20.5 
17.6 
0.7 

128.9 

96.1 
32.8 

2.6 
1.3 
7.3 

21.8 

8.9 
4.3 

1.8 
6.8 

82.5 

69.7 
12.8 

1.3 
0.3 
3.8 

PY92 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET 
REPLACEMENT ORBITER 

PY91 

214.1 

180.0 

18.7 

2.4 
1.7 

2.9 
11. 7 

12.9 

12.4 
0.5 

1.3 
0.4 
0.8 

PY92 

23.8 

19.5 

4.3 

1.4 

1. 7 
1.2 

PY93 PY94 

2.1 

2.1 

PY95 PY96 

1800.0 ------------
1800.0 

1462.1 

1307.8 
33.6 
27.6 
21.1 
19.5 
15.4 
15.1 
13.8 
5.0 
4.9 
4.5 
2.3 

10.6 
-19.1 

94.5 

23.6 
26.5 
17.6 
7.1 

19.7 

224.3 

178.2 
46.l 

1.2 
2.0 

11.t 

~-~---':''~ ~~~----c,.,,<1-,i,,,I 



e • 
Space Transportation Operations provides the standard operational support services for Space Shuttle 
Operations and Expendable Launch Vehicles for NASA payload requirements. Within Shuttle Operations, 
funding is provided in three areas: flight operations, flight hardware, and launch and landing 
operations. Flight operations covers the manpower required, primarily at JSC, to conduct mission 
operations; flight hardware provides the necessary flight sets of external tanks, solid rocket motors, 
solid rocket boosters, and orbiter hardware support elements consistent with the manifest and Shuttle 
flight rate; and launch and landing operations covers the manpower and recurring activities, primarily at 
KSC, to checkout, modify, and conduct Shuttle launches and landings. The Shuttle Operations program pro
vides for the launch of NASA missions, as well as missions for Department of Defense (DOD), other U.S. 
government agencies and certain commercial and international users on a reimbursable basis. The launch 
schedule calls for eight flights in FY 1991, nine flights in FY 1992, nine flights in FY 1993, and a 
revised steady-state flight rate of ten flights per year beginning in FY 1994. The Shuttle steady-state 
flight rate has been reduced from 12 per year to 10 per year consistent with the mixed fleet policy. 

The Expendable Launch Vehicle program provides launch services for unmanned civil U.S. government 
spacecraft that do not require manned presence or the unique capabilities of the Shuttle. Initially, 
expendable launch vehicle services were procured sole source for a few selected near term and 
high-priority missions previously manifested on the Space Shuttle. The use of expendable launch services 
has expanded as NASA transitions to a balanced mixed fleet capability. Consistent with the President's 
Space Policy, Congressional direction, and the Competition in Contracting Act, expendable launch vehicle 
services are acquired competitively from the U.S. private sector whenever possible, and will generally be 
baselined for new spacecraft programs unless the unique capabilities of the Shuttle are required. 
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FY92CSUM FY92 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET 02/07/91 SHUTTLE OPERATIONS CONTENT 
(NOA in Millions RY$) 

FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FYt, 
Total Shuttle Operations 2492.7 2790.0 3023.6 3276.7 3374.9 3691.8 4049.5 :a=============--==== ------ -- ==== ---- --- -- ====== ---- ---- ----- ------ -----(Total Reimbursements) (0) (32.9) (106.6) (45.0) (60.0) (38. 0) (25.0) 

rlight Operations 750.7 801.5 912.5 926.3 948.5 1039.0 1109.6 ----------------- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ------ ------
Mission Operations 252.6 276.5 318.8 329.4 330.8 357.7 385.2 Mission Ops Bulk 252.6 279.7 320.4 330.1 331. 7 358.3 385.6 Reimbursements -3.2 -1.6 -0.7 -0.9 -0.6 -0.4 
Inteiration 303.2 319.9 342.3 353.6 371.3 398.1 420.3 In :gration Bulk 303.2 323.9 347.8 355.9 374.4 400.1 421.6 Rei ursements -4.0 -5.5 -2.3 -3.1 -2.0 -1.3 
su~port 194.9 205.1 251.4 243.3 246.4 283.2 304.1 upport Bulk 194.9 207.4 256.2 245.3 249.1 284.9 305.2 Reimbursements -2.3 -4.8 -2.0 -2.7 -1. 7 -1.1 

Flight Hardware 1201.0 1393.3 1417.0 1639.5 1664.3 1849.8 2092.5 --------------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
Orbiter 397.8 442.9 441.7 547.5 530.1 526.4 579.0 Orbiter Bulk 397.8 447.4 461.1 555.7 541.0 533.3 583.6 Reimbursements -4.5 -19.4 -8.2 -10.9 -6.9 -4.6 
Solid Rocket Booster 458.6 572.9 592.4 691.3 639.6 766.8 925.6 SRB Bulk 458.6 580.5 635.9 709.6 664.1 782.3 935.7 Reimbursements -7.6 -43.5 -18.3 -24.5 -15.5 -10.1 
B:xternal Tank 344.6 377.5 382.9 400.7 494. 6 556.6 587.9 ET Bulk 344.6 381.8 408.0 411.3 508.7 565.5 593.8 Reimbursements -4.3 -25.1 -10.6 -14.1 -8.9 -5.9 

Launch, Landing Ops 541.0 595.2 694.1 710.9 762.1 803.0 847.4 -------------------- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
Launch Operations 484.0 537.5 629.3 646.8 694.4 732.1 772.9 Launch Ops Bulk 484.0 543.8 634.4 649.0 697.3 733.9 774.1 Reimbursements -6.3 -5.1 -2.2 -2.9 -1.8 -1.2 
Paiload Operations 57.0 57.7 64.8 64.1 67.7 70.9 74.5 ayload Ops Bulk 57.0 58.4 66.4 64.8 68.6 71.5 74.9 Reimbursements -0.7 -1.6 -0.7 -0.9 -0.6 -0.4 

FLIGHT MODBLLBARDWARE DELIVERIES 
Mission Moc.el 5 8 9 9 10 10 10 ET Deliveries 4 4 4 4 7 9 10 SRB Flight Sets 7 7 8 9 9 10 10 

Manrower 22495 22602 23716 23369 23797 23816 24156 Fight Operations 6330 6612 6766 6694 6712 6724 6781 Fl~ht Hardwa:re 8277 8167 8429 8160 8604 8610 8892 La ch, Landing Ops 7888 7823 8521 8515 8481 8482 8483 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENTS 

SPACE TRANSPORTATION OPERATIONS 

1990 
Actual 

Budget 
Estimate 

1991 1992 
Current Budget 
Estimate Estimate 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

Flight operations ..................... . 
Flight hardware ....................... . 
Launch and landing operations ......... . 
Shuttle operations .................... . 

Expendable launch vehicles 
and services ........................ . 

750,700 
1,201,000 

541,000 
2,492,700 

139,700 

815,600 
1,467,200 

606,600 
2,889,400 

229,200 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,632,400 3,118,600 

Distribution of Program Amounts by Installation 

Johnson Space Center .................. . 755,600 810,600 
Kennedy Space Center .................. . 721,600 808,300 
Marshall Space Flight Center .......... . 990,900 1,232,300 
Stennis Space Center .................. . 2,400 2,500 
Goddard Space Flight Center ........... . 80,600 103,000 
Langley Research Center ............... . 3,500 9,700 
Lewis Research Center ................. . 
Aines-Research Center .................. . 

52, 100 .. JlUOO 
"6,400 6,100 

Headquarters .......................... . 19,300 35,800 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,632,400 3,118.600 

l 

801,500 
1,393,300 

595,200 
2,790,000 

229,200 

3,019,200 

809,000 
796,600 

1,158,600 
2,500 

109,700 

912,500 
1,417,000 

694,100 
3,023.600 

341,900 

3,365,500 

896,800 
915,100 

1,166,400 
2,400 

109,500 

112,600 .. _223~ 
s·,-soo 6 , 400 

24.400 45.900 

3,019,200 3.365.500 

d 11' 0 
;i L[ 4 :'.;) ------.-------

J. (1 7 

Page 
Number 
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FY92CSUM SHUTTLE OPERATIONS 
01/31/91 CHANGES IN ESTIMATES 

(NOA in Milli'cms RY$) 

FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 

FY92 BUDGET 2492.7 2790.0 3023.6 3276.7 337.4.9 3691. 8 
FY91 BUDGET 2494.2 2889.4 3145.6 3264.3 3444.9 3687.2 

CHANGE -1.5 -99.4 -122.0 12.4 -10.0 4.6 ----- --- ---- ----- ---- ---- ------- -- ---- ---- --- --
Flight Operations 22.5 -5.1 24.9 39.8 44.9 26.9 
----------------- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

Retain Current STSOC M/P 23.3 25.4 26.0 26.7 ~P reduction not assumed. 
Add Orb Engr M/P 2.1 4.0 3.6 2.7 3.0 3.4 or CAR Closeouts/BFS from S/W 
JSC Engr Spt to Orbiter 1.2 1.2 1.8 2.7 Add EPs @JSC 
PMS 3.6 2.1 2.7 6.1 -10.2 Increase Shuttle Share 
DCAS 1. 7 3.1 3.3 4.0 4.2 4.5 Now at 0.062% of SFCDC 
Other Changes 18.7 -15.8 -8.6 3.8 3.8 -0.2 

Flight Hardware 20.0 35.2 22.7 30.0 69.6 99.2 

--------------- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----SSME ATP Follow-on Hardware 0.2 12.7 52.8 65.1 55.3 Omitted in FY91 budjet. 
BAC Overhead/Rates 2.8 3.2 5.6 7.2 9.7 10.7 Health Ins/Pension/ ee 
ET Labor Rates/Ovhd 11.4 20.7 21.0 22.9 19.5 17.9 Health Ins/Pensions 
ASRM Follow-on H/W 75.0 Xtrsfr from Prod then slipped 
SSME Anomaly Res. fm Prod 21.1 22.8 23.4 24.5 25.4 More ~roperlt funded here. 
BAC H'W Attrition -9.1 -8.4 -18.8 -19.9 -14.7 -13.9 Attri ion ra es lowered 
Kerr- cgee Surcharge -5.3 -7.3 -7.5 -5.8 -6.6 Revised est due to DOD 
D~lete ne FSM/yr -5.5 -11. 0 -12.2 -20.5 One,yr startin~ in FY94 &95 
Misc Items 14.9 3.7 -7.8 -37.9 -16.5 -44.1 ET eg Svgs & SME refurbs 

Launch & Landing Ops 42.3 1.0 21.1 19.4 20.0 17.4 
-------------------- ---- --- ---- ---- ---- ----

SPC Overtime 42.3 14.9 15.4 15.9 15.4 From 6 to 8%. FY90 PRCB change 
Other Items 1. 0 6.2 4.0 4.1 2.0 BOC OT/Other 

DOD Impacts 2.5 27.5 33.4 39.7 74.3 
----------- --- ---- ---- ---- ----

Shuttle Ran~e su~port 27.0 28.0 32.0 33.0 No ijP~ wLDOD 
Downmoding TS-3 vs 44 2.5 0.5 5.4 7.7 41.3 FY9 TSOC/SPC omitted. 

Flight savings -16.9 -68.3 -66.7 -186.2 -161.8 -123.2 Deleted 13 flights from 
-------------- ----- ----- ----- ------ ------ ------ FY90 thru FY95. 10/yr flt rate 

APA Changes -69.4 -64.7 -65.3 56.9 -66.4 -48.3 
----------- ----- ----- ----- ---- ----- -----
Contractor conversions -1.2 -3.5 I -3.6 -3.7 -3.9 
----------------------
Reimbursements -85.o I 22.6 -12.4 -38.0 
--------------- ----- ---- ----- -----

Intelsat Reimbursement -85.0 
No flts after credits DOD Loss l 67. 6 47.6 

Commercial -45.0 -60.0 -38.0 Comm receipts discounted 

• • • 
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OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

Space Transportation Operations provides launch services to NASA payloads using a mixed fleet approach of 
both the Shuttle and Expendable Launch Vehicles (ELV). Launch services are also provided, on a 
reimbursable basis, to the Department of Defense, other civil agencies, and certain commercial and 
international users. The Shuttle program launch schedule is based on eight flights in FY 1991, nine in 
FY 1992 and nine in FY 1993. The flight rate in 1994 and succeeding years is now planned to be ten 
flights per year; this reflects a reduction from the previous plan of twelve flights per year. The ELV 
program launch schedule is based on a mix of launch services in four performance classes: small, medium, 
intermediate and large. 

The Space Shuttle has demonstrated a broad range of capabilities including deployment of spacecraft and 
their upper stages, satellite repairs, satellite retrieval, operations using the remote manipulator, 
integral scientific experimentation using Shuttle and Spacelab systems, and extravehicular activity 
operations. These capabilities provide a unique opportunity to enhance the scientific reward of many 
payloads so the Shuttle will remain the mainstay of NASA's launch capability. The major program elements 
of Shuttle Operations are Flight Operations, Flight Hardware, and Launch and Landing Operations. These 
elements provide for the standard service operation of the Shuttle including preflight preparation 
activities, procurement and refurbishment of flight hardware, and maintenance and operation of equipment 
and facilities necessary to support all phases of the Shuttle flight process. 

The Flight Operations activity is divided into three major elements: mission operations, integration, and 
support. Mission operations includes training, flight operations activities, and a wide variety of 
planning activities ranging from operational concepts and techniques development to detailed systems 
operational procedures and checklists. Integration includes production of flight software, launch support 
services and sustaining engineering for orbiter systems, cargo analytical integration, and systems 
integration. The support element includes systems support activity at JSC such as aircraft operations, 
engineering support, and support to the Space Shuttle program office. Shuttle system support for program 
and integration activities at Headquarters, the Marshall Space Flight Center, Kennedy Space Center, and 
the Stennis Space Center are also included. 

The Flight Hardware program element provides for: the procurement of external tanks (ETs) and solid 
rocket booster (SRB) elements including motors, booster hardware, and propellants; orbiter logistics 
support; replenishment of spare parts inventory for the orbiter; SSME component repairs and overhauls; 
SSME anomaly resolution activities; orbiter and crew equipment; ET disconnects; maintenance and operations 
of flight crew equipment. Included in the funding request for tanks and boosters are the long-lead time 
raw materials, subassemblies, subsystems and additional ground testing of the Redesigned Solid Rocket 
Motor (RSRM) needed to sustain and verify the production of elements in a manner consistent with flight 
rate requirements. 
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FY92CSUM FY92 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET 
02/01/91 SHUTTLE FLIGHT RATE AND REIMBU~SEMENTS 

FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 Total FY96 

FY92 Budget Flt Rate 5 8 9 9 10 10 51 10 

NASA 2.6 5.0 7.6 6.9 8.1 9.5 39.7 9.2 
DOD 2.0 3.0 1.0 0.3 6.3 
SUNShSSDAs 0.4 1.4 1.1 1.6 0.5 5.0 0.8 
Flig t Opp/PURs o.o 

FY91 Budget Flt Rate 9 10 10 11 12 12 64 

NASA 5.6 6.0 6.3 7.9 6.4 7.5 39.7 
DOD 3.0 3.0 0.2 1.2 0.3 7.7 
SUNShSSDAs 0.4 1.0 1. 7 1.9 2.4 2.2 9.6 
Flig t Opp/PURs 2.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 7.0 

Change -4 -2 -1 -2 -2 -2 -13 

NASA -3.0 -1.0 1. 3 -1.0 1.7 2.0 
DOD -1.0 0.8 -0.9 -0.3 -1.4 
SUNShSSDAs -1.0 -0.3 -0.8 -0.8 -1. 7 -4.6 
Flig t Opp/PURs -2.0 -1.0 -2.0 -2.0 -7.0 

SHUTTLE REIMBURSEMENTS 

FY92 Budget o.o 32.9 106.6 II 45.0 60.0 38.0 282.5 25.0 

DOD 
SUNSiSSDAs 32.9 21.6 45.0 60.0 38.0 197.5 25.0 
Inte sat 85.0 85.0 

FY91 Budget o.o 32.9 21.6 67.6 47.6 o.o 169.7 

DOD 67.6 47.6 115.2 
SUNSiSSDAs 32.9 21.6 54.5 
Inte sat 

Change o.o o.o 85.0 -22.6 12.4 38.0 112.8 

DOD -67.6 -47.6 -115.2 
SUNSiSSDAs 45.0 60.0 38.0 143.0 
Inte sat 85.0 85.0 

• • • 



• • 
Launch and Landing Operations provides for the prelaunch preparation, liquid propellants and gases, launch 
and landing operations of the Shuttle and its cargo. 

A Mixed Fleet plan was initiated after the Challenger accident as a result of an assessment of NASA's 
space transportation requirements. This assessment showed that several U.S. Civil Government spacecraft 
should be launched on Expendable Launch Vehicles (ELVs) in order to provide increased access to space, to 
assure continuity of space operations, and to enhance mission flexibility. In 1989, NASA established a 
payload Flight Assignment Board (FAB) whereby each civil government primary payload is reviewed for 
assignment to launch on either the Shuttle or an ELV. The FAB criteria states that a payload will be 
assigned to an ELV unless: it requires manned presence, it requires the unique capabilities of the 
Shuttle, or other compelling circumstances exist. 
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FY92CSUM 
02/07/91 

PY90 

, Total Plight Ops 750.7 

,. 

------
Mission Operations 252.6 

STSOC Prime 
STSOC Support 
APA 
Reimbursements 

Integration 

---------Sustaining Engr 
Flight Software 
Systems Integ. 
Payload Integ. 
HQ Systems Engr 
APA 
Reimbursements 

support 
'-----
Aircraft M&O 
Shuttle Data Spt 
Engr Analysis 
Other JSC/Lvl II 
PMS 
DCAS 
Adm Reserve 
HQ Taxes/Other 
APA 
Reimbursements 

.xam~er 

:jJ -STSOC 
9ring Integ. 

~'i 

• 

230.2 
22.4 

303.2 -----
117.1 

57.5 
89.5 
37.0 
2.1 

194.9 ----
42.3 
20.2 
12.6 
33.6 
65.3 
15.9 

5.0 

6330 
3108 
2477 

745 

PY91 

801.5 ----------
276.5 -----
249.9 
23.5 

6.3 
-3.2 

319.9 
-----
122.1 
59.7 
97.9 
36.7 
4.4 
3.1 

-4.0 

205.1 
----
43.8 
17.1 
11.0 
40.2 
67.2 
17.9 

4.1 
6.1 

-2.3 

6612 
3363 
2504 

745 

PY92 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET 
PLIGHT OPERATIONS 

PY92 

PY92 
vs 

PY91 

912.5 +111.0 Esc +35.5, DOD DoWD11lo4e +10, Adil Res +19.5, APA +12.9, ====== STSOC M/P for Plt Rate +16, Sus Engr +9.5, Other +7.6 

318.8 42.3 

283.8 
24.6 
12.0 
-1.6 

342.3 
-----
127.1 

62.4 
105.4 
43.5 
4.4 
5.0 

-5.5 

251.4 
----
49.2 
22.4 
14.1 
42.8 
72.1 
19.7 
19.5 
5.0 

11.4 
-4.8 

6766 
3517 
2504 

745 

33.9 MCC/SMS/SAIL/SPF Ops. Flt Dsn. Crew Training 
1.1 Level II support at JSC. Customer Svc Rooms,etc 
5.7 
1.6 

22.4 ----
5.0 -935 EPs between Downey & KSC for orb subsystem spt 
2.7 -490 EPs for OI drops and Flt-to-Flt S/W reconfig. 
7.5 -100 EPs for RI systems integration tasks 
6.8 -350 EPs for RI Payload & Cargo Integration Engr. 
o.o -44 EPs at HQ for McDAC spt contract 
1.9 

-1.5 

46.3 ----
5.4 SCA, STA, T-38, KC-135 Maint and Ops 
5.3 Operate orbiter data base @JSC, MER support 
3.1 JSC Engr Labs, Crew sys lab, other Shuttle Labs 
2.6 WSTF Ops, Mockups,Trainers, Mgmt Inf Sys Ops 
4.9 Shuttle Share of Manned Center Ops Institution 
1.8 Now at 0.062% of Shuttle Ops 

19.5 For Agency Requirements 
0.9 CDDF/AA Flex/Other 
5.3 

-2.5 

+154 
154 

0 
0 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

Mission operations ...................... . 
Integration ............................. . 
Support ................................. . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

• 
FLIGHT OPERATIONS 

1990 
Actual 

Budget 
Estimate 

1991 
Current 
Estimate 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

252,600 
303,200 
194,900 

750,700 

280,500 
335,600 
199,500 

815,§00 

276,500 
319,900 
205,100 

801,500 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

318,800 
342,300 
251,400 

912,500 

Flight operations is divided into three major areas of activity: mission operations, integration, and 
support. Mission operations includes a wide variety of preflight planning, crew training, and operations 
control activities. The planning activities range from the development of operational concepts and 
techniques to detailed systems operational procedures and checklists. Tasks include flight planning, 
preparation of systems and software handbooks, flight rules, detailed crew activity plans and procedures, 
development and implementation of the Mission Control Center (MCC) and network system requirements for 
each flight, and operations input to the planning for the selection and operation of Shuttle payloads. 
Specific flight planning activity encompasses the flight design, flight analysis, and software activities. 
Flight design products include conceptual flight profiles and operational flight profiles, which are 
issued for each flight, as well as support to the crew training simulations and flight techniques. In 
addition, the flight-dependent data located in the erasable memory (mission-to-mission changes) is 
developed in the flight design process for incorporation into the orbiter software, Shuttle mission 
simulator, and MCC systems. Also included are the maintenance and operation of critical mission support 
facilities including the Mission Control Center, flight simulators, crew training, and flight software 
reconfiguration and recertification facilities. 

Integration includes orbiter sustaining engineering, payload integration into the Shuttle, system 
integration of the flight hardware elements, orbiter launch support services to the launch site and flight 
development and verification software. The orbiter sustaining engineering provides all prime contractor 
engineering activities necessary to re-qualify the orbiter for flight including Failure Modes Effects 
Analysis/Critical Item List (FMEA/CIL), design changes and certification reviews. The software activities 
include the development, formulation, and verification support of the guidance, targeting, and navigation 
systems software requirements in the orbiter. 
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FY92DEL 
02/07/91 

Total Flight Ops 

FLZGHT OPERATZONS: CHANGES ZN ESTZMATES 

FY91 

FY91 
Budget Change 

815.6 -14.1 
---------

FY92 
Budget 

801.5 ----

Reasons For Change 

Mission Operations 280.5 -4.0 276.5 

STSOC Msn Ops 
STSOC Spt 
APA 
Reimbursements 

Zntegration 

Orb Sust. Engr 
Flight S/W 
Systems Integ. 
Payload Integ. 
HQ Sys Engr Spt 
APA 
Reim. 

support 

Aircraft M&O 
JSC Support 
HQ Taxes 
PMS 
DCAS 
APA 
Reim. 

• 

254.5 
23.7 
5.5 

-3.2 

335.6 

117.6 
60.2 

103.2 
42.0 
5.0 

11.4 
-3.8 

199.5 

45.0 
68.5 
5.2 

63.6 
14.8 

4.7 
-2.3 

-4.6 
-0.2 
0.8 
o.o 

-15.7 

4.5 
-0.5 
-5.3 
-5.3 
-0.6 
-8.3 
-0.2 

5.6 

-1.2 
-0.2 
-1.1 
3.6 
3.1 
1.4 
o.o 

249.9 Flight Savings -1.1, FY90 Fwd Funding -3.5 
23.5 Support to JSC astronaut office re-estimated 
6.3 

-3.2 

319.9 

122.1 Add 20 EPs for CAR closeouts +2.8, BFS & ov-102 Inst.+1.7 
59.7 Backup Flt S/W (BFS) Tasks to Orb Sust Engr -0.5 
97.9 Reduce Uncosted -4.9, Flt Savings/Other -0.4 
36.7 Reduce Uncosted -5.3 
4.4 Re-estimated 
3.1 

-4.0 

205.1 

43.8 Reduced SCA/STA M&O -0.6, FCOD -0.3, T-38 M&O -0.3 
68.3 
4.1 OSF reduced ADP 

67.2 Increased Shuttle share. Total PMS unchanged. 
17.9 Rate now at 0.062% 
6.1 

-2.3 

• • 



• • 
Support includes base operations support to Shuttle operations and systems level support at the manned 
space flight centers. Base operations support provides for operation and maintenance of aircraft for 
flight training, crew proficiency and orbiter ferry requirements; engineering and supporting activities 
for the orbiter, crew equipment, and flight operations systems; and support to the Space Shuttle Program 
Office. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET 

FY 1991 funding for the Flight Operations budget decreased $14.1 million. Mission operations decreased 
$4.0 million due to flight savings based on the new manifest. Integration decreased $15.7 million due to 
reduced estimates for sustaining engineering levels as well as flight savings. The support category 
increased $5.6 million due to increased charges for Defense Contract Administration Services (DCAS) for 
safety and quality inspections on NASA hardware as well as support to Shuttle Operations. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The Flight Operations portion of the Shuttle Operations budget continues to support that activity 
predominately associated with the effort at JSC to plan for and conduct STS missions from launch to 
landing. The functions are essentially the same as in the past: to maintain and operate all the ground 
facilities necessary for flight preparation and execution, and to instruct the flight and ground 
controller crews; to maintain and operate aircraft for proficiency, training and orbiter ferry 
requirements; and to perform analyses of and conduct the mission planning necessary for each mission. The 
nine missions to be flown in FY 1992 and initial efforts for flights in FY 1993 and FY 1994 will be 
supported. In addition, because the DOD has initiated a plan to incrementally remove their requirements 
for secure operations support, some support costs will be incurred in Flight Operations that had 
previously been funded separately by the DOD. It also includes the sustaining engineering required to 
integrate all flight and ground elements and to assure systems safety and integrity; the analytical 
integration of the payloads into the orbiter and the planning to assure compatibility and certification of 
interfaces; and support of crew operations and training programs. Orbiter engineering manpower continues 
the required support of procedure and hardware modifications resulting from the FMEA/CIL reviews, in 
addition to the sustaining engineering activities that ensure maintainability, reliability, and anomaly 
resolution during operations. Support functions will also be continued including aircraft operations and 
JSC engineering support to the Shuttle. Support operations will increase in FY 1992 with the activation 
of a Second Carrier Aircraft (SCA-2) and a fourth Shuttle Training Aircraft (STA-4), landing site support, 
support for Shutte operations, and DCAS inspections. 
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07-Feb-91 

FLIGHT HARDWARE 
------------------------------

ORBITER 

Orbiter Support HOW 
OrbiterLET Discnnct 
Flight Crew E~ip. 
Orbiter Logiseics 
Engineering,Hdw. 
SSME Operations 
Propulsion Sys. Int. 
APA 
Reimbursements 

SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER 

SRM 
ASRM . 
SRB-BAC Prime 
SRB Project Support 
APA 
Reimbursements 

EXTERNAL TANK 

ET Prime 
Project Support 
APA 
Reimbursements 

FY 1992 BUDGET TO CONGRESS 
SHUTTLE OPERATIONS - FLIGHT HARDWARE 

(NOA in Millions) 

FY 92 
vs 

FY 90 FY 91 FY 92 FY 91 

1,201.0 1,393.3 1,417.0 ------- ------- -------------- ------- -------
397.8 

47.4 
6.2 
8.1 

163.6 
4.3 

141.4 
26.8 
o.o 
0.0 

458.6 

355.6 o.o 
98.2 
4.8 o.o 
0.0 

344.6 

306.9 
37.7 
o.o o.o 

442.9 

42.9 
7.2 
8.2 

170.0 
4.7 

150.4 
28.4 
35.6 
-4.5 

572.9 

397.7 
o.o 

175.1 
7.2 
0.5 

-7.6 

377.5 

332.5 
49.5 
-0.2 
-4.3 

441.7 

50.4 
10.5 
9.3 

191.3 
4.8 

143.7 
27.6 
23.5 

-19.4 

592.4 

437.1 
0.0 

187.4 
6.4 
5.0 

-43.5 

382.9 

360.1 
47.9 
o.o 

-25.1 

+23.7 --------
-1.2 

7.5 
3.3 
1.1 

21. 3 
0.1 

-6.7 
-0.8 

-12.1 
-14.9 

19.5 

39.4 
o.o 

12.3 
-0.8 
4.5 

-35.9 

5.4 

Esc +61.8! Flt Rate +38.7, TPS +15.3, ATP +12.7, 
SRB FSM +3.2, SSME Refrb -26.2, INTLST Reim -71.6 
APA/Adlnin Res -7.4, other +2.8 

FEPC, EMUs, RMS Pyros 
Includes 14" & i7" disconnects 
Food, medical equipment, stowage 
Spares, repairs, depot manpower, TPS 
Batteries propulsion lab hardware 
Refurbs, Anomalr Resoiution, logistics support 
MSFC systems & ab support 

MTI manpower, material, case hardware 
For flt sets #7 & beyond 
USBI manpower, material, hardware 
MSFC SRB ops costs 

27.6 MM labor, material, subcontracts 
-1.6 Non-prime Michoud ops 

0.2 
-20.8 ---------- ·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------FLIGHT MODEL & 

HARDWARE DELIVERIES 

Flights 
SRM Flight Sets 
SRB Flight Sets 
ETs 
Flight Support Motors 

•MANPOWER 

Rocketdyne SSME Ops 
Orb Log {Rockwell L) 
Orb Flt Hdw (Various) 
Thiokol 
USBI 
Martin-Marietta 
Lockhd-Aerojet (ASRM) 

• 

FY 90 -----
5 
7 
7 
4 
0 

8,277 

918 
547 
428 

2,577 
1,113 
2,694 

0 

FY 91 -----
8 
7 
7 
4 
1 

8,167 

904 
506 
428 

2,601 
1,118 
2,610 

0 

FY 92 vs 
FY 92 FY 91 

9 
8 
8 
4 
1 

8,429 

736 
545 
504 

2,850 
1,026 
2,768 

0 

+1 
+1 
+1 

0 
0 

+262 

-168 
39 
76 

249 
-92 
158 

0 

• 

FY 93 -----
9 
9 
9 
4 
0 

8,160 

641 
545 
520 

2,737 
1,015 
2,702 

0 

FY 94 -----
10 

9 
9 
7 
1 

8,604 

712 
545 
537 

2,721 
1,086 
3,003 

0 

FY 95 -----
10 
10 
10 

9 
1 

8,610 

651 
545 
523 

2,616 
1,112 
3,042 

121 

FY 96 -----
10 
10 
10 
10 

0 

8,892 

744 
580 
557 

2,606 
1,131 
2,976 

298 

• 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

FLIGHT HARDWARE 

Orbiter ................................ . 
Solid rocket booster ................... . 
External tank .......................... . 

1990 
Actual 

397,800 
458,600 
344,600 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,201,000 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1991 
Budget Current 

~stimate ~stimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

397,800 442,900 
691,300 572,900 
378,100 377,500 

l,46Z,200 1,393,300 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

441,700 
592,400 
382,900 

1,417,000 

The Flight Hardware program element provides for the procurement of External Tanks (ET), the manufacturing 
and refurbishment of Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) hardware and motors; and operational support to the 
Orbiter including Orbiter spares, ET disconnects, spare components, flight support and anomaly resolution 
for the Space Shuttle Main Engines (SSME) along with maintenance and refurbishment of flight crew 
equipment. Included in the funding request for tanks and boosters are the long-lead raw materials, 
subassemblies, and subsystems necessary to sustain the production of these elements in a manner consistent 
with the increasing flight rate. Production phasing of these elements is based on the current flight 
traffic model and is structured to maintain a smooth and efficient buildup of the production capability. 
An RSRM Flight Support Motor (FSM) was tested in FY 1990 to qualify a new source of ammonium perchlorate 
used in propellant production. The FSM's being manufactured in FY 1991 will be used to verify production 
consistency and qualify improved tooling, processes, and design features to include the qualification of a 
new source of rayon necessitated by the loss of Avtex. In the ET, production continues at the minimum 
level of activity necessary to retain manufacturing capability. The Orbiter line element includes Orbiter 
spares for replenishment of line and shop replaceable units, the manpower for supporting the logistics 
operation, and the repair capability for flight hardware. The SSME includes component and engine 
overhauls, procurement of replacement spare parts, flight support, and anomaly resolution. Also included 
in flight hardware are replaceable spares, field support, and maintenance of crew-related equipment. Some 
examples of orbiter spare equipment are fuel cells, tiles for thermal protection, tape recorders, leading 
edge support structures, wheels, brakes and pyrotechnics. The crew-related equipment activities include 
support to preflight training and flight usage of the extravehicular mobility unit, emergency portable 
oxygen systems, radiation instrumentation, survival radios, closed-circuit television cameras, medical 
support, and food and other galley-related items. 
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FY92DEL 
01/31/91 

FLIGHT HARDWARE: CIIAHGES IN ESTIMATES 

FY91 

FY91 
Budget 

Total Flight H/W 1467.2 
------------- ------- ' 

Orbiter Flight H/W 397.8 

Orb Spt Hardware 
ET Disconnects 
Flt Crew Eq 
Orb Logistics 
Engr Hardware 
Main Engine 
Propulsion Int. 
APA 
Adm Reserve 
Reimbursements 

SRB Flight H/W 

SRM Prime 
BAC Prime 
BAC Proj Spt 
APA 
Reim. 

ET Flight H/W 

Prime 
Project Support 
Reim 

• 

44.2 
9.2 
8.1 

180.0 
4.6 

120.5 
25.7 
10.0 

-4.5 

691.3 -----
444.6 
188.2 

4.7 
61. 7 
-7.9 

378.1 

332.6 
49.8 
-4.3 

FY92 
Change Budget Reasons For Change 

-73.9 1393.3 Flight savings -66.8, APA -41.7, Transfer SSME A.R. +21.1, 
Adm. Reserve FY89 Rollthru +6.1, Other growth +7.4 

45.1 442.9 

-1.3 
-2.0 

0.1 
-10.0 

0.1 
29.9 
2.7 

19.5 
6.1 
o.o 

-118.4 
------

-46.9 
-13.1 

2.5 
-61.2 

0.3 

-0.6 

-0.3 
-0.3 
o.o 

42.9 FEPC Growth +2.1, FY90 Rollthru +2.4, Reduce Uncosted -5.8 
7.2 Flight Savings -2.0 
8.2 Photo Analysis +0.1 

170.0 Flight Savings -9.7, Other -0.3 
4.7 

150.4 Flt svs -3.8, Transfer Anomaly Res. +21.1, Eng Recycles +12.6 
28.4 Weather impacts +0.6, MSFC Inst. & Program Support +2.1 
29.5 
6.1 Rollthru from FY89 

-4.5 

572.9 

397.7 Flt Svgs -39.1, 
175.1 Flt Svgs -10.2, 

7.2 
0.5 

-7.6 

377.5 
-----

reduce AP surcharge -5.3, Matl's/other -2.5 
Reduced attrition H/W -8.2, Fee/Rates +5.3 

332.3 Flt Svgs -1.7, Rates/other +1.4 
49.5 Flt Svgs -0.3 
-4.3 

• 



• • 
CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET 

Overall, Flight Hardware funding has decreased $73.9 million. The Orbiter Flight Hardware element has 
increased $45.1 million because of the transfer of SSME Anomaly Resolution activities from Shuttle 
Production coupled with increased SSME component recycles. These increases in orbiter flight hardware 
were partially offset by flight savings due to the reduced manifest. The SRB requirements have decreased 
by $118.4 million due to flight savings based on the flight manifest as well as reduced estimates on 
attrition hardware, material costs, and Ammonimum Perchlorate surcharges. Flight savings on the ET were a 
modest $0.6 million since this project is already at minimum production while the backlog of tanks 
continues to be flown off. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

Requirements for orbiter flight spares, crew equipment spares, and logistics are based on projected flight 
rates, maintenance schedules, operational usage, repair times, and lead times to procure or repair flight 
hardware. The budget provides replenishment line and shop replaceable units, as well as the manpower to 
support the overhaul and repair activity for the orbiter, extravehicular maneuvering unit and other crew 
equipment. The flight equipment processing contract (FEPC) is continuing its buildup to full capability 
to support the projected flight rates. Main engine hardware provides for manufacturing and delivery of 
overhauled engines, engine component spares, flight support and anomaly resolution. Flight hardware 
requirements activity for the SRB and ET include the procurement of the materials and labor required for 
refurbishment and fabrication of units which will be flown during FY 1992, as well as the support of the 
production of units which will be flown thereafter. Additionally, manufacture of flight support motors, 
for static firing to monitor the consistency of production characteristics and qualify process and design 
changes, will continue in FY 1992. 
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FY92CSUM 
02/07/91 

PY90 

Launch, Landing ops 541.0 -----
Launch Operations 484.0 

SPC 
BOC 
Launch Spt Svcs 
DOD Range Spt 
APA 
Reimbursements 

Payload Operations 

Payload Ops 
Propellants 
Dryden Landings 
Reimbursements 

Manpower 

SPC 
BOC 
LSS 
PGOC 

452.0 
16.2 
15.8 

57.0 

33.9 
16.7 
6.4 

7888 

7136 
226 

36 
490 

PY91 

595.2 -------
537.5 

487.3 
18.2 
20.0 

18.3 
-6.3 

57.7 

36.3 
16.3 
5.8 

-0.7 

7823 

7078 
236 

38 
471 

PY92 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET 
LAUNCH ARD LANDING OPERATIONS 

PY92 

694.1 -----
629.3 

549.5 
19.2 
19.6 
27.0 
19.1 
-5.1 

64.8 

41.4 
18.6 

6.4 
-1.6 

8521 

7707 
243 

34 
537 

PY92 
vs 

PY91 

+98.9 Escalation +26.3, DOD Range Support +27, ===== OPP-3 +17.2, Plt Rate +25.6, Other +2.8 

91.8 

62.2 Process Shuttle through KSC in-line facilities. 
1.0 Maint & Ops on Railroads, Landings, Gases/Mat'ls 

-0.4 Pressure vessels,CDS Main,etc 
27.0 No QPQ. Now NASA funded 

0.8 
1.2 

7.1 

5.1 Process P/Ls into Cargo 
2.3 Launch & Flight propellants 
0.6 

-0.9 

+698 

629 Added EPs for OPF-3 manning, DOD Range Spt, & Flt Rate 
7 

-4 
66 

• 



• 
BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

LAUNCH AND LANDING OPERATIONS 

Launch operations ........................ . 
Payload and launch support .............. . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

484,000 
57,000 

541,000 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

546,400 537,500 
60,200 57,700 

606,600 595,200 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

629,300 
64,800 

694,100 

Launch and Landing Operations provides for the manpower and materials to process and prepare the Shuttle 
flight hardware elements for launch as they flow through the processing facilities at KSC. Standard 
service processing and preparation of payloads as they are integrated into the orbiter are also funded by 
this category as is procurement of liquid propellants and gases for launch and base support. Support to 
landing operations at KSC, Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB) and contingency sites, as required, is also 
provided. 

Operation of the launch and landing facilities and equipment at KSC includes refurbishing the orbiter, 
stacking, and mating of the flight hardware elements into a launch vehicle configuration, verification of 
the launch configuration, and operation of the launch processing system prior to lift-off. Launch 
operations also provides for booster retrieval operations, configuration control, logistics, 
transportation, and inventory management. 

Other launch support services included in this budget are maintenance and repair of the central data 
subsystem, which supports Shuttle processing as an on-line element of the launch processing system; 
Shuttle related data management functions such as work control and test procedures; purchase of equipment, 
supplies and services; and operations support functions such as processing propellants, life support 
systems, railroad maintenance, pressure vessel certification, Shuttle landing facility, and equipment 
modifications. 

Payload and launch support funding provides propellants for payload launch operations and base support, 
and contractor support for the assembly of individual payloads into a total cargo. This element includes 
providing launch site support managers to payload customers, verifying cargo-to-orbiter interface, and 
providing operations maintenance and logistic support to cargo support equipment (such as cargo 
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integration test equipment and multimission payload support equipment) and to the payload support areas 
including the Vertical Processing Facility, Operations and Checkout building, and cargo hazardous 
servicing facilities. Support required for maintaining the Dryden Flight Research Facility as a 
contingency landing site is also included. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

Funding requirements for Launch and Landing Operations reflect a decrease of $11.4 million. This is due 
to flight savings and reduced allowances for potential growth based on prior performance. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 BUDGET 

Launch operations funding in FY 1992 provides for manpower and support services necessary for processing 
launches from KSC. This includes manpower to assemble the SRB's, mate the boosters and tanks, process the 
orbiter, mate the orbiter to the integrated SRB's and tank, process and checkout integrated flight 
elements through launch, retrieve and disassemble the SRB's for refurbishment, and support landing of the 
Orbiter either at KSC, EAFB or at a contingency landing site when required. Funding also supports the 
manpower required for sustaining engineering, provisioning, logistics, launch processing system operation 
and maintenance, and maintenance/modification of all other Shuttle-related ground support equipment and 
facilities. Flight safety will continue to be emphasized through testing, engineering and quality 
control. 

The increase in FY 1992 funding required over FY 1991 levels is due to: (1) additional manpower for the 
third orbiter processing facility, (2) the increasing flight rate, (3) the inclusion of Shuttle range 
support previously funded by DOD under the quid pro quo, and (4) the impact of DOD withdrawing their 
requirement and funding for secure missions resulting in increased funding required by NASA. 
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FY92CSUM OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT: ELV CONTENT FOR FY92 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET 
01/31/91 (NOA in Millions of RY$) 

Launch 
Date FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 BTC EAC 

Total ELV 139.7 229.2 341.9 359.7 474.1 375.8 349.1 -·· --- ----- ----- ----- -- ----- --- ----··-------- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -- ----
small 11.9 14.8 33.7 36.8 48.2 48.6 33.2 ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

ScoutfSampex 6/92 6.2 5.6 11.0 27.7 
SE~~ OMS 9/93 2.0 6.4 12.1 4.7 25.2 
SE~~FAST 9/94 6.2 9.5 9.8 25.5 
SE~~SWAS 6/95 0.2 8.7 9.4 8.5 26. 8 ' 
SEL sLSMEXs 2/yr 4.2 17.2 37.5 31.0 
KSC,GSCF sust Spt 1.1 2.6 4.0 2.0 2.3 2.4 2.0 
HQ sn Ana10sis 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
HQ Flex/FY9 LaRC Scout 2.6 7.5 9.3 

Medium 75.4 98.7 81.5 77.7 104.9 97.5 91.0 ------ ---- ---- ---- ---- ----- ---- ----
Delta-II/ROSAT 6/90 8.3 61.1 
Delta-II/EUVE 12/91 24.5 8.8 49.3 
SEDS-1 11/91 0.5 2.2 2.7 
D-7925/Geotail 7/92 19.0 18.1 8.4 47.7 
D-7925/Wind 12/92 11.0 22.7 12.7 6.1 52.5 
D-7925/Polar 6/93 5.0 31.8 23.7 7.8 68.3 
D-7925/Radarsat 6/94 1.8 25.5 18.6 13.1 59.0 
D-7925/.ACE 1/97 4.7 33.2 14.9 2.2 6.9 61.9 
MEL~Lifesat-1 12/95 14.8 28.6 15.3 6.7 65.4 
ME~~Lifesat-2 12/96 15.3 29.7 13.1 6.0 64.1 
ME~~Lifesat-3 9/97 23.9 24.7 15.4 64.0 
MEL /Lifesat-4 6/98 1.9 32.6 37.8 72.3 
GSFC Sust Spt 2.7 5.1 4.3 4.2 4.4 4.7 4.7 
SLC-2W Sust. 0.5 3.6 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 
Other ELV Range Safety 15.0 3.0 
KSC Sust Spt 2.9 2.8 3.6 3.2 3.3 3.6 3.7 
DCAS 0.9 1.4 2.1 2.2 2.9 2.4 2.2 
Mission Analysis 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Intermediate 49.6 106.0 156.5 166.7 160.1 87.2 76.4 
------------ ---- ----- ----- ----- ----- ---- ----

A-C/CRRES 7/90 7.8 8.3 
T-3/Mars Obs 9/92 39.9 98.0 44.2 187.6 
Atlas-IIAS/MSAT 9/94 4.8 24.3 21.5 5.9 56.5 
Altas-IIAS/SOHO 7/95 1.3 2.6 45.0 47.9 28.4 17.8 143.0 
T-3iTDRS-G 4/95 (2. 0) 39.3 79.1 74.1 11.4 203.9 
A-I AS/ATDRS-1 4/97 2.2 16.7 49.8 53.5 29.3 13.4 164.9 
A-IIAS/ATDRS-2 9/99 0.4 3.0 45.4 120.2 169.0 
A7II~S/ATDRS-3 11/01 0.2 186.8 187.0 
Mission An. 0.6 0.6 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 

Large 2.8 9.7 70.2 78.5 160.9 142.5 148.5 ----- --- --- ---- ---- ----- ----- -----
T-4/CRAF 8/95 1.3 6.3 
T-4/Cassini 4/96 2.4 68.2 

I 
61.9 53.2 23.9 34.9 244.5 

T-4/EOS-A . 12/98 45.7 60.0 58.6 89.3 253.6 
T-4,AXAF 3/98 14.6 60.0 56.6 53.0 62.4 246.6 
HQ ission An. 1. 5 1. 0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
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• • 
BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES AND SERVICES 

1991 1992 
1990 Budget Current Budget 

Act!!§.l Estimate Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Small class ............................. . 11,900 15,000 14,800 33,700 
Medium class ............................ . 75,400 102,900 98,700 81,500 
Intermediate class ...................... . 49,600 101,100 106,000 156,500 
Large class ............................. . 2,800 10,200 9,700 70,200 

Total ................................. . 139,700 229,200 229,200 341,900 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

The Expendable Launch Vehicles (ELV) program provides a mixed fleet capability, which in conjunction with 
the Space Shuttle satisfies NASA payload requirements. Payloads are assigned for launch on ELVs 
consistent with Shuttle use criteria established in NASA's FY 1991 Authorization Act. As part of NASA's 
launch recovery strategy following the Challenger accident, four scientific spacecraft configured for 
launch on the Shuttle were transitioned to ELVs. The ELVs for these missions were selected 
non-competitively. Two of these missions were launched successfully in 1990: the NASA/German cooperative 
Roentgen Satellite (ROSAT) in June on an USAF procured Delta II; and the NASA/USAF Combined Release and 
Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES) on the first commercial Atlas I, procured through an exchange of 
residual NASA assets for the launch service. Funding in FY 1991 will continue the procurement of a Delta 
II vehicle and launch services through the DOD (under the Quid Pro Quo arrangement) for the Extreme 
Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE) mission in December 1991 and a Titan III commercial launch service to support 
the Mars Observer spacecraft in September 1992. 

All subsequent ELV launch services are being acquired by NASA competitively from the private sector, 
whenever available, to launch civil government payloads in three performance classes: (a) small class 
capable of launching payloads up to 1,000 lbs. in low Earth orbit, (b) medium class capable of launching 
payloads up to 10,000 lbs., and (c) intermediate class capable of launching payloads up to 30,000 lbs. 
Large class mission with payloads up to 40,000 lbs. to low Earth orbit must be acquired through the DOD 
since no commercial launch services are currently available for this size payload. 
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FY92DEL 
01/31/91 

Total ELV ---------------

small Class 

SAMPEX 
TOMS 
FAST 
SWAS 
Other Spt 

Medium Class 

EUVE 
SEDS-1 
GGS Missions 
MSAT 
Radarsat 
KSC Sust Spt 
DCAS 
Msn An./Other 
GSFC Sust Spt 
SLC-2W Sust. 

ELV: CHANGES IN ESTIMATES 

FY91 

FY91 
Budget Change 

229.2 ---------

15.0 

4.0 
4.0 
3.6 
3.2 
0.2 

102.9 

10.6 

78.6 
6.6 
2.9 
2.8 
1.1 
0.3 
o.o 
o.o 

o.o 

-0.2 

1.6 
2.4 

-3.6 
-3.2 
2.6 

-4.2 

-1.8 
2.2 

-6.0 
-6.6 
-1.1 
0.0 
0.3 
0.1 
5.1 
3.6 

FY92 
Budg'et 

229.2 ----------
14.8 

Reasons For Change 

s~s. a~c.t< 01= 

\?l).tt~ SF- 2- \\ 
Fo~ C"'AN6s~ 
IN P.v t-JO v-r. 

5.6 APA +3.0, Xtrsfr GSFC Spt -0.4, Re-est Launch Svcs -1.0 
6.4 APA +1.1, Xtrsfr GSFC -0.4, Re-est launch SVCS +1.7 
o.o Launch slipped 10 months -2.8. Transfer GSFC Spt -0.8 
o.o Launch slipped 2 years -2.8. Transfer GSFC Spt -0.4 
2.8 Add KSC Spt +$0.6M, Xtrsfr GSFC Spt from vehicles $2.0 million 

98.7 

8.8 APA -2.6, GSFC Spt Xtrsfr -0.9, Launch Services +1.7 
2.2 New secondary payload on a Delta 

72.6 APA -1, Transfer GSFC Spt -3.4, Launch Svcs -1.6 
0.0 Transferred to an Intermediate ELV 
1.8 Xtrsfr GSFC -0.3, APA -0.1, Launch Svcs -0.7 
2.8 
1.4 Increased charges to ELVs @0.062% 
0.4 
5.1 Transfer from missions. Now a sustaining LOE. 
3.6 NASA cost to mod pad +2.8, Maint of WTR Delta pad +0.8 

Intermediate Class 101.1 4.9 

o.o 
o.o 
4.8 
0.1 

106.0 

T-3/Mars Obs. 
Atlas-IIAS/SOHO 
Atlas-IIA/MSAT 
Msn Analysis 

Large Class 

T-4/CRAF 
T-4/Cassini 
Msn Analysis 

e 

98.0 
2.6 

0.5 

10.2 

6.5 
2.7 
1. 0 

-o.s 

-0.2 
-0.3 
0.0 

98.0 
2.6 
4.8 Transferred from MELV +6.6, APA -1.8 
0.6 

9.7 

6.3 APA -0.1, other -0.1 
2.4 APA -0.1, Mission Peculiar -0.1, other -0.1 
1.0 
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CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

Funding for ELVs remains unchanged with the exception of the Mobile Satellite (MSAT) mission which now 
requires an intermediate class vehicle instead of a medium (Delta II class) vehicle. This was due to an 
increase in the projected weight of the spacecraft. There were also some minor funding adjustments 
between vehicle classes. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATES 

Continued funding will be required to support the procurement of commercial launch services for small, 
medium, and intermediate class vehicles. In FY 1992, increased funding is required for the Solar, 
Anomalous, and Magnetospheric Particle Explorer (SAMPEX) to be launched on a Scout vehicle in FY 1992 and 
for the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) mission to be launched on a Small Expendable Launch 
Vehicle (SELV) in FY 1993. Funding for the Fast Auroral Snapshot Explorer (FAST) on an SELV is also 
included. A series of medium class ELV missions will also be funded in FY 1992 as part of the Global 
Geospace Science project including the Geotail, Wind, and Polar missions. The Radarsat mission, scheduled 
for launch in June 1994 on a Delta vehicle will begin to require significant funding in FY 1992. 

For intermediate class ELVs, the acquisition of the Titan III commercial launch services will be concluded 
in FY 1992 for the Mars Observer mission scheduled for launch in September 1992. Both NASA and American 
Mobile Satellite Corporation (AMSC) will share in the procurement of an intermediate ELV for the MSAT 
mission scheduled for launch in FY 1994. In return for NASA launch services, AMSC is participating with 
NASA in mobile communications experiments. An Atlas-IIAS vehicle is continuing to be procured for the 
Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) mission to be launched in FY 1995. In support of the Advanced 
TORS series with the first launch planned in FY 1997, procurement will be initiated on an intermediate ELV 
in FY 1992. The TDRS-G spacecraft originally manifested on the Shuttle will now be launched on an 
intermediate class launch vehicle consistent with the FY 1991 legislation and recommendations of the 
Report of the Advisory Committee on the Future of the U.S. Space Program. 

With regard to large ELVs, the procurement of a Titan IV launch vehicle for the Cassini mission will 
continue in FY 1992. The procurement of a Titan IV for the Comet Rendezvous Asteroid Flyby (CRAF) 
mission has been deferred pending a determination of a revised launch date for CRAF. The plan to procure 
Titan IV launches through the DOD on the QPQ payment arrangement has been revised to provide for hardware 
funding on an earlier schedule. The previous arrangement for hardware payments assumed payment in the 
fiscal year prior to the year of launch. In addition, NASA will now have to pay for propellants, 
aerospace integration, and range costs for these vehicles. 
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FY92CSUM 
02/07/91 

OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT: ELV CJIAlfGES IN ESTIMATES 
(NOA in Millions of RY$) 

FY92 Budget 
FY91 Budget 

CHANGE ----
New Vehicles 

Delta II/ACE 
Titan II~LTDRS-G 
Atlas-IIAS/ATDRS-1 
Atlas-IIAS/ATDRS-2 
Titan-IV/AXAF 
SEDS-1 

Deferred Vehicles 

FY90 

139.7 
141.8 

-2.1 -----
0.5 

0.5 

-o.8 --Atlas-IIAS/Lunar 
Titan IV/CRAF 
Lifesat Jl-4 

Obs 

DOD QPQ Impacts 
---------------

Titan IV/Cassini 
Titan IV/EOS-A 

Vehicle Re-est. 
-------------Re-Est Radarsat 
SOHO/Altas-IIAS 
MSAT' 
Slip SELVs 
Re-Est. GGS 
Re-Est. ROSAT 
R-Est EUVE 
A-C/CRRESS 
T-3/Mars Obs. 

-0.8 

-7.4 ----
-0.1 
-0.5 
-2.6 
-4.2 
1.9 

-1.2 
-0.2 
-0.5 

Contractor Conversions 
------------------
Other Re-Estimates 

SELV HQ Flex 
MELV HQ Flex 
KSC Sust Engr 
LaRC Scout 
GSFC MELV Spt 
DCAS 
SLC-2W Sust. 
HQ Msn Analysis 

) (. 

5.6 

-0.1 
2.5 
2.7 

0.5 

FY91 

229.2 
229.2 

o.o --
2.2 

2.2 

-0.2 ----
-0.2 

-0.3 ----
-0.3 

-11.5 ------1.1 

-1.8 
-0.8 
-6.0 

-1.8 

9.8 

0.6 

5.1 
0.3 
3.6 
0.2 

FY92 

341.9 
290.6 

51.3 ----
41.5 ----
39.3 
2.2 

FY93 

359.7 
295.6 

64.1 ---
115.1 ----4.7 
79.1 
16.7 

14.6 

FY94 

474.1 
392.6 

81.5 ------
217.5 ----33.2 

74.1 
49.8 
0.4 

60.0 

-58.o 1-118.7 -231.0 

-29.0 
-29.0 

57.8 ----
59.9 
-2.1 

0.6 ----1.4 
11.6 
-1.5 
-0.1 
-5.4 

-2.6 

-0.5 ---
9.9 

1.6 

4.3 
0.7 
0.9 
2.4 

-57.0 
-27.5 
-34.2 

41.8 ----
45.6 
-3.8 

-4.7 ----4.6 
8.9 

-14.3 
5.3 

-1.0 ----
31.6 ----7.5 
15.0 
0.2 

4.2 
1.2 
0.8 
2.7 

-51.0 
-166.9 
-13.1 

70.6 ----
39.4 
31.2 

3.8 ---4.9 
6.2 

-0.4 
-6.9 

-1.1 ----
21.7 ----

• 

9.3 
3.0 

4.4 
1.4 
0.8 
2.8 

FY95 

375.8 
378.0 

-2.2 ------
139.4 ----14.9 
11.4 
53.5 
3.0 

56.6 

-37.0 

New OSSA E~lorer 
Policy Decision to take off Shuttle 
For Aavanced TORS Spacecraft 

Placeholder if not on Shuttle 
"Piggyback" on DOD Delta Launch 

-43.0 Deleted by 0MB. Was part of SEI 
-8.8 D~fefred pending launch date 
14.8 Missions slipped about 1 year 

-113.1 ------
-142.0 

28.9 

0.4 

H/W required as cost incurred. 
Aero, Range Spt, , Prop. now charged 

Includes first time integration 
Launch slipped 14 months 

5.2 S/C requires larger ELV. 

-4.8 -1 yr slip. Nets out GSFC Spt 
Wina/Polar/Geotail re-estimated 

-1.1 Positions now funded under R,PM 

9.2 ---
Flexibility due to SELV slips 
Possibly for DOD Range Safety charges 
New rqmts for KSC engr spt SELV/MELV 

4.7 Transferred from vehicle amounts 
0.9 Increased charges. Now @0.062% 
0.8 NASA charged to maintain VLS pad. 
2.8 Increased msn analysis across all ELVs 

,.;"'. 
( 
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"FY92DEL 
01/31/91 

LAUNCH & LANDING OPERATIONS: CHANGES IN ESTIMATES 

FY91 

FY91 
Budget Change 

Launch & Landing Ops 606.6 -11.4 -------------- ---- ------------------------- ----- ----
Launch Operations 546.4 -8.9 

----------------- ----- ----
SPC 489.8 -2.5 
BOC 16.5 1. 7 
LSS 17.4 2.6 
APA 28.9 -10.6 
Reimbursements -6.2 -0.1 

Payload Operations 60.2 -2.5 

------------------
Payload Ops 35.8 0.5 
Propellants 19.0 -2.7 
Dryden 6.1 -0.3 
Reimbursements -0.7 o.o 

• 

FY92 
Budget Reasons For Change 

595.2 APA -10.6, Flight savings -2.0, Propellant prices -2.7, ===== Other growth +3.9 

537.5 -----
487.3 Flight Savings -1.0, Other Adjustments -1.5 
18.2 Hazardous Waste Disp, Maint of Life Spt Eq 
20.0 Pressure Vessel recert, Retrieval ships, other 
18.3 
-6.3 

57.7 

36.3 Due to manifest changes +0.4, Other +0.1 
16.3 Flight Savings -1.1, Reduced Prop. Prices -1.6 
5.8 

-0.7 

• • 
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FY92CSUM PY92 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET 
02/07/91 SHUTTLE PRODUCTION ARD OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT 00~ 

(NOA in Millions RY$) 

PY90 PY91 PY92 PY93 PY94 PY95 PY96 

Total Production 1194.9 1276.4 1288.9 1635.1 1726.2 1726.5 1738.8 
---------------- ---- --- ---- ---- -- --- --- -

orbiter Operational cap 238.1 275.6 273.8 286.9 298.2 208.6 198.5 

Orbiter 148.3 144.9 143.3 , 120.0 131.9 141.7 174.4 
EDO 23.7 25.0 18.5 24.9 21.9 2.9 
Structural Spares 22.9 71.0 78.3 114.1 125.5 40.0 
Systems Integration 15.0 11.4 19.9 18.9 18.9 24.0 24.1 
Orbiter Spares 28.2 23.3 13.8 9.0 

Propulsion systems 673.8 747.8 622.7 11 819.5 806.6 889.8 853.7 

Main Engine 438.2 388.3 374.1 391.5 360.4 379.3 404.8 
Solid Rocket Booster 72.5 50.4 48.6 64.4 42.6 53.9 57.3 
External Tank 2.7 
ASRM 160.4 309.1 200.0 363.6 403.6 456.6 391.6 

Launch, Mission Spt 283.0 253.0 270.1 272.4 276.7 268.1 301.6 

Launch Site Equipment 105.7 110.4 79.4 II 82. 2 91. 7 91.6 98.3 
Mission Support Cap. 177.3 142.6 190.7 190.2 185.0 176.5 203.3 

ASA (95.7) (93 .1) 122.3 11 256. 3 344.7 360.0 385.0 

Alt Turbopump Dev. (94.8) (77.1) 79.1 56.3 19.7 
KSC HIM Card Replacement (0 .1) 1.9 9.5 9.7 9.6 9.8 
Orbiter MEDS Display (0.9) (2. 0) 14.8 42.2 47.7 52.7 39.7 
Advanced Fabrication Engine (10.0) 23.5 56.2 80.9 85.2 98.3 
Assessment studies (0.9) 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 
Systems Engr and Integration 1.0 3.5 6.0 8.5 9.5 
Vulnerability Assessments (3. 0) 5.0 11.0 
Funding for FY93 New Candidates 86.5 173.5 201.7 214.3 

• • 



• 
BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENTS 

SHUTTLE PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY 

1991 1992 
1990 Budget Current Budget Page 

Actual Estimat~ Estimate Estimate Numb~i;: 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Orbiter operational capability ........... 238,100 213,600 275,600 273,800 SF 1-3 
Propulsion systems ....................... 673,800 822,900 747,800 622,700 , SF 1-5 
Launch and mission support ............... 283,049 265,500 253,000 270,100 SF 1-8 
Assured shuttle availability (ASA) ....... - - -- -- 122.300 SF 1-10 

Total .................................. 1,194,949 1,302,000 1,276,400 1,288,900 

Distribution of Program Amounts by Installation 

Johnson Space Center ..................... 373,600 324,000 379,200 427,100 
Kennedy Space Center ..................... 135,700 145,900 143,000 107,500 
Marshall Space Flight Center ............. 637,400 786,600 710,200 679,300 
Stennis Space Center ..................... 24,500 21,900 22,600 30,600 
Goddard Space Flight Center .............. 100 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory ................ 3,900 2,900 1,800 
Langley Research Center .................. 300 
Lewis Research Center .................... 3,500 4,000 4,000 
Headquarters ............................. 15,949 16,700 15,600 44,400 

Total .................................. 1,194,949 1,302,000 1,276,400 1,288,900 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

This program provides for necessary design modifications and safety improvements to support the Space 
Shuttle; needed capabilities at the launch site and for the flight operations process; continued 
development and testing of propulsion systems; and replacement of obsolete systems to ensure the long term 
viability of the Shuttle program. 

With the loss of Challenger in January 1986, the orbiter fleet was reduced to three vehicles. The current 
orbiter fleet includes Columbia, the orbiter developed and flown on four test and evaluation flights, and 
two orbiters of a lighter-weight configuration, Discovery and Atlantis. A fourth orbiter is being 
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FY92CSUM SBU'l'TLB PRODUCTIOB 
02/07/91 CHARGES IR BSTIIIATBS 

(NOA in Millions RY$) 

PY90 PY91 PY92 PY93 PY94 PY95 

FY92 BUDGET 1194.9 1276.4 1288.9 1635.1 1726.2 1726.5 
FY91 BUDGET 1119.5 1302.0 1394.8 1372.3 1285.1 1432.5 

CBABGB 75.4 -25.6 -105.9 262.8 441.1 294.0 ---- - ---- ---- - ---- ----- ----- - ---- --- ----- -- --
Orbiter Ops cap Changes 19.5 62.0 -39.8 1.2 115.8 43.3 

----------------------- ---- ---- ----- --- ----- ----ov-102 Mods @Palmdale 3.3 23.5 0.7 Mods- maintenance down period. 
Growth in Im~. Programs 8.0 2.4 0.5 IMUS and APU irowth 
OV-105 Dev. od~ 1.2 5.6 1.8 0.3 1.4 Drai Chute & 4" Implement. 
Re-est. EDO Lo1istics -1.0 -1.0 -1.1 -0.4 -4.0 2.9 Fue cells,etc 
EDO allowance or growth 10.8 F9r growth in CO2 sys & wcs 
Structural Spares -2.3 18.6 -75.0 115.0 40.0 Nine month slip.3rd QTR FY95 
Re-est. Rockwell Spares 1.1 1. 6 Added thrusters 
Other Mods/Changes 9.6 3.7 2.8 4.5 5.1 8.4 OMS/RCS WSTF, Engr Spt, etc 
Mod Wedge & APA -0.4 -3.2 30.5 -3.2 -1. 7 -8.0 FY92 for structural inspectior 

Propulsion Changes 32.2 -75.1 -190.3 23.9 -17.1 -94.6 
------------------ ---- ----- ------ ---- ----- -----

Transfer SSME Anomaly Res -21.1 -22.8 -23.4 -24.5 -25.4 Now funded in operations 
Pratt-Whitney ATP to ASA -19.1 0MB direction 
Delete Ex Hex ImNlem. -0.8 -9.2 -8.0 -5.8 -5.5 -6.5 Was developed under 105. 
ATP Ground Test /W 0.7 11.0 21.8 25.1 Omitted in FY91 budget 
Rocketdyne Overhead 5.7 10.3 16.8 9.2 7.9 6.8 Health ins.~ensionsAetc. 
ATP Dev Growth 10.1 5.4 (60.0) (56.3~ (19.7! outyear gro h to AS 
SSME APA/Other -15.0 -28.0 4.4 23. -5. -8.1 Single Coil Heat Ex, APA loss 
FWC Dis~osal 3.2 3.3 Fire FWC motors 
Delete RB JPL Spt -1.1 -1.2 -1.2 -1.3 No need. Affordability is~ue. 
Reduce SRB APA -2.7 -37.1 -34.0 -16.4 -14.2 -11.4 Not needed here. Re-distribute 
Other SRB Adj. -0.1 4.6 -7.0 -0.4 1.5 2.1 ~W Recert efforts. Mo~or reel 
ASRM CofF to SFCDC 35.0 90 Congressional action 
ASRM FY92 Plant Eq to CofF -64.2 Eq. integral to fa9ility dsn 
ASRM DDT&E -55.7 29.7 125.0 90.0 Growth in DDT&E/slip launch 
ASRM Follow-on H/W to Ops -5.0 -125.0 -165.2 For Flt Sets #7 & ~ond to Op 
Contractor Conversions -0.3 -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 To be funded by R& 

Launch, Mission Support 23.7 -12.5 1.9 -18.6 -2.3 -14.7 
------------------------ ---- ----- --- ----- ---- -----Pad-A Activation 12.4 

OMRF Up~ade 2.7 7.3 VLS eq not available 
Reduce E wed7es 1.2 -11.8 -11.4 -22.9 -9.2 -24.0 Reduce undefined r~ts. 
Re~lacelJlent ST 7.7 7.8 To replace oldest TA 
JS Equipment U/.G 5.6 -4.8 -6.3 -4.3 1.9 9.5 Defer MCC/SMS U/Gs 

Ii H8 SUP.~ort Services 0.8 2.7 4.9 -1.8 -1.3 5.8 DCAS and taxes I M BLs7 MIC/APA/Other 1.0 -5.9 7.0 2.6 6.3 -6.0 FY92 MSBLS.IMIC Computer 93-95 

ASA 122.3 256.3 344.7 360.0 --- ----- ----- ----- -----Transfer ATP Dev 19.1 
Pratt-Whitney Growth 60.0 ~ 56. 3 19.7 
Basic ASA 43.2 200.0 325.0 360.0 HIM Cards,MEDS, Adv Fab Eng 

--• 



• 
manufactured and is to be delivered this year. The budget provides funding for necessary improvements, 
hardware fixes and mission kits for the orbiter fleet to satisfy flight requirements. In addition, the 
Kennedy Space Center is consolidating repair capabilities into a centralized repair depot. The Extended 
Duration Orbiter (EDO) development is also included to increase on-orbit stay time from 7-10 days to 14-16 
days. This will improve the Shuttle capability to support an increased variety of payload requirements. 
The EDO development is being supported by private industry consistent with the Administration's effort to 
promote more industry investment in space operations. Also included is a set of structural spares to 
replace those used on the OV-105 vehicle. 

Launch and Mission Support provides for the required investment in Launch Operations and Flight Operations 
capability to meet Shuttle program objectives, which include supporting a safe flight rate. At KSC, the 
second line of facilities allows simultaneous processing and checkout of orbiters and associated flight 
hardware from landing through launch. At JSC, mission support provides collateral hardware, principally 
the extra-vehicular mobility units (EMU), and provides for improvements in the flight support systems. 
The flight support systems funded by this budget include Shuttle training and carrier aircraft, additional 
landing aids at the contingency/abort landing sites, replacement/upgrade of equipment in the Mission 
Control Center (MCC), the Shuttle Mission Simulator (SMS), and the Flight Analysis and Design System 
(FADS). 

Propulsion systems provide for the production, continued development and extensive testing of the SSMEs, 
the development of capability enhancements to support operational requirements established for the SRB, 
and the development of the ASRM. The SSME program includes: production of new engines necessary to 
replace engines in the orbiter fleet and in test stands when life limits are reached as well as a spares 
inventory for the SSME test program, ground testing in support of engine development, product improvement, 
and advanced development efforts to improve operating margins. The SRB production and capability 
development activities include: static test firing of STS 51-L configuration solid rocket motors for 
reclamation of reusable hardware and obtain engineering evaluation data, certification efforts for booster 
hardware to a 20 flight life, hardware, procurement of manufacturing process control tooling and equipment 
to support the flight program, and selected studies to continue investigative and problem solving 
activities. The Lockheed contractor team continues to make progress on the ASRM development. The program 
will include the design, development, test, evaluation, and integration of the ASRM and the design and 
construction of production equipment for a new Government Owned-Contractor Operated (GOCO) production and 
test facility. The development schedule is currently under review. 

Assured Shuttle Availability provides the necessary improvements and upgrades to maintain the long term 
viability of the Shuttle program. Items planned to be developed are the Hardware Interface Module (HIM) 
card replacements at KSC, the Multifunction Electronic Display (MEDS) upgrade to the orbiter cockpits, an 
Advanced Fabrication engine, and the continued development of the Alternate Turbopump. 
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FY92CSUM PY92 COHGRBSSIOHAL BUDGET 
02/07/91 ORBITER OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY 

(NOA in Millions RY$) 

PY90 FY91 PY92 FY93 PY94 FY95 PY96 

Orbiter Ops cap. 238.1 275.6 273.8 286.9 298.2 208.6 198.5 
---------------- -- --- -- -- ----- ----- --------------------- -- -- --- --- -- ---- --

orbiter 148.3 144.9 143.3 120.0 131.9 141.7 174.4 ------- ----- ----- ----- ----- - ----- ----- -----
Orbiter Prime 82.2 91.4 50.7 52.2 54.6 57.1 59.6 

OV-102 Mods 3.3 23.5 0.7 In Summer 91 @Palmdale 
TPS (Tiles) 18.5 20.9 Purchases in Logistics >91 
Drag Chute 3.9 11.0 3.6 0.3 1.4 Fleet Impl. OV-105 Dev. 
GPC/IMU/APU 18.6 4.9 0.5 Virtually complete 
14 11 ET Disc 1.0 2.1 1.4 0.3 Fleet Impl. OV-105 Dev. 
Other Mods/Imp 36.9 29.0 44.5 Dozens of mods/msn&mod kits 
Outyear Wedge 51.6 53.2 57.1 59.6 ~$SOM/yr w/esc. 

Orbiter Spt 30.6 24.1 16.4 14.8 14.8 11.8 12.0 RMS/IV&V/OMS Test Stand/other 
Engr Analysis 35.5 29.4 28.8 30.3 30.4 31.5 33.1 CCTV,Draper Labs,SES Sim,etc. 
APA 47.4 22.7 32.1 41.3 69.7 

EDO 23.7 25.0 18.5 24.9 21.9 2.9 ---- ---- ---
Pallet Payback 17.7 17.8 17.8 RI commercial payback 
Non-Pallet Tasks 20.3 4.6 Other RI tasks 
Other Tasks 3.4 9.6 0.8 7.1 4.1 2.9 Fuel Cells/Logistics/Other 
APA 10.8 For C02/WCS other threats 

sys. Integration 15.0 11.4 19.9 18.9 18.9 24.0 24.1 

---------------- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
PCAS 5.8 5.6 5.4 5.2 5.0 4.9 4.9 Trend Analysis of Failure data 
Other Tasks 9.2 5.8 4.5 3.7 3.9 4.1 4.2 Abort Analysis, CLS studies 
APA 10.0 10.0 10.0 15.0 15.0 

structural Spares 22.9 71.0 78.3 114.1 125.5 40.0 EAC $472M due to FY92 cut. 

----------------- ---- ---- ---- ----- ----- ---- EAC was at $375M in 91B. 
Now 3rd Qtr FY95. Slip 9 aos. 

Orbiter Spares 28.2 23.3 13.8 

' 
9.0 

-------------- ---- ---- ---- ---- • 



• 
BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

ORBITER OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY 

Orbiter ................................. . 
Extended duration orbiter ............... . 
Structural spares ....................... . 
Systems integration ..................... . 
Orbiter spares .......................... . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

148,300 
23,700 
22,900 
15,000 
28,200 

238,100 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

113,400 144,900 
15,000 25,000 
52,400 71,000 
11,100 11,400 
21. 700 23,300 

213,600 275,600 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

143,300 
18,500 
78,300 
19,900 
13,800 

273,800 

Orbiter production activities include safety modifications and capability improvements and the development 
and installation of necessary hardware, software, and procedural modifications to safely fly the orbiters. 
Work continues on improvements to achieve greater operational capabilities, reduce operational costs, and 
meet system requirements. These improvements include upgrading the general purpose computers (GPC), 
inertial measurement units (!MU), and auxiliary power units (APU). The brake and the nose wheel steering 
systems are undergoing modifications to improve landing performance. In addition to these system changes, 
there are procurements of selected orbiter hardware improvements and associated engineering analysis 
tasks. Production, engineering and logistics of the Remote Manipulator System (RMS) are included, as is 
the work necessary to continue development of the Extended Duration Orbiter (EDO). 

The structural spares program initiated in FY 1983 provided the foundation for the production of a 
replacement orbiter (OV-105). The continuation of this structural spares effort is providing an extra set 
of structural assemblies. Structural assemblies include the wings, aft thrust structure, engine 
compartment, crew module (including the nose and cockpit), mid and aft fuselage sections, payload bay 
doors, vertical tail, and the orbital maneuvering system pods. 

The procurement and fabrication of the orbiter spares inventory is ongoing. A concerted effort has been 
made to better define the spares requirements and production capability at various vendors. A logistics 
depot has been established near KSC for repair and maintenance of orbiter spare parts. The depot is 
reducing logistics program costs and shortening turnaround time. The depot is currently repairing, 
maintaining and manufacturing minor line replaceable units (LRU) and shop replaceable units (SRU). When 
the repair capability for major LR.Us is completed in FY 1994, the depot will be fully operational. 
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FY92DEL 
02/07/91 

Total Orb Ops cap --------------------
Orbiter 

Orbiter Prime 
OV-102 Mods 
TPS 
Drag Chute 
GPC/IMU/APU 
Other Items 

Orbiter support 
Engr Analysis 
APA 

EDO 

Orbiter Prime 
Other Items 
APA 

Structural Spares 

-----------------Base 
APA 

sys Integration 

---------------
orbiter Spares 

--------------Depot Dev. 
Lay-In Spares 

• 

ORBITER OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY: CHARGES IR ESTIMATES 

FY91 

----------------------FY91 
Budget Change 

213.6 62.0 -------- --
113.4 31.5 -----

56.6 34.8 
23.5 

19.5 1.4 
5.4 5.6 
1.9 3.0 

29.8 1.3 

22.1 2.0 
29.3 0.1 
5.4 -5.4 

15.0 10.0 ---- ----
4.8 o.o 

10.2 -0.8 
10.8 

52.4 18.6 ---- ----
52.4 -7.7 

26.3 

11.1 0.3 ---- ---
21.7 1.6 ---- ---
21.4 o.o 
0.3 1.6 

FY92 
Budget 

275.6 --------
144.9 

91.4 

Reasons For Change 

23.5 Columbia's Maint. Period @Palmdale to start in June 91 
20.9 
11.0 Added costs to implement on fleet. Developed under 105 
4.9 Growth in IMU and APU. EEE parts, testing problems 

31.1 Tire Monitor Sys+0.7,toggle sw+0.4,Latch repl+0.6,0ther+0.4 

24.1 OMS/RCS testing@WSTF+l.3,Landing Gear Tires+0.3,RMS +0.4 
29.4 
o.o 

25.0 Mainly APA to cover potential growth in wcs and CO2 sys 

4.8 Non-Pallet work. Pallet funded by RI. Payback starts in FY92. 
9.4 Reduced estimate from SPC on spares requirements 

10.8 

71.0 
----
44.7 
26.3 Crippen will only release $17M due to FY92 reduction 

11.4 

23.3 ----
21.4 
1.9 Primary thrusters +1.5, OV-105 items +0.1 

• • 



• • 
CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET 

FY 1991 funding for orbiter operational capability activities has increased by $62.0 million. Orbiter 
increased by $31.5 million as a result of required vehicle modifications on Columbia which will be 
performed during its maintenance down period at Palmdale this summer. Additional funding is also needed 
to cover anticipated modifications on the orbiter fleet which have been definitized over the past year. 
In addition, the structural spares program was increased $18.6 million in order to maintain the contract 
schedule. Increased funding of $10.0 million is added to the 16 day EDO program to ensure successful 
development of this extended capability. Orbiter spares increased by $1.6 million due to more high value 
spares being procured than earlier planned. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

Orbiter funds provide for the continuation of necessary flight and safety modifications on the orbiter 
vehicles particularly as they enter their maintenance down periods, the engineering analysis and 
integration capabilities needed to support the flight program, orbiter support activities such as the 
remote manipulator system, and verification and validation of the avionics system interface. The 
structural spares activity will continue at essentially the same level in FY 1991. This will ensure 
maintenance of production capability for the long-lead components. In FY 1992, work on the Extended 
Duration Orbiter (EDO) will continue with the cryogenic kit being developed under a commercial agreement 
with Rockwell International. Orbiter funding also covers systems integration of all redevelopment 
analyses and hardware changes, and continued development of the Systems Integrity Assurance program to 
monitor systems performance and trends. The orbiter logistics program in FY 1992 is concluding the lay-in 
of LRU's, SRU's, and repair parts to support the initial inventory. The funding covers flight hardware 
spares, ground equipment spares, scheduling, provisioning, and documentation. In addition, funding is 
included to provide maintenance test equipment and special test equipment for the centralized depot and 
selected vendor repair sites. 
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07-Feb-91 PY 1992 BUDGET '1'0 COBGRBSS 
PROPULSZOB SYSTEMS TOTAL PROJECT SUIDIARY 

(NOA in Millions) 
:,y 90 :,y 91 :,y 92 :,y 93 :,y 94 :,y 95 :,y 9S ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

'l'O'J.'111 PllOPULSIOI! ,z~.1 74211 ,aa.z 8191~ 80,., 889.8 853.7 

IIAJ:B BBGJ:BB 438.2 388.3 374.1 391.5 3S0.4 379.3 404.8 

FLIGHT ENGINE PRIME 262.0 228.8 271.0 283.4 248.9 256.0 269.2 

New Eniines 15.4 14.6 17.8 15.4 13.1 20.9 18.2 Fab, Assyf ~o yf Repl Engs 
Phase I+ Powerhead 12.2 16.1 23.2 23.7 27.4 18.4 10.2 2-Duct ls t n FY 94 
Block II Controller 23.4 19.6 19.5 15.2 11.8 8.7 6.9 HDW/SFW, 34 Units, Fly FY 92 
Prod Impr/Producblty 22.7 19.2 43.2 24.9 24.1 24.9 26.7 PI= Ma!'(J tsc HEX); Pr9d= Cost 
Alt. Pump Integrtn. 3.9 4.5 5.0 3.8 2.0 1.3 1.4 RKTDN Spt Interface with P&W 
Advanced Fab o.o 10.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o Moves to SA in FY 92 
Ground Spt E~ip. 19.3 4.7 4.8 4.4 3.7 3.8 4.0 
Flight Cert xtn,n. 47.3 56.7 61.3 90.6 58.0 65.6 81.0 Test Componnts to Extnd Life 
Pr~ram Spt - Prime 49.9 36.8 42.7 38.5 32.1 31.6 33.0 RKTDN M~t, Engnr S~t to MSFC 
Tes Sup~ort 35.8 37.6 44.4 46.0 44.0 46.0 49.2 Contrac or Support· o SSC 
Anomaly esolution 19.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o Transferred to Ois in FY 91 
ATD Grnd Test Hdw. o.o o.o 0.7 11.0 21.8 25.1 26.6 Alt Pumps for FC Grnd Tests 
Tech Test Bed Spt. 13.1 9.0 8.4 9.9 10.9 9.7 12.0 Jnt W/Code R, Incl Prplnt/Spt 

ALT TURBOPUMP DEV. 94.8 77.1 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o Moves to ASA in FY 92 
PROJECT SUPPORT 58.9 56.2 63.5 62.5 61.7 62.7 64.1 MSFC/SSC M/Pp Labs~ Mtl, Prplnt 
OTHER SUPPORT 22.5 21.2 18.5 19.0 19.8 20.6 21.5 SSC, LeRC, J L Stu ies, etc 
APA o.o 5.0 21.1 26.6 30.0 40.0 50.0 

80LJ:D ROCKBT BOOSTBR 72.5 50.4 48., S4.4 42., 53.9 57.3 

SRM PRIME ~ ~ L.Q. L..l 1..1.A LJ. LJ. 
Rdsgn/Anal/,TestLTEM 23.3 14.3 3.4 o.o o.o o.o o.o End RSRM Dev, Fire TEMs End 92 
Igniter Joint Rosgn. 0.9 6.3 1.9 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
Reusable Hdw~ool+ng 5.8 4.8 3.7 3.9 3.9 4.1 4.1 Test HDW; Prod Rate T9olin~ 
Cntam/Cntrl/ C Disp 3.6 0.9 o.o 3.2 3.3 o.o o.o Inspct, QA, Study; Elim FW SRM 

SRM PROJECT SUPPORT 7.4 5.5 6.3 6.3 6.5 5.7 5.7 MSFC S&E Spt to SRM Program 

SRB - BAC ll,_2 l.L..a. ll.& .l.Q...1 .fL.2. L.1 .L1 
Recertificafion 23.6 9.0 9.8 9.1 7.1 7.8 2.2 Certify 20-Flight Reuse 
Spares/Tool ng 3.4 3.3 2.2 1.2 1.1 0.5 0.5 Test Spares 

SRB PROJECT SUPPORT 3.5 3.3 5.0 5.4 5.5 5.8 6.0 MSFC S&E Spt to SRB Program 
OTHER SRB SPT (JPL) 1.0 0.8 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
APA o.o 2.2 16.3 35.3 15.2 30.0 38.8 

ua 1,0.4 309.1 200.0 3S3.I 403., 45s., 391., see separate Sheet 
ammL TDK 2.7 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o Prod cntrct Clsd out in FY 90 

• • 



BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

Main engine ............................. . 
Solid rocket booster .................... . 
External tank ........................... . 
Advanced solid rocket motor ............. . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

• 
PROPULSION SYSTEMS 

1990 
Actual 

Budget 
Estimate 

1991 
Current 
Est;!.mate 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

438,200 
72,500 

2,700 
160,400 

673,800 

430,900 
82,900 

- -
309,100 

822.900 

388,300 
50,400 

--
309,100 

747,800 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

374,100 
48,600 

-
200,000 

622.700 

The Propulsion Systems budget provides for the production of the SSMEs, the development of the safety, 
reliability and producibility enhancements needed to support operational requirements for the SSME, SRB 
capability developments, and the development of the ASRM. The SSME program includes: the procurement of 
spare engines to replace those reaching their life limits; ground testing operations; and development and 
certification activities to improve operating margins, safety, reliability and durability, as well as to 
make the engine easier to produce and maintain. The SRB program includes the static test firing of 
Technical Evaluation Motors (TEMs) produced prior to the Challenger accident to reclaim reusable hardware 
and to provide data for engineering evaluation and analysis. Engineering analysis and modifications of 
booster hardware for certification of a twenty flight use capability will continue in FY 1992. The ASRM 
design and development is underway and will employ changes in configuration, design details, and materials 
to meet more stringent design requirements and to enhance safety margins. 

The SSME program has been restructured to improve the visibility and management of hardware costs within 
the program. The new structure splits the production line into SSME prime contract, project support, and 
other center support. The SSME prime funding will be subdivided into hardware and non-hardware 
activities. SSME hardware activities include: new engines to replace those reaching the end of their 
useful life; ground support equipment; test hardware to support development, certification and flight 
certification extension of improved components; and initial production of improved components for fleet 
implementation. Non-hardware activities include the labor and functional materials used for program 
support, test support, development, certification and flight certification test analysis, and engineering 
improvements to components and manufacturing processes. Among the improved components currently in 
development are a redesigned hot-gas manifold and single coil heat exchanger, which are expected to 
substantially increase SSME safety, reliability, and durability. The technology test bed program, 
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FY92CSUM 
02/07/91 

Total ASRM -------------
Shuttle Production 

------------------
Prime DDT&E 
Project Int. 
Project Support 
Plant Equipment 
Utilities/Spares 
Contingency 

Shuttle operations 

------------------
CofP ----

Facility 
Special Equip. 

PY90 

239.9 ------
160.4 -----
101.9 

7.0 
22.9 
27.9 
0.7 

79.5 ----
79.5 

First Flight February 1997 

PY91 

401.1 ----
309.1 -----
172.5 
18.2 
33.0 
78.5 
2.2 
4.7 

92.0 
----
92.0 

PY92 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET 
ASRM CORTERT 

(NOA in Millions RY$) 

PY92 PY93 PY94 PY95 PY96 EAC 

350.0 465.2 403.6 531.6 591.6 ---- -- -- ---- ------- --- ---- --- --
200.0 363.6 403.6 456.6 391.6 2587.0 ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ------
142.2 182.7 200.0 229.3 196.8 1490.4 w/six flt sets 
12.8 14.1 17.6 17.9 13.5 122.2 ET/SRB mods for ASRM 
41.0 46.8 44.9 43.l 49.5 293.2 
o.o 81.8 51.4 243.6 ex $SOM CofF 
4.0 13.2 13.6 14.0 14.0 61. 7 

25.0 76.1 152.3 117.8 375.9 

II 75.0 200.0 Flt Sets #7 & beyond ---- -----
150.0 101.6 450.1 ----- ----- -----
100.0 101.6 400.1 
50.0 50.0 

Project Support Costs include an orbiter loads analysis, MSFC S&E support, Level II oversight, and 
support from other centers. 

,FY91 Budget (12/95 Launch) 

Development 85.2 217.8 255.7 314.5 279.1 367.1 1519.8 
Plant Equipment 40.2 91.3 64.2 19.9 228.0 
Facility 79.5 92.0 123.7 5.0 327.2 

Desired Program (8/96 Launch) 

Development 132.0 218.7 342.9 338.3 367.2 376.6 371.5 2286.4 
Plant Equipment 28.4 90.4 97.0 31.1 6.9 5.7 263.4 
Facility 79.5 92.0 100.0 101.6 400.1 

• • 



• • 
conducted with the Office of Aeronautics, Exploration and Technology (OAET), is also included in the 
non-hardware activities because it uses unique engine components. The technology test bed provides an 
independent means to evaluate technical advances arising from the SSME development engineering efforts, as 
well as from the OAET research and technology program. SSME project support provides funds for 
engineering and support efforts at MSFC and the Stennis Space Center (SSC) as well as propellants used in 
engine tests. Other support funds studies and analysis at the Slidell Computer Complex, at JPL, and the 
Lewis Research Center. These efforts provide the technical base for improving the safety, reliability, 
and durability of the SSME while reducing development and production costs. 

The SSME experience involving full-up engine systems now exceeds 1700 tests, totalling approximately 
460,000 seconds of test and flight time. This experience includes tests, exceeding 84,700 seconds of test 
operation, at the full power level (FPL) of 109 percent. In light of the Challenger accident, the SSME 
has delayed all activities associated with the operational use of FPL. However, single engine testing at 
these levels has continued to demonstrate margin and safety for the life certification extension test 
program. In addition, testing is required to demonstrate capability to support extreme abort modes which 
require operation at FPL. 

The redesign of the SRB to resolve deficiencies in the previous design was completed in FY 1988. 
Assessment of flight data, including inspection of recovered hardware, will be continuing through FY 1992 
and there will be a continuing activity to improve tooling and procedures to enhance process control and 
product quality. Reclamation of reusable SRM hardware contained in solid rocket motors produced prior to 
the Challenger accident will also be accomplished through static firing and refurbishment. 

The ASRM project is intended to enhance the flight safety, reliability and performance of the Space 
Shuttle fleet. The ASRM will employ changes in configuration, design details, and materials to meet more 
stringent design requirements and enhance safety margins. Production processes will use the latest 
applicable technology and process automation to enhance reproducibility and reliability. The ASRM 
production facility under construction will be a modern, automated production facility which will maximize 
material and process controls for enhanced reliability. An additional objective of the ASRM is to achieve 
increased payload capability. The design and development requirements state that there will be no 
compromise to flight safety and reliability, and that the impact to other Shuttle elements be held to an 
absolute minimum. An asbestos-free insulation development program is incorporated into the scope of ASRM 
development. This requirement is driven by environmental and production safety concerns rather than by 
technical or performance issues. Costly duplications of qualification tests can be avoided by 
incorporating this effort into the overall ASRM effort. A significant amount of activity has been 
underway since the signing of the ASRM prime contract in May 1990. All major subcontracts are under 
letter agreements. Ground clearing is underway at Iuka, Mississippi in preparation for facility 
construction planned for the spring of 1991. Design specifications for the construction of facilities and 
plant equipment are nearing completion. The ASRM schedule for first flight is under review. 
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FY92DEL 
02/07/91 

Total Propulsion 

Main Engine 

-----------
Flight Engine 
Alt. Turbopump 
MSFC Proj Spt 
Other Spt 
APA 

SRB 

SRM Prime 
SRM Proj. Spt 
BAC/Other SRB 
APA 

ASIUI 

• 

PROPULSION SYSTEMS: CHANGES IN ESTIMATES 

l'Y91 

----------------------l'Y91 PY92 
Budget Change Budget 

822.9 -75.1 747.8 -- ------- --
430.9 -42.6 388.3 
----- ----- -----
248.0 -19.2 228.8 
71.7 5.4 77.1 
62.7 -6.5 56.2 
22.7 -1.5 21.2 
25.8 -20.8 5.0 

82.9 -32.5 50.4 
-----

21.7 4.6 26.3 
5.5 o.o 5.5 

16.4 o.o 16.4 
39.3 -37.1 2.2 

309.1 o.o 309.1 ----- --- -----

Reasons :ror Change 

SRB Redev. lass than planned -37.l(APA), SSMB APA -20.a, 
SSMB Anoaaly Resolution Transfer to Ops -21.1, 
Other growth +3.9 

Anomaly Res. to Ops-21.1,Ex Hex Imp-9.2,Adv Fab+lO,Other-1.1 
Accelerate implementation +6, Other -0.6 
Propellants -9.3, Tech Test Bed +2.7, Other -0.1 
Re-estimate SSC support -1.4, JPL -0.1 
Re-allocate elsewhere. Less available for changes. 

Ignitor Joint Redesign +6.3, Other Adjustments -1.7 

Re-allocated elsewhere. Redevelopment less than planned. 

• 



• 
CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET 

FY 1991 funding requirements in Propulsion decreased $75.1 million. The $42.6 million decrease in the 
main engine program is attributed to a decrease in propellant costs due to favorable prices, reduced 
funding for product improvement items, deletion of the external heat exchanger implementation, and a 
transfer of anomaly resolution activities to Shuttle operations where they will be more appropriately 
funded. Solid Rocket Booster requirements decreased $32.5 million because of a reassessment of the cost 
threats associated with completion of the development activities. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

Funding for the FY 1992 budget supports the development of the ASRM program and the continued development 
of the production capability of the other propulsion elements (SSME and SRB). The SSME program will 
continue production of flight hardware and the development programs including necessary improvements to 
the current configuration. The continued development of the Alternate Turbopump has been included under 
Assured Shuttle Availability (ASA). The SRB FY 1992 funding will primarily focus upon continued 
evaluation and analysis of flight data to thoroughly assess the redesign. Modification of booster 
hardware necessary to obtain 20 flight use capability will continue as well. The ASRM development program 
will proceed with development and test of the new design, and production of verification units. 
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FY92CS0M FY92 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET 
02/08/~l LAUNCH AND MZSSZON SUPPORT CAPABZLZTY 

(NOA in Millions RY$) 

FY90 FY91 FY92 IFY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 

~aunch·& Mission Spt 283.0 253.0 270.1 ,~~.:! 276.7 268.1 301.6 --------------- -- -- ---- ----- ----- -------------- --- --- ---- ----- --- -----
Launch Site Equip 105.7 110.4 79.4 I 82.2 91.7 91.6 98.3 

----------------- ----- -----
OMRF Upgrade 28.6 30.2 1.4 EAC $64.4M. OPF-3 
LTTS 3.4 5.4 6.8 3.4 EAC $19.0M. Launch Tm Trng 
In-Line Items 31.9 24.8 18.7 20.9 18.1 17.4 12.3 LETF,Fiber Optics,PCC,etc 
Mod Wedge 3.8 4.6 1.4 38.6 Potential facility mods 
CCMS II w/Surv. 6.5 20.4 27.3 36.2 44.1 50.4 20.3 EAC $192.9. Com,Cntr Mon Sys 
other LPS Items 11.5 12.2 3.6 3.0 1.6 2.1 1.8 CDS Eq & Other Sust/SPC Spt 
SPDMS II 16.3 7.3 6.7 1.0 EAC$67.9M. Paperless Sys 
KSC Eq Repl. 7.5 10.1 8.9 10.9 18.3 14.7 17.3 PPG Eq Repl,Photo Opt Mod,etc 
APA 6.0 3.0 5.0 5.6 8.0 

Mission Spt cap 177.3 142.6 190.7 190.2 185.0 176.5 203.3 

--------------- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
Flight Support 37.1 36.9 40.9 39.9 38.8 40.2 40.1 Weather,EMU/EVA,IMIC eq, etc 
SCA-2 7.4 1.4 EAC $48.5M. Plane & Mods 
STA-4 5.3 2.3 EAC $18.3M Plane & Mods 
Replacement STA 7.7 7.8 Mods only. EAC$22M w/plane 
Other A/CU/Gs 12.4 5.5 7.5 7.5 8.3 9.3 9.6 T-38 U/Gs, Life Extension 
MCC Eq Upgrades 38.3 30.7 32.6 34.3 34.8 34.8 46.0 Consoles,LAN,Work Stations 
SMS Upgrades 38.7 32.3 25.2 44.4 47.9 30.4 40.2 Main Frame/Peripherals/ 
Other JSC Eq U/G 21.4 15.6 20.4 14.0 8.6 6.4 8.7 S/W and Flt Dsn Facility U/Gs 
DCAS 7.1 8.3 9.0 8.8 8.3 8.2 8.6 @0.0062% of Shuttle Prod 
Adm Reserve 20.4 19.7 20.5 21.3 For Agency Requirements 
AA Reserve 0.5 1.7 7.0 2.6 1.3 9.2 28.5 For OSF requirements 
HQ Taxes 9.1 6.5 8.0 6.5 6.4 6.7 7.4 PSCN and STS Ops Eff 
APA 1.4 12.0 4.7 10.1 10.0 14.2 

• • e 



• 
BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

LAUNCH AND MISSION SUPPORT 

Launch site equipment ................... . 
Mission support capability .............. . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

105,700 
177,349 

283,049 

1991 
Budget Current 

Ettimat~ Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

114,900 110,400 
150,600 142,600 

265,500 253,000 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

79,400 
190,700 

270,100 

This activity supports the development of launch and mission support capabilities, principally at JSC and 
KSC. The major operational Space Shuttle facilities at KSC include two Orbiter Processing Facilities, two 
launch pads, the Vehicle Assembly Building, the Launch Control Center (LCC), and three mobile launch 
platforms. These facilities and the orbiter modification and refurbishment facility (OMRF) support 
processing and checkout of up to three orbiters in flow. The OMRF is being upgraded to a full up Orbiter 
Processing Facility (OPF) in order to accommodate the delivery of the new orbiter in FY 1991 and the 
increase in flight rate. Funding is also included to develop new supporting capabilities, such as an 
automated data management system to control the launch processing flow, an upgraded Checkout, Control, and 
Monitoring Subsystem (CCMS) of the launch processing system and a Launch Team Training System. 

The major mission support capabilities at JSC include the Mission Control Center, the flight and ground 
support training capabilities, the flight design systems, and development and procurement of crew 
equipment such as the extravehicular mobility units. Improvements are being made in simulation training 
including new host computers, interface hardware and simulator subsystem replacement in the Shuttle 
Mission Simulator as well as in the Mission Control Center with host computer replacements and console 
upgrades. Critical improvements in simulation fidelity will be accommodated with the expanded capacity of 
the new hardware. Reliability required for the longer integrated simulations, and associated maintenance 
cost, will also be substantially improved with these replacements. Other activities include implementing 
required modifications and upgrades on the T-38 proficiency aircraft. A second Shuttle Carrier Aircraft 
will be operational this year; the fourth Shuttle Training Aircraft (STA-4) will be brought into fleet 
operations this year. Support of extravehicular mobility units and associated improvements are also 
included. Funding has been included for upgrading landing aids for end of mission and contingency/abort 
landing sites. Capability improvements have been added for weather prediction and information handling to 
improve system monitoring, notably for anomaly tracking. Funding for a preflight adaptor trainer is 
included to help prepare the crews for a weightless environment. 
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FY92DEL 
01/31/91 

Launch & Msn Spt ---------------------------
Launch Site Eq. 

OMRF U/G to OPF 
LTTS 
CCMS II 
SPDMS II 
Other Items 

Msn Ops Capability 

Flt/Weather Spt 
SCA-2 
STA-4 
T-38 Program 
MCC Upgrades 
SMS Upgrades 
Other Upgrades 
DCAS 
Other HQ Taxes 
APA 

LAUNCH AND MISSION SUPPORT: CHANGES IN ESTIMATES 

FY91 

FY91 
Budget Change 

265.5 ------
114.9 

22.9 
8.2 

27.2 
10.7 
45.9 

150.6 

36.8 
5.8 
3.4 
7.2 

32.0 
33.1 
18.4 
4.9 
9.0 

-12.5 --------
-4.5 

7.3 
-2.8 
-6.4 
-3.4 

0.8 

-a.o 

0.1 
-4.4 
-1.1 
-1. 7 
-1.3 
-0.8 
-2.9 

3.4 
-0.7 
1.4 

FY92 
Budget 

253.0 ------
110.4 -----

30.2 
5.4 

20.8 
7.3 

46.7 

142.6 -----
36.9 
1.4 
2.3 
5.5 

30.7 
32.3 
15.5 
8.3 
8.3 
1.4 

Reasons For Change 

Selected equipment upgrades and improvements rephased to 
accommodate operating plan guidelines. 

Vandenberg Hardware kept by DOD and not given to NASA. 
Launch Team Training sys rephased 
Control & Checkout Monitoring Sys rephased/under evaluation 
Shuttle Processing Data Mgmt Sys rephased. 

Mainly JSC equipment deferrals and SCA/STA re-estimates 

Fewer mods and lower costs than planned 
Purchase and mods less than planned 
Re-estimate radar/avionics upgrades and life extension program 
Equipment items deferred to meet guidelines 
Equipment items deferred to meet guidelines 
FADS/SPF/SDF upgrades deferred to meet guidelines 
Percentage at 0.62% of total Shuttle Production. 

• • 



• • • 
CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET 

The Launch and Mission Support total has decreased $12.5 million. The launch site equipment decrease of 
$4.5 million reflects a deferral of selected items of launch site equipment. Mission support capability 
decreased by $8.0 million due to favorable negotiations on the modifications required on the Second 
Carrier Aircraft (SCA-2) as well as some economies and deferrals of equipment upgrade programs at JSC. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

In FY 1992, Launch Site Equipment includes activities to improve the capability and processing efficiency 
to support the flight rate requirements at KSC. These include the Shuttle processing data management 
system, a digital internal communications system with associated fiber optics cabling, upgrade of the 
orbiter modification and refurbishment facility to an orbiter processing facility, replacement equipment 
for the launch processing system, development of the upgraded CCMS II; enhancement of equipment at 
contingency landing sites and development of a launch team training system (LTTS) for launch crew 
training and proficiency. 

Mission support capability requirements continue to establish an inventory of crew equipment, principally 
extravehicular mobility units (EMU), to support the flight rate. STS operations effectiveness work and 
other support functions continue to support program-wide requirements including flight safety, mission 
success, and flight rate capability. Funding in FY 1992 provides for replacement of ADP and other 
hardware in the Mission Control Center and the Shuttle Mission Training Facility. Continuing projects 
include development of the Flight Analysis and Design System (FADS), as well as improvements to weather 
prediction, information handling, mission control systems, and contingency landing sites. 
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FY92CSUM 
02/07/91 

Total ASA ------------
Vulnerability Asmt 
Assessment Studies 
Systems Engr & In. 

FY92 Projects 

FY90 FY91 

(3. 0) 
(0.7) 
(0.2) 

( 0 .1) 

FY92 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET 
ASSURED SHUTTLE AVAILABILITY (ASA) 

(NOA in Millions RY$) 

FY92 

122.3 -----
2.0 
1.0 

40.2 

FY93 

256.3 ------
2.1 
3.5 

107.9 

FY94 

344.7 
----------

5.0 
2.2 
6.0 

138.3 

FY95 

360.0 --------
2.3 
8.5 

147.5 

FY96 

385.0 -----
11.0 
2.4 
9.5 

147.8 

BAC 

HIM Cards 
MEDS (0.9) (2.0) 

1.9 
14.8 
23.5 

9.5 
42.2 
56.2 

9.7 
47.7 
80.9 

9.6 
52.7 
85.2 

9.8 
39.7 
98.3 

40.6 
200.0 
456.0 Adv. Fab Engine (10.0) 

Pratt-Whitney ATP (94.8) (77.1) 79.1 56.3 19.7 

Other Candidates 

vulnerability Assessments: 

Assessment studies: 

86.5 173.5 201.7 214.3 

Performed every 5 years and updated every 3 years. 
level threats. Estimate likelihood and severity of 
Identify project level and subsystem level threats. 
candidate list. 

Examine program 
threat occurence. 

Produce a prioritized 

Performed on individual candidates to validate requirement, develop 
a concept, estimate cost and schedule, and assess risk. 

systems Engr, Integration: Engineering at Level II to study impact of a candidate on the Shuttle 
system. 

FY92 Projects: 

Otber candidates: 

HIM cards at KSC designed in FY92 and implemented through FY96. 
MEDS on orbiter designed FY90-93. Begin production and implementation in FY96. 
Advanced Fab engine complete design in FY93. Production and fleet 
implementation begins in FY95 and runs through about FY98 

Would begin in FY93. Possibly an integrated OMS/RCS for orbiter and an updated 
control system on SRB 

• • 



' BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

ASSURED SHUTTLE AVAILABILITY (ASA) 

1991 

Assured shuttle availability (ASA) ...... . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

122,300 

In order to assure that a viable manned transportation capability is maintained, specific program 
investments must begin in FY 1992. These investments are required to extend the useful life of the 
Shuttle system into the next century. The ASA program will address obsolete systems that will become 
increasingly expensive to operate and maintain. Additional benefits include improving safety and 
reliability, improving the flight turnaround time, and reducing operational costs. In the past, these 
kinds of improvements have been added incrementally as individual items of hardware experienced problems 
or vendors could no longer supply the older models. It is apparent that these types of requirements will 
increase as the Shuttle system matures. The approval process in ASA will ensure that improvements are 
evaluated and approved on a priority basis across the entire Shuttle program. The ASA will enable the 
life of the current Shuttle fleet to be extended for the foreseeable future. The orbiter vehicle, 
associated elements of flight hardware, ground processing facilities and other supporting systems, will be 
considered in the implementation of this program. The schedule for development and installation of 
orbiter related improvements is designed to take advantage of the planned intervals when orbiters are 
scheduled to be taken out of service for structural inspections and modifications. This plan provides for 
an orderly development and implementation program and minimizes interruption of the flight rate 
capability. 

BASIS FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

Planned development activities in FY 1992 include: (1) the replacement of the Hardware Interface Module 
(HIM) cards at KSC, (2) development of a Multifunction Electronic Display System (MEDS) in the orbiter 
cockpit, and (3) Advanced Fabrication of selected main engine components such as the ducts and throat to 
eliminate uninspectable welds. Funds will also be utilized to perform vulnerability assessments across 
the entire Shuttle system to identify and prioritize future candidates for inclusion into ASA. Beginning 
in FY 1992, the funds for continuing the development of the Alternate Turbopump will be included under 
ASA. 
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Filename: 92 Narr 
02/13/91 -

FY90 
------

Space Network 321. 1 

Ground Network 251. 5 

co ... & Data Systems 224.9 

------
TOTAL OSO SFCDC 717.5 

Office of Space Operations 
FY 1992 Budget Submit 

FY91 FY92 
Op Plan De I ta Budget 
------- ------ ------

310. I 37.9 348.0 

260.7 31. 0 291 . 7 

258.0 56.2 314.2 

------- ------ ------
128.1 125. 1 153.t 

• 

Description of Change 
---------------------TDRSS loan payment to FFB +33M/F-6 in storage -13M/ 
Cancel F-8 -20M/Delay ATORSS -11M/STGT sys integ 25M/ 
NCC interface 16M 

Implement OSN 10-meter/Renovate Greenbank Radio Obs 

COOS buildup and increased f I ight support 



• 
SPACE FLIGHT, CONTROL AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

BUDGET SUMMARY 

• 
OFFICE OF SPACE OPERATIONS SPACE AND GROUND NETWORKS, COMMUNICATIONS 

AND DATA SYSTEMS 

SUMMARY OF RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS 

1991 1992 
1990 Budget Current Budget Page 

Actual EsUmat§ Estigte t;stimat§ Number 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Space network ............................ 321,135 331,200 310,100 347,973 SF 3-4 
Ground networks .......................... 251,476 267,800 260,700 291,700 SF 3-11 
Communications and data systems .......... 224,867 269,800 258,000 314,200 SF 3-20 

Total .................................. 797,478 868,800 828,800 953,873 

Distribution of Program Amount by Installation 

Marshall Space Flight Center ............ . 48,838 56,800 55,300 66,000 
Goddard Space Flight Center ............. . 551,936 598,562 568,700 614,900 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory ............... . 150,066 159,600 148,400 180,800 
Ames Research Center~ ................... . 12,300 15,800 13,000 14,500 
Headquarters ............................ . 33,538 37,938 42,300 76,273 
Lewis Research Center ................... . 800 100 1,100 1,400 

Total ................................. . Z9Z,4Z8 868,800 828,800 953,SZJ 
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Office of Space Operations 

FY 1992 Budget Submit 

FY90 FY91 FY92 
----- ----- -----

G S F C M A N P O W E R 

CIVIL SERVANTS 602 606 610 

SUPPORT SERVICE KTRS 3,459 3,648 3,948 -------------------- ----- ----- -----
TOTAL GSFC MANPOWER 3,459 3,648 3,948 

A M E S M A N P O W E R 

CIVIL SERVANTS 24 26 26 

SUPPORT SERVICE KTRS 55 54 53 --------------------TOTAL AMES MANPOWER 79 80 79 

J p L M A N P O W E R 

JPL 461 474 522 

SUPPORT SERVICE KTRS 658 680 609 
-------------------- ----- ----- -----TOTAL JPL MANPOWER 1,119 1,154 1,131 

C I V I L S E R V A N T S 
FY90 FY91 FY92 

----- ----- -----
HQ Civi I Servants 59 61 6 I 
MSFC Ci vi I Servants 16 16 16 
LeRC Ci vi I Servants 10 4 4 
GSFC Civ i I Servants 602 606 610 
Aae& Civil Servants 24 26 26 

---------------------
Total Civil Servants 711 713 717 

• 



• 
OFFICE OF SPACE OPERATIONS 

OBJECTIVES AND JUSTIFICATION 

• 
SPACE FLIGHT, CONTROL AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS 

FISCAL YEAR 1992 ESTIMATES 

• 
SPACE AND GROUND NETWORKS, COMMUNICATIONS 

AND DATA SYSTEMS 

The purpose of this program is to provide the vital tracking, telemetry, command, data acquisition, 
communications, and data processing required by all NASA flight projects. In addition to NASA flight 
projects, some of these capabilities are provided on a reimbursable basis to projects of other Government 
agencies, commercial firms, and international organizations. 

Support is provided for Earth orbital, planetary and solar system exploration spacecraft missions, launch 
vehicles, research aircraft, sounding rockets and balloons. Included in the Earth orbital activities are 
the Space Shuttle, Spacelabs, and scientific and applications missions. The various type of support 
provided include: (a) tracking to determine the position and trajectory of vehicles in space; (b) 
acquisition of science and space applications data from on-board experiments and sensors; (c) acquisition 
of engineering data on the performance of spacecraft and launch vehicle systems; (d) reception of 
television transmissions from space vehicles; (e) transmission of commands from ground facilities to the 
spacecraft; (f) voice communications with astronauts; (g) transfer of information between the various 
ground facilities and control centers; and (h) processing of data acquired from the launch vehicles and 
spacecraft. These capabilities are essential for operating and maintaining U.S. space assets to achieve 
the scientific objectives of all flight missions and for executing the critical decisions necessary to the 
success of these missions. 

NASA has three separate tracking networks to meet the requirements of all classes of NASA flight missions. 
These are: the Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN), for high Earth orbital missions and Shuttle 
launch and landing operations; the Deep Space Network (DSN), for planetary and interplanetary flight 
missions; and the Space Network, which includes the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS), 
required by most low Earth orbital missions. The Space Network and STDN are managed by the Goddard Space 
Flight Center (GSFC). The DSN is managed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). 

NASA has two communications networks: NASCOM, which is managed by the GSFC; and a Program Support 
Communications Network (PSCN), which is managed by the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). The NASCOM 
interconnects the tracking networks with the spacecraft control centers and data processing facilities 
associated with each mission. This network provides three classes of service: a relatively low data rate 
system for the launch and landing facilities at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) 
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• • 
and the Dryden Flight Research Facility (DFRF); a medium rate system for the Deep Space Network; and a 
high rate system for the Space Network. The PSCN provides telecommunications among all NASA Centers and 
NASA contractors. These include telephone service between Centers, high speed digital data, facsimile, 
and video teleconferencing capabilities. 

Highly specialized computation facilities provide real-time information for mission control and data 
processing of the scientific, applications, and engineering data which flow from flight projects. In 
addition, instrumentation facilities provide support for sounding rocket and balloon launchings and flight 
testing of aeronautical research aircraft. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The current estimate of $828.8 million for FY 1991 is $40 million below the budget request and is 
consistent with Congressional action. This reduction is being accommodated through a TDRS contract 
restructuring and a rephasing of some activities. Some work on TDRS-6 has been moved to FY 1992, and 
upgrading of the Spacelab Data Processing Facility has been delayed. Additional changes are described in 
subsequent sections. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The FY 1992 budget reflects the increasing activity level of flight programs plus the development and 
implementation activities to meet future mission requirements. FY 1992 is characterized by the 
substantial increase in the number of operational spacecraft to be supported. Among these missions are 
Galileo, Magellan, Hubble Space Telescope (HST), Ulysses, the Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE), the Gamma 
Ray Observatory (GRO), Pioneer spacecraft, Voyager spacecraft and the Shuttle missions. In addition, the 
Spacelab, planetary, and other missions currently under development and scheduled for operation before the 
middle of this decade, raise the communications, mission operations, and data processing requirements 
significantly in FY 1992. The Second TDRSS Ground Terminal (STGT) development activities continue, and 
TORS Replacement Spacecraft activities include assembly, test and launch preparation. Development 
activities will be scheduled for the Customer Data Operations System (CDOS) and the Advanced TDRSS in late 
FY 1992. Both of these are needed to meet the requirements in the later half of this decade. 
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SPACE NETWORK: FY90 
FY91 

Op Plan 
------ -------

Office of Space Operations 
FY 1992 Budget Submit 

FY92 
De It a Budget Description of Change ------ ------ ---------------------TDRSS 43.3 62 9 19 9 82.8 $32.?M:FFB paymt; S-12.8M TDRSS (F6 in storage 

until testing in prep for 3/93 launch begins) 
S2.3M forwrd fundg; S2M escalation; $1M growth; 
plus reserves 

Space Network Ops 33 3 39 0 

Systems Eng Suppt 26.5 35.4 
TORS-Replacement 89.6 54.6 
STGT /WSUG 126. 2 92.8 
Advanced TDRSS 2.2 25.4 

------ -------
321 . 1 310. 1 

TDRSS <Tracking & Delay Relay Satellite System>: 
- An operational constal!ation of 3 satellites 

7.5 

16.3 
-20.4 

25.2 
-10.6 

------
37.9 

46.5 

51 . 7 
34.2 

118. 0 
14 8 

------
348.0 

NCC SW & HW for new interface w/STGT 
Cancellation of F-8 
System integration & test a.ctivity 
6 month slip in Phase C/0 

-- includes 2 healthy satellites plus 2 partially operational satellites 
-- TDRS-5 and TDRS-6 scheduled to be launched on shuttle in 6/91 and 3/93 

Space Network Operations: 
- Provides operations & maintenance of ground systems & facilities. Includes: 

NASA Ground Terminal --> monitors TDRSS performance, provides fault isolation monitoring for 
the network; serves as communications interface w/other facilities 
Network Control Center --> manages & schedules TDRSS services for users 
Flight Dynamics Facility--> provides orbit & attitude determination, trajectory analysis, & 
& position location of most space missions 

Systems Engineering and Support: 
- Provides engineering services, and HW & SW development for space network 
- Primarily support service contractors 

TDRSS - Replacement: 
- Provide replacement spacecraft to mainta.in TORS constellation 

Second TDRSS Ground Terminal/White Sands Ground Terminal Upgrade: 
- E I i mi n ates s i n g I e po i n t of fa i I u re at Wh i t e Sands Ground Term i n a I 

-- existing terminal will be replaced w/updated technology & more reliable architecture of STGT 
-- HW & SW commonality will reduce operational staffing (shared maintenance, logisitics & suppt) 

Advanced TDRSS: 
- Technolgically advanced relay satellites required for continuity of space network operations 

• • -



BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

Tracking and data relay satellite system 
(TDRSS) ............................... . 

Space network operations ..•.............. 
Systems engineering and support ....•..... 
TORS replacement spacecraft ............. . 
Second TDRSS ground terminal ............ . 
Advanced TDRSS .......................... . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

SPACE NETWORK 

1990 
Actual 

43,325 
33,320 
26,511 
89,629 

126,200 
2,150 

321,135 

1291 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

77,200 62,900 
41,600 39,000 
34,000 35,400 
50,200 54,600 

100,000 92,800 
28,200 25,400 

331,200 310.!00 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

82,773 
46,500 
51,700 
34,200 

118,000 
_li_..800 

l4Z,9Z3 

~ -:1.. 
? ...,, 

-..:> -

':, 

The Space Network consists of the Tracking and Data Relay Satellites (TORS) and the associated ground 
elements necessary to meet the requirements of Earth orbital spacecraft missions. The Space Network is 
now operating with a three TORS constellation in geostationary orbit. One is fully functional; the other 
two, which are each partially degraded, provide the equivalent of one full TORS. The TDRSS ground 
facilities are located at White Sands, New Mexico. Satellite and ground communication links interconnect 
the White Sands facilities with the Network Control Center (NCC) at the GSFC and other spacecraft mission 
facilities. 

The FY 1992 request includes funding for: maintenance and operations of the White Sands complex; the NCC; 
systems engineering, documentation, and mission planning; equipment modification and replacement; 
competitive design studies for the next generation of relay satellites (Advanced TORS); development of the 
replacement spacecraft; the continued development of the second ground terminal at White Sands; and the 
modernization of the current ground terminal. 
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SPACE NETWORK 

• lOAS: 

F1 AND F3 SUBS'TSI EM FALUFES-F1 MOVED TO WES1ERN LOCATION-CENTRAL 
SPARE LOCATION VACMff- EFFECTIVELY A TWO-SATELUTE CONS1ELLATION 

• CONSTB..LATION REQUIREMENTS: 
FOUR SATELLITES IN 1995 AND FIVE IN 2003 -TO MEET INCREASING NUMBER OF 

DEPENDENT PROGRAMS 

Launch of TORS-5 

Launch of TDRS-6 

Launch of TDRS-7 

June 1991 

Mar ch 1993 

April 1995 

1\11\51\ ORBITAL CONFIGURATION~~ 

-~--2 ~/~-~-1~mi:~ .. 1N"W ,,;, •, . 

,' . ( ' .. .. ' . 
~; ~ ~· . . ~ 
~ , , ~. ~· ~· ..• ..· ... ··.. .•. . .. ..• ..· ... 

··•• ..· .. ·• ... . .. 
~ . 

SPARE SINGLE ACCESS ANTENNA IIWEST AND EAST 

STDN stations sl i I I operating 
proviffing support to shuttle 

Merritt Island, Florida 
Bermuda 
Dakar (closure scheduled for Sept. 30, 1995) 



Tracking and data relay satellite 
system (TDRSS) ......•.................. 

Federal Finance Bank Payment ............ . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

43,325 

43,325 

1991 1992 
Budget Current Budget 

Estimate Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

77,200 62,900 50,100 
(1. 209 p 732) (1,209,732) 32,673 

77 p 200 62,900 82 p Z73 

The TDRSS serves as the communication link between the spacecraft operating in Earth orbit and ground 
facilities. The TDRS provides space-to-space communications with the orbiting spacecraft and relays data 
to the White Sands ground facilities which are interconnected with control centers and other facilities. 
From geostationary orbit, TDRS provides a sixfold increase in orbital coverage over the ground tracking 
stations it replaced and accommodates data rates up to 300 megabits per second. 

Through FY 1992, the Space Network will have provided data communications to the Shuttle missions, 
including Spacelabs, and orbiting satellite missions such as the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM), the Earth 
Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS), the Solar Mesospheric Explorer (SME), Landsat, the Cosmic Background 
Explorer (COBE), the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), the Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) and the Upper 
Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS), 

With the successful launch of TDRS-4 in March 1989, an operational constellation of three satellites was 
established. The TDRS-1 has been repositioned within three degrees of TDRS-3 to compensate for a 
subsystem failure in TDRS-3. These two partially operating satellites provide the equivalent capability 
available from a single, healthy satellite. The TDRS-5 is being prepared for launch in late FY 1991, 
which is a delay of 6 months due to a manifest change. Assembly and test activities continue on TDRS-6. 
Both TDRS-5 and TDRS-6 will be launched on the Shuttle. 

In FY 1991, the outstanding debt to the Federal Financing Bank was paid off. The FY 1992 funding will 
repay the outstanding accrued interest and premiums related to the early payoff of the loan. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATES 

The decrease of $14.3 million reflects program adjustments that are being made to accommodate a portion of 
the general reduction specified by Congress. This was accomplished by TDRSS contract restructuring, 
staffing reductions at the White Sands complex, reduced logistics expenditures, and moving some work on 
TDRS-6 into FY 1992. 
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Space Network Operations: 
Management 
Flight Dynamics Faci I ity 
Network Control Center 
NASA Ground Terminal 
Mission Planning 
Compatability & Simulations 
Documentation 
-------------------------Total Space Net Operations 

FY90 
------

2.5 
10.6 
9. :J 
2.5 
2.4 
2.5 
3.5 

------
33.3 

Office of Space Operations 
FY 1992 Budget Submit 

FY91 FY92 
Op Plan De I ta Budget 
------- ------ ------

3.3 3.2 6.5 
11 . 4 2.0 13.4 
10.6 1 . 4 12.0 
3.4 0.5 3.9 
3.2 0.0 3.2 
3.2 0.3 3.5 
3.9 0. 1 4.0 

------- ------ ------
39.0 7.5 46.5 

Description of Change 
---------------------

The S7.5M delta is $2.3M forward fundg 
+$2M escalation+ $1M growth+ reserves 

Flight Dynamics Facility <FDF>: - Performs real-time attitude, orbit computation, & flight maneuver control functions 
-- receives, validates, calibrates & archives all Space Net tracking data 

- Managed by GSFC 

N~twork Control Center <NCC>: 
- Operational manager of Space Network 

-- schedules & supports activities in response to user service requirments 
-- controls services provided by Space Network elements 
-- maintains Space Network status & configuration information 

- Managed by GSFC - Interfaces w/WSGT, User Payload Operations Control Centers, & Flight Dynamics Facility 
- Undergoing major implementation mod in preparation for interfacing w/STGT- NCC Block l I I 

NASA Ground Terminal <NGT>: 
- Interface for White Sands 

monitors performance; performs fault isolation 
-- interfaces with NASCOM 



• • 
BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

During FY 1992, TDRS-6 will be in storage until the assembly and test activities beg~n in preparation for 
launch in FY 1993. Operations and maintenance activities will continue at the White Sands complex. 

Space network operations ................ . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

33,320 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

41,600 39,000 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

46,500 

The primary objectives of Space Network Operations are to provide for the operation and maintenance of the 
ground systems and facilities required to schedule, control and operate the network system. This 
integrated network operations system provides continuous feedback to the planning, training, staffing, and 
preparations for upcoming missions necessary to assure the operational network capability required by the 
expanding workload. 

The NASA Ground Terminal (NGT) at White Sands monitors TDRSS performance, provides fault isolation 
monitoring for the network, and serves as the communications interface with all other facilities. The 
Network Control Center (NCC) at GSFC manages and schedules TDRSS services for all user spacecraft. 

Funds are also provided for the Flight Dynamics Facility (FDF). It provides orbit and attitude 
determination, trajectory analysis, and position location for most space missions. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The decrease of $2.6 million reflects the program adjustments that are being made to accommodate a portion 
of the general reductions specified by Congress. This was accomplished through reductions to support 
contract staffing in the FDF, the NGT and NCC software maintenance. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The requested funding provides for the operation of space network facilities 24 hours per day, seven days 
per week, and for related hardware and software maintenance. Funding is also provided for a variety of 
support activities such as operational analysis, mission planning, simulations, user compatibility 
testing, and documentation. 
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Systems engineering and support ......... . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

26,511 

• 199_1 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

34,000 35,400 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

51,700 

The objective of Systems Engineering and Support is to provide the engineering services, and the hardware 
and software development required to sustain and modify the space network elements. Systems engineering 
is supplied primarily through support service contracts. These contracts provide for equipment design and 
replacement, logistics support, and specialized maintenance and operations support activities including 
configuration management and procedure development. Ongoing activities include network integration and 
test; systems reliability analyses; test equipment procurement; and software modifications required for 
reliable spacecraft operations and to meet the requirements of new missions such as the Extreme 
Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE), the Upper Atmospheric Research Satellite (UARS), the Ocean Topographic 
Experiment (TOPEX), and the Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO). 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The increase of $1.4 million reflects a program adjustment needed for a software augmentation to the NCC 
required to interface with the Second TDRSS Ground Terminal (STGT). 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

Funds are requested to provide systems engineering, hardware and software maintenance, sustaining 
engineering support, test equipment, and vendor support for specialized equipment and space network 
subsystems. Increased funding is needed for the Network Control Center (NCC) software and hardware 
development and implementation required for the new interface with the Second TDRS Ground Terminal (STGT), 
scheduled for initial operations in FY 1993. 
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TORS Replacement: Prior 

-------------- -----
*FY 1992 Budget 150.7 

FY 1991 Budget 150.7 

Office of Space Operations 
FY 1992 Budget Sub•it 

TORS Replacement -- TRW: Redondo Beach, CA 

FY90 FY91 FY92 FY94 FY95 
----- ---------- ----- -----

89 6 54.6 34.2 20 6 0.0 0.0 
72.0 50.2 103.2 4 7. 1 20 2 7. 1 

FY96 TOTAL 

349.7 
450.5 

17.6 4.4 -69.0 

,-~~~~ 
-26.5 -20.2 -7 1 0.0 -100.8 

Change from 91 0.0 
ISSUES *INCLUDES UNRESOLVED RUNOUT ----------------------------------------------------- ------

Variance Explanation: 
F-8 
F-7 Growth 17 6 

-10.6 
15. 0 

-81 . 1 
12. 1 

-36.6 
10. I 

-20.2 - 7. 1 
. -100,~ 
-155.6 

54 8 

- Cancellation of F-8 -- scheduling of TORS constellation from 3 to 4 sate II ites has slipped due to changes 
in support requirements [driven largely by Space Station] 

- TRW Growth [$55MJ includes· 
-'-- (1) F-8 long lead parts: $4.6M 

(5) ChanQe orders/other overruns: $16.3M 
(6) Unreitored congressional reduction: $3.2M 
(7) Added Reserves: $6. 1M <2> Solid State Power Amplifier: $6.BM 

(3) Software: S5.8M 
(4) Manufacturing: $10.1M (8) Expert System'. $2M 

Program Description: 
- Functionally identical to previous 6 satellites 

-- includes design changes to improve rel iabi I ity & replace part obsolescence 

Status: 
- Additional OSO cost [NOT funded] associated with launching F-7 on Ti tan I 11 IUS: 

FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 TOTAL 

Preliminary OSO estimates: ----- ----- ----- ----- ----
Loads analyses 1 . 5 3.5 5.0 

Mod kits 1. 5 0 5 2.0 

Document at i on 0.5 2.5 4.0 1. 0 8.0 

--------------- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----
OSO Costs for ELV 3.5 6.5 4.0 1. 0 15.0 

- TRW overrun proposal expected late February/early March 

- Change order in the system to combine integration & test schedule of F5/6/7 
efficiencies will result in "cost avoidance" 

Code M launch costs (w/ in M budget) for F-7: 
FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 

Upper Stage 12.8 ~ 40.6 sT3 23'f 14~ 

Ti tan 111 39.3 79. 1 74. 1 I 1. 4 203.9 

Launch Support 
0.5 0.5 

----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
TOTAL CODE M 12. 8 60.4 119. 7 125.4 35.3 353.6 

F-7 launch: 4/95 Available to launch: 11192 Ready to ship: 7/92 



1991 1992 
1990 Budget Current Budget 

Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

TORS replacement spacecraft ............. . 89,629 50,200 54,600 34,200 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

The objective of this program is to provide the replacement spacecraft to maintain the required TORS 
constellation. This spacecraft is functionally identical to the previous six satellites. Design changes 
have been made to improve reliability and to accommodate subsystems and parts that are no longer being 
produced. Previously, NASA planned to exercise an option to procure an eighth TORS spacecraft from the 
contractor (TRW). With changes in support requirements, driven largely by the Space Station 
restructuring, the schedule for increasing the TORS constellation from three to four spacecraft has 
slipped. It now appears that the TDRS-8 spacecraft procurement is not needed to fill service requirements 
prior to the availability of the Advanced TORS. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The increase of $4.4 million reflects the latest set of unexpected development problems with new power 
amplifiers for TDRS-7. New amplifiers were required due to obsolescence concerns with the parametric 
amplifiers used in the previous TDRS. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The requested funds will continue spacecraft and payload subsystem integration and test activities 
scheduled to be completed in late FY 1992. TDRS-7, which will be available for launch in the first 
quarter of FY 1993, is now planned for launch on an ELV rather than the Space Shuttle, as previously 
planned. In FY 1992, funding is required to perform loads analyses, prepare mod kits, and analyze 
spacecraft-to-launch vehicle integration requirements, 
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FY 1992 Budget Submit 
STGT/WSUG -- GE [Norristown, PAl 

STGT/WSUG: 
----------

lkFY 1992 Budget 
FY 1991 Budget 

Prior 

93.8 
92.4 

FY90 

126.2 
117. 2 

Change from 91 I .4 9.0 
*INCLUDES UNRESOLVED RUNOUT ISSUES 

Variance Explanation: 

FY91 

92.8 
100.0 

-7.2 

- Added 3rd Space to Ground Link 
<SGLT) to both WSGT & STGT 

Terminal 
7.0 

- Rephasing/Other 1.4 9.0 
- Reduce subktr forward funding -7.2 
- Reserves -7.0 

Purpose: 

FY92 l FY93 
118.0 37.8 
51.2 23.6 

66.8 I 14.2 

43.5 
23.3 

14. 9 
-0.7 

FY94 

5.9 
10.6 

-4.7 

-4.7 

Meets NASA mission requirements of supporting 4 TORS constel !at ion 
- E I i mi n ates Wh i t e Sands Ground Term i n a I as s i n g I e po i n t of fa i I u re 
- Allows modification of WSGT wlout major disruption 

wi 11 minimize I ife cycle cost 
-- wi II provide increased capabi I ity to support Space Station 

Status: 
- Phase C/0 COR completed 7/90 
- Operational: July 1993 

Issues/Concerns: 

FY95 

2. 1 
1. 5 

0.6 

0 6 

FY96 BTC TOTAL 

476.6 
396.5 

80. I 

~6,l 
65.4 
28.9 
-7.2 
-7.0 

- Cables/harnesses underestimated by factor of 4. Pre I iminary estimates of up to 15 week delay. 
Degree of overall cost impact unknown. Overall schedule impact (if any> unknown. GE meeting 
with OSO in early February. 

~ .. -~ 
Arl'Vl nESP ..E.EE!lOJCJL._ STGT IMPLEMENTATION 

·r OOIG SCftED APPVL DZ05lll 
ACCOW RESP 8 blEWUAbl LA.Sf SCIIED Clkl 

STA1USAS0F 1/<t/91 

MILESTONES FY 1989 FY 1990 FY 1991 

HD Flu~ I A, OJF J .I AS Nlr J Fl~ A J J JJ II "'" 1 AWNII> LETTER CONTRACT I 
2 SAR r 
S AWARD CONTnACT 11, 

4 AWARD WSGT OP !ION 

I POfl tlHflEE REVIEWS! I I 

I CDA (SEVEN REVIEWS) 

7 LEYEL S TESTS -SYSTEM TESa. 

I LEYEL 4 TESTS - SYSTEMS TE~ --Tl it~ llYDEMD 

I IINSTAWCl!Ect<OUT AT STGT t TIii -, I 
,. IIY11EMI INTEGRATION 11:ITS Y1111:Ml1El111113 1 MIDI b 
11 l91G1 fllML ACCEf'T- V 

11 ilN-10-ENOlllTS • 1S 818T Ol'ERATICIML 11 IU .. 1111 



1990 
Actual 

Second TDRSS ground terminal (STGT) .•.... 126,200 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

• 1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

100,000 92,800 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

118,000 

The construction of the STGT was approved to: (1) eliminate the Space Network's critical single point of 
failure at the existing ground terminal at White Sands, New Mexico, which could result in a complete loss 
of communications; (2) upgrade the existing ground terminal without major disruptions to operating Earth 
orbiting missions; and (3) provide the capability to use the two TDRS spacecraft with partial failures to 
meet full service requirements. 

The upgrade of the existing ground terminal provides a twofold benefit. First, the aging, error prone and 
difficult to maintain architecture of the existing ground terminal will be replaced with updated 
technology and an inherently more reliable architecture of the STGT. Second, the commonality of hardware 
and software systems will allow greatly reduced operational staffing through shared hardware and software 
maintenance, logistics, and personnel for management and engineering support. 

The implementation contract was definitized in July 1989 and the Critical Design Review (CDR) was 
completed in June 1990. Design and development of most ground communications equipment is complete. 
Manufacturing of first articles is in progress. Software design is complete and coding is fifty per cent 
complete. Hardware and software integration testing will be initiated in the third quarter of FY 1991. 
The STGT building has been completed. Construction of three new 19 meter antennas is underway. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 ESTIMATE 

The decrease of $7.2 million reflects a slightly slower than planned buildup of manpower and materials. 
Workarounds have been developed in order to maintain the overall schedule. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The requested funding provides for the continued manufacturing, assembly, and integration testing of the 
Space to Ground Link Terminals (SGLTs) and antenna systems. Software and hardware integration and unit 
testing will continue. The STGT operations personnel will participate in validating man-machine 
interfaces, systems operability and maintainability through a unique in-plant validation program prior to 
the shipment of the systems to White Sands. The SGLTs for the modernization of the existing White Sands 
Terminal will begin hardware buildup and integration testing. Antenna designs for modernization of the 
existing antennas will be completed, and fabrication and test activities will begin during FY 1992. 
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Office of Space Operations 
FY 1992 Budget Submit 

Advanced TORS 

Advanced TORS: Prior FY91 FY92 -------------- FY94 FY95 FY96 BTC TOTAL ---- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----*FY 1992 Budget 
FY 1991 Budget 

12. 0 
12. 0 

FY90 

2.2 
2.2 

25 4 14.8 
28 2 51 . 5 I ,;?~ 335.5 292.5 270.6 3,488.9 4,622.9 

173 5 385.5 307. 1 2,882.4 3,842 4 
Change from 91 0.0 0.0 

*INCLUDES UNRESOLVED RUNOUT ISSUES 
-2.8 -36.7 7 5 -50.0 -14. 6 780.5 

----------------------------------------------------------------
Variance Explanation: 

Schedule slip & revised subktr deliveries 
Defer Ka-band ground implementation 
Other -2.8 

-18. 1 
-20.0 

1. 4 

62.7 
-53.9 

- l. 3 

40.8 
-89.3 

-1 . 5 

38.5 
-51.. 7 
-1. 4 

Program Description: '\ ~V< 
- "smarter" spacecraft: ~omaly recovery capabi I ity; spacecraft status reporting; 

more e ff i c i en t ground opera t i on s 
- enhanced capabilities: higher data rate multiple access; new Ka-band service 

Status: 
- currently 3 Phase B contractors (a 4th dropped out) 

-- TRW; GE; Hughes 
-- each contract = $7 5M 
-- Phase B to be complete 7/91 (11 months after contract award) 

- FY91 funding includes GSFC support contract 

-Phase CID to procurer 9 ATDRS spacecraft 

Code _M I a 1.111 Q_h cos t s Cw/in M budget) for ATORS: 
FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 BTC TOTAL ATDRS-1 (ATLAS I IAS 4/97) Tz IT°? 4TB 53.5 2T""3 13. 4 164.9 ATDRS-2 (ATLAS I IAS 9/99) 0.4 3.0 45.4 120.2 169.0 ATDRS-3 (ATLAS IIAS 11/01) 0.2 186.8 187.0 ----------------- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ------ ------Total Code M 2.2 16. 7 50.2 56.5 74.9 320 4 520.9 

Issue: 
- OSO would I ike to procure launch vehicle as part of ATDRS contract 

Phase C/D RFP release: 9/91 letter contract: 1/92 
A-1 launch availability: 4/97 

Contract definitization: 1/93 

ActlwltlH Siert r- IHI 1111 1112 IHI 1114 Hts IHI 1997 

PHASE B CONTAM:T 113/H 7/3/tl -0 
PHASE B COMPI.ETE 7/3/tl V ----

PHASE CID RFP PRE-RELEASE 7/19/91 V 
PHASE CID RELEASE 10/4/91 V 
PROPOSAL RECEIVED 12/3/91 ' EVALUATION & SELECTION" ... 12/3/91 7/15/92 I~ 

APPROVAL & NEGOTIATIONS ... 7/15/92 10/13/9! Cl 

PHASE Oil AWARD PROCESS 10/13/92 12/27/9! [ 

l'HMECIDAWAPI}' 121111•1 1 
Al DE-aOONIT~llON ... 1/1/97 • r7 .. 
Al LMilcHt 7/4/t7 CIO 

I I I 

1!r 



1991 1992 
1990 Budget Current Budget 

Actual, ~stimate Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Advanced tracking and data relay 
satellites (ATDRS) .................... . 2,150 28,200 25,400 14,800 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

The objective of the program is to design, develop, and competitively procure technologically advanced 
relay satellites required for continuity of space network operations. By the mid-1990's, the initial 
block of TORS satellites will be exhausted. Maintaining the ATDRS delivery schedule will assure the 
continuity of space network operations capability for Earth orbiting satellites. 

The ATDRS will enable space network capability to continue into the 21st century. Definition studies are 
to be completed by the end of FY 1991. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The decrease of $2.8 million is due to a reduction of the number of Phase B design study contractors from 
four to three, along with a reallocation of funds, 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The requested funding will support continuing technical definition activities and in-house engineering 
analyses yrior to a contractor selection in FY 1993. 
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FY91 

Office of Space Operations 
FY 1992 Budget Submit 

FY92 
Description of Change 

GROUND NETWORKS: FY90 Op Plan De I ta 
------- ------

Budget 
------ ---------------------Upgrade eqpmt & replace obsolete eqpmt for Shuttle Ops 

at Merritt Island & Bermuda 
------

STDN Sys lmplmentn 6.4 2.8 

STDN Ops 55 1 55.6 

DSN Sys lmplmentn 62.7 61. 9 

DSN Ops 98.6 105.2 

0.8 

3 I 

20.5 

4 5 
0 I 

3 6 

58.7 

82.4 

109 7 
14.7 

Op'n & maintenance of 3 ground stations & a centralized 
logistics suppt depot 

Implement a new DSN subnet of 10-meter antennas; 
renovate Greenbank Radio Observatory 14-meter antenna 

Op'n & maintenance of network faci I ities 

AB&SR Sys lmplmentn 10.4 14. 6 
18. 4 20.6 2.0 22.6 Supt to research programs for increased mission workload 

AB&SR Ops ------ ------- ------ ------
251. 5 260 7 31 0 291 7 

STDN <Spaceflight Tracking l Data Network> Systems l111ple111entation: 
- Procures hardware & eng'g services to sustain network capabi I ities 

- - ensures re I i i:I b I e t rack i n g , c omml3. n d & data a c q u i s i s i t i on 

STDN Operations: - Provides launch, prelaunch & landing communications for STS 
- Provides emergency backup to non-NASA organizations 
- 3 Ground Stations -->Bermuda; Merritt Island, FL; Dakar, Senegal 
- Managed by GSFC 

DSN <Deep Space Network> Implementation: 
- Provides communication between interplanetary spacecraft & Earth 

DSN Operations: 
- 3 locations--> Goldstone, CA; Canberra, Australia; Madrid, Spain 

-- permits continuous viewing of planetary spaaearaft 
-- each complex has 4 antennas: I 70-meter; 2 34-meter; I 26-meter 

- Managed by JPL 

AB&SR <Aeronautics, Balloons, and Sounding Rockets) Implementation: 
- Provides ground capabilities to c.aptt.tre scientific & eng'g data from airr-raft, balloons, 

sounding rockets, & some Eartt, orbiting spacecraft engaged in scientific research 
- Major facilities: Wallops Flight Faci!; Moffett Field Flight Complex;Dryden Flight Resrch Facil 

AB&SR Operations: - Operation & maintenance of fixed & mobile ground based tracking instumentation systems 
- Managed by ARC & GSFC - Supports aeronautics, suborbital, & some Earth-orbiting research programs 



BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENTS 

Spaceflight tracking and data network 
(STDN) systems implementation ..•....... 

Spaceflight tracking and data network 
(STDN) operations ..................... . 

Deep space network (DSN) systems 
implementation ........................ . 

Deep space network operations .....•.•.... 
Aeronautics, balloons, and sounding 

rocket support systems implementation .. 
Aeronautics, balloons, and sounding 

rocket support operations ............. . 

Total ................................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

GROUND NETWORKS 

1990 
Actual 

Budget 
Estimate 

1991 
Current 
Estimate 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

6,400 

55,083 

62,650 
98,553 

10,400 

18.390 

251.476 

3,200 

55,200 

60,700 
108,900 

18,400 

21.400 

267,800 

2,800 

55,600 

61,900 
105,200 

14,600 

20.600 

260.700 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

3,600 

58,700 

82,400 
109,700 

14,700 

22.600 

221,700 

Three broad categories of missions depend on the ground networks: (1) Earth orbital; (2) planetary and 
solar system exploration; and (3) sub-orbital Aeronautics, Balloons and Sounding Rockets (AB&SR). The 
Deep Space Network (DSN) is required by the planetary and solar system exploration missions, as well as 
Earth orbital missions not compatible with Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS), 
Aeronautical, balloon and sounding rocket (AB&SR) research requires specially instrumented ranges as well 
as mobile systems. The Spacecraft Tracking and Data Network (STDN) stations at Merritt Island, Florida; 
Bermuda; and Dakar, Senegal are required during the launch phase of Space Transportation System (STS) 
missions. Range safety functions are provided via Bermuda and Wallops. Some emergency orbital telemetry 
and spacecraft control is provided to scientific satellites by the STDN. Shuttle landings at the Dryden 
Flight Research Facility are facilitated by the Goldstone 26-meter station of the DSN and a local 
facility. The Wallops Flight Facility fulfills a broad role within the Ground Networks by supporting 
orbital scientific spacecraft, the Shuttle, and routine AB&SR activities. 

The Ground Networks funding provides for the operation and maintenance of the worldwide tracking 
facilities, engineering, and the procurement of hardware and software to sustain and modify network 
capabilities as required for new missions. The workload in FY 1992 will include the Space Shuttle, 
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Ground Network: 
----------------

STDN Systems 
STDN Operations 
OSN Systems 
OSN Operations 
AB&SR Systems 
AB&SR Operations 

----------------
Total Ground Net 

FY90 
----
6.4 

55 1 
62.6 
98.6 
10.4 
18.4 
----

25 t. 5 

Office of Space Operations 
FY 1992 Budget Submit 

FY9t FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 
----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

2.8 3.6 5.5 5. 1 5.2 5.5 

55.6 58.7 64.5 65 7 69.8 71 . 7 

61. 9 82.4 81 . 5 70.8 63.7 68.3 

105.2 109.7 120. 0 124. 7 133.2 1417 

14.6 14.7 14. 5 14.8 15.0 15. 7 

20.6 22.6 26.5 29 2 32 2 33.9 

----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
260.7 291. 7 312.5 310.3 319. t 336.8 

TRACKING NETWORKS 

6-'2-out\lO \\lET~f~J(. 6 of PoR. T 
INTERPLANETARY MISSIONS EARTH ORBITAL MISSIONS AERONAUTICS MISSIONS 

• PIONEER 6, 8, 10, 11, 12 • IUE • FLIGHT DYNAMICS CJ 
• VOYAGER 1, 2 • METEOSAT • HYPERSONICS 
• GALILEO • IMP 8 • SUPERSONICS ~ 
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• NIKE 

• HIPPARCOS , AV8X i V 
• HST , F-18 
• ROSAT • F-104 r 
• PEGSAT , X-29 
• MUSES A 
• EUTELSAT 
• TDF 

BALLOONS SHUTTLE 
• ASTRONOMY , STS-31 ~ 
• ASTROPHYSICS , STS-32 ~~ 
• GEOPHYSICS , STS-35 
• ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH , STS-36 
• TEST FLIGHTS , STS-31 

, STS-41 ~ ... --u-s ... wl. 

4 /r( 
* _. •.c. NITWOAI< .......... 

' 
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Magellan, Galileo, Ulysses, the Pioneers, International Cometary Explorer (ICE) and the Voyager missions. 
Preparations are underway for the Mars Observer mission, the International Solar Terrestrial Physics 
(ISTP) series, the Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEX.), CRAF/Cassini, Small Class Explorer (SMEX.), and 
Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) missions. 

1991 1992 
1990 Budget Current Budget 

Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Spaceflight tracking and data network 
(STDN) systems implementation ......... . 6,400 3,200 2,800 3,600 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

The Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN) systems implementation program encompasses the 
procurement of hardware and engineering services to sustain, modify, and replace existing network 
capabilities to ensure reliable tracking, command and data acquisition required by NASA's spaceflight 
missions. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The decrease of $400 thousand reflects program adjustments that were made to accommodate a portion of the 
general reduction specified by Congress. This will delay the replacement of the intra-site communication 
systems at Bermuda and Merritt Island. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The FY 1992 request provides funds to upgrade equipment and subsystems required for Shuttle operations at 
the Merritt Island, Florida, and Bermuda STDN tracking stations. It also includes funding for the 
replacement of obsolete, difficult-to-maintain equipment at these tracking stations. 
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o SPACEFLIGHT TRACKING AND DATA NETWORK (STON) 

o NE1WORK OPERATIONS 

o FLIGHT MISSION SUPPORT (STS, ELV AND EARTH ORBITERS) 

• DAKAR ST A TION TO CEASE OPERATIONS SEPTEMBER 30, 1995, AND BE DEACTIVATED BY 
JANUARY 1996 

• STATIONS AT MERRITT ISLAND, FLORIDA, AND BERMUDA CONTINUE FOR: 

PRE-LAUNCH, LAUNCH, AND LANDING (PRIMARILY STS) 
CERTAIN ON-ORBIT STS ORBITER RECORDER DUMPS & TV 
CONTINGENCY TRACKING AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR ORBmNG SPACECRAFT 
NORMALLY REQUIRING THE TDRSS SPACE NE'IWORK 



• 1921 1992 
1990 Budget Current Budget 

A,ctuf!l Estimate Estimat~ Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Spaceflight tracking and data network 
(STDN) operations ..................... . 55,083 55,200 55,600 58,700 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

The primary function of the STDN is to provide launch, prelaunch, and landing communications required by 
the Space Transportation System (STS). In addition, this network provides an emergency backup for 
orbiting spacecraft in the event that they are unable to communicate through the TDRSS/Space Network. The 
network also provides support on a reimbursable basis to spaceflight missions of other United States 
government agencies, private industry, and international organizations. 

The STDN consists of three ground stations located at Bermuda; Merritt Island, Florida; and Dakar, 
Senegal. 

Each station is capable of tracking spacecraft, transmitting commands for spacecraft and experiment 
control, and receiving engineering and scientific data from the spacecraft. They also provide backup 
voice communications for Shuttle operations and range safety functions of Eastern Test Range operations. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 Budget estimate 

The increase of $400 thousand reflects program adjustments necessary to accommodate final closure of the 
Ascension Island station. Although actual operations ceased in FY 1990, cleanup activity will continue 
until April 1991, which is when the site is expected to be restored to its original condition. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The FY 1992 funding provides for the operation and maintenance of the three ground stations as well as a 
centralized logistics support operation. This logistics operation includes a central supply depot, a 
magnetic tape purchasing and certification facility, and centralized equipment repair and shipping 
facility. The depot is operated as a centralized facility, and supports the Communications and Data 
Processing program, the Deep Space Network, the Space Network, the Aeronautics, Balloons and Sounding 
Rocket program, and the STDN. It is managed by the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). 
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Deep space network (DSN) systems 
implementation ........................ . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

62,650 

• 
1991 

Budget Current 
Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

60,700 61,900 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

82,400 

• 

The primary role of the Deep Space Network (DSN) is to provide communication between interplanetary 
spacecraft and the Earth. The DSN receives science and engineering telemetry, and transmits command, 
control and navigation signals to a variety of spacecraft, ranging from hundreds to billions of kilometers 
from Earth. 

The systems and facilities required by spacecraft at the limits of the solar system are highly specialized 
and include large aperture antennas which can receive extremely weak radio signals. These antennas use 
ultrasensitive receivers and powerful transmitters. Extremely stable time standards are required for 
precise navigation of distant spacecraft. Advanced data handling systems are required at both the Network 
Operations Control Center located at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and the DSN complexes. New 
systems implementation is required to support the Mars Observer launch; the International Solar 
Terrestrial Program (ISTP) series, which includes the Global Geospace Science (GGS) and the Collaborating 
Solar-Terrestrial Research (COSTR) missions; the Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) Space 
Observatory (VSOP); and the Comet Rendezvous Asteroid Flyby (CRAF)/Cassini missions. 

The major objectives of the DSN are: (1) to provide communications with scientific spacecraft at ever 
greater distances and to increase the capability to receive images from the far reaches of the solar 
system; (2) to meet the requirements of Earth orbiting spacecraft which are non-TDRSS compatible; (3) to 
provide the navigation capabilities for precision spacecraft targeting and probe delivery; and (4) to 
provide the increasing network frequency range and data rate capabilities required by new deep space 
missions. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The increase of $1.2 million reflects program adjustments that were made to modify the 70-meter antennas 
to permit rapid access for repair. Without these modifications, certain types of 70-meter antenna 
failures could require extensive downtime to repair. 
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• • • 
BASIS FOR FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The FY 1992 funding provides for sustaining activities to keep the Deep Space Network functioning in a 
highly reliable manner. The increase in the requested funding level from FY 1991 to FY 1992 is required 
to implement a new DSN subnet of 10-meter antennas and to renovate the Greenbank Radio Observatory 
14-meter antenna for use in the Orbiting Very Long Baseline Interferometry (OVLBI) cooperative missions 
with NASA's Japanese and Soviet partners. In addition, implementation activities are increasing for 
TOPEX, CRAF/Cassini, and SETI. 

Deep space network (DSN) operations ..... . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

98,553 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

108,900 105,200 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

109,700 

The three Deep Space Network (DSN) complex locations--Goldstone, California; Canberra, Australia; and 
Madrid, Spain--are approximately 120 degrees apart in longitude to permit continuous viewing of planetary 
spacecraft. Each complex has four antennas--one 70-meter, two 34-meter, and one 26-meter. The 26-meter 
antennas are required by some Earth orbiting spacecraft, such as Nimbus-7 and for emergency backup 
functions. The complexes are staffed for round-the-clock operations. A central network control center is 
located at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena, California. Other DSN facilities include a 
spacecraft compatibility test area at JPL and a launch operations and compatibility facility at the 
Merritt Island Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN) site. 

Two planetary spacecraft which require DSN support were launched in 1989 - Magellan and Galileo. In 1990, 
Magellan began mapping the planet Venus. Galileo has recently received the first of two gravity assists 
from Earth flyby before the spacecraft begins its journey to Jupiter. Ulysses, launched this past 
October, is also enroute to Jupiter where it will receive a gravity assist to deflect it on a trajectory 
to the Sun's polar regions. 

The DSN also provides communications for the Voyagers, the Pioneers, and International Cometary Explorer 
(ICE) spacecraft, as well as for several cooperative and reimbursable programs. 

One planetary spacecraft--Pioneer 6, which the DSN tracks occasionally--had its twenty-fifth anniversary 
this past December. 
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• • 
The DSN facilities are also used for ground-based measurements in solar system radar and radio astronomy 
observations. The network's ultrasensitive antennas are being used in an attempt to learn more about 
pulsar high energy sources, quasars, and other interstellar and intergalactic phenomena. The solar system 
radar is useful in understanding surface characteristics of asteroids, comets, moons, and ring systems. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The decrease of $3.7 million reflects slowdown of several network enhancement activities and a reduction 
in technical support to accommodate a portion of the general funding reduction specified by Congress. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATES 

The DSN operations funding provides for the maintenance and operation of network facilities and the 
support and engineering required for continuing operation of the network. The expected DSN workload in 
FY 1992 includes Magellan, Galileo, and Ulysses (including a Jupiter gravity assist maneuver), as well as 
a variety of other missions. These include Pioneers 10 and 11; Pioneer-Venus; Voyagers 1 and 2; 
International Cometary Explorer (ICE); Nimbus-7; and the Space Shuttle landing. The Pioneer-Venus 
spacecraft is expected to be destroyed after entering the Venusian atmosphere near the end of FY 1992. 
The DSN will also provide emergency and backup communications for the TDRSS/Space Network which provides 
primary support to Space Shuttle, Hubble Space Telescope, Gamma Ray Observatory, and Cosmic Background 
Explorer (COBE). 

Aeronautics, balloons and sounding 
rocket support systems implementation .. 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

10,400 

1991 1992 
Budget Current Budget 

Estimate Estimate E:ii!timate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

18,400 14,600 14,700 

The Aeronautics, Balloons and Sounding Rocket (AB&SR) systems implementation program is directed primarily 
at the systematic replacement of obsolete systems and the upgrade of facilities to assure reliable support 
to NASA's research programs. 

The facilities provide the ground capabilities required to capture the scientific and engineering data 
from aircraft, balloons, sounding rockets and some Earth-orbiting spacecraft engaged in scientific 
research. The primary fixed facilities are located at the Wallops Flight Facility (WFF), the Moffett 
Field Flight Complex (MFFC), and the Dryden Flight Research Facility (DFRF). 
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The WFF, under the management of Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), operates a range at Wallops Island, 
Virginia, which supports aeronautics research as well as sounding rocket and small meteorological balloon 
launches. The WFF also manages the operation of off-site ranges located at the White Sands Missile Range, 
New Mexico; Poker Flat Research Range, Alaska; and the National Scientific Balloon Facility, at Palestine, 
Texas. Mobile campaigns for balloon and sounding rocket launches are conducted at various sites, as 
required, throughout the world. 

The ranges at Moffett Field, Crows Landing and the Dryden Flight Research Facility (DFRF) are under the 
management of Ames Research Center (ARC) and are configured to support aeronautics research. The DFRF has 
the additional responsibility of supporting Shuttle landings. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The decrease of $3.8 million reflects program adjustments made to accommodate a portion of the general 
reduction specified by Congress. This decrease will be accommodated by deferring the replacement of aging 
radar systems at Dryden and WFF. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The aeronautical research efforts and scientific experiments using sounding rockets and balloons require 
fixed and mobile instrumentation systems. These include radar, telemetry, optical, communications, 
command, data handling and processing systems. To maintain these facilities, replacement parts must be 
acquired, test and calibration equipment routinely replaced, and equipment refurbished or modified to 
assure reliable support. Funds are also included for acquisition of a new mobile tracking system to 
support NASA's Small Explorer program. 

Aeronautics, balloons, and sounding 
rocket support operations .....•......• 

OBJECTIVE AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

18,390 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

21,400 20,600 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

22,600 

The operations element of the AB&SR program includes the operations and maintenance of ground-based 
tracking instrumentation systems, both fixed and mobile, under the management of the Ames Research Center 
(ARC) and the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). These facilities support NASA aeronautics, 
sub-orbital, and a limited number of Earth-orbiting research programs. Funding provides for services and 
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consumable supplies required to operate and maintain the tracking radar, telemetry, data acquisition, data 
processing, data display, communications and special purpose optical equipment essential for these 
research programs. 

The Western Aeronautical Test Range (WATR), composed of Dryden Flight Research Facility (DFRF) and the 
Moffett Field Flight Complex (MFFC), maintains an aggressive schedule of aeronautics research operations. 
During FY 1990, 1,594 missions were conducted at DFRF and MFFC. The trend continues upward in FY 1991 
with approximately 1,700 aeronautical missions. Programs supported by these ranges included high 
performance aircraft, advanced technology research aircraft, and complex control systems and powered lift 
technologies. Shuttle tracking and telemetry landing operations are coordinated through Dryden. 

The Wallops Flight Facility provides tracking, telemetry, and command functions for NASA's aeronautics, 
sounding rocket, balloon and some Earth orbiting satellite programs. During FY 1990, approximately 150 
aeronautics missions were conducted. These were related to such programs as automatic landing operations 
using Global Positioning Satellite inputs, aircraft performance using vortex flap technology, radar 
surveillance technology support, runway friction testing, and cooperative programs with DOD in support of 
low cost launch vehicle operations. 

In FY 1990, Wallops highly specialized mobile tracking systems supported 30 major sounding rocket missions 
in world wide campaigns. Approximately 34 sounding rocket missions are planned in FY 1991. In addition, 
WFF routinely launches smaller meteorological and special purpose rockets in support of specialized 
research programs. The Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) is also the center for a scientific balloon 
operations program. In FY 1990, WFF mobile tracking and telemetry systems launched 27 large balloons of 
the million cubic foot class for major scientific payloads, and in FY 1991, 45 large balloon launches will 
be supported. 

The Wallops Orbital Tracking station provides 24 hour space tracking operations for missions such as 
Cosmic Background Explorer, International Ultraviolet Explorer, Interplanetary Monitoring Platform-8, 
Nimbus-7, Dynamics Explorer-1, Meteosat and Landsat. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The decrease of $800 thousand reflects program adjustments that are being made to accommodate a portion of 
the general reduction specified by Congress. This will reduce the level of tracking, telemetry 
communications available for AB&SR programs. In turn, these programs will reduce their planned level of 
operations. 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The funding for AB&SR program operations includes support services contractor operations and maintenance 
personnel, logistical support, and technical services for the ground-based fixed and mobile 
instrumentation systems supporting the ongoing sounding rocket, balloon, Earth orbiting satellite and 
aeronautical research programs. The increased funding levels are commensurate with the increased mission 
workload. · 
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FY91 
COMM & DATA SYSTEMS: FY90 Op Plan 

------ -------
Comm Sys Implementation 9.5 11. 6 

Comm Ops 106. 1 118. 2 

Mission Facilities 10.2 9.0 

Mission Ops 27.2 41. 4 

Data Processg Sys lmplmt 18.4 22.0 
Data Processing Ops 53.5 55.8 

------ -------
224.9 258.0 

Communications Systems Implementation: 

Office of Space Operations 
FY 1992 Budget Submit 

FY92 
De I ta Budget 

------ ------
-1. 3 10. 3 

11 . 4 129.6 

13 0 22.0 

3.5 44.9 

17.8 39 8 
11. 8 67.6 

------ ------
56.2 314. 2 

Description of Change 
---------------------
Cancel lat ion of KSC Shuttle video system due to FY-91 
operating plan decision 
Provide DSN w/wideband I inks to Spain & Australia to 

support Mars Observer & ISTP (deferred from 91) 
Mission unique mods to Mutt i-Sat. Ops Cntrl Ctr CGSFC); 

increasing queue of scheduled new missions 
Enhancements to planning & scheduling systems; 

for higher data rate control faci I ities; and to 
to interface w/JSC control center 

$15.SM increase to COOS; plus GSFC DP capabi I ity upgrade 
Provides for increased mission support 

- Provides capabi I ity in NASA's Global Comm Network (NASCOM) to meet new flight program reqmts; 
increase network efficiency; & maintain high reliablity for transmi.ssion of data 

includes tying existing White Sands TDRSS Ground Terminal w/ Second TDASS Ground Terminal 
includes replacing DSN's ground communications & data hand I ing w/higher capabi Ii ty systems 
reqired for some new missions (i.e., Mars Observer; Global Geospace Science> 
--- systems will be installed in Madrid, Spain; Goldstone, CA; Tidbinbilla, Australia; & JPL 

Communications Operations: 
- Includes NASCOM & PSCN (NASA's Communications Network & Program Support Communications Network) 
- Provides interconnections through leased voice, data & wideband circuits 

NASCOM interconnects tracking & data acquisition facilities for all flight projects 
(i.e., launch areas, test sites, & mission control centers). 
--- operated by GSFC, the main switching control point; subswitching centers at JPL & Madrid 
PSCN interconnects NASA Centers; HQ; & major Contractor locations 
--- includes video teleconferencing 
--- operated by MSFC 

Mission Facilities: 
- Provides capabilities for command & control of unmanned programs 

Mission Operations: 
- Provides for operation of mission control centers; and related SW & suppt services for 

the monitoring & control of in-orbit spacecraft & prelaunch prep of new spacecraft 

Data Processing Systems Implementation: 
- Provides for procurement of eqpmt & services for large data processing systems at GSFC 

-- systems determine spacecraft attitude & orbit; generate commands for spacecraft ops; 
and process data produced by missions prior to final analysis 

Data Processing Operations: 
- Processing tricking & telemetry data from spacecraft into usable form 



BASIS OF FY 1992 FUNDING REQUIREMENT 

COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA SYSTEMS 

Communications systems implementation .•.. 
Communications operations .......••..•.... 
Mission facilities ...................... . 
Mission operations ....................•.. 
Data processing systems implementation .. . 
Data processing operations .............. . 

Total ... .............................. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

9,535 
106,054 

10,220 
27,200 
18,391 
53.467 

224.867 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

13,500 11,600 
120,300 118,200 

11,100 9,000 
40,800 41,400 
22,800 22,000 
61. 300 55.800 

269.800 258.000 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

10,300 
129,600 

22,000 
44,900 
39,800 

...iL.§.00 

314,200 

Funds requested for the Communications and Data Systems program provide for the implementation and 
operation of facilities and systems that are required for data transmission, mission control and data 
processing for space flight missions. The requirements for these functions are increasing sharply as new 
flight missions are overlaid on the continuing operations of older spacecraft. During the past year, two 
new spacecraft control and data processing facilities have been completed, Hubble Space Telescope (HST) 
and the Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO). 

Communications circuits and services provide for the transmission of data between and among the remote 
tracking stations, the TDRSS Ground Terminal, launch areas, the mission control centers, and data 
processing facilities. Real-time information is crucial to determine the condition of the spacecraft and 
payloads and for the generation of spacecraft and payload control commands. Data received from the 
various spacecraft must be transformed into a usable form for spacecraft monitoring in the control centers 
and for experimenter analysis. 

Major activities underway include: operation of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), preparations for 
missions such as Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO), Spacelabs, Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS), 
Global Geospace Science (GGS), Collaborative Solar Terrestrial Research (COSTR), Small Explorers (SMEX), 
and Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF). In addition, a system architecture has been developed 
for the Customer Data and Operations System (COOS) and NASCOM II from the efforts of two independent 
contractors and the COOS staff. These systems, as are most of the planned science spacecraft, will 
incorporate the new internationally accepted digital communications protocols. The COOS and NASCOM II are 
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COMMUNICATIONS & DATA SYSTEMS: 

TOTAL COMM & DATA SYSTEMS 

Comm Systems 

*Communication Operations 
------
NASCOM 
PSCN 

Mission Facilities 

Mission Operations 

Data Processing Systems 
-------------------

DPH Systems 
PC&A Systems 
TORS User Technol 

* coos 

Data Processing Operations 
---------------
DPH Operations 
PC&A Operations 

FY90 

224.9 

9.5 

106. 1 

58.3 
47.8 

10.2 

27.2 

18.4 

4.0 
5.3 
4.6 
4.5 

53.5 

33 6 
19.9 

*INCLUDES UNRESOLVED AUNOUT ISSUES 

DP&H = Data Processing & Handling 

Office of Space Operations 
FY 1992 Budget Submit 

FY91 

258.0 

11. 6 

118. 2 

63.5 
54.7 

9.0 

41 4 

22.0 

5.7 
5.2 
3.8 
7.3 

55 8 

33.4 
22.4 

FY92 

314.2 

10. 3 

129.6 

70.6 
59.0 

22.0 

44.9 

39.8 

2.8 
5.0 
9.0 

23 0 

67.6 

40.0 
27.6 

FY93 

414.4 

10.5 

140.7 

77. 1 
63.6 

37.0 

52.6 

102.8 

14. 2 
10. 4 
6.5 

71. 7 

70.8 

43.3 
27.5 

FY94 

~ 

11 . 2 

152.4 

88. 1 
64.3 

39.4 

51. 7 

144.9 

10. 1 
12. 8 
6. 1 

115.9 

71. 8 

44. 1 
27.7 

PC&A = Programming, Computations & Analysis: 

FY95 

493.6 

12. 3 

164.8 

96.0 
68.8 

39. 1 

52.9 

153.6 

5.5 
14.0 

6 9 
127.2 

70.9 

42.9 
28.0 

FY96 

ilLl 
12.5 

191. 5 

118. 3 
73.2 

38.7 

57.3 

115. 5 

6.6 
12. 1 
7.7 

89. 1 

72 1 

43.9 
28.2 

- primarily flight dynamic systems <support to spacecraft) 
- also includes advanced development support (technology, i.e., VLSI; prework for COOS; etc.) 

TORS User Technology: 
- "special case" items which are generally higher cost than those in Advanced Systems; 

predominently spacecraft oriented; promotes NASA communications capabi I ities; enables prototype 
development to benefit users 

- includes advanced transponder development; Ka-band spacecraft telecommunications systems 
development; Mars Observer Ka-band frequency I ink experiment; on-board beam forming on multiple 
access antenna development; and others 



systems that will provide the two orders of magnitude increase in data processing capacity required in the 
late 1990's. These systems are required by the Space Station Freedom (SSF), the Earth Observation System 
(EOS), the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM), and the Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility 
(AXAF). 

Communications systems implementation .... 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

9,535 

1991 
Budget Current 

E§timate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

13,500 11,600 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

10,300 

The objective of the Communications Systems Implementation program is to provide the necessary capability 
in NASA's Global Communications Network (NASCOM) to meet new flight program requirements, to increase the 
efficiency of the network, and to maintain a high level of reliability for the transmission of data and 
commands between U.S. assets in space and their respective control centers. 

A major implementation activity is the planning, engineering, and equipment acquisition required to tie 
together the existing TDRSS ground terminal with the Second TDRSS Ground Terminal (STGT) at White Sands, 
New Mexico. This requires an integrated communications capability for the control and transfer of data 
between the two facilities. Another significant effort under way is the equipment acquisition to replace 
the Deep Space Network's ground communications and data handling systems with higher capacity systems. 
These systems will be installed at Madrid, Spain; Goldstone, California; Tidbinbilla, Australia; and the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. These higher capacity systems are required to support spacecraft under 
development such as Mars Observer and Global Geospace Science (GGS) missions. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATg 

The decrease of $1.9 million reflects program adjustments that are being made to accommodate a portion of 
the general reductions specified by Congress. As a result, the planned replacement of the Shuttle video 
system will be cancelled. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The FY 1992 funding will provide the equipment and modifications to the NASCOM network and the enginearing 
and equipment acquisition required for the STGT at White Sands. Funding will also provide the ground 
communications data systems in the Deep Space Network required by the combined data rates of the Magellan, 
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DIRECTORATE 

CODESOO 

NASCOM NETWORK 

CODE 540 

NASCOM NETWORK 

o NETWORK CONTROL AND PRIMARY SWITCHING CENTER AT GSFC 

· SF 

~.:. ~·· 

o MAJOR SWITCHING CENTERS AT MADRID, SPAIN, AND CANBERRA, AUSTRALIA 

o TERMINAL EQUIPMENT AT ALL NASA CENTERS 

o COMMERCIAL CARRIERS: 

o POOL OF 30 CARRIERS AROUND THE WORLD PROVIDING 849 CIRCUITS 

108 WIDEBAND CIRCUITS 
320 VOICE/DATA CIRCUITS (INCLUDING FAX) 
360 VOICE CIRCUITS 
36 TELETYPE CIRCUITS 
25 VIDEO LINES 

N/\SJ\ _ COMMUNICATIONS AND 
DATA SYSTEMS DMSION {I} 11r1•u 

Office of Space Oper ....... 

NASCOM 

• .mU512 KBS cmCUIT AWARD 

• A NEW DATE FOR PROPOSALS TO BE RECEIVED HAS BEEN POSTPONED FROM THE 
JANUARY 20 DATE PENDING A SITE SURVEY AT JPL TO DETERMINE A MORE FAVORABLE 
LOCATION FOR THE EARTH STATIONS 

• PREVIOUS SITE SELECTIONS HAVE RESULTED IN EXTENSIVE CONSTRUCTION COSTS IN 
THE ORDER OF $500-700K 

• THESE COSTS MUST BE REDUCED TO MAKE A VIABLE CONTRACT WITHIN BUDGET 

• NASCOM ll 

• SCHEDULE HAS BEEN REVISED TO REFLECT CURRENT BUDGETARY AND SCHEDULE 
NEEDS 

• A 'l'Dft'AffYS SCHEDULE NOW CALLS FOR RFP RELEASE IN DECEMBER 1991 VICE 
APRIL1991 



• 
Galileo, Ulysses, Mars Observer, and the International Solar Terrestrial Program (ISTP) missions. New 
multiplex/demultiplex equipment will be acquired for the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) and the 
Johnson Space Center (JSC) to functionally match the equipment installed at the STGT and the upgraded 
current ground terminal at White Sands. 

1990 
Actual 

Communications operations ................ 106,054 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

120,300 118,200 

1992 
Budget 

Estimau 

129,600 

NASA's NASCOM interconnects the tracking and data acquisition facilities for all flight projects, by means 
of leased voice, data, and wideband circuits. Also, NASCOM links such facilities as launch areas, test 
sites, and mission control centers. Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) operates the NASCOM and serves as 
its major switching control point. In the interest of economy, reliability, and full utilization of trunk 
circuitry, subswitching centers have been established at JPL and Madrid. The NASA flight projects require 
the transfer of data between the mission control centers and the sites because of the need for real-time 
control of spacecraft and on-board experiments. 

NASA's Program Support Communications Network (PSCN) interconnects the NASA Centers, Headquarters, and 
major contractor locations through leased voice, data, and wideband circuits for the transfer of 
programmatic and scientific data. Video teleconferencing capability and other administrative 
telecommunications services are also provided. The Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) operates the PSCN 
and serves as its major switching control point. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The decrease of $2.1 million reflects program adjustments that are being made to accommodate a portion of 
the general reduction specified by Congress. The adjustments include delaying implementation of new 
capabilities in requirements on the PSCN and NASCOM by time-sharing existing circuitry. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The requested FY 1992 funding for the communications operations program provides the circuits and 
capability required to operate and maintain the network for the increasing number of scheduled missions. 
International communications satellites and cables will continue to provide digital wideband required by 
all the overseas tracking stations. Domestic satellite systems and terrestrial networks will continue to 
service the continental United States locations. The funding to provide the Deep Space Network with 
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wideband data links with Spain and Australia, deferred from FY 1991, must be implemented in FY 1992, to 
meet the operational requirements of the Mars Observer and International Solar Terrestrial Program (ISTP) 
programs. 

The Program Support Communications Network (PSCN) provides for the circuits and facilities for 
programmatic operations such as data transmission and computer-to-computer data sharing for NASA Centers 
and Headquarters. In FY 1992, funds are required to operate and maintain the PSCN hardware and wideband 
satellite and terrestrial circuits at all NASA locations and selected contractor sites. The network 
supports all NASA programs and projects. 

1991 1992 
1990 Budget Current Budget 

Actual E:itimate Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Mission facilities ...................... . 10,220 11,100 9,000 22,000 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

The Mission Facilities implementation program provides the capabilities needed for the command and control 
of NASA's unmanned scientific and applications satellite programs. Command and control of the spacecraft 
and on-board experiments are carried out via the Payload Operations Control Centers (POCC's) and related 
mission support systems. 

The POCC's are responsible for the receipt, processing, and display of spacecraft engineering data and the 
generation of commands. Four POCC's currently monitor and control numerous spacecraft. In FY 1990, a 
major new dedicated control center was completed for control of the Hubble Space Telescope. Related 
mission support systems include a Johnson Space Center/Goddard Space Flight Center Shuttle POCC Interface 
Facility (SPIF) and a Mission Planning/Command Management System to schedule spacecraft support and 
generate command sequences for transmission by the POCC's to the spacecraft. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The decrease of $2.1 million reflects program adjustments that are being made to accommodate a portion of 
the general reduction specified by Congress. The reduction results in a delay in the development of the 
AXAF, the Small Explorers, Fast Auroral Snapshot Explorer (FAST), and the Submillimeter Wave Astronomy 
Satellite spacecraft control centers, and deferral of planned replacements of some aging control center 
equipment. 
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BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The FY 1992 budget request includes funds for continued implementation of mission control capabilities at 
GSFC for the Small Explorers missions and at MSFC for AXAF. Also in FY 1992, funds are included for 
mission unique modifications to the existing Multi-Satellite Operations Control Center (MSOCC) at GSFC for 
control of the Total Ozone Monitoring Spectrometer (TOMS), Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM), 
X-ray Timing Explorer (XTE), GGS, COSTR, and various Shuttle attached payloads. The increase from FY 1991 
to FY 1992 reflects the deferral of work from FY 1991, plus the implementation activities required by the 
increasing queue of scheduled new missions. 

1991 1992 
1990 Budget Current Budget 

Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Mission operations ...................... . 27,200 40,800 41,400 44,900 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

The Mission Operations program provides for the operation of the mission control centers and the related 
software and support services necessary for the monitoring and control of in-orbit spacecraft and 
prelaunch preparations for new spacecraft. 

Control facilities for spacecraft/payload operations have the capability for receiving, processing, and 
displaying spacecraft engineering and telemetry data and for generating commands. Commands are generated 
in response to emergencies or preplanned in sequences to carry out the mission objectives. Each facility 
is operated 24 hours per day, 7 days per week for mission support. For Shuttle missions with attached 
payloads operated by GSFC, a specialized system processes and displays Shuttle-unique data that is needed 
for payload control. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The increase of $600 thousand is required for a further increase in the number of operating personnel 
required for new missions---the Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO), the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite 
(UARS), and the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE)--that become operational in FY 1991 and early FY 1992. 
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COOS: 

*FY 1992 Budget 
FY 1991 Budget 

Prior 

24.2 
24.2 

FY90 

4.5 
4.7 

Change from 91 0.0 -0.2 
*INCLUDES UNRESOLVED RUNOUT ISSUES 

Office of Space Operations 
FY 1992 Budget Submit 

Customer Data and Operations System (COOS> 

FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 
--- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
7.3 23.0 71. 7 115.9 127.2 89. 1 
8.7 53.5 123.9 102. 1 63.5 

-1. 4 -30.5 -52.2 13.8 63.7 89. 1 

---------------------------------------------------·--------
Variance Explanation: 

- FY-91 was in-house estimate, developed prior to Phase B contractor information 
- Rephased -- assumes Station MTC in 6/96; readiness needed in 12/94 (18 months prior to MTC) 

BTC TOTAL 
----- -----
104.7 567 6 

29.6 410.2 

75. 1 157.4 

-- includes interim system to support Station MTC & early stages of TRMM 
--- minimun time to develop CDOS to ful I capabi I ity is 4 years 7 months from contract award 

Program Description: - wi I I provide data capture, communications processing & transmission to Space Station Control Ctr 
& data processing centers along w/forward I ink transmission & processing 

- will use new internationally accepted digital communications protocals 
2 orders of magnitude increase in data processing capacity 
will support SSF, EOS, TRMM, AXAF, OSL and future missions 

St&tus: 
- Phase B definition studies completed in 6/90 

-- 2 Contractors--> Martin Marietta & TRW 
-- studies provided basis for a pre I iminary system architecture 

Currently N30 CSC support contractors at GSFC helping prepare procurement documentation 
and specifications 
FY-91 includes N$3M to begin developing testbed 
RFP release 1991 [month is TBOJ 

Mi lest ones assumed in FY-92 Budget: 
- Contract award: 1992 
- Data transfer capabi I ity'. Ntst Qtr FY-96 
- Ful I capabi I ity (to support data processing, including 1 observatory): N2nd Qtr FY-97 
- Complete Capabi I ity (expanded to support multiple observatories>: Nist Qtr FY-98 

FY-92 estimate includes: - NASCOM I I, an automated data driven system needed N2nd Qtr FY96 to support COOS; wi I I be a 
separate procurement (initially planned to include this under CDOS contract) 
Interim system ( including prototype), to support SSF 
Test & verification of CDOS system 
Archiving capabi I ity 
COOS Ops Management System, to interface w/customer & keep track of everything 
Hard copy cap ab i I i t y wh i ch w i I I reduce opera t i on a I cost rd at a can be de I i II ere d on tape rather 
than going through communication I inesJ 

Issue: - Platform Support Center is NOT funded in OSO or in OSSA budget 
-- estimated by OSO at $SOM; OSSA estimate is S100M 



BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The FY 1992 budget request includes funds to operate the control centers.and supporting facilities for 
control of the fifteen on-orbit missions scheduled for FY 1992 operations, and to develop the control 
center capabilities required for upcoming missions being developed. The funds will also support 
development of improvements to the planning and scheduling systems for the flight missions; control 
facilities for spacecraft with higher data rates; and to the interface with.the JSC Shuttle control 
center. These enhancements are required to operate the increased number of spacecraft being controlled, 
to accommodate the higher data rates and the sophistication of the new spacecraft. New missions being 
planned or developed include the Total Ozone Mapper Spectrometer (TOMS), the Tropical Rainfall Measurement 
Mission (TRMM), the X-ray Timing Explorer (XTE), the Global Geospace Satellite (GGS) and the Collaborative 
Solar Terrestrial Research (COSTR) Spacecraft. 

Data processing systems implementation ... 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

18,391 

1991 1992 
Budget Current Budget 

Estimate Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

22,800 22,000 39,800 

The Data Processing Systems Implementation program provides for the procurement of equipment and related 
services for the large data processing and computation systems at the Goddard Space Flight Center which 
are required by the broad spectrum of operational missions. These systems determine spacecraft attitude 
and orbit, and generate commands for the spacecraft operations. These systems also process the large 
volume of data produced by the many missions prior to the final analysis by the individual mission 
research projects. 

Major computation capabilities include the Flight Dynamics Facility, which performs the real-time 
attitude, orbit computation, and flight maneuver control functions, and the Mission Operations and Data 
Systems Information Network (MODSIN). Also included are testbed facilities used for prototyping, testing, 
and evaluating maturing technologies. Using these facilities, promising technologies in the areas of 
remote payload operation and control, expert systems, high speed data processing, high level languages, 
and very large scale integration (VLSI) will be further developed and tested. In addition, there are four 
major systems for processing payload data: (1) the Generic Time Division Multiplexer (GTDM) Facility, 
which processes data from all TDM satellites; (2) the Packet Processor (PACOR), which processes data jrom 
satellites which employ the new packet technology and protocols; (3) the Hubble Space Telescope Data 
Capture Facility (HSTDCF), which captures, processes, and forwards the packetized telemetry from the 
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Prior FY90 

3t6-55 COOS <STATION/EDS> 24.2 4.6 
---- ----

HQ Support 1. 6 0.5 
Project Support 20.7 2.9 
Phase CID lmplemtn 2.0 1 . 2 
Reserves (included} 

NOTE: SSFP/EOS split is 50/50, per OSO 

Office of Space Operations 
FY 1992 Budget Subait 

Customer Data and Operations Systea <COOS> 

FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 
----- ---- ----- ----- ----- -----
7.3 23.0 71. 7 115. 9 127.2 89. 1 

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
0.5 1. 6 5.6 2.6 2.6 1 . 6 
2.7 4.3 4.5 5. 1 4.7 3.9 
4 1 17. 1 61. 6 108.2 119. 9 83.6 

($2.4 ($13.3)($17.1 )($14.5) ( $ 5 1 ) 

- Due to Space Sht ion replanning, new guide I ines for COOS wi 11 be developed in 

BTC TOTAL 
----- -----
104.6 567 .6 
---- ----

3.2 19.7 
2.2 51. 0 

99.2 494.9 
($11.7} ($64.1) 

early February. Centers will then develop detailed cost estimates based on the new guidelines. 

coos PROCUREMENT ACTIVITI~· ho{cf, ~~ 60-.~ 
• · RFP RELEASE, ·THE APR SUBMISSION TO GSA, AND THE REVISED SEB APPOINTMENT 

MEMORANDUM AND MODIFICATION TO CDOS PROCUREMENT PLAN DOCUMENTS ARE ON 
HOLD: 

• INTEGRATING TI-IE SSF RESTRUCTURING AND 1992 BUDGET MARK INTO THE COOS 
PROGRAM 

• A DELTA SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS REVIEW (SRR) IS SCHEDULED FOR FEBRUARY 28, 1991 

• RFP RELEASE CRITICAL PATH IS THE 60 DAYS APR REVIEW REQUIRED BY GSA 

OS/PSR/010891-18 



Hubble Space Telescope to the Science Institute Facility; and, (4) the Spacelab Data Processing Facility 
(SLDPF), which performs the data processing required by Spacelab missions. The final success of the many 
missions depend on these data systems being viable and responsive to project requirements. 

Definition studies and preliminary design for the Customer Data and Operations System (CDOS) were 
completed in June 1990 by two independent contractors. These studies provide the basis for a preliminary 
system architecture. The CDOS will employ the new and efficient internationally accepted digital 
communications protocols which are also planned for the newer spacecraft. The CDOS will incorporate 
state-of-the-art systems that will provide the two orders of magnitude increase in data processing 
capacity needed by NASA in the mid 1990's. The CDOS is required by SSF, EOS, TRMM, AXAF and all other 
future missions of the late 1990's and beyond. 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The decrease of $0.8 million reflects program adjustments made to accommodate a portion of the general 
reduction specified by Congress. The reductions will delay the planned Spacelab data processing hardware 
replacement. 

BASIS OF FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The FY 1992 budget request will provide continued funding for improvements in the existing computation 
capabilities at GSFC that provide real-time support to NASA spacecraft. The budget request also includes 
funds to complete development of the GTDM data processing system, for first use by UARS. The UARS data 
handling will serve as a pathfinder for other users and provide the basis for conducting trade-off 
analyses between development costs and operating efficiencies for future mission applications. Funds are 
also requested for upgrading the data processing capabilities at GSFC to facilitate the exchange of data 
within the data processing complex and to other mission support facilities. Significant effort will be 
expended on developing CDOS testbeds and prototype systems to provide proof of concept before full system 
implementation. 

Requested funding provides unique spare parts for maintenance of electronic systems, test equipment, and 
minor modifications and hardware fabrication associated with new equipment installation and 
reconfiguration. 
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o ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE lNCREASE IN SPACE OPERATIONS DATA SYSTEMS 
CAPABILITY REQUIRED BY SPACE STATION AND EARTH OBSERVATION 
SYSTEM (EOS) 

o MULTIPLE 300 MEGABITS PER SECOND DATA STREAMS Wft.L BE ACQUIRED 
AND ROUTED TO USERS 

o DEFINlTION OF CUSTOMER DATA AND OPERATIONS SYSTEM (COOS) IS IN 
PROGRESS .. 

,o NEW SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE BASED ON NEW TECHNOLOGY 
o COOS WILL SUPPLY.DATA ACQUISITION, ROUTING, INITIAL PROCESSIN(), 

AND PLATFORM CONTROL AS PART OF SPACE STATION FREEDOM AND 
EOS DATA SYSTEMS 

o ~TIONN.. °'TA SYSTEM COMMUNICATIOHSSTANDVIJSWU.. , 

e APRJEO . 
DEFNTION ST\JDES TO BE COMPLETED N FY 1990, FOl1.0WED 
IMPLEMENTATION PHASE 



Data processing operations .............. . 

OBJECTIVES AND STATUS 

1990 
Actual 

53,467 

1991 
Budget Current 

Estimate Estimate 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

61,300 55\-SOO. ' . 

',./!;". \_,()f1.!_;,~. ;_(~,'1?[i_:·~! 

1992 
Budget 

Estimate 

67 ,600:· ·",_!J 1,, !' \ 

;'if'f · \\J"E 3:Xl V~f{J'p'fl!l<~ !:XI.:' 2F.C(WIP ,;\, !¥ :.Ul<t:: \!~~'~ M!iT i'.Jk ·..;cui 
Information received in the form of tracking and telemeJf.1.i:ift:t,~from the various sp~cecraft must be 
processed into a usable form before transfer to the exp,ef~i,r~J.ilirffi:~~l~~~ 2.1...,,'ijt.~,.tr~fRf.J'1't~9A1~1 
performed as part of the data processing function and ~~•~::,t<t::,a·;.'f~ v•1t.i~~~ 1PJfc!-l'rog'.l!<irul.J.iQ.\'a~p,11g~~· 
the small explorer satellites to more complex imaging satellites. 

Telemetry data is the primary product of spacecraft, and it i.s-tnrougli- analysis of this data by the 
investigators that the mission objectives are achieved. Data are processed to separate the information 
obtained from various scientific experiments aboard the spacecraft, to consolidate information for each 
experimenter, to determine spacecraft attitude, and to correlate these measurements with time and 
spacecraft posit:ion data; ·FO\,lr facilities'/~t.he GTDM, the PACOR, the SLDPF, and the HSTDCF facilities 
prep:ltocess different typ~s_, .of raw miss i<:th° -~;;,. 

j · ~ _,:·~~·-· ·- .~:~;;.~.: ··z., -·-··• ,.~.--w~~1~v-~~.#~t'~-~ ·' 
The GTDM ~'tfl handle 'sat:~tl\te .,dat.~ that is received in a time division multiplexed digital form from 
ground teliJttetry faciJ,.:[tte~,yia N.A~to~.. ~~- Ui __ ~a.P-a..l:>.le of electronically storing large volumes of 
tele~etry''1,~ta, thu~ .. ~iiiot~lf:ing!most, of- tll~:tapE: ~nd tape handling operations. The PACOR facility 
proc,sses ,p~ket tel:e~J;;!at;:ellite data~ ·· ~-~SWPF processes Spacelab telemetry data and the HSTDCF 

J . ' • 

provides .~l}e,.pro~,s.~!"9g,,,for Hubb+e Spa~e. T.ale_scope, data. In addition to telemetry data processing, new 
projecJ:s require e~tensii~ P,~}~cp mtssfoti';;planning and analyses. Spacecraft position and attitude 
predictions analys~s are_"·a1;_s·o._'fequijred: to d~velpp operational sequences and procedures. Benefits from 
these analyses includ8t optiutizationl of•. systems 'resources such as ensuring spacecraft safety while 
maximizing, sgi,ene:e data re'turn 'diir"1.ng i,pac~craft operation. These analyses result in the generation of 
flight dynamic1:1 requiremert~·. ian4 lead_ to the visual displays of attitude and simulation systems. 

Facility management, maintenance ,and operation,,s,, and software development support for the data processing 
facilities are provided for tir,. thiJ te·quest. Also included is the software development and maintenance 
required for attitude' dete'rminati.on, flight maneuvers, and mission simulations for upcoming flight 
programs. 

.,:1;·· .,:)< 

CHANGES FROM FY 1991 BUDGET ESTIMATE 

The decrease of $5.5 million reflects program adjustments to accommodate a portion of the general 
reduction specified by Congress. Reductions were made in data systems, computer operations, and 
maintenance; and will result in the delayed delivery of some mission data. 
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BASIS or FY 1992 ESTIMATE 

The FY 1992 budget request provides for operation of the various computation and data processing 
facilities including the SLDPF, which provides unique hardware and software support to Spacelab and 
Dedicated Discipline Laboratory (DDL) missions. Pre-mission, mission, and post-mission activities for FY 
1992 launches of the International Microgravity Laboratory (IML)-1, United States Microgravity Laboratory 
(USML)-1, United States Microgravity Payload (USMP), Diffuse X-ray Spectrometer (DXS), Attached Shuttle 
Payloads (ASP), Atlas-1, and Spacelab-J missions are required. In addition, preparation for future 
missions such as USMP-2, Spacelab D2, Atlas-2, Hitchhiker payloads, and Spacelab Life Science (SLS) -2 
will be continued. Ongoing spacecraft support for HST, International Cometary Explorer (ICE), Earth 
Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS), Interplanetary Monitoring Platform (IMP), Cosmic Background Explorer 
(COBE), and GRO includes the software and maintenance enhancements necessary to perform spacecraft 
attitude control, maneuver operations, and data processing. Funding will support the Space Station 
Freedom flight dynamics analysis. 

Application software development, prototyping, and system testing are continuing for upcoming science and 
applications missions such as International Solar Terrestrial Program (ISTP) Wind, ISTP-Polar, 
ISTP-Geotail, X-ray Timing Explorer (XTE), ISTP-Solar Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO), and Attached 
Shuttle Payloads. 
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